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IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
(The sitting was opened at 10.30 a.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 11 October 1984.r
2. Agenda
President. 
- 
At its meerints of 9 and 11 October 1984
the enlarged Bureau drew up the draft agenda which
has been distributed.
At the meeting yesterday afternoon the chairmen of
the political groups insructed me to propose a cenain
number of amendments.
Tuesday:No changes
However, I would draw your attention to the prob-
lems concerning the examinarion of draft supplemen-
ary budget No I for 1984.
According to the agenda the vote on this draft supple-
mentary budget and on the motion for a resolution in
Mrs Scrivener's report will be mken tomorrow at
about 5.30 p.m.
As soon as we have the result of the vote, Parliament's
decision will be notified rc the Council which could
consider it on 24 October 1984, and communicate the
Mr Ricbard; Mrs Caroline tackson; Mr
Ricbard
o Qaestion No 13, by Mr Marck: Publica-
tion of infonution by the Community:
Mr Narjes; Mr Marck; Mr Narjes; Mr
Kuijpers; Mr Narjes; Sir tames Scott-
Hophins
result of its deliberations to us fhe same evening. In
that case the Council's decisions could not be distri-
buted to the House undl the morning of Thursday,
25 October 1984.
Consequently, in view of the short deadline for tabling
amendments it would not be possible to hold the
debate and vote on the second reading before 6 p.m.
on Thursday, 25 October 1984.
This, of course, is simply a hypothesis on which no
decision can be taken today.
I shall inform the House afur the Council's delibera-
tions on the possibilities available for organizing our
work in such a way as to enable a second reading of
the supplementary budget to be held during this pan-
session.
Vhen the time arrives, it will be for the House to take
a decision on this matter.
Mr Cot (Sl, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.-
(FR) Mr President, on this point I should like to draw
your arrcntion and that of the House to the constraints
which affect the whole budgetary debate which, as
you know, requires a large majoriry since an absolutc
majoriry of all the Members of Parliament is required
for the adoption of amendments at both the first and
the second readings. Consequently, I am worried *rat
if the vote is aken at 6 p.m. on Thursday, the fact that
many Members have to make arrangemen$ to return
to their constitutencies, many of which are very f.ar
from here, will make it difficult for us to hold our
debate and to arrive at our decision in an atmosphere
of calm.
Therefore, Mr President, I would ask you, if the
Council exercises 
- 
as they all hope it will 
- 
thc
necessary diligence, whether the agenda could be
reconsidered, even though this will clearly require a
very great effon from our services. However, I feel
that, for the sake of the finances of the Community, it
is wonh making the effon to ensure that, for example,
by the end of Thursday morning we will be in a posi-
50
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tion to discuss Mrs Scrivener's report, which will be
presented at the second reading, so thar the vote can
be aken at the beginning and not the end of the afur-
noon. Otherwise, Mr President, I fear that there is a
grave risk that the agenda that you are presenring
today will seriously hamper our deliberations.
Prcsident. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Cot. !7e shall consider
very carefully the matter you have raised.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I believe I
have the support of Mr Arndt and Mr Plumb in simply
asking that we keep the vote at 3 p.m. on Thursday.
Any amendments which might be tabled will nor pose
a major problem since at the secbnd reading 
- 
even if
small changes have been made 
- 
only amendments
from the first reading can be reinroduced. I therefore
foresee no major rcchnical problem. \7e all realized
that we need a well-attended House for such an
imponant decision. Therefore, we should not change
the scheduled time of 3 p.m. This is whar we are
joindy requesting.
Mrs Casde (S). 
- 
Mr President, doesn'r this show
the folly of rying to rush borh the first and second
readings through in one week? \[e have also got to
consider the right of Members who may be dissatisfied
with the Council's decisions, to table amendments.
'!Vhat, under this timetable, would be the proposed
deadline for the tabling of amendments for rhe second
reading?
President. 
- 
That is the whole problem. Mr Klepsch
is in fact insisting that we should be sure ro take the
vot€ at 3 p.*., which, indeed, would be desirable. Of
course, if there are amendments it will be very difficult
to do so.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I think
you should take very seriously what Mr Klepsch has
said. Mr Klepsch was not referring to something desir-
able; he pointed to an actual state of affairs. !7e
should not allow it to happen that 
- 
wirh a vague
reference rc rcchnical difficulties 
- 
Parliament is una-
ble to adopt properly tabled amendments because ir is
six o'clock and we do not have 218 Members present.
If this happens, Mr President, the vote will be held
over until November. I want ro point rhis out quite
clearly. Ve are in a position to vote again on the
amendments which are already available 
- 
the dead-
line has expired 
- 
on Thursday, during the second
reading. There are only a very small number of them
and the only thing that can be changed in this text is
the amount which can be communicated orally. There
is no obstacle whatsoever to voting on Thursday at
3 p.m. I want to insist on this, Mr President.
(Appk*se)
President. 
- 
Ve cannot take a firm decision until we
know the ourcome of the Council's discussions. As
soon as we know them I shall, as I promised, resubmit
the matter to the House, which will then decide. Of
course, it is desirable that we should vote at 3 p.m.
Mr Pitt (S). 
- 
Mr President, I cannot agree with
your interpretation of Mr von der Vring's commen6.
He is making a very valid poinr He is srying that we
should not allow our timetable to be dcctated by the
Council. This Parliament is supposed to be one half of
the budgetary authoriry. Ve cannot allow our timeta-
ble to be dictated externally, and especially crammed
in such a way. Either we vote at 3 o'clock on Thurs-
day, or we do not vote until November. It is as simple
and as clear as that, Mr President.
President. 
- 
Mr Pitt, you have mistinterpreted'what I
said. I did not say that our decision should be dictated
by the Council; that is not the question. It is for the
House to take a definitive decision on the way it con-
ducts its business. Nonetheless, the Communications
which we will receive from the Council and the
amendments which may be tabled are pafi and parcel
of our decision. This is a matter for the Members of
this House.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we shall pro-
balby have a conciliation meeting with the Council. At
this meeting you must inform the Council that either
the decisions will have to be ready in time for a vote
on Thursday at 3 p.m. or else we shall not be able to
vote this week at all, but only in two weeks' dme. The
imponant point is that it is nor a matter of what the
Council says to us but what we say to the Council and
how we use the time provided for in the Treaties. Ve
could everl wait forty-five days.
President. 
- 
Mr Arndt, the House will take the final
decision bearing in mind all of these elements.
Mr Sutra (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it is clear from
what we have just heard that if we hold the vote at
6 p.m. Thursday we shall be at the mercy of a request
for a quorum which would inevimbly mean holding it
over until November.
I propose that you put it to the vote. N7e should decide
at once that the vote will be held at 3 p.m. Ve will
then inform the Council of our decision.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
No, Mr Sutra, not now. I shall put the
matter to the House which will then decide. Ve can-
not take a decision now. Of course we shall retain the
3 p.m. deadline fof the 
.moment and it is infinitely
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desirable that the vote should be taken at 3 p.m. That
is what I wish too. I am quirc prepared, as Mr Arndt
suggested, to so inform the Council.
(After reading the amendments to lV'ednesday\ and
Tharsday\t agendas, Parliament adopted tbe agenda as
amended)2
3. Votes
Rcport (Doc.2-604/t+) by Mrs Braun-Moser, on
bchalf of the Committee on Transport, on the proposal
from the Commission to the Council (COM(84)
348 final 
- 
Doc. l-356/t4l for a third directive on
summer time arrangement. 3
Mr Megahy (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. Vill there be any more opponunity for my col-
leagues to make explanations of vote pointing out the
crucial effect that this proposal will have on people liv-
ing in the United Kingdom? I am cenain that they
would welcome the opponunity to press home the
point that this will have very damaging effects on peo-
ple living in the United Kingdom, panicularly elderly
people. Vill they get the opportunity to do so, as this
vote was deferred from last time?
President. 
- 
f6s, Mr Megahy, there will be an oppor-
tuniry to give explanations of vote under the normal
conditions, i.e. with a time-limit.
Mr Newton Dunn (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenq I am sony
m take you back to the question raised by Mr Megahy
about whether explanations of vote can now be taken.
You were not in the Chair at the end of the last part-
session when the request was made to establish
whether a quorum was present. Vice-President Seefeld
was in che Chair. \7e did have explanations of vote.
They were completed. The President said the list was
completed and we then moved to the vote. No funher
names vere on that list for explanations of vote, and,
as you know, they cannot be added subsequently.
Therefore, I ask you to change your ruling. There
cannot be explanations of vote now since the explana-
tions of vote were completed.
Mr Seefeld (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Newton Dunn is quite
right. I was, at that time, in the Chair. Ve had con-
cluded the debate, the proposal for a directive had
been adopted, the explanations of vote had been pre-
senrcd and there were no funher requesr to speak. I
was on the point of putting the motion for a resolution
rc the vorc when the request to establish a quorum was
made. Therefore the only thing that remains to be
done is to vote on the motion for a resolution in Mrs
Braun-Moser's report.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Seefeld, far be it from me to contra-
dict you. I was not avrare that you had closed the list
of speakers and I must of course do as you suggest.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
On a point of order Mr Presi-
dent, I have been concerned, as a new Member of this
Parliament, about the frequency with which I am una-
ble to attend plenary sittings of Parliament because of
meetings of committees of this House taking place
simultaneously with the plenary sittings. I understand
quite clearly that it is your responsibiliry as a matter of
urBency to give a ruling and to give permission for
those commitrce meetings to take place. I have not
always been convinced of the necessiry for such
urgency. Can I ask your guidance as to whether it is
not possible, when you have given permission for com-
mirtee meetings to take place, that you report to us at
the beginning of the plenary sitting, explaining the cir-
cumsances in which you have given such permission?
During the last pan-session we found ourselves in the
absurd situation of being called to a meeting of the
Committee on Budgetary Control where pan of the
business of that committee was to go wandering off
through the streets of Strasbourg to sart looking, with
an architect, at the site of a proposed Parliament club
which many Members of this House were not commit-
ted to. '!7e are not satisfied that that constitutes
urgency and would therefore ask that when you give
permission for a committee to meet, you explain to the
House your reasons for giving this permission so that
such meetings become an exception rather than the
rule; that they become something very special and we
can in fact do what we are supposed to be doing,
which is attending to the business of this House rather
than being elsewhere during plenary sittings.
President. 
- 
Mr Tomlinson, I share your point of
view. Committee chairmen have frequently been
reminded that they should not in principle call com-
mittee meetings during plenary sittings.
I should like, however, to make an exception for the
Committee on Budgets. Panicularly when financial
and budgetary matters are on the agenda, it cannot
avoid carrying out its business during the session.
Apan from this exception committee chairmen are
advised not to call meetings during pan-sessions, and I
shall cenainly remind the next meeting of committee
chairmen of this directive.
t S.. Mt"."s.
Mrs Castle (S). 
- 
Mr President, I am glad Mr Tom-
linson has raised a point which was raised several times
z Deadlinefor tabling amendments 
- 
Speaking time 
- 
Topi-
cal and urgent debate (announeement): see Minutes.I See Debares of 1l October 1984.
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in the last Parliament. However, I do not think you
quite replied to his poinr. His point, as I understand it,
is not one of requesting people not to hold meedngs:
you have the power to forbid them, to refuse the per-
mission. S7hat we are asking is that you exercise rhar
power to refuse permission unless it is a very excep-
tional case, and that when you do give permission, to
have an ircm on the agenda in which you explain ar
the beginning of the pan-session which meerings you
have authorized, and why.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mrs Castle, conrrary to what you may
believe, I cannot give orders to committees. As com-
mittees enjoy a cenain degree of autonomy in the
organization of their work, all I can do is make
recommendations.
Lady Elles (ED).- Mr President, I think it was the
first decision of the Bureau of this Parliament, which is
to some extent responsible to Parliament for rhe run-
ning and administrarion of this House, that no com-
mittee meetings should take place during plenary sit-
tings except in very exceprional circumsrances and that
it would be up rc the Presidenr of Parliament to give
the authorization. Mr Tomlinson has raised something
from which all of us in this House have suffered for
some time 
- 
that when commitree meerings are held
during plenary sittings, Members cannor attend the
plenary sitting. It is essential that Members come to
this Parliament to atrend the plenary sittings. I would
remind you, Mr President, of the decision of rhe
Bureau of this Parliamenr, of which I am a Member,
and I srongly supporr this panicular recommendation.
President. 
- 
Forgive me, Lady Elles, but the Rules of
Procedure do not contain any provision which would
enable the Bureau to forbid committees to meer. I
repeat that all I can do is make recommendations.
Nonetheless, I am quite prepared to resubmit the mat-
ter to the Bureau 
- 
of which, happily, you are a
member 
- 
where we can discuss it. For the present I
shall abide by the Rules.
None the less, I fully share Mr Tomlinson's view,
namely that ir is highly desirable that apan from
exceptional cases 
- 
and I referred in panicular to the
Committee on Budgerc 
- 
there should be no com-
mittee meetings during this session.
I feel that we should all agree on rhis point, and I can
only repeat the recommendations made to the com-
mittee chairmen.
4. Supplementary budget No 1/84
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc. 2-
798/84) by Mrs Scrivener, on behalf of the Comminee
on Budgets on the draft amending and supplementary
budget No 1/84 (Doc.2-701/8a) of the European
Communities for the 1984 financial year, drawn up by
the Council on 2 October 1984.
Mrs Scrivenet (Ll, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
Iadies and gentlemen, during the first October part-
session, Parliament expressed its satisfaction at the fact
that a draft budget had at last been prepared, but at
the same time entered the most serious reservations
concerning its content. In panicular, we drew atten-
tion to the various artifices employed by the Council
on the revenue side; we also indicated that the cuts
made in operating appropriations were unrealistic and
contrary to the decisions taken by the budgerary aurh-
ority in December 1983. Finally, panicularly in our
resolution on financing of the 1984 and 1985 deficits,
we expressed our disapproval of the soludon adopted
by the Council for covering expenditure above 10lo of
VAT.
The Committee on Budgets has made a detailed exam-
ination of the draft budget submitted by the Council.
In its deliberations, it has been concerned on rhe one
hand to ensure that the revenue side reflects the true
situation and on the other hand rc safeguard Com-
muniry policies. On the subject of revenues, the Com-
mittee on Budgets voted for a series of amendments
which m a large exrcnt revert to the estimates con-
tained in the Commission's preliminary draft budget.
The details are as follows. The Council had not
accepted the Commission's forecasts for agriculrural
levies and sugar levies. Nevertheless, ir now seems in
the light of the results recorded for the monrhs already
elapsed that these revenues will undoubtedly be less
than the estimates featuring in the initial budget for
1984. In view of the additional consideration that the
Council had not given any justification for its own
revenue estimates, we decided to reinstate the Com-
mission's forecasts, which we found consistenr with
the true situation. In doing this, we reduced the agri-
cultural levies and the sugar levy by about 526m ECU.
\7e also examined the forecasrs supplied by rhe Com-
mission and the Council for customs duties. In its pre-
liminary draft budget, rhe Commission had considered
it necessary to reduce the figure for revenues from this
source by 37m ECU, a reduction which the Council
for its part considered unnecessary. On examination, it
was found that neither the figures supplied by the
Commission in its preliminary draf.t budget nor rhe
figures shown by the Council in its draft budget tallied
with a reasonable estimate of customs duties.
Taking the revenues collected to date and annualizing
them, one finds that the figure for cusroms duty reven-
ues should be berween l00m ECU and 425m ECU
higher than that shown in the original budget. The
explanations given by the Commission's represenra-
tives to our Committee on Budgets confirm this fore-
cast, which should be very close rc the final outcome.
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Acting on the Commission's proposal, the Council had
incorporarcd the surplus for the current year in the
draft supplementary and amending budget for 1984. In
doing so, it had found a circuitous way of effecting a
de facto reduction in the appropriadons for structural
policy expendiure. Parliament's Committee on Budg-
er, while expressing reservations about the approach
adopted, has halved the esdmate of the surplus fore-
seeable for the 1984 financial year. The level at which
this reduction in revenues has been pitched is such that
it will be fully offset by the increase in customs dudes.
In this way, as will be noted, the foreseeable surplus
for the year is consistent with the historical amounts
recorded for the previous years.
The overall effect of these various oPerations is to
reduce revenues for the year by 473m ECU. This
amount should be offset by the increase in advance
paymenr so be made by Member Sates towards the
budget of the Communities, this being the only way to
balance the accounts in the very special situation now
prevailing, in view of the exhaustion of own resources.
It will be remembered that, at the dme when the 1984
budget was being drafted, the Council challenged Par-
liament's right to amend revenue. The principle on
which this attitude is based runs countfr to the tradi-
tional rules of budgetary law in our democratic coun-
ries, according m which the volume of fiscal charges
on the economy is a matter rc be decided by elected
parliamentary represenatives.
In this instance, in which the Council has sought to
reduce expenditure by manipulating the rules on the
keeping of accounting records of revenues, it is abso-
lutely clear that Parliament must concern itself with
this essential aspect of the budget.
Finally, it will be norcd that the amendments voted on
the revenue side have the effect of maintaining the bal-
ance of the budget for 1985, which will thus not have
rc bear the burden of the 1984 deficit, which it would
of course inevitably have to do if Parliament settled
for the revenue figures advanced by the Council. \7hat
n'e are talking about here, therefore, is truth in the
budgets for these two financial years.
On the expenditure side, the Committee on Budgets
adopted a dual approach. First, having carried out an
examination of the appropriations for the agricultural
Buaranree section proposed by the Commission and
the Council, we considered it inappropriate to make
any changes to these appropriations under the present
circumstances, even though implementadon of a
special destocking programme can be regarded as a
sensible measure which will secure the future. On the
other hand, the Committee on Budgets adopted the
proposed modifications presented by the Committee
on Agriculture aimed at bolstering the appropriadons
for the wine market and the beef and veal market by
reducing those for cereals, and at setting up a'Christ-
mas butter' operation.
Secondly, the Committee on Budgets adoprcd three
amendments concerned with the reserve chapters,
since failure to use these operational lines before the
end of the year would have caused these appropria-
tions to lapse and be transferred to the balance for the
financial yiar. The Committee on Budges accordingly
proposes'that these appropriations be transferred to
the-lines provided in the commentaries rc the budget,
thereby ensuring that they do not lapse' This oPeration
is the corollary of the modifications made to the bal-
ance for the current financial year on the revenue side.
These various amendments and modifications pro-
posed to you by the Committee on Budgem make for a
26.5m ECU reduction in revenues, since the revenues
in respect of which Member States are entided rc
reimbursement of collection exPenses are lower than
in the Council's draft budget.
In conclusion, we are inviting you to vote for a realis-
tic budget. It is also in a spirit of realism and a concern
to take account of the difficuldes of the current situa-
don that the Committee on Budgets has not categori-
cally rejected the intergovernmenal agreement Pro-
viding the basis for the advance paymenr mechanism.
However, let no-onobe deceived by this! There can be
no question of this Parliament shifting its position,
even implicitly. The intergovernmenal agreement is a
bad solution, contrary to both the spirit and the letter
of the Treaties. It calls in question the principles on
which the Communiry is founded and in time can only
weaken it. The essential requirement at this stage is a
budget which enables us to cope with the immediate
needs, since the credibiliry of the Community institu-
tions is on the line. The deliberations of the Com-
mittee on Budger provide a basis for attaining this
objective; it now remains for the Council to discharge
its responsibiliry by demonstrating its will to see this
process through to its conclusion and ensure that the
budget can be finalized during this pan-session.
(Apphtse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS
Vce-President
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Thank you, Mrs Scrivener, for keeping
well inside your dme. I hope the other speakers will do
the same.
Mr Tugendha t, Vce-Presidcnt of the Commission. 
-Mr President, I shall cenainly try to emulate Mrs
Scrivene/s commendable example. This is helped by
the fact that I have aheady starcd several times the
Commission's own views on the conrcnt and financing
of the supplemenary budget for 1984. I do not I
think, therefore, have to make any funher general
statements today. Nor, in the light of the previous
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speeches which I have made, do I need ro respond in
detail to each of the points contained in the resolution
which is before this House in the name of Mrs Scrive-
ner and of the Committee on Budgets. I would how-
ever like to take up the final point she made when she
expressed the hope that the House would vote
through the budget during this week's pan-session.
Vhatever may have been the behaviour of orhers in
other fora it cenainly is very important for the mainre-
nance and continuity of Communiry policies that this
budget should be voted through. The Commission
expresses its fullest supporr for rhe sarement in para-
graph 3 of the Scrivener resolution that the Com-
munity cannot postpone honouring its commitmenm
without risking the loss of its financial credibility.
Mr President, I would also like, on the Commission's
behalf, m thank the Parliamenr 
- 
in panicular Mr
Cot and Mrs Scrivener 
- 
for the effons which they
have made to put the Parliament into a position in
which it can, if it wishes, take this decision. Parliament
can only take rapid decisions when the prepararory
work has been undenaken, and on rhis occasion it has,
I think, been undenaken with considerable celeriry.
The amendments and modifications to the Council's
draft which have been proposed by the Committee on
Budgets concern both the expenditure and the revenue
side. On the expenditure side a transfer of amounts
besc/een specific lines in EAGGF (Guarantee) within
the overall envelope retained by the Council is pro-
posed. I would just like to indicate here that the distri-
budon of the additional I 833m ECU of EAGGF
(Guarantee) envisaged in the Council's draft reflecr in
general what was proposed by the Commission in July.
The developments in the various agricultural markem
have somewhat changed since then, and the amend-
men6 proposed by the Commitree on Budgets are
indeed a more accuratf reflection of our currenr
requirements. The Commission will need, in any
event, to propose, before the closure of the EAGGF
accoun6, transfers similar in character to those which
we have proposed in previous years.
The reducdon of 150m ECU for EAGGF (Guaranrce)
made by the Council may mean thar part of the cosr
for the destocking measures which the Commission
has recently decided in the milk sector will have to be
charged to the 1985 budget. The Commirtee on Budg-
e$ has also proposed rc transfer all appropriations for
commitmenr and payments in Chapter 100 to the spe-
cific lending lines for which they were earmarked. The
Commission has no objection to this and will use its
best endeavours to execute these credits.
If, however, some payment appropriations cannot be
used, despite the Commission's efforts, before the end
of the year, they will be available for use in 1985 and
will not form pan of the 1984 end-of.-year solde.
As regards the revenue side of the budget and the
amendments which the Commitree on Budgets has
proposed to the Council's draft in this respecr, [he
Commission has consistently advocated, both in its
preliminary draft and in the subsequent statement
which we made both in the Council and in this Parlia-
ment, that the forecasts of revenue inscribed in the
supplemenmry budget should correspond as closely as
possible to the likely reality. Ve have deprecated any
disposition to use false figures whose effect would
simply be to exacerbate the budgetary problems of
1985.
According ro the latest information available to rhe
Commission 
- 
information which corresponds to that
conveyed to both Council and Parliament in our last
three-monthly report on the execution of the budget
up to 31 August 
- 
the net shortfall of tradidonal own
resources will be very much of the order of magniude
predicted in our preliminary draft budget. Customs
duties are likely to be some 250 to 275m ECU higher
than the original budget figure. By conrast, the agri-
cultural and other levies are likely to be some 150-
m ECU lower.
As regards the forecast of the budgetary solde I can
only repeat that the Commission sticks to the figure of
350m ECU which it has previously endorsed. !7e
regard this figure as a reasonable estimate, bearing in
mind both the experience of past years and the antici-
pated results of the tight budgetary management
which we are undenaking in order to achieve cenain
limited economies which do not call into question the
Commission's responsibility for executing the budget
or the continuity of Community policies.
In conclusion, Mr President, let me emphasize again
the imponance which the Commission, like the Parlia-
ment's Committee on Budgets, attaches to the adop-
tion this week of a supplementary budget permitting
the proper discharge of all the Communiq/s financial
obligations in 1984.
Mr Dankert (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mrs Scrive-
ner said she would respect her speaking time and she
did; Mr Tugendhat said the same, and I rather feel
that if no one exceeds the allotted speaking time in a
budget debate, then that budget is not wonh very
much, for even with supplementary budgets we have
always had great difficulty in keeping to the allotted
speaking time.
Mr President, agricultural expenditure and non-com-
pulsory expenditure have alwa1rc been hotly disputed
issues in pa$ debarcs on both the budget and supple-
mentary budgets. Now Commissioner Tugendhat says
he can accept Parliament's amendments on agricul-
tural expenditure; I am rcmpted rc say that we have
never met with such a reasonable reaction rc a supple-
mentary budget before. But I would remark with a
touch of criticism to the Commission that it could also
have informed the Parliament in a lener of amendment
that these changes could have been incorporated into
the supplementary budgets.
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On the Christmas butter 
- 
on which Mr Voltjer will
speak shonly 
- 
I believe that on such a politically
sensitive issue the budgetary authoriry as such should
take responsibiliry. I think that Parliament has always
made this point and that an amendment to this effect
should make that clear now.
But this budget 
- 
and I think this explains why the
speaking time is being respected 
- 
hardly deals with
expenditure, it deals mainly with the financing of
expenditure. The most imponant point here is the
revenue side, as is shown by the amendments which
have been tabled so far. The revenue side is most
imponant because of the financial crisis of the Com-
munity, because its own resources have been
exhausted and because, as Mrs Scrivener has already
indicated, of the need for a supplementary budget
which has been found in an inelegant but to my mind
inevimble intergovernmental agreement between the
governments of the Member States. And the shameful
thing about this intergovernmental aBreement is that
the governments of the Member States are not pre-
pared, under that intergovernmental agreement, to
cover the expenditure passed by these same Member
States in the budget. Revenue must sand alongside
expendirure voted by the Member States and the tricks
which have now been employed to create the impres-
sion of expenditure being covered by income 
- 
and
Commissioner Tugendhat referred rc this 
- 
are an
extremely dangerous ploy in my opinion.
The danger for 1984 of this supplementary budget, of
this supplementary financing, is perhaps not too clear.
That is why my group is prepared to accept this sup-
plementary budget, albeit with a number of amend-
ments. For 1985, however, the situation becomes much
more dangerous as much larger amounts are involved
and it will probably be much more difficult for
national governments to agree on these amounr than
was the case for 1984.
That is why it is all the more irresponsible of the
Council to have left some of the expenditure for 1984
uncovered for it has thereby taken upon itself the res-
ponsibility of shifting some of the burden on to 1985.
And so as we take each decision on this 1984 supple-
mentary budget it is essential to know 
- 
and I urge
Commissioner Tugendhat to supply this information
- 
how much of the expenditure we are voting on just
now can actually be financed by the Commission in
1984. This involves not just the income which is lack-
ing, especially agricultural levies which he mentioned,
but it also involves how much the Commission expects
the Member Srates ro fulfil the commitments they have
undenaken. So far that one thousand million ECUs is
not there.
I think it is important in this budget debate rc know
how much the Commission must borrow from the
Member States in 1984 in order to fulfil commitments.
In other words 
- 
to use Commissioner Andriessen's
expression 
- 
how much the Commission must go into
rhe red this year with the Member States in order to
guarantee that the farmers are paid; and the quesdon
then is, if the Commission'is in the red, can all the
Member States pay their farmers? I think that is the
crucial quesdon of this supplementary budget and a
clear answer has yet to be given. The one Commis-
sioner talks about being 'in the red', the other says
norhing and Parliament must at least know what the
situation is before we decide on this budget in the
second reading. For as I have already said, what
remains undone now will have its effects in 1985.
On the general amendments, Mr President, the Social-
ist Group endorses the amendments ubled by the
Committee on Budgets and introduced just now by
Mrs Scrivener. !7e consider that the most reasonable
way of reaching agreement with the Council this week
in tc/o readings. That means that basically we want the
approximarcly 200 million ECU back from the Coun-
cil which the Council cut, wrongly in our opinion,
from the 1984 expenditure. About 200 million, which
means that ve are still leaving the Council some
250 million which will in fact become available. I think
that is a reasonable compromise. To sum up in general
rerms, we support the amendments tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets and hope that agreement will be
reached in the debate on Thursday.
Mr Christodoulou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
Group of the European People's Parry will suppon in
principle the draft supplementary budget for 1984,
because its adoption will bring relief not only rc the
farming population, but more generally to commerce
and working people in the Community, following a
long period of uncenainry about how the 1984 budget
deficit was to be covered.
This uncertainty would surely have been avoided if the
Council had shown less inenia and indecision in
approving the Commission's proposal to increase own
resources, a proposal submitsed as long ago as 1982
when there were already clear warning signals of the
Communiry's present financial problems.
However, in accepting the draft supplementary budget
we would like rc make the following comments:
First, the draft supplementary budget as amended by
the Council on 3 October 1984, is as it were the prod-
uct of a peculiar alchemy, because both the planned
revenues and the planned expenditure have undergone
considerable changes. This situation forces the Com-
mission to effect savings in inappropriate directions, in
panicular to restrict the rate of payments from the
structural funds and from the sums ser aside for
development of new policies; in other words to cut
down on just those appropriations rhat constitute the
essence of the Communiry and give it some prospec,
of development.
Secondly, the draft supplementary budget overesri-
mates the revenues fonhcoming from agricultural con-
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uibutions, ignoring the practical realities, and above
all requires the Commission to effect savings of the
order of 500 million ECU instead of the 350 million
ECU proposed by the Commission itself. Pan of these
500 million ECU is to come from appropriations that
will be cancelled at the end of 1984 unless they are
tied up in the meantime by the Commission, and the
remainder is to result from strict managemenr by the
Commission, which reduced the rate of release of both
commitment and payment appropriations some
months ago. In realiry, however, these are not true
savings but merely a carry-over of commitment and
payment appropriations from 1984 to 1985.
Thirdly, because of the overestimation of the revenues
for 1984 and the transfer of appropriations from 1984
to 1985, the draft budget is not in fact balanced, and it
is inevitable that the budget for 1985 will bear the bur-
den of the deficits and overestimates of the 1984
budger
Mr President, considering that in 1985 there will be a
budget deficit of the order of 3 billion ECU, the scen-
ario we lived through in 1984 is in danger of being
repeated, though with even more dramatic consequ-
ences, unless Council decides upon an increase in own
resources from 1 October 1985. Since the experience
of borrowing from the Member States is unlikely to be
repearcd in 1985, we call upon Council to come to a
decision as soon as possible to increase own resources
as from that date, because the European Parliament is
not disposed to allow a radical reduction in expendi-
ture from the structural funds, nor will it let the
development of new policies go to the wall.
Funhermore, the European Parliament will not accept
one-sided acdons such as the proposed resolution on
financial discipline worked out by Council. That pro-
posal completely disregards Parliamenr's role in the
budgetary procedure, especially where non-compul-
sary expenditure is concerned, and the Commission's
duty to take initiatives as well, and amounts to a quan-
titative resriction of expenditure by the Guarantee
Section of the EAGGF and a reduction in the rate of
increase of non-compulsory expenditure, whereas the
guidelines of the Brussels European Council clearly
referred to a qualitative orientation.
Finally Mr President, I would like to join previous col-
leagues in stressing that the compromise amendmenrs
by the Committee on Budgets reflect the present sirua-
tion better where planned revenues and expenditure
up to the end of 1984 are concerned, and we shall sup-
port them because we consider that their adoption will
result in a considerable reduction of the expenditure
carried over to the 1985 budget. This will facilitate its
finalization by the comperenr budgeary authority. As
I have already said, we shall therefore suppoft these
amendments and we hope that the Budget Council too
will adopt them at a second reading, so rhar the matter
can be put right.
Lord Douro (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my group sup-
pons the need to complete consideration of the sup-
plementary budget this week. The Commission has
smred on a number of occasions that this budget must
be in place by about this date, and I hope nothing will
happen later this week to prevent that.
My group also supports the need rc provoke a second
reading of the supplementary budget. The Council has
indulged in a number of manoeuvres on this supple-
menary budget that we believe they should be called
to account for in a conciliadon meeting tomorrov/
berween representatives of Parliament and the budget
Council. The Council, amazingly, has chosen to
ignore the Commission esdmates for reduced revenue
in the current financial year. I would be interested to
know how the Council can justify ignoring the advice
of the Executive and I will look forward to hearing
their reasoning tomorrow. In the meantime my group
will suppon the amendmen$ to reduce the revenue
estimates.
The Council is also seeking to reduce non-compulsory
expenditure in 1984 by an amount approximately equi-
valent to the amount proposed in all the amendments
adoprcd by Parliament last December for increasing
non-compulsory expenditure. The Council is seeking
therefore to nullify all the work which Parliament did
on the second reading of the 1984 budget. That, also,
is something which the Council should be made to jus-
tifiy.
Thirdly, the Council is, as far as I can see, ignoring the
financial regulations. They make it quite clear that any
savings or overspend in any one budget should be
incorporated in a supplementary budget for the suc-
ceeding year. That is the reason why this supplemen-
tary budget includes 307 million ECU which was not
spent at the end of last year. Indeed, in the remarks
column the Council justified the inclusion of that
307 million quite clearly by referring to the relevant
financial regulation. However, amazingly, they then
go on on the very next line to incorporate into this
supplemenmry budget estimates of savings for this
year. I cannot understand how those two lines are
compatible one with another.
So, for these reasons, my group hopes that the amend-
ments tabled by the Committee on Budgets will be
adopted, that the Council will meet tomorrow morn-
ing to consider the amendments and that tomorrow
afternoon there will be a conciliation meeting at which
the Council will seek to justify in rcrms of creative
accountint, what they have done, which is to balance
the books for the rest of this financial year in a way
that offends against all normal doctrines of good
financial manatement.
Mr Louwes (L).- (NL) MrPresident, on behalf of
my group I should like to make a few comments on
the supplementary budget and the difficult passage it
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has had. My group has also suffered, especially from
the strange and irrcsponsible behaviour of the Council
which has resulted in the Communiry losing a lor of im
credibiliry. A sad starc of affairs, Mr President.
Although I am veqy critical of the Council as a whole,
I would, however, make one specific exception, that of
the Irish Presidenry, which has ar leasr managed to
submit rwo draft budgets so that we can, in theory at
least, continue to finance the Community in accord-
ance with the procedures laid down in the Treary.
My group's anger is directed only at rhe few Member
States which like spoiled children have tried to have
their own way by ignoring complercly the Communiry
interests. Once more, Mr President, a sorry smte of
affairs.
My group is of the opinion thar the Committee on
Budgets, on a proposal from its rapporteur Mrs Scriv-
ener, has discharged its obligations. Ir has reinstated
the Commission's esdmates and rectified the incredible
bungling of the Council. \7hile on rhe subject I shouldjust like to comment that Vice-President Tugendhat
has just said that rhe Commission has consistently
refused to use false figures. I think these words from
the Vice-President's mouth are a strong condemnation
of those who might have ried to do otherwise.
My group will follow the Committee on Budgets with
regard to the legal basis for the extra conriburions
from the Member States and the amendments before
us.'We fervently hope that this supplementary budget
will be adopted this week. It will nor be our group's
faulq Mr President, if we fail to do so.
Mr Pasty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
tentlemen, once again we find ourcelves discussing thedraft supplemenary budget for 1984. On rhis
occasion, however, what wc have to do is not so much
hold a debate as get a job done. Just about everything
that could be said has been said, and I shall accord-
ingly confine myself rc a few commen6.
Our colleague Piet Danken has just made the rather
humerous remark, thar if most of the speakers this
morning, including rhe rapponcur, have nor used their
full speaking time it is because Parliament no longer
enrcrtains rhe slightest illusion about the draft budget
presenrcd to it.
In oudining our main criticisms, I should begin by
deploring the decepdon of the Fontainebleau agree-
ment and its consequences, the failures of successive
Councils on agricultural policy and rhe budget, and
the further failures of the General Affairs Council, all
of which led our Councils of Minisrer to cobble
together a last-minurc compromise to save face so that
they could propose a supplementary budget ro rhe
Communiry, thereby meerint their commirmenrs
under the Treaties.
All things considered, the only merit of this draft sup-
plementary budget is the fact that it has been produced
at all. However, the truth is that there is profound dis-
agreement about this budget, both on the manner in
which it has been drafted and on its content.
I can begin by referring to the actual procedure
adopted in the preparation of this draft supplementary
budgeqwhich is hemmed in by the complexities and
inrcrdependence of the enormous financial problems
which remain outshnding. The solution proposed
does not in fact constitute a response to the real sub-
stantive problem that we have been discussing for sev-
eral weeks but a partial, thoroughly incomplete res-
ponse which is regrettably no more than the superficial
outcome of horse-trading in the Council.
No indeed, we can but repeat with all due emphasis
that all this is thoroughly unsatisfrctory. This draft
budget is contrary to Communiry procedure, since it is
founded on [he basis of an intergovernmental agree-
ment rather than a Community procedure; in this, it in
fact conflicts with both the letter and the spirit of the
Treaties under which the Communiry was established.
At this stage, however, we have to recognize that this
debate has been ovenaken by events, since we are con-
fronted with facts. As I was saying, this draft budget
has now been produced, and w'e are faced with rhe
practical problem of ensuring that the Communiry
functions normally between now and the end of the
year; our fusemby is faced with a difficult task in pro-
ceeding with the reading of this budget, since s/e are
caught berween our requiremenm for smoorh running
of the Communiry and the situation with which the
Council has presented us, in which we find that the
very spirit in which our Community was created is
being flouted.
Having been placed in this dilemma, we should, in my
view, set ourselves three priorities. Firsr, we should eli-
minate the effects of the Council's deliberate manipu-
lation of the figures so rhar they reflect the true situa-
tion. All the earlier speakers have made this point.
Our second course of action should be to restore the
transparency of budgetary requirements, presenring
the true picture of the necessary expenditure which rhe
Council has deliberately ignored with its 500 m ECU
cuts in appropriations, mainly for srrucrural policies,
which, if we do nor take a firm stand, can only accen-
tuarc *le imbalances in the financing of the Com-
munity. 'We are also referring here m the agriculural
destocking protrammes. The Council has been unwill-
ing rc allocate the appropriations requesred by the
Commission, but we all know that this problem needs
to be semled urgently and that expenditure not com-
miued for 1984 will necessarily have rc be committed
for the 1985 financial year.
Our third prioriry must be to make both rhe volume
and the structure of this budget rrue ro the factual
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situation, since otherwise we would be adopting the
same approach as the Council, endorsing an anificial
' budget which would really be an unbalanced budget
providing no more than thoroughly makeshift solu-
tions to the present difficulties and laying up subsan-
tial additional problems for 1985, when we know in
advance that the draft budget for 1985, which we shall
be examining during the November pan-session, is
going to have to resolve some extremely difficult prob-
lems.
Ve also feel that, in order to achieve our aim, it is
necessary to adopt the course proposed by our rappor-
rcur for the Committee on Budge$, Mrs Scrivener,
and the Group of the European Democratic Alliance
will be voting for the amendments, which, in our view,
restore the true situation on the revenue side and
accordingly call for the necessary increased advance
paymenrc from Member States.
It is our hope, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
that the majoriry of the House will adopt the same
line; judging from what has been said by earlier speak-
ers, there would appear to be a very large measure of
agreement on this point.
The Council must be confronted by Parliament with
its political responsibilities, to which end we must
leave it in no doubt that we cannot condone its simul-
taneous violation of Communiry onhodory and budg-
etary orthodoxy. In fact, in this debate, as in the ear-
lier debates held during previous pan-sessions, the
very future of the Community is at sake.
Mr Vest (S). 
- 
On a point of order Mr President. It
is established practice in this Chamber to welcome
imponant visitors. There have been no more important
visitors in this Chamber than the four ladies who have
just taken their seats in the gallery. They represent the
thousands of women who are supponing the miners
on strike in Great Britain, and include Betry Heath-
field, the wife of the General Secretary of the National
Union of Mineworkers. I would request, Mr Presi-
dent, that you welcome these ladies to this Assembly
on behalf of Parliamenu
(Appkusefrom the lefi)
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr'!7'est, in fact it is only the President
himself who can do this son of thing, but I am quite
sure that the House will understand your desire to see
that the women's support group from the United
Kingdom in the current dispute in the mining industry
are welcomed here because, whatever our views about
the strike on either side, I think we have to pay riburc
[o the remendous work that they have done. As I say,
it is the President himself who must enend the wel-
come. But you have had your say and I am sure that
we can now move on rc the next item of business.
Mr Kilby (ED).- Might I suggest, Mr President,
that if you welcome the ladies who represent the strik-
ing miners of Britain, you also welcome the wives of
those miners who are, in fact, working in Briain,
some of whom are also here rcday.
(Apphasefrom tbe Erropean Demouatic benches)
President. 
- 
I take norc of what you have said, Mr
Kilby. I had not realized that.anyone else was here
rcday.
Mr Brsndlund Nblsen (L). 
- 
(DA) On a point of
order, Mr President, I should like to propose that in
future when a welcome is pronounced by the Presi-
dent, it should be considered in advance and be dis-
cussed in the Bureau, before it is given the go-ahead.
Mr President, I have every respect for your handling
of the sitting but, when a Member can get up every so
often and say on a point of order that such and such a
delegation is present in the strangers'gallery and ask
the President to bid them welcome, things are in a
mess. Then a new element is introduced which can
lead to looseness in the conduct of business, if I might
put it that way. I suggest therefore that we decide in
advance how these matters are to be handled. Don't
forget that you are welcoming people on behalf of
Parliament as a whole.
President. 
- 
Mr Nielsen, I did point out that only the
President could officially welcome visitors. I made it
clear that that was the normal procedure. If you like, I
will refer the matter to the Bureau. However, if a
Member Bets up to speak on a point of order, who is
to know what thas Member is actually going to say?
Mr Gracfc zu Barlngdorf (ARC). 
- 
(DE) First of all
I should like on behalf of the Rainbow Group to wel-
come the wives of the sriking miners and express our
solidariry with them.
(Appkuse)
I rise rc speak on the supplementary budget to which
we have tabled an amendment and wish to illustrate by
the example of the skimmcd milk powder who are the
beneficiaries of this EEC agricultural poliry and who
are rhe losers. It is made out to be a support for farm-
ing, but in realiry it suppons the inrcrests of industrial
profir and destroys farming. Vhat has happened? The
supplementary budget conmins I 700 million DM for
the production and storate of additional skimmed
milk powder and this at a dme when because of milk
quotas the farmers are delivering less milk, a drop of
30/o in general, and 80/o in the Federal Republic of
Germany alone.
How can milk which is not delivered to dairies be
turned into milk powder? It happens like this: up to
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now skimmel milk was returned in liquid form to the
pig farmers. They poured the skimmed milk into their
liquid feed and used this CAP subsidised milk as a
cheap protein for their pigfeed. This skimmed milk,
which was delivered in liquid form, is now no longer
returned, as it is in short supply, but is put through the
spraying towers so rhar these are used, as otherwise
the dairies would be faced with too high fixed costs.
So this skimmed'milk is turned into powder. It is
mixed urith copper, a denaturant, which means rhat
although it can still be fed to pigs it is not suitable as a
high protein for calves and humans. The farms that
used to receive liquid milk now receive this powder
which they add to their liquid feed. Again water is
added which has just been extracted from milk 
- 
it
consisrs of 850/o water. That is fed to the pigs and
exra money is now earmarked for that purpose. It is a
process which serves only to finance the agricultural
industry.
But there is another point to which I wish m draw
panicular attention, and I think that when the miners'
wives hear this then rcars will come ro rheir eyes: a
funher 570 million DM are earmarked for subsidising
milk replacers. And the special thing abour this is as
follows: because of the milk quoras the farmers are
only paid 17 pfennigs mday for their'surplus' milk, i.e.
the milk they produce over and above the fixed quo-
tas. Noy/ it would be in rhe farmers' interests to feed
this milk to the calves who used ro ger calves' full milk.
In the meantime, however, the agricultural industry
has produced a so-called milk replacer with l07o fat
which is cheaper than the full milk and rherefore fed
to the calves. Milk was delivered against that and so
has increased the stocks. And now, when surplus milk
has become cheap it is more advantageous rc the farm-
ers to use the surplus milk. But so rhar the agriculrural
industry can continue to sell its milk replacers,
570 million DM are now being spenr on subsidies rc
enable it to compere with the surplus milk. This Com-
mon agricultural policy benefits agricultural industry
but it is destroying farming. \7ith the end of farming
comes the end rc the countryside and we are thereby
destroying the basis for healthy food supplies and a
healthy environment. None of us can afford rc forger
that, not even those of us who are only consumers and
are not directly involved in agriculture.
Mr Brondlund Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) Mr President,
forgive me for speaking again on a point of order. I
should like it to be stressed in the Minurcs that Mr
Graefe zu Baringdorf spoke oz bebalf of the Rainboat
Group in extending his full supporr and sympathy m
the British miners in their strike. lZhen I ask rhat, it is
because the Danish members of that group take every
opponuniry to state that they are non-political.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I think that is something you should son
out with rhe other members of rhe Rainbow Group.
Mr Moller (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the chair-
man of the Rainbow Group made some remarl$,
which I shall not comment upon, concerning the visi-
tors who want to attend the debate and who, as I
understand it, suppon the British miners or may even
be married to striking British miners. But the chairman
of the Rainbov Group said that he was speaking on
behalf of the group. I would therefore ask him
whether the Danish members of his group also suppon
him for, as Mr Nielsen said, they told their voters at
the elections that they were polidcally neutral, thar
they stood ouuide any general political groupings. If
they suppon Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf, they are
reneging on their election platform.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Moller, we are now getting involved
in national political positions. I suggest you sorr rhis
out outside the Chamber. Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf, if
you wish to make a personal s[atement you can make
it at the end of the debate, under Rule 67.
Mrs Hoff (S).- (DE) Mr President, may I begin a
preliminary comment that in December 1983 the
Socialist Group rejected the 1984 budget because it
felt that the appropriations in the EAGGF Guaranree
Fund were not properly estimated. Our reservations
then have since been confirmed, which admittedly
does not help us much at the momenr, but this should
nonetheless serve as a lesson for future budget debates
- 
I am thinking of the prepararion of the 1985
budget. In its budget policy the EEC is moving from
one perilous situation to another like a badly laden
ship in danger of capsizing. The extraordinary imbal-
ance is due to the costs for the Cornmon Argicultural
Poliry, and the 1984 supplementary budget is anorher
example of that.
An imbalance has been created because the Com-
muniry's own resources have been completely used up
and because the agricultural poliry rakes the lion's
share of the budget. This is the cause of many
unsolved problems in the Community. The agricul-
tural demands on the budget over the years mean
there is never enough money available to follow
through a well balanced poliry. So we cannot have an
effective policy on employment, a sensible social and
regional policy, nor a proper development policy.
That means specifically, in terms of amounts in the
1984 supplementary budger, rhar the Commission
wan6 an additional 2000 million ECUs for agricul-
ural expenditure, which is to be financed parrly from
savings in structural policy in the 1984 budget in the
region of some 500 million ECUs. That is not a solid
and lasting solution. !7e must therefore support the
amendments to reduce these planned budget 'sur-
pluses', if we may call them that, and ro reduce trearcr
manipulations, which Mrs Scrivener earlier described
as anificial intervendons.
As regards the budget surplus for 1983 as seems ro
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emerge from rhe revenue side of the draft, I have
doubts as to whether they actually exist. The largest
item on the income side is the some 2000 million to be
derived from so-called advances from the Member
States. These special paymen$ are needed because
neither the Council nor the Commission managed to
assure the necessary increase in own resources in time.
This rype of financing is shon-sighted and illustrares
the whole problem of the Member Sares' policy on
Europe. Funhermore, it contradicts the spirit and let-
rcr of the Treades. Earlier speakers have already dwelt
on this.
The Committee on Budgets has insisted that the nor-
mal procedures with a first and second reading should
also be used for the 1984 supplementary budget. Ve
hope that this way overhasry and wrong esrimares can
be avoided. In any event we musr prevenr the 1985
budget containing costs which occur in this year but
are carried over into 1985 because of insufficient
funds. That contradicts the provisions of Anicle 199.
In the present state of affairs we cannor yet talk of
budgetary ransparency and budgetary clarity for the
1984 supplementary budget. I hope that we shall
throw some light on this issue in our present debare
and be in a position to adopr the supplementary
budget this week.
Mr Christensen (ARC). 
- 
(DA) On a point of order,
Mr President. It has been brought ro my norice lhar
the chairman of the Rainbow Group, Mr Graefe zu
Baringdorf, welcomed some Bridsh miners'wives on
the group's behalf. I should like to srare rhar Mr
Graefe zu Baringdorf has no authority to speak on rhis
matter on behalf of the Rainbow Group.
President. 
- 
I take note of that. Obviously you will
have to sort it out for yourself.
Mr Dcbatisse (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I should
like tq add a few commen$ ro rhose made by my col-
league, Mr Christodoulou, on behalf of the European
People's Parry.
First of all, we hope that the vote on rhe supplemen-
tary budget will incorporarc rhe proposals made by the
Committee on Budgets, including those from the
Committee on Agriculture, so rhar the undenakings
given to the farming world by the governments of
Europe will at last be honoured, since this is rhe only
way that they and the Council can retain their credi-
biliry. I am well aware rhar there has been much talk
recently of refunds to ccnain States. Parliamenr has
decided to give ir assent, but the undertakings given
to the farming world are roo often forgotten, even in
the debases held in this House. For instance, when we
are told of the Commission's objective of tight man-
atement of the 1984 budget, we are bound to agree,
but at the same time pointing our rhar it is unaccepta-
ble for the cost to be borne by our farmers, whose
incomes are under serious threat. The word is that
farm income has fallen by 200/o in the Federal
Republic of Germany, by 50/o in France, and that the
story is similar in various other countries. I believe that
such a situation must be taken into account in our pro-
posals and in our debates in this House. For instance,
when the cost of the agricultural policy is under dis-
cussion, some Honourable Members would perhaps
do well to remember that the United States, which is
said rc have the most efficient and competitive farming
industqy, spends more on supporting its agriculture
than Europe spends on its agricultural policy.
It is necessary to put these figures into perspeciive so
that they can be seen in their proper proportions. I
should think that France's budget deficit alone is more
than the total amount of Community expenditure on
agriculture. I should like to stress rhis point and
emphasize the need for us to sort out our prioriries
and honour underakings given, especially in view of
the impression that has emerged during our debates
that the proposals for the supplementary budget or for
the 1985 budget do not evince any real political will to
pursue an ambitious agricultural poliry such as would
enable Europe to perform its role and discharge its
responsibilities in the world. Here again, one need
only cast en eye towards the United States to appre-
ciate the difference in attitudes. 'We too should be
showing the same kind of concern if we really mean ro
build Europe.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, having completed
these brief commen6, I should like to stare my
approval of the proposals rhat have been made ro
increase the reimbursable advance payments to be
made by Member States so that the deficit on the 1985
budget will not be so large and, once again, so as ro
restore truth to the figures, as explained by various
earlier speakers.
These were the very brief additional comments that I
wished to make, and I cannot overemphasize rhe
imponance to the farming communiry of this part-
session's vote on a budget which is nor endrely con-
sistent with farmers' aspirations and needs.
IN THE CFIAIR: MR PI."TSKOVITIS
Vce-hesident
Mr Msller (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, it is of
course with a cenain uneasiness that we vote on a
budget which lacls consistency. If revenue and
expenditure do nor balance, it should not really be said
that the work on the budget is finished. But now the
Council has taken some decisions which mean rhar we
simply cannot get round this lack of balance. There
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has been so much discussion in Parliament these past
swo or three years on budget problems that hardly any
of us feel inclined rc debate them any more. In spite of
this dcficiency in the budget, therefore, I warmly wcl-
come the fact that the Committce on Budgets has
reached agreement on the Scrivener report, that Par-
liament can now at lea$ agree on a budget, and I hope
that consistency will be brought inm the budget in the
course of the negotiations with the Council of Minis-
terc in the days ahead. It is the dury of the Council of
Ministers now to endeavour to steer a course more in
the direcdon Parliament wants and, instead of dictat-
ing, listen rc the other arm of the budgetary authoriry,
namely Parliament. I will therefore vote in favour of
the Scrivener repon and the supplementary budget,
because I think that it is nevenheless progress if we
can move forward, even to the point of being able to
discuss othcr things with the same seriousness that lre
have always brought to the debarc on budgetary prob-
lems.
Mrs S. Martin (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenq ladies and
tentlemen, I shall be very brief. In fact, I do not think
that there is any call for us to spend very much time on
this supplementary budget for 1984. Ve discussed it at
length during our last pan-session, during which there
was extensive criticism of ir lack of realism.
How can we knowingly fail to cover expenditure
stemming from the Council's previous decisions and
commitments and also from Communiry legislation
which we have refused rc change?
At the same dme, how can we contemplate penalizing
the farming industry, which stands in urgent need not
only of a supplementary budgct but of one which is
coherent?
The Council must clearly understand that it is abso-
lutely essential for this budget to be voted this week
and that we for our part are dercrmined to ensure that
it can be voted. But it must also undersand that we are
equally determined to ensure that the Council also
takes accounr of the amendments proposed by the
Committee on Budgets, incorporating the main
recommendations from the Committee on Agriculture.
I for my part would add rwo funher amendments: one
for fruit and vegetables, an extremely sensitive sector,
and the other for l50mECU to finance destocking
measures.
At the present time, especially in the beef and veal sec-
tor, the Community has ssocls which will one day
have to be reduced, and that under satisfactory condi-
tions. The Commission must therefore have the
resources necessary for this purpose at its disposal.
I am hopeful that the Council will be able to agree
with us on this.
ll1fu femlinson (S). 
- 
Mr President, things have
moved much more rapidly than I had expected, and
you have caught me somewhat unavares. I just want
to confine a few brief remarhs to the supplementary
and amending budget which, rc quote Mr Christodou-
lou, 'will bring relief to farmers in the Communiq/.
Ve were recendy rcld that it is imperative for the
farmers of the Communiry. This may be so, but the
supplementaqy and amending budget brings precious
little relief to anyone else, and Breat anger and anoy-
ance to many of our Community citizerfs. The draft
supplementary and amending budget is, I believe, bad
in principle, and even worse in practice, and coming
from a Council with pretentions concerning budget
discipline, almost borders on the absurd.
The supplementary and amending budget is to prod-
uce an additional I 833m ECU for agricultural spend-
ing on the expenditure side, making use of fictional
figures on the revenue side. The real price that we are
being invited to pay is rc set back funher the interests
of many of our European citizens concerning a decent
employment poliry in Europe, a decent social poliry in
Europe, a decent regional policy in Europe, and with
Europe showing its care and compassion for the rest
of the world by a decent development proBramme.
Mr President, as everybody seems to be using less than
their time, let me just link these remarks by returning
to budget discipline, about which the Council are
loquacious in principle 
- 
if not very clear as to what
they mean 
- 
and, simulaneously, as bad as it is ima-
ginable to be in practice. \7hat kind of budget discip-
line is it that produces a supplementary and amending
budget which ignores the Commission's estimadon of
reduced revenue? Vhat kind of budget discipline is it
that is going to finance funher agricultural expendi-
ture by reductions in non-compulsory expenditure in
direct conflict with the wishes of this House and the
amendmenr passed by this House in discussion of the
1983 budget? This is the kind of budget discipline
which makes a nonsense of many of the pronounce-
ments of the Council.
I believe there will be many Members in this House
who are less concerned with the immediate imperative
of passing a budget 
- 
supplementary, amending or
otherwise 
- 
to a deadline than with the content of the
budget. I, and the Members from the United Kingdom
who were elected to this Parliament during the elec-
tions this year, come here assening quite clearly that
the Treary of Rome, drafted thirry years ago, is no
longer directly relevant to the needs of the citizens of
Europe. The needs of our citizens are not met by wor-
shipping agricultural expenditure as if somehow it
were holy writ passed down like tablets from the
mountain. The need of our citizens is to restructure
our budget and if this means restructuring our Treaties
to do so, then that restructuring of the Treaties must
take place. It is not the concern of our citizens now
whether or not we disappoint some of the agricultural
inrcrests in the Communiry, imponant as those agri-
cultural inrcrests may be. Vhat they need is a restruc-
turing of the industrial infrastructure of Europe, the
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building of social policies that remedy rhe privation of
the majoriry of the citizens of Europe, and this supple-
mentary budget does precious litrle for any of those
things, and the direction in which it takes us is rhe
opposite one rc that which is necessary.
I hope that we will reflect long and hard about the
path we are treading if we ler the Council believe that
by putting us under this pressure on rhis occasion rhey
can Bet away with the same capricious artiude
towards the Parliament on future occasions.
Mr Cornclissen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, last
month the mosr imponant question in this House was
whether the Council of Ministers would take a deci-
sion to ensure the financing of Community expendi-
ture until the end of this year. Today's question is
whether we as a Parliament agree with the financing
proposed by the Council in the-supplemenrary budget.,
In view of my limited speaking dme I shall restrict
myself to one element in the supplementaqy budget 
-the drastic cuts in the non-compulsory expenditure, a
corner-stone of the Council's decision. This corner-
stone, Mr President, has become a scandal in the eyes
of Parliament. This will come as no surprise ro the
Council. This is finance for which Parliament has
fought hard for many years. And funhermore, this is
finance which enables us in Europe to make a much
needed start on the various problems, for example
unemployment, environmenr, poverty in the rhird
*'orld. In some fields the amounrs involved are so
modest that they permit nothing more rhan a stan of a
European policy. I take expenditure on ransporr as an
example. Transpon and communication are a key sec-
rcr in the process of European unification, but rctal
expenditure on ffansporr amounts only to a shameful
34 million ECUs.,
And another point, Mr President. Parliament has far
reaching authority on non-compulsory expenditure,
and righdy so. So the Council could expect strong res-
isunce from Parliament, especially so soon after the
European elections to its proposal to cut 500 million
from this expenditure. The leasr one could expecr in
such a delicate situadon is a detailed explanation from
the Council of how this 500 million is broken down
and the reasons why this money cannor yet be spenr. It
goes without saying that without such a convincing
explanation Parliament cannot approve of these cuts.
Mr President, ar rhe beginning of this new rcrm of off-
ice I should like to make the following point. \flould it
not be wise to examine sysrematically why year in year
out there is a serious delay in spending non-compul-
sory expenditure? It is simply not acceptable that
debarcs in Parliament and budgetary ircms which have
been agreed on after long discussions should come ro
nothing. I realise that the reasons are complex and that
no one single authority, let us be frank with each
other, can be blamed as being the guilty responsible
pany. That is why I would urBe a Communiry
approach from the Council, Commission and Parlia-
ment to put an end to this politically unacceptable situ-
ation.
I could imagine, Mr President, that the Commission's
report to Parliament under the Notenboom procedure
could be followed by specific proposals for improving
this politically imponant issue. In other ivords, a kind
of Notenboom procedure pan IL I would appreciate
Council, Commission and Parliament considering
these ideas and would welcome a discussion on rhem
in the Committee on Budgem.
Mrs Fuillet (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am disturbed
about the disintegration of Communiry finances. You
may rcll me that I am not alone in this, to which I
would reply that that is no consolation.
This disintegration reflecr the Council's inabiliry to
reach agreement on a proper budget, on coherent
financing of the Community. It reveals the lack of any
shared vision of the future of Europe. This has become
like a bad long-running serial, and today we are seeing
rwo episodes. For the moment, we are concerned with
the first of these, the supplementary and amending
budget for 1984. If I may, Mr President, I shall jump
the gun a little and discuss the next episode, own
resources.
On the supplementary and amending budget for 1984,
I would say that ure are bound to vote for it, in ordir
to keep the Communiry's commitments ro the farmers.
Otherwise, we shall end up wirh renationalization of
the CAP, and paralysis of the Communiry's strucrural
funds as well.
The proposals madc by the Committee on Budgets are
reasonable. They reinstate the figure of 260 million
ECU for revenues from customs duties, which the
Commission considers ro be a good thing. The Com-
mittee refuses ro carry over ro 1985 agricultural
expenditure of some 500 million ECU, which admit-
tedly entails additional financing from the Member
States. But this constant pressure of blackmail on
Community financing will have to be ended one day. I
hope that the Council will take account of the propo-
sals for modifications and amendments made by the
Committee on Budgets. 
_On the Pfennig repoft con-
cerning own resources, I have only one comment to
make: the Community musr be provided, as of 1985,
with the own resources rhar ir needs to meer its com-
mitments, since otherwise we shall continue to stumble
along for several more years, haggling over advance
paymenr and still without a budget worthy of the
name. The provision of additional own resources is
therefore necessary immediately, irrespective of any
considerations of prospecrive enlargement. It needs to
be said clearly that linking enlargement and additional
resources does nothing rc facilitare enlargement, but
actually complicates it by holding back finance for the
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necesary accompanying measures, noably the inte-
grarcd programmes for the Medircrranean. It is
because I am so keen to see the Community enlarged
that I refuse to link enlargement and own resources.
I hope that what we are proposing will be correctly
understood beyond this Chamber, by our friends in
Spain and Ponugal. At the stan of my speech, Mr
President, I referred to a bad serial. Looking ahead to
the 1985 budget, it takes no clairvoyanry rc predict
that there will be a sequel but certainly no end. In the
circumstances, I am really putting both the Commis-
sion and the Council on their mettle, in the hope that
reasonable measures will be adopted and that we shall
at last show the ambition to put our policies into prac-
dce. At all events, honouring the undenakings that we
gave during the European elections is, to my mind, a
necessiry, but it is my belief that we do not have the
means to do this as matters stand. It is with this objec-
tive in view that I call upon everyone rc display great
wisdom.
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is an absolute disgrace, to put it mildly,
that with the supplementary budget of 500 million
ECUs there is alk of surpluses, for these are no sur-
pluses, only the result of inactivity on the pan of the
Commission and Council in the non-compulsory field.
I think that there is quite obviously a conspiracy
bemreen the Commission and Council of Ministers to
atrcmpt to remove budget policy decisions from one
part of the budgeary authoriry, namely the European
Parliament.
How else are w'e to understand how the Commission
could speak as early as April of possible savings of
65 million ECUs in the Guidance Section of the
EAGGF? An attempt has obviously been made from
the beginning by ignoring the budget policy decisions
of Parliament, i.e. by the Commission writing itself a
blank cheque through inactivity, to create reserves to
finance the agricultural policy in this way, a poliry
which was not mapped out sufficiently swiftly.
For these reasons we should make it clear that this
European Parliament is not prepared calmly, to accept
such a change in the budget structure at the cost of the
non-compulsory expenditure. Ve believe it must be
made clearer that it is precisely through a sensible
structural policy, namely expanding the Social and
Regional Funds, that we can and must create alterna-
dve and promising jobs in structurally weak areas
where because of the problem of unemployment one
musr rhink more in termis of agricultural poliry, so
that we can thereby reduce the pressure on the CAP. I
believe a forward looking structural poliry could ena-
ble us rc make many improvements in the.EEC. Quite
obviously, however, neither the Council of Ministers
nor the Commission is prepared to act in areas of the
Community which are effective in budget terms which
would improve the economic situation in the Com-
muniry.
In view of the over 12 million unemployed in the EEC
I think it wrong to try to cut non-comPulsory expendi-
ture. And it certainly does not help us give the Com-
muniry the necessary incentives in our competition
with the Americans and the Japanese to ensure sensible
living conditions for the future. There must be a
breaf.through here, and that is why we object to these
cuts being made solely in the non-compulsory sector,
as proposed by the Council. That is why we shall
engage in hard discussions in the conciliation proce-
dure to strengthen Parliament's position and thereby
the future development of the Community more than
has happened so far in the supplementary budget.
Mr Bardong (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen. Figures have been discussed at suffi-
cient length in this debate. The purpose of a supple-
mentary budget is to adapt the finance to a new situa-
tion. That has not happened with the presentation of
the 1985 budget and only to a very limited extent with
the 1984 supplementary budget. It goes without saying
that Parliament cannot be satisfied with such a presen-
tation.
The changes made by Council, the Council's behav-
iour including the time pressure they have been and
still are putting on us up to and including today's sit-
ting, which makes great demands of Parliament, are e
source of general mistrust. Mistrust, as I see today, of
the Commission's implementation of the budget 
-even though apparently it was relatively sadsfactory
this dme under the Notenboom procedure 
- 
because
some budget headings can apparently disappear in the
course of the year, sometimes without Parliament not-
icing it and without there being an open discussion on
it. Mistrust of the Council now because, as has eheady
been said, Parliament's margin of manoeuvre in the
decision-makint process has yet once more been infr-
inged and Parliament's laborious work on the budget
passed over once again.
Every Parliament needs a healthy mistrust of the exec-
utive and mistrust in itself is not a bad thing. But as a
newcomer to this Parliament and the Committee on
Budger I do have the impression that this mistrust is
being fomented from various sides 
- 
in this case by
the manipulations and manoeuvrings on the 1984
income side in particular 
- 
and can only be tolerated
as it were with mistrust. Justified mistrust too, because
an atrcmpt is being made here directly or indirectly to
restrict the budget rights of Parliament. Our electors
believe we have too few rights and if I as a newcomer
had any illusions they have been dissipated in recent
weels. Nevertheless as a newcomer to this House I
believe that it is especially our budget rights that are
imponant, but now apparently more than ever before
the danger exists that these rights are being under-
mined. Parliament must not allow that to happen and
it must be on its guard.
It is in Parliament's greatest interests to have the sup-
plementary budget adopted this week because that will
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make the Communiry more effective and able ro acr.
That is why we must urte rhe Council 
- 
and I do so
on behalf of my group 
- 
to consider Palliament's
proposals in the concenation procedure. Parliament has
been very long-suffering of the delays, confusions and
camouflage which I think we have seen in this proce-
dure. The Community's abiliry ro acr has rop priority
for us as we have just gone through a long period of
uncenainty in the budget area in particular. But one
should be wary of this priority of Parliament which
can be a danger to other institutions of rhe Com-
munity.
But perhaps the supplementary budger can still be
saved. If we save it and tolerate some things for 1984
which perhaps we should not do, we musr say reso-
lutely mday that such uncenainties must be eliminated
from the 1985 budget. If Council does not accept suf-
ficient of our amendments and unnecessarily increases
the 1985 deficit at this stage, then it will be contribut-
ing now towards making the 1985 discussions more
acrimonious. I hope that the 1984 supplementary
budget can still be saved, but in 1985 we shall refuse to
board a ship which is aking water when it sers sail and
is doomed to sink.
Mr Voltfer (S), drafisman of an opinion for the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, Fisbeies and Food. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, when the Council finally produced its preli-
minary draft budget for 1984 and 1985 and then its
draft budget, a Commissioner exclaimed in Dutch,
'Both budgets are monsters'. I think that Parliament
has little to add to that and that comment can also be
made of the 1984 budget.
My group has already commented on the expenditure
side at sufficient length and I shall not dwell on rhat
funher. But one aspecr I do wish to take up, that of
agriculture, which is covered by a number of addi-
tional budgetary headings.
The situation we are now in could have been foreseen
long ago, which is one of [he reasons why I repeat rhe
words of that Commissioner 
- 
it was Commissioner
Andriessen 
- 
that this whole budget is indeed a
monsrcr and that we hardly know where to begin
because there has been no agricultural policy in recent
dmes. I well remember that at one point in Fonraine-
bleau or later in Brussels agreement was reached on
the whole of agriculture and that was welcomed by the
Commission because it did constitute a grear step for-
ward. Critics who said at that dme that the agreement
could not be financed under the 1984 budget were
really dismissed with the comment that time would
bring counsel. \7ell time has passed, but no counsel
has come, and we now face major problems. And I
hold the Commission directly responsible for these
problems, not just. the Council but also the Commis-
sion which has really shown itself incapable of acting.
So it was foreseeable. But more than that. The present
problems can have catastrophic consequences because
as our colleague Mr Danken explained we are faced
with the question, 'Can the Commission pay the farm-
ers in 1984 under the existing regulations?' That is a
big problem and everyone knows, at least rumours are
rife, that major problems of liquidity are to be
expected.
And if these problems of liquidity materialise, Mr
President, then that brings up another issue, namely
how can we prevent a return to nationalization? For
that is the outcome of a problem of liquidity and that
is the outcome of the Commission's rickery policy. If
the Commission is unable to implement the regula-
tions, and the farmers are entitled to these payments,
then national Member States will take over and that
will also mean they give their own interpretations and
that is the next step on the way back to nationaliza-
tion, and it is only round the corner. After the prob-
lems with Germany we now have the budget problems
which can equally well result in re-nationalization.
There is a third point I wish to make. The 1984 sup-
plementary budget before us is tomlly unrealistic.
Admittedly amendments have been made since the
Commission drafted the budget. I know full well that
agricultural expenditure always involves changing
external factors, estimates which are difficult to fore-
see 
- 
the development of the world market and mar-
ket prices, etc. I can admit that elemenrc can emerge as
mistaken three months later, but I cannot accept such
enormous mistakes as we have here. There is the
threat of an enormous surplus in the cereals sector
while at the same time a clear shonfall in the meat and
wine sectors. These two factors were foreseeable at the
time the Commission drafrcd this supplementary
budget. That is why I think that Parliament ought to
make this budget and the expenditure side more realis-
tic. Parliament ought to take the bull by the horns,
which the Commission refuses to do, and take 100
million away from the cereals sector, which are not
needed there anyway, and transfer 60 million to the
mear secror and 40 million extra ro the wine sector.
A final point I wish to make, Mr President, is on the
Christmas butter action. It is clear, and it also came as
a surprise to me, that not only must we have a Christ-
mas butrcr action but also that it can be carried out
under this budget. It seems indeed that there are 150
million ECUs for this in 1984. The Commission could
have decided on the Christmas butter much earlier on.
I welcome the fact thar at last we now have a decision.
I am still very worried about the methods and timing
of this action but at least, we have made some progress
and the amendment stressing what the Commission
has done in this field should be seen in that light.
Mr Cot lS), Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.-(FR) Mr President, the speakers for the groups have
been brief in their comments on this bad budget, and
so shall I, because there is not very much to say. I
should like to express my gratitude to Mrs Scrivener
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for the very thankless task that she has had to accom-
plish, since it fell to her m mitigate the shortcomings,
to put it no higher, of the other branch of the budget-
ary authoriry, so as to arrive at a mo$e or less realistic
supplementary and amending budget. The Committee
on Budgets set its sights no higher than this, Mr Presi-
dent. All that we tried to do was to eliminate the most
glaring mistakes or errors from the text, to knock it
into some son of shape.
That said, I should like m emphasize that the Euro-
pean Parliament is most anxious to see the adoption of
a supplementary a;nd amending budget, to judge from
what we have heard this morning, and this was cer-
tainly the feeling in the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Commissioner Tugendhat said that the Committee
on Budgets had done the work necessary to ensure
that Parliament would be in a position to take a deci-
sion during this part-session, and I acknowledge that
statement with thanks. Vhat this means in pracdce is
that if, for various reasons, we are unable to adopt the
budget on Thursday, this will not be Parliament's
fault. For the remainder, Mr President, the Com-
mitrce's amendments do not require any explanation,
since they are really self-explanatory. It is now for the
Council to carry out its task with all due diligence so
that our Parliament can adopt the supplementary and
amending budget for 1984 in good dme, on Thursday.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be mken at the next voting time.
Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, a shon time ago I expressed our solidarity with
the wives of the striking miners and I should like rc be
more specific now. As one of the speakers of the Rain-
bow Group I spoke on behalf of the Federadon of the
Green-Alternative European Link in this group. I was
not empowered to speak on behalf of the Danish
group but am pretty sure that they are politically with
us as regards the object of this solidarity, but they
must speak for themselves.
President. 
- 
Your commen$ have been noted, Mr
Graefe zu Baringdorf.
5. System of own resources
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
2-799/84), by Mr Pfennig, on behalf of the Com-
mitree on Budgets, on the amended proposal from the
Commission to the Council (Doc. 2-368/84 
-COM(84) 384 final) for a Council decision on the
Community's system of own resources.
Mr Pfennig (PPE), rdpPorteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen. The new financial regulation of
the European Community has been discussed on sev-
eral occasions in the European Parliam-ent. Our pro-
posals are contained in various reports which can
briefly be summarized as follows.
In view of the accession of Spain and Portugal the
Community first of all needs a solid long-term new
financial regulation. For this we need the political
determination of the Member Sates to regulate anew
the distribution of asks berween the Community and
the Member States. Secondly European problems
should be solved by the Community and not by the
Member States; and for this the Communiry, insrcad
of the Member States, should have the necessary
finance. Hence the need to increase the Community's
own resources.
Thirdly, the Community, like the Member States,
must exercise budgeary discipline in financing the
Communiry tasks before us. This is of panicular relev-
ance to agricultural expenditure. Founhly the imbal-
ance in the Community budget caused by the dispro-
portionate amount of agricultural expenditure must be
redressed not only by reducing such expenditure but
also and especially by ransferring new tasks with
financial implications to the Community. Only this
qray can we 
- 
fifthly 
- 
solve the problem of ovenax-
ation through value added tax of the citizens of indivi-
dual Member States. A special system of financial
adjustment should also be established. Sixthly a shon-
term solution rc the problem of overtaxation of citi-
zens in individual Member States can be found by a
special payment by the Community for Communiry
purposes. This refers at the moment to the Unircd
Kingdom.
The Council has produced a shon version of its pro-
posals for a new financial regulation under the rcrms
of reference of 30 May 1980. The Council's discus-
sions were concluded for the time being with she Fon-
ainebleau decisions. The Council opted for a shon-
term solution of raising the Community's own
resources to 1.40/o by l January 1986, with special
compensation for the United Kingdom. Everphing is
to be re-examined and decided on again one year
before the own resources are used up when the Com-
mission is to submit a report, on the results of the
budget discipline, the financial needs of the Com-
munity and the distribution of the budget charges
amont the Member States. The Council considers the
foreseeable date for that will be 1987, as the value
added tax share of the Community may be raised to
1.60/o on I January 1988 under Anicle 201 of the EEC
Treaty.
As negotiations on the entry of Spain and Ponugal to
the Community should be completed by 30 September
1984 the Council obviously feels that the increase in
own resources to 1.40lo should cover the accession
costs for Spain and Ponugal. Funhermore the Council
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has brought itself to accept the principles of budger
discipline to be achieved panly through the Council
alone, contrary to Anicle 203 of the EEC Treaty, fix-
ing a general reference framework for the financing of
Communiry policies at the beginning of the budget
procedure, all without the European Parliament.
I shall not arrempr at this stage to re-evaluate the Fon-
tainebleau decisions, but the Council seems ro have
lost the political perspective for the Community and
wants to try to find it again in three years. '!7here is
there room in this kind of Community financing for
European tasks such as research and development in
space ravel, microelectronics, biotechnology or envi-
ronmenhl protection? Vhere is there any room for a
social action programme in the Communiry? Are not
these Council decisions which could also contribute
towards redressing the balance in the budget only
worthless paper if there is no political determination in
the Member States to transfer the tasks and the neces-
sary finance to the Community? The British Lord
Chancellor, Lord Hailsham, said in the Vinsron
Churchill Memorial lecture on ll October 1984 in
Luxembourg that ideals could not be reached without
good budgeting, but good budgeting is no substitute
for ideals. I think that the European Parliament must
ensure that in the future there is at least good budget-
ing as the Council has put aside ideals for the time
being.
The Commission's presenr proposals for a new sysrem
of own resources in the Community are of little help.
They reflect incompletely the Fontainebleau decisions
and run counter to the spirit of the Community trea-
ties. Firstly the Commission has sued the Council deci-
sions to abolish irrevocably the whole of the Com-
munity's financial regulation of 21 April 1970. In irs
place should come, as the new financial regulation of
the Communiry, a provisional solution for one Mem-
ber State and that should be ratified by the Member
Starcs. And so the exceprion becomes the rule, under
the Commission's propoial.
Secondly the principle of a uniform rate of value
added tax has been abandoned. In future a Member
State will be able to ransfer only part of the income
from the value added tax paid by its citizens ro [he
Community and to pur the orher parr into the state
coffers. The shortfall in the Community budget which
would thereby arise is to be made up by the other
Member States. This almost brings us back to the i la
cane financing of rhe Community of ten years ago
from national contributions.
Thirdly the new financial regularion is to be valid until
all ten or even twelve Member States rarify a new
regulation. Founhly the new value added tax rate of
1.40/o only seems ro be a definitive amounr. In future
the Commission, instead of the budget authority 
- 
in
other words instead of the Council and Parliamenr 
-intends autonomously to fix the acrual amount of the
pan of VAT to be paid by the Member States to the
Community. It intends to decide on the basis of its cal-
culations how big the shonfall created by a Member
State will be and how much extra the others will have
to pay to make up this shortfall. And so the Council
and European Parliament will lose rheir authority over
the revenue side and Council, Parliament and nadonal
parliaments their control over the actual amounr of
money accruing from value added tax to the Com-
muniry.
Fifthly there is no trace in rhe Commission's proposal
of any long-term concept to redress the balance in the
Community budget. Sixthly the Commission's propo-
sal means in political rerms rhar in future the United
Kingdom, in addition to receiving an amount based on
the principle of the 'fair return' will only have to pay
to the Communiry budget up ro a maximum of one
third of the share of value added tax. On the basis of
the per capita share in Community VAT the United
Kingdom would be treated as the second poorest
country in the Community after Greece.
I consider these proposals from the Commission
totally unsuitable as a basis for a new financial regula-
tion for the Community. I wonder if the Commission
as watchdog of the Treaties deliberarely intends to
desrroy the present federal financial reguladon of the
Community in the hope rhar rhe Council or some of
the Member States will take better decisions. I do not
think the European Parliament should go along with
that kind of thinking. I/e should heed the warning
issued last week by President Mitrerand that the Euro-
pean Community would disintegrate if the finance
problems are nor solved. \fle should stick to our earlier
decisions so that in the future we can have at least a
semi-satisfactory budget policy based on the improved
1970 financial regulation to which improvements can
be made. And so I advise all honourable Members to
endorse the proposals from rhe Committee on Budg-
ets.
The specific decisions from the Committee on Budgets
are as follows: the decision of 21 April 1970 on rhe
Community's own resources should be upheld.
Secondly this should be complemented by decisions to
take a positive step in the further development of the
Community towards a financial union. Thirdly a
change in the'1970 decision involves not only a
planned increase of the VAT rate to 1.40/o but also an
increase to 1.60/o by I January 1988. Founhly 500/o of
the revenue exceeding 1.40/0, i.e. after 1988, is to be
placed in a fund from which new Community policies
are to be financed. Fifthly correcrive measures have to
b6 taken via a Council regulation, as in the pasr, for
the United Kingdom on the expendirure side of the
Community budget on the amount of the relief
decided on in Fontainebleau. These correcrive mea-
sures should be a lump sum of I 000 million ECUs for
last year, a transitional measure for three years and
then be stopped.
These briefly are the decisions of the Committee on
Budgets. It also disctrssed whether the new financial
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regulation should incorporate a system of financial
adjustment and whether the changes to the 1970
financial regulation should come into force at the
same time as the accession of Spain and Ponugal to
the Community. Both amendments were narrowly
defeated in the Committee. I see they have been tabled
again in the House and I shall give my opinion on
them tomorrow when we vote.
May I 
.iust make a few technical points? I very much
regret that due to lack of dme some errors have crept
into the ranslations. Amendment No 7 is incorrect in
the English version, although it originates from the
European Democrats. The Italian version of amend-
ment No 12 is incorrect and the French version of that
same amendment is incomplete. Ve shal[ try to correct
these amendmenm before they are put to the vote.
(Applause)
Mr Tugendh*, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, on 3 May 1983, three months after the
presentation of its Green Paper, the Commission sub-
mitted a draft proposal for a Council decision on the
Community's system of own resource. Parliament gave
its opinion on this proposal in the Arndt resolution of
15 November 1983. At the level of the Council, inten-
sive discussions took place in which the Commission
played a full pan during the months which followed
the submission of our proposal. The question of the
future of the Community's own-resource system was a
principal subject of discussion at the European Coun-
cil meetings of June 1983 in Stuttgan, December 1983
in Athens,and March 1984 in Brussels. Finally, at the
European Council meeting of June 1984 in Fontaine-
bleau, agreement was reached at the level of the
Heads of State and Government on a package of mea-
suries concerning the future financing arangements of
the Community involving, notably, a raising in the
ceiling of VAT from I 0/o to 1.40/o and on a method
of correcting budgetary imbalances.
The draft decision on 'own-resources' which Parlia-
ment is debadng today was presented by the Commis-
sion on 9 July 1984 as an amendment to its original
proposal pursuant to Anicle V9(2) of the EEC
Treaty. This amended proposal integrates, where
appropriate, the conclusions of the European Council
at Fontainebleau into the Commission's earlier text.
The Commission was represented at the Fontainebleau
European Council by President Thorn and by Vice-
President Onoli. Its results were not, of course, identi-
cal to the proposals which the Commission itself had
previously submitted. None of us in the Commission
would argue that the outcome was ideal or perfect.
Nonetheless, it represented a successful conclusion to
a long and difficult negotiation enabling in particular
che Community's own resources to be extended in
scope and providing a durable resolution of the prob-
lems of budgetary imbalance which had plagued the
Community for so long. The Commission thought it
right therefore to reproduce faithfully in its amended
draft proposals all the elements which the Heads of
State and Government had specifically agreed upon.
I might add, Mr President, that none 
- 
not one 
- 
of
the government representatives at Fontainebleau has
contested the consistency of the Commission's
amended draft with the conclusions of the European
Council. I stress this point at the outset because Mr
Pfennig's report on the Commission's amended Propo-
sal advocates a number of important changes to it.
Some of them conflict clearly with the Fontainebleau
agreement. Others would seem to depart from posi-
tions which Parliament has taken on previous occa-
sions in this matter. For example, Mr Pfennig, sup-
poned by the Committee on Budgerc, envisages that a
funher raising of the VAT ceiling to 1.60/o on 1 Janu-
ary 1988 could be authorized by the budgetary auth-
ority. That is to say, it would not need the rarification
of national parliaments based on the Anicle 201 pro-
cedure. This is clearly incompatible with the relevant
exrract from the Fontainebleau text which states:
'The maximum rarc may be increased after agree-
ment has been given in accordance with national
procedures'.
On the question of the correction of budgetary imbal-
ances, the proposal of Mr Pfennig also conflicm with
the Fontainebleau agreement. It is proposed that the
correction in favour of the United Kingdom should be
implemented by expenditure, not on the revenue side,
and that it should be limited in time to 4 years and
separate in its legal status from the own resources
decision. On these two points the Fontainebleau
agreement is unmistakably clear. It states that 
- 
and I
quote 
- 
'The correction will be deducted from the
United Kingdom's normal VAT share in the budget
year following the one in respect of which the correc-
tion is granted' and that 'the correction formula will
be pan of the decision to increase the VAT ceiling to
1.4010, their durations being linked'.
All of these issues were key elements in the Fontaine-
bleau agreement. 'S7'hatever the Commission's own
views on the substance 
- 
and in some respeds we
sympathize with the aim of what Mr Pfennig's resolu-
tion proposes 
- 
we do not believe it would be in the
Community interest to reopen the discussion on them
again now and thus risk an almost cenain further
delay in the timetable for the provision of urgently
needed additional own-resources for the Community.
Mr President, I now turn to changes on which the
Commission has the impression that they break with
views held by the Parliament, in the past. Amendment
No 9, last paragraph, states
'At least 500/o of all new own resources above
1.4% shall be put into a separate fund for the sole
purpose of financing the structural policies of the
Community'.
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Now, Mr President, while the Commission agrees
with the objective of a significant increase of expendi-
ture for structural purposes, the budgemry technique
proposed seems hardly consistent with the principle of
non-hypothecation. As stated earlier in the very same
Amendment No 9,
'The revenue shall be used without disdnction to
finance all expenditure entered into the budger of
the Communides'.
It is very hard, Mr President, to reconcile those two
statements.
The Pfennig repon also puts a lot of emphasis on
maintaining a uniform rate of VAT. In the two pre-
vious resolutions of Parliament on own-resources 
-the Spinelli resolution of tggt and the Arndt resolu-
tion of 1983 
- 
Parliament advocated and agreed ro
modularcd rates of VAT. \7hile it is true that the mod-
ulation proposed there and in the Commission's ori-
ginal proposal was a general one, whereas the modula-
tion proposed by the Commission now is more spe-
cific, the principle of different rates of VAT for
different Member States is still the same.
In Amendment No 7, Mr Pfennig proposes that grants
shall constitute own resources. This would seem to be
opening the door for intergovernmental agreements of
the rype which is being proposed for financing the
1984 supplemenmry budget. Both Parliament and the
Commission have raised serious objections to this. In
addition, gran6 can be interpreted as similar to
national conributions, a concept which has been
refuted by Parliament on several occasions.
the autonomy of the Community's financial system
could be undermined if grants became an imponant
feature of the system. In any case, a grant cannot by
definition be an own resource. Own resources belong
to the Community by right. A grant, by definition, has
to be given by somebody else.
Mr President, I turn finally rc the date of entry into
force of the new own-resources decision. In the Com-
mission's view, it is essential for the Community that
the decision shall enter into force on I October 1985
and shall enter into effect on I January 1985 so that
the expenditure requirements for 1985 can be fully
covered by own-resources. Indeed, this would be the
only Community way of solving the 1985 budget
problems on the revenue side.
There are some points in Mr Pfennig's resolution to
which I think it right to draw the honourable Mem-
bers' attention. That I have sought to do. I have not
sought to cover in detail every point raised by Mr
Pfennig since the Commission's position on most of
the issues involved is well known and has been set out
on numerous occasions in this House.
(The sitting utas suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at 3
P.n.)
IN THE CHAIR: MTDIDO
Vice-President
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, first of
all I wish [o express our unrestricted appreciation of
the rapponeur Mr Pfennig. To a very large extent we
agree with his repon; v/e may perhaps have yet to
agree definitively on one or tsro of the amendments.
He had a difficult job reaching a consensus in the
Committee. In panicular my Broup had difficulty in
agreeing to the Commission's proposal on increasing
the Community's own resources and the British refund
payments 
- 
even although in November 1983 after
very long discussions our opinion was expressed
clearly in the Arndt report.
Vhat are we expected to do with these proposals? The
reason for our dilemma is quite clear. Ve have to
enforce the decisions of Fontainebleau. From Parlia-
ment's point of view, and in view of all our decisions,
the results of the series of summits including Fontaine-
bleau were pitiful. This last-minute agreement on the
lowest common denominator in no way meets the
demands of a relance er.tropeenne.
And yet we all welcomed Fontainebleau. \7e thereby
welcomed no more and no less than the avoidance of a
political and financial bankruptcy in the EEC. So
today we are really ratifying Fontainebleau. Ve toler-
ate Fontainebleau without identifying ourselves with
the contents.'We are interpreting Fontainebleau where
the decisions were open to many interpretations and
we have made some minimal clarifications in order to
guarantee Parliament's righm in the future and to leave
open the way for us to return to our principles in the
future.
The decisions before us are greeted with muted enthu-
siasm as a transitional solution. But our ideas of
Europe are different. 1.40/0, 1.60/o or even 20/o value
added tax, 1% of the national product of the Member
States are not sufficient to finance the Europe we all
need, to help effectively to solve unemployment, to
implement Community measures for clean air, clean
rivers, clean Community waters 
- 
the Nonh Sea and
the Mediterranean. Nor are they sufficient to start
modernizing the economy in Europe and there is no
way they could begin to bridge the gap between che
rich and poor regions in Europe. But think of the
reform of the agricultural policy, of reducing the mis-
erable surpluses, which we believe for financial and
moral reasons are a precondition for reforming Euro-
pean policies rc win back people's respect for Europe.
Fontainebleau has done a little in the milk sector, but
in no way has it reformed the European agricultural
policy. No, we must accept Fontainebleau but by no
means approve of it.
Commissioner Tugendhat warns us not to overlook
our extension plans for the top floors, but a fire is
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burning on the ground floor and we must lend the fire
brigade a hand so that it does not trample on too
much.
I should just like to make a few commenm on the con-
troversial points in the report; firstly, on the link
between enlargement and the increase in own
resources. Parliament took this decision in order to
force unwilling governments to agree to enlargement.
Nothing is changed by thar, especially as this link is
guaranteed by several governments. But many Mem-
bers claim that a large ponion of the 1.40lo has already
been used rc pay for irresponsible agricultural sur-
pluses of the past, and many others fear that the farm-
ers will not get the money they are entitled to. Both
positions are controversial and unnecessary differences
of opinion have arisen on them.
The Committee does not consider there is any reason
ro re-open the discussion on this subject. That means
first of all no change in the decision-making situation
of the House, and it also means that we recognise that
the additional revenue should be available soon and
that we continue to insist on enlargement by I January
t986.
I am a staunch supporter of enlargement in the south;
I have defended my position many times in this House
and refuse to accept that at this critical stage where
enlargement hangs by a thread the whole issue be
re-opened in an unnecessary and damaging manner. I
cannot go along with that.
Our British friends are upser at our having limircd the
so-called British refund payments to the end of 1988,
and I can understand that. But in Fontainebleau there
was only one special arrangement for the United
Kingdom, not for any relevant Member State, and that
runs counter to our rdeas, as do refund payments
without an explicit purpose, irrespective of whatever
interpretation may be given in future to the term
refund payments. Vhat we have here, when all is said
and done, is a 'fair return', and that totally contradicts
our ideas. If therefore we are to tolerate Fontaine-
bleau, then only for a shon time, only as a transitional
soludoh. That is why we have nbled these amend-
men6 to the Commission's proposals.
I cannot resist a final question. Vhat does it mean in
practical terms thar the legal limit of 10/o value added
tax is to be raised by the national parliaments to 1.40/o?
Part of that money was spent and committed long ago.
And what happens if a national parliament 
- 
as has
been threatened on various occasions 
- 
refuses? Vhat
would that change? Vould we have anything other
than the revelation that the national parliaments in
Europe no longer matter? It would change much less
than may appear and not very much will be changed
by the decision taken here today. That may explain
our muted enthusiasm in this issue.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we are dis-
cussing a document which will be with us in the com-
ing months and which will be very imponant in its
final version. All of Parliament's rith$ are restricted
here, as you know. '!0'e can table amendments to the
Commission's proposal but the Council can choose to
ignore them. But may I say at the outset that Parlia-
ment takes the quesdon of revenue and changes to the
financial regulation very seriousll, and the Council
representatives here today should tell their ministers
that even in future budget debates we shall evaluate
the final version of this document in political terms. As
the document is very imponant to the Commission,
Mr Vice-President Tugendhat, and you are in the
sffonger position, I must tell you we are dissatisfied
with your proposal. I think it is a bit much to hear you
state mday on behalf of the Commission that the Fon-
tainebleau decisions are not ideal but then in the same
breath that we have to implement these decisions unal-
tered.
May I make a political point here? If this is really yout
opinion, and I do not mean only you, Mr Tugendhat,
but the whole of the Commission, then you have
proved rcday that the Commission has absolurcly no
political determination and no more political substance
of its own, that it is not prepared, when it recognises
errors, omissions or weaknesses in a document from
the Fontainebleau Council, to correct them but only to
put them into practice.
I wonder whether this morning we have not heard the
farewell speech of a political Commission which in
future only intends to execute 
- 
I January is soon
here. This is the only explanation of this proposal.
Parliament 
- 
and I am grateful to Mr von der Vring
for having put it so clearly 
- 
also sees the realities of
Fontainebleau but we are not blind to what must be
done here. '!7here, Mr Commissioner, is there any
clause in a legal contract which stipulates that the ben-
eficiary in a special conffact can decide himself how
long this special conract should be valid? Vhere does
it say that the payers should be at the mercy of the
beneficiaries? That is a problem we should all discuss
sensibly. Mr Commissioner, why did you not put a
time limit on this special arrangement for the United
Kingdom and make it clear it is a uansitional measure?
Vhy are you not in favour of a general financial
adjustment system which can benefit the Greeks, the
Portugese, when they are here, the British or anyone
else?
As for your criticisms of the Pfennit report, I must ask
you to read pans of it again. Look at the specific
points! This 100/o 
- 
and Mr Pfennig said up to 100/o
- 
which the countries should receive by'way of
administrative costs, only affect customs and levies of
course. No one talked about value added tax. These
are errors in your response to this report.
My group supports this proposal from the Commitrce
on Budgets. Ve have asked that after the special
arrantement for the united Kingdom a general one
should be made. Personally, Mr von der Vring, I think
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it unfonunate that we speak of Spain and Ponugal in
this context but Parliament took a decision to this
effect in May and we ought to display a cerrain con-
sistency here.
(Apphuse fron the Cenne )
Lord Douro (ED). 
- 
Mr President, Mr Pfennig is
proposing today, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, some very major changes ro rhe Commission
proposal for the increase in own resources. The Com-
mission proposal, in fairness ro rhe Commission, is
only an interpretation of what was agreed at Fontaine-
bleau. I should say to begin with that I believe that the
Council has brought upon itself pan of the opposition
and some of the amendmenm which are being pro-
posed today by failing to consult sufficiently, both as
to frequency and as to substance, with the European
Parliament. The European Parliament is one half of
the budgetary authoriry, and any matter concerning
revenue or expenditure in the budget should be pan of
some sort of agreement with Parliament. I must say
that I think the Council has been foolish in not taking
more account of Parliament's vieurs in this mar[er.
Nevenheless, my group does object to three of the
major changes proposed by Mr Pfennig.
Firstly, Mr Pfennig proposes that the balancing
mechanism where the Unircd Kingdom is concerned
should be on the expenditure side of the budget. Of
course, we would supporr that.in the long-term; but in
the shon-term there appears to be no other mechanism
other than some abatement on rhe revenue side of the
budgel So, we are forced, I believe, to accepr a
change in the revenue. But of course all those Mem-
bers, like Mr Langes and many orhers, who feel
srongly on this point should realise rhat the problem
will in fact go away if there is a change in the balance
of expenditure which he and orher Members from all
groups in this House favour. To the exrenr rhar rhere
is greater expenditure on rhe son of policies from
which all countries will benefit, the gap will disappear
and the abatement on rhe revenue side to the Unircd
Kingdom will disappear.
The second major principle that my group cannor
accept is that the arrangemenr should have a duration
of only four years. The Fontainebleau agreement
made it quite clear that the whole matter would be
reconsidered ex nooo as and when the 1.40/o limir was
exhausted, and we find unacceptable any other
attempt m disengage the duration of the 1.40lo limir
and the special mechanism for the Unircd Kingdom.
The third point of principle that we cannor accepr is
that the funher increase to 1.60/o f.rom l.4o/o should be
made without the approval of national parliaments.
'!7e believe that that is not only unrealistic but that it
might put in jeopardy the whole ratificadon procedure
for this new limit of. l.4o/o.
So, Mr President, my group is anxious to suppofl the
budgetary powers of the European Parliament. Ve
will cenainly this afternoon support the amendments
to the supplemenary budgel But, regrettably, we are
unable to support the three most fundamental propo-
sals being made today by Mr Pfennig and we do urge
other Members of this House to reconsider their atti-
tude because, as I say, we think that the route being
proposed by the Committee on Budgets puts at risk
the whole procedure to increase the Community's own
resources. !fle are all unircd in believing that the Com-
munity's own resources should be increased, but what
the Committee on Budgets is proposing might jeopar-
dize that very imponanl step forward in the evolution
of the European Community.
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, we all
know that v/e are at this moment discussing the legal
implementation, as it were, of cenain pans of the Fon-
tainebleau Agreement. I think it of value, therefore, to
remind this Assembly of cenain aspecrc of this Fontai-
nebleau Agreement that we consider very worrying.
First of all, we should like to emphasize in this context
our very serious concern indeed at an increase in the
VAT resources of the Community that is very limited,
very small, and that will at most allow the Community
to survive in the future, but only very precariously and
in conditions of extreme difficulty.
I should like to recall that, last July, President Thorn
reminded us in this very Chamber that the 1.40/o
increase was, in his opinion also, too small, and that a
fresh call for an increase in funds would become
necessary in the very near future. Our basic concern is
that this very limircd quantity of financial resources
may f.reeze 
- 
indeed, I would go further it might
bring to an end 
- 
the business of the Community,
whereas we consider that, in the circumstances such as
they are, the Communiry ought to be taking on a new
lease of life, and should be tackling the question of
structural policies with new vigour.
The second great concern that we have to express in
regard to the Fontainebleau Agreement is the fact that
this slender, very small increase in own resources has
been linked with the mechanism of rhe compensarory
payments to Great Britain. The connection that has
been established seems very worrying to us because,
basically, it links the possibiliry of a funher increase in
own resources 
- 
and hence an increase in the Com-
munity's activities 
- 
to a unilateral, restrictive posi-
tion that is identified with the particular views of one
Member State.
The third worrying aspect of the Fontainebleau Agree-
ment is the mechanism that has been contrived for the
Bridsh compensatory payments, which concerns dif-
ferential levels of VAT. Ve consider thar the princi-
ples governing the life of the Community, the Treaties
and all the resultant legislation, have been very ser-
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iously strained: strained, that is, by the decision that
the proponion of own resources to be contribured to
the Community is no longer the same for everyone,
but can vary from one Member State to another. This
principle seems to us an extremely dangerous one that
penalizes unfairly and is unjust 
- 
unjust both from
the point of view of fiscal equiry. I shall not dwell any
funher on these points, because we have already dis-
cussed them very fully.
Mr President, I have returned to these three points 
-which provide as many grounds fs1 s6n6sm 
- 
In
order to say that we have in fact played an active part
in the Committee on Budgets to have these items in
the Fontainebleau Agreement couched in more cor-
rect, more balanced rcrms 
- 
I say this again 
- 
in the
legislative radition of the Agreement, imelf, and in
accordance with what the Parliament has emphasized
and repeated on a number of occasions in this Cham-
ber.
'!7e are therefore absolutely in agreement with the
rapporteur on [he fact that the mechanism for increas-
ing the Community's own resources should constitute
an extension of the 1970 decision and not a new deci-
sion that goes beyond this very legislation. \(e agree
least because we have ourselves taken part in
this operation 
- 
that the legislative act by which the
national parliamenr will ratify the increase in own
resources should be kept separate from the settlement
of compensation to the British, which does not need to
be ratified and therefore cannot be of either the same
political or legal nature 
- 
I emphasize the word
'nature'- as the other act. This does not mean that it
is less imponant, nor does it mean that the two things
should not proceed in parallel, alongside one another.
In conclusion, Mr Presidenq I will say once again that
we are in agreement with the approach and proposals
contained in Mr Pfennig's report, and at the same time
I have to inform the Assembly that my group has put
down an amendment regarding the extension of the
increase in own resources to 20lo without the need for
ratification. This seemed to us an obvious step, and
one that has always had the support of this Parliament.
I should therefore like to invite members also to con-
sider the possibility of going up to 20/0, as a minimum
increase, so as to enable the Community to survive 
-indeed, to live 
- 
for a longer period of time than just
t.wo or three years.
Mr De Vries (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we are
debadng today two of the three sections of the Gor-
dian knot, the 1984 supplementary budget and the
decision on own resources.
In today's debate the third part, the 1985 draft budget,
is of course far from being out of our minds. On the
conrrary. Our Parliament is today firing a shot across
the bows of the Council and Commission which can-
nor be open to misinterpretation. The 1984 supple-
mentary budget has already been dealt with by speak-
ers from my group. I shall resrict myself to my
group's opinion of the Pfennig report. I can be brief.
'!7ith one imponant exception my grouP basically
agrees with it.
Mr President, it is absolutely essential to increase the
Community's own resources, and the Council has
righdy proposed increasing the amount of value added
tax. But unfonunately the procedure proposed by the
Council is shon-sighted, both literally and figuratively.
A VAT rate of 1.40/o by llanuary 1985 is only an
emergency measure, scarcely adequate to continue to
finance the present poliry. There is no room for a new
poliry and that is what the citizens of Europe and this
Parliament are asking for. Everyone knows that a fur-
ther increase to 1.60/o by I January 1988 is inevitable,
especially in view of the accession of Spain and Ponu-
gal.
But what is the Council doing? By linking the neces-
sary increase to national ratification the Council is
ensuring that one single Member Smte can financially
paralyse the Community for an indefinite period. That
means a permanent budget crisis from now until 1988.
That is why we as Parliament propose that the second
increase of the VAT rate ro 1.60/o be decided on
joindy by Council and Parliament on a proposal from
the Commission. That too is why we refuse to link a
new decision on own resources to the accession of
Spain and Ponugal, as some Member States advocate.
Not because we want to delay the accession. My
group has always fought for that accession, as this
House well knows. But the longer it takes to make
new own resources available the greater will be the cri-
sis we shall find ourselves in. It is up to us in Parlia-
ment to guard against that.
Secondly, Mr President, we insist that our budgetary
authority as Parliament is not diminished. That means
we want the British problem to be financed through
the expenditure side of the budget, i.e. through the
development of a new European policy and not
through a reduction on the VAT payment. That pay-
ment is not a national contribution but an integral pan
of the Community's own resources. It is scandalous
that the Commission dared agree to the VAT solution
for Britain. The Commission should safeguard the
European treaties and not undermine them, That is
also true of the 1970 decision on own resources. In
that decision and in the amendment under discussion
today there is no place for an exception for any single
Member State. The British problem should not be
solved in a decision on own resources but in a Council
regulation. My group has mbled an amendment to
cover that point.
Finally we fully support the proposal in the Pfennig
report to extend the own resources to customs duties
on products under the ECSC Treary and some other
levies and taxes. The Commission could improve its
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image in this House if it were ro agree ro accept rhese
proposals under Anicle 149, para.2 of the EEC
Treaty.
Finally, Mr President, this House is not seeking con-
frontation with the Council or Commission. There is
nothing we wish more than a normal functioning of
the Community. But there are clear limits to our com-
pliance. The Council has been warned!
Mr Pasty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, what is our subject, what are we debating?
Officially, qe are seized of a draft Council Decision
prepared by the Commission to formalize the deci-
sions aken at the recent Fontainebleau summit. The
serious technical nature of our discussions should not
be allowed to obscure the fact that rhe difficuldes and
contradicdons besetting us srem from the disastrous
Fontainebleau compromise, which I mke this further
opponuniry to denounce on behalf of my Group.
Contrary to what we were led to believe, Fontaine-
bleau settled nothing, as we are consr.anrly reminded
by the budgetary difficulties in which we become
increasingly embroiled with each passing day. Con-
fiary to what we have been led rc believe, Fontaine-
bleau gave no fresh impetus ro new common policies.
Vhen we are not even sure of being able rc finance
common policies already decided upon by the Com-
munity, the common agriculrural policy first and fore-
most, how are we going to be able to find finance for
new European ambidons? Contrary to what we have
been led to believe, Fontainebleau does nor mark a
leap forward for Europe but a step back for the Com-
munity spirit; in particular, by making provision for
one Member State to be able to withdraw from rhe
financing of present or future common policies, Fon-
tainebleau has created a big crack in the Community
edifice while seeking to disguise the beginnings of the
disintegration of the Communiry of Ten just when
plans are being made 
- 
prematurely 
- 
for enlarging
it to include rwo new panners.
The only positive feature of the Fontainebleau agree-
ment is the authority that it gives for raising the VAT
ceiling from 10/o and an increase in own resources. But
it has to be said immediately that this again is an illu-
sion, since the increase is wholly inadequate. Since we
find that the l.4o/o is in realiry reduced to 1.30% when
the effect of the mechanism for financing the United
Kingdom's budget rebate is taken into account. More-
over, we already know that these new resources up ro
this limit of l.3o/o will be rctally absorbed as soon as
they become available if enlargement goes ahead at rhe
same time.
To make matters worse, the Fontainebleau agreement
tied the increase in own resources to the adoprion of a
mechanism for budgetary relief to the United King-
dom which is rctally unacceptable in its inspirarion and
in its practical consequences. It is unacceptable in its
inspiration in that it endorses the juste retour theory
and abandonment of the principle of financial solidar-
ity enshrined in the Treaties. To be convinced of this,
one need only peruse the draft senl to us by the Com-
mission, which calls for three different rates of VAT
contributions: one rare applicable to the United King-
dom, one rate applicable to Germany, and one rarc
applicable to the other Member States. But this
mechanism is also unacceptable in its practical conse-
quences, in as much as it leads to the effecdve exemp-
tion of one partner 
- 
the United Kingdom 
- 
from
having to meet its share of the financial consequences
of enlargement, of additional agricultural spending
under the common agricultural policy which might be
necessitated by shon-term eventualities, and even of
any new policies adopted by the Community in as
much as they do not benefit the United Kingdom dis-
proportionately. This point is in fact made very
cogendy in Mr Pfennig's motion for a resolution,
approved by the Committee on Budgets.
The only communautaire solution rc the problem of
the United Kingdom's budgetary imbalance, whose
existence we do not deny, would have been either to
couple the VAT contribution with contributions based
on other criteria taking account of Member States'
real wealth or to do what Parliament has always
wanted and make provision for correction via expend-
iture or by a system combining both these methods.
Unfonunarcly, however, the worst available system
has been adopted.
I come now to Mr Pfennig's amendment.. To attempt
to reconcile the Fontainebleau agreement with the
position constantly reaffirmed by the Parliament on
budgetary relief to the Unircd Kingdom 
- 
i.e. com-
pensation via expenditure, not revenues 
- 
was like
trying to square the circle. If what Mr Pfennig has
come up with is not, in our view, wholly satisfactory,
this, I grant, is because he was trying to reconcile the
irreconcilable. I take this opponunity to pay tribute to
Mr Pfennig for the effons that he has made to take
this draft from the Commission, which we for our pan
consider to have been thoroughly unacceptable in the
form in which it was originally presented, and make
improvements on a number of fundamental, essential
points. In particular we approve what he has done to
mark a very clear distinction 
- 
on the legal plane 
-between the increase in own resources achieved by
raising the VAT ceiling on the one hand and the prob-
lem of correction in favour of the United Kingdom on
the other. Only the former should be the subject of a
draft amendment to the Decision of 21 April 1970 on
own resources. The latter should be dealt with by a
Council Regulation.
Ve also agree to the use of a simpler procedure for
raising the ceiling above 1.40/o, requiring unanimity in
the Council and a qualified majority in Parliament, but
no ratification by the nadonal Parliaments.
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By contrast, we tonlly disagree with the mechanism
adopted for the correction of budgemry imbalances
and note an inconsistenry berween the motion for a
resolution presented by Mr Pfennig 
- 
which we
approve: correction via expenditure 
- 
and the word-
ing of Amendment No 12 which, while admittedly
improving Parliament's powers of control over calcu-
ladon of compensation, remains extremely ambiguous
as to whether the method of correction should be via
revenues or expenditure.
In conclusion, we shall support all draft amendments
which are strictly in line with Community orthodoxy,
especially as regards the need, as stipulated in the
Treaties, to adjust revenues to decisions taken under
common policies. From the moment that a common
poliry is adoprcd unanimously it must be financed
without resriction and without discrimination
berween the various Member States. Conversely, it is
unacceptable for one Member States to take it upon
itself to withdraw from the financing of certain
expenditure which is of common interest. Conse-
quently, no solution which is contrary to the Com-
muniry principles of financial solidarity will get our
approval.
(Appkuse from the Right)
Mr Kuilpcrc (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, on behalf of the European Free Alli-
ance I should also like to make a few comments on the
Pfennig report. The first concerns the unwillingness of
the Member States, in other words state nationalism,
rc make the necessary finance available. The United
Kingdom has feathered its nest and it is really rather
ironical that we must listen here to Mr Tugendhat
answer this House. It would be difficult to find a more
ironical situation than rhis one.
Ladies and gentlemen, what is the price to be paid for
this budget? For me it is quite simple. A clear depar-
ture is being made from the European spirit which
ought to reign. Democrary is also being eroded. The
first rule of democracy is that agreements which have
been concluded should be respected and properly
financed. Vell, first of all, the regulation on own
resources, as agreed on 21 April 1970 is being des-
troyed by this settlement, this compromise.
Secondly, this settlement does not solve any of our
problems. I forecast that in 1985 we shall be faced with
the same problems again.
Thirdly, the Member States are denying us, rheir com-
mon European organ, the power to develop funher in
a European way. Everyone here alks in grandiose
terms about a European profile, a European idendry,
but as soon as money is requested for it one or the
other Member State blocks the affair and this expres-
sion of intent cannot be put into practice.
May I, as a folk nationalist and federalist, say that the
Member States are blocking things in two directions.
Firstly at the European level, and secondly they fail rc
give rheir own regions, pans of their own nations, the
finance necessary m develop their regional poliry. It is
nineteenth century state nationalism.
Founhly, why ladies and gentlemen 
- 
Mrs Barbar-
ella has already made this point before me 
- 
could we
not transfer 20/o of. VAT to the Community immedia-
tely? Then at least the budget would be covered.
There would even be a surplus and then a real chance
of doing some scientific research, of promoting
employment and helping the disadvantaged areas.
1986 will see the accession of Spain and Ponugal. If
we seriously intend to keep this appointment we must
now answer for the conse.quences. 'Sfle cannot do that
with this 10/0. You all know that this 1.40lo must yet be
ratified by the Member States und Community law.
Thar will take at least a year and in the meantime the
l.4olo will have disappeared.
Finally, Mr President, if we have a real European
Community, and want a real European budget, then
we must have the courage to say what is amiss in the
present budget. I would first like to point to our own
budget in this House. Three thousand million Belgian
francs are wasted each year in the nonsense over the
three seats of this institution. Secondly, we are giving
rights and money to producers of butter, for example,
which wp ought to sell directly rather than putting into
cold storage at an annual cost of thousands of millions
of francs. Vhat is the point of it all?
Mr d'Ormcsson (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
Group of the European Right believes that the Com-
munity will not survive unless it adheres to its funda-
mental objectives. '$7hat are these? The creation of a
common market, that is to say a'single market in
which the free movement of persons, goods and capi-
tal is guaranteed.
The Joint Declaration of 5 April 1977 strengthened
the spirit and letter of the Treary by stipulating that all
the Member States are party to the Convention for the
Protection of Human Righrc and Fundamental Free-
doms signed in Rome on 4 November 1950.
Now these freedoms have been challenged, within the
Communiry, by the excessive nationalization that has
been seen in some pans of its territory. They are under
threat from ouride the Community from the accen-
tuation of Soviet pressure, characterized by rhe disso-
lution of the trade union Solidariry in Poland, which
had kindled so much hope, by the extension of Soviet
hegemony 
- 
with Cuba as the cat's paw 
- 
in Erhio-
pia and Angola, and by the invasion of Afghanistan
and the deployment in East Europe of +os SS 20 mis-
siles, each of which has three warheads, a range of
5 000 kilometres and argetint accuracy of within 100
meEes.
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The other central feature of the Community is the
common agricultural poliry based on three principles:
unity of prices, Community preference, and financial
solidarity. This policy was adopted in response ro f,wo
needs: first, to secure food supplies to the peoples of
the Community; secondly, to create conditions under
which it was possible for rhe farming communiry to
continue populating our rural areas and make their liv-
ings there.
But now, with the exhaustion of our ov/n resources
and the ensuing political crisis, the indications are thar
it will not be possible to sustain what has been
achieved to darc unless we carry out a fundamental
revision of the rules according rc which funds are
made available rc finance it.
The prospect of a manifestly inadequate budget for
1985 creates a very disturbing situation, since it
reflects the collapse of our tovernment's European
will.
In this context, and for as long as we do nor have rhe
resources needed to afford proper price guarantees rc
a larger number of farmers and thereby to absorb sur-
plus production, it is more than a mistake, an error, to
proclaim that the Community is to be enlarged on
l January 1986. Enlargement, the case for which is
supponed by the Group of the European Right, could
well have the opposite effect from that intended: dislo-
cation of the Community. It will be retoned that these
difficulties can be resolvld by regulations and a transi-
tional period, but in the present state of our legisla-
tion, that is pure fantasy. Our regulations are flourcd
too often or, as with quotas, they are based on rules
which are unjustifiable, in the case of milk, or on rules
which it is intended to render unjustifiable, in the case
of wine.
For as long as we remain in this situation, we should
be thinking in terms of getting back on course. New
regulations are required but first of all it is necessary
to have means of sanctioning abuses and other incor-
rect application of the rules, which are giving rise to
sometimes v.ery heated confrontations between our
peoples.
To the members of the European Council I would say
that, before talking about enlargemenr, ir is necessary
rc establish the rules and to acquire the means of
ensuring that they are applied. Granted, we have the
Coun of Justice. But how many months does it take to
settle a dispute? Law without justice is the negation of
law. In order to have justice now we must have a bet-
ter balance in the financial conributions made by the
various Member States.
The figures speak for themselves. In declining order,
the Federal Republic of Germany, the United King-
dom, the Kingdom of Belgium, France and Luxem-
bourg were the only net contributors to rhe common
agricultural policy in 1983. Since then, the United
Kingdom and, on a lesser scale, the Federal Republic
of Germany have received compensation. Some people
here mainmin that the reason why the British contri-
bution is so large is that it buys a high proportion of i$
products from outside the Community. However, if
you turn rc Title I of the draft budget for 1985, which
is of course the chapter for levies, you will find that
the sum entered for the Kingdom of Belgium is
278 400 000 ECU and that for the United Kingdom
280 000 000 ECU! The focus of the crisis that we are
experiencing is in fact in our institutions, in the rules
for financing the Community.
I believe that this situation can be rectified only if a
better balance is established in the effons that the var-
ious Member States are called upon to make. Let us
take an example. In 1982 the profits earned by the
Federal Republic of Germany on indusrial sales to the
Community amounted to some 10 billion ECU. Five
times its net contribution to the common agricultural
policy. As this demonstrates, returns from industry
vary extremely widely from one State to another.
It is this that has made me feel that the States' conrib-
utions should be geared to their real ability to pay. It is
not enough to increase the rate of VAT contributions.
Other resources must be generated for the Com-
munity, and these should be geared, for instance, to
indicators of real wealth, whether agricultural or
industrial. Only on this basis can new common policies
be developed.
I maintain that common policies are needed for major
industrial developments, especially in the fields of
€o€rglr research, transport, and defence, which is
inseparable from armaments and civil defence. Our
children's survival is directly dependent on this. The
facts are there for all to see, and they are indispumble.
It is high time that each of our institutions appreciated
the full implications of this.
(Applause from the Right)
Mr Pitt (S).- Mr President, I speak today as a mem-
ber of the Committee on Budgets. In committee last
Thursday I voted against the Pfennig report. I intend
to do the same [his afternoon and ro use the few min-
urcs a[ my disposal to explain to a wider audience why
I shall do thau
The first reason is that I believe the repon is illcon-
ceived and the second is that it is certainly ill-timed. It
is very badly timed for two reasons. First, if we vote
for the Pfennig repofl today, we shall be voting in
favour of a higher level of national contributions from
Member States to the common market before the
national parliaments have considered that question. I
think that is quite the wrong order of priorities. The
second reason it is badly dmed is that if we approve
the Pfennig report, we shall be actually deciding that
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higher and higher contributions 
- 
indeed endless
increases in contributions from Member States shall
occur with no reference whatsoever to national parlia-
ments after the proposed increase that is due to be put
before them in the course of 1985. For those f,wo rea-
sons I believe that the Pfennig repon is extremely ill-
timed.
I believe, incidentally, that the national parliaments
will mke into account things which all too few speak-
ers in this debate so far have even thought to mention.
Being closer to the electors of Europe, the national
parliaments will want to know, when they consider
increased contributions, whether the corrective mea-
sures which need to be applied to the pattern and the
shape of the European Community budget are in place
and on course. I do not believe that the national par-
liaments will approve increased resources until they
can see some improvement in the shape of the Com-
munity's budget. Secondly, I do not believe that grea-
ter contributions will be approved by the national par-
liaments unless they can see budgetary imbalances
between the Member States being properly addressed
and properly redressed.
I think that the Pfennig report is misconceived for a
number of reasons. From a different political perspec-
tive Commissioner Tugendhat spoke this morning
with great eloquence and with great force against the
Pfennig report. I would echo his conclusions but not
all of his reasoning for those conclusions. Primarily, I
would agree with him that it would be absurd of this
Parliament to approve a report which runs flatly
counter to the agreement made at Fontainebleau.
Vhat we ought to be doing instead is holding the
Council to this agreement and srying to the Member
States and to their representatives in the Council: You
carry out what you agreed at Fontainebleau and we, as
a Parliament, will build upon the conclusions that you
came to.
I believe that on the demil of the Pfennig repon there
are a number of serious problems for us. First, there is
the cut-off point, as Lord Douro mentioned. If there is
an imbalance in a budget and a corrective mechanism
is agreed by the Council to put that imbalance right,
then it is absolurcly absurd for the Pfennig repon to be
proposing that there should be a time-scale for the
corrective mechanism irrespective of when the imbal-
ance is removed. Either the imbalance is an imbalance
and the correcrive mechanism should operate until it is
no longer necessary, or the imbalance is not recog-
nized. Many speakers in this Chamber seem not to
recognize it, but the Council did, I do and I know that
the electorate in Britain do. So, if for no other reason
at all, I hope that people will object to the Pfennig
repon simply because of the three year cut-off point
for Britain's 660lo reduction in VAT net contributions.
There are other objections too. Incidenally, the Bri-
tish question may be a problem for one Member State
today, but in principle it could be a problem for any
Member State tomorrow. So I hope that we will not
exclude something simply for that reason. My funda-
mental objection, however, is that we are askint here
for new resources and more money without new pro-
grammes. I believe passionately that if we are to take
the people of Europe with us, then we have to have
good reasons, good programmes, new programmes to
vote more resources.
Commissioner Tugendhat is against the Pfennig
report, the Council at Fontainebleau is against the
Pfennig repon and I am against the Pfennig report. I
do hope therefore that this Parliament won't be so
foolhardy as to put itself behind the Pfennig repon
and once again go against the tide of public and insti-
tutional opinion in the EEC.
Mr Mallet (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenq I should
like to make three comments on the excellent, impor-
tant report presented by Mr Pfennig, rapponeur for
the Committee on Budgets, the main points of which
meet with our approval.
The principles of financial solidarity defined in the
Decision of 2l April 1970 constitute one of the key-
srcnes of the European Community. Any depanure
from these principles, to meet panicular difficulties
being experienced by cenain Member States, must be
of a.purely transitional nature. As the repon proposes,
efforts should be made to resolve such difficulties
within the framework of a lasting genuinely commu-
nautaire system of financial compensation.
My second comment is that it is clear 
- 
indeed
obvious from the various declarations made by the
European Commission 
- 
that an increase in own
resources, specifically by the raising of the 1% VAT
ceiling, is essential come wha[ may to the normal func-
tioning and development of the Community, and that
it is needed before the end of 1985.
This decision to increase own resources should not be
subject to any preconditions. In panicular, I do not
feel that it would be wise to crearc a linkage 
- 
a
'junctim' as they say in German 
- 
between the
increase in own resources and enlargement of the
Community. It goes without saying that when the time
comes the financial implications of enlargement will
have to be fully taken into account and this, I am con-
vinced, will necessitate an increase in the uniform per-
centage of VAT earmarked for the Community budget
to a level above the anticipated ceiling of 1.60/0.
Thirdly and finally, all our governments are experienc-
ing budgetary difficulties, as we are aware. \7e fully
appreciate this, but we urge the Council of Ministers
not to lose sight of nwo facts: first, that the budget of
the Communiry corresponds to roughly 2.50/o of. the
aggregate toal of our national budgets; second and
most imponant, that the transfer of national expendi-
ture to the Community does not make for an increase
in costs but on the contrary, as long as it is accompa-
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nied by sound management, provides scope for econ-
omies through the elimination of duplication as a
result of the improved efficiency brought by the pool-
ing of effort.
Ladies and gendemen, one cannor achieve one's ends
without acquiring the means. That is one of the great
tenets of politics. If we want the Community to be able
to honour its commitments, discharge its responsibili-
ties and meet the challenges of the future, it must be
provided with the means, not merely to survive, but to
live and therefore grow.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vce-hesident
Mr Price (ED).- Mr President, if Parliament adopm
the amendmenm that have been proposed by the Com-
mittee on Budgets, does it really inrcnd rhe Council to
take it seriously? The amendmenr.s change most of the
essential ingredients of the Fontainebleau Agreement.
If Parliament's amendments are ro be adopted by the
Council, they might as well tear up the Fontainebleau
Agreement and stan again.
The Parliament has stressed in resolution afrer resolu-
tion before the Fontainebleau Agreement the urgency
of rainsing the VAT ceiling. Even now there is doubt
whether all the national ratification procedures will be
completed in time. Does anyone seriously believe that
a completely fesh agreement could be negotiated and
the ratification completed by the end of tggsl
Mr President, I do not believe it is in keeping with this
Parliament's aspirations for itself, which I share, for it
to adopt such an unrealistic position on the basis of the
Pfennig resolution.
I share some of [he concerns of Mr von der Vring and
Mr Langes, I regret that there are special provisions
relating to the United Kingdom and Germany. I
would much prefer that there be a general mechanism
for any country facing an unacceprable situation. But
we should not claim, as Mr von der Vring did, that
this represents a move to jaste retour. The Unired
Kingdom will remain one of only two major net con-
ributors to the Community budget. It will continue to
bear a burden far greater than ia proponion of the
Communiq/s wealth. The fact is that our Communiry
budget does the opposite of what we expect of our
national budgets. It i's a regressive budget rather than a
progressive budget, and all that the special provisions
for the United Kingdom do is to mitigare rhe worst
effects of that unfairness.
Over the last three years this Parliament has had few
weapons in its many diputes with the Council of Min-
isters. The special provision for the Unircd Kingdom
has provided such a weapon. It has had the advantage
that the adverse effect of using it was felt by only one
Member State. That u/eapon has been used several
times. Each time that one Member State has felt a
great sense of unfairness about the Parliament's
actions.
In my view, it is time for this Parliament to attempt to
re-establish confidence, and that is what the link
between the duration of. l.4o/o VAT and the UK mea-
sures provides.
I ask this Parliament to recognize that it is in the inter-
ests of the Community as a whole to re-establish this
confidence. It is an essential prerequisite to making
faster progress in what I see as our common purpose
to build a unircd Europe.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it is
now well known that the budgetary procedure is regu-
larly exploited by the majority in this House as a
means of strengthening its political powers and
extending its areas of competence, more often than
not beyond the scope of those conferred by the Trea-
ties.
'![e for our part are not prepared to countenance this
headlong rush into budgetary expansion any more
than the parallel rush into institutional expansion, both
of which are being used to circumvent the real prob-
lems.
However, we are fully aware how imponant the
financing of the Community is and therefore appre-
ciate the need for an increase in resources, since the
availabiliry of additional resources rc a large extent
condidons continuation of the process of European
integration, but at the same time we are not prepared
to see this done at the expense of the farmers.
\7ith the exhaustion of resources as from 1984 con-
fronting it with the need to replenish Community
finances, the European Council at Fontainebleau
decided to lift the 1% VAT ceiling, while at the same
time perpetuating the handouts to the United King-
dom, whose pressure has once again paid off.
Vhat the Commission is proposing to us is basically a
translation of the Fontainebleau decisions into legal
and regulatory terms.
Ve agree with some of the criticisms made by the
Committee on Budgets of the proposals brought for-
ward by the European Commission, which has failed
to comply with the guidelines laid down by the Euro-
pean Parliament in the Arndt repon of 1983, particu-
larly as regards the j*ste retour principle and the
development of common policies which, to quorc rhe
report, 'is the only means of rectifying the budgetary
imbalances'. But there are other proposals in the Pfen-
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nig repon about which we have our reser,vations,
where we are not actually hostile. For instance, we do
not accept the inclusion of ECSC cusroms duties in the
Community budger Ve demand that they be raised,
so as to afford better protection to the Community
market, but insist that they must remain within the
national budgem, or conceivably be incorporarcd into
the ECSC budget.
Ve have no objection in principle to an increase in the
VAT contriburions, on condition rhat it is moderare,
that it is modulated according to Member States'
wealth by reference m GDP per capita, and above all
that, contrary to what is proposed in the Pfennig
report, anything above 1.40/o is ratified by the national
parliaments. This we consider to be an essendal safe-
guard against the risk of budgetary expenditure being
allowed to creep up, since the majority in this House is
too often tempted in this direction.
\[e do not consider an increase in VAT contributions
as the only way to find new resources. In the throes of
the present budgetary crisis, we must look at every
possibility. There are far too many derogations from
Community preference, costing bem/een 20 and
25 billion francs each year, and their gradual elimina-
tion would make new financial resources available
while at the same time promoting the development of
Communiry production. A first step in this direction
was taken by the Commission when it proposed taxa-
tion of vegenble oils. The Council should go back to
this proposal and bring it into effect.
Vith the turofold aim of providing finance for the
Communiry budget and resisting pressure from the
dollar, we have tabled amendments taking up a
suttestion which was made by the Greek Prime Min-
ister, Mr Papandreou, when he was President-in-Off-
ice of the Council, a suggesdon to tax expons of capi-
tal above a ceflain maximum. \7e do recognize that
transitional corrective measures can be made in favour
of any Member State finding itself in an unacceptable
situation, but we rejecr the notion that the existence or
otherwise of an unacceptable situation should be
assessed exclusively in terms of accounting data, disre-
garding the financial and economic advantages and
the costs associated with membership of the Com-
munity.
In the light of this analysis, we maintain that it is time
to put a stop to what we have called the 'blackmail by
the United Kingdom' by calling a halt to the succes-
sion of unwarranrcd presenrc that it has been receiv-
ing, when it has not even refunded the I billion ECU
overpaymenrs for the financial years 1980 and 1981.
The House should once again make a firm stand, since
otherwise we shall see still more insistent demands
from the Unircd Kingdom, and these will continue to
poison the Community atmosphere, with the CAP in
panicular coming under fire, this on the grounds of
budgenry discipline.
By way of conclusion, Mr President, I should like to
offer an ansv/er to the question that the public are jus-
tifiably asking. Additional resources for the Com-
muniry budget? Very well, but for what purpose? It is
not simply a matter of replenishing resources depleted
by the current economic circumstances. Nor can there
be any question, as far as we are concerned, of going
along with the majority in this House, which each year
creates new lines in the budget, the appropriations for
which are often underutilized or serve merely as anifi-
cial means of effecting transfers between States; this
waste, which has in fact been recognized as such by
the European Coun of Auditors, can be avoided by
reforms in the financing machinery based on new cri-
teria for the allocation and use of appropriations. It is
therefore not simply a problem of resources but one
which also depends on the degree of political will
brought to bear.
One last sentence, Mr President. It is therefore possi-
ble as of nos/ to set the Community budget on a
course aimed at the objectives of economic expansion
and employment, strengthening of the common com-
mercial poliry to counter the pressure from the United
States, real incentives to encourage industrial cooper-
ation, and solidariry with the poorer countries.
Mr Volff (L).- (FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
demen, I have only a few observations to make, since I
have the impression that much if not everything has
now been said.
In reality the Community budget takes account of
expenditure which is designed to provide incentives
and to support a number of industries, agriculture,
commerce, the Regional Fund and the Social Fund.
However, given this compulsory expenditure, v/e must
find the necessary resources to cover it. For the time
being it is the Member States which are advancing
these resources by drawing on their own resources.
If we wish to increase the proponion met by the var-
ious Member States, they will be obliged, if they
intend to balance their budgets, to increase taxarion,
which everyone already finds very heavy. And If we
wish to attribute responsibiliry for a given policy to
Europe, we must also transfer the necessary resources
to Europe. It is quite out of the quesdon to think thar
we can call upon Europe to undenake expenditure in
excess of the resources that we are able to give it by
way of ransfer.
From what I have heard, and this opinion is shared by
many of us in this Chamber, Fontainebleau was a flop,
a monumental flop. Things were promised, but people
expected others to pay for them. In common with an
earlier speaker, I believe that it has to be appreciated
that the Fontainebleau agreemenr needs ro be
reviewed.
To say that Europe is doing everything ro ease rhe
domestic policies of each of the Member States is illu-
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sory. It is necessary ro pur up the money and 
- 
to
repeat myself 
- 
transfer the necessary resources.
Someone said earlier that it is necessary to obtain rhe
means with which to pursue rhe policies proposed; it is
absolutely essenrial. Bur, as we are all agreed, Europe
must be built; it is wonh the effon. Parliament is con-
cerned to see harmonious progress, not disputes. But I
believe that we must realize that we cannor transfer
expenditure without rransferring resources.
Mr Bonde (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should
like to use my speaking time to address the members
of the Venstre Pany in this Assembly. It is in facr the
pany for which the majoriry of my comparriots vore
and whose Foreign Ministei and parry ciairman has
tonight given his backing to a scheme under which my
compatriots in future may expecr less in returns than
they have been able to get under Communiry arrange-
ments in force up to now. How can Vensre go along
with the fixing of ceilings ro agricultural expendirure
in the Community? How can they go along with the
so-called budgetary discipline which, after all does not
in any way mean rhar the intention is now ro save rhe
Community's resources? On rhe contrary, the inten-
tion is to save on agriculture in order that so much
more can be devoted rc all rhe orher new objectives
which were not in rhe Treaty of Rome we vored on in
the 1972 Referendum. If only we had obtained some
concessions in return, for example if only we had had
assurances that the cutbacks in Communiry expendi-
ture on agriculrure would nor lead to a new explosion
in national supporr measures which the farmers would
have to compete against, or merely that a number of
the existing illegal supporr measures would be
removed! Can the Vensre represenarives explain
what we have got from the deal concluded tonight and
give the farmers a proper explanation of what they can
now expect? Vhat will be the effect of the budget ceil-
ing on agricultural expenditure? A huge brawl
between southern European and northern European
agriculture. If additional Communiry resources cannol
now be released to finance surpluses, rhe fight will be
about whether Community money is to be used for
wine lakes or butrer mountains, for olive oil stores or
skimmed-milk pbwder facrories, for nonhern Euro-
pean or southern European farm products.
'!7hen Spain and Ponugal come into the fold on 1 Jan-
uary 1986, which is still the plan, rhe norrhern Euro-
pean majority in the Council of Ministers will dlt in
favour of those who want more suppoil for sourhern
European farm products. That will be rhe end of any
increase in support for our farmers. The Community
money will in future go rc rhe even poorer farmers in
southern Europe. Indeed that is not unreasonable, bur
it does mean the end of the Danish idea of the Com-
muniry as a means of solving farmers' income prob-
lems. In 1983 Danish farm incomes were 420/o of what
they had been in 1972 in real rerms. The Communiry
arrangemenrs have not provided a solution ro rhe
problems of Danish agriculture. I therefore call on the
representatives of Venstre to tell us what they intend
to offer as a replacemenr for the Community funds
which cannot be increased any funher. How are the
Danish farmers to adjusr to the new agricultural ceil-
ing? Vhat are your proposals for the independent
agricultural policy which musr nov/ supplement the
Community arrangemenrc or, even better as far as I
am concerned, replace them?
Mr James Elles (ED). 
- 
Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, a large number of speakers in this debate
have condemned the conclusions of Fonuinebleau,
which were the culmination of months of prolonged
debate in the Council of Ministers. Despite their
imperfect nature, I wish to record my suppon this
afternoon, in general terms, for these conclusions, for
[wo essential reasons.
First, I believe they provide a step in the right direction
to enable Member States' contributions to the Com-
munity budget ro be based on their ability rc pay.
Second, and more imponant, they permit the Council
over the next couple of years to avoid continual dis-
cussion of the United Kingdom budgetary imbalance.
Nothing over the nexr few years could be more debili-
tating for politicians and top civil servants than to con-
tinue to discuss small sums of this kind. Linking the
United Kingdom abatement with the duration of the
1.40lo ceiling provides a vital element of automaticity.
It has, in effect, the value of a permanenr solution as ir
becomes part, in the future, of the acquis commt4ndu-
taire.
These decisions mken at Fontainebleau reflect the
reality of European politics today. I belive rhe Com-
mission proposal accurately represents them. I cannot,
therefore, associate myself with rhe Pfennig reporr in
its cridcism of the Commission's interpretation of Fon-
tainebleau, and will thus vote against the resoludon in
this respect.
Nevenheless, looking to the future, Fonainebleau did
provide the indicator of how to proceed in the longer
term by suting that ulrimarely the only solution to
budgenry imbalances is through expenditure policies.
The idea of Fontainebleau, surely, is to encourage the
development of the Community's structural policies so
that, in the longer rcrm, rhe British abatement will
steadily be reduced. In essence, I believe that this pro-
cess will be helped if the European Parliamenr can
gradually develop its powers on rhe revenue-raising
side of the budget and gain control over both compul-
sory and non-compulsory expenditure.
As the formidable Professor Hallstein commenrcd
some [ime ago,
'Integration is like a bicycle. You either move on
or you fall off'.
As a committed European, I believe we musr., rhere-
fore, suppon means by which rhe Community can
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develop new policies. For this to happen, we must
ensure that the Community has sufficient financing to
undenake those initiatives, which are wonhwhile for
all Europeans and provide a clear value for money. In
this context, budgetary discipline, I believe, must be a
means to an end and not become the end in itself.
As a result, I will suppon the idea proposed in the
Pfennig repon that at least 50% of all new revenue
from VAT exceeding the rate of l.4o/o shall be placed
in a separate fund for the sole purpose of financing
Community structural policies. If, as Mr Tugendhat
says, this is in conflict with other pans of the text, then
the other pans of the text should be changed in con-
formity with this concept. Because in the final analysis,
with the specffe of enlargement looming closer, and
with the unknown consequences of this enlargement,
panicularly in terms of agricultural expenditure, the
only way we can assure that we have a Community to
which all Europeans will aspire is by keeping funds
separately on one side to finance the policies chey wish
to see.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, com-
pared with the stance adoprcd by the Commission of
the European Communities, the attitude of the Com-
mittee on Budgets to the matter of increasing own
resources is perhaps less negative, since they do not
perpetuate the rebates to the United Kingdom, but
merely extend them provisionally for a funher four
years. Nevenheless, we representatives of the Greek
Communist Pany cannot be content with a 'lesser evil'
logic and vote for the Pfennig report, thereby legiti-
mising this subversion of due shares in the Com-
muniry's budget, to the benefit of powers such as the
United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, and to the cost, among others, of our own
country. !/e think it is entirely unacceptable to have
compensatory mechanisms, rebates, conffavention of
the Community's established rules concerning the
budget in the United Kingdom's case, while at the
same time Greece, the least well developed country in
the Communiry, is required to abide by the letter of
the Community's established rules in matters such as
trade, in which Greece has a continually expanding
deficit.
Vhy, on the one hand, should there be exceptions for
the United Kingdom and on the other hand continual
recourse to the European Courts, enforcements and
threats against Greece? Another point I would like to
mention regarding the increase in own resources is the
view, expressed even by the Greek Government, that
an increase in own resources will result in an increase
in the Communty's grants to Greece. Indications are
that precisely the opposite will happen. Mr Genscher
categorically links the increase in own resources with
the accession of Spain and Ponugal. Alongside the
increase in own resources we are required to imple-
ment financial discipline, a kind of severe common
policy of frugaliry for the farming population. Besides,
the miraculous integrated Mediterranean Programmes
have been omitted from the Community's 1985 budget
and are now postponed indefinitely.
Finally Mr President, I would like to stress that the
Greek Government will have to take serious account
of the fact that following the substantial rejection of its
requests for exemption from cenain Community regu-
lations, and the rejection of the second snge of the
Greek memorandum, it will be very problematic to
increase grants to Greece.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the solu-
tion to the budget problem is not of course financial
discipline, which ultimately makes the rich richer. At
dmes like the present our footsrcps should be guided
by the principle of common solidarity, which is not a
matter of ethics but possesses deep political and
economic imponance. This calls for the redistribudon
of resources on a European scale, with its main
emphasis on increasing own resources to the level of
2o/0.
Fellow Members, we ask you what is to be done about
our obligations towards the poor farmers in the South?
Vhat of our obligations regarding the financing of the
major works in the Greek five-year plan, and what of
the integrated Mediterranean programmes which have
become linked to enlargement towards Spain and Por-
tugal? Is the Communiry, in essentially abandoning
them, to show such clamorous proof of untrustwonhi-
ness? And what is to become of the new policies with
which the Community's future is unequivocally inter-
woven? Ve adopt Amendment No 2 by the Com-
mittee on Budger as a sitn of good faith that v/e are
not just concerned with the problems of Greece and
the other less well developed regions. Ve are not
apathetic about unemployment in the United King-
dom, nor about the fate of the British miners, and we
will vote in favour of increasing the grants made to the
UK, but within a framework of implementation of
common programmes and of a fair distribution of
resources, and without recognizing this increase as a
right that establishes any principle of fair returns.
'Sfl'e 
repeat that we support, the Commission's view that
own resources should be increased from I October
1985, effectively back-dated rc 1. January 1985, and in
particular we atree with the Pfennig proposed resolu-
tion to provide for the possibiliry of increasing VAT to
l.60/oby 1. January 1988.
Mr Spinelli (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I shall
confine myself to speaking in favour of Amendment
No 16, which is concerned with only one point, but an
imponant one, the problem of the level of VAT. It is
an amendment which depans from the proposals made
by the rapporteur, Mr Pfennig, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Budgets.
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The Pfennig reporr proposes rhar the maximum share
of VAT reserryed for the Community be raised to
1.40/o and, that it should remain at that level until 1988,
when it would be increased rc l.60/0. This request has
been put forward although President Thorn has made
known to the Council that the l.4olo ceiling would be
reached as early as next year. Consequently, if it were
adopted as it stands, Mr Pfennig's proposal would
mean thar the new Commission would have ro operare
within the sraitjacket of l.4o/o for three years and
then 1.50lo in the founh year. The Commission would
accordingly be obliged either to forswear all develop-
ment of new common policies or to propose that they
be financed from sources outside the budget and
therefore oumide rhe control of this Parliamenr. That
would be quite out of keeping with rhe arrangemenrs
called for by Parliament in its 1981 resolution on new
own resources. Parliament then proposed rhat the
aggregate volume of resources to be ransferred by the
States to the Communiry be fixed periodically on rhe
basis of multiannual programmes to be proposed by
the Commission and approved by the Parliament and
the Council. Ve have now come ro rhe eve of the vore
on the budger for rhe 1985 financial year and the vote
of confidence in the Delors Commission, ro which we
look for more vigour, more independence, more ima-
gination and more initiative than has been displayed
by the ouqoing Commission.
If Parliament inrcnds to pursue a significant political
strateg'y, it must begin by demanding that the Com-
mission should, as from the beginning of its term, have
the right and duty ro present a four-year programme,
accompanied by cosrings, for rhe policies m be imple-
mented by the Communiry. It is on this basis thar rhe
budget for 1985 should be prepared. This is the pur-
port of my amendment.
Secondly, we should make ready to reject the budget
for the 1985 financial year on rhe first reading,
because it has not been built around any programme.
The new Commission must be given the opponunity
!o prepare a budget geared to the requiiements of its
four-year programme.
Thirdly, we should be making ready to pass a vote of
confidence in the new Commission, but only as long as
it meets these demands from Parliament.
I hope that Parliament will take account of these con-
siderations and vote for my amendment. Above all, I
hope that the turo troups which have traditionally led
the field in their commitment to the construction of
Europe 
- 
I refer ro rhe Group of the European Peo-
ple's Parry and the Ialian Communist Group 
- 
will
set the right example. At all evenrs, should my amend-
ment be rejected, I shall vote against the Pfennig
motion for a resolution because it calls for a resolution
of dissimulated capitulation. 'Dixi: et salaa oi animam
meam.'
Mrc Tove Nielsen (L).- (DA) On a point of order,
Mr President, I don'r know wherher I should laugh or
cry at the quesrions Mr Bonde has put ro me. I will opt
to take them absolutely seriously because in facr it is
deeply disquieting and'highly reirettable that a Mem-
ber of Parliament should seek to mislead Members,
just as Mr Bonde and his associates seek to mislead the
Danish people. If Mr Bonde did not suffer from the
frustrations by which one musr inevitably be afflicted
when one is i'ot even represented in the Folketing, he
would know that ir is the Folkedng which gives a Dan-
ish minister authoriry for his conduct ar meetings of
the Council of Minisrcrs. I entirely agree with Mr
Bonde that Vensue is a very imponant parry in Den-
mark, but Venstre will be mosr important the day it
has a majoriry in rhe Folkedng, for then it will be able
to apply its decent policies one hundred per cenr. Bur
truly and honestly it is paying too high a tribute to the
Venstre Parry to say rhat it is Venstre alone which has
the honour 
- 
or perhaps the opposite in Mr Bonde's
view 
- 
of giving a Danish minisrer the brief on which
he is to negotiate.
In actual fact we are dealing here with an educational
matter. Mr Bonde's ignorance raises a problem of edu-
cation which we ought to do something about in rhe
European Parliamenr.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mrs Nielsen, I cannor deal with peda-
gogical quesdons but I regard Mr Bonde's quesdon as
a rhetorical quesrion which by its very narure does nor
call for an answer.
Mr Tugendhtt, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, I panicularly wanted ro intervene at the
end of this debate in order ro answer some of the
questions raised during rhe course of it, but also in
order to reply on behalf of the Commission to some
points made by Mr Langes. I hope, Mr President, you
will forgive me if I say thar I do very much regret rhe
fact that Mr Langes should have seen fit to launch a
somewhat personal attack on the Commission when he
self-evidently was nor listening to my speech. He was
talking to Mr Pfennig at the time and is not here when
I stand up to reply. In his absence I do none the less
feel obliged to make one or two points. Perhaps Mr
Pfennig would be kind enough to convey them io Mr
Langes!
Mr Langes amacked the Commission for abandoning
its political role and for making proposals which sim-
ply execute the agreement reached by the European
Council at Fontainebleau. He suggested that this
somehow represented the end of the political Commis-
sion. I really must reject this criticism most strongly. In
reality the Commission has played as fully as possible
its political role by making proposals and defending
them during the long discussions in rhe Council and in
the European Council, proposals which I musr say are
of a more audacious nature than rhe changes now put
forward by Mr Pfennig.
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Firctly, for instance, the Commission proposed a gen-
eral Communiry procedure for increasing the VAT
rate beyond 1.40lo thus enhancing the role of the
European Parliament in this matter. Our proposal,
however, turned out not 
- 
I emphasize not 
- 
to
receive support in this Parliament. The Arndt report
quirc specifically did not support our proposal to
accord more authority rc the Communiry institutions'
I regret that. Nor, of course, did it receive support in
the Council. It is less surprising that it did not receive
support in the Council, but it is very unfonunate that
it did not receive support in Parliament.
Secondly, when it became clear that a Community
procedure for increasing own resources was zot feasi-
ble, the Commission fought for an increase in the
VAT ceiling from 10/o to 20/0. The Commission's com-
munication and memorandum of 5 March and
15 March respectively of this year provide evidence of
that. At Fontainebleau itself President Thorn, on
behalf of the Commission as a whole, made a great
personal effon to try to convince the Heads of State
and Government, of the necessity to go beyond the
1.4% ceiling. Unfonunarcly, he did not succeed.
Thirdly, rhe Commission, in its original proposal,
wantcd to make a significant contribution to the prob-
lem of budgenry imbalances by the introduction of
modulated VAT. That would have been a commanaa-
taire way forward. Again, the Heads of State and
Government did not agree.
I have sought to explain the various effons which the
Commission made in order to bring about a more
satisfactory outcome than was, in fact, achieved. I
think that it is not unreasonable for me to expect some
consideration to be paid to those effons. However,
when the agreement uas finally reached at Fontaine-
bleau, what was the Commission to do? \7e had made
our own position quite clear. Contrary to what Mr
Langes has said, we had fought a good fight for Com-
muniry solutions put forward since. However, faced
with a situation in which the 10 Heads of State and
Government had reached an agreement which did
provide an increase in own resources, though less than
we had suggested, which did provide the opponunity
for resolving other problems that 
- 
it is not too much
to say 
- 
had been dominating Community life for
some very considerable time and which did provide a
means of resolving those problems, was the Commis-
sion to turn its back on those solutions? !7as the Com-
mission to say: No, if we cannot have everything we
u/ant, we will have nothing of whar we want?
Vere we to ake decisions which would have meant
that there could be no neur'own resources' for the
foreseeable future? $0ere we to take decisions which
urould have meant that the problems which had been
besetting the Communiry for so long were to con-
dnue? lZell, there may be some people who feel that it
would be better to have no new own resourcesl there
may be some people who feel that it would be better to
continue with all the problems which have beset the
Communiry for the last few years; but cenainly the
Commission does not put itself in that number. The
Commission believes that, in the circumstances which
arose at Fontainebleau and after Fonninebleau, the
best thing for us to do was to seek to implement the
Fonminebleau agreement. Ve had Put forward our
case.'$7e had argued our case. \7e had sought unsuc-
cessfully to corvince Parliament and the Heads of
State and Government, unsuccessfuly, of the need for
other means. However, when it finally came to that
atreement, I think we were right rc take the view we
did that it ought to be implemented. I challenge
anyone who thinks it ought not to be implemented to
tell us where the new own resources are going to come
from, how we shall receive them, and how the Com-
muniry will continui.
Before I leave Mr Langes' intervention, I must make
one other point. Rather to my surprise, he referred to
the 100/o reimbursement for the cost of collecting the
Communiry's own resources. In my speech this morn-'
ing, I did not mention that at all. It is true that an ear-
lier draft of my intervention which was circulating did
contain a reference to that, and perhaps Mr Langes
was fonunate enough to read the earlier draft of my
intervention that was circulating. \7hat I actually said,
however, contained no reference to that at all, and I
do feel, in the light of what was said by Mr Langes, I
must point out that I did not say anything on the sub-
ject to which he referred. It is always better to listen to
speeches than to read preliminary texts.
I will try to take what the other speakers said in the
order in which they spoke. First of all, Lord Douro
said that he did not think there had been enough con-
sultadon with Parliament. I cannot agree with him
either. The Commission produced a Green Paper in
the spring of 1983 before any proposal on new'os/n
resources' was made at all. Parliament was invited to
comment upon it and, indeed, subsequently Bave an
opinion. \7e then produced our proposal in May 1983.
So Parliament had ample opponunity to comment on
our proposals and, indeed, we adopted the rather
unusual procedure 
- 
justifiable, I think, but unusual
- 
of providing rwo bites at the cherry.
Mrs Barbarella asked why we had embodied some
pans of Fontainebleau, if I understood her correctly,
but not others. I must ask her which bits she thinks
have been left out. As I said in my speech earlier. . .
(Interruption by Mrs Barbarelh: 'I did not sdy thdt')
There are also, of course, dangers sometimes in listen-
ing to the interpretation. Unfonunately, as Mrs Bar-
barella knows, I do not speak Italian. In that case I will
pass over that.
Mr Pasty 
- 
and I think also Mrs Barbarella though I
hesitate to say so nou/ 
- 
pointed out that 1.40lo was
not enough. As I said to Mr Pfennig a moment ago, in
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the Commission's original proposal we suggested a
step [o l.4o/o and, then a Communiry procedure for
going above it, and I regret rhat Parliament did not
support us. Vhen we were not supponed by Parlia-
ment or the Council, we rhen said 2o/0. I can, of
course, agree with Mrs Barbarella and Mr Pasry that
1.49lo was not by any means an ideal way ro resolve
these matters.
I do not know whether rhere were any other specific
points which I ought to reply to at rhis stage. If any
Members who feel that I have not answered poinis
which they made 
- 
and I think, looking through this,
that I have 
- 
would,care to remind me of them, I will
seek to provide responses in writing.
I would, in conclusion, ask Parliamsnl ge 1s1sxd 
-always, I know, a tedious thing to do 
- 
some of rhe
original proposals which we made, because if those
proposals were re-read it would be seen that the Com-
mission really had undenaken a massive political effon
covering a very wide range of the subjects under dis-
cussion, that we had made our position quite clear on
the way new'own resources' ought to be introduced,
on the extent of these resources, and the President of
the Commission at the European Council made our
views quirc clear at the highest level. Faced then with
the decision that was reached, were we right ro say
that that decision should be implemented, oi were we
wrong? I think that if we had nor taken the view we
did it would have been impossible ro ger new own
resources, it would have been impossible to resolve
some of the problems which have beset the life of the
Community, and therefore I feel sure rhat the Com-
mission took the right decision. But ir musr be seen
against the background of everphing that we did
before, and I hope it will be considered against that
background.
Mr Pfennig (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Commissioner Tugendhat's statement calls
for a reply from me. I shall not go into the satemenr
made this morning in which I feel he misrepresented
some points. \7hen he now regales us wirh the propo-
sals the Commission made to Council on rhe increase
in value added tax 
- 
either an unlimited increase or
from 1 to 20/o, erc. 
- 
then that is a typical example of
the kind of Commission behaviour which the Parlia-
ment has always deprecated. An essential elemenr was
missing, namely that apan from the increase in VAT
the Commission should also think of what poliry
should be realized in Europe.
'SThere then are the Commission's proposals.for new
Communiry tasls with the necessary finance? Has the
Commission ever thought of the Communiry financing
space ravel for instance, or apart from this small
Esprit programme microelectronics, genetics, etc.?
\7here are the Commission's proposals? Vhere is a
simple'arithmetical sum for a-new European policy
from the Commission which shows how much money
would be needed ar European level, how much could
thereby be saved at narional level, ro illustrate why it is
advantageous to have European policies?
It is precisely this that has been missing since 1980
when the Commission took office; the European Par-
liament has always reproached the Commission for
this, hence the unease in Parliament and Council
about making unlimited finance available to the Com-
muniry, as you have asked for, Mr Tugendhat.
The blame for lack of progress lies with you because
you have not submitted relevanr political proposals but
simply kept on playing with arithmetical sums.
Nadonal parliaments are simply not prepared to risk
increasing own resources without transferring some
asks from the national ro rhe European sphere
because they want to know what the money is being
used for, which is apparendy only for financing old
policies which have somerimes been deemed to have
been misguided. And so here we are back where we
started in 1980 when the Commission took office. It
has not moved forward in this sphere. The only thing
it has achieved in this period is ro have brought the old
policies into disrepute by mismanaging the market.
That is why we shall probably refuse a discharge of the
budget. I just wanted to add that so thar the Commis-
sion does not ger carried away wirh self-satisfaction.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should,
like to make a personal smremenr. I listened m Mr
Tugendhat's speech this morning, and to fill myself inI reread the text distriburcd by the Commission ar
lunch time. If the Commissioner depans so abruptly
from the texr rhar he has had distributed only a few
minutes earlier then I admit I made a mistake. But
remember that I did not have the speech he delivered
here in wridng in front of me but only in my head. I
apologize for that. But then the Commission should
not distribute documents either which contain mis-
takes. The other points are political in nature. I lis-
tened to them with pleasure and serenity.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken on Thursday afrernoon.l
(Tbe sitting was saspended at 4.tO p.m. and resamed at
5.30 p.n.)
IN THE CFIAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
I Deadline for tabling amendments: see Minurcs
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6. Votes
Drafi supplementary budget No l for 1984
and
Report (Doc. 2-798/84) by Mrs Soioener, on behalf of
the Committee on Badgets on the draft silpplementary
and amending budget No 1/84 of tbe European Commu-
nities for the 1984 financial year, drawn up by the
Council on 2 October 1984 (Doc. 2-701/84)
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, could you
please advise Members to have their voting cards
ready, so that we will not have problems again later
on?
(I-a*ghter)
President. 
- 
Mr Arndt, I am sure that all Members
have heard that sensible piece of advice.
Expknations ofoote
Mr Pranchire (COM). 
- 
(FR) In this debate on the
1984 supplementary budget there is one thing in pani-
cular that is of vital concern to us, and that is that we
should act in such a way that the Community will hon-
our its commitments to its farmers. The entire credibil-
iry of the EEC is at sake, as is also the income of the
farmers who have already been harshly penalized this
year by the imposition of quotas and by the virtual
freezing of farm prices. Ve have already held this
matter up for too long, and this supplementary budget
must be adopted without delay during this pan-
session.
It is true that this is a rather scrappy son of budget
which bends the Financial Regulation at many points.
However, that is not the main thing. In the course of
the budgetary procedure we will be keeping a sharp
weather eye open so as to counter the clever moves of
those who would try to use procedural defects or con-
flict with the Council as pretexts to dealy the adoption
of the supplementary budget. It is because the Scrive-
ner motion for a resolution leaves the door wide open
to manoeuvres of this kind in the second reading that
we cannot vote in favour of it. Ve shall absain.
Lord Douro (ED). 
- 
My group was in favour of the
second reading of this supplementary budget, and that
is why we supponed the amendments. Now, of course,
a second reading will have to take place.
I felt that I ought to explain why we voted against
Amendment No 5 which is the amendment which
created expenditure on the line for Christmas butter.
There were two reasons why we voted against it. One
was that we vere informed in the Committee on
Budgem that the Commission has the money available
for this disposal programme and therefore did not
require this amendment to spend the money.
Secondly, a substantial pan of that expenditure will
fall in next year's budget and for that reason this
amendment was imprecise. But we broadly suPPon the
amendments and we look forward to the conciliation
meeting tomorrow with the Council.
(Parliament adopted tbe resolution contained in Mrs
Scioener's report)r
President. 
- 
As Question Time is scheduled to begin
at 8.30 p.m. we shall now suspend the sitting.
(Tbe sitting was suspended dt t.50 p.m. and resumed at
5.30 p.n.)
IN THE CFIAIR: MR SEEFELD
Vce-President
7. Qtestion Time
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the first pan of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. 2-790/ 84).
'![e begin with the questions to the Commission.
Question No 1 by Miss Tongue (H-186/8a):
Subject: Food aid 
- 
Africa
Vhat scope or mechanism does the Commission
have for adjusting the 1984 budget allocations so
that any uncommitted funds for non-emergency
food aid may be made available for emergenry
responses to the current drought and famine in
Africa? If it can be done and has not been done
why not?
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The 1984
budget allocations for food aid are used for both nor-
mal and emergency actions throughout the year,
depending on the urgency of the situation and the
needs. There is no distinction in the budget between
these two rypes of allocation. To date in 1984 the
Communiry has allocated 87 000 tonnes of cereal as
I Theraoooncursooke:
- 
it faiou. of braft Amendments Nos 14 to 20 and for
Proposed Modifications Nos 5 and 6/rev.;
- 
igainst Proposed Modifications Noi 8, 9/rev. and
13 / rev.
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emergency food aid to 11 of the most affected coun-
tries of sub-Saharan Africa, in addition to the 360 000
tonnes allocared overall to Africa in the Communiry's
normal direct-aid programme in 1984. This is an
increase of SO OOO ronnes since 1983 and 100 000
tonnes since 1982. A funher 60 m ECU in Communiry
food aid is being delivered to these countries indirectly
via the international and non-governmental organiza-
tions. It is possible that funher emergency aid deci-
sions will be taken before the end of the year in view
of the evolution of the situation, panicularly in the
Sahel and the Horn of Africa.
Miss Tongue (S). 
- 
I would like to ask rhe Commis-
sioner what response has been given to an appeal that
arrived on the Commissioner's doorstep on 12 Sep-
tember from the Disasters Emergency Committee of
the United Kingdom, a committee rhat comprises 5
British charities. They have formally appealed rc the
European Communiry m take a lead in according even
more aid, panicularly to Ethiopia, and more aid in
helping to mainain and expand ransportarion facili-
ties in that counrry to ensure that food actually gets
into the mouths of those who need it most. I would
like to know how the Commission has in fact re-
sponded to this appeal. If it has nor done so, why not?
Could the Commission also give advice to many Mem-
bers in this House who are receiving scores of letters
every day whilst horrifying scenes of the extent of the
famine are being shown this very evening on BBC tel-
evision. Our constituents quite understandably ask the
question: with approximately 8 million ronnes of sur-
plus grain in the EEC granaries, and wirh only
650 000 tonnes needed to feed Ethiopia until the end
of 1985, why is the EEC not releasing more of these
surpluses in the form of food aid to Ethiopia?
Mr Burke. 
- 
In answer ro rhe honourable Member, I
would like to indicate thar in addition to the material
in the answer I have given, last Thursday, 18 October,
the European Commission approved a funher emer-
gency aid of tO OOO ronnes of cereals for Ethiopia 
-that is in addition ro rhe 18 000 ronnes thar I have
mentioned aheady. This aid will be distributed by the
International Committee of the Red Cross and the
Save the Children Fund, in their bases at Tigr6, Vallo
and Gondar 
- 
the areas where the population is most
seriously affected by the droughr In addition, the
Community has sent milk-powder, burrer oil and
vegeable oil to the Christian Relief and Development
Agency, which is the coordinaring body for non-gov-
ernmental organizations working in Ethiopia. This
aid, which is to be developed over rhe nexr f,vr'o
months, has a value of 3.5 m ECU.
In order to place che overall aid ro Ethiopia panicu-
larly in contexr, I should like to poinr out, on behalf of
the Commission, that since December 1983 the Com-
muniry has supplied 115880 ronnes of cereals to
Ethiopia and, in addition, around 30 000 tohnes of
cereals have been bilaterally supplied by Member States
- 
which adds up ro a rotal of t+0 880. I share the
honourable Member's very understandable humanitar-
ian reaction to the number of representations made 
-I myself have been in receipt of these 
- 
and I can
assure the honourable Member of the House that the
Commission has, in fact, within the limits placed upon
it by the constraints of the budget and so on, done
eve{fthing possible to meet this very urgent case.
Mr Ulburghs (NI). 
- 
(NL) I regrer rhar the funds
for emergency measures to combat the present
drought and famine in Africa are still inadequate.
However, I should like to ask the Commission a few
quesdons in connection with this aid.
Firstly, in the matter of food aid, is sufficienr artention
paid to such underlying structural factors as deforesta-
tion and reafforestation, single-crop agricultural sys-
tems and social injustice?
Secondly, in the matter of the implemenrarion of rhe
food aid programme, are the non-governmental
organizations and the local communities sufficiently
taken into account, for example, in the disribution of
the food aid?
Thirdly, is sufficient accounr taken, in connecrion with
this food aid, of the possible disturbing effects on mar-
ket mechanisms, in the sense rhar rhe domestic mar-
kets in the countries concerned can be distoned by the
food aid?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The Commission's policy in regard to
these matters is carried our on the lines of rwo impor-
tan[ documents, which I bring ro rhe arrcnrion of the
House, namely COM(83) 595 final, which deals with
the implemenrarion in relarion to food of alternative
operations in place of food aid, and anorher docu-
ment, COM(83) 141 final, which deals with the gen-
eral questions of food aid for development. A perusal
of those documents would indicare rhar rhe Commis-
sion has, in fact, over rhe lasr couple of years, and par-
ticularly with the impulsion imponed by the 1980
resolution of this Parliament, given a new thrust to its
poliry on the lines of those rwo documents, and I
should like to indicate to the honourable Member that
care is taken in these matlers and that the non-govern-
mental organizations are, in fact, involved, as I have
aheady indicated in regard to one panicular counrry.
The whole question of how to deal with the market
and so on is at rhe basis of the thrust of these docu-
men6 to which I commend the artention of the House.
Mr Van Miert (S). 
- 
(NL) The Commission says
that over the past years food aid has been somewhat
increased. This is certainly true; neveftheless, anyone
can see for himself that this food aid is insufficient
when set against the tragic conditions that prevail in
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various African countries. On the other hand, there is
so much surplus food production in the European
Communiry that food aid can undoubtedly be funher
stepped up. The Commissioner said that the Commis-
sion was considering the possibiliry 
- 
I think I am
quoting him accurately 
- 
of funher supplementary
protrammes for this year. I should be grateful to him
if hc could indicate to us already at this stage what the
additional possibilities are that he has in mind.
Mr Burke. 
- 
Of course the honourable Member will
realize that the Commission cannot go oumide the lim-
im placed upon it by the quandties placed in the
budget in respect of these panicular areas and within
those constraints we have practically exhausted the
tonnages available for the various counries. It is true
that we have, in fact, increased the amount over and
above 1983, and would like to do more. But in that we
will have to appeal to the other budgetary arms 
- 
the
Council and Parliament 
- 
in the discussion of fuure
budgets to take heed of the humanitarian appeal of
Members of this House and try and increase the
amounts where necessary. I would like to indicate to
the Member that we are doing practically all we can
within the constraints and that very little remains. In
regard to Ethiopia, we have already increased by
another 10 000 tonnes the amount being allocated to
that country.
Mr Kuiiperc (ARC). 
- 
(NL) First of all I should like
to draw attention to the actual situation in Ethiopia. It
is perhaps common knowledge that for the past 21
years there has been a struggle going on in Ethiopia in
which Eritrea, which should have been made an inde-
pendent State, has been oppressed by the regime in
Addis Ababa..I would point out to the Commissioner
that I was able to verify by on-the-spot observation
that of the food aid 
- 
which has, in fact, been
increased 
-very little, if any, is getting to Eritrea.
Secondly, we were able to establish on the spot that
the food aid was being used $ pay off paramilitary
organizations being led by the Soviet 'advisors' in
Ethiopia. That brings me rc my quesdon, which is a
very direct one: Should the food aid being given by
our Community be used for the oppression of peoples
in Africa? My second equally practical question is:
Can the Commissioner inform me whether he is hav-
ing the implementation of the food aid protramme
monitored on a continuous basis and, if so, how and
by whom this supewision is being carried out? Can he
also assure me that in future this food aid will be
administered by non-governmental organizations such
as the churches first and foremost, the Red Cross and
the other aid organizations that are there for that spe-
cific purpose and are not politically committed in any
way? Only if this is done can we speak of genuine
food aid.
Prcsident. 
- 
Our Rules of Procedure provide that
each questioner may only put one supplementary
question on each question. You are trying to circum-
vent this by putting three questions.
Mr Burke. 
- 
The main point is the following: while
one is aware of the extra factors brought to light by
the last questioner, the policy of the Commission and
rhe Communiry in regard to food aid is based solely
on humanitarian considerations. Secondly, I can
assure the House that there is continuous monitoring
of where this food aid goes. And, finally, I have
already sated in my reply that organizations which I
have named are, in fact, the channel through which
this aid is channelled in Ethiopia.
Mr Prag (ED).- It is very difficult from the piece-
meal figures and information given by the Commission
to know exacdy what is the effect of its help and of
Communiry help in Africa. Can the Commission sate
that in conjunction with the Member Sutes the srcps it
is taking will use the large surplus of grain now in
Communiry granaries to stop people dying of hunger
in Africa, and is it impressing on the Member States
dre need to go beyond what was agreed in 1983?
Mr Burkc. 
- 
The context of the cereal food aid pro-
gramme is the Food Aid Convention of 1980, as
updated by subsequent protocols. In that the conribu-
tions of various named countries, including the Euro-
pean Communiry and its Member States, is indicated. I
can say that between them the Member States and the
Communiry give the second highest amount of aid in
cereals. The only other country which has a higher
total figure is, of course, the United States.
It is possible, of course, to spend a lot of time giving a
lot of details, but my main purpose here this evening is
to say that within the constraints on the Communiry
and on the Commission, we have done as much as we
can for these countries, panicularly those of sub-
Saharan Africa, and I think a total figure of about
448 000 tonnes will be allocated in 1984. This may not
be enough, but at least it is as much as can be done
within the consrainrc placed upon the Community
and the Commission.
Mr Andrcws (RDE). 
- 
First of all I vant to say to
the Commissioner that I deeply regret that he will not
be with us next year, and I want to thank him for his
services to the Communiry. He and I entered politics
many years ago in the same constituency.
I just want to ask thp Commissioner if and when he
returns rc domesdc politics, he will be able to explain
to the people why we were paying to store grain and
other food items and, at the same dme, cannot supply
sufficient food rc Africa. Ve have a situation now
where one in three Africans is threatened with starva-
don while at the same time Europe is rich in food and
technology and other items that could provide assist-
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ance quite easily and quite simply if we cut out rhe
bureaucracy.
I want to ask the Commissioner if he would not
address himself to the problem. He has heard from all
the Members of this House, from all sides of this
House 
- 
the right, the left and rhe cenrre 
- 
a plea rc
stop the nonsense and send the food to where it is
needed so that people can be saved from rhe agony of
starvation. And just let me remind you, Commissioner
and Members of this House, that we in Europe have
suffered and we have an obligation and unless that
obligation is met by this Community, the people will
find us more and more irrelevant.
Mr Burke. 
- 
First of all I thank the honourable
Member for his personal commenrs. Secondly, I indi-
cate to him that within the Commission, in this House,
within the Community and indeed in any orher post I
may hold later on, I shall do exacrly as he says, rhat is,
to try and draw the arrcnrion of public authorities
everywhere to the scale of rhis need and hope that
something increasingly efficient may be done about it
in the future.
Mr James Ellcs (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on a point of
order I should like to just draw the attendon of the
House to the modon for a resolution (Doc. 2-850/84)
on emergenry food aid to Ethiopia and African coun-
tries of the Sahel tabled by the European Democratic
Group and the European People's Party. In this reso-
lution there is a specific suggestion on how rc deal
with this problem and I hope the House will adopt this
when it comes up for urgent debate on Thursday.
President. 
- 
\fle shall do so at the appropriare rime.
Quesdon No 2 by Mrs Dury (H-175/89:
Subject: Selection of projects financed through
the European Social Fund
The guidelines for laying down Social Fund prior-
ities are well known. However, in view of the lar-
ger number of applications for funds which fulfil
the criteria for priority, could the Commission
state the actual criteria which determine which
projects are selectcd for financing and how it
intends to avoid making arbirary decisions?
Mr Richard, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
The hon-
ourable Member is quite correcr in assuming that a
large volume of Social Fund applications complied
with the priorities set out in the guidelines for the
management of the fund. Section 6 of the guidelines
defines the procedures to be followed when available
appropriadons are insufficient to finance in full all the
applications classified as priority.
May I just say to the honourable Member too rhar, in
the Commission's view there is nothing arbitrary about
the procedures. The guidelines, we think, are fairly
specific and we have endeavoured to the best of our
ability to operarc those guidelines as successfully as we
can.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) The Commissioner is, of
course, right when he says that there are cenain well-
defined guidelines that help the Commission to decide
which projects must get financial backing.
The question I wanted to ask was this. \7hich criteria
are, in fact, used when the Commission has on its desk
a number of projects all of which comply with these
guidelines?
Mr Richard. 
- 
The point raised by the honourable
Member concerns the difficulty caused very simply by
the fact that there are many more applications which
qualify with a prioriry label on them for the Social
Fund than there is money in the Social Fund to meet
all those applications. The only way one can deal with
this difficulty is to have some guidelines enabling a
weighted reduction of the applications made.
As. far as the applications coming from the super-
priority regions are concerned, there is a linear reduc-
tion. I do not think there are any great problems as far
as those are concerned. It is the weighted reduction
ones that the honourable Member is concerned abour.
The best thing I can do is to refer her to rhe terms of
the guidelines themselves. Vhat we have said is that
the Commission, after consulting the Member States,
will select the applications relating to operational areas
m be fully financed 
- 
in other words, where the
weighted-reduction procedure should not apply. At
the same time account will be aken of those cases 
-and this, I think, is the answer ro rhe honourable
lady's question 
- 
where Community assistance is of
panicular importance to the carrying out of the opera-
tions and also to the promotion of new operarions. In
regard to the choice of areas, the Commission shall
take account of panicularly severe regional employ-
ment imbalances.
So, if I can put it in a sentence, whar we rry and do is
to preserve full financing, in a situation where money
is shon, for those operations where Community
money is really imponanr to the carrying out of the
operation or where it is new or where the particular
area concerned is one where there is a severe regional
imbalance .
Those are the guidelines upon which we operate, and I
must say to the House that I do not really see whar
others we could use. They are sensible ones, drawn up
afrcr a cenain amount of pain and difficulty. If rhe
House wishes to change those guidelines, rhen, of
course, it will have an opporrunity to do so with
regard to 1986.
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Mr Ulburghs (NI). 
- 
(NL) | should like rc ask the
Commissioner what attention the Commission pays, in
applying the Social Fund criteria, to the tragic situa-
tion of the mining areas of Europe. To what extent is
the Belgian province of Limburg, which has enormous
regional imbalances, ranked amongst the priority
areas? It has 20 000 miners in really dire straits and
350/o of the young people are unemployed.
Mr Richard. 
- 
I would not wish to evade any ques-
don that was put to me by an honourable gentleman
- 
or lady for that matter 
- 
but it really does seem to
me that if at this rostrum I am asked specific questions
about specific constituency points in specific consti-
tuency areas, then I am perfectly certain that every
parliamentarian in this House could produce some
examples from somewhere in his constituency where
he felt that the Social Fund was not paylng sufficient
atrcntion. The only answer I can give in specific terms
m the honourable gentleman is that if he thinks we are
not paying sufficient attention to a panicular pan of
his constituenq and if he would be kind enough to
write to me giving me the details of why and how he
thinls it is insufficient, I would be delighrcd to have a
look at it personally and send him a reply.
Mts Maij-Veggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I might perhaps
say straightaway to Mr Ulburghs that his province is
classed amongst the Social Fund priority areas. I can-
not understand therefore why he had to put that ques-
tion.
I have heard from a number of areas that they have
received no money as yet for this year's projects, even
though the said projects were all approved in August
and should therefore have been financed as from
August. I should like to know therefore from the
Commission what the position is at the moment with
regard to the financing of projecr for 1984, whether
all advances have been paid or whether perhaps it is a
question, as I have heard reponed, of the till being
empry? At least that is what I have been told by some
governmenI departments.
Mr Richard. 
- 
I could wish that the honourable lady
had raised this point specifically with me rather than
just in a general w^y 
^t Question 
Time. My recollec-
don is that most of the difficulties in reladon to some
of the paymenm in 1984 have been ironed out and that
when the final tranche of payments for 1984 has been
made 
- 
it will be made shonly 
- 
that should deal
with many of the problems that have been raised.
Mr Newens (S).- In view of the fact that there are
some urban areas like Inner London which do not
qualify for regional aid but which have sections of the
populadon more deeply afflicted by poverry than in
many areas that do so qualify, could the Commis-
sioner tell us what effons are made to see that inner
ciry areas such as those I have referred to get adequate
consideration? Could he tell us whether in the case of
Inner London he considers the position satisfactory at
the present time ?
Mr Richard. 
- 
In my view, the position as far as the
inner cities are concerned is cenainly not satisfactory
at the present time. There are two difficulties which, if
I may, I will put to the honourable Member.
'S7'e are bound, to a very large extent, by national
regional classificadons. As far as Inner London is con-
cerned, according to the British Government, it is not
deemed rc be an area of deprivation or of poverry. It is
therefore not an assisted area within the definitions
applied by Her Majesqy's Government. In that event, it
is not possible for us in the Social Fund to open the
doors for Inner London to the extent that we can open
the doors, say, for Manchester or for Liverpool.
I, personally, regret this, because I think that the prob-
lems of Inner london and the other inner cities are
such that Social Fund availability should be greater
than it in fact is. However, that is the problem.
\7hat I have tried to do about it is to extract from the
old Social Fund, in the review which took place a few
years ago, a number of actions which local authorities
- 
or indeed in some cases even non-governmennl
organizations take which hitherto would have
been subject but which now are no longer subject to
that regional classification.
In a few words, while the door is by no means wide
open as far as the inner cities are concerned, it is now
more open than it was three years ago and I hope that,
in due course, it may be opened still funher.
Mr Elliott (S).- I should like to follow the question
from my colleague, Mr Newens. Is the Commissioner
aware, when we talk about priority area classifications,
of the strong representations being made by the Grea-
ter London Council which covers the area of which
Mr Newens and myself and a number of others repre-
sent to the effect that the proposal to classify London
as a single area is bound to mean that it will not meet
the priority criteria, and that London should be 
- 
as
we understand Paris is being 
- 
divided into a number
of separate areas?'$7'e fail to understand why it is that
the capital ciry of Paris can be divided up into a num-
ber of areas and yet London cannot,. There are many
pans of London which are in serious need of aid
because of the very high degree of poverty, unemploy-
ment, social deprivation, bad housing, and so forth. Is
the Commissioner aware of these representations and
what does he feel might be done about it?
Mr Richard. 
- 
V"ry briefly, in answer to the honour-
able gentleman, yes I am aware of the problem, yes I
am avare of the representations, yes I hope that the
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classifications will change. Frankly, I do not think the
Commission can go funher than rhat.
Mr Scligman (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. I thought there was a convention rhat only one
person from each group would ask a supplementary
question. This group has asked two already.
President. 
- 
I shall bear that in mind in future.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) I find it
very odd that the Commissioner had no apposite com-
ment to make in reply to the question put by Mrs
Maij-Veggen, which was after all a very imponant
one. I too have heard reports of delays in making pay-
menm. I should like rc know therefore whether there
is, in fact, a dme-lag in payments for the projects in
question. If so, what is the reason for this? I should be
very grateful for a serious answer from the Commis-
sioner to this quesdon.
Mr Richard. 
- 
The shorr answer is there are rhree
reasons. First of all, this is the first full year we have
been operating under the new guidelines and there-
fore, obviously, it takes time to work its way through.
Secondly, the volume of applications this year has
been very considerably up on last year. Thirdly, in
order rc safeguard the position under the guidelines, it
is necessary for us, when we are applying a weighrcd
reduction, to do so in accordance with the principles
that I put in the answer to the quesrion raised by Mrs
Dury. That inevitably takes time, and I regret I do not
have more staff in the administration of the Social
Fund to do things more quickly. Ve are doing our
best. !fle hope we will iron it out by the time the final
tranche of 1984 comes.
Mrs Van den Heuvel (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, can
you tell me what rules in the Rules of Procedure are
used to justify the procedure followed in Question
Time whereby only one person from each group may
speak to each question? I have not been able to find
anything in the Rules to support this.
President. 
- 
Mrs Van den Heuvel, it is not laid down
in the Rules of Procedure, but it is in keeping with the
practice which has hitheno been generally followed.
You will have noted that I have applied this Rule very
tenerously, and I intend to continue to do so. If, how-
ever, every Member of the larger groups wishes to
speak now it will be impossible to do so. I have there-
fore exercised my authority to cunail or to refuse to
accept requests to speak. I would therefore ask you
help me in this and to put your question as concisely as
possible.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should like
to suggest that you take advantage of this opportuniry
to submit to the Bureau the question of whether Ques-
tion Times ought not m be extended.
President. 
- 
I have noted your suggestion and shall
discuss it with my colleagues in the Bureau.
Question No 3 by Mr Barrett (H-177 /84)
Subject: Regional Fund paymenrc
Under the terms of the new Regional Fund will
the Commission indicate to what exrcnt direct
payments to local authorities will be made possible
in Ireland?
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
According
to Article 26(3) of Council Regulation (EEC) 1787 /84
of 19June 1984 on the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund which will enter into force on I January
1985, the Commission shall make the payments to the
Member State or a body designated for this purpose
by the Member State. Consequently, direct paymenr
rc Irish local authorities are subject to a request from
the Irish Government.
Mr Barrett (RDE). 
- 
I would like rc ask the Com-
missioner in how many Member States payments are
made directly to local authorities and individual appli-
cants, and also, if the Commission itself favours direct
payments to individual applicants and local authorities,
and if it is less expensive to administer the panicular
payments from the Regional Fund when applications
are received direcdy from the applicants and paymenm
made direcdy to the applicanm rather than payments
through the national government?
Mr Richard. 
- 
Dealing with the last point first
because, with respect, I think it is probably the most
important of the questions that Mr Barrett asked me,
it really does seem to me that the question of whether
payments are made direct to local authorities or not is
essentially a matter for the Member State. If the Mem-
ber State wishes Regional Fund payments to be admin-
istered in such a way that the money goes direcdy to
local authorities rather than to the central government,
then they will no doubt tell us, as they are endtled to.
I have to say that, in relation to Ireland no such request
and no such designation has been made by the Irish
authorities and all payments to Ireland are therefore
made to the Depanment of Finance. I do not think it
is for me to speak on the advisability or otherwise of
the Regional Fund entering into direct relationship
with the local authority. I would only say in relation to
the Social Fund, because it is panly the same question
and the same issues that arise, that I am not only
pleased; I am indeed anxious that more local auth-
orities should have direct links with Brussels. Very fre-
quendy one finds that local authorities know the prob-
lems in their area rather better than central govern-
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ment does. One finds that very frequently local auth-
orities have rheir own schemes, their own ideas for
dealing with those problems. Very frequently one
finds 
- 
and it is extremely imponant when we have
not tot very much money in the Regional Fund or the
Social Fund anryay 
- 
that the money we can put in
is genuine seed money and genuine fresh money and
therefore it means the difference berween a project
surviving or a project dying. Therefore, in principle I
cenainly, as far as the Social Fund is concerned, am in
favour of this direct linkage. The one qualification I
would make is that patterns of local government differ
very much in the 10 Member States and what may be
applicable to, say, the United Kingdom or Ireland may
not necessarily be applicable in France, Denmark, Bel-
gium or the Federal Republic of Germany.
Mr Howell (ED).- Is the Commissioner aware that
there is a growing disparity between the criteria laid
down by national tovernments for what will and will
not be regionally assisted areas? As a result of that dif-
ference in criteria, we are facing many examples where
firms are locating in one area rather than another spe-
cifically because the regional aid that they can attract
is higher in one country than in another. Is the Com-
missioner, for instance, aware that Laura Ashley 
- 
a
very prominent company in the !7elsh valleys 
- 
is
currently considering moving to Holland specifically
because it gets a higher rate of regional and social
assistance in Holland than it does in the Velsh hills?
Undersanding, as the Commissioner will, that the rate
of unemployment in !7ales is very much higher than
Holland, how can he possibly justify such a situation?
Mr Richard. 
- 
If I may so, that was a good raft of
questions. Perhaps I can ry and extract a theme from
among them which I can legitimately answer.
Of course there are differences in the regional policies
of the 10 Member States. And of course, since we have
free movement 
- 
and it is right that we should 
- 
it is
up to an individual or a manufacturer or a company to
decide where in the Communiry it wishes to locate. I
would be very reluctant indeed to see the Commission
pursuing policies in the name, if you like, of regional
harmonization which have a major effect in slowing
down the process of genu.ine freedom of movement
from one country rc another country.
I was interested to hear what Mr Howell said about
Laura fuhley. The only thing I have read about Laura
Ashley recently is that she is opening up in Japan. I am
happy to say that the Commission has no competence
or authoriry to do anything about the Japanese mar-
ket.
Question No 4 by Mr Fitzsimons (H-179/84):
Subject: Dublin/Belfast gas deal
In view of the fact that the Commission expressed
its pleasure last March in the European Parlia-
menr at the agreement to make natural gas from
the Kinsale field in the South of Ireland available
to industry and domestic consumers in Nonhern
Ireland and since the British Government has sub-
sequently called off the deal which would have
had significant implications for Nonh/South
economic and social relations, will the Commis-
sion indicate what steps, if any, it can take rc
relaunch this vital deal?
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission.- As the Com-
mission indicated in its communication, Review of
Member States Energy Policies, Doc. COM 84/88
final of 29 February 1984, and I quote
'Transnational gas and electricity interconnections
make an imponant contribution to the economics
of operation and the security of supply in other
Member States. The possible benefits of intercon-
nections for Ireland should be examined funher.'
The original agreement was considered a welcome
development in the expansion of the Community gas
infrastructure. The Commission, however, has no
direct influence on the neBotiation of such contracm
which are essentially the concern of the Member
States' governments and/or their respective Bas ffans-
mission companies. The Commission would hope that
the opportunity for a funher review of the siruation
may present itself rc the panies involved in the near
future.
Mr Fitzsimons (RDE). 
- 
I appreciate the Commis-
sioner's reply, but it would seem to me that the Com-
mission has still a function here to do everphing possi-
ble to have this deal resurrected in view of the fact that
it is the flag ship of Nonh/South economic and social
relarions, and that the collapse of the gas industry in
Nonhern Ireland will cost the exchequer i 100 million
plus approximately 1 200 jobs.
\fould rhe Commission not think that it should exhon
the Taois6ach as President-in-Office of the Council to
resume negotiations with Mrs Thatcher to put the deal
back on the table?
Mr Burkc. 
- 
The Commission has expressed its
interest in this matter, both in the way I have described
rc you by quoting from a paper on energy projects and
also in Vice-President Natali's statement to the House
last March. But, as I have indicated to the honourable
Member, the Commission feels that it is not itself
directly a pan of this, and apart from drawing atten-
tion 
- 
as the House is now doing 
- 
to the desirabil-
ity of a review of the situation, the Commission does
not feel 
- 
and I personally do not feel 
- 
entided to
go any funher than rc say that this seems on the face
of it for the reasons given to be a desirable projeo and
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I hope that the panies may be able to come ro some
arrangement in the future.
Mr Hume (S). 
- 
\(lotrld the Commissioner agree that
the news of the fact rhar the Nonhern Ireland auth-
orities had reneged on the Kinsale gas deal with the
Irish authorities was greeted with a grear deal of dis-
may in Nonhern Ireland because of the job loss
involved in the gas industry? Funher, could he tell us
whether the British Governmenr has explained to the
Commission its reasons for reneging on this deal?
Thirdly, could he tell us whether the British Govern-
ment has made alternative proposals ro rhe Commis-
sion to safeguard the gas indusry in Northern Ireland
and take advantage of the generous offer of assistance
that the Commission has made rc prorecr and develop
that industry?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I am aware of the various statemenrc
made by Ministers on both sides, panicularly the state-
ments of Mr Adam Butler, Minister of State at the
time, and the Tdnaisrc or Deputy Prime Minisrer of
the Republic, Mr Spring.
That the Commission should pronounce on whether it
was right or wront to do this would, I think, be asking
the Commission to go beyond what is usually expected
of ir The Commission nores the various sraremenu
made by the gas industry and other interests and has
expressed its interest in seeing the deal put back on the
rails again. As far as I am aware, though I am not in a
position to say for certain, the UK Governmenr has
not explained the reasons behind this, apan from the
public starement made by the Minister in question.
As to alternative proposals, apan from the general
indication over a number of years that alternadve link-
ages for the gas situadon in Nonhern Ireland, parricu-
larly linls with Scotland and so on, are being dis-
cussed generally from time to time, I am not aware
that there are any alternative proposals suggested by
the UK Government in the matter.
Mr Taylor (ED). 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware rhat
not only has the British Government rejected this pro-
posed supply of gas from the Irish Republic but it was
also rejected last week by the elected represenratives of
the people of Nonhern Ireland, the Nonhern Ireland
Assembly, simply because this gas supply is roo cosrly?
Should an alternative source of gas from Scodand
become available as a viable source for Nonhern Ire-
land, would the Commission give similar sympathetic
consideration and suppon rc rhar project?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I am quite sure that the Commission
would examine any reasonable proposition brought
forward. Speaking purely personally, however, it
seems to me that the amount of money involved in
getting an alternative source of supply might make it
more difficult than the original proposal which we are
now discussing.
President. 
- 
Question No 5 by Mr Andrews (H-
180/84):
Subject: Drug trial conrols
Does the Commission believe that the health of
people panicipating in drug trials in the Member
States of the Communiry would be better pro-
tected if common rules were applied re level of
dosage and the number of persons to be involved
in trials and does the Commission intend to con-
sider the introduction of such controls?
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Clinical
trials conducted on a limited number of individuals
under strict medical supervision constitute a valuable
and a necessary stage in pharmaceutical research. The
appropriate number of subjects or doses cannot be
determined in advance, since all scientific experiments
have to be adapted in line with the treatment in ques-
tion. The principles for the conduct of and the
methodology applicable to the clinical trials of medi-
cinal products are set out in Part III of the Annex to
Council Directive 75/318/EEe, as amended by Direc-
tive 83/570/EEC. This directive provides in particular
that no trial may be performed on humans undl the
results of sufficient prior pharmacological and rcxicol-
ogical trials have been notified rc the clinician con-
cerned. It provides, too, that rials must not be carried
out in opposition to commonly accepted principles of
medical ethics. These provisions are also contained in
the Helsinki Declaration.
Clinical trials are regulated in the Member States by a
system of authorization or prior notificadon to the
national authorities. This control was recendy rein-
forced by the creation on a general basis of local ethi-
cal committees consisting of members of the profes-
sion and an independent representadve. For its pan,
the Commission has just sent the Council a proposal
for a recommendation on the testing of proprietary
medicinal products which contain some dozen explan-
atory notes on clinical trials. These explanatory notes,
which were drawn up in the Committee for Proprie-
tary Medicinal Products, are intended to improve the
quality of clinical rials. Suppon for this activiry is
provided by the clinical rials project developed under
the Communiry programme in the field of medical and
public health research.
Mr Andrews (RDE). 
- 
The Commissioner will be
aware that recenrly in Ireland a young man died as a
result of drug trials and overdosage. He is obviously
aware that this kind of rials has been banned in Brit-
ain, Switzerland and other European countries. In
view of the anxiety and even horror felt by people at
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vivisection and the conduct of experiments on animals,
would the Commissioner agree that there is a need to
draw up regulations to stop this in the European Com-
muniry?
Mr Richard. 
- 
Trials of this son are bound to raise
difficult questions 
- 
medical, social, legal and per-
haps even moral and ethical as well. I totally accept
that. The role of the Commission in, so to speak,
entering into this difficult field is, I think, necessarily
limited. Virhin the competence that we have got 
- 
as
I endeavoured to set out in the answer, and I apolo-
gize f.or its length, but it seemed to me important that
what the Commission has done in this should be on
the table 
- 
I think we have gone quite a long way to
try and make sure that such trials as are conducted,
are conducrcd under conditions which are as safe as
possible, with safeguards built into the procedures in
the way rhat I have outlined so as to make them as safe
and as reasonably acceptable to people as we can.
Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED).- Can the Commission
rcll us if such trials involve narcotics? Can the Com-
mission also say how much duplication is mking place
which could be avoided by setting up a common data
base on work performed and results achieved?
Mr Richard. 
- 
The shon answer to both the ques-
tions is, I am afraid, 'not without nodce'. But if I am
given notice then, of course, the Commission will pro-
vide the answer.
Mrs Banotti (PPE). 
- 
Mr Andrews referred ro the
tragic case in Dublin in which a young man died some
months ago. The subsequent coun case found that he
did not die of an overdose but rather of the interaction
between two mutually antagonistic drugs. It was not
an overdose; and that is the basis of my supplemen-
tary. Vould the Commission not aBree that although
free and informed consent must remain the ideal
objective for all research involving human subjects, the
capacity of schizophrenic, severely depressed or men-
tally defective patients is inevitably compromised and
often completely lacking? Vould he not agree that
where drug trials are carried out in such circum-
stances, it should be mandatory to seek the opinion of
a second clinician and the consent of the legal guar-
dian of vulnerable individuals of this sort since,
regrettably, the subjects used in such rcsrc are often
taken from the vulnerable sections of the community?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I do not think I could really accept a
number of the factual assumptions upon which the
question is based. If the situation is as the honourable
lady described, clearly there would be cause for dis-
quiet and cause for concern. But I must say, as I said
in the original answer, there are a number of safe-
guards urhich are now built into the procedures in the
Member States. \7e have set up 
- 
as again I said 
- 
a
monitoring committee which is going to look at this. I
really do not see how very much funher down this
particular road the Commission can Bo at this stage. If
there are specific instances of the son that the honour-
able lady has referred to in general terms here, natur-
ally the Commission would like to know of them.
President. 
- 
Question No 6 by Mrs kmass (H-182/
84):
Subject: New integrated development operation
for Dublin
\7ill the Commission take immediate steps to ini-
tiate aid for a new inrcgrated development oper-
ation for Dublin under the heading already pro-
vided for in the general budget of the European
Communities in view of the major unemployment
and infrastructural crises affecting the ciry?
Mr Richar4 Member of the Commission.- The Com-
mission is aware of the serious social and economic
problems in Dublin. It is always prepared to consider
jointly with the national and local authorities in Ire-
land any proposals for the improvement of the situa-
tion in Dublin. Such joint consultation may be within
the context of an inrcgrated operation for the area or
within the framework of exisdng aid, whichever
approach offers the greater benefit to Dublin. How-
ever, whilst some formal discussions have been held
between the Commission and regional authorities in
Ireland about the future development of the Dublin
area, including the possibility of an integrated oper-
ations feasibiliry study, the Commission is not yet in a
position to make formal proposals to the Council for
utilization of the special budget line for Dublin due to
reservations on the pan of the Irish national auth-
orities as rc the benefits of the integrated approach.
Mrs Lemass (RDE). 
- 
!7ould the Commissioner not
agree that it is highly regrettable that the budget line
which specifically mentioned Dublin in relation to an
integrated development plan should have been deleted,
and that it is particularly regrettable that this should
have happened during the Irish presidency? !7ould the
Commission recommend that the Irish authorities 
-and I think this is what he has said 
- 
make a formal
application for funds to carry out a feasibiliry study,
and would the Commission say that should such a
study be done it would improve the chances of Dublin
being favourably considered as a candidate for such an
integrated development operation? I would just like to
ask the Commissioner if he recommends the feasibiliry
study, and if that is done, would we have a better
chance of having Dublin as a candidate for an inte-
grated development operation ?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I think I can answer the honourable
lady's quesdon quite simply, and it is without, if I may
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so, giving in rc the temptation to follow her down
some of the roads which were perhaps implicit in the
way in which she put her question. I think I can say
this: the Commission has taken a generally favourable
line throughout the discussions about the possibility of
an integrated operations feasibility study for the Dub-
lin area. It is very much a matter, I think, for the auth-
orities in Ireland to decide whether that is a procedure
that they wish to explore funher. If they do, then the
Commission will be anxious and, indeed, perfectly
ready and willing to explore that possibility with the
Irish authorities. I have seen nothing which leads me
to take the view that the generally favourable line
throughout the discussions which the Commission
rhen took has changed.
Mr Andrews (RDE). 
- 
I want first of all to thank
Mrs Lemass for tabling this question, for it is some-
thing that we have been very anxious about, and to
thank the Commissioner for his forthright reply which
puts the blame, as I see it 
- 
and he can correct me if I
am wrong 
- 
squarely with the national tovernments
for not pursuing this matter.
Mr Richard. 
- 
It is not the job of the Commission to
apponion blame as between governments and opposi-
tion. All I have done is indicate to the House, as is in
fact the case, that at the moment, the integrated oper-
ations road does not seem to be one down which the
Irish Government is anxious to go at a reasonably fast
pace. Vhether, in the Irish context, they are right or
whether they are wrong in taking that view is cenainly
not for me to decide. It is essentially a matter for the
government, the opposition and, indeed, for the peo-
ple of Ireland.
Mr Taylor (ED). 
- 
Vould the Commissioner agree
that an integrated operadon is more a means of pro-
viding greater cooperation between the existing Com-
muniry funds and does not necessarily mean addidonal
funds for a countqy?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I do not think it is an either/or issue,
as the honourable gentleman puts it, but there is no
doubt whaaoever tha[ an integrated operation 
-indeed it is implicit in the title 
- 
among other things
is designed to integrate the operation in relation to a
panicular area whether it be a city or whether it be a
pan of the Communiry. So cenainly it has a very
strong element of coordination of existing effon, as
there must be, indeed, in any form of integrated oper-
ation.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Question No 7 by Mr Debatisse (H-
210/84):
Subject: Offences and complaints
Could the Commission indicate the percentage
share of each Member State in the offences noti-
fied and complaints lodged during the first seven
monrhs of tgg+l
Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
I will send
the honourable Member and Parliament's Secretariat
summary tables for the first seven months of 198+
showing the number of complaints registered by the
Commission and broken down by Member State, and
the infringement procedures initiated and in progress
over the same period. Though the figures have
increased, it is too early to draw any meaningful con-
clusions and I would ask the honourable Member to
wait for the second report to Parliament on progress
in the application of Communiry law by the Member
States, which will cover the whole of 1984 and will, I
believe, be submitted to the House during the first
quaner of 1985.
Mrs Maij-Veggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) At a recent con-
gress in the Netherlands on European environmental
questions, an official of the European Commission
said that there was a substantial time-lag in the Neth-
erlands in relation rc the implementation of environ-
mental directives. The number of directives in question
was, in facq 18. The congress was also told that in not
a single case had infringement procedures been ini-
tiated, even though for some of these directives the
dme elapsed amounted to, I think, 4r/z years. Can the
Commission tell us when it does, in fact, initiate in-
fringement procedures? Should these procedures not
get underway as soon as the deadline for implementation
has passed and as soon as it becomes clear that the
Member State has not enacted legislation on the basis
of the directive? I find it a little too much that these
18 environmental directives are there and that nothing
is being done about them.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I have no personal knowledge of the
statement allegedly made by a member of the Com-
mission's services in regard to any panicular area of
activity of the Community. Since an attempt to pursue
these matters with only seven months of the year
passed would be less than totally satisfactory, I would
respectfully ask Mrs Maij-\Teggen to take the same
view as Mr Debatisse and to await the publication of
the full report so that a balanced, overall picture can
be obtained of the situation.
Mr Rogalla (S).- (DE) Mr President, in the light of
your strict but none the less very fair ruling on the
number of supplemennry questions to be allowed, I
should like to ask you once again to give serious
thought to the question of whether such an important
item as Question Time, with im spontaneous contribu-
tions by Members of Parliament and Members of the
Commission, cannot be extended.
Having said that, I should like to ask the Commis-
sioner this question. Can he assure me that in future
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the statistics requested will be. furnished.bythe Com-
mission every six months without its having to be
asked for them, and could these sarisrics include a
breakdown by various sectors so that in cases of viola-
tion of the Treary the culprits can as often as possible
be specifically identified ?
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Rogalla, I apply the Rules correctly,
not stricdy.
Mr Burkc. 
- 
I have norcd what the honourable Mem-
ber said about the desirabiliry, in his view, of a more
frequent approach rc this matter. Nevertheless, if I
may briefly draw the attendon of the House to the
first annual report to the European Parliament on
Commission monitoring of the applicadon of Com-
munity law, I find that the resolution adoptcd by the
European Parliament in Februaiy 1983 requests that a
repon be submitted annually. Until that is changed by
Parliament as a whole, I think ir would be unwise of
the Commission to give anything other than a general
answer of this nature. If it is changed the Commission
will then consider the position.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Question No 8 by Mr Simmonds (H-
2tt/84):
Subject: Conference on trade in violent and por-
nographic video cassettes
\7hat action has the Commission taken to call a
conference of the relevant bodies from Member
States to discuss common action on the trade in
violent and pornographic video cassemes? This
conference was called for by Parliamenr rhrouth
my resolution in May.
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) First
of all the Commission would like to pur on record its
express approval of the smted objective of Parliament's
resoludon of 24May 1984, which was ro bring under
strict control and, where necessary, to prohibit the
production and sale of violent and pornographic video
films. It agrees with the desirabiliry of consistenr and
uniform provisions at Community level on this whole
matter.
An initial preliminary examination of rhe legal position
in this regard, however, has convinced the Commis-
sion that there will be considerable difficulty in enact-
ing uniform and consistent provisions of rhis kind on
the basis of the EEC Treaty. The point is that it could
possibly require the harmonization or even rhe enacr-
ment of penal sanctions in this entire area, whereis the
EEC Treary affords no direct legal ground for doing
so. Funhermore, rhe differing sociological anirudes
prevailing in the Member States could make it
extremely difficult in practice ro arrive ar common
binding criteria for dercrmining whether all the var-
ious matters that lie in the inevitable grey areas can be
categorized as pornographic or as'lending themselves
rc the glorification of violence. In view of the impon-
ance of this whole topic and of the need to find suit-
able solutions, the Commission would like to suggest
that this might be a suitable occasion for a public hear-
ing of the European Parliament or of its committee
responsible, which could lead to the establishment of a
Community-wide consensus on this matter. Nogcrith-
standing a shonage of staff, the Commission will, for
its pan, make cvery effon to organize a meeting with
the competcnt authorities and with experts from the
Member States in order to work out preliminary solu-
tions that will be, from a legal point of view, feasiblc
and above all practical.
Mr Simmon& (ED). 
- 
Vill the Commissioner accept
my thanls for his support for my cause? lfill he also
accept my expression of dismay that it was only
because I abled this question that I have been able to
tet any response from the Commission to the resolu-
tion which was passed by Parliament back in May? I
am a little concerned that we should have to reson ro
this method to get repons on Community acdon and
reports panicularly to the effect that the Commission
now has doubts as to the Communiq/s competence in
this field. However, will he accept that I am extremely
grateful for his suggestion of a hearing and also the
offer of Commission help in this field? I will leave it ro
one of my colleagues to ask e funher question.
President. 
- 
That has no direct connection with
Question Time, it is of course pleasant ro hear that
someone is pleased when you answer.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I am grateful for both these com-
ments. I share the concern of the honourable Member,
but I must make the point once again that there are
serious legal doubts as to whesher rhe Communiry can
in any way claim competence in the field of penal law
or in the grey areas that lie between penal law and
commercial law. That is disputed by some Member
States in this context.
Mr Seligman (ED).- Maybe I can shock the Com-
missioner into more acrion. Is he aware of the currenr
case in Britain where a shopkeeper is alleged to have
had his toe cut off and put in his mourh, and worse
done to his wife in imitation of an actual video tape?
And is he aware of the terrible scenes of cruelry to ani-
mals on these videos? Does he nor see this as pointing
to a need for more urgenr action? Vhat he says is far
too leisurely.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) My reply musr fall into three
Parts.
1. I had not heard of the case referred to in Britain
and I am not familiar with any English video horror
films or anything of that kind.
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2. The legal position is, unfonunately, exacrly as I
have outlined it.
3. I have made it clear that I share all the misgivings
and all the unease that have been expressed on this
matter. I must also point out in this connection that, as
the law stands at present, Anicle 36 of rhe EEC Treaty
clearly affords the possibility of withdrawing from cir-
culation, where ngcessary, imponed films of rhis kind
and prohibiting their imponation, provided rhe condi-
tions laid down on numerous occasions by the Euro-
pean Coun of Justice in respect of the applicability of
Anicle 35 are complied with.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I should like first of all
to add my thanks to those being proffered rc the
Commissioner from all sides. His answers are usually
very informative.
In recent times I have received a large number of let-
ters from people in the German customs service com-
plaining bitterly about the pornography coming into
Germany on video casserres and asking whether the
Community could not take decisive acrion as quickly
as possible to clamp down on these cross-border oper-
ations.
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I must refer to my last answer.
Anicle 36 of the EEC Treary permits Member Stares
to take action when public morality is affected or
endangered by impons of this kind. They may nor
take it on themselves to do this in any arbivary way,
but only subject to the rules and in compliance with
the conditions laid down by rhe European Coun of
Justice.
My initial reply alluded to the problem of whether it
was possible to arrive at a definition of public moraliry
that could be accepted throughout the entire Com-
munity. Vhether this is possible at all remains a very
difficult question. It is very difficult to draw a line of
demarcation between the glorification of violence and
what is barely permitted in simply depicting violence.
Similarly it is very difficult to distinguish bervreen the
various categories and degrees of pornography, some-
thing which I cannot go into at length here. For rhis
reason it would probably all boil down in the end ro
categorizing as offensive to public moraliry anything
declared by legal sanctions to be so. To arrive at any
harmonization on this would be a very difficult pro-
cess, requiring that a prior consensus be reached which
could then be given the force of law. Until then we
will probably have to be satisfied wirh national mea-
sures.
Mr Cassidy (ED). 
- 
Vould the Commissioner not
agree that there are enormous difficulties in trying to
define what is meant in panicular by pornography?
Cenainly in the English language 
- 
I cannor speak
for the other languages of the Community 
- 
there is
no clear legal definition of the word pornography nor
is there any clear accepance of where eroticism ends
and pornography begins. However, can the Commis-
sioner at least undenake some sort of investigation as
to whether or not it is possible to get some aBreement
to make sure that the violenr video cassettes, rhe
so-called video nasties, are not actually made in the
European Community?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) Echoing my earlier remarls, I
would like to point out that we do realize very clearly
that there is no such thing as a single Communiry-
wide definition of what constiturcs pornography. My
suggesdon that the European Parliament should hold
a hearing to establish the facts of the situation and to
determine the extent of public agreement in Europe on
these matters could be quite a valuable conribution
rcwards helping the Member States to arrive at the
second stage of agreeing on joint acrions. I should like
to make one funher remark addressed to the pro-
ducers of these films. \7hen all is said and done, it is
their ideas on morality that are ac the hean of the mat-
ter. If these ideas were on a cenain uniform level
everywhere, the problem could even be solved by ask-
ing the producers of these cassettes to undertake to
subject themselves to a certain self-discipline and self-
criticism. It is common knowledge, however, rhat no[
all producers have the sound moral attitudes that
would enable such a reasonable step to be taken.
President. 
- 
Question No 9 by Mr Lalor (H-195/8\:
Subject: Reclassificadon of disadvantaged areas
Can the Commission confirm that they have
received a formal requesr from the Irish auth-
orities to extend the present disadvantaged areas
and also to reclassify cenain of those areas alrbady
designarcd as less favoured in Ireland and futher-
more if their answer is affirmative can rhe Com-
mission indicate what are the areas concerned and
how soon they anticipate taking decisions and
making recommendations on the application?
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The Com-
mission confirms that a request has been received from
the Irish Governmenr to classify a number of areas as
less favoured under Council Directive 75/268/EEC.
The Commission services have requesred funher infor-
mation from the Irish authorities and the application
must be examined in denil before the Commission can
decide if a request justifies a proposal rc rhe Council.
Mr Lalor (RDE). 
- 
Does the Commissioner claim
that the informadon which he failed to give me when I
asked whether the Commission can indicate what
areas are concerned and where these areas are located
is classified or confidential information between the
Irish Government and the Commission? If not, why
can he not give me the information I sought?
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In addition may I ask if it is the case that the ceiling
for designation has already been reached and when
does he feel that the Commission can submit to the
Council the Commission's recommendation for raising
the 2Vz0/o limit? Does he moreover, as Commissioner,
not agree that a similar request submiwed this time last
year by the United Kingdom and the Netherlands
Governments was far more speedily and rympatheti-
cally dealt with? I am looking for sympathy from the
Commissioner. I am glad it is Commissioner Burke
who is replying. I was hoping that he might have been
able to gather some extra information from Commis-
sioner Dalsager. If so, I hope he can impan it now by
way of a supplementary reply.
Mr Burke. 
- 
The honourable Member is correct
when he states that the possibilities provided by Anicle
2(3) of the Directive, which allows the Commission to
classify up to a cenain percentage of the agricultural
area of a Member State, have been exhausted for Ire-
land. Since that is the case, a Council procedure will
be necessary to extend the list.
As I have indicated, we received a request from the
Irish authorities on 2 August 
- 
which was a copy of
the request made to the Council 
- 
for an extension of
the less favoured areas in Ireland. They also told us
that a proposed reclassificadon at national level within
the existing areas classified was requested.
The reason I am not in a position to give more
detailed information is that the information provided
does not yet put us in a position to say with clarity
whar exactly we will be able to do about this matter,
because we must be absolutely sure that the crite;ia for
classification will be met.
Ve wrote back to the Irish authorities on 20 Septem-
ber asking for clarification and for funher details to
allow a proper appreciation of the request. Once this
information has been received, it will be examined to
see if the request jusdfies a Commission proposal to
the Council to extend the areas.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Could the Commissioner say
whether the nature of the extra information sought by
the Commission is such that it is likely to take a long
period or a shon period? Vill it take a lot of work to
'find the sort of information the Commission requires
in order to make a decision?
Mr Burkc. 
- 
I think that the information sought
should not take too much dme. In fact, I had hoped
that it would be available to me at least on the tele-
phone today so as to enable me to ansv/er the question
more fully.
In funher reply to Mr Lalor, I would indicate that the
point he made about the UK must be seen in the con-
rexr that only 52.5o/o of the rcrritory of the United
Kingdom is classified in the way we suggest, whereas
62.50/o of the territory of Ireland is already so classi-
fied. He can draw his own conclusions as to whether
the Commission is more sympathetic to the one than
to the other.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
Could the Commissioner
indicate to the House what qpe of additional infor-
mation was sought from the Irish Government in the
requesr of 2o September?
Mr Burkc. 
- 
I do not have a copy of the actual letter
or communication, but I would think that it would be
for clarification of areas and more details as to their
extent and as to whether, in regard to panicular areas,
existing areas were to be reclassified upwards in order
to benefit from cenain aspecrc of the directive.
I might say in conclusion that the Commission sub-
mitted to the Council last Ocober a proposal in the
socio-structural area which, if passed, would raise the
limit which might be dealt with in this mann€r to
about 40/0. There might be some hope, if the Council
is able to accept this higher percentage, that something
can be done for the areas which are no doubt of
interest to the honourable Members who have spoken.
President. 
- 
Question No 10 by Mr Volff (H-202/
84):
Subject: Dairy quotas in mountain areas
Given the disparities in farmers' resources caused
by production difficulties in mountain areas, and
in view of the fact that altirude and climatic fac-
tors rule out the opdon of diversifying crops, does
the Commission intend to propose special
arrangemenE for the fixing of quotas to be revised
upwards in order to maintain a decent livelihood
and normal activiry for the farmers concerned?
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The Com-
munity regulations on the super-levy and quota system
permit a Member State to vary the basis for determin-
ing quotas according to cenain criteria, including
regional differences in the trend of deliveries. France
has used this facility in order that the quotas in moun-
tain regions are set at a higher level in relation to 1983
deliveries than is the case for other regions.
Mr Volff (L). 
- 
(FR) h is true that the French
Government has taken cenain measures. However, I
feel that we should realize that there is simply too
great a dispariry berween the mountain areas and
other regions. Ve are speaking of areas with a total
production volume of +S OOO lires by comparison with
other areas which can produce up to 240 000 litres.
Could not the Commission make approaches to the
Council to have special rules laid down at Communiry
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level for the quotas applicable to mounrain areas,
which account for only 40lo of the total volume of milk
producdon in the Member Srates?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The Commission is aware that there are
panicular difficulties arising in many regions such as
the honourable Member has mentioned. However,
there was a cenain flexibility given in the regulation to
various Member States to deal sympathedcally with
these problems. As I indicated already, the French
Government has availed itself of this facility and flexi-
bility under the regulacion. Of course, there are other
possibilities arising in regard to crop diversification
under other'Community proposals, but I think the
honourable Member wishes me to give indications of a
Commission change of view in regard to rhis marrcr.
Unfonunately, and su[ject to wharcver may happen in
the immediate future, I am not in a position to suggest
that.we will be open to change.
Mrs Faith (ED).- Recognizirig the difficulties faced
by farmers in mountain areas and also recognizing the
excellent work carried out by farmers in areas such as
my own, Cumbria, in protecting the environment,
does not the Commission think it would be berter to
give these farmers a social wage instead of encourag-
ing them to produce expensive surpluses?
Mr Bur\e. 
- 
Not having special responsibiliry for the
agricultural dossier, while having a cerrain sympathy
for the problems of people in mountain areas, I think I
would have respecdully to decline the honciurable
lady's request to follow her on rhat path.
Mr Debatisse (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Does the Commission
envisage increasing the special aids for mountain
areas? Funhermore, since the farmers in these areas
are engaged in what might be regarded as non-agricul-
tural work, namely, the maintenance of the region,
and since, being cheese producers, they are responsible
only to a limited extent for milk surpluses, could not
the Commission exempt them completely from quotas
in the future?
Mr Burke. 
- 
Coming from the country I do, I can see
that there could be a development in the future some-
what on the lines mentioned by the honourable Mem-
ber. I speak purely personally. It would be inoppor-
tune if I were [o suggcst that the Commission at this
sage has any such ideas and since I shall not be
around after the end of this year, in any event, I look
forward to whatever may come from the new Com-
mission in the future.
Sir James Scott-Hopki's (ED). 
- 
\fill the Commis-
sion accept that one would have greater sympathy for
the milk producers in the mountain areas of France if
France's production had been reduced by 1.3010, as
was asked for and agreed by Ministers back in March
of this year, rather than increasing by 2.30/o as it seems
to have done?
Mr Burke. 
- 
If I might respectfully duck this one 
-the year is not yet finished and the position is not too
clear. I would hesiate to follow the line of the ques-
tioner. That remains for a full assessment at the end of
the milk marketing year, which is next March.
President. 
- 
Question No 11 by Mrs Lizin (H-215/
84):
Can the Commission state what progress has been
made as regards the action taken in this sector and
give its opinion on the opening of new zinc pro-
' duction plant in $Tallonia?
Mr Naries, Member of the Commissiot. 
- 
(DE) ln its
decision of 6 August 1984 the Commission imposed
fines toalling 3.3 m ECU on several zinc producers in
respec of infringements against the competition provi-
sions of the EEC Treary. This decision was published
in the Official Journal of 17 August 1984. As far as the
Commission is aware, none of the undertakings con-
cerned has appealed rc the European Coun of Justice
against these decisions. This means that, while it may
be reviewed at a later date, this decision must be
regarded in the meantime as having the force of law.
Vith regard to the development of new production
capacities for zinc in lTallonia, the Commission would
refer to its answer to Vritten Question No 578, also
by the same author. The Commission pointed out in
particular that decisions with regard m plant closures
or the development of production capacities are first
and foremost a matter for the undenakings concerned.
The Commission is obliged to interuene only when the
tranting of State aids is involved.
.Mts Lizin. 
- 
(FR) If it should become apparent, in
the course of the negotiations at present underway in
conneoion with the reopening of the Prayon plant,
that the closure was the subject 
- 
within the frame-
work of unofficial agreemenm between cartels 
- 
of an
atreement between the undenakints concerned not to
reopen the plant, would the Commission be empow-
ered in this case to take legal proceedings and impose
a fine on the company that was the original owner of
the plant in question?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) If I have undersrcod the question
correcdy, it is intended to insinuate that the company
that was the original owner */as also guilry of contra-
vening Article 85 of the Treaty.I see that the honour-
able lady is nodding her head in agreement. This is
something that only the Commission departmenm re-
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sponsible for competition can decide. I cannot there-
fore answer this quesdon in an oral exchange during
Quesdon Time.
Prcsidcat. 
- 
Question No 12 by Mrs Caroline Jack-
son (H-218l84):
Subject: Social Fund grants
Can the Commission confirm that future alloca-
tions of Social Fund grants will condnue to be
made strictly according rc the merit of the appli-
cadons and their conformiry to the Rules of the
Social Fund, and that any atrcmpt to alter this
state of affairs will be opposed by the whole Com-
mission?
Mr Rich.r4 Member of the Commission.- The Com-
mission is happy to confirm that, as in the past, alloca-
tions of the European Social Fund will be made strictly
according to the relevant rules which are: Council
Decision 1983/516, Council Regulation 2950/83 on
the taslcs of the Fund, and the Commission guidelines
on the management of the Fund. The high levels of
unemployment throughout the Community have
greatly increased the pressure of demand on the
Fund's resources. It has, therefore, been and will con-
tinue to be, necessary to interpret and apply the rules
in a rigorous and a fair fashion.
Mrs Carolinc Jackson (ED). 
- 
Thank you very much
for that reply, Mr Richard. There is no smoke without
fire and my quesdon related to a report in the London
Times of 25 July to the effect that Mr Natali, your
colleague, complainted at a recent Commission
meeting thar Britain was getting too much of the
European Social Fund's resources. Does the Commis-
sioner not agree that in allocating the European Social
Fund, it is Communiry rather than national priorities
rhat musr be overriding, and that if his colleague, Mr
Natali, has any complaint about the fact that Italy fell
from first to second place in getting European Social
Fund grants in 1984, the thing he should do is to per-
suade the Italian authorities rc put in betrcr applica-
tions rather than change the rules which he and the
Commission have only just recently approved as
revised?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I would be very relucsant to answer a
question on the administration of the Social Fund as if
it were an adversarial conflict besween my colleague,
Mr Natali, and myself or indeed as if it were a conflict
between the British and the Italian Governments. It is
not. Vhat is, however, undeniable is that for there to
be a regular flow of Social Fund money from Brussels
to a particular country, it must follow that there has to
be a regular flow of applibadons from that country for
Fund assistance. It also must follow that in accordance
with the guidelines, the priorities accepted, not only by
the Commission but by Parliament and the Council, in
relation to that regular flow of applications the Com-
mission is seen clearly and undeniably m be applying
the priorities which everybody has agreed to be right. I
think, with respect, that is what we have tried to do,
and in the shon time at least that I shall remain in
charge of the administration of the Social Fund, that is
precisely what we will continue to do.
President. 
- 
Question No 13 by Mr Marck (H-227/
84):
Subject: Publication of information by the Com-
muniry
Can the Commission state what miasures it has
taken to put into practice the proposals which the
European Parliament put forward on 24 May
1984 in adopting the resolution on the compulsory
publication of information by the European Com-
munity?1
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) |
retret very much that all that I can do for the ques-
tioner is to tell him the procedure that is being fol-
lowed. The Commission has not yet completed its
examination of the questions raised in the resolution
of 24 May. The main reason for rhis is thar four of the
seven paragraphs do not concern the Commission
alone and in pan do not even concern it directly.
Funhermore, the Member States and other interested
panies are involved, and this has delayed the prelimi-
nary work. However, the Commission is also itself
looking forward with great interest rc funher clarifi-
cation of the points at issue, which is what Parliament
also wants. The Commission is fully prepared to take
an active pan in Parliament's work on this matter, in
so far as it is empowered to do so, and I would suggest
rhat a rhorough and wide-ranging debate might be
held in committee on the seven paragraphs in the May
resolution, so that concrete results may be achieved.
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I thank the Commissioner
for his reply, which actually brings within reach what I
had been aiming at all along, namely, a reopening of
the discussion on this matter in Parliament and in the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Spon, which is where the whole matter ori-
ginated. Has any progress been made on the four par-
agraphs with which the Commission is empowered to
deal, and when can concrete results be expected?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) The dossier that I have to hand
goes into the whole matter paragraph by paragraph
and makes it quite clear that paragraphs 4, 5, 6 and 7
do not fall within the Commission's competence, or at
least not exclusively, whereas paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 do
fall within our terms of reference. Ve did intend,
t OJ No C 172 ol 2lily 1984.
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however, to deal with them all together, and therefore
I do not have at the present moment an answer that
has been approved by rhe endre Commission.
Mr Kuijpcrs (ARC). 
- 
(NL) I should like o ask the
Commissioner whither paragraph 2 does, in fact, fall
within the Commission's comperence. I feel that rhis
second paragraph falls within the competence of this
House and that we should be asking the President of
Parliamenr ro authorizc Parliament to ser to work on
it. In effect therefore we should be putting this ques-
tion to ourselves, or have I got it the wrong way
round? I should like to hear what the Commissioner
thinks about this paragraph 2.
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I do indeed share the ques-
tioner's viewpoint on paragraph 2, which we in rhe
Commission cannor deal with alone.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The first pan of Question Time is
closed.l
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED).- Mr President, on a
point of order. '!7e really could have finished this
Quesdon Time an hour earlier than we have. Because
of the way in which the sitting has been conducted this
afternoon 
- 
not by yourself in the Chair, I am not
criticizing the Chair 
- 
the House has gone inro recess
not once but twice and we have lost exacdy an hour.
Ifle had to do that berween 4.55 p.m. and 5.30 p.m.
and again just before 6 p.m. until 6.30 p.m. because we
had 'run out of business'. This really is not good
enough and we could perfectly well have taken the
vote on the report by Mrs Scrivener when we finished
the debate on it. Ve could nor have brought forward,
I grant you, Quesdon Time, but really, Mr President,
this is most unsadsfacory. I know you cannor do any-
thing now, but would you please reporr to the Bureau
that I, and I hope a lot of other colleagues, are
remarkably dissatisfied by the way ir has happened
today; and it is not the first time.
President. 
- 
Sir James, as you know we have agreed
on fixed times for the vores and for Question Time.
That is clear. None the less I sympathize with rhe
point you make. Your commenr has been noted and I
can assure you thar I shall discuss it with the President
and my colleagues.2
(Tbe sitting uas closed at 8 p.*.)
2 Topical and urgent debate (Annotncement) 
- 
Agenda for
next sitting : see Minutes.I See Anncx of 24 October 1984.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER the lifetime of the previously elected European
Parliament are deemed to have lapsed and must be
resubmitted.
Unless there are any objections to this interpretation,
it shall be deemed to have been adopted. Objections
may be raised during today's proceedings, or before
the approval of the minutes tomorrow morning at the
latest. They should be put briefly in writing and
handed in during the day or just before the approval
of the minutes tomorrow morning.2
Mr Ford (S).- Mr President, I would be grateful if
you could tell us when the topics for urgent debate are
to be announced. I see on the agenda that at 3 p.m. we
are to vote on the objections. As I understand it, there
has been no announcement as to which resolutions will
be taken. So could you please tell us when you are
I Approoal of Minutes: s& Minutes. 2 tVithdrautal of a motionfor a resolution: see Minutes
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going to announce which resoludons are going to be
taken and in which order, so that we can put down
amendments if we feel so inclined?
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Ford, that was done yesterday eve-
ning and was also announced today. You can find the
list and the order of items in today's minutes. Objec-
dons may be raised undl 3 p.m.
Mr Huckficld (S). 
- 
Mr President, according to the
list of topics for urgent debarc which have been
selected for tomorrow under Rule 48, the resolution
that was submitted in my name, and that of the whole
of the Socialist Group, the resolution on the miners'
dispurc in the United Kingdom, has not been selected
for urgent debarc.
Now, though it is true, as you have just told my col-
league, Mr Ford, that we shall have the opponuniry of
tabling amendments on this issue this afternoon, I am
bound to say that the way that that procedure has
operated in previous weeks has not been very auspi-
cious in that every time we put dox/n an amendment m
get that issue debated 
- 
though it has been selected as
number one prioriry by the whole of the Socialist
Group and though that resolution has a remendous
amount of suppon in this Chamber 
- 
the Bridsh
Conservatives and the fascists always vorc against it.
That means that we do not always have the opportun-
iry of raising ir in this place.
I have to say to you, Mr President 
- 
and I hope that I
shall be allowed rc finish this point of order 
- 
that if
we are to be told that we have to use the rules and
procedures of this House to get the issue raised, then
- 
and I put it as polircly as I possibly can 
- 
every
dme we use the rules and procedures of this House to
get the miners' dispute raised, we are vorcd down by
the Conservatives and we are voted down by the fas-
cists.
I put it to you that members of the Socialist Group
have a right to be protected under your Presidency,
and I put it to you that you have a dury to the mem-
bers of the Socialist Group to ensure that when they
raise issues in this Parliament they are discussed. If we
are to go on being told by you.that we . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Huckfield, we have understood your
point. I would inform you that the order of items for
urgenr debate is fixed by the group chairmen in
accordance with Rules of Procedure.
(Intemtptions by Mr Huchfield)
Perhaps you regret that your group is not in the
majoriry. You may raise objections until 3 p.m. This
matter is now closed.
(Afier tbe kesident bad saitcbed of b* niuophone, Mr
Huchfield contin*ed to speak using a megapbone)
Mr Huckfield, we are not a propaganda instrument!
I warn you for the first time.
(Mr Huckfield continrcd to speah)
Mr Huckfield, I warn you for the second dme.
(Mr HtckfieW continued to speah utithout beeding the
Presidcnt\ warning)
Mr Huckfield, I warn you for the third time and now
have no choice but to suspend the sitting.
(Tlte sitting was saspended at 9.0t a.m. and resamed at
9.15 a.m.)
2. Commission staternent
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the starcment by the
Commission of the European Communities on the
progress of negotiations on the Lom€ III Agreement.
Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) The
Commission offered to come and brief you on the
stage reached in the negotiations during your last
pan-session because it feels that you have a right to
the inforniadon you have asked for. It was unable to
come because the negotiations, which should have
been concluded on the evening of Vednesday,
10 October, were not in fact concluded until the early
hours of Saurday, 13 October, following difficult dis-
cussions, but I do not believe that anyone can say they
ended in a breakdown or that they were a failure.
The Commission's aim in coming here today is to brief
you on the situation. I will do this by listing the results
obtained and the matrcrs still outstanding, concluding
my analysis with the financial issue to which the texts
drawn up by Parliament at its own initiative 
- 
and
which are rc be discussed during the next few days 
-have attached panicular imponance.
Forgive me for going into great technical deail in my
analysis of the results obtained, something which is
wearisome in cenain respec$. But such detail is neces-
sary for you to be fully briefed. And this is what I shall
do.
The main advance achieved in the [,om6 III Conven-
tion, as compared to the Lom6 II Convendon, during
the negotiations which have now been wrapped up, is
the general structure of the Convention and the inclu-
sion, at the head of the new Convention, of general
provisions, which may be seen as summing up what
has been achieved in ten or twenty years of coopera-
tion dependint on your point of view. The previous
Convention start€d off by dealing immediately with
trade matters before touching upon other issues. This
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new Convention defines the aims and the modalities of
cooPerarion.
In political rcrms rhe accord is imponant. In terms of
public opinion it is viral. It will be much more readable
than it was previously.
fu regards financial and technical cooperation 
- 
i.e.
use of the European Development Fund 
- 
some pro-
gress, which is not yet quite wrapped up, has been
made on planning. You know that the Committee on
Development and Cooperation 
- 
which plays such a
major role in shaping our ideas on this marrcr 
-poinrcd out ro us that planning missions of rwo days'
duration, after which a programme is adopted, are roo
shon and do not allow thorough analysis of rhe situa-
tion and the priorities, and that improvements musr be
made in this regard. The text, which is now vinually
accepted by the [wo parties, improves rhings and
should allow the Communiry and, more panicularly,
the Commission to tailor its aid more effectively to the
policies pursued by each of the ACP counrries.
fu for trade, you knov that the ACP countries' main
products enjoy zero-dury access to the European mar-
ket. You also know that in agriculture in panicular
they demand a wider opening, and thar they have
expressed shock 
- 
hardly surprisingly 
- 
at the fact
that some of the requests rhey submitrcd [o us were
the object of extremely long procedures culminating in
thoroughly disappointing resulrs, especially for sea-
sonal produce.
The Community agrees ro write inm its procedures a
commitment to reply within six monrhs and to provide
a detailed response to rhe ACP counrries' requests. \tre
can only ameliorate the procedures ar the moment, bur
I think this heralds pooitive changes for the future.
I shall only deal briefly with the rules of origin. Not
because they are unimponant 
- 
the rules of origin
play a considerable pan in determining how the prod-
ucts are reared when entering the Community 
- 
but
I will only say thar we have made progress, rhar we
have improved, in panicular, the exemption sysrcm.
These matters are already senled.
As regards Stabex, we have improved by mutual agree-
menr rhe calculation merhods and rules. One major
point is sdll being discussed 
- 
and I shall come back
to this in a moment 
- 
and this results from the Com-
muniq/s desire for use of the Stabex funds m be
linked to the reasons for the funding decision. Stabex
is meant to stabilize exporr earnings. Erosion of these
resources is often the tesult of erosion of the produc-
don base. The Communiry wants the Stabex funds to
be used by the reciperir Stare for resrorarion or conver-
sion of its production base. A real debate is going on
here, a useful debate which has made some progress
during the past few days.
As for Sysmin, we have also made progress. Vhereas it
has so far applied to gnly rwo counrries because of the
definition given it 
- 
Zaire and Zambia 
- 
ir is now
being given anorher definition which allows applica-
tion of its advantages and mechanisms ro three or four
other countries. Although it will not become an instru-
ment of general application, Sysmin will be less res-
tricted than has been the case up rc now.
I would like to devote special atrenrion to the issue of
investmenm.
'We must be clear in our minds that, whatever amount
the Communiry allocates to the European Develop-
ment Fund, official aid will never be more than a rela-
tively small contribution rc rhe requirements of the
ACP countries and thus to the aid they need.
If private enterprise in Europe feels no obligadon to
become involved in development of the ACP coun-
tries, if only official funds contriburc rc rhis develop-
ment, the ACP countries will not ter very far. If, on
the other hand, privarc enterprise became involved in
this field then there might be a complete change. For
the first time private enterprise would play an acdve
pan in development cooperarion. The new chapter
contained in the Convention also makes it possible to
lay down the rules governing the guarantee which
companies need. I am almost cenain that in the fol-
lowing months, proceeding from the Convention rcxr,
we will manage to expand on rhe idea of a joint assur-
ance scheme besween the Communiry and the ACP
recipient Sates, somerhing which will be a consider-
able step in involving private enterprise in develop-
ment,
As for agriculture, I will not spell our all the new ele-
ments because they result, basically, from the debates
and reports of your Assembly and from the coopera-
tion established berween it and the Convention. The
priority given to food and agriculture, not forgetting
crops for export, the coherence of the agricultural
development policies, the acknowledgement of rural
development as one of rhe essendal elements of
development, all this makes for a coherent pro-
gramme, and I think the European Parliament will be
very satisfied with the progress made'in this field.
It will also be satisfied by the inclusion of the fight
against desertification among the objectives of the
European Development Fund. There is no need for me
to recall the srudies we have all carried out on the
need for international supporr in the fight against rhe
desert. Your own concern as regards world famine and
food shonages in these regions, shows that long-rcrm
measures must be taken.
In addition, I would like to say that technical progress
- 
and you will soon see this when you read rhe text
- 
has been achieved in industry, in energy, and espe-
cially in fishing, the ACP States having called for a
general definition of relations besween themselves and
the Communiry as regards fishing, and that has now
been done. As for shipping, there was a somewhat
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docuinaire debate between the ACP States, who
u,anted a shipping system just for themselves, and the
Community, which only wanted to help shipping
wirhin the framework of open competition. Clearly,
poor shipowners on remote islands, who would have
to compete with the large shipowners in our countries,
would not be able to develop their own capaciry by
themselves. The ACP countries want an arrangement
which, to begin with, will at least allow shipowners
with intra-regional lines to receive special support.
Imponant provisions concerning refugees will appear
in the Convention. On several occasions the Develop-
ment Committee and Parliament have stressed that,
above and beyond fixed emergency aid measures, a
system of support with a view to integration should be
devised. Such a system has been found; it is linked rc
the chapter on emergency aid in order to maintain the
necessary flexibility in administering the loans. Ve
now have here a new instrument of a kind we have
been seeking for a long time.
Following this over-long but none the less hurried
account, we are left with the issues the debate is now
concentrating on. I shall analyse them quickly before
rclling you the Commission's position on the amount
and what is to happen next.
The first issue on which there is a debarc, and a diffi-
cult one at that, is the issue of human rights. Accord
has practically been reached on Anicle 4 of the Con-
vention's general provisions in which development aid
' is placed against the backdrop of opportunities for the
individual, of respect for the individual. The Conven-
tion text affirms the aim of development as being
essentially human 
- 
both individual and collective 
-with women's rights also being included, and respect
for women being one of its special features.
But the Communiry is also calling for a specific and
solemn reference to human righm.
At the end of a debarc which was positive, because we
discussed these things very calmly and seriously, with-
out passions becoming aroused besween us, the ACP
States indicated that a proclamation concerning
human rights did not necessarily belong in a conven-
tion whose aims were basically economic.
For its part, the Community insists that this is quirc
essential.
I do not know if we will reach an accord easily. I hope
so, and all the more since, when it comes down to it,
there are no basic differences, it is simply a question of
whether it is right to mendon this imponant issue in
the general structure of a convention with other aims.
This very day, and tomorrow, we will be trying to
make progress on this point. I hope that the two part-
ners, who basically agree with one another, will not be
intransigent when it comes to the modalities.
The second imponant point concerns all the measures
we wish to have in the Convention and which would
aim to increase the effectiveness of our aid, be it pre-
planning, supervising use of the funds, or 
- 
as regards
Stabex 
- 
use of the funds for convening or revamP-
ing crop production.
During the final hours of the minisrcrial meeting we
made very considerable progress, and I can say that
here again basic agreement was reached on the defini-
tions and the mechanisms, and that what is left is more
a difference over words than substance, with the word
'dialogue' seeming unacceptable to cenain ACP States
which accept it as defined in the rcxt. On the other
hand, the Communiry wants it to be stated that Euro-
pean aid is not given without debate, that European
aid is provided within the framework of an exchange
of views and joint discussion between the Communiry
and the recipient State. I do not believe that in the
final analysis this will turn out to be an insurmountable
obstacle.
fu regards trade issues, several difficult points still
exist, for example on beef and veal or on rice. I will
spare you the details on this. A solution will be found
as part of the final package. There are no longer any
fundamental difficulties, it is just a question of weigh-
ing up the advantages the ACP States request and
which the Community occasionally hesitates to give
them.
I would now like to deal with the question of finance.
The funding issue can be approached in two different
ways: an approach based on analysis of needs, and an
approach based on analysis of resources.
The approach based on analysis of needs gives rise to
substantial figures, and the Vorld Bank report is very
revealing here. I must say that, when they presented a
document on their needs, the ACP States themselves
were very restrained in quoting a figure, because they
submitted the figure of 8 300 million ECU for five
years and not the kind of figure they put forward a
few years ago.
Vhile not denying the existence of these needs, the
Communiry proposed the figure of 7 000 million as
pan of the budget, plus I 100 million from the Euro-
pean Investment Bank.
During the subsequent netotiations two weeks ago the
ACP States said these figures v'ere unacceptable to
them.
At this point I would just like to say that Parliament
cannot be unaware of the fact that the figure appro-
priated for the Lom6 Convention has never, strictly
speaking, been the subject of negotiations. It is the
European Economic Communiry which, after taking
into account and considering all the factors, decides
on a figure. But everyone knows as well that during
the previous negotiations a figure lras put forward,
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then after a certain time a second figure was proposed
by the. Communiry and was accepted by the ACP
countnes.
Today, I have to say that the Council has adopted the
figure of 7 000 million and believes this figure to be
non-negodable. But in view of the position adopted by
the ACP countries, i.e. that this figure does not corre-
spond to their needs, the Council will have to say
whether the ACP States' position constitutes a new
factor inducing it to discuss the matter again or
whether, on the contrary, it wishes to go no funher.
The Commission believes rhat the figure of 7 000 mil-
lion, which in moneury re-evaluation terms corre-
sponds exactly to the figure adopted a few years ago,
does not take account of new ACP members or of the
sum necessary to tackle the very bad situation in cer-
ain ACP regions. But'the Commission also believes
that the Community's offer of 7 000 million, com-
pared with the develpped countries' approach in
replenishing the IDA, constitutes a political stance of
some substance.
Mr President, these are the things I wanted to say
about what has been achieved or not achieved.
I would now like to gilve you some indication of the
timetable. The Lom6 issue comes before the informal
Council of Foreign Ministers on Saturday of next
week in Ireland.
Then there will be a meeting between the presidents of
the ACP and the EEC institutions together with the
Commissioner, about the 5th or 7th to see whether 
-on the basis of the deliherations 
- 
we can bring things
to a conclusion, and reach final agreement on the
whole package. The tuio sides hope, despite the diffi-
culties which seem to arise every d^y 
- 
but that is
what negotiations are about 
- 
that the Lom6 Conven-
tion will be signed in Lqm6 on 7 December this year.
Mr President, ladies Ind gentlemen, please do not
think this is just optimism on my part. I am saying
what our intention is and what is almost certain to
happen.
(Apphuse)
Mrs Focke (S), Chairman of the Committee on
Deoelopment and Cooperation. 
- 
(DE) Mr Pisani, is it
possible that the purpose of rhe many deails you have
explained was to try and gloss over the real problem
currently facing us, i.e. the financing of Lom6 III?
Is it possible rhat, eveh though you tell us that negotia-
tions have not yet been broken off or reached dead-
lock, they have nevenheless got into a serious
impasse?
Do you think it will be possible for the Convendon to
be signed on the scheduled date, 5 December, if the
European Communiry fails to make a very different
and much bewer offer for the financing of the sixth
European Development Fund and do you not think
that there are in fact new additional reasons why this
must be done rather than trying to bring the offer
down to the lowest common denominator, as in the
case of the one which has akeady been submitted? Is
not the fact that the IDA has not been topped up and
the European Member Starcs are economizing in this
area a funher reason to do something at least in this
field, which is our most fundamental responsibiliry as
regards development cooperation? Could you be so
kind as to rcll us quite clearly once more here today
what the Commission thinks is correct and what cri-
rcria were taken as the basis for its financing proposal?
Can you confirm that the ACP and Community Min-
isrers had already agreed to this proposal 
- 
or is that
not true? 
- 
and that it is not simply penny-pinching
but that there was in fact a wish to agree on objective
criteria before the sum was fixed? To put it quite
plainly once more 
- 
what do you regard as the
appropriate criteria and what is the minimum amount
which should be made available if the problems are to
be dealt with realistically and the European Com-
muniry is to meet its responsibility?
President. 
- 
I would point out to the House that, in
accordance with Rule 40(2) the statement is not fol-
lowed by a debate. Members of Parliament may, how-
ever, put briefly worded questions for a total of
30 minutes in order to have specific points in the state-
ment clarified.
Mr Pannella (NI). 
- 
(/7) President, I should like
you to help me to understand how Parliament's pro-
ceedings work. I seem to recall that I entered my name
on the list of speakers two days ago. I have been
informed that I was the first one on the list. I should
simply like to know the procedure adoprcd by the
President as regards the order of names on the list.
President. j For your information, I shall just read
the list of speakers in order: Mr Bersani, Mr Christo-
pher Jackson, Mr Trivelli, Mrs Flesch, Mrs Ewing, Mr
Kuijpers, Mr Pannella, Mr Turner, Mrs Cinciari
Rodano, Mr Chinaud, Mr Guermeur, Mrs Heinrich,
Mr de Courry Ling and Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Bercani (PPE), President of the ACP-EEC Joint
Committee. 
- 
(n Mr President, I would like to ask
Commissioner Pisani the following questions.
Does he not find it absurd that at the very last
moment, a year after the beginning of the negotia-
tions, the Council of Ministers is encountering diffi-
culties of which we are all aware regarding both the
distribution key and the total amount?
Does he not find it surprising that at the last moment
the Council of Ministers is divided 
- 
not only on
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questions relating to the amount but also on rhe gen-
eral approach to the Convention 
- 
berween those
who focus on the market and those who focus on aid,
and that as regards this point rhe United Kingdom,
with rwo-thirds of the Lom6 countries English speak-
ing, has taken a panicularly firm line?
Does the Commission not think that in the light of this
Parliament's clearly defined position, a posirion con-
firmed in the joint bodies representing Parliament and
the ACP, and in the light of the Council's stance, it
should make more srenuous effons to supporr an eas-
ing of the proposed financial measures?
Mr Christophcr Jackson (ED). 
- 
Does the Commis-
sioner agree that the logic behind efforts to increase
ACP expons of manufactured or agricultural products
is destroyed unless we make more srenuous effons to
give trade access ro EEC markets? Has there been
consideration of internal measures within the EEC to
ease transition of affected industries so rhat when
requesr are made by ACP counries for improved
access, the answer can more often be'yes' than 'no'?
My second question to the Commissioner concerns
population. Is the Commissioner aware rhat at the UN
Conference on population problems Africa emerged as
at area of panicularly acurc difficulry? Does the new
Convention offer the possibiliry of accepdng requesr
for help with these difficulties?
Mr Trivelli (COM). 
- 
(m Mr President, the prob-
lem of dialogue is obviously very complex as is evident
from the Commissioner's statemenr, which referred
tacdully and somewhat blandly to disagreemenr on
form. I would like to remind you that the problem of
dialogue both at the recent fusembly and in the Joinr
Commitrce has a history of dissension. There was a
split in opinion during the meeting of the Joint Com-
mittee and agreemenr was only reached at the Assem-
bly thanks to a well-balanced recommendarion that
took as much account of the duties and constraints of
Member Starcs as of rhe responsibiliry of ACP coun-
tries, and which extended the concept of dialogue to
that of joint manatemenr.
I would like to ask the following question: would it be
possible either to adopt the recommendadons and pos-
itions taken up in the resoludon of the recent Consult-
adve fusembly at the next LomC Convention (even if
not in formal rcrms) or ro use rhem as a basis on which
to formularc the criteria for dialogue and for the rela-
cionship between the two bodies at the third Lom6
Convention?
Mrs Flesch (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the main prob-
lem is obviously that of the amount of money
involved. At the presen[ stage and wirh the amounr
proposed, our credibiliry is at stake. Ve have stated
time and time again that Lom6 was a model of
Nonh-South relations, and before comparing its rela-
tive success with the failures of other international
meetings, does the Commissioner think that we shall
be able to set ourselves up as an example in future if
we do not go beyond an offer of z ooO million ECU, a
figure which does not allow for the .population
increase over the last 10 years? It is a figure which
does not allow for the additional membership of
Angola and Mozambique; nor does it allow for the
need to implement new policies to combar drought
and the spread of desens and to tackle the problem of
hunger in the world.
Vhat does the Commission intend rc do to get the
Council to review its position?
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
M"y I ask Commissioner Pis-
ani to give an undertaking that there will be a specific
section dealing with cooperadon and fisheries in the
text of the third lom6 Convention and nor jusr
annexes, as this was called for unanimously in the
resolution adopted in Luxembourg on 21 September?
\7ill the Commission give an undenaking thar provi-
sions will be incorporated into the third Convention to
encourage the negotiation of fisheries agreements with
ACP coastal States that are mutually beneficial on a
nondiscriminatory basis and without prejudice to the
existing agreemenc bercreen developing counries in
the same area, as this was also called for in the said
resolution?
Mr Kuijperc (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr
Commissioner, ladies and gentlemen, I have three
questions. I should like to know which Member Srates
or which ACP countries adoprcd a restrictive position
in the negotiations for lom6 III and are against an
increase in the amount of 7 000 million ECU.
Secondly, I should like the Commissioner ro rcll me
what the view is on rhe price of raw materials, since
that is the cornersrone of the entire Agreement.
Thirdly, during the negodations was there any discus-
sion on the influence of the various world powers? I
mean by this that, although Lom6 III is a good thing,
im effects are often thwaned by the policies pursued
by the United States and the Soviet Union in the ACP
counries. \Zhat was the result of any discussion on
this point?
Mr Paonclle (ND. 
- 
FR) I believe, Mr President,
that agreements are signed berween free panies. It is
hypocritical to keep on sraring that the ACP countries
are free in their relations wir}r us while international
polidcs and local realities do nor give them the liberry
to refuse the alms from those who grant them, or the
blackmail that accompairies them.
Does the Commissioner really believe thar it is possible
rc hold up as an example an atreement between rwo
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panies which is a joirlt agreement at the moment of
signing but the implementadon of which is totally
entrusted to the culture, staff and organization of only
one of the rwo panies? Is it really an example of a free
market economy, free enterprise and intellectual
honesry not to include the EDF in rhe budget, not ro
institutionalize the implemenration of the Agreement,
and to refuse joint management? If you are satisfied, I
can see why, since in Europe there is evcrything!
Mr Chaboche (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr Commissioner, I
should like to ask you rvro questions. The first con-
cerns sales of dairy products to ACP counries. In
1980 the EEC sold 577 million ronnes; 571 million in
1981,550.4 million in 1982 and367.8 million in 1983.
Vhat are the reasons for this decrease?
I should also like to ask you about rhe progress of the
negotiations being conducted under Lom6 III with a
view m guaranteeing investments in the countries
receiving our aid.
Mr Turner (ED). 
- 
The new Convention conains
cenain clauses relating to newly-acceding countries in
the Communiry and the ACP. At present Ponugal
buys 300 000 tonnes of cane sugar annually on the
world market. I am concerned as to whether, when
Ponugal accedes to the EEC, these 300 000 tonnes of
sugar will be uansferred from the world cane-sugar
market to the beet-sugar market of Europe, which
would be very undesirable for the economy of the
Third \[orld. Does tlle Commissioner agree that we
should ensure that whether or not 70 000 tonnes or so
are to be brought into the sutar prorocol for the ben-
efit of the ACP, none the less, Ponugal should still
continue to be able to buy the rest of its sugar on rhe
world market and that it should be cane sugar? Other-
wise, we shall transfer 300 000 tonnes from the world
cane-sugar market to the European beet-sugar market.
Secondly, may I ask $im to state whether or not the
major proposals of Atmbassador Chasle's reporrs on
culture have, in fact, been included in the new Con-
vention?
Mrs Cinciari Rodano (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President,
in all his statements, including today's, the Commis-
sioner is rather optimistic about the result.
The first question I shfpld like to ask is rhe following:
will the Council chan{e its position on rhe amounr or
does it consider that the ACP countries will be placed
in asituation where.they must'drink or drown', as we
say in my country, i.e1 rake it or leave it? Is it not rhe
case that the signing of the Agreement in this way
removes the gloss from this Convendon, which is
always held up as a shining example of the Com-
munity's achievements?
Secondly, is the Comnrission able or does it inrcnd to
take action to bring about a change in the Council's
attitude? Is the Commission willing to hckle the prob-
lem of the present relationship between the European
Development Fund and the Member States' bilateral
aid? This is not a problem of absolute financial impos-
sibiliry but one of political choice, whether Com-
munity or non-Community, and so it is a practical
problem of deciding which political considerations
should dercrmine the action to be taken. Is it not in the
Commission's inrcrest to Bckle thoroughly, together
with the Council, the question of bilateral aid, which
takes precedence over the European Development
Fund?
I should also like to ask whether the Commission can
give us more detailed information on the joint guaran-
rce system for private investment.
Lastly, I should like to have more specific and accurate
details on the role of women in development policy
under the Convention.
Mr Chinaud (L).- (FR) Mr Commissioner, accord-
ing rc the information published in the specialized
press, it seems that the expon quota for ACP rum was
about 175 000 hectolitres, but it ought to be pointed
out that at the moment the ACP countries only expon
100 000 hectolitres, only 550/o of the quota authorized
to enrcr the Common Market free of cusroms duty.
The ACP countries have always protested against this
quota system, which they feel preven$ them from
exploring new markets. However, the statistics do not
seem to prove them right since they only use a linle
more than half their quotas. As you know, it is not
enough to have export quotas, you also need to sell a
product which appeals to consumers. So do you not
think that the problems encountered by the ACP
countries in exponing their rum is a problem of
qualiry rather than of quotas? And this remark also
applies to products other than rum.
Secondly, I should like to ask why expon quotas need
to be increased again. \7hy keep on prercnding that
the economies of the ACP countries can only progress
by means of quotas, as if this well-worn Socialisr
method made it possible to conquer world markets
and, by the same token, to develop the economy? Ve
are well awiue that this is not true. The responsibiliry
which we as developed countries have does not consist
in imposing on the weakest countries economic poli-
cies which are on the way out in most developed and
progressing countries. This is one aspect of the basic
problem of defining a new development poliry which,
in my opinion, this House should deal with again,
whether in connection with Lom6 III or not. Indeed,
this problem seems to me just as imponant as that of
the amount of aid granrcd to rhe ACP counries.
Mr Gucrmcur (RDR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we
know that some countries have refused to go beyond
the limit of 7 000 million ECU and that others have
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asked for their share to be reduced. This being so, are
we to understand that there is to be no compensation
, 
for the terms of trade or even for inflation, that when
Mozambique and Angola join, the overall share will be
smaller, and that when Spain and Ponugal join the
Common Market, the share of each member of the
Community will also be smaller? That is my first ques-
tion.
Secondly, Mr President, in the negotiations on the
enlargement of the Common Market is it planned to
consult the ACP countries on the content of the acces-
sion treaty, since this treaty will very greatly affect
exports from ACP countries?
Thirdly and lastly, Mr President, the system which
was adoprcd to deal with emergenry aid was an
exraordinary item in Anicle 958 of the budget. This
appropriation expires at the end of tga+. !7hat is to
happen in 1985 with regard to emergency aid to coun-
tries in difficulry? Funhermore, since the EDF will
obviously include only the associated ACP countries in
emergency aid, what about the others which are not
associated? Is all emergenry aid rc the laner to be
stopped?
Mts Heinrich (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, it has
been said that food, agriculture and preventing the
spread of deserts are to have priority. \7hat is the
European Community doing to change the structures
which are the main causes of those things which are to
be changed, namely hunger and environmenal prob-
lems? Another problem is development aid. It has been
considerably reduced, but I think that it is dishonest to
talk about aid when you think that a large pan of
lom6 aid is basically an export subsidy for the sur-
pluses provided by our magnificent EEC agricultural
market.
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
Mr President, will the
Commissioner try to define the minimum level of
prosperiry which is necessary in a developing country
before private enterprise investment is appropriate? He
mentioned private enterprise in his admirable state-
ment. !7ould he not agree that private enterprise
investment in countries as poor as, say, Tanzania,
Chad or Niger hardly seems appropriate? Secondly,
would he say whether there will be guarantees against
the expropriation of European Communiry invest-
ments in the Convention and Buarantees in favour of
the remission of dividends by enterprises investing?
Mr Fellermaicr (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Pisani, I should like
to return once again to the allocation of resources to
the Fund. As far as the public is concerned, the state-
ment that the European Community is prepared to
ofler 7 000 million plus 1.1 million from Investment
Bank funds remains an absract number undl you can
demonstrate clearly 
- 
and I would ask you to do so
- 
how much purchasing power was lost as a result of
world inflation in the previous amount allotted to the
Development Fund and how, with funher inflation
forecast all over the world, this must have just as nega-
tive effects at the end of the Sixth Fund as in the case
of the Fifth. Then what is now an abstract number will
probably become a completely different number, since
ir will prove that the promises of the individual
national governments at the beginning of the negotia-
tions were very different from their promises now that
the negotiations are comint to an end and resources
must be allocated to the Fund according to cenain cri-
teria.
Secondly and lastly, has the Commission examined to
what extent a funher opening up of mainly agricul-
tural markets in the European Community 
- 
much to
be welcomed from the point of view of the ACP coun-
tries 
- 
would entail a revision of the agreements with
the Mashreq and Maghreb countries?
Mr Pearce (ED).- Mr President, will the Commis-
sion have adequate powers under the new Convention
to give suitable advice to recipient countries where
problems of corruption or of economic mismanage-
ment in their countries in fact detract from the value
of the aid provided to them by the European Com-
munity?
Mrs Dury (S).- (.FR) No-one will be unduly sur-
prised if I speak about two problems: the problem of
refugees and the situation of Third Vorld students in
our countries. fu regards refugees 
- 
and I appreciate
why Mr Pisani was relatively vague 
- 
the Committee
on Development and Cooperation has made very spe-
cific proposals seeking to deal with the problem of
refugees as part of regional projects. I should like to
know what chance there is of this type of approach
being adopted.
Furthermore, what guarantees are offered rc Third
Vorld studen6, particularly those from ACP coun-
ffies, so that they can continue to receive rypes of
training which are unavailable in their countries and
on which our industrialized countries pursued, until
recently, liberal policies.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
\7ould the Commissioner give
us some interesting statistics? \7hat percentage of
GDP is represented by the aid to ACP nations? Vhen
I say GDP I mean the whole of the Communiqy's
GDP 
- 
gross domestic product. !7hat percentage is
represented by aid to other developing nations outside
the ACP? Thirdly, what is the aid by Member States
outside Lom6 to the developing world? Those three
statistics would give us the whole picture. I recollect
that under Unctad lo/o of. all member nations' GDP
was to be devoted to aid to developing countries. I
wonder whether it comes up to 1ol0.
rl
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Mr Dc Gucht (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr Commissioner, is it
right that Europeans actually have wro different aui-
tudes, the one favoufing more financial aid and the
other favouring easier access to European markets? In
this context is it also qorrect rhat the United Kingdom
has threatened those ACP countries which also belong
to the Commonwealth that if they keep on making
additional demands fpr financial contributions, bila-
teral aid will immediately be reduced?
President. 
- 
Mr De Gucht was [he last of the
20 Members listed to ask questions. Since each one
asked on averaBe thrQe questions, you have 50 ques-
tions to choose from, Mr Pisani.
(Laugbte)
tlr Pi$ani, Member Qf the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, if ever a parliamentary debate has seemed to
me to be useful and well conducted, then it is this
morning's. The only difficulty is thar if I wanred to
reply to all the questions addressed to me I would have
to ask you to put off your lunch, something I would
not wanst to do for riasons of courtesy. Anyway, your
schedule dissuades me from doing so.
Mr President, I will therefore deal with some of the
quesdons which seem to me 
- 
perhaps I am mistaken
about this 
- 
to be the most imponant.
I shall not name the Members whose questions I shall
deal with. No-one should feel left our, bur I am not
sure whether I can follow my hastily wrirten notes.
I would like to smrt by pointing our two rhings. The
Commission is charged with preparing the negotia-
tions and with carryir,lg them our, but it is the Council
which has the final bay. !7hen there is a ministerial
meedng the Commission takes pan, but only in an
expen capacity.
Secondly, I have made it a rule 
- 
and I am ready to
be judged on this 
- 
never to take rhe easy way our,
which consists of criticizing the Council by saying that
the Commission would have done much better. This
would be easy, but I think it would be disloyal and
dangerous for the instirutional ser-up.
I can say that, in itd initial proposals concerning the
amount, the Commission had a figure above 7 000
million ECU, and tlat ir based its calculations on an
exact revaluadon in monetary terms, and also took
into account the decline of cenain economies, the
probable accession pf two Member States and the
inclusion of a new iniponant secrion in the convenrion
on the fight against desenification.
The Commission 
- 
the figure is known, so why not
quote it 
- 
arrived ap rhe figure of 8 500 million. The
Council decided on 7 000 million.
Between an approach based on needs, which vras the
Commission's approach, and an approach based on
resources, which was the Council's approach, the
Council adopted the figure of 7 000 million.
I was asked whether the Commission stood up for
itself, or if the Commission was able to get the Council
to budge on this.
The Commission has its hand tied by the rule that the
amount appropriated is not a subject for negotiation.
But within the institutional framework it is also
entrusted with helping to formulate policies and to
make proposals. Taking account of the ACP States'
position, it is seeking a method of reaching agreement
on the amount and on the wording as well.
Mr Pannella asked whether I was satisfied with the
way in which these negotiations are conducted, with
the way in which all negotiations of this kind are con-
ducted, if I could say whether the negotiations
between the ACP States and the Community were
equal or unequal negotiations. Mr President, I have to
say that in the nature of things the negotiadons are
unequal. They have more need of us than we believe
we have of them. But given this fundamental fact,
which is a basic world fact, I believe that Lom6 marls
subsmndal progress compared to many bilateral aid
arrangemen$ and to many decisions taken by multila-
teral organizations.
To give a very precise answer to Mr Pannella's ques-
tion: I would say that I am well aware 
- 
as an ordi-
nary person and a citizen 
- 
that the day of equal
negotiations is far off. But I am also quite aware rhat
the European Economic Communiry has set up a sys-
tem which is bener than all others currently in opera-
tion throughout the world.
I was asked whether rhe figure of z OOO million was
likely to srengthen, increase or consolidate the credi-
biliry of the convention and of the Community. I per-
sonally believe that clear-cut support by the ACP
Starcs for the package which will make up the conven-
tion would do much for the Communiry's credibiliry.
And I have to say that I rhink the figure of 7 000 mil-
lion will not produce the kind of ACP support I have
just described.
Mr Bersani asked the Commission to show Brearer
courage. Dear Mr Bersani, during the week of nego-
tiations in Brussels a few days ago, I was the only one
amont those sitting a round the table not to have
made any press satements. It seems ro me that rhe
most effective place for proving one's stubbornness,
courage or persuasiveness is not outside but within the
institutionalized decision-making system with which
the Communiry is endowed. And to repeat what I said
at the beginning 
- 
I would never engage in some kind
of blackmail of the Council by adopting positions at
variance with it. I prefer to believe that the Council
and the Commission enjoy relations which should
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allow the Commission to obtain a hearing for the
argumenB it feels are most peninent.
The question of overpopulation has been broached.
This is a matter which Parliament has often dealt with.
It is a long-term problem. It is a problem we will help
to solve if we are asked to do so. It is a question on
which the Commission refrains from having an active
policy with regard to the ACP countries.
The problems of binh rate and population are too
closely bound up not only with the biological realiry,
but also with the cultural realiry and the beliefs of each
people, for the Communiry to become involved here.
It sometimes happens that we discuss this during con-
versations with officials. I refrain from applying any
kind ofpressure here. I hope that these countries' offi-
cials will take account of the risk they run with too
large a population explosion, and that they themselves
will make che necessary adjustments.
I was asked several times about access for ACP prod-
ucts to the European market.
To give an idea of the situation, let me tell you how
one trade minister from an African country caricatures
the European Economic Community: when you go to
nonhern Europe to talk about North-South relations
you are rcld: 'market access, not aid'. Vhen you dis-
cuss this in southern Europe you are told: 'aid, not
market access'.
I believe quite honestly 
- 
and this is by way of reply
to the questions put after my statement 
- 
that our
experience, disregarding any considerations of doc-
trine, leads us to believe that help for countries which
are our main talking partners under the Lom6 Con-
vention should include both aid and market access,
and that in a cenain number of cases aid currently
takes priority over market access.
If we had set out to subject the economies of a cenain
number of ACP countries to market forces alone, we
would now see that they have no market strucrures
and no companies, and that to open rhem up to the
market alone is simply to open them up to foreign
companies.
Under these circumstances it seems necessary to us to
mix market resources with aid resources, so that they
can gradually play just such a role in the economic
field.
I would like m draw the afiendon of a number of
Members rc the fact that, in the most advanced coun-
tries 
- 
Japan, the USA, the countries of Europe 
-the public sector, i.e. the sector covering public utilides
or linked rc public utilities, makes up some 500/0,
which is why we have roads, schools, railways, rcle-
phones and a whole network of utilides which private
enterprise makes use of.
In the countries of Africa, even where the whole econ-
omy has been nadonalized, the public secor meaning
the public utilities sector, is pracdcally non-existent,
and this is the only sector we can help to improve
through the budget.
Vith this in mind I have been asked the threshold
above which private investment is possible. I believe
that there are several quite different approaches to this
matter, but they all complement one another. Firsdy,
for industrialization to take off on its own demands a
degree of development which very few of the coun-
tries who are our talking partners have been able to
achieve. Isolatcd cases of industries being established
on some site or other to take advantage of a natural
resource, of manpower or of a market are possible;
but industrialization limited to a few places is not very
significant. Thus I believe that we must provide simul-
taneous support for localized industrialization and for
industrialization based on the kind of infrastructure
which factories always need.
Mr President, I hope that in the coming months we
will be able to have a real debate on the reladonship
berween private enrcrprise and development, berween
opening up markets and development aid, and I would
be delighted if an own-initiative repon were to come
from Parliament itself, so that we could try to study in
depth a problem with is very difficult to get to grips
with and over which opposing economic doctrines
clash. I am convinced that it makes good sense for
these economic theories to compete against one
another in the advanced countries. However, I am
convinced that in the most underdeveloped counuies it
makes no sense for there to be a clash of economic
theories about private enterprise or official funding,
because these countries need both.
Mr President, I propose to give a written reply to the
Members who have broached issues of a more rcch-
nical nature. Some of them require figures and tables
which I would be unable to give now.
So as not to take up any more of Parliament's time, I
would like to thank you for the searching quesrions
put to me. I should just like rc tell Mrs Ewing that a
specific section is devosed to fisheries. That is some-
thing I had almost forgotten, and knowing Mrs Ewing
I would cenainly come in for strong criticism during a
future pan-session.
I would like to thank Parliament for the way it has
questioned me, for its searching quesrions, and for the
suppoft which overall 
- 
I would even say almost
totally 
- 
it has given rc the Commission's approach
on the development issue. During the past years we
have been involved in debates which were sometimes
difficult but our conclusions were the same. To reply
to some of the questions put ro me, I would say thar
the Commission views Parliament's suppon in the
Community's inrernal debate, prior to conclusion of
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the lom6 negotiations, not just as support but also as a
duty.
(Appkuse)
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Mr Ellioa (S). 
- 
Mr President, Commissioner Pisani
gave some very brief and interesting information about
the darcs for negotiadng the conclusion of the third
Lom6 Convendon. I wonder if you can advise me as ro
what further opponuniry this Parliament will have for
making some additiond input to those final decisions
in the brief time that remains. Some of us only got to
know a day or so ato that Commissioner Pisani was
going to make this staremenr this morning, and we
have not really had an opponuniry ro pur forward in a
full form the son of points we would like to make. I
am asking your advice as to what funher opponunity
there will be for this Parliament and its commirrees ro
make some input.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The first opponunity will be on Thurs-
day in the urgenr debarc, in which one of the items is
to be a joint debate on Lom6 III. Resolutions on rhe
subject may be drawn up.
3. Unemployment 
- 
Act;on on behalf ofwomen
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on rhe
following three reporrs :
- 
report (Doc. 2-7E6/84) drawn up by Mrs Maij-
'lTeggen on behalf of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment on
the communication from the Commission to rhe
Council (Doc. 2-776/84-COM(84)484 final) on
action to combat long-term unemployment;
- 
report (2-788/84) drawn up by Mrs Van den
Heuvel on behalf of the Committee on !/omen's
fughts on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council(Doc. l-269/84-COM(84)23a final) for a draft
recommendation on the promotion of positive act-
ion for women;
- 
report (Doc.2-785/84) drawn up by Mr Megahy
on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment on
the proposal from the Commission rc the Council(Doc. 2-a56/84-COM(84)379 final) for a deci-
sion on specific Community acrion ro combat pov-
efiY.
Mrs Meij-Vcggco (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, while agreeing with the Commission's com-
munication on the increase in long-rcrm unemploy-
ment in the Member States, we nevenheless find it
disturbing, since rhe facts it describes are both reveal-
ing and disconcening. l7hereas in 1980 there were
barely 2 million long-term unemployed, this figure has
now risen to around the 6 million mark. Some 4 mil-
lion European citizens have been out of work for over
a year and some 2 million for more than two years.
Thus, a good 50% of the 12 million persons unem-
ployed in Europe come under the long-term unem-
ployed carcgory. Of rhe Member Starcs of the Com-
munity, Belgium, the Netherlands and Italy are cur-
rendy in the lead, but the other countries are not far
behind. Only Denmark 
- 
which I intend to deal with
presendy 
- 
has found ways of effectively combating
long-rcrm unemploymenl Only 50/o of the unem-
ployed population in Denmark is in the long-term cat-
egory and this is quite an achievement.
In addition to these revealing figures, the Commis-
sion's communication contains other interesting facts,
I should like to mention four of them.
Firstly, it would appeal. that long-term unemployment
is no longer confined rc the traditionally backward
areas of southern Europe, panicularly in Greece and
Italy. Indusrial centres in the nonh of Europe are also
increasingly affected and the cause would appear ro
lie in a serious delay in changing over from radidonal
to modern industries.
It would also appear thar long-term unemployment is
affecting secrions of the population other than the
traditionally vulnerable groups, such as unskilled and
migrant workers, handicapped persons, young people
and women. More than half of the long-term unem-
ployed are men with good formal qualifications
between the ages of 25 and 55. This means rhar [he
problems are increasingly affecting even rhose groups
who are reladvely strongly placed on the labour mar-
ket.
A third point which is directly related rc the previous
one concerns the updating of long-term unemploy-
ment statisrics in the various Member States. This can-
not be criticized enough since some Member States
are knowingly or inadvenently guilry of obfuscation,
whereby cenain groups disappear from the statistics.
For example, in some Member States persons are no
longer registered after the age of 55 or 52. However,
the same is true of young school leavers and women
returning m the labour market after a period spent as
housewives. They are registered as 'seeking work'
rather than 'unemployed' even though in some cases
they have been without work for years. The Member
States reason that they have either never worked or
have not worked for a long time and that they cannor
therefore be described as unemployed. The result is
that the real number of long-term unemployed is
probably much higher than the number registered
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would suggest. According to the European Federation
of Trade Unions we should be thinking in rcrms of 8
to 10 million people rather than 6 million.
A founh interesting point in the Commission's com-
munication is that all the Member States are currently
taking action aimed at combating long-term unem-
ployment. However, the various efforts are somewhat
fragmented and almost toally uncoordinarcd and
produce very different and in some cases very disap-
pointing results.
Only projects which have a firm basis at grass-roots
level would appear to be proving successful 
- 
for
example, the Danish project, wliich involves offering
training or alternative work to yount unemployed
persons after 16 months and older persons aker 22
months.
Vhere do all these things lead? They lead to an
increasing rise in long-term unemployment and consi-
derable social and economic problems for the Euro-
pean Communiry.
The economic problems include the fact that human
energy and production capacities are being wasted,
with the result that our economic growth is some 50lo
less than it could be.
In addition, skills are being lost, which necessitates
expensive retraining. Thirdly, unemployment benefits
are costing more and more and already account for
5o/o of the national budget, and founhly, the falling
incomes of the unemployed lead to shonfalls in the
national economies.
The social problems include the increasing poverty
and isolation of large Broups of the population and
feelings of discouragement and humiliation, which can
result in either despondenry or aggressiveness or
indeed political extremism, racism and ultimately even
a distrust of democratic institutions.
It is a good thing, therefore, that the Commission has
proposed an action proBramme to the Council with a
view to combating long-term unemployment.
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
broadly speaking supports this action programme,
except that we would like to make the resolution more
urgent in character. \7'e would prefer to speak of an
emergency programmewhich must be regarded as prior-
ity issue and dealt with as a matter of urgency. Ve
would also like to expand it and tighten it up in cenain
resPects.
As regards the contribution of the Member States, we
feel that they should undertake to offer persons who
have been out of work for longer than 12 months a
protramme involving further raining, retraining and
part-time work. Denmark can serve as an example in
this respect since it has conducted projects of this kind
with considerable success, with the result that the
long-term unemployment figures have dropped to 50/0.
These part-time work programmes must not of course
lead to exploitation of unemployed persons or Pose a
threat to existing jobs.
\7e also believe that people following these training
programmes or doing community work should receive
a supplement to their social benefits. Ve strongly
oppose the current practice in some countries of mak-
ing deductions from the benefit paid rc these people
since this leads to complacency and moonlighting.
Ve in the Social Affairs Committee also advocate
alternadve employment programmes based on the
principle of benefits wholly or panially compensating
for the wage costs. The Netherlands can serve as an
example in this respect. !7e feel that the European
principle of equal treatment for men and women and
for indigenous and migrant workers must also be res-
pected in all these programmes. As regards the Euro-
pean Community's conribution to this emergency
plan, we feel that first and foremost we must have har-
monized and honest statistics so that we can get a gen-
uine picture of the situation. The Communiry could
also coordinate the various national activities so that
the most effective of them, such as the Danish pro-
gramme, could be given priority and held up as an
example to other Member States. In addition, if it was
increased the European Social Fund could help to
finance effective coordinated programmes, and we
would remind you here of the fact that the Council of
Ministers has undenaken to double the ESF in five
years. To be quite honest, we saw little signs of this
happening in the recent budgetary talks.
Finally, the European Community could take the ini-
dative of laying down, at European level, minimum
benefits to be paid to long-term unemployed persons.
This could offset many of the economic problems,
such as the drop in demand, and many of the social
problems, such as the poverty.
I should like to conclude by making two further
remarks on behalf of the Social Affairs Committee.
Ve were annoyed at the speed at which the Council
wanted rc rush this through Parliament. Our annoy-
ance stemmed from the fact that the Council itself has
not yet finished dealing with several other files which
also concern unemployment. 'S7'e are thinking, for
example, of the directives concerning pan-time and
temporary work, the directives on equal treatment for
men and women, the recommendations on the redis-
tribution of work and flexible pension systems and the
resolution on an economic recovery plan. Vhy, Mr
President of the Council, are these matters not been
dealt with? They are at least as imponant as the ques-
tion we are discussing here today.
Secondly, we regard an emergency protramme to
combat long-term unemployment as absolutely vital
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since we are alking here about 5 million people who
have had their backs to rhe wall for years and this is
just not good enough. Vhat we need, funhermore, is
a structural solution, which means that rhe various
European Member Starcs must all pull together in the
social and economic fields. The economic recovery
plan I have just mentioned and which was adopred by
this Parliament last May in fact provides excellent
guidelines for a policy of this kind. Only if we can
bring about such a united social and economic policy
at Community level will we be able ro combar unem-
ployment from the structural angle in the longer term.
The Social Committee hopes the Council will waste no
time in dealing with this plan.
(Appla*se)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PI."TSKOVITIS
We-President
Mrs Van den Heuvel (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, it frequently became apparent in the course
of the difficult election campaign in which we were
recently involved that there was ar least one group of
voters to whom it was easy to make clear why the
European Community is of decisive relevance in our
daily life. Vomen understood this perfectly when we
were able to draw their attendon to directives originat-
ing with the European Commission, the Commission's
action programme, the resolutions adopted by this
Parliament and the Commission's observations in con-
nection with them.
Can these women now put their minds ar rest, particu-
larly as regards the attiarde of the European Commis-
sion? The document lrnder discussion today, i.e. the
recommendation on thc promotion of positive action
for women might well raise some doubts. However, if
you compare this redommendadon with the action
programme 
- 
particularly the section devoted ro pos-
itive action 
- 
you may well actually become alarmed
since in this action programme the aim of positive act-
ion is described as promoting coordinated legislation
at national level with a view to developing positive act-
ion. As the Commission states in its action programme,
experience shows thar in the absence of a basic legal
framework of the kind which exists in the United
States to determine thp rype of action to be taken, the
means to be used anp the sanctions which must be
imposed, action of this kind does not get off rhe
ground. That is puttipg it plainly, and since v'e can
safely assume that thf rCommission has no need for
action which never gets off the ground, it is obvious
that what we need is a binding instrument 
- 
in other
words a Community-level directive.
However, in spite of the fact that the Commission
repeats in the explanatory satement to the recommen-
dation currently before us that there is an urgent need
for coordinating legislation and reiterates the aims, i.e.
to promote legislation of this kind, it concludes, aft'er
consulting the two sides of industry and the Advisory
Committee on Equal Opponunities that binding Com-
munity legislation would not be the appropriate instru-
men[ at this stage. If anyone understands this, they can
let me know.
I am sure you will agree that the Commission might
have realized when it drew up its action programme
that cenain objections might be made.
However, the Commission obviously thought differ-
ently then and did not intend to let this snnd in its
way. Now that the Member States are less inclined to
take measures in view of the crisis, this is the very time
when we must endeavour to step up action at Com-
munity level, as the Commission rightly states, but in
this case what we need is a forceful Commission
poliry, and not a Commission which gives up as soon
as the Member Sates cease to be cooperative. If this
results in the Commission opting for a recommenda-
tion, which we regard as a far inferior way of tackling
the question, we could a[ least expect it to devote
more attention to ensuring that the recommendadon is
in fact put into practice. But no, the Commission
blithely gives the Member States three years to get
down to business. The Committee on'Sfomen's Rights
insists that this period must be reduced. '!7e realize
that it will take time to draw up the programmes and
would be glad to allow two years. However, after
these two years it is vinl that progress reports be prod-
uced on an annual basis and should it transpire that
the Commission had in fact been right when it had still
had enough courage to say that in the absence of basic
structured legislation action did not ger off the
ground, it can at least not lose too much time before
coming up with a proposal for a directive after all.
As regards the contents of the recommendation I
should like to say that many of the fields for which the
Commission has made recommendations for positive
action clearly show how much inequaliry women still
have to contend with, and the picture is borne out by
results of surveys which are regularly published in the
Member States. For example it emerged from a very
recent study in my own country that only 10% of
newspaper journalists are women, that there is not a
single woman editor-in-chief or assisant editor-in-
chief and that only 50/o of the women journalists are in
a position of authoriry. This is only an example but
unfonunarcly the situation is no better in many other
fields.
It is understandable, therefore, that the Commission
should have listed a wide range of possible fields for
positive action. However, this might also be danger-
ous, since we all know from experience that the more
general recommendations are, the easier it is to get
round them. The idea put forward in the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment of giving clear
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prioriry to the new technologies would cenainly
appear worthy of consideration, therefore. Unfonun-
ately, shonage of time meant that this proposal could
not be discussed in the Committee on Vomen's
Rights, but I assume that it is completely in line with
the general views of the members of that Committee.
The European Commission has an opponunity to
stress the seriousness of ir proposals by giving priority
to positive action among the various projects proposed
as candidates for aid from the European Social Fund.
Ve therefore assume that the Commission will adopt a
proposal to this effect.
It may well be said that it is up to the Commission, the
Council and of course the other institudions too
including the European Parliament 
- 
we must also be
prepared to look at home 
- 
to give an example, but
so far this has clearly not led to any spectacular resulm.
Indeed, vhat the Commission has managed to do in its
own staff policy according to the interim report on the
implementation of the action programme, is more
reminiscent of a first-aider running around applying
emertency dressings here and there than a report on
positive action as recommended by the Commission to
the Member States.
\7e would be grateful if the Commission would rcll us
here rcday what progress it has made as regards struc-
tural measures in its own staff policy, whether the
Equal Opportunities Committee which Mr Burke
mentioned earlier is now in operation and whether the
Commission has already introduced, within its own
institution, the expen supervision proposed in its act-
ion programme for the Member States, and, in the
somewhat longer term 
- 
q,/s msnliened rq/o months
in the motion for a resolution 
- 
we would be grateful
if the Commission would submit a progress report
wonhy of the name.
Finally, Mr President, a few questions to the represen-
ative of the Council. fu Mrs Maij-Veggen has
already mentioned, this Parliament was under enor-
mous pressure to deal with this recommendation in a
very short time so that it would be possible for the
Council of Social Affairs Minisrcrs to take a decision
in December. Obviously, we are delighted that the
Council has all of a sudden become so ready to make
decisions, but can the representadve of the Council tell
us whether it is just as enthusiastic about making deci-
sions on the directives we are currently discussing,
which are so important for women and relate to social
security arrangements, temporary work, pan-time
work, maternity leave and the position of women in
the professions? If so, when can y/e expect decisions to
be taken 
- 
at the December meeting of che Council
of Minisrcrs for Social Affairs too? That would be very
nice.
My second question is whether the Minister is pre-
pared to draw the attention of his colleagues in the
Council of Ministers for Social Affairs to rhe fact rhat
the various problems facing women, regardless of
whether they are just coming on to the labour market
or have been on it for some time, are interrelated. You
cannot support a recommendation for positive action
on the one hand while at the same time reducing
crdche facilities and the like. You cannot undertake to
eliminate the obstacles with which womcn have to
contend while at the same dme mainuining other ones
or creating new ones as regards, for example, social
benefits or Exation. I am very interesrcd rc hear what
the Commission and the Council have to say in answer
to my quesrions.
(Applaase)
Mr Megahy (S), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, this
report on specific Community action to combat pov-
erry has proceeded through the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment at what I would call unprece-
densed speed. From the point of view of effective par-
liamentary scrutiny, that is obviously undesirable. The
committee, however, quite wisely in my view, took the
view that by cooperating it could ensure a swift and
favourable response from the Council of Ministers on
the poverty action programme. I trust that this is the
case and that the Irish presidency will use the oppor-
tuniry to expedite matters with as much priority and
speed as has been shown by the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment of this Parliament.
In presenting the repon, I stress the point that poverry
is becoming the central political issue of the 1980s in
rich as well as in poor countries. Although six of the
10 EEC countries are amongst the world's 10 wealthi-
est Sates, the facts depressingly show that as the
wealth of the Communiry has increased over the
post-war period, so also has the scale of poveffy.
Indeed, because of marked inequalities within the
countries of the world, there is now an overlap of liv-
ing standards be$reen rich and reladvely poor coun-
tries. It is estimated, for example, that the poorest
200/o of the British population are a lot poorer than the
most prosperous 20Yo of the populations in Mexico,
Yugoslavia, Malaysia and Turkey.
Thus, in the first programme of pilot schemes and stu-
dies, the Commission itself estimarcd that around the
mid-1970s there were at leasr 30 million people living
in poveny within the European Communiry 
- 
that is,
excluding Greece. That must be an underestimadon
for the position today. Not only has there been a
marked deterioradon in the economic situation over
recent years, there is also the fact that many poor peo-
ple get excluded from many of the surveys and official
statistics on which esdmarcs are based. Indeed, at a
recent conference organized by Eurolink Aids, the
figure was quoted of +O-+S million living in conditions
of poverty within the Communiry.
Vhilst there might be academic argumenr about pre-
cise definitions of poverty, no one can really doubt
Il
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that the experience of the last 30 years shows clearly
that econohic growth in itself has not eliminated pov-
erf,y, nor have expanded social services necessarily had
a major redistributive effect towards the poorest. To
quote from the final report from the Commission on
the first action programme:
The long-term poor live in the wor$ housing for
the least desirable areas, suffer the most ill health
and disabiliry, are the least well-educated, work in
the most unsatisfacbry jobs in the poorest work-
ing conditions, endure chronic economic and per-
sonal insecuriry and can offer the least hope for a
better future for their children.
This group, of course, is joined by what has been
rcrmed the 'new poor' termed the 'new poor', by
others who are now old, disabled, in chronically poor
health, by single-parent families or those who belong
to industrial or agricultural areas in decline. In fact,
what is happening is that different minorities of the
population are in fact being shepherded into what
could be called states of dependency. If these difficul-
ties were not enough, we now have in many Com-
muniry countries the additional burden caused by cuts
in social expenditure which affect the living standards
of the poor and exacerbate the so-called poveny and
unemployed traps.
The Cdmmuniry action programme proposed by the
Commission will not, of course, rectify this highly-dis-
turbing position nor, indeed, can it. The main causes
are deeply roorcd in the nature of sociery, and the
remedies available lie mainly in the major social and
economic programmes of member governments. For
my own part, I would agree with the recent starcment
that the conditions of the poor can be improved in the
long run only by restricting the power as well as the
wealth of the rich. However, as the late Lord Keynes
said: 'In the long run we are all dead.'
The proposed acdon proBramme deals with the shon
rerm 
- 
for a period of five years in fact. The Euro-
pean Parliament, which supponed and sustained the
earlier programme, already in 1983 welcomed the
prospect of new Comrnunity action.
Vhile recognizing the limitations of scale in relation
to the immensiry of the problem, I believe I can say of
the whole of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment that, while c/e are critical in some res-
pec$, we believe that such a protramme can, if used
properly, provide valuable lessons for both the Euro-
pean Community itself and the member governmenm.
This is recognized in the early pan of our resolution,
where we indicarc the nature of the msk and point out
that it is imperative that the Community and the Mem-
ber States combine their.effons and uke urgent and
decisive action towards finding effective and durable
solutions rc the problems of poveny.
Nevenheless, the commirtee is critical of the Commis-
sion's proposals, which we feel are both unclear and
unspecific.'S(e are disappointed that no clear indica-
tion is given of thc kind of schemes forthcoming, and
insist that when more specific details become available
Parliament itself must be consulted.
Above all, we stress that the essential focus of the
second programme must be on action. That, I think,
has been a recurring theme in the comments and
speeches made by members of the committee. The
committee takes the view that the first programme of
pilot surveys should provide more than simply an ade-
quate research base for an effective action programme.
Indeed, we specify that at least 800/o of the budget
must be used for action research. !7e agree with the
need for a poverty clearing-house and emphasize the
importance of public awareness campaigns, which
members of the commimee felt had been rather neg-
lected in the first programme.
The committee is concerned to point out, in panicular,
that the various measures should relate to the wider
structural factors forming the underlfng causes of
poveffy. There is a danger that if the programme is
concentrated too narrowly 'upon so-called problem
groups, these wider factors may be ignored.
'!7e say that the projects should relate to the main-
stream domestic programmes of Member States, com-
plementing but not duplicating them. !7e emphasize
very much the point that the results of this action
research should be a guide for action, a guide for deci-
.sion-making, and should be taken into account in
policy-making at Community and Member State level.
Indeed, in the last report one sees very little evidence
that the lessons that were learnt then are now being
applied in the various Member Smtes.
Now, small as this programme is, it should be
fashioned, in the view of the committee, as an essendal
tool of poliry-making designed to deal with this mas-
sive problem of poverry. If it is used properly, it can
reflect a genuine commitment at Community and
Member State level rc tackling the needs of the poor.
If it is not backed, however, by financial strength and
by a radical change in social priorities, then in my opi-
nion it will merely become a cosmetic device to save
the face of a relatively uncaring Communiry. I hope
that the Council, when considering not only this pro-
gramme but the budget that lies ahead, will make sure
that if they do commit themselves to a programme of
this kind, sufficient funds are available to ensure the
success of such a programme.
(Apphuse)
Mrs Larive-Grocncndaal (L), drafisman of the opinion
of tbe Committee on Social Afairs and Employment. 
-(NL) Mr President, ladies and tentlemen, this is a
matter which cosrc very little but at the same time can
be of interest to the people of Europe, since they are
direcdy involved.
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I could hardly have had a better subject on which to
give my maiden speech 
- 
though 'maiden' is perhaps
something of an exaggeration. At any rete, the draft
recommendation on positive action for women is 
-and I am speaking on behalf of the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment 
- 
a logical srep in the
direction in which the European Communiry, and in
recent years the European Parliament too, I am glad
to say, have been moving. It has become apparent that
the legisladon which has been introduced in the inter-
esu of female emancipadon is inadequate 
- 
although
the European Community has already very clearly
won its spurs in this field. In practice, there are obsta-
cles which fall outside the field of legislation as such
and for this reason we need positive acdon to back up
the women of Europe and ensure that they enjoy in
pracdce the equal opportunities which they have on
PaPer.
The Committee on Social Affairs is rherefore in favour
of positive action. However, we are not so pleased
about the draft recommendation imelf since it is messy,
vague and bombastic, There is also a risk that rhe
Member States will make the magnanimous gesture of
adopting the non-binding recommendadons next
month 
- 
after all, that will nor cosr them anphing 
-and then simply continue as before. In the hope of
avoiding this becoming a mere sop to women, the
Social Affairs Committee firstly calls for a clear and
specific progress report 
- 
after rc/o years in the first
instance and on an annual basis thereafter 
- 
and
secondly, if it should emerge from the progress reports
that the Member States have failed to ranslate rheir
fine words into action, a proposal for a binding legal
ins[rument, i.e. a directive.
You will also be receiving a corrigendum, since
although as a result of an administrative error all the
amendments apan from No 23 have been tabled only
in my name, they are in fact on behalf of the entire
Social Affairs Commitree and I would poinr our, as the
rapporteur, Mrs Van den Heuvel, has already said,
that the Social Affairs Committee has been obliged,
owing to lack of dme, to make its opinions known by
means of amendments. I find rhis very unfortunate
since if we had had more time I am sure there would
have been no objection to parts at leasr of our opinion,
the opinion of rhe Social Affairs Committee, being
incorporated into Mrs Van den Heuvel's report.
Ve should like to congratulate Mrs d'Ancona who
stepped in very quickly and capably.
As I have abeady said, the rext of the draft recommen-
dation is vague and lacking in binding force. To quote
one example, it states that the Member States are
called on to encourage the paniciparion of women in
all occupations and sectors of working life where they
are at present underrepresenrcd, and at all levels of
responsibility.
Vhere is this kind of thing going rc get us?'Ve must
be much more precise, since this is the hean of the
matrcr. Generally speaking, women tend, as a result of
cu6acl$ and rationalization, to be concenffated in a
very limited number of frequently vulunerable profes-
sions and for this reason the Social Affairs Committee
has tabled a specific amendment rc the effect that, as a
temporary measure, a minimum number of jobs,
expressed as a percentage, should be reserved for
women in all those sectors in which women are under-
represented and, in particular, in those occupations
which tend traditionally to be a male preserve as well
as 
- 
and I think this is particularly important 
- 
the
relevant vocadonal training.
I should like to mention one specific amendment,
although I obviously hope you will give consideration
to all the amendments tabled by the Social Affairs
Committee. Since nowadays 'for better or for worse'
often tends in practice [o mean worse and women are
suddenly landed with the problem of fending for
themselves and their children, we call for analysis and
research, of which the results should be published, into
the feminization of poveny, since inadequate educa-
tion or vocational training often means that these
women often come to grief, with all the prychological
and financial consequences which often 
- 
and we
should bear this in mind 
- 
have repercussions on
sociery in general. Thus it is high time that we brought
emancipation down to eanh and our Committee
regards positive acdon as a step in the right direction.
(Applause)
Mrs Lenz (PPE), draftsman of the opinion of the Com-
mittee on lVomen's Rights. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I
should like rc make a number of points on behalf of
the Committee on Vomen's Rights in connection wirh
the debate on the problem of long-term unemploy-
ment. This Parliament has already discussed the prob-
lem of employment among women on three occasions
this year and numerous documents produced by the
Commitsee on Social Affairs and Employment deal
with rhis aspecr, which is of great relevance to rhe
question as a whole. The Commirree on Vomen's
Rights largely suppofts the repon by the Commitree
on Social Affairs and Employment and the motion for
a resolution. 'S7e have, however, abled two amend-
ments to draw panicular artention once more to this
asPect.
The unemployment figures, including those concern-
ing long-term unemployment, include a disproponion-
ate number of women and in panicular young girls 
-which is the really disturbing aspec. In spite of rhe
fact that in some cases they have left school with better
qualifications and are very willing to undergo funher
training, in Germany, for example, rwo thirds of girls
leaving school find no opponunities for training, and
if we want to avoid bringing about or aggrevating this
sort of structural unemployment in the long term, we
must also highlight rhese 
.aspects. of unemployment
among women in connection with long-term unem-
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ployment, panicularly as they affect society in several
ways, i.e. in terms'of the effects on rhe unemployed
persons themselves, then in the effecrs of the unem-
ployment of the man they might marry during this
period, and then the effects on the family and the posi-
tion of the women in the family if she should end up
not being able to do an effecdve share of the work as a
result of many years of unemploymenr. Accounr
should also be taken of rhe effects of unemployment
among young people on rhe family and the effects of
unemployment on women, who can no longer cope
with modern rcchnologies in today's and tomorrow's
world, not only in purely practical terms but also in
terms of their implications for society as a whole.
'$7omen are panicularly hard hit by unemployment in
this respect.
The Committee on Vomen's fughm would like m add
a few remarks which it was not able to do at an earlier
stage in view of the limited time available 
- 
as has
already been poinrcd out here today. However, we
would ask the Commission and Council whether ir can
really afford, in view of these urgent problems totally
to disregard the debates of the European Parliament in
their documents and eyen to declare, as happened in
my Committee, that the relevanr srarisrical material is
lacking. This is simply unacceptable where one of the
today's most crucial issues is concerned and in view of
the statistical machinery at rhe Commission's disposal.
However necessary it may be for the Member States to
mke action to deal with this problem, it nevenheless
goes without saying, as we see it, that all rhe institu-
dons of the European Community musr cooperate in
order to overcome these problems and fulfil their
social responsibilities.
Mr Quinn, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Council. 
- 
Mr
President, it is an honour for me to have the oppor-
tunity to speak to an elected fusembly that represents
270 million people who have been brought mgerher by
the process of free, fair and democratic elections 
-indeed, an fusembly of persons of whom President
Mitterand said:
Beyond the political divisions and nadonal rival-
ries, you, the Members of this Assembly, are the
workers of an immense undenaking which will
change radically fundamental political and geo-
politicalideas.
Mr President, I came here today to speak to you and
the Members of this fusembly as the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council of Ministers for Social Affairs of the
European Communitjr. I speak to you also on the eve
of the meeting of the banding Commitree on Employ-
ment, which represenm organized workers and
employers within the Qommunity and which, like the
Parliament, is seized with the fundamental question of
how to deal with the issue of mass unemployment in
Europe.
Mr President, I speak to you in a personal capaciry, as
the representative of the Irish presidenry 
- 
a narion
of 3% million people within the Community of 270
million people. I speak to you as an Irish European
who approves of, is involved in, and passionately
believes in the European ideal 
- 
an ideal which has
made Ireland's presidenry a realiry.
Finally, Mr President, I speak to you and to the
elected Members here in this Assembly as a socialist,
aware that I am addressing both fellow socialism and
non-socialists in this marvellous representation of par-
liamentary democracy.
Mr President, Members of this Assembly, I wish to
confine my address to the central issue of employment
and unemployment, which lies close to most if not all
of the problems vhich confront our Communiry and
our citizens today. There are 12.4 million men and
women out of work within the Community as we
speak this morning. One out of every 9 Europeans in
the active population is out of work. Significant
regional variations exist, and in some regions the rate
of unemployment amounts to I in 4 of the active
labour force. The magnitude of these figures is of itself
a serious cause for concern. But the gravity of the
problem only becomes apparent when one considers
the structure of the unemployed recorded within the
confines of these statistics.
The number of EEC citizens who have now been
unemployed for over a year has risen dramatically over
the last few years. In over half the Member States,
more than I in 3 of the unemployed have now been
without work for over a year and, in a couple of the
Member States, the figure is close to, or indeed over,
50% of the entire unemployed population. The esti-
mates that I was working from gave us a figure of 4.5
million. But I lisrcned this morning with interest to an
upward estimate of approximately 5 million from Mrs
Maij-\7eggen. I share her concern for the need for
accurate statistics, but in all probability the actual
figure is higher than the one that even she mentioned
and may well fall within the range of between 8 and
10 million.
The estimated number, whatever it might happen to
be, of citizens who constitute the Community's long-
term unemployed, not only reflects an immense tra-
gedy in human rcrms, but also constitutes an enor-
mous waste of human resources and of taxpayers'
money. A recent study by the European Trade Union
Institute finds that as a consequence of lost produc-
tion, unemployment in the countries of 'Western
Europe in 1982 cost approximately 6.70/o of GNP, or
almost 20 000 million US dollars.
These statistics lead me to the starting-poiru from
which I believe any socialist minister for labour or
employment must approach the problem of the econo-
mic crisis which now confronts our Community. I
believe now, as I have always believed, that the econ-
omy, under whatever system we choose to operate it,
must be harnessed to serrice the needs of the citizens.
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Ve must reject any approach which implies that in
some way or other the needs of ordinary men and
women are subservient to the abstract needs of the
economy. I make no apology for this opening posidon,
because it must determine the way in which we con-
front the crisis we are experiencing and the methods
which we subsequently employ to defeat it.
The origin of the present economic crisis cannot be
attributed solely to the oil crisis of the 1970s, although
these events triggered off and compounded it. I think
it is now widely recognized that other factors such as
the impact of new technologies, the end of the cheap
supply of raw marcrials and the emergence of new,
rapidly-industrialized Third Vorld counries have
contributed significantly to the duration and intensiry
of our present economic difficulties.
To these can be added the indebtedness of developing
countries, the importance of inrcrnational monetary
institutions and agreements, and the spectacular rise in
real interest-rates, all of which affecrcd considerably
the fiscal and financial markets which have a direct
bearing on the'Strestern European economy.
Many of us here may disagree about the significance
of the various causal factors, but few would doubt the
conclusion. Ve are for the first time in a situation of
major structural change. Vhat, therefore, when con-
fronted with that unique experience 
- 
cenainly as far
as working politicians are concerned 
- 
has been the
reaction of the various Member States of this Com-
muniry to this problem? Some have sought to revert to
a policy of deflation and cautious monetarism in the
hope that, by reducing inflation, employment and
increased employment would follow. Vhile that recipe
may appear to have worked in the past, it has, with
tragic consequences, manifestly not urorked in the
present. Severe deflation in some of the economies of
the Member States has brought about, on the one
hand, reduced inflation, but, on the other, shon-term
hardship of an unprecedented kind and, most impor-
tant of all, no apparent prospec of the economic uplift
which was the hoped-for cure promised at the end of
the very distasteful medicine.
Other Member States have attempted to avoid the
human hardship of deflation, with all its well-known
evils, and to employ the instruments of the State to
generate economic activity at a time of depressed
demand in order to stimularc growh and employment.
This cure, though clearly less distasteful than the other
economic remedies, has been tried in the past and is
therefore presumed to work in the present. It will not.
The experience that individual countries have had with
selective national policies of reflation has been in the
short term expensive, painful and, most important of
all, without success.
Ironically, these two diverse approaches to our econo-
mic problems as applied in the different Member
Sates have compounded our ol,n European difficul-
ties. I can think of no more appropriate forum than the
Assembly of the elecrcd representatives of the peoples
of Europe to call for the udlization of the combined
economic and political strenith of all the Member
States to bring forward a coordinarcd relaunch of the
economies of our Member Starcs in planned and pro-
grammed fashion so that the benefits of that economic
policy can be harvested for all of our citizens.
In July of this year, the Taoiseach of Ireland, Dr Gar-
ret FitzGerald, the current President of the European
Council, when addressing the inaugural session of this
fusembly stated that it was the objective of the Irish
presidency to restore the issue of employment rc the
agenda of the nations of Europe, the question of
unemployment being, as far as s/e were concerned, the
number one issue which must be confronted by the
governments and politicians of the European Com-
muniry.
Following the apparent success of the Fontainebleau
Summit and the resolution of some of the internal
housekeeping difficulties which have beleaguered and
besieged this Communiry for the last two years, it
appeared in July both reasonable and timely that such
an objective should be set by an incoming presidency.
It was made all the more compelling because of the
fact that within Ireland we have the highest percenage
level of unemployment within the entire Community.
Ve recognize at home in a panicul ar way that the
problems which confront us can no longer be solved
by our acting on our own. Ve wish to convey that
message to the rest of the nations of Europe, both rich
and poor, both big and small, who have to darc them-
selves singularly failed to deal with this fundamental
human problem. Together, Members, we might be
able m resolve it. Divided, acting on our own and
independently of each other, we know to our bitter
cost that we cannot solve the problem of the unem-
ployed citizens of Europe and we shall never as politi-
cians be able to get the men and women of Europe
back to work unless and undl we ourselves work
rctether.
I would add, Mr President, that within all of the insti-
tutions of the Communiry, at Community level and at
national level, social dialogue is absolutely essendal to
achieve that kind of cooperation.
Mr President, it has been suggested by some commen-
tators thar all that is now needed in order to bring
about full employment is rc dismantle the entire
framework of prorcctive worker legisladon which has
been so carefully constnrcted and painstakingly fought
for throughout this century. It is suggested that, were
the legacy of that struggle rc be demolished, we could
somehow or other emulate both the success of the
Unitcd States and Japan in uansforming our econom-
ies and creatint millions of new jobs.
This view in its most benign form is based on a sim-
plistic comparison between the United States economy
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on the one hand and the European Communities on
the other. Unlike Europe, which operarcs an open
economy and which has a historical structure and
tradition, the US economy is relatively self-sufficient.
It has a vast indigenous industrial base which can res-
pond rapidly to any increase in demand from a huge
domesdc market. It has considerable control over
monetary markets and it has a relatively open and
flexible labour market.
Vhat America has been able to do is to harness the
extraordinary benefits of its size and of its scale. No
American economist talks about the reflation of the
economy of Texas, of the economy of Alabama, or of
the economy of Rhode Island. \7hy should we Euro-
peans therefore fall into the trap of trying to do simply
that? Mr President, we must devise methods of coor-
dinating the relaunch and the reflation of the Euro-
pean economy, but we must learn how to do it
together. This fusembly must respond to such a call
and, indeed, quicken its pace.
Let me set out four points upon which there should be
coordinated action at Communiry level. lrr me srart
with reflation. I believe the European Community,
acting in unison, should coordinate a programme of
planned and targeted rcflation by directing public and
private investment into certain key sectors of the
European economy, both at national and at Com-
munity level. This will require the coordinarcd policy
action of the Council of Ministers, on the one hand,
and the utilizadon to the maximum effect of EEC
funds.
Given the pessimism of she current business outlook,
Bovernmen$, I believe, in all of the Member States
and at Communiry level will have a crucial role to play
in the recovery of investment by means of selective
expansionary policies.
The second point is thc question of restructuring. Mr
President, it is now clear, because of the age of many
of our established industries, that a major restructur-
ing at European level of our industrial base is now
essential. For some time now the prodicdve sector of
our Community, whether it is in public or in private
ownership, has been engaged in a process of rcchnical
innovation and aurcmation on an extensive scale. This
process is essential if our industry is to survive and
prosper. But it has created a major upheaval in the
labour marker of the Communiry. Vhile this restruc-
turing is necessary, if indeed not essential, it is criti-
cally imponant that thc subsequent shon-term unem-
ployment, which will of neccessity be brought about, is
properly counteracted by both national and Com-
muniry protrammes in,the localities where such struc-
tural unemployment is caused.
The third point I want to raise is the question of new
technology. It is esse4tial that European industries,
assisted by the Communiry institutions, further
develop research in the new technologies and establish
companies and organizations which will apply such
technologies to the productive process. Ve have lost
ground in this technological field to both Nonh
America and Japan. If we are to develop a new tech-
nologically sound basis for indusries and hence create
durable employment for the future, it is essential that
we have a coordinated programme of investment in
and application of such new technolgies throughout
the Community. This will undoubtedly require a
degree of innovadon and courage on the pan of man-
agers and enrepreneurs.
It will also require a degree of flexibility and openness
from the workforce. Vork practices and traditions that
belong to an earlier age and derive their validiry from
the physical conditions of that indusrial process have
no place alongside the technologies of the future and
the radically different processes that they bring about.
Finally, the founh point I wish to make is on the ques-
tion of the reorganization of working-dme. There is
an undoubted need to reorganize the current division
of working-time so as to ensure that existing employ-
ment is redistributed more equinbly among the work-
ers of Europe and that the potential for increasing
productivity is harnessed to provide more jobs for all
rather than more income for some. Vorking-time can
and should be reorganized so as to take advantage of
increased productiviry, which will result in labour unit
costs remaining constant and enable enterprises to
involve more workers in the productive process. The
Community should, I believe, assist Member Sates to
bring about the conditions where the negotiation of
the reorganizadon of working-time between the social
partners can best be facilitarcd.
I believe that coordinated action along the four fronts
that I have outlined offers the best prospect for the
people of Europe in their struggle rc confront the
major problem of unemployment, whichi in its present
guise and form, is new to all of us. If we succeed in
coordinating the energies of the Community along the
lines I have suggested, then I have no doubt that we
shall reduce significantly the number of Europeans
currently out of work.
However, as I said at the ou6et of my speech, approx-
imately 12.4 million European men and women are
out of work. Even the most optimistic among us in this
European Assembly would not expec that figure to be
reduced overnight or indeed halved to a level of 5.2
million people over the next swo to three years.
Accordingly, as President-in-Office of the Council of
Social Affairs and Employment Ministers, I have
undenaken to esablish an initiative at Communiry
level which will assist all the individual Member States
to develop protrammes and economic activities that
'*ill offer the prospect of a least part-time work to
many of those who are currently long-term unem-
ployed within the Communiry. This approach is
designed to complement the coordinated economic
activiry to which I have referred and to ensure that the
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long-term unemployed are not required by the rest of
Europe to remain permanendy idle until such time as
we have effectively created full employment again.
fu I have already said, the cost of unemployment in
'Western Europe in terms of lost production and
revenue represenm at a minimum 6.7 0/o of Communiry
GNP. It is, I believe, an absurd situation which we
have allowed to develop whereby, in compensation for
the fact that they could not obtain work, we pay the
unemployed small sums of money on condition that
they do not work. This is a wholly unacceptable situa-
tion, demoralizing for those without work, equally so
for their families and friends and inexplicable to all
those who can perceive the elements of the situation.
It is within this framework, I believe, that we must
bring about a situation in all of the Member States
where we can harness the energy and drive of those
who are currently unemployed into socially useful
work which will both increase their incomes and
ensure that they remain active within the community. I
would like to sress that while such work and activiry
is of value in ir own right, it is not a substitute for
full-time employment within the economic sector.
However, it is a critically important form of activity,
panicularly for those who might otherwise remain
unemployed for periods of more th'an 24 months.
There is now sufficient scientific evidence as well as
human experience to indicate that people who are put
into enforced idleness for such a long period of time
develop medical and social problems for which, per-
haps, we have no cure. It is now critical for their very
well-being that the rest of the communiry remove their
sentence of enforced idleness and pursue a range of
vigorous coordinated policies of reflation at Com-
muniry level to bring about the transformation of our
economic base.
The point that I want to underline here is that, parallel
with the pursuit of a coordinated relaunch of Europe,
to which I am personally fully committed, we must
devise methods, design schemes and produce pro-
grammes which will maximize the energy of all of our
people and harness their commitment.
I would like to refer briefly to turo points raised in the
course of the debates earlier today which I had the
honour of hearing. I have dealt, I think, with the first
report on long-term unemployment, and the docu-
ment that the Commission has produced will be dis-
cussed in full at tomorrow's meedng of the Standing
Committee on Employment and at the Council of
Social Affairs Ministers in December. I would like to
refer briefly to the report from the Committee on
Vomen's fughts and the positive acdon programme. I
welcome the repon and I welcome the renewed politi-
cal energy and heat that has been put into it. There is
as much of a need 
- 
and all must recognize this 
- 
to
change social attitudes as there is to change laws and
reguladons. Vhat is needed most of all at this stage is
renewed political action. You have aken an imponant
step in debating that repon today.
For my part as President-in-Office of the Council of
Social Affairs Ministers, I would say that I would
agree with much of what is in the repon and with
much of the critiiism. Many of the proposals are on
the table. Many of the matters to which Mrs van den
Heuvel referred have been there for a long time. They
were there when we took over the presidenry in July
of this year. Quite frankly, a lot of them will still be
there at the end of this presidency because of the lack
of political will to get things moving at local level.
It is for that panicular reason that I have taken the ini-
tiative of having a totally informal political meeting
with my fellow ministers this evening in advance of the
Standing Committee on Employment tomorrow to see
in what way we can as politicians unlock the political
blockages that all of us know are there. Here it would
be unfair to allow the conclusion to be drawn that
there might be in some way criticism resting at the
door of the Commission or indeed of the Commis-
sioner. From my limited experience, no one has been
more active in pursuing these matters than Ivor
Richard and the people in his section of the Commis-
sion. It would be unfair to allow that suggestion to
appear anywhere in the record of this House.
Finally, though I did not go into this matter earlier on,
the fact that the programme for positive action for
women is on the table is something of which I am
aware. I would give a renewed pledge to the Members
of this fusembly that we will be aking acdon ro
ensure that it makes political advances within the con-
straints that we alked abouu
The last point that I want to deal with briefly in reply
to the debate 
- 
and I come from a parliamentary
tradition that insists on replying to points made by
Members 
- 
is the quesdon of poveny and the repon
thereon. I myself, and I think all of the Irish Members,
share the deep conviction that what we need now is
positive action on the ground, either by people direcdy
confronted by the reality of poveny or people who can
help. Ve no longer need academic research ro tell us
the extent and the nature of poverry. !7hat we need is
action both directly by and for those who are con-
fronted with the realiry of poverry. Vhar we need
most of all is funds and resources ar narional and
Communiry level to assisr rhar action. I share very
much the sense of urBency rhat Mr Megahy conveyed
when introducing the repon.
In conclusion, I thank Members for rheir time and
patience and for rhe opponuniry of speaking to rhis
House. $7e are now just 16 years off the edge of the
rwenry-first century. Sevenry years ato this autumn,
the nations of Europe wenr to war against each other
in the name of outdated nationalism and a nineteenth
century conception of life and work. Since the ending
of the enormous tragedy of the Grear Var, successive
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generations have struggled to defeat the forces that
brought about continued hostilities among Europeans.
Our presence here today in this elected Assembly
representing 270 million people is a sriking testimony
to their struggle and a monument to their success.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, if previous tener-
ations of Europeans, our parents and our grandpar-
ents, were capable of turning around the armies of
hate which marched against each other in the autumn
of 1914, is it too much for us to ask of ourselves in this
generation that'we should turn around the armies of
the unemployed and create, drawing upon all the gen-
ius that Europe has shovrn in the past, a new economic
and social order that can and will not only make room
for us but make room for them as well. That, I believe,
is the challenge that faces us in the remaining 15 years
of this century. I ask the elected Members of this
Assembly to help us win this vital battle that confronts
us now.
(Appkuse)
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to thank the President of the Council for being
present at this important debate but at the same lime
point that I am astonished at a phrase he used at the
beginning of his speech when he said 'I am addressing
fellow socialis$ and, indeed, non-socialists'.
Mr President, I have great respect for the Socialisr
Group, which includes many of my friends among its
numbers, but I would protest against the President of
the Council who spoke as if this Parliamenr consisted
of socialist goodies and non-socialist baddies. I think
this point should be put right.
Mr An&ews (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, with regard to
the last speaker's suggesdon, I do not accept what he
said. I think the Minister made a very good declara-
tion and he was generous to all sides of rhe House
when he spoke.
(Applaase)
Mr Bachy (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, unemployment is the main cancer of our
society and long-term unemploymenr a particularly
virulent form of this cancer. First and foremost
because of its social consequences: excluding those
who wish to work from the labour market for months
and even years on end and delaying [he commence-
ment of active life for millions of young people means
that they are alienated, excluded and plunged into
poveffy in a way that is wholly unacceptable.
There is a direct link in the Member States berween
the increase in long-term unemployment and delin-
quency, which is often an expression of despair. The
increase in long-term unemployment also constitutes a
threat to our democracies; unemployment, especially
when it is long-term, is a breeding ground for inequa-
lities, racism, egoism and all forms of violence.
However, long-term unemployment also constitutes a
threat in economic rcrms. The inactiviry of millions of
workers represenr an inconceivable waste. Mass lay-
ing off of an avalilable work force represents both for
collectivity and for our economies an excessive loss. It
is a paradoxical phenomenon within the context of our
so-called 'liberal' capitalist societies where economic
effectiveness and rationality are the main criteria.
In this respect, social policy measures to combat long-
term unemployment are essential but insufficient in
themselves. They are essendal, but we as socialism pre-
fer to speak of social justice and solidarity rather than
assistance. However, we all know that the ansv/er to
unemployment, in panicular long-term unemployment
is above all an economic one. This is why the Socialism
argue so forcefully in favour of the implementation of
a different industrial policy in Europe, The 'laissez-
faire' credo which is at the root of policies in cenain
Member States governed by conservatives, can do
nothing to resolve the crisis. Of course, it costs a lot of
money to set up voluntary training policies, job crea-
don and job sharing schemes and the competitiveness
of firms must not suffer as a result. Nowadays tech-
nical progress enables us to produce more with fewer
people. How are we going rc avoid lasting structural
unemployment with all the economic and social costs
that this implies, if not by policies geared at economic
revival and at sharing of the work available?
Ensuring an improved level of social protection for the
long-term unemployed should be a common goal link'
ing all of us assembled here. Ve therefore support the
Commission's initiatives and the sugtestions made by
Madame Maij-Veggen, rapponeur, on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs whom we would like to
thank for having considered certain of our proposals
and amendments during that Committee's discussions.
Above all though, we would like the texts of the reso-
lutions adopted by this Parliament for the implementa-
tion of a concened fight for jobs to be put into effect.
Dear colleagues, the time for lofty words is over. Now
is the time for deeds and I agree whole heanedly with
what Mr Quinn has said in his capacity as President-
in-Office and as a Socialist.
(Applause fron t lre lefi )
Mr Iodice (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in mckling such an imponant subject, we
must take account of the Community's present politi-
cal situaticin, characterzized among other things by
budgetary difficulties, and of the piecemeal and spor-
adic way in which the phenomenon of long-term
unemployment has been trearcd.
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It is essendal that we take action to combat an evil
which is now widespread but which just started to
emerBe at the end of the 70s in areas of traditional
underdevelopment such as the Mcditerranean region
and thc south of Italy in panicular.
The development of the economic crisis has resulted in
a transition phase 
- 
from an industrial rc a post-
industrial sociery 
- 
in which the consequences of the
internationd recession are combined with the changes
brought about by technological innovations.
Nowadays, the emphasis is on quality rather than
quantity of work. The most depressed areas have seen
a fall in demand of late, with the risk of being gradu-
ally squeezed out of the labour market and a back-
ground of lack of prospects for young people and for
the socially underprivileged. Unemployment increases
where development takes place, bringing about struc-
tural changes. This results in an increased cost of liv-
ing, which also affects those in employment, and
reduccd possibilities for the unemployed and non-
wage earners to enter thc world of production due to
lack of skill or professional qualifications.
Vc must also bear in mind that Member States have
different ways of looking at the phenomenon depend-
ing on their policies in this area. This serious problem
is accompanied by an almost complete absence of an
inrcrnal market owing to insufficient contac berween
the Member Statcs to coordinate economic and energy
policies and scientific research protrammes.
Social and ethical imperadves demand that we put
more effon into making concrerc decisions, because
long-term unemployment is the source of damaging
uneconomic operation due to the increasing incidence
of social security costs on national budgets, to the
reduccd spending power of those without work and to
additional expenditure on training and reraining as a
result of loss of skills and experience.
Ve arc motivatcd to take action for ethical reasons in
panicular because the problem of unemployment can
inducc aggression, lethargy and a sense of discourage-
ment both in individuals and groups of people, result-
ing at times in destructive and delinquent behaviour.
Having said this, we are largely in favour of the docu-
ment drawn up by the Commission and ransmitted rc
the Council, because it tackles this widespread pheno-
menon at Community level. But we cannot see why
the Council has asked Parliament for its opinion as a
maner of urgency.
In our opinion the subjcct merits a more detailed reat-
men6 but this is in fact provided by Mrs Maij ITeg-
gen's report and motion for a resolution as far as ana-
lysis and outlook are concerned.
As the problem is serious, it would have been better if
the Council had first stated its views on the decisions
already taken by the Parliament on this matter, on the
subject of economic policy in general and on the
request to double the appropriations for the Social
Fund or to raise it to at least 1OVo of the budget.
If we hold to the tenet of Communiry solidarity we
cannot allow this phenomenon to spread, whether due
to internal protecdonist measures or rc the continuing
development of the American and Japanese econom-
ies.
Employment and social welfare must become the real
testing ground for a demonsration of the policical will
to achieve union, with a view to reestablishing the sec-
oral and geographical balance. This must be done at
the very top level of coordination between the Com-
muniry institutions and their financial structures, as
well as at the very top level of national and local auth-
oriry and of social forces. Every effon must be made
because if we do not succeed at least in keeping the
phenomenon in check in order to undenake an econo-
mic revival, then we will witness the deprivation of
future generations on a massive scale.
kt us hope that our concern and the suggesdons
made will go beyond the confines of this hall and
make as effective a contribution as possible towards a
future of social justice and libeny.
(App hus e from t be cen tre )
Mrs Caroline Jeckson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I would
like m concenrate exclusively on the Maj-I/eggen
report on long-term unemployment, as I think Mr
Quinn's speech, unhappily, made it clear that the abil-
ity of the Council of Ministers actually to affect events
in relation rc long-term unemployment is extremely
limited 
- 
probably limited, in fact, to exhonation,
because the policies being pursued by the different
Member States are themselves so different and the
solutions offered by the communication and, indeed,
by Mrs Maij-Veggen are so difficult to implement.
Therefore, I think we have to turn to the second pan
of the communication and to the second pan of the
Maij-Veggen report, which relates to measures that
the Communiry can itself take. Mrs Maij-ITeggen is
suggesting the creation of a European Communiry
institurc for the study of employment. Frankly, that is
not much help if you are one of the 12.4 million unem-
ployed; that is not much of a message to go from this
Parliament. But one thing where she does have the
complete support of our group is her emphasis on the
need to increase the European Social Fund. To take
Mr Iodice's point, it is a very sad fact that while unem-
ployment has been increasing, the proponion of the
budget going to the Social Fund has been decreasing:
6.90/o of. the budget in 1983; 6.70/o in 1984, and, Mr
Quinn, 6.40/o in 1985. Those of you who were here
earlier will remember that one of the great issues in my
country is the current question of the miners' srike,
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where, in fact, and I hope thar this point can get home
to people 
- 
the National Coal Board is offering very
generous terms for those people who are willing to
take voluntary redundancy. A miner of 37 would be
able to take redundancy pay of 124 000. But the trou-
ble is, what do you do when you are made voluntarily
redundant other than look at the cheque that has been
handed to you? Ve have to give people some hope
about the son of jobs that they might do. In my opi-
nion, the European Social Fund, under its intervendon
areas E.4 
- 
Local employment initiatives and E.5, has
that possibiliry. However, here we are in this Parlia-
ment debating unemployment with all the effectiveness
of a warcr pistol when what we actually need is rc
concentrate, use our powers, increase the European
Social Fund with the effectiveness of a laser gun.
(Appkusefron the Earopean Demouatic Group)
Mrs Squarcidupi (COM). 
- 
(A M, President,
unemployment has now reached such proponions that
it is necessary to subdivide it into categories. Today we
are going to look it unemployment of a year's dura-
tion or more which applies, as c/e have heard, to
almost four and a half million workers of whom more
than two million have been unemployed for over rwo
years. Each individual case is a human, personal and
family drama and one affecting the whole of sociery.
But there are many cases in which workers, above all
women workers get tired of searching for work. The
road to poverry is, it would seem, very shon.
Changes in production methods and the development
of new technologies means that the number of people
in these two catcgories increases continuously, and the
burden of unemployment is borne in panicular by less
qualified workers, by young people and by women.
Moreover the worst hit are those with the most disad-
vantates: e.E. ete, geographical location and level of
qualifications. fu far as age is concerned, the worsr
affected are young people; people under 25 constirure
280/o of. the long-term unemployed. In many cases this
means not only that they are not employed, but that
they have never had a job.
The economic, social, psychological and physical con-
sequences are therefore incalculable, and rhe docu-
ment drav/ up by the Commission reviews these var-
ious aspects and points out the need for the European
Communiry, the Member States and the local auth-
orities to join forces against unemployment. As repre-
sentatives of the Communist and Allies Group, we roo
would like rc make r contribution, one thar has
already earned the widespread approval of the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs.
Above all we would likc m discaurage any attitude of
resignation. Ve mean to show that we should in no
way diminish our efforts and therefore we call for the
confirmation of the agreement to amendments 3, 11
and 12, already approvcd by the Committee on Social
Affairs. First and foremost we would like to state that
the minimum wage or the minimum guaranrced assist-
ance should not be a form of pensioning off but must
be accompanied by measures to establish vocational
training and retraining in new fields of cmployment.
Further, we would underline the need for creating
new jobs in small and medium-sized undenakings, in
craft industries and in cooperatives, at the same dme
looking for any new occupations that may be opened
up by the development of new technologies. In order
to bring this about, we would ask for the creation of a
Communiry employment institute to help achieve a
genuine and acdve employment market policy; this
would be a means of coordinating the diffcrent analy-
ses of the situation and uends. \7e do not in any way
want to crearc new structures or a new bureaucracy;
all we want to do is to resructure what already exists
in the Community institutions, and which is at lresent
somewhat dispersed and sometimes a little disorgan-
ized.
Mn Larivc-Grocnendad (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, having spoken on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairc and Employment on the
question of positive action, I should now like to
explain briefly on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group why we are in favour of acdon of this
kind.
Ve know from bitter experience that as soon as they
hear the word 'emancipation' with all its associations
many people 
- 
and by no means only men 
- 
at best
politely suppress a yawn, or else pour themselves a
drink. This is shonsighted, to put it mildly. Ve used to
see the same soft of reaction in thc 60s when the ques-
don of environmenal pollution came up. In those days
we were not interested and had no time or money to
spare for such matters. The result is that we are now
faced with the problem of saving whasever we can, and
the various political forces are falling over each other
trying to convince the voters of how much imponance
drey attach to a clean world.
My Group is afraid that things might go the same way
in the case of emancipation. Ve will end up trying to
lock the stable door after the horse has boltcd.
The problem is that the right of every individual, man
and woman alike, to personal development is a funda-
mental principle common to Liberals, Socialists, Chris:
tian-Democrats or what have you. There is no getting
away from this fact, but it does not in itself get us very
far. It is not a quesdon of helping women get a nice
job or taking awey e man's bread and burer. Vhat we
must do is prepare the ground for a sociery which
makes full use of its human potential, without discri-
minating within the sexes. This is not mere idcalism: it
is absolutely vital, since in 20 years dme the averate
age of the population will have risen substantially and
we will urgendy need all the available talent and
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expenise we can find to do the work which needs rc
be done and suppon the ever-increasing group of the
population which is dependent on the active working
populadon. kt us, therefore, look a bit funher than
the end of our shon-term noses for once.
\7e all know that in the not so distant past the most
absurd arguments were used to try and get women
into factories or offices when this was needed. Now in
1984, attempts are being made to keep women at
home or send them back home. However, soon enogh
we will find ourselves in the year 2000 and it will be no
use looking for well-trained and qualified men and
women who will be able to hold their own on the
labour market, which will by then have become highly
specialized. For this reason, in this very period of
economic recession, when it is so tempting for many
people to forget about women's rights and insist
instead on their rightful place, encouragement is called
for rather than discouragement. Both on the labour
market and in education and training 
- 
panicularly in
the professions of the future 
- 
there will be a serious
need for men and women who are willing and able to
do the work.
'V'e must rherefore put a stop rc all these netative
actions aimed at discouraging women. I need only
mention, for example, of the increasingly vociferous
calls for penalizing couples who are both working.
Education for girls and boys with a genuine eye to the
future begins right at the kinderganen stage and goes
on to include retraining and funher training. Europe is
relatively poor in natural resources, but we do have
human resources, and we must make use of them since
this is what will give Europe a chance of surviving into
the futuristic world of the 21st century. Then we will
fully 
- 
and not just manfully 
- 
be able to face the
already cut-throat competition of the United States
and Japan, for example.
(Appkrse)
President. 
- 
The proceedings will now be suspended
since it is time for the formal sitting.
(The sitting was suspended at 11.55 a.m.)
4. Formal sitting
Addres by Mr Pflinliq President of tbe European
Parliamenq on tbe occasion of the fficial okit ofMr
Alfonsi4 President of tbe Argentine Republic
Mr PflimlirL President of the European Parliament. 
-(,ItrR) Your Excellency, my colleagues and I are most
honoured to welcome you.
As President of the Argentine Republic, you are the
representative of a noble nalion, with which over a
long period of history Europe has had links based on a
shared civilization and on the same values of liberry,
respec for human rights and frarcrnity, and in greet-
ing you, your Excellency, we are also greedng the
satesman who has re-established democratic freedoms
in Argendna.
(Loud and. sasuined applaase)
It is an event which touched us deeply. During recent
years we have followed, often with anguish, the
ordeals which the Agrentine people have had to suffer,
and we were happy to see the return of democracy
ushering in a new era.
'![e know that your concern, the concern of one who
has taken on a task which we all realize is a most diffi-
cult one, is to make Argentina a true democracy. Thus
it seems to me that your aims, your inspiration and
your ideal are at one with the spirit pervading the
whole of this Parliament before you today.
Ve are grateful to you for having agreed rc visit the
European Parliament. \7e shall listen with the greatest
interest to what you have to say both about your
preoccupations and about your vision of a future free
of a cenain legary of the past. So I shall waste no dme,
your Excellency, in giving you the floor.
(Loud appkuse)
Address by Mr Alfonsin
Mr Alfonsin, hesident of the Argentine Repablic. 
-(ES) Mr President, I welcome the opportunity
afforded me to speak before the European Parliament.
Above all, I hope that what I am going to say will
stimulate a dialogue and boost cooperation between
Europe and Latin America, since the current world
situation urgently calls for such dialogue and coopera-
tion.
I am both troubled and hopeful as I stand before you
here today. I am troubled by the serious problems in
my own country, by those afflicting Latin America and
those besetting the entire world. Although each case
has its own panicular features, they are nevenheless
definitely and inexricably linked. I am not just wor-
ried, however, I am also hopeful. I am hopeful because
I am convinced that all these problems can be over-
come if u/e use clear heads to study them and have the
courage to implement sensible solutions.
I should like to review briefly the problems as w'e see
them.
In order to understand the concerns of the Argentine
Government, it is useful to remind ourselves, first of
all, that our history in the last 50 years has been a
tumultuous one and has turned out very differently
from that which we might have hoped for and desired.
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Half a century ago, the richness of our land and the
characteristics of our people and sociery seemed to
ponend peace, prosperiry, freedom and justice.
Instead of prospe.ity, however, we endured a continu-
ing economic crisis, with many Argentinians suffering
from poverty and even hunger, and instead of freedom
ve were subjected to authorirarian regimes with a
lamentable frequency. Instead of peace and justice we
suffered violence, intolerance and inequality within
our own country and conflicts with the world oumide.
Last year, the Argentinian people showed rheir desire
to put an end to this half century of tragedies and frus-
trations through free and democratic elections. My
government received a clear mandate to restore
democracy and to guaranree freedom, pluralism,
human rights and the due process of law.
There is no need for me here ro stress the enormous
challenges which faced the democratic government.
But it is fitting to point out thaq while some of these
goals can be reached wholly through the efforts of the
Argentinians alone, some require the collaboration of
others as well.
In response to the wishes of our people, peaceful coex-
istence among Argentinians has been restored. '$7'e
have achieved this by guaranteeing freedom, enforcing
the rule of law, and respecdng and encouraging others
to respect human rights in our counry.
In the same way, and for the same reasons, we advo-
cate peaceful coexistence with other narions, this being
not only desirable but also feasible and rhe mosr bene-
ficial for the international communiry. Our determina-
tion to resolve international disputes in a peaceful and
diplomatic fashion was clearly borne out in the case of
our dispute with our neighbours the Chileans. This
example is proof of rhe attitude with which we are fac-
ing and will continue to face our international prob-
lems.
(Appkuse)
It is also evidence of the extenr to which peace can be
guaranteed when rhere is a joint will m achieve it.
Peace within our country and in our relations with the
oumide world, and democracy and freedom in our
counry, need to be backed by the material and spiri-
tual well-being of our people. Ve know that there is
no peace or freedom, nor any lasting democrary,
without a healthy and prosperous economy to susrain
them. This is a point on which I must dwell a bit lon-
ger, not just ro explain our concerns and our hopes,
but also because ir highlights, in my opinion, some
facets of a problem which does nor jusr affect Argen-
tina.
Quite apan from the violence which reigned in our
country in the last few years, our economy also suf-
fered enormous harm. The sectors of production were
disrupted, central government depanments were in
disarray, per capita gross domestic producr slumped to
levels of a decade ago, industrial activiry declined sim-
ilarly, average salaries fell sharply and the overall share
of workers in the national product was reduced from
about 500/o to well below 400/0. \7hile all this was
going on, Argentina ran up 
- 
paradoxically 
- 
an
enormous debt of 45 000 million dollars. The benefits
from this debt were evidently minimal in terms of real
investment, since in the meantime 
- 
as I have just said
- 
there has been no growth or prosperity, but quirc
the opposite.
Pan of this debt was due ro the irresponsible attitude
of an authoritarian governmenr, which was more dis-
posed to enjoy the privileges of unlimited power rhan
it was to honour the kind of obligadons which any
authoriry must assume. Most of this debt, however,
was caused by unbridled speculation, which was
encouraged by that authoritarian governmenr and 
- 
it
has to be said 
- 
abetted by the way the inrernational
financial sysrem operares.
The democratic government of Argentina has fre-
quently expressed its willingness ro pay off debts con-
tracted by the nation, just as Argentina always has
done. In order to meer rhese commirmenrs 
- 
which
the democratic government did not itself undertake,
but inherited 
- 
it is essenrial rhat the effons and sac-
rifices demanded of our people be feasible and realis-
tic. In other words, we musr have the right condidons
in order to pay off the debr.
So it is with regret that I have ro asserr rhat the condi-
tions which apply in the international market are far
from being rhe right ones.
Sooner or later 
- 
and the sooner the better 
- 
it will
have to be understood thaq if we do nor manage ro
change the conditions, it will be economically impossi-
ble and politically unfeasible ro repay the foreign debts
of our countries. It will not be possible economically
because not enough wealrh will have been produced to
meet the payments. Politically it will not be feasible
because, to demand even grearcr sacrifices without
offering people the guarantee of a better future will
undermine the strength of a democrary whose whole
policy, precisely, is to foster an arrirude of cooperation
and not confrontation with the developed world.
'!7e believe that the best attitude to the problems beset-
ting us is to examine them without fear or prejudice.
Ve also believe that we have to look for solutions
which are both sensible and lasting by exploring any
possibility which might lead m a reasonable agree-
ment, and we are ready n srike a compromise in
order to reach agreement. But, as in all international
questions, all the panies involved must try to be sensi-
ble and reasonable. Thar is why we put our faith in
and encourage dialogue.
(Appkuse)
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Apan from its own spccific fcatures, Mr President,
Argentina's situation has much in common with that
of a numbcr of other Latin American counries.
Throughout Latin America, as in my country, there
has bcen a resurgence of efforts to restore or consoli-
darc democracy.
(Lod apphuse)
The experience of authoriarianism has been rejected'
Ve are tired of violence, whether from terrorism or
from the forces of repression. Ve need to live together
peacefully and in a civilized manner if we are to solve
our problems and work towards our future.
Democracy now represents the hope of our peoples. It
is the responsibiliry of everyone not to squander this
opponuniry. It is primarily the responsibiliry of the
Latin Americans themselves, but it is also that of all
free mcn.
Just as in Europe after the war, it is vital that democ-
racy should prove viable in latin America. In other
words, it must at least be able m provide conditions
which guaranrce the freedom and prosperiry of its
inhabitants. 
-
A great deal of effon and tenaciry is required to reach
this goal, we know that. But, as long as our democra-
cies grow stronger by showing that they are capable of
resolving our problems, the people of latin America
will not come to regret their political decision.
Meanwhile, however, this picture is overchadowed by
a threat. Right now the maioriry of Latin American
countries 
- 
,iust like Argentina 
- 
arre overwhelmed
by an enormous burden of foreign debts. Until a few
years ago, structural faults in our economies used to
oblige us to incur exrcrnal debt in order to transform
our productive systems and stimulate progress in our
societies.
But in more recent times, and for reasons which you
all know full well, the international financial system
gradually became distoned and our foreign debts
increased sharply without our receiving any tangible
benefits, thus favouring speculation of all kinds.
I must sffess that, so long as no change is made to
these new conditions which are governing the world
financial market, it is highly unlikely that economic
realities will allow the region @ pey off its foreign
debt. Despirc this, there are those who currently
believe that the burden of these debts should be borne
by those who have the least and who have gone com-
pletcly empry-handed.
If this were true, and nre were rc accept it, there is not
much chance that the democracy that we all desire so
greatly for the entire continent would be able to sur-
vtve.
If this were m happen, we would be adding political
disarray and social upheaval to our scrious economic
problems, and violence would probably break out
igain. The peace and stabiliry of the region would be
threatcned.
I am sorry to say that, in my opinion, the economic
and financial restrictions which are applied in the
international sphere, and political viewpoints and
threats of this rype, are not always adequately per-
ceived in the developed democratic nations.
Some progress has definitely been made in dealing
with these problems. There is no doubt that there has
been increasing awareness during this year of the dan-
gerous repercussions that such problems could entail.
These *ouet are encouraBing but inadequate. Much
more needs to be done, and it needs to be done faster.
How do we go about it?
Simply by doing what we have recommended time and
time again. In other words, we must get around a table
and look at the situation, examine any new facers and
decide whether the measures on which we are relying
to tackle problems are adequate or have limimdons. In
short, we must study the problem rationally and look
for reasonable solutions. That is the thinking behind
the proposal for a dialogue which the counries sub-
scribing to the Canagena agreement 
- 
including our-
selves 
- 
have put forward.
Mr President, the developments in Argendna and else-
where in Ladn America are not isolated incidenr. If
we look into the causes, we perceive disturbing signs
of more widespread phenomena in the world. If we
imagine some of the possible consequences, we can see
much wider repercussions, not only economic and
financial, but also political.
The world economy is marked by growing imbalances,
not just in production and technology but dso in
trade. Similarly, financial distonions have discouraged
investment in production, and have channelled one-
way capital flows on a huge scale and encouraged spe-
culation.
A large pan of the world is being affected by these
phenomena, but they appear to be panicularly exacer-
bated in Latin America and a few other regions. Our
continent is like a distoning mirror which exaggerarcs
cenain traits but which nevenheless reflects a tangible
realiry. It is to be hoped that it is not a warning of
what could happen on an even greater scale.
Meanwhile, other world political developments are no
less disturbing. Ve have witnessed the escalatior-r of a
policy of confrontation between the super-powers,
with all its concomitant risks and threats, of which
Europe is more aware than any other region.
In shon, we are beginning to see a world in which
increasing instabiliry is more and more the dominant
feature of both economic and political events.
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I should like to think that the picture I have described
is a false one, but if ir is not, I am worried about the
impact of a worsening of Latin American problems.
I believe that ir is vital for us to hurry up and solve
them. Ve must be clear-headed if we are to look at
realiry without being prefudiced. '!7e must use our
common sense if we are to solve these problems. This
is not an impossible task. If we are ready to talk and to
compromise we can manage it.
Mr President:
Consolidadng world peace calls for effons on the pan
of a strong, united and democradc Europe.
'!fle realize that it was necessary to form the European
common market in order to achieve these aims, and
we also realize that the agricultural policy is the cor-
nerstone of the common market.
'$7e understand, therefore, what the basis of the com-
mon agricultural policy is and that, as a resulr, it has to
be maintained as it has been conceived. But we are also
equally convinced that its application has many
defects, causing undue harm not just to third counrries
which, like ours, are producers and exponers of
cereals, meat and dairy products, but also to the Com-
muniry itself, because it is not a good deal for consu-
mers and adds rc the Community budget. \7e believe
that steps can be taken to find ways of applying this
policy which would minimize its negative impact on
our countries, and that instituting a procedure of
regular, periodical and rysrcmatic consultations on
these rcpics would be of great mutual benefit.
(Apphuse)
The pathway to solurions lies in increasing interdepen-
dency between Latin America and the Communiry,
based on a formal or informal associarion berween rhe
rwo regions. There are a number of factors which mili-
tate against this suggestion, some general and some
specific.
Among the first there is the uneven negotiaring
strength of the panies concerned, relarcd nor jusr ro
their respective economic and trading capacities,
which themselves are highly disparare, bur also, pri-
marily, to differences connecred with institutional fea-
tures: while the European Economic Communiq/s
rade policy is centralized in rhe hands of the Commis-
sion, with precise objectives and efficient mechanisms,
the countries of Latin America have only just begun to
seek uniry and to coordinate activities in the interna-
donal sphere as parr of an essential process leading to
Latin American inrcgrarion, ro overcome rhe problem
of the critical state of our relarions with the rest of the
world, or, in other words, to recdfy its failure to adopt
a common position on the development of its foreign
relations.
To put it bluntly, the voice of Latin America has not
been strong enough to make itself hcard, and it was
not in the Community's interest to listen.
A practical assessmenr of requiremenu on both sides
needs to be made in order to encourage greater dyna-
mism in the trade flows berween Latin America and
the European Economic Community.
On ir side, Latin America requires:
- 
a high level of investmenr and resources I
- 
full access to international public financing,
mainly through multilareral financial bodies ;
- 
an increase in its expons.
On their side, the counries of the Economic Com-
munity need:
- 
reliable and long-term sources of raw materials of
crucial imponance;
- 
markets for their industrial exporrs.
For such conditions to apply and remain, there are
cenain changes which must be made:
- 
there must be a continuing reduction in the num-
ber of protectionist measures of all rypes to which
the industrialized countries are resorting;
- 
the industrialized countries musr be prepared to
make structural changes in their economies to
promote the developmenr of new products, pro-
cesses and technologies, rather rhan insisting on
preserving sectors in which they have lost compar-
ative advantages. At the same time, investmcnt in
developing counrries should not be of the rype
which promotes'export enclaves' because, rather
than fostering growth in the region in which these
are established, this perpetuates production condi-
tions thar ought to be dying out.
In brief, the challenges for effective and continuing
cooperation berween the countries of Latin Amcrica
and those of the European Economic Communiry
depend on the following:
- 
a recognition of the changes in comparative
advantages, which will result in the products of
Latin America having greater access to Com-
muniry marke6, accompanied by modifications to
the agricultural and industrial policies of the
countries of Europe;
- 
a recognition of the advantages of foreign invesr-
ment in accordance with the individual counrries'
development priorities, while respecting their sov-
ereignty and ensuring terms acceprable to both
sides;
- 
the need for the integradon processes in both
regions to lead to forms of complementariry in
order to forge stronger links in the world econ-
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omy and in order to arrive at global solutions to
mutual problems;
- 
a recognition of the effectiveness of the free func-
tioning of the international financial markets,
together with a recognition of the need. rc find
ways of financing developing countries in the long
term;
- 
the need to give tangible form to the aims of the
Nonh-South dialogue by encouraging the transfer
of resources and technology to developing coun-
tries.
There is an obvious contradiction between the advice
rc developing countries that they should modernize
their economies by opening up to the outside world
and integrating themselves more closely into world
marke6, and the growing tendency of. others to reson
to protectionist measures. The problem for Latin
American countries is even'more serious because they
are discriminated against through institutional
mechanisms. Vhat is more, the restrictions which are
proliferating under the neo-protectionism currently in
vogue specifically affect all those sectors in which the
countries of Latin America have comparative advan-
tages or are acquiring them in a cosdy attempt at tech-
nological modernization.
Measures should be initiated to eliminate, or at least
lessen, the restrictions on access to products of special
inserest for developing countries. In this way, impons
atributed to market distortions should be excluded
from any limitation measures, since it has been
demonstrated that their share in the market is propor-
tionally small. In any case, if distortions were to con-
tinue, dicussions in suitable forums such as GATT
could be held to study the roots of the problems and
to devise agreed solutions.
As pan of the same way of thinking, a study should be
made of measures which would permit the developing
counries' products to be included in the framework
for trade under the Community's agricultural policy.
A policy of this kind would also make demands of
Latin America and the other developing countries.
These producing counries would have to guarantee
security of supply in rcrms of volumes, prices and stan-
dards of hygiene. Businesses on both sides could
doubdess play every imponant role in all this through
trade agreements, exchange of information, technol-
ogy transfer, joint ventures, direct investment and
other forms of etonomic coordination which would
conribute to improving information and cooperation,
thus ensuring genuine joint panicipation in the man-
agement of trade flows.
The system of generalized preferences schemes
applied by European counries as a way of encourag-
ing expons from developing countries to their markets
should be extended, bearing in mind that the preferen-
tial margins agreed on in multilateral rade negotia-
tions will be reduced.
To this effect, regulations in Vestern Europe which
restrict the entry of so-called 'sensitive' and 'semi-sen-
sitive' products should be gradually curtailed until they
are finally eliminated while, at the same time, rcchnical
and financial assistance should be granted for the
indusrial restructuring of these sectors.
European firms should be encouraged to establish
themselves in Latin America, either directly or through
joint ventures. In this fashion, the process of moder-
nizing the economy of our countries would be given a
boost, domestic supply would be improved and, in
addition, it would mean we had distribution nercrorks
offering increased opponunities for exports on both
side.
Many will argue, Mr President, that this is an unwork-
able plan, a utopian vision. But how could anyone in
this House subscribe to such an objection? How could
anyone here say such a thing, when the existence of
this House is proof positive of what can be achieved
when there is a political will and of what can be
anained through dialogue and a conjunction of inter-
ests? Mentioning what is today a reality 40 years ago
would have probably also been considered unthinka-
ble. Nevenheless, here we are, in this European Par-
liament which, for a Latin American, constitutes the
extraordinary achievement of three goals: unity,
democracy and the definitive suppression of antagon-
isms which tore the old continent apaft not so very
long ago.
Europe with its institutions, and panicularly with this
Parliament, is a clear example of how confrontation,
with its attendant wars and misunderstandings, can be
replaced 
- 
rhrough clear-sighted analysis and rational
decisions 
- 
by lasting compromises which lead to
peace and prosperiry.
This inspiring experience of uniry in democrary, gives
fresh imperus to a possibility which deserves to be fol-
lowed up, since it represents much more than an aca-
demic question for us: Vhy shouldn't it be possible to
apply, beyond these borders, a thinking similar to that
which bore fruit in Europe?
Ve are, after all, inspired by the same values and the
same convictions as to the basic moral nature of our
political commitment to uphold democracy and an
equitable international order.
Ve do not mean, of course, to copy institutions or to
naively transplant them. \7hat we need rc do is to
adopt the approach and the method used in Europe to
favour reconstruction and the achievement of political
unity, so that a compromise can be found for coopera-
tion between Latin Amarica and the old world.
ri
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Ve are convinced that an undenaking of this kind will
act as a. stabilizing factor in a world which is today
marked by instabiliry.
The proposal which inspires us and rhe aim which we
in Ladn America are trying ro pursue is none other
than to srress rhe need for a fruiiful, consrucrive and
- 
ar the same dme 
- 
bold discussion with the indus-
trialized nations, so that ve can pull ourselves our of
the presenr situation with its bleakprospects.
That is the meaning of our appeal. Europe and Latin
America.are capable of analysing the situation lucidly
and finding 
_reasonable solutioni. By reaching com-promises with mutual obligations we can solvi prob-
lems_which, otherwise, could have grave consequences
for the entire world.
Europe 
- 
which is profoundly homogeneous in its
apparenr diversity, thanks to almost uniform levels of
education and living standards which made it possible
to achieve without disadvantages for its rnernb..s 
-and Latin America 
- 
a co-muniry of peoples united
by.a common language, geography, hisiory and insti-
tutions, but which is nevenheless diverse while being
apparently homogeneous 
- 
can find common ground.
This must take the form of a dialogue capable of mod-ifing currenr political and eionomic relations,
thereby avoiding the burden of confronration and
promoting the merging of two continenul blocs.
This is cenainly a challenge. Ve need to build juster
societies which are led by free men. There c"n 6. no
doubt that freedom unites us: the freedom of men, of
peoples and of nations.
That is more rhan enough reason, Mr presidenr, for us
to work mgerher.
(Loud and srstained applaue)
Mr Pflimlin, President of the European parliament. 
-(FR) Your Excellency, the Europtan parliament has
lisrcned ro your words with the greatesf arrcndon, and
the war-mth of the applause which greeted your speech
is p:oof that-you have succeeded in reaching the spirit
and heans of my colleagues.
You h-ave spoken-to us about rhe difficulties which you
must face and, after having heard you, we have a 6et-
rcr understanding of what rhese difficulties are and of
how serious they are.
You appealed for closer cooperadon berween Europe
and Latir.r Amcrica, panicularly your oy/n 
"ount 
y. I
believe that this appeal has also been heard and urrj.r-
stood.
Ve are well aware that underlying your thoughts and
actions is the determination m defend democracy,
since democratic pluralism as we undersand it exists
only in a minoriry of countries in the world.
This is one more reason why there should be solidarity
between such nadons, despite the oceans which sepa-
rate them. The main message put across to us by your
address is that of solidarity between democracils. I
thank you for bringing it to us.
(Loud applause)
IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Wce-President
(Tbe siuingwas resumed at 3 p.m.)
President. 
- 
For the benefit of the English-speaking
Members of this House, I should like rc point out thai
Question Time this afrernoon will be held from
6.30 p.m. to 8 p.m. and not from 5.30 p.m., as indi-
cated in the English version of the agenda.
5. Topical and argent debate (objections)
President. 
- 
In accordance with Rule 48(2), second
subparagraph, of the Rules of Procedure, I have
received rhe following objecrions, justified in writing,
to the list of subjects proposed for the topical and
urgent debarc scheduled for romorrow morning.
(The President read tbe objections)l
I would remind the House that the vore on rhese
objections will be taken without debate.
Motion by Mrc Casde, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, s6eking to include Mr Huckfield's motion for a
resolution on the miners' dispute (Doc. 2-829/t4) as
the first item.
Mrs Castle (S). 
- 
Madam President, I ask for a roll-
call vote on rhis irem.
President. 
- 
I should inform the House that I have six
urgencies on which there are justificadons. But I really
think that if Members are ro undersrand the proce-
dure, it would be easier to take them one by one and,if this is agreeable to the House, I will do ir in this
manner.
Mr Taylor (ED). 
- 
Yes, I am with you so far,
Madam President, but I would like you ro explain to
the House why this parricular one is being takLn first.
'!7hat 
are the other ones, and does a decision on this
one affect the chances of the others being debated?
1 See Minutes.
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Prcsidcnt. 
- 
This happens to be first because this is
the order in which they were received, and thii is how
they are dealt with in the office of the presidency, as.I
understend it. If the House wishes me to read them all
out.first, I can do so and then read them out again'
But if you are happy that I read them out one by one,
and there are six of them, I shall do it in that manner.
Mr Shcrlock (ED). 
- 
Madam President, may I ask
that our electronic geniuses for reference should quote
the number of each proposal on the board which is
provided for this purpose. That way we will reduce the
chance of mistake.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Sherlock, I will ask for this to be
done.
Mr Ncwton Dunn (ED). 
- 
Madam President, can
you assure me that the request for a roll-call vote has
been submitted in writing beforehand, as required by
the Rules of Procedure?
Prcsident. 
- 
No, it has not.
Mrs Castle (S).- Madam President, I am sorry but I
had just been to the sble before you came in and
asked for a roll-call vorc in the name of the Socialist
Group. It was an official decision of ours. Nobody
told us to put it in writing. That was my official appli-
cation to the able before you came into the Chamber'
(Parliament approoed Mrs Castle\ motion)
ooo
Afier the approoal of Mr Ulburghs'motion
Mr Glinnc (S).- (FR) I should like rc ask you to
assure us that cenain people in the Chamber who,
what is more, are occupying Members' seats, will not
vote in place of Members in the vote ve are about to
take.
President. 
- 
That is, of course, a rule of the House,
Mr Glinne. Anybody who is not a Member of this
House and who is siming in a Member's seat is asked
rc withdraw from that seat immediately.l'2
Unemp loyment 
- 
Action on behalf of women
(contin*ation)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
joint debate on unemployment and acdon to combat
Poverty.
Before calling the next speaker, will those who do not
*ish to listen"to this debatc kindly withdraw from the
Chamber so that the speaker will have the counery of
being listened to by those who wish to remain.
Mrs Chourequi (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, Europe and the other countries
of the Vest thought they had eradicated Poverty over
the last thirry years, only rc find, in 1975, when the
first programme to combat Poverry was introduced,
thar lhe; were 30 million people in Europe whose
income was less than half the per capita average.
Today we do not know the exact figure 
- 
30 million?
l5 miilion? 40 million? In any event more than 100/o of
the population of the Communiry. And people are
calling this the new poverry. I should like Members to
consider this term. I do not think the word 'nec/ is
appropriate. There is nothing new about a situation
*hicL rl*ays produces social outcasts. It would be
*or. ac"urate 
-to 
alk about the ret 4rfl or rebirtb of
poverry. I[hy has poveffy returned? How can we stoP
it? How can we fight it? Ve all know the major
causes, which have been discussed by the Commission
and in Mr Megahy's report. They speak of nro rypes
of poverry. First there is poverry caused by economic
faciors: the crisis, industrial change and relentless
rcchnological progress have all contributed. Then
there is poverq, as a social phenomenon caused by the
development of social habits'. Changes in the structure
of the family and the subsantial increase in the num-
ber of one-parent families are all exacerbating factors.
Our greatest cause for concern today seems to be
long-term unemployment, which affects approxi-
matcly three million men and two million women in
the Communiry 
- 
urban unemployment, and unem-
ployment in depressed areas. How do these pcople
iurvive rcday? They live on the minimum level of state
benefits which, in some Member States, is below the
poveny threshold laid down by the Inrcrnational
Labour Office.
Let us be clear about this. Poverty exists and very
quickly becomes exreme. As elected rePresentatives,
we ha.,e all seen it in our own countries: a lack of ade-
quate food and clothing, loss of capital assets, unpaid
.tnt, mortgages and forced sales. These are quickly
followed by a loss professional skills and ofun by
crime or illness.
From the starc's point of view poverty is expensive.
Unemployment benefir account for 50/o of public
expenditure. Production losses caused by long-term
unimployment 3-50/o of the Communiry GNP. And
unless we combat poverty at national and European
level, it will cost us even more dearly.
I cannot agree with what Mr Megahy said about
economic growth in his speech this morning. Econo-
mic growth 
- 
reneand economic growth 
- 
is indeed
possible and is the only way to combat Poverty.
Funher information concerning the votc on the objections
to the topical and urgent dcbate can be found in the
Minutes.
Membership of a comminee of inqdry:See Minutes.
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The new technologies, youth training and job flexibil-
iry 
"r. 
all factors which create steady and productive
employment. Vould not job-sharing, which so." p"o-
ple advocare, merely in fact be poverty-sharing?
I myself think Parliamenr is too half-heaned in its
views on getring people back rc work and on renewing
determinadon and expansion. Ve must win rhe econo-
mic war in order to impnrve our work, our productiv-
ity and our smndard of living.
How.can the F,uropean institutions combat poverty?
Fint by researching into and finding out abour pov-
erty, but above all by introducing a ni* programme of
actlon.
The_aim of the Megahy rcpon is basically to stress rhe
need to srep up levels of acdon and to reiommend that
800/o of rhe budget be devoted rc researching into pov-
eny. Ve agree with this. Ve believe that a guarantee
minimum income should be introduced in all Member
States, but rhat tie financial implications for each
State should be examined. \7e consider that parlia-
ment should repear its requesr for the serring up of an
arti-poverry clearing-house. Poverry is not ineiitable;
the struggle against poveny should be both world-
wide and coordinated at local and European levels.
(Applause)
Mr Flanagan (RDE). 
- 
Madam President, I just wish
to register a protesr. Vhen I asked swo members of
your group to kindly stop talking, they forthwith left
the Chamber and ceased alking here. Two others dec-
lined to stop nlking, and, as you can see, it is sdll
going on in the corridor.
I am mosr- grarcful to you for the manner in which you
have. ried lo ger proper behaviour in the House byholding up this debate unril people had left the Cham-
ber or ceased misbehaving in the Chamber. Vould you
please inform the members of your group thar ihat
applies to rhem too?
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Flanagan. your point
has been noted.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Madam
Presidenr, ladies and gerrtlemen, I would like in thisjoint debate ro concenrarc on rhe Maij-Veggen
report on action to combat long-term unemployment.
This repon has substantially improved the original
Commission rexr. Ir is much more concrere and [ives
specific guidelines for immediare acrion. My wh'ole-
heaned congratulations to Mrs Maij-Veggen for this.
I share the rapponeur's regret that the Council asked
Parliament to deliver an opinion so rapidly. May I
point out that Annex II of the Maij-\Zeggln repon
presenm the Council in a panicularly bad light, sinte it
shows that we have discussed and approved no less
than 14 reports on combadng unemployment which
the Council has, to a grearcr or lesser degree, ignored.
It also sugges6, and quite rightly, that rhe local gov-
ernmenr and trade union organizadons should be
involved in the employmenr debate. However, in my
view, one link is missing if our action to combat long-
term unemployment is ro be really effective and sho-w
results, and that link is at regional level. In a number
of Member States it is regional level which is responsi-
ble for legislation on employment and which dlcides
how the funds are to be allocared. Take, for example,
the situadon in Belgium, where in-service training and
retraining are entirely in rhe hands of the Flemish and
French-speaking regional governmenr, but yet there
is no provision under the Treaties for these bodies to
enter into dialogue with the European Commission.
How on eanh can we expec the Council and Com-
mission to formulate a policy aiming ar concrete mea-
sures and results when ihe obvious iiscussion parmers
are involved neither in drawing it up nor in imple-
menting it? I believe we need to completely retliink
wh.at we 
-are 
doing because rhere can be no European
uniry withour regional auronomy.
The regions musr be given the opponuniry to develop
their own employment schemes in response to theii
very, diverse needs, on the basis of an inregrated
development model. There is plenry of scope for new
initiatives 
- 
as Mrs Maij-\Teggen's report shows 
-such as. adopting a cooperarive appioach, cutting
through bureaucratic red tape, or developing the quar-
ternary sectors, not to mention the new openings for
employment resulting from technological innovations
or in new areas such as the environment. In our view,
regionalizadon and European uniry go hand in hand,
panicularly as regards employment poliry: growing
towards uniry, while mainmining diversity of approach
- 
since the regions are rhe best judge of their own
individual needs and can provide the best solutions.
This, Madam President, was why I tabled so many
amendments ro rhis, I say again, excellent report from
Mrs Maij-\7eggen. They are an anempt to draw the
attention of the Council to the very essential missing
link at regional level, which is vital if we are to maki
real progress in the battle against unemployment.
President. 
- 
I advisc Members who will be speaking
that they are requested to keep within the time alloueJ
to them because we do not have any rime in hand
today 
- 
this, panicularly, in order that the Commis-
sioner can give a full reply at the end of the debate.
Mrs Lehideux (DR).- (FR) Madam President, lad-
ie-s and genrlemen, it was with interest that the Group
of the European Right examined Mrs van den Heu-
vel's repon on positive action for women.
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\7e noted many interesting points in the report, in
panicular concerning work, availabiliry of interesting
jobs, equality of pay and the training of young women
to adapt to the nev/ technologies, which will be with us
very shonly.
However, there is one very important point which is
not mentioned either in the report or within the Com-
mittee: it concerns the family and the upbringing of
children. Ve have been told that the Communiry can-
not express an opinion on this subject. Must we then
call the upbringing of children by another name, to
indicate that it is a job of work? Is it not, indeed, one
of the most satisfying asks for a young woman?
(Mixed reactions on the lefq apphuse from the igbt)
. . . if women show little interest in bringing up a fam-
ily nowadays, it is because they receive no assismnce!
A large number of women in France and in Europe as
a whole would take great pleasure in rearing a family
if something definite were done to help them. I do not
think this would be difficult. Assistance could be given
in the form of an allowance for women at home, leave
for women bringing up children, the availability of
property and subsidized housing.
(Mixed reactions on the left)
Much is made of the serious population crisis currently
affecting France and Europe as a whole. Indeed it has
such proportions that is merits our immediate atten-
tion and ought to be given prioriry in the Committee
on !fl'omen's Rights.
There are of course many young vomen who want to
work outside the home but equally there are those
who prefer to work at home; they should be given
help to stay at home and enable them to do that job of
work.
Vhat we want then, or what we would like to see, is
the implemenation of the measures we have spoken
of: housing assistance, tax measures to enable women
ro stay at home, the possibility of retraining if, having
brought up their children, they wished to return to
work or were obliged to do so by cenain factors. Ve
are aware of the imponance of the r6le of women in
the world of work, and do not want this fact to be
neglected. \7e would hope that they could fulfil this
rdle in the best possible conditions. This does not
mean that the woman's r6le in the family and at home
is nor vital; we should not forget this fact and it sur-
prises me that so little attention is paid to it! This may
seem hard to believe but is nonetheless true.
'$7e hope that the budget item will not go exclusively
towards the creation of nurseries and social facilities,
but that it will also be used to promore a dynamic fam-
ily poliry which will contriburc to the survival of
Europe, which is seriously threatened.
(Apphaseftom the rigbt 
- 
Protesufiom tbe lefi)
President. 
- 
I would ask Members m pay to all Mem-
bers of this House when they are speaking the cour-
tesy of not interrupting. All Members require that
same courtesy, and they are expected to give it to
others. I would ask you all to please keep quiet when
any Member from any part of this House is speaking.
(Appkuse)
I would remind those who perhaps do not know all
the rules of democrary, from whichever side of the
House they may be, that there is a right to speak and,
at the same time, a right to be heard. I would therefore
ask all those Members who wish to interrupt speakers
rc think how pleased they would be if it happened to
them. I would request them to keep quiet while a
Member of this Parliament is on his or her feet. You
can make as much noise as you like after'
Mr Llburghs (NI).- (NZ) Madam President, I will
only need three of my ten minutes.
The Maij-Veggen report is indeed a good report but I
would nonetheless like to make a couple of comments.
'!7ith 
an unemployment figure of 12 million in Europe,
this must be one of our greatest problems, not just for
the people themselves, but also for the most backward
and neglected regions in Europe. The story is all too
familiar: the most vulnerable people are affected in the
most vulnerable areas. I am thinking chiefly of the
yount, women, immigrants. Behind the cold statisdcal
figures lies tragedy, both socio-psychological and
moral.
Madam President, the philosopher Illich stated in his
books that we in the $(/est can learn from the mistakes
made in the developing countries using our own
development models. There as here we see the same
causes and the same tragic results. The backward areas
are no historical accident but 'the result of misguided
development', to use the words of Raoul Prebisch, the
well-known economist, founder of UNCTAD and
compatriot of President Alfonsin.
I will give you just two examples which demonstrate
very clearly where economic policy in the developing
countries and in Europe has gone urrong.
Firstly, the available wealth and potential for sound
economic development, such as the presence of
natural resources or good agricultural land, have been
used virtually in their entirety to further interesm out-
side the region or country. In the case of the Limburg
coal mines, for example, we missed the chance of
achieving economic differentiation by not processing
the coal in high technology industry or stimulating
subsidiary industries. Instead the coal was taken away
and my region was left with subsidence and empry gal-
leries. If this last lifeline is taken from the region there
is no hope left for the young.
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Secondly, we were promised miracles: new economic
expansion would look after our welfare; the multina-
tionals were cushioned by legislation to encourate
expansion, subsidies for just abour everything, tax
exemptions. They did come, bur a good many have
4f"dy gone again. There is a local song which goes:Vorkers do not despair, your factory lives on ildis-
tant lands. Because as readily as they come, once there
are no more benefim rc be had they go away and the
places they have left are once again an'industrial
waste-land.
Madam President, I am afraid that Mrs Maij-Veg-
gen's repon will continue to be wishful thinking unleis
we tackle the structural causes of unemployment.
The economic restructuring of backward regions will
have to stan from the ppponunities available locally,
such as coal. Until they have been used mainly for an
externally-oriented economy.
The population of the brckward regions needs sensible
initiatives concenrrating on production for their own
requirements and on building up their own social def-
ences.
Finally, the EEC musr rake immediate acrion ro sup-
pon the local population against rhe arbitrary phas-
ing-out of the multinationals.
Mrs d'Ancone (S). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, rhe economic crisis, and the fact rhat
there are so many without work, gives Member States
with a conservative coalition, like my counrry, a good
excuse to block the funher independence of women
and to regard unemploymenr as a problem which
affects primarily men.
It is very refreshing, therefore, that the draft recom-
mendation on positive acrion for women shows an
understanding of how detrimenal the recession is to
the emancipation of women, so that.positive acrion is
more imponanr now than ever. Because it is quirc clear
that- equ-al ffeatment of men and women can only be
really effective if men and women start on an equal
footing. Vomen have a los of ground to make up. This
c1n !e done by posirive acrion or, if I may speakplainly, by giving women, as a rcmporary measure,
preferential rrearmenr in education or on'rhe labour
market. Measures can be taken, for example, to enable
women, at lasr, to combine rheir home life with paid
work ouride the home. It can also be achieved by
allowing women to have an equal say in the decision-
making process. Because on any important issue likely
to change rheir lives and their chances of being treared
as independenr individuals, women are in the final
analysis mainly dependent on the judgement of men. It
is rare rc find women in the places where decisions are
made, either in politics or in leading positions in
employers' or employees' organizations. That would
not in itself be so disastrous if rhe issues relevant to
women could be treated just as seriously in their
absence, but unfonunalely that is often nor rhe case.
In the two years thar my country has had a Christian
Democrat/Liberal coalition rhere has been a thing of
fine-sounding emancipation measures. But these are
gTpry promises because what happens in realiry is veqy
different. The implementation of rhe third EEC direc-
tive on the equal trearmenr of men and women, bread-
winners and non-breadwinners in unemploymenr
insurance has not sropped the bread-winner principle
being introduced into our social securiry system in a
number of places, although it had not been before. As
from 1 January, this same regulation will extend the
discriminating provisions now contained in the sysrcm
for married women to non-earning men. Befoie the
Commission talks about posirive action it should first
do something abour negative acrion of this son against
women.
One more example: unemployment is a had thing, but
it is often not considered so very bad for mirried
v/omen. They are advised to find fulfilment and satis-
faction in voluntary unpaid work. There is certainly
still plenty of scope, expecially with jobs disappearing
under conservative governmen$ in the very sectors
which employ a large number of women, such as edu-
cation or the social services.
But, Madam President, the best indication of the fact
that the emanciparion of women is not regarded as
urgent, either in my counrry or in other Member
States, is that we are speaking here today not about a
direcdve bur about a recommendation. A directive was
going too far for the Commission. Nonetheless, it is to
be hoped that this guideline will help ro replace a
policy which is so discouraging for c/omen by a more
encouraging one. '!7'e musr nor let ourselves be
beguiled by fine words but, as my colleague Ien van
den Heuvel has already said, we must find out what
the Member States are actually doing. If it is found
that this guideline is achieving roo little, then, Madam
President, there must be no hesiration in inrroducing a
more powerful insrrument, in other words, a directivi.
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, in
the second quanerly reporr. on the economic situation
in the European Community, submitted by the Euro-
pean Commission in July this year, it was stated that
the situation this year, taken as a whole, was rosier
than last year. The growth in real terms of the gross
domestic product of the European Communiry was
expected to be between Z and 2.50/0. Another favoura-
ble element is the fact that the economies of the Mem-
ber States are growing closer together and rhat infla-
tion is continuing to fall.
But two orher indicators continue to be bad: firsily,
the budget deficits in a number of Member States
where the Bovernmenr deficits and rhe excessive level
of interest paymenrc threaten to become a vicious cir-
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cle, and secondly, the continuint poor prospects for
employment. Unemployment continues to be the prob--
lem in the European Community, the reduction of
which must be a major prioriry.
In its most recent report, the OECD forecast that after
three successive years of falling employment in Vest-
ern Europe it would then stan to rise, but that the rise
would not be enough to absorb the increase in the
working population. Measures to combat long-term
unemployment are therefore essential. The number of
long-rcrm unemployed is continuing to grow. In 1983
400/o of the total number of unemployed had been out
of work for more than a year compared with 'only'
27o/o in 1979. This Broup must be given priority in
immediate employment programmes. A rise in employ-
ment opportunities will only really benefit people who
have been unemployed for a short dme and the long-
tcrm unemployed are in danger of losing out.
The Maij-Veggen report and I would like to congra-
tulate the reporter for this work 
- 
proPoses an emer-
gency plan for the long-term unemployed which
should lead, among other things, rc a commitment by
the Member States to offer persons who have been
unemployed for more than 12 months a reraining or
in-service training programme or alternative work.
I have also tabled an amendment ro oblige the Mem-
ber States to guarantee young unemployed the right to
work in jobs of local or social benefit afrcr a maximum
of two years. The unemployed in general, but espe-
cially the young unemployed, have the feeling that
there is a lot of talk about their problems but litde
effective action. These rwo proposals, Madam Presi-
dent, will give the European policy credibility.
There is a clear link, Madam President, besween com-
bating poverry and combadng long-rcrm unemploy-
ment. Communiry acdon to combat these two evils
mu$ bc carried out in coniunction. I would like to
stop here, Madam President, in the hope that the
Council of Ministers for Social Affairs needng in
December this year will take Parliament's proposals
into account.
Mr Tuckman (ED). 
- 
The European Democratic
Group welcomes the three reports. l.ong-rcrm unem-
ployed dercriorate with nothing rc do. People without
work become lethargic and a waste rc themselves and
their sociery. This is panicularly bad for young people,
many of whom have never had a chance to establish
post-school working patterns. Ve like the anempt at
some kind of work guarantce in the directive but are
very unsure r['hether is is feasible. Cenainly, it should
be possible to provide social work to the advantage of
all. There are so many things to build, to renovate, to
keep tidy, so many unfortunates to help with shop-
ping, working, filling forms, even with the simple alle-
viation of loneliness in the case of old people and
bereavement. Not all of these tasks can be fully paying
jobs. The Communiry would benefit, but are the
unions broadminded enough rc see the opportunities
and allow them to operate?
Our amendments to this direcdve and to the motion
for a resolution are direced at rwo matters. Ve
srongly accept the Alben/Ball conclusions and this
Parliament's Herman report. Europe must invest more
before it increases its end consumption. Secondly, we
do not see the reduction of working hours as the
an$wer to today's problems. Hours have come down a
lot in this century, and that is very welcome' However,
the notion that reduced hours share out a given
amount of work more widely is probably mistaken. It
could result in extra overtime pay f.or the lucky major-
iry with no benefit to job-seekers. If shoner hours are
coupled with the same pay as for the original longer
dme, we would need a higher price from customers
for our goods and services. But we are in worldwide
competition for markets, especially with Japan and the
US.
\7e are also worried about funher burdens on the
social securiry budget of Member States. The idea of
providing increased pay after a year's unemployment
is, of course,. attractive. The longer you are out of
work the more likely you are to have used up your
savings. However, the budget consequences are sub-
stantial. Vhat Europe needs is the kind of drive and
enterprise which our overseas competitors have' They
created 15 million jobs at a time when we shamefully
lost three million. The thrust of the repon and motion
for a resolution is right and we shall suppon il
\7e also like the report on poverty. It is a useful step
forward, panicularly in changing the emphasis from
research to acdon. There comes a dme when you must
take a risk and commit yourself, even thouth the mat-
ter is not fully researched. Nothing ever is. Ve do not
live long enough to wait. Our one amendment is
meant as a marker. Ve want to show the difference
besween that absolute poversy 
- 
happily not much in
evidence in Europe today 
- 
when health is endan-
gered and the relative poverty from which so many
suffer. To be without food, shelter and heat is a very
different matrcr from the poverry which is measured as
a percentage of average income.
I now come to the Van den Heuvel motion for a reso-
lution. The prejudice against women in today's
Europe is surprising, you will agree, Madam Presi-
dent. It is tenacious and largely unjustified as well as
irrational. However, when ten Member Smrcs nomi-
nate 14 Commissioners in 1984 
- 
this very year 
-
and not one is a woman, then what can you exped in
walks of life for which politician and statesman are the
shining examples of progress? \7here are the progres-
sive attitudes of Kohl, Mitterrand, Craxi, Schliiter,
Tharcher, Papandreou and the other four?
Mrs J. Hoffmann (COM). 
- 
(FR) The most recent
statistics confirm that unemployment in on the
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increase throughout the Communiry, and rhere are
more and more women having to face life without ajob, and for longer and longer periods at a time. Given
the scale of the problem, I think that rhe positive act-
ion for women which, as the rapporreur rightly
stresses, is very specific and limited, is cenainly not
going rc solve much at all. Having said that, it is not
the intention of the French Members of the Commun-
ist and Allies Group ro reject any initiatives which may
achieve progress and enable us to rake a step forward,
however small, in the fight against unemployment
among women. But I believe that nothing could be
worse, at the very dme when y/e are discussing the
report on combating long-term unemploymenr, rhan
to give women, young people and the unemployed in
general the impression rhar measures of this sort will in
themselves solve their problems.
How can we fail to quesdon the acrual scope of
actions such as this when all the economic forecasts,
panicularly those issued by rhe OECD, are so
gloomy? The forecasrc are also accompanied by
recommendations or advice for Member States on
being more flexible wheLr dealing with employment
and wages, and on reducing national public secror
deficits. Reading the Cortrmission document and Mrs
Maij-Veggen's report, we cannot fail to notice the
eaterness with which this advice is being followed,
since there are plans for coordinated acdon at Com-
munity level to ensure grearer flexibility on the labour
market and the redistribution of work. Bur in my opi-
nion this is, once again, bad advice, and the purveyors
of such adivce will nor be the ones who have ro take
the consequences. This plan clearly will not provide
the men and women of the Communiry with rhe jobs
they need; on the conrrary, it will only serve to make
exisdng inequalities worse. The Communiry cannor
make progress in solving the unemployment problem
- 
and the problem of female unemployment in parti-
cular 
- 
without a policy of growth and industrial
cooperation based on what the people of each counrry
have to offer and need to be given. No one can deny
that we will have to modernize or srengrhen certain
sectors, but this does not automadcally have to result
in job losses. Arguments such as this are simply
intended to hide rhe real causes of unemployment
which mainly lie in the policies pusued by the employ-
ers and capitalists, policies which we alone have con-
demned. There are certainly no ready-made solutions
for creating jobs. That is why we are making every
effon in our own counrry to unite and bring rotether
all workers who want to help to find solutions which
suit the economic and social situation in their compan-
ies and in their area.
Mrs Tovc Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, I
am concemed about why the President-in-Office felt
called upon to stress what he as a socialist felt should
be done to solve the unemployment problem. This is
not the right way ro go about things. The President-
in-Office speals on behalf of the ten Member States,
and we have a variety of polidcal outlooks in our dif-
ferent countries. No one party, not even a socialist
pany, has a miracle cure for the unemployment prob-
lem. Ve all earnestly and sincerely want ro solve the
unemployment problem and find work for the millions
of unemployed, to this end we must, do something for
the long-term unemployed. I regret very much that
this subject has to be rushed through, but the reason is
that the Irish Presidency wants it to be ready for the
Council meeting in December; this is why the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs was given so little time to con-
sider the subject and has unfonunately been able to do
so only very superficially.
I regret this enormously, because there really are a
number of points which require thorough investiga-
tion. \7e have looked into rhe Danish system and
regard it as on example which could be followed in the
other countries. I should just like to point our thar 
-as I have so often said in the Committee on Social
Affairs 
- 
we musr always keep our knowledge up to
date. Vhat w'e are now rying to do in Denmark,
according to liberal principles, is precisely ro train our
young people, to train and educate the unemployed so
that they are in a position to acquire the qualifications
required of them in the modern world. At a time when
new rcchnology is really playing a pan and making
new demands on trs all, we must do something about
qualifications. It is therefore very imponant for us to
concentrate on providing opponunities for training
now so that people are in a position ro meer rhe
demands quirc righdy made on them. The Committee
has not had the time or the opponuniry to go inro this
in the shon time available. I rherefore sincerely hope
that we will have a chance ro ger to the bomom of the
problem, because we musr make sure that we do not,
whatever happens, act in a shon sighted way. If we do,
the result will be what experience in Denmark has
shown: if the measures rc help the long-term unem-
ployed are only, shon-term, we have the 'cuckoo'
effect, where other people are pushed our of their nor-
mal jobs. This does not help anyone. The object is to
provide work for all.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
Madam President, I too
would like to thank the rapponeurs for the speedy and
efficient way in which they have carried out rheir work
in reladon to poversy, positive action for women and
the long-term unemployed, though I would perhaps
agree with those who say that the work was rather
hurried and that not enough time was given to all
three.
The inevimble consequence of the persisrenr rise in
unemployment in the Communiry, panicularly in my
own counrry and in my own ciry and counry of Cork,
is the major problem of the long-term unemployed. It
is panicularly significant also that we are discussing
the parallel growth of poveny. For many of the long-
term unemployed the final and bitter reality is to be
caught in the poverry trap, which does not discrimi-
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nate besween young and old. I call for your support
for our amendments on the homeless and on the eld-
erly. Longterm unemployment reduces families to the
minimum level of social assistance. Their living stan-
dards fall and the provision of clothing, food and
housing, the basic requirements of life, becomes a
nightmare.
I might say at this stage that I fully understand the
reason for the absence of the President-in-Office of
the Council this afternoon. Having served in that very
role myself during the last Irish Presidency, I am
aware that he has to be away in Brussels preparing for
tomorrow's meeting of the Standing Committee on
Unemployment.
However, I believe it is a major scandal that even at
this sage all we are working on are Commission esti-
mates of the number of long-term unemployed! This
morning we heard the President-in-Office use a figure
that was not the same as that used by Mrs Maij-Veg-
gen. That, I think, illusrates the seriousness of the
scandal and the urgency of ensuring that harmonized
statistics on the long-term unemployed are agreed
without delay. I am all in favour of achieving a gen-
uine and active employment market policy. However,
the creation of yet another Communiry institute, as is
proposed, for the study of employment market poliry
needs to be seriously questioned. I cenainly would
have grave reservations. I suggest that the existing
institutions are perfectly capable of carrying out the
necessary work. If not, they should be restructured so
as to make them so. Such a brief could be given to the
European Foundation in Dublin, for example, or
could perhaps be undenaken by the Commission.
The economic price of long-term unemployment is
reflected in increased social securiry costs, falling
incomes and loss of professional skills. For the most
vulnerable 
- 
low-skilled workers, young people and
women 
- 
the prespects are indeed grim. Under the
dead-end policies of the present Irish Government, the
only way out for many is emigration. I deplore the fact
that rc date measures at both Communiry and national
level have been piecemeal. National Bovernmenrc, the
social panners and the Community must take both
individual and cooperative actions that will tackle
long-term unemployment on a lasting basis. The fast-
est growing group of long-term unemployed, those
who have been out of work for more than mro years,
must be treated as prioriry cases in any intermediate
shon-term emergency plan that is rc be drawn up. In
addition, any shon-rcrm emertency plan must relate
to the long-term unemployed who are located in
highly depressed local economies where there is little
demand for any kind of work. My own city and
county of Cork, which has been devastated by closures
of some of my country's major industries, now repre-
sents a highly depressed local economy in need of
major assistance.
I am concerned about the inevitable deterioration and
loss of skills, the loss of confidence, the humiliation,
the faalistic accepance of the situation that the endre
workforce is having to face in relation to long-term
unemployment. Our greatest asset is our people. Every
effort must be made to overcome the problem of the
increasing number of people caught in the poverty trap
and to provide work for the long-term unemployed.
Mr Roelaots du Vivier (ARC). 
- 
(FR) Madam Presi-
denq President Alfonsin was right when he said this
morning that a lack of economic prosperiry purs
democrary in danger. \7hat counts now in Argentina,
clearly, but also in Europe where there are 13 million
unemployed, 400/o of which are under 25, and where
the number of unemployed is increasing year by year,
are no longer fine words, research programmes and
promises, but action.
Madam President, governmenm in Europe whatever
their politics are on the whole happy just to cope with
the crisis without introducing policies to enable us to
face the future in this post-indusrial age with equan-
imiry.
But this is a time of emergency. Just as food aid is
urgently required for the starving people in the south-
ern hemisphere, a major, widespread reduction in
unemployment is also urgently required and must put
be into effect without delay.
Ve must inroduce at European level what we called
for in Belgium, a reduction in working hours across
the board to thirry-two or even thiny hours per week.
But side by side with this we must also introduce
income sharing, by which we also mean 
- 
and this is
imponant 
- 
sharing investment income. In this con-
nection a first useful step could be a standard with-
holding tax throughout the Community.
Of course, the Communiry's main weapon in fighting
unemployment, the European Social Fund, should be
given adequate finances, as we have said on a number
of occasions. But as you know this is far from being
the case.
I think an explanation for this can be found in the
draft budget submitted by the Council for 1985. The
social Fund is allocated BF 65 000 million, whereas BF
83 000 million are allocated for storing powdered milk
for animals!
The gap is not only considerable, it is absurd. How
can the people of Europe be expected to undersand it?
How can they be expected to accept it?
As well as aking the necessary specific steps, we must
make every effon to achieve structural redeployment.
A job is not an end in itself, but represents useful work,
useful for society and stimulating for the individual.
Think of energy saving, housing improvements and
education 
- 
which I panicularly wish to mention 
-these are all areas where investment is being cut back
1iI'
ti
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drastically, yet they are precisely where Europe's
future lies.
Individuals must cease having to rely on State benefits
and become responsible for their own destinies.
That means giving individuals more choice panicularly
as regards working time, but, for the sake of solidariry
with those unemployed ar present, not exceeding the
recommended maximum number of hours.
The repons by Mrs Maij-Veggen and Mr Megahy
reiterate the deep injustices which rhrearen our
society: long-term unemployment and chronic poverry
are the visible expression of an economic system which
is merely marking time.
Ve are now faced wirh a choice between a rwo-rier
society in which some of the population receive sizea-
ble wages and monopolize all the working hours avail-,
able, while a large minority has no paid work, or a
unified society in which the redistribution of work and
income gives every man and women 
- 
as we have
sressed so ofrcn today 
- 
the chance of self-fulfilment
to which he or she is entitled.
It is, obviously, the united society which we wanr to
promote, and any factors which might help rc realize
it will, equally obviously have our supporr, Madam
President.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY
Vce-President
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, when we
talk about the problem of unemploymenr we do so in
collective terms. It is true thar it is a collecrive pheno-
menon, but we must also bear in mind that it is a per-
sonal human problem.
The reality of long-term unemployment varies greatly
from country to country. Ve immediately think in
terms of youth unemployment, which is a very real
problem, but what we musr not forget is that long-
term unemployment is also caused by job losses, either
when factories close or when [here are cut-backs.
These in short, are the social consequences of rhe
crisis.
Taking an example in Belgium, Levi's in South Lux-
embourg has just closed down. In an area where this is
the only firm, the closure is obviously going to mean
long-term unemployment.
The report by Mrs Maij-!fleggen, considers two
aspects of the problem. It claims that social security is
one of the main causes of the rigidiry of the labour
market. I would reject that statement. As far as I am
concerned social security is a liberating factor.
If we did not have our present social security system, I
do not think we could hope to see any successful
industrial redeployment. If we did not have our pres-
ent social security system, it is hard rc imagine how
workers could have geographical mobiliry. And if we
did not have our present social security rysrem, I can-
not see how we could combat the problems posed by
the new rcchnologies. In my opinion, social security,
far from causing rigidity on the labour market, in fact
promotes flexibility.
Funhermore, when people talk about unemployment
they say that training automadcally brings jobs. But
when we realize, as I said a shon while ago, that
unemployment is mainly due to job losses, we perhaps
ought to consider this alleged link between training
and jobs in relative terms. There are highly qualified as
well as less qualified people among the unemployed 
-they come from all categoies of workers. And if we are
to introduce occupational training schemes for the
unemployed, the schemes too musr be in line with
their requirements.
\(hat I mean is this: many unemployed people will not
even be able to undenake occuparional training
because they do not have basic training.
That is why I have tabled an amendment saying that
we must make allowance for what we might call the
'new illiterate', in other words people who have lefr
their jobs, who are unemployed and isolated, and who
are losing even the basic education and training which
rhey have received.
I am determined to tell the Council 
- 
which has no
represenutive at the moment, but I shall communicate
Parliament's wishes to it if I have Parliament's supporr
- 
that when it is formulating policies, panicularly the
programme for long-term unemployment, it must also
decide on the resources to be made available for them.
The draft 1985 budget is far from sarisfacrcry parricu-
larly as regards social expenditure and the Social
Fund. Listening to the Minister describing action for
the unemployed this morning. I wished that the Coun-
cil had shown a cenain measure of consistency. Vhen
we talk about having the political will to combat
unemployment we musr also allocate resources for that
purpose. I hope that the Council will accept the Euro-
pean Parliament's amendments on rhe Social Fund.
Mrs Giannakou-Koutsikou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Madam
President, ladies and gentlemen, the Group of rhe
European People's Pany believes that the positive
measures in favour of equality of opponunities
between men and women have played a decisive role
so far, if not in actually achieving equality of reat-
ment, at least in creating a favourable climate for the
promotion of women's rights. Moreover, since equal-
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iry of treatment is essential for democracy and social
progress, the acual promotion of equal opportunities
can be of major imponance for the future of the Com-
muniry and of Europe. Vith this in mind, the Group
of the European People's Parry believes that, while it
would be preferable to have a directive aimed at
achieving the above-mentioned climate more rapidly, a
draft recommendation such as this one does offer
oportunities and may very well be effective. The main
thing is that the positive measures must form an inte-
gral pan of Parliament's action and all the Community
institutions must look into the problem and adopt
measures, even if they are late, to promorc equality of
opponunity. The needs to be met are many and var-
ied, so that some form of close monitoring is called for
if we are rc make protress. Ve consider that the polit-
ical decision has been taken, and all that remains to be
done now is to adopt the correct procedure. Lasdy,
this will exen much more pressure than the continuous
discussions on something which it is essential to prom-
ote if we are to crearc a well-ordered Europe. If we
sart from the basic democratic principle that everyone
musr be able to find work in which they can demon-
strate their capabilities to the maximum without being
discriminated against by sex, we must esablish clearly
that we are not asking for any kind of preferential
treatment for women, but genuinely equal opponuni-
ties in education, in society and in the conditions of
work and personal development. Vhat we are asking
for, in other words, is for half the population of the
Communiry m be given an opponunity to demonstrate
their abiliry without hindrance. This is also the point
of women's freedom to choose whether to work, to
devote themselves to their family or to do part-time
work. It is a fact that the economic crisis hits women
first, not just because of the current thinking in
sociery, but also because of women's inabiliry to gain
access to positions of responsibiliry for obvious family
reasons. It is well-known that, as far as assuming res-
ponsibility is concerned, the family is a classic example
of giving increased responsibiliry to v/omen, and I only
wish this could happen in other fields as well.
ladies and gentlemen, the Group of the European
People's Parry believes that:
a) Anything that improves the position of women is
to be welcomed as a positive step, but we would
draw Parliaments's attention to the delay with
which the Communiq/s positive action is being
taken.
b) \7e accept the Commission's smtements, although
they require speed and coordinarcd action and not
funher delays.
c) 'Ve accept in principle Mrs Van den Heuvel's
report as amended by the Committee on Vomen's
Rights, while reserving the right to maintain our
position on the new amendments which have been
abled.
d) Ve welcome the extension of the positive action
to all sectors and will strive to speed up the proce-
dure for implementation of equality at the work-
place.
e) \7e would draw Parliament's attention to the role
which it can play, not only by adopting specific
decisions but also by always keeping the subject in
the public eye.
D Ve feel that the matter must not be left to the
whims of the Member States if we are to achieve
the desired result. It is doubtful whether the
Member States, in their effons to tackle their
economic and social problems, will attach the pro-
per importance to the matter, despite the fact that
it has major social implications and will in fact
become acute in future.
The European Parliament and the Commission must
constandy keep this matter before the governments of
the Member States. They must call for specific mea-
sures and for the establishment of a specific list of
priorities. If we do not manage to achieve this with this
recommendation, then we really do need a direcdve
which will provide a binding legal framework for the
Member States.
Madam President, ladies and Bentlemen, what we are
talking about today is something that affects not sim-
ply women, but half the population of the Communiry.
Ve are talking about approximately 140 million peo-
ple, not women. This Parliament is the expression of
rhe political will of our peoples to proceed along the
road of democrary and prosperiry. Along this road, all
citizens of the Communiry must be equal. If this is not
the case, what is the value of the Community and of a
united democratic Europe?
'We as Members of the European Parliament must
always remain on the alert, not just with regard to new
measures and neur opponunities, but also to ensure
that what has been achieved, on behalf not of women
but of genuine democrary, does not go under in the
general economic crisis.
Mrs Daly (ED). 
- 
Madam President, the European
Democratic Group welcomes the proposal from the
Commission on the promotion of positive action for
women. Ve see this as a significant and necessary step
to enable c/omen to enjoy true, not just national,
equaliry of opponuniry.
Ve cannot turn a blind eye to the remaining barriers
which exist to equal reatment for men and women at
work. My group is fully committed to equaliry of
opportuniry in employment and believes that the full-
est possible use must be made of the talents of workers
of both sexes. No form of discrimination should
persist.
Vhile the adoption of a binding legal agreement has
been suggested, we feel that it would be ar rhis stage
premature. Often legal instruments provide an excuse
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rc do nothing or the minimum necessary. Parliament
can and should play an active role in monitoring the
success of the operation of this recommendation. I feel
we should concenrrare on changing the climate. Many
of the obstacles.to achieving equal opponunities arl
due to social conditioning and out-of-dare ideas on
the division of roles in society berween men and
women.
No measures to assist women will be effective unless
women are aware of the laws defining their rights. I
therefore hope that the Commission will do all it can
to ensure that information on this subject is made
available to the media on as wide and effective a basis
as possible. I panicularly welcome Amendments Nos 3
and 4 from the'Comminee on Vomen's Righr.
As this is my maiden speech, Madam President, and
my background was in the trade union movement, I
do want to emphasize the imponant part trade unions
can play in changing atritudes. In my country a very
high proponion of women at work are married, and
all too often trade union meetings nke place in the
evenings after working hours when many of these
women feel they musl to home to look after rheir
families. My message to trade union leaders today is to
stop mlking abour women having equaliry. Make it
possible for them ro meet with you and together work
out ways of achieving ir by seeking some of the social
provisions needed to eliminate the barriers.
Europe cannor afford the economic waste involved if
women do not seize the opportunities offered by new
jobs and new industries. If young women now take up
the opponunities available for rhem rc protress in new
directions and avail themselves of the training schemes
founded by the Community, as I hope and believe they
will, then we have the prospecr before us of a more
balanced society, grearer economic prosperiry and true
equality of opponunity for women throughour their
working lives.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, the
fact that in the Community today there are 4.3 million
people urho have been out of vork for more than a
year is as tragic, in our opinion, as the measures pro-
posed by the Commission to combat long-term unem-
ployment (training, retraining, vocarional guidance
erc.) are inadequate. However, we shall supporr any
measure, however limited, which goes in the right
direcdon. But we are afraid that these measures do
not, and this can be seeq more clearly from the morion
for a resoludon by Parlfament's Commitsee on Social
Affairs and Employmenr
Paragraph B and the criticism of the public deficits
reveal that there is a refusal ro acrivare productively
the public sector, a move which could contribute so
the creation of new jobs. Hidden behind rhe call, in
paragraph D, for a further extension of flexible work-
ing time there may be an attack on rhe social improve-
ments which working people in the EEC have man-
aged to obain. Paragraph E contains fulsome praise
for the employment policy of the USA, but its results,
such as increased poverty and the crisis affecting small
and medium-sized farmers, are rather doubtful, and it
is a poliry based on exporting unemployment, includ-
ing to the EEC, by means of high interest rates and the
flight of capital to the USA. The text also contains rhe
well-known ideas about rcmporary and pan-dme
employmenr Ve do not think that on the basis of this
kind of economic policy we can achieve positive
results in combating long-term unemployment. '$7e
consider that, on the contrary, it will create the condi-
tions for increasing such unemployment. \7e do, how-
ever, agree with the following rwo poinrs.
Firstly, that in all the Member States eveqyone in
long-term unemployment should be granted benefit of
unlimited duration to ensure an acceptable standard of
living for the present day, and we propose rhat it
should also be granted ro yount people entering the
labour market for the first time.
Secondly, that vocational training protrammes should
be instituted.
Lastly, we should like to express our disagreement
with paragraph 12, in which it is proposed simply to
increase unemployment benefit and nor the full salary
or v/ates of the unemployed who are engaged in com-
munity work, since we consider rhar rhe implementa-
tion of such a proposal will lead indirectly to a reduc-
tion in income or even to the sacking of those who are
normally employed ro do this kind of work.
Mr Ftanagan (RDE). 
- 
Madam President, by nature
this son of debarc is inclined ro be reperitive, but it
cannot do any harm to stress once again that unem-
ployment is the major problem facing the European
Community, including 
- 
as Mr Fitzgerald pointed
out 
- 
our country, Ireland. Despite all the reporrs
and recommendations that have emanarcd from the
Commission and from rhis Parliamenr, rhere are srill
no succincr, coherent, practical proposals before the
Council of Ministers, and the grearcsr urgency now is
that these should be put together and presented to.the
Council wirh rhe declared intention of hounding them
until they take action. For too long rhey have been
concerned with a seemingly never-ending wrangle
over money, and rherefore there has not been and, I
think, there still is not any possibiliry, despite their
meedng tomorrow, that they will play their pan in
preparing these succinct, coherent, concrete proposals
for tackling that rnajor problem 
- 
one which the citi-
zens of the Communiry who sen[ us here deserve to be
seeing us as a Community ackle wirh a will. \7e have
not even agreed on a real internal market, which
involves, inevitably, the progressive and total disman-
tling of customs barriers. It is time we did so.
In regard to the two debarcs 
- 
rhe economic and
social debarcs 
- 
they are interrelarcd and I could nor
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agree more with what Commissioner Richard said,
namely, that the two Commissioners should meet
fonhwith, because the problem is rwo-sided: they are
dealing with two sides of what is basically the same
problem. Again, the ordinary citizen of the Com-
muniry mu$ see us to be taking action. It must be vis-
ible to them that we are taking action on succinct,
understandable, concrete proposals.
In the meantime national governmenrc could be doing
a great deal more. I have one more sentence only to
utter, and that concerns the harsh effects of axation
stuldfying enterprise and, particularly as regards the
elderly, making them suffer. They who should be the
objects of our care and our attention are harrassed by
heanless laws and even more heanless officials.
Mrs Crawley (S). 
- 
Madam President, it is said that
St Augustine used to pray every night. He led a very
full social life and every night he used to pray: Lord,
make me pure but not until tomorrow. In a sense the
Council, in requesting that this positive action pro-
gramme be a recommendation and not a directive, are
being latter-day St Augustines. Their intentions are
good, but they do not have the commitment to the
women's cause to turn those intentions into a positive
programme of action in the form of a directive.
This recommendation on positive action for women
sets out on a monumental task of moving and shaking
the existing state of inequaliry in Member States
where, for all the legal equality provisions which have
been enacted over the years, there are still vast barren
racts of prejudice, bigotry and injustice towards
vomen. For example, in my own country women's
take-home pay is still on average 65 0/o of men's take-
homc pay. Vomen in my own country'for the vast
majority are found in low-achieving, low-paid profes-
sions. !7omen in my own country are hardly ever
found in the upper echelons of the medical profession,
the judiciary, accountancy, and are hardly ever found
in the decision-making positions of the new industries,
of the information technologies, of ingineering and
science. In place of this recommendation we would
have preferred a directive. In fact, the more cynical
among us would have said that a recommendation is as
useful as a concrete parachute to women. However,
we persist, and we have made it our goal to initiate in
Member States programmes of positive action in both
the privarc and public sector that will be focused,
interlocking and coordinated. It is only through
coordinated positive action that there will be created a
formula which will transform well-intentioned dry,
legal equality measures into living examples of millions
of women claiming their righdul share of economic
independence, security and respect.
As women we have no illusions about the size of our
chosen task in this recommendadon. To encourage
male-owned and male-dominated firms and companies
to take action in favour of women through collective
agreements, legislative and financial incentives and
increased technical assistance will be the political equi-
valent of rolling a colossal stone up a very slippery,
steep mountain. This Parliament must eventually give
us the strength and eneggy to put our shoulders to that
stone in the form of a ldirective on positive acdon for
women.
The suppon machinery in the form of child care and
family assistance to enable women to take up and
maintain employment rfrust be vastly improved, admin-
istered and financed in the Member States. It is a mark
of shame that my owq government, led by a woman,
has proposed 2 1111 epJworkplace nurseries, the effect
of which will be that many families will not be able to
afford to send their children to those nurseries and
many women will therefore not be able to take up
work opponunides. This is one example from a vast
array of governmental obstacles that have been used to
oppress women in every walk of life.
Another example of the sorry state of work and voca-
tional training opporttinities for women in my country
is the systematic knee-capping of local authorities
through the vindictive rate-capping system. This often
results in a total lack of funds being available to march
European social funding for women's special mea-
sures. These structural abuses of women in my own
country and throughout the Community must harden
our resolve !o ensure the implementation of a long
overdue programme of positive action throughout the
Communiry. This Parliament has the responsibility of
being a gigantic megaphone to awaken governmenr,
industqy, and rade uirions in both public and private
sectors and women themselves to the necessity of posi-
tive action for women.
(Applaase)
Mrs Banotti (PPE). 
- 
Madam President, in discuss-
ing the recommendation for positive acrion for women
I am very hrppy, as an Irish woman, to have our own
Minister presiding over this sitting. He is a Minister
from one of the only two governments in Europe
which have taken the rrouble to appoint a specific
government depanment to deal with women's affairs,
and also an employment equaliry agency with strong
sarutory powers to enforce equal opportunity in the
workplace.
Indeed, had there not been also a most active and
well-planned campaign and commitment on the pan
of some of our political panies to encourage and help
women to present themselves as candidates for elec-
toral office, many of us would still be a long way from
this distinguished Chamber.
I would like to addrqss myself specifically to Anicle 4
in the document calling for a major campaign of infor-
mation in the media, in the workplace and in educa-
tion.
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Mrs Crawley has very graphically and eloquently enu-
merated for this Chamber many of the areas in which
discrimination and lack of caring and information in
the workplace are militating against women.
But I would like to address my remarks to the positive
achievements of women and ask that this campaign of
information emphasize many of these. The history and
mythology of all our couirtries are packed with heroes.
All small boys have heroes to emulare. No matter what
sphere of activiry they aspire ro, there is always a
model waiting there rc inspire them.
Let us, through this positive action information pro-
Bramme, inform our daughters and our sons of our
heroines. In many instances these heroines have been
written out of our history. Let the positive action
information campaign highlight the achievemenrs nor
just of the historical past but also of the many women
who are conributing and succeeding in rhe presenr.
These heroines and achievers can be found in all walks
of life: in the quiet, silent private areas, as well as in
the factories, the hospitals, the trade unions and,
indeed, in the parliaments. Vhich of us, Madam Presi-
dent, does not also aspire rc hold the distinguished
office that you yourself now hold?
'!7e would also support in our group the call for voca-
donal guidance for those beginning work, and parricu-
larly for those returning to work after a long period of
absence.
\7e in Europe face a situation in the not too disant
future when because of declining populations 
- 
with
the exception, of course, of my own counrry 
- 
rhere
will be a diminution in the workforce. As a matter of
purely pragmatic poliry, it behoves all Member States
to have available to their countries the skills, the ml-
enm and the energies of both their young and their not
so yount women. The Minister this morning said that
we are in the midst of rnajor structural changes in our
society. There is no need for us here to emphasize
what experience has already shown in the industrial
field, namely, that the Elents and maturity of women
who have returned to work in mid-life and, in many
cases, past mid-life have been a most valuable asset to
these industries. But in order to harness these valuable
mlents we must put both our money and our time
where our commitment. is. These women will need to
be encouraged to mke risks ourcide the traditional
roles.
This programme must not become a respectable cloak
to cover inaction. 530/o of the voters in Europe are
women. They know their political power and their
political srength now, and informed surveys have
shown that in the past election the women came out to
vote considerably more than the men, so the Commis-
sion would need to take very careful political note that
these women are not to be stopped nou/; their time has
come and we must give our full commitment to ensur-
ing that their talents are harnessed.
(Applause)
Mrs Trupia (COM). (/,7) Madam President,
development of positive action is important in encour-
aging de facto equaliry beuween men and u/omen.
Against a background of an additional plentiful 
- 
and
I might add unprecedenrcd 
- 
supply of women to the
labour market in all European counries, a testimony
to the existence of a great and strong drive for equaliry
and autonomy among women, what we are witnessing
today is in realiry a continuation of inequality and a
considerable increase in the number of unemployed
women, a phenomenon which reflecm the unemploy-
ment situation in general.
The introduction of new technologies ofrcn results in
women's funher exile rc the fringe of economic activ-
ity and in discrimination, rather than in nev/ oppor-
tunities, unless it is accompanied by initiatives aimed at
providing professional training and retraining and also
at removing indirect discrimination which adversely
affects women outside the production sector.
In spite of laws and directives the gap between the
drive for equality and actual reality is widening, aggra-
vated in many European counries by the introduction
of restrictive policies on social spending and by attacks
on recent achievements of equality, by the emergence
of cultures which advocate compulsory return 
- 
and I
stress compulsory 
- 
of women to an exclusively
domestic role.
In the light of all of this we consider a recommenda-
tion to be completely inadequate and a directive to be
more suimble. Incontrovenible evidence for this is
that, norwithstanding the posidve actions proposed in
the 1982-85 plan of action, approved by the Council,
in some countries such as mine 
- 
Italy 
- 
not one real
step has been taken towards implementing them. In
fact, the same equality law in force in our country is
interpreted in a manner contradictory both to the
spirit of the law and the plan of action.
I would like to remind you that this very House
declared itself in favour of a directive on this matter in
January 1981.
'!(i'e are therefore in agreement with that secdon of
Mrs Van den Heuvel's repon which stresses the inade-
quary of the recommendation. Ve agree on other
amendments proposed in the report and in particular
with the proposal, which we consider to be fundamen-
tal, that systemadc and 
- 
we believe 
- 
annual checks
on the implementation of the recommendation should
be carried out.
\fle hope that Parliament and the Council will want to
render the documen[ more clear-cut and effecdve by
Tnrpie
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I appreciated the Pr{sident-in-Office's speech very
mrich. I do not wish td ake issue with him personally
but I agree with the rapponeu/s criticisms: it is pos-
sible rc set out to tackl]e long-term unemployment, but
up till now the Coundil has not done its social policy
homework. It has 4ot managed to develop co-
ordinated economic {nd social policies designed to
protect jobs and unle$s it eventually does so, a ncw
emergency programnle for 4.3 million long-rcrm
unemployed will also prove useless. It is not a question
of occupational therapf for Ministers, but rather of an
active policy which wiltr deliver Europe from the crisis.
(Apphusefron the lefi)
Mrs Lenz (PPE). 
- 
lprlMadam President, positive
action for women souhds to many people suspiciously
like preferential treatment. 'S7e have also heard that
the Commission's initi[dves, warmly welcomed by the
Committee on'Vomdn's Rights, has met with much
distrust in the governfirents of the Member States. As
the previous speakers $aid, we do not consider it to be
panicularly clear-cut but we approve of the general
tenor.
However, I am also speaking on my own behalf
because in the changirtg labour situation women are in
a very difficult positiqn 
- 
as q/as also made clear in
today's debate on lofrg-term unemployment. In the
face of the many delmands made by the Starc and
society on them as cftizens, employees, mothers and
responsible panicipan[s in the political process, they
are ofrcn confronrcd *ith questions which they cannot
answer. !7e must help them in their search for the way
to real equality. I thirik all groups in this House agree
on that. It is precisely in a society which demands free
and voluntary panicipation and freedom of choice that
equal opponunities a4d openings must exist to ensure
that there is genuine ffeedom of choice. In the coming
years we must be carcful to ensure 
- 
it is because of
this that we welcoqe the weaker alternative of a
Council recommenda]tion 
- 
that the rather meagre
measures proposed are actually carried out.
Funhermore, I woul{ like to propose a positive mea-
sure, namely that we {raw special attention to all those
who set about this tasf seriously, supporting women in
their efforts to avail {remselves of their opponuniries.
I would like to recomlnend this course of action rc the
Commission, to the idminisrration of the European
Parliament and to all pur groups, who sometimes steer
well clear of this prollem. My own home rown, Bonn,
is one of the few cities in Nonh Rhine-Vestphalia
whose municipal autfrorities have set up an equaliry
bureau 
- 
an examplN of positive action to which we
gladly give our suppon. I call upon business the public
services and the rwo sides of industry 
- 
the employers
and unions 
- 
to gralsp the opponuniry and to show
thas our demands cah also be a posidve opponuniry
for them. If we do ngt want directives or compulsory
measures, then willilsness to do something for the
approving the amendments proposed by the Com-
mittee on Vomen's Rights and above all by showing a
willingness to work in these times, difficult also for
women, towards establishing equaliry. And it can do
this, for example, by immediately discussing and
adopting those directives 
- 
some of which are very
imponant and refer to working hours, parental leave
and other matrcrs 
- 
which have been neglected far
too long. These directives, if enforced, may become
additional rcols for improving the lot of women and
the equaliry situation.
(Applarse from the left)
Mts Sdisch (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, since
1980 we have had over 4.3 million long-term unem-
ployed in the Communiry, 2.1 million of which have
been r.ithout work for more than two years. They
were the fastest growing group among the unem-
ployed in many countries. Thus we have now idend-
fied another specific problem Broup, along with young
people, women and the handicapped.
In 1982 the 'Jumbo-Council' called on the Commis-
sion to look into this panicular problem. Two years
later we have the results and two things are evident:
firsdy, we are still a long way off covering all those
affecred by long-rcrm unemploymenl In this I agree
with the President-in-Office of the Council of Minis-
Ers, who pointed out that we 
- 
and the Commission
too in this case 
- 
urgently need new statistics in order
to be sure that we have grasped the full magnitude of
the problem or problems with which we are dealing.
Secondly it is the structural problems of the labour
market which are making this whole question of
long-term unemployment so unmanageable, and the
increased and improved use of new technologies will
serve to eggravale the problem even further. This had
already been discussed many times by Parliament, but
of course we can still suppon the Commission's plan
of action. On the other hand 
- 
and here I go along
with what Mrs Depuy said 
- 
the Council must under-
stand that it is its inactiviry which is constantly aggra-
vating the mass unemployment problem.
Moreover, the decline in standard of living of the
unemployed and particularly the long-term unem-
ployed is seriously exacerbated by cut-bacls in social
welfare. This is directly connecred to what Mr
Magahy spoke of in his report, namely the increase in
poverty and in some cases the rhreat to economic sur-
vival itself in the Member States of this rich Com-
munity. But whoever believes that it is possible to dig
inrc the coffers of the European Communiry, espe-
cially into the European Social Fund, in order to 
-this may sound bitter and rather cynical 
- 
set up a
restructuring protramme for the long-term unem-
ployed, is definitely mistaken, because he will be con-
fronted once more with the cynicism of a Council
which continually identifies problem areas for anen-
tion, but at the same time refuses the necessary means
for action.
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cause of women must become apparent in the various
sectors of sociery.
Ve are not asking for preferential treatment, bur nor
do we want discriminadon; we are asking for a fair
crack of the whip. That is why we supporr positive
action !
(Apphuse fron the cenne )
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, we
are bound to smte that it is not the unemployed who
are responsible for unemployment and that, conse-
quently, the burden of solving the problem should fall
not on their shoulders but on the shoulders of sociery.
Funhermore, we must rejecr an amitude which has a
hint of philanthropy about ir, we musr reject the alibi
of good intentions which remain empty phrases, espe-
cially as regards women, and we must look at the
problem from the poipt of view of effective social
measures such as benefits and the creation of jobs by
the public sector and by initiatives of the Social Fund
- 
measures which have their price, but it is a price we
cannot afford not rc pay. And we need rc draw atten-
tion to a phenomenon which musr be investigated, i.e.
alongside the new poverry there has appeared the
opposite phenomenon of the long-term accumulation
of wealth, which leads to an incredible waste of social
resources, the very resources we need.
Madam President, with regard to the rempor^ry mea-
sures proposed by the Commitree on Social Affairs
and Employment 
- 
for which we shall vote despite
their inadequacy 
- 
we should like to sress mosr par-
dcularly the measures for reorganizing working hours.
According to newspaper reports, an experiment has
been carried out in prindng firms in the Netherlands,
and the outcome u,as that employment increased by
2.40lo without any reduction in workers' pay. '$7'e
would add our own plea that, before proposals and
recommendations begin to flood in, the Council
should enter into a binding commitment ro carry our
specific measures in order to arrive at specific guide-
lines as regards the problems of women and the fight
against unemployment, which is developing into the
greatest scourge of the Communiry.
'Sfle must also draw your attendon, ladies and gentle-
men, to the fact that in this age of automation unem-
ployment will be constandy on the increase and that
sooner or later measures will.have to be aken to bring
about a fundamental reorganization of the present
relations of production, a significant reduction in
working hours and a redistribution of income. This is
the direction in which we shall have to go, since other-
wise the volcano which is seerhing with 15 million
unemployed will erupt 
- 
and the struggle of the Bri-
tish miners is merely a mild foretaste of it.
Mrs Gadioux (S). 
- 
(irR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, I am delighrcd to see thar a consensus
has been reached on such imponant matters as inform-
ing and making the public at large aware of the need
to promote equal opponunides for women in working
life.
For the last three years now we in France have been
conducting one information campaign after another in
schools so that young girls can, with the help of car-
eers saff, be fully aware of the situadon when choos-
ing subjects for their future career.
Mobile exhibitions such as the one on 'Vomen in
non-raditional careers'have been, and continue to be,
highly successful. All the media have been involved in
a far-reaching campaign to promote awareness, and
the law on equaliry at work has been enacted. This is
an innovatory law which should give us encourage-
ment since it obliges firms in which women are experi-
encing specific problems, such as receiving lower
wates than a man doing the same job, to draw up
plans for equal reatment with the staff committee and
both management and unions on an annual basis. The
higher council for equality at work has just been set up
and is responsible for ensuring universal observance of
the law.
Ve can never stress too much the benefits which
women can derive from occupational training pro-
grammes. The reason why they encounter great diffi-
culties in taking up an active working life is often
because they have only general basic training, or
indeed no training at all. This being the case, and
given the widespread introduction of new technologies
in fields where there is a large female workforce,
women ere very vulnerable. A special effon should be
made in each Member State to give women equal
access with men to training programmes for profes-
sional qualifications with, where necessary, introduc-
tory integration programmes geared to their problems.
Information on the content of these training pro-
grammes should be widely advenised and special
accommodation arrantements should be made if the
women do not live in the area where the training pro-
gramme is taking place.
I have found that, where such arrangemenr have been
introduced and where the course has been advertised,
women have been very motivated and have been able
to reintegrate with considerably less difficulry.
'!7e must draw up a direcdve calling on those Member
States which have not yet done so to esablish a legal
framework to enable major advances to be made in
this field. I myself would like to see regular, in-depth
analyses of the positive action taken in each Member
State.
Mr McCartia (PPE). 
- 
Madam President, on behalf
of my group I must address myself to the proposals for
specific Community action to combat poveny. I real-
ize that in the four minutes available to me it is not,
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unfonunately, possible ro engage in philosophical or
ideological debate about the root causes of the prob-
lem that we have before us.
Obviously the problem in our sociery is brought about
by the interaction of factors caused by the strength of
some and the weaknesses of others, by the selfishness
and uncaring attitude of people in every strata of our
sociery 
- 
not only in the boardrooms where vast
resources can be pushed around with a nod but on the
shopfloor where strategic advantage or numerical
superioriry can obtain for some benefim or advantages
that should be shared with others.
It is, however, the duty of us who wield political
power to identify the causes and nullify the effects,
which comprise severe hardship and deprivation,
whether they be regional, sectoral or individual. The
new poor referred to by many in this debare already
are by and large the unemployed and their depen-
dants. This problem can only be solved by prudent
economic policies applied with the long-term interests
of people at hean.
My group is not excircd by the prospect of the poverty
relief which can be achieved by the application of
2 million units of account to the problem. Even if that
figure were 10 million units of account, we still could
not expect it m have a serious effect on the hardship
and suffering of those who are described in our socie-
ties as the poor. The idea that direct action which will
reduce hardship can be financed from Community
funds, even in the foreseeable future, is nor on, consi-
dering our present budgetary problems. !7hat is on is
that by wisely including a research element in what-
ever action is possible, we can learn more abour it and
identify the elements that can best be corrected by
Communiry action. Ve might be able to confirm what
I have long believed, namely, that rhe presenr sysrem
of social assistance and benefit throughout rhe Com-
muniry is not only very expensive to administer bur is
outdated and does not cater to the needs of the new
poor in our society.
The State engates in many inscances in giving social
assistance to people who should not be the responsibil-
iry of the State, people such as those who had secure
and well-paid jobs and have retired wirh homes and
savings. There are many who get State aid as a legal
right under the present system who do not need ir,
while others, particularly the young unemployed with
family responsibilities, have not had their real needs
taken into account. Considering the state of public
finances in most Member States, considering the need
for economic investment to create funher employ-
ment, further Bxation to increase social budgets is not
a real prospect. Therefore we need ro ensure that
available funds are spent efficiently and on behalf of
those people in greatest need. I look forward to the
research which is being carried our ro identify how
best those objecdves can be achieved.
I should like also to refer to another aspect of the
problem, namely, regifnal poveny which exists in this
Communiry. If one cdmpares the peripheral areas of
the Community, such as the Vest of Ireland, Southern
Italy and Greece, witfr the richer, central industrial-
ized areas of the Conrfmunity, it is easy to see that an
unemployed person refeiving State benefit in the cen-
tral regions of the Community can in fact enjoy a
higher income than t[at enjoyed by average workers
in peripheral regions f- particularly people on small
holdings. I think thif is a problem the Communiry
ought rc address itself to, panicularly in view of the
fact that common policies have created a situation in
which the principal freeds of individuals 
- 
food,
energy resources, houling, etc. 
- 
now cost much the
same throughout the Qommunity.
This regional aspect of the problem must be looked at.
If this is to become a real Communiry expressing the
same solidarity at intefnational level that we expect at
national and local lerlel, then this regional aspect of
poveny in the Commpniry will also hive rc be exam-
ined.
Mr Vgcnopoulos (S), 
- 
(GR) Madam President,
unemployment is a hurnan, social and economic prob-
lem, and this three-difrensional aspect applies particu-
larly to long-term uneinployment. In my country there
is a saying which goes 'idleness is the mother of every
evil', and this applies even more to the idleness of
long-term unemploynlent. It is well known that work
is the most basic me{ns of integrating a person into
society, and without if there can be no social peace. It
has been proved that the long-term unemployed are
responsible for the highest increase in the crime rate,
with all the unplea]sant social consequences rhis
involves. Unfonunatefy, since ir still looks as though
long-term unemployrtent will continue to rise, mea-
sures to combat it must be radical. However, we mus[
not delude ourselves iprto thinking that by recognizing
the problem and ma(ng proposals we shall be able rc
give the long-term rfinemployed hope for a berrer
tomorrow. It is ludicrous rc discuss the conribution of
the Social Fund rc sglving the problem of 12 million
unemployed in the pommunity with a budget of
something like I 500 inillion ECU. Only by doubling
the resources of the Social Fund will we be able to
crearc the necessary condirions for taking serious
acdon to relieve the lunemployed. It is doubdul that
the Social Fund coul{ be effective in combating long-
term unemployment, inainly because of its inflexibility
in concentrating benefits on rhose under 25 years old.
Those born in earlier fears are also in a difficult situa-
tion. In Greece one oirt of rc/o long-rerm unemployed
is between 30 and 44 years old, and we are all aware
that the family burden of this group is made all the
more unbearable by the burden of unemployment.
Furthermore, thc les$ developed regions, which are
mainly agricultural, liave a higher rate of long-term
unemployment, which goes back ro previous hidden
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underemployment. Furthermore, the Commission also
recognizes this in its statemenr, and so I believc that
there will have to be greater flexibility in the supporr
given to employment protrammes for those over
25 years old.
Madam President, I should like to make a commenr
on the conrenr of the Commission's proposals. The
Commission limits the description 'long-term unem-
ployed' to [hose who have been registered as unem-
ployed for at least one year without interruption. This
l2-month limit is a grear problem for Greece, as well
as for other counrries, since rhe maximum time during
which benefit can be paid to those who have registered
as unemployed with the employment offices is six
months. So I rhink that here also there will have to be
flexibility in laying down the time limit. Furrhermore,
this does nor prevenr any Member State from giving
priority to rhose who have been unemployed for
longer than the l2-month period or from grading the
conditions for granting benefim. As regards spicial
Community acrion ro cqmbat poveny, I should like to
express my satisfaction that all the regions of Greece
are included in the parrticularly disadvantaged areas
and, consequenrly, will enjoy increased financial aid
from rhe Community ar rhe rare of.7oo/o of the cost of
the programmes. I am concerned, however, at rhe dis-
tribution of approprialions earmarked for special
Community action, since 850/o is being devored to
urban regions and only 150/o to agricultural ones.
Furthermore, I consider rhat the amounr to be given ro
migrant workers returnirag to their home countries is
very small. The 30lo proposed by the Commission in its
list of priorities is too small for rhe peripheral coun-
ries of the Community, which supplied workers to the
strong economies of Europe ar a rime when the latter
needed them, whereas now the countries of origin are
obliged to shoulder the burden of reinregratint rhese
migrant workers into their own labour force.
There is no time for me m deal with the subject of
women. \7e fully agree wirh the repon by Mrs Van
den Heuvel. \7ith the reservarions I have mentioned,
we shall vote for all three reporrs.
Mrs Van Hemcldoack (S). 
- 
(NZ) Madam Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, I would like to concen-
uarc on Mrs Maij-\Teggen's reporr on long-term
unemployment and Mrs Van den Heuvet's reporr on
positive action for women.
In the space of four years, berween 1980 and Decem-
ber 1983, 20 339 vomen in Belgium were totally
excluded from the right rc unemployment benefit and
a funher 12 000 were temporarily or panially
excluded. The data for this year are nor yer known.
The crime that these women had committed was that
thcy were victims of unemploymenr. They were guilty
of long-term unemployment. This is how it is in Mem-
ber States with a centre-right wing government. The
unemployed are punished because rhey are unem-
ployed and the poor because they are poor.
Long-term unemployed women are victims of an accu-
mulation of discriminations of the present and the
past. Their schooling was geared ro rhe typical
'vomen's' jobs so that they were destined to do
clichEd 'women's work', in jobs which are dying out
and industries which are disappearing. They are also
hit by a number of unwritten laws on the employmenr
market. In many seclors there is what amounts to a
celibacy clause whereby women or women wirh chil-
dren can no longer be recruited. Then there is 
- 
also
unwritten 
- 
rhe age limit. In the retail trade, for
example, which employs a very large number of
women, the upper age limit is 25. The stewardesses in
Belgium's national airline have for 15 years been fight-
ing to avoid auromaric dismissal which threatens rhem
at the age of 35. Vomen are being pushed further and
funher to the periphery of the employment marker, ro
pan-time work, seasonal work, remporary work and
finally rc black labour.
Reading point 71 of the Commission documenr and
listening to the proposals from the speakers from the
ex[reme right here and from conservatives, there
would appear to be only one solurion. !7'omen must
resign themselves to voluntary work, community work
and charity work. No rhank you Mr Commissioner.
\7omen are doing enough voluntary work as it is.
\7omen are doing enough community work for
nothing in their own homes and in society! The time
has come to think abour new positive measures. The
time ha.s come to give women pro2erly paid work in
interesdng sectors to repair past and presenr injusdces
and to make up for all the discrimination.
Previous speakers have already made their disappoint-
ment with this recommendation plain. !fle want posi-
tive action!
(Applause from the Socialist Group)
Mr Christiansen (S). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, it is absurd and unacceptable for
Parliament, whose reputation among rhe workers of
our countries leaves a lot ro be desired, ro pur it
mildly, nor to take more time here in the House, in
other words in public, to thrash out rhe problem of the
increase in, long-rcrm unemployment 
- 
an appalling
aspect of the disastrous unemployment situation. !7e
need more time to look crirically at what we can do
about the inadequate and uncoordinated effort on rhe
part of the Council and our governmenrs to combar
this alarming trend. It is not exacrly encouraging,
either, to see so few people ar our debate today.
The Commission's report shows a continuous increasein long-term unemployment, panicularly amont
young people and women, and ar the same time a
steady reduction in rheir standard of living. It is social
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slaughter to condemn 5 to 5 million of our fellow citi-
zens to the life they have rc lead, if they are unem-
ployed for a year or more 
- 
and a good 2 million are
unemployed for wo years or more. There has been an
unacccptable deterioration in the social standards
achieved over the years, not least because of the work-
ers'own skills and political muscle.
The Commission's report is good on the whole, and I
can recommend it with the amendments tabled by the
Committee.on Social Affairs. fu an emergency plan it
is progressive and socially orientated, and it is impor-
tant to me to have this recognized. The Communities
are not always renowned for progressiveness or social
awareness. !7e in Parliament should therefore, or are
indeed dury bound to, take these considerations as a
basis to persuade the Council and our national parlia-
ments and governments rc follow the Commission and
Parliament.
Even Denmark is lewing us down now, and we must
prorcst about this today. The Commission's report
praises Denmark, and Denmark is more or less held
up as being exemplary so far in the fight against unem-
ployment. I welcome this but this is as far as it,goes.
The action mken is a result of the efforts of my parry
when it was in government. But praise is no longer
duc. \7hile we have been sitting here, the Danish con-
seryative reactionary minoriry government has brought
about a compromise in the Danish Parliament which
will cripple the job-creation scheme mentioned in the
report arid at the same time reduce the standard of liv-
ing of the unemployed by taking away their unem-
ployment benefit in order to give them an inferior rype
of social aid. This is what is really going on in Copen-
hagen at this very minute, and that is what Mrs Tove
Nielsen refers rc as keeping up to date according to
principles. I am very curious to see, Madam President,
what hypocrisy my parliamentary colleagues from the
Danish governing parties will come up with in the
vote.
Mr Velsh (ED), Chairman of the Committee on Social
Afairs and Employment. 
- 
Madam President, it has
been a long debarc and I think it would probably be
unwise for me to prolong it very much longer.
First of all, as Chairman of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment, I would likc rc express my
appreciation to rapporteurs Megahy and Maij-Veg-
gen and draftsman Larive-Groenendaal for the excel-
lent and efficient way in which they have produced
their work. As a result of the expedidous way in which
these repons have been prepared, Parliament's opinion
will be available to Commission and Council in good
dme for the Social Affairs Council in December. The
Commission has ample time to ake on board the
amendments that Parliament is proposing and we
shall, of course, expect the President-in-Office to take
them on board as well. That was the point of his visit.
So, as a result of the work of its rapportcurs, Parlia-
ment is playing an imponant and constructive rolc in
the institutional trialogue, and I think that is very
important indeed.
I would like to thank Mr Quinn. I am sorry he could
not stay for the whole debate, but I quite understand
why he could not. I would like to say that I have per-
sonally appreciated the cooperation we have received
from the Irish presidency in coordinatint our work. In
that respect, at least, I hold up the Irish presidency as
an example for others rc follow. I thought Mr Quinn's
speech was exremely interesting. I must say I did not
agree with ever)thing he said, especially the implica-
tion that the only people who cared about unemploy-
ment were Socialists. I can assure him that that is not
true. fu an Englishman and a Conservative, I am just
as concerned about unemployment as Mr Quinn.
I also thank Mr Richard, who has doughtily sat
through the entire debate and listened with his usual
arrenriveness to the many interesting contribudons,
and we shall be very interested to hear what he has to
say about these repons. To help him, I would like to
draw one or two themes from the debates that we have
heard.
Firstly, it is very clear from the contributions of all the
people who have spqken that Padiament wants to see
some concrerc action. The amendmenE that have been
presented by the rapporteurs are all designed to
improve, to toughen and to make more precise the
proposals that the Commission has set down. I ask
myself, if this povony programme is passed by the
Council in Decembcr 
- 
and surely it must be 
- 
are
we sure that the Commission will have the commit-
ment to actually put it in hand? In that respect I would
like rc ask Mr Richard how he responds rc the draft
amendments by Mr Megahy which are designed to
make that report more effective and, I believe, would
srengthen the Commission's hand in dealing with the
Council. I think he phould tell us, if these amendments
are passed by the House tomorrow, whether or not
the Commission is minded ro accept them and, if not,
why not.
As regards the question of the long-term unemployed,
this is the most threat€ning and difficult problem of
this generation. But I ask myself, if this draft resolu-
tion is accepted by the Council in December, what
happens then? Does it really achieve anything? Is it
not the son of fig leaf that we know that ministers can
agree to 
- 
because there is actually very litde in it that
you can disagree with 
- 
only to go back rc their re-
spective ministries thinking, thank God we have done
something at Community level on unemployment!
And leave it there.
I would like to know, again from Commissioner
Richard, what positive actions he foresees flowing
from this panicular resoludon. lrt us suppose it is
adopted. \fhat is going to be the legislative pro-
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gramme that follows? Vhar should Parliament be
looking for over the next monrhs to see if the Council
has first of all done what is necessary in passing the
resolution and, secondly, to see whether the Commis-
sion is responding to what the Council and Parliament
have jointly requested? Vhere is the action or, as a
currently famous American said, ''!7here is the beef?'
I hope that in the coming months the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment will deliberarc on rhe
future structures of employment. Throughout this
debarc we have been talking in rerms that are roored in
the past: employment means working 8 hours a day,
5 days a week, 48 weeks a year, from 17 to 65, prob-
ably working for the s:rme person in the same sort ofjob. If that is what we mean by employment, then I
suspect that we are never going to see full employment
again under those terms. But thar is not necessarily a
threat, it is a challenge. Because if we look around us
and observe whar is already happening wirh the new
technologies, we see that we have to produce a labour
force and srrucures of employment which will be able
to take advantage of those new technological ad-
vances. If we can do that, nor only can we give hope to
those who are unemployed and worried about it but
we can give them a better and a freer life. I hope,
Commissioner Richard, you will now be able to tell us
that you supporr all these magnificent amendments.
President. 
- 
I shall cast off for a few momenrs rhe
reserve normally adopted by the Chair to tell you, Mr
Richard, that I join with all my colleagues, panicularly
the ladies among rhem, in listening with great atten-
tion to what you have to say in reply.
Mr Richard, Member of Commissioz. 
- 
Madam Presi-
dent, may I stan off by saying rhar I echo the opinions
expressed by Mr \7elsh in his commendation of the
work of the rapponeurs and the drafters of these
reports. I think they have done their work quickly and
I think they have done it well.
Secondly, may I say, however, that I think it is a little
unfonunate that three subjects of this son have been
linked in one debate in the way in which we have done
it rcday. I am not complaining about it, I am merely
saying I think it is unfonunate. The result, I think, has
been that we have had a debate which has been some-
what mingled as far as the issues are concerned. It is
very difficult to extracr themes. People have been pur-
suing different issues in different ways at different
times. This is not so say rhat I have not found the
debate useful. I have found it extremely valuable and,
indeed, having listened to no less rhan 39 conribu-
tions in this debate, I can say thar I found that almost
every single contriburion that was made from the floor
had.something in it of value in having it expressed in
the way in which it was.
It does mean, however, that inevitably what I now
have to say to the House is bound to fall into three
separate categories. I have got to say something,
indeed I am specifically invited to say quire a lot,
about the poverty reporr: I am asked to prophesy as to
the future as far as long-term unemployment is con-
cerned, and I do indeed have something to say as far
as positive action for women is concerned. I.et me
therefore, if I may, stan with the poverry repon and
with Mr Megahy's document.
Now, can I first of all thank and congratulate the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment for the
excellent work that it has accomplished in such a short
time in the matter of the Commission's proposals for a
nev/ and-poverty programme. As Parliament is aware,
the slightly difficult budget situation 
- 
Parliament
will appreciate that one is diplomatic in these maners
from time to time, so let me say it again so rhar Parlia-
ment gets the full flavour of the sentence, the slightly
difficult budget situation 
- 
is such that the Commis-
sion's eonsultations of all those concerned with pov-
eny are not even terminated yet. Actually, only one of
the three discussions with governmenr experts on the
pracdcal aspects of implementing the proposed pro-
grammes has taken place. The orher rwo have been
fixed, one for next week and one for the end of No-
vember.
The series of consultations with organizations work-
ing for and with the poor, which ended in mid-Sep-
rcmber, has however made it possible to present a
basic document in line with Parliamenr's resolurion
and the Council's conclusions on rhe repon of the
Commission on the first anti-povefty programme. If
the Commission had delayed the presentation of its
proposals, before all the practical aspecrs of the pro-
gramme had been ironed out, such a programme could
not have been launched before 1986, which would
have been some six years after the end of the first anti-
poverty programme. This would not only have been
far too long, but it would also have been contrary to
the wishes of Parliament, which in 1982 called for the
establishment of an exploratory and innovatory new
programme and voted funds for ia preparation. That
is why I and the Commission are appreciative of the
work of the committee, which has resulted in no less
than 48 proposed amendmenrc, most of which are use-
ful 
- 
some are very useful 
- 
and are, in fact, the
kind currently being made by the social affairs group
of the Council.
I do not propose, Madam President, in the rime that is
available rc me this afrernoon, ro go through no less
than 48 amendments. \Zhat I will do, I think, is per-
haps extract the ones upon which there seems to be
some difference between Parliament's view and the
Commission's, if Parliamenr passes rhose amendmenrs,
and give our view on them.
Now, most of them, as I say, mlly closely with the
Commission's own philosophy on the implementation
of the new programme. Some spell out in the legal
document itself some of the ideas which the Commis-
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sion had expressed, either in the explanatory memo-
randum or in the financial note. I would, however,
submit to the House that the words 'at least 800/o of
the overall budget' in Mr Megahy's Amendment No 5
might need to be reviewed in view of the fact that the
ovirall budget's modest size still has to take care of the
establishment of a clearing house, the process of eval-
uation and coordination and the statistical research, all
of which cannot, in our view, come to less than a total
of 7 m units of account, which would leave exactly
28 m units of account, that is 800/o precisely, for the
project. I agree there is a need for emphasis on action,
but I think 750/o is a more realistic figure and gives us
a buffer 
- 
but not a very large one 
- 
which, I ima-
gine, is what Parliament would wish to see emerging
from that particular point.
Ve.also have a different view as regards 
- 
Parliament
will not be surprised to hear this 
- 
decision-making
procedures. Your resolution called for a programme
across national projects, based upon common or inte-
grated themes. Ve consider our proposal based on
such themes has fully responded to that wish. How-
ever, these themes have many dimensions, and if the
cross-national aspect of the whole exercise is to be
preserved, sub-themes need to be idendfied' This is
now being done with the help of government exPerts'
'!7e promise to communicate the resulting PaPer to
Parliament for information, but we think it really
would be over-cumbersome to have to have machinery
for approval at every step, so to speak, as seems to be
suggested in Amendment No 12. The Commission
will, of course, ensure that Parliament is informed of
all decisions concerning imponant matters under this
Pro8ramme.
Finally, may I say a word about the inclusion of para-
graph 4 in the motion for a resoludon. I think the
Commission's original document did in fact inadver-
tently omit the word 'acdon' in the expression 'action
research'. This was in the English version only and it
was put right in the corrigendum. The word 'action' is
not omitted in the description of the proposed pro-
gramme under Anicle 646 of the preliminary draft
budget for 1985, but perhaps Mr Megahy wants to
make it clear that the expression 'funding for projects'
ought to read 'funding of action research projects',
with which I have no problem.
So, Madam President, I think Parliament will agree
that on the whole I have given a reasonable welcome
to Mr Megahy's repon. On the 800/0, I hope he can
come down to 750/o or somethinB which the Commis-
sion could accept, and I think it would be in line with
what Parliament vants to try and achieve. As far as the
decision-making process is concerned, we have no
problem in informing Parliament and consulting Par-
liament, but we have got to devise a form of mechan-
ism, a way of doing it, which is not so cumbersome
that it holds up the implemenntion of the programme
itself.
May I, therefore, now turn to long-term unemploy-
ment. Again, can I sthrt off by thanking Parliament
and the rappofteur for the attention that Parliament is
giving to this issue and, indeed, for the suPPon that it
is giving to what the Commission seems to be trying to
do.
Ve have, Madam President, produced a communica-
tion on this subject in response to a request 
- 
as Mrs
Salisch pointed eug -.,.- made by the Joint Council of
Finance and Employment Ministers in November
lg82.l hope that the Council willbe able to adopt the
draft resolution during the Irish Presidenry in an
undiluted form. It is here that the suPPort of Parlia-
ment is, if I may say so, panicularly welcome. Vhat
we have tried to do iri the communication is to under-
line both the gravity of the problem and to suggesr
actions to remedy it, both in the shon to medium term
and in the longer term.
Let me say a word about long-term unemployment
itself. I do not think I need to spend much time on it
because vinually everybody who has spoken in this
debate, from whichever part of the House they come,
seems to have been unircd in regarding it as an evil
which governments and the Community should be
trying to do something to get rid of.
But the social and eqonomic costs of long-rcrm unem-
ployment are enorr4ous. The Commission finds that
most families affected by it suffer drastic cutbacks in
their living standards. Many of them are reduced to
the poveny line. And as for the effects upon indivi-
duals, many become dispirircd and depressed and
many have given up hope now of ever finding a job
again. The economic cosm, however, are no less ser-
ious. Apan from the shon-term costs, there are longer
term losses to the Community as the results of past
education and trainipg rest unused and deteriorate.
Our communication, Madam President, puts forward
a range of proposals aimed at combating this problem.
They include preverltive action to prevent people being
thrown out onto the labour market with no help or
guidance about how rc get back into work and the
need for improved information in order to identify
those who have beqn unemployed for, say, a year and
then to trigger poliry actions in their favour and on
their behalf. Such actions should, we suttest, include
programmes of temporary work incorporating an ele-
ment of education and raining. As for action to help
those who nevenheless remain unemployed, the Com-
mission believes 
- 
and let there be no mistake about
this, please, in cenain quarters of this House 
- 
that in
addition to an equitable level of income suppoft 
-
and we are committed to an equitable level of income
support for the long-term unemployed, as some Mem-
bers of the House this afternoon have raised the point
- 
there should be other forms of social suppon, for
example, the establishment of local centres for the
unemployed.
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May I assure Parliament that the Commission will
vigorously pursue its effons ro ensure the implementa-
don of existing policy commitmenrs which relare
directly or indirectly to long-term unemployment. As
for financial help, many of the Communiry's financial
instruments and institutions can also give valuable
indirect help in combating long-term unemployment
by stimulating economic and employmenr growrh in
areas most affecrcd by srructural change.
\7e also propose a number of new actions. These
include 
- 
and again this has been raised by a number
of Members today 
- 
working with Member States ro
improve the collection of adequate sratisrics on an
agreed Community basis. At the moment it is difficulr
to have an adequate and sensible basis of comparison
between the Member States on what consritures long-
term unemploymenr. If we could ar leasr ter an agree-
men[ on that, ir should enable us 
- 
and this is the
imponance of it 
- 
then to use long-term unemploy-
ment as a criterion for allocating financial suppon,
notably from the European Social Fund. To those in
this debate who have called for an enlargement in the
size of the Fund and specific use of it in various fields,
I can only say rhar, as far as the Commission is con-
cerned, you are, of course, pushing at an open door.
Those are some of the concrete proposals we have
made. Here may I firsr say how much I appreciate the
way Parliament has expressed i$ concern about the
social and economic damage caused by long-term
unemployment and how much I welcome the support
given by Parliament for urgent acrion. In panicular, I
welcome the proposals for special acrions for those
people who have been unemployed for a year. I also
welcome the proposal for a guaranrced social mini-
mum income. In the Commission's communication we
saw how imponant it was to rrigger policies after one
year's unemployment. Parliament's supporr on this is
panicularly welcome, since it is crucial that we con-
vince the Council of the need to implement that prin-
ciple. At the moment we have nor succeeded in con-
vincing the Council of rhe need ro implement that
principle. Equally, I welcome the proposal on [he min-
imum social benefit which could assist the long-rerm
unemployed. Many of our social security systems have
been shown to be inadequate. Ve musr rherefore acr
to build an adequate safery net if we are as a minimum
to avoid creating additional problems of poveny in the
Community at the same rime.
However, we also need to go beyond these immediate
problems and seek ro open up the debate on the wider
economic and social issues related to long-term unem-
ployment. As Mr'\7elsh just said, we need a funda-
mental reappraisal for employment policy in Europe.
Ve must recognize that paid employment is in itself
now an objecdve and an increasingly important one in
our society. Either we must seek to ensure greater and
more equitable access ro such employment or we must
turn the issue on its head and seek to loosen the link
between employment and income.
In this respect I must express perhaps a slight disap-
pointment with Parliament's resolution which has not
picked up that point. A Community institute on
employment has been proposed. It is no secret 
- 
and
Parliament knows it 
- 
that we feel the job is best
done within the Commission where the relationship
with other policies, notably economic poliry, social
ransfers and training and education policies, can be
maintained. However, the fact thar you made the pro-
posal does seem to me to suttest that perhaps Parlia-
ment has not appreciated the need to rethink the links
between employment and income, a need which is
likely to become more rather than less pressing in the
years that are to come. However, that is perhaps in
some ways a question more of emphasis than of differ-
ence of principle.
I would like to end what I have to say on long-rcrm
unemployment by restating how much I welcome Par-
liament's suppon and how I hope we can now move
forrvard in developing policies which can effectively
combat unemployment in general and long-term
unemployment in panicular.
I was also asked a somewhat presumpruous quesrion,
if I may say so 
- 
presumptuous nor from the poinr of
view of the man asking the quesrion but presumptuous
on the part of the Commission in trying to answer ir
- 
as to what Parliament should do in relation to
long-term unemployment and rhis resolution on it, on
the assumption that the Council passes ir in December.
I can only say to Parliament that it should be vigilant.
By being vigilant, what I mean is thar Parliament
should first of all monitor what the Commission does
in relation to it, noting what we have said we will do
and what we actually do do in relation to it. Perhaps
more imponant, than that, I think it is incumbent upon
Parliament to try rc keep rhe Member States indivi-
dually and collecdvely up to scrarch as far as their
commitment m this panicular resolution is concerned.
May I finally turn to the documenr on the promodon
of positive action for women. I apologize for taking so
long, but I am replying to rhree debates in one and I
hope Parliament will forgive me if I take perhaps
another three or four minutes.
Again may I stan by expressing the gratitude of the
Commission for the reporr, thanking Mrs Van den
Heuvel and Mrs Larive-Groenendaaffor drawing up
the repon and the opinion and also thanking Parlia-
ment for all that has been said today. A Community
instrument on positive action was, as you know, fore-
seen in the Community action programme on the
promotion of equal opportunity for women, but the
concept of positive action was provided for in Com-
munity legislation way back in 1976 in Anicle 2(a) of
the equal treatment directive. Our aim is therefore rc
establish a proper policy framework at nadonal level,
by legislation if possible, to develop positive acrion in
favour of women.'We seek at the same time to encour-
age the social partners to adopt posirive action pro-
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Brammes and also to enable the Commission to act as
a clearing house gathering and disseminating informa-
tion on developments in Member States and assessing
the progress made.
The Council expressed the political will to promote
positive action when it adoprcd the resolution of
l2luly 1982 approving the general objectives of the
action programme. So far so good. Needless to say,
however, when it came to the crunch of negotiations
on a Community instrument on positive action, albeit
only on a recommendation, the Council working
group has consistently steered towards a weakening of
the original text proposed by the Commission. At the
same time I think w'e can be fairly confident that the
recommendation will be adopted by the Council under
the Irish presidency before the end of the year. Parlia-
ment's suppon is therefore imponant, since it strent-
thens the hand of those, including the Commission,
who are seeking to maintain a text stf,ong enough to
be wonhy of being a Council recommendation.
I realize, because it has been indicated dme and time
again in this debate, that the nature of the instrument
is something that a number of parliamentarians have
doubts about. The Committee on'Women's Rights is
suggesting a binding legal instrument, a directive
instead of a recommendadon. The Commission is of
the opinion that binding Community legisladon would
not be appropriate at this stage. A less binding, Inor€
flexible instrument is, for the time being, more suitable
in an area where precise deailed rules might not only
be difficult to enforce but would also, in our view,
have a counrcr-productive effect. !7e are, after all, still
at the stage of helping to change attitudes and inspire
new thought and creativiry about positive action. '!tre
see this recommendation, moreover, in the context of
a number of other Communiry acdons to promorc
positive action irelf. Binding legislation might be
envisaged at alater stage to consolidate progress and
to promore convergence throughout the community.
The Commission has similar difficulties, I am afraid, in
acc€pting the idea of a quota system as suggested by
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.
The idea that a minimum percenate of places should
be reserved for women in all occupations and sectors
of working life where they are at present under-repre-
sented and at all levels of responsibiliry would also, in
our view, be counter-productive at this stage. Ve first
have to give Member States and the social partners the
chance to use a whole range of different forms of posi-
tive action rc improve the participation of women in
working life.
Similarly, we doubt whether it would be a good idea
to choose only one specified field each year, such as
women and the new rcchnologies, and to conccnrate
activities on that one specific area. I think it is too dif-
ferentiated an approach. I think it could well lead rc a
too resrictive attitude in other areas, where special
effons are also required. In our view, a positive action
poliry programme, if it is to be successful, should
consist of a global strltegy. This is indeed one of the
main aims of the draft recommendation.
If I have appeared somewhat negative about.those
three points, Madam President, it is not because I do
not share your objective, which is to move as far and
as fast as possible. Hotwever, I really have to say that I
do not think it would serve any purpose to strengthen
the Commission's proposal at this stage, i.e. precisely
when we are in the middle of trying to save the propo-
sal from diludon at the hands of a somewhat atavistic
Council. Some of our rather mildly formularcd ideas,
such as codes of good practice for employers, are also
under threat, and I am anxious to preserve and save
them. The constructive suggesdons of Parliament
should nevertheless go on record, as they clearly will.
They will cenainly be taken into account by the Com-
mission as guidelines for its future work in this field.
I think that I have covered most of the poins or at
least most of the themes that have been raised in the
course of this long and most inrcresting debate. It has,
I think, underlined yqt again the imponance that Par-
liament attaches to these great issues of employment
poliry and equality of opponuniry berween the differ-
ent sections of our population. For all its difficuldes in
other respec6, it has been a day in which Parliament
has, I think, on the whole acquitted itself well, if I may
respectfully say so.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting time.
7. Economic recooery
Presidcnt..- The next time is the joint debate on:
- 
the oral questioil with debate (Doc. 2-610184) by
Mr P. Beazley and others to the Council:
Subject: Plan for European economic recovery
1. Has the Cquncil considered this programme
for recovery put forward by the European
Parliament?
2. \7hat steps has the Council taken to imple-
ment Parli4ment's proposals, and what plans
does it havc in this regard during the period
of the Irish Presidenry?
3. Vith which of Parliament's recommendations
does the Council find itself in disagreement
and why?
- 
the oral questiolr with debate (Doc. 2-704/84) by
Mr von Vogau and others, on behalf on the
Group of the European People's Parry (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group) rc the Commission:
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Subject: Proposals for reviving the European
economy
- 
Noting with great satisfaction the noticeable
reduction in identity checks at the Franco-
German and Belgian/German internal bor-
ders of the Community based on rhe decisions
nken in Fontainebleau as regards 'the Peo-
ple's Europe';
- 
gready concerned by the bureaucratic, fiscal,
administradve and health-regulation obstacles
to the intra-Communiry Eansport of goods
and delays caused to processing because of a
lack of staff, problems which have once again
been highlighted by the blockage of the Ital-
ian border crossing at Chiasso;
- 
having regard to the additional costs m the
European economy of the failure to achieve
an internal Communiry market which places it
at a disadvantage in inrernational competition
and means that the people of Europe have to
pay an additional sum estimared at DM
30 000 m, which could be saved by swiftly eli-
minating superfluous delays in processing
goods in inra-Community transpon;
- 
having regard to rhe increasing imponance of
the ECU, including its use as a European unit
of account, as a stable currency for conracts
and in privarc use, together with the need in a
unified domestic marker to facilitate paymenr
transactions by using a common currency;
we would ask the Commission ro answer the fol-
lowing questions:
(a)
1.
Tlte People\ E*rope
Vhat proposals for a People's Europe does
the Commission inrcnd to put forward to en-
able people to see real proBress in the Euro-
pean Communiry?
How and when does the Commission intend
to issue a European passporr in the Member
States and ro cr€ate a European driving lic-
ence for the citizens of Europe as concrere
evidence of 'a People's Europe'?
In panicular what steps has the Commission
taken to remove internal frontiers widrin the
Community along the lines of the Benelux
Treary or the Franco-German example?
At what crossing points at internal borders is
electronic surveillance equipment currently
being insalled oq already operating to provide
even more conttols on individuals and how
does the Commission intend to abolish or
prevent these new obstacles at borders?
\7hat steps is the Commission taking to
demonstrate to the citizens of the Communiry
that they belong to a communiry as shown by
5.
their abiliry to use a common European cur-
rency; what progress has been made in talks
with the Member States concerning private
use of the ECU and how does the Commis-
sion view in this context the readjustment of
the shares in the basket of currencies which
make up the ECU?
'Vhat 
consequences and lessons has the Com-
mission drawn from the proposals of the
European Parliament on implementing the
European internal market?1
Creating employment
\Zhat measures has the Commission aken in
response to the proposal and various sugges-
tions and instructions from Parliament,
adopted in its 'Plan for European economic
recove4y',2 and how in panicular does it
intend to cut back the costs of the non-
Europe described therein and free European
industry from the unnecessary costs resulting
from:
- 
delays in processing at frontiers,
- 
the lack of European-wide tendering pro-
cedures in the field of high technology,
- 
incompatibiliry of technical standards,
- 
the lack of mutual recognition of test cer-
tificarcs,
and maintain the competitiveness of European
industry at international level.
Vhat measures has the Commission taken to
allow European service industries, in pani-
cular in the fields of ransport, insurance and
banking, rc benefit from the advantages of a
large European internal market?
\7hat has the Commission done to implement
the proposals from the European Parliament t
on the creation of Communiry capital markets
and the liberalization of capital transacdons
so as to make available to all European com-
panies, in panicular small and medium-sized
innovatory new companies which create new
employment, financing facilities and provide
the optimum investment for risk capital?
Red*ction in unnecessary bureaucraqt
\7hat proposals does the Commission intend
to make to the specialist ministries to reduce
superfluous and counter-productive regula-
tions and allow European business, in parti-
cular small and medium-sized industry to
concenffate their efforts on their industrial
activities and thus help to create ney/ employ-
(b)
1.
(c)
t.
3.
3.
4.
t oJ c 77, 19.3. 1984.2 OJC 117,30.4.1984.
2.
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ment rather than having to coPe with ever-
more red tape?
2. \7hat steps has the Commission proposed to
implement a European policy on standards?
3. !7hat progress has been made with the Com-
mission's proposals on a Community trade-
mark, on which the European Parliament has
also issued a recommendation, and what pro-
posals is the Commission making as regards
the European patent?
4. Has the Commission taken any new measures
to prevent any further widening of the gap
berween the different rates of value-added tax
in the Communiry and in panicular to achieve
funher harmonization in the field of special
consumer taxes?
5. \7hat methods and proposals has the Com-
mission adopted to harmonize customs regu-
lations, to encourage cooperation between
cusroms authorities and to create a common
customs authority to enable more efficient
processing at all internal and external fron-
tiers of the Community and in particular to
prevent regional distonions of competition,
such as those in Bavaria which is obliged to
route some two-thirds of its total expon of
goods through the bottleneck of the Inlian
customs on the Brenner Pass?
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc.2-815/84)
by Mrs Tove Nielsen and others, on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group, to the
Commission:
Subject: Programme submitted by the Commis-
sion for consolidating the internal market
In view of the number and imponance of the pro-
posals contained in the programme for consolidat-
ing the internal market submitted by the Commis-
sion last June, can the Commission say how it
intends to induce the Council to adopt this pack-
age of measures for the end of 1984 and 1985?
Can it say which areas it considers to be priorities?
In panicular, with regard to the legal environment
for enterprises, can it assure Parliament that mea-
sures as important as those concerning the Euro-
pean economic interest grouping will eventually
be adopted in accordance with the scheduled
timetable?
Can it also give assurances that the measures
designed to secure the free movement of capital
mentioned in the consolidation programme (mea-
sures concerning collective investment undertak-
ings for transferable securities) will be adoprcd in
1984 and 1985?
Funhermore, can the Commission say how it will
mke into account the principles set out in the
European Parliament's report on the need to
establish the European internal market?
Can the Commission provide information con-
cerning the number and the type of cases brought
in respect of technical barriers to trade by econo-
mic operators? Vhat individual and global mea-
sures does the Cpmmission intend to take to put
an end to the persistent violations of Community
law?
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc.2-817 /84)
by Mr de la Maldne, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Demoqradc Alliance, to the Commis-
slon:
Subject: Plan for European economic recovery
Europe must regain a high level of growth by
means of largelscale productive investment in
potential growth sectors in order to combat unem-
ployment effectively. However, this policy cannot
succeed without the creation of a genuine internal
market, progressively freed from consrainm of all
types so as to allow the effects of a Europe-wide
market to operarc fully.
Vhat measures'does the Commission intend to
take to promote'the establishment of a vast inter-
nal market?
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED).- Madam President, last
March the old Parliament voted a well-considered
resolution on European economic recovery, and this is
the firsr time we can raise the issue again in the new
Parliament.
Those of us who have put this question down believe
that it is the most urgent question now facing the
Community. It is urgent because the latest OECD
figures show that unemployment has gone on rising
and will continue to do so unless decisive action is
nken which can only be taken by the Communiry act-
ing together. It is urgent because rising unemployment
with no end in sight brings dangerous social insmbiliry
and also makes it increasingly difficult to carry
through the changes in industrial sructure on which
our future will depend. However, it is especially
urgent because we are beginning to find that once
public attention becomes fixed on the conflicm
aroused by the fear of unemployment, rhe political
support for the necessary changes drains away.
Madam President, it is especially urgenr for the Com-
munity because if the economic rationale of Com-
munity action disappears because u/e are seen to be
impotent as a Community, then ir will be impossible
also to make the political breakthrough needed to
overcome the mullipliciry of national vetos and to
carry the Community forward either on the polirical
front or on the economic fronr.
So almost every other quesrion we face in rhis Parlia-
ment really depends on effective economic recovery.
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'S7e are now fonunately at the key stage in the calen-
dar of the Community. Ve now have a newly-elected
Parliament, in January we shall have a new Commis-
sion, and in Fontainebleau ure found a new Community
spirit and put many of the disputes behind us. So not
only must we take advantage of the calendar moving
decisively now, but past experience 
- 
and this, I
think, is perhaps the main thing rhat I want ro say 
-teaches us that the Community really cannor go for-
ward with small measures or in slow stages. That is
because each small measure visibly diminishes national
sovereignty without giving any equally visible Com-
muniry gain. A long succession, year after year, of
small measures arousing hosdlity against the Com-
munity leads to the position where nobody really
believes in or suppons Community acrion.
Community action needs rc give each country much
more through collective action than ir akes away from
the separate instruments of national protecrion. To go
slowly, directive by directive, is to encourage maxi-
mum opposition from each well-orchestrated lobby
which briefs its national press and TV and dominates
the media for months afrcr it discovers rhe directive.
The next month it will be anorher direcrive and
another argument. That is not a caurious approach. A
piecemeal approach is not a cautious approach. It is
really to kill the Community by slow srages, draining
away the support that we need for action. So ir is no
longer adequate in the Community's rhird decade rc
defend the Community against aniculare, well-organ-
ized vesrcd interests by appealing to general Com-
munity aims and spirit. Community action now has to
be big enough and bold enough to be seen and
believed in as a credible force for change.'!7e have to
be able to argue that proposed action really will create
a Community masse de manoeuore big enough to get
the huge flywheel of inter-Community trade spinning.
Ve must be seen to be producing in a package the
force needed to get Community trade going again and
all our economies moving with ir.
Ve have to show also that the reserves behind the
European Monetary System, and its currenry cover-
age, and its capital market, are sufficient ro retain our
European savings in Europe 
_without our having to
raise interest rates to protecr them. To do that, we do
not want measures that are so small rhat they will get
through a Council influenced by a nervous and defen-
sive public opinion.'Ve need instead measures that are
clearly big enough and bold enough to convince public
opinion that the action raken, for which they are giv-
ing up something, will actually be effective in getting
our economies moving so that we can put the Council
under pressure from the voters themselves and the
Council will be rold to get on with it.
For instance, the case for full British membership of
the European Monetary System is overwhelming, not
just for the full developmenr of the system bur also for
Britain. And yer we need a package big enough to
overcome the residual reluctance of rhe British
Government. The case for a common European capital
market which can compete with New York is also
overwhelming, but we need a package big enough to
convince the Federal Republic of Germany to open up
fully its capital marker and to persuadi the French
Republic to abolish exchante controls. The case for
common safety standards is overwhelming, but we
need a package big enough to set a timetable and a
method of agreement by which 10 national standards
concede to a common one within ayear. The case for
free sales in a common market of all that we produce
in each country is overwhelming, but we still need to
see the effective operation of the new Community
commercial poliry and the approval of the remaining
50 directives, especially on motor vehicles and building
materials, and the replacement of national type-
approval measures with a European type-approval also
within a very limited period of time. \7e need a deal
that is sufficiently big to put over against all the vested
interests that hold those things up.
The case for free movement. of goods in a common
market is overwhelming, but we still need a single
administrative document at frontiers. 'S7hen we have
it, we need to use that document for exchange of
information between customs computers so that trucks
do not have to srcp at customs posts. \fle need also the
collection of value-added tax away from frontiers so
that they do not have to stop for that either, and then
we can abolish the fronder posrc and save 8 to 9 billion
ECU.
If we put the whole package together, then, but only
then, we will have the impetus from a common market
in capital and merchandise, the biggest in the world,
which is, by its very existence and by the promotion of
trade that it will produce from wirhin imelf, capable on
its own of getting our economies going, getring our
people back to work and, as the biggest trading grolrp
in the world, getting Third Vorld exports going again
and solving their awful economic crisis, including the
problems President Alfonsin oudined so vividly this
mornlnE.
'!7e 
should also remind ourselves that if rhose prob-
lems that President Alfonsin outlined this morning are
not resolved, then we could well have the most colos-
sal financial crash on top of an economic crisis. So it is
not only that we need to get going for rhe things that
we need to achieve, we need ro get going lesr a lot
worse happen to us. If we have an effective packate,
something to offer, something which can be seen to
get trade going again, then we have something rc offer
our peoples which only the Community can give, to
which each Member Stare has got to contribute im bir
but from which each Member State can receive back in
jobs and its own revenue infinitely more rhan it could
ever gain by the national defences thar it brings up on
a rado of 20 to 1 or 30 to 1. Thar is the impetus that
we actually need.
So, what I am proposing 
- 
and again this is the main
thrust of what I am saying 
- 
is that with a new Parlia-
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ment and a new Commission and the spirit of Fontai-
nebleau, instcad of a haphazard and scattercd attack
on the obstacles in our way, we need to concentrate
our forces for a breakthrough, a package which faces
the Communiry with the final decision to make a com-
mon market and gives it and every citizen all the gains
that flow from that. Nothing less than this force de
frappewill do.
(Apphuefion the Erropean Demooatic Group)
IN THE CHAIR: MR L{.LOR
Vce-hesideat
Mr von \Pogeu (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gendemen, the European Parliament poinrcd out
again and again in past legislative periods that an open
intcrnal market on a European scale is an essential
condition for improving the competitiveness and revi-
tdizing the European economy.
Thc tcnaciry with which the Parliament pursued this
goal has in the meantime yielded its firct fruits. The
Commission and the Council have bcgun 
- 
if very
hesitantly 
- 
to carty out somc of the demands made
by Parliamenr Bilateral moves are underway too 
-for example, the inisial steps aken to lessen border
controls between France and Germany.
Panicularly around the time of the European elections
- 
dthough it was too late to influence the turnout 
-there was a decided impression that at last things were
moving. However, coverage by the media over the
past weeks and months tends to give the opposite
impression. Here the subject is dealt with merely from
a securiry point of view and there are serious resenra-
tions about lessening the border controls funher.
Vhat they deliberately forget to point out is that the
discussion on opening the borders besween the Com-
muniry countries has staned rc improved cooperation
between the police authorities of the Member States;
this c/ill lead not to a deterioradon but rather ro an
improvement in securiry in border regions.
One thing we MEPs are sure of but which also sur-
prises us is this: heads of State and goyernments
announce their intention rc abolish personal checks
and the following day officials of these countries who
arc subject to instructions tell us rhat rhis is illusory
and simply impossible. If we leave it to national auth-
orities rc decide on the possibiliry of funher develop-
ment of tle Community we may as well wrire off
European policy straight avay. This is scandalous and
as Europcans we should not tolerate ir!
Occasionally ure hear from intcrested panies that
goods checls between Member States have already
been reduced to the absolute minimum necessary. But
anyone who wants a Eue picture of what is going on
should listen sometime, to a European an dealer des-
cribe what he has to gg through when he owns a pic-
ture in one Member State and wants to exhibit in
another.
(Apphuse)
First of all, he must apply for an export licence at the
Cenual Customs Office. It takes on ayerate three
weeks to come through. Approval for works of an
which are more than 20 years old or have a value of
over 10 000 French francs must be obtained subse-
quently from the An Commission, which of course
meets only on Vednosday afrcrnoons. If the vehicle
collecting the pictures is transponing others at the
same time the matter cannot be settled at one go. On
the conrary, he must go to the customs house first of
all for the impon rigmarole. Only then may he reload,
aftcr which he drives to the same customs office once
again to settle the expon formalities.
(l.aaghter)
Of course, a forwarding agent must be called upon for
these complicated proceedings. For example, for three
pictures whose value is equivalent to DM 45 000 he
charges the following: 
- 
now, first listen to this 
-customs free 
- 
this is not a dury but rather a customs
fee: FF128, despatch: FF910, clearance charges:
FF 305, chamber of cbmmerce costs: FF 193, drawing
up rwo export documents: FF 555, presentation at cus-
toms: FF425, insurance during storage: FF553.40,
fixed costs: FF 175. This amounts to a toal cost of
FF 3 529.48 or DM I 210.
(I^aughte)
Add to this 
- 
we are not finished yet 
- 
the German
customs fee of DM 125 and the impon turnover tax of
DM 3 220 which has to be paid in all cases. And not
even one picture has been sold yet! Vhat is more, if
they are not sold within one year they must be
returned to the land of origin with all the implied for-
malities and costs. The an dealers comment: 'That can
to on year after year until you lose all interest in
European an dealings'.
(I^aughte)
It is precisely individual examples like this which show
just how far we are from the goal of an open Euro-
pean common market. Such examplcs also show the
delays, the hassle and costs involved and explain why
European firms still have to spend approximately
DM 30 000 million per year to negotiate inter-Com-
munity borders.
The examples also demonsffate why the European
Parliament will not lessen its efforts to press for the
eliminadon of red lape ar the borders besween rhe
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Member Starcs. They make us realize how much these
hindrances discourage small- and medium-sized firms
from exploiting the possibilities of the European mar-
ket and they provide us with one explanation as to
why in the final analysis we in Europe have nor suc-
ceeded in creating even one new job in the last decade.
The Herman reporr, approved by a large majority in
the European Parliamenr, demonstrates quirc clearly
that the creation of an open European internal market,
panicularly in the area of advanced technologies, must
be the decisive conribution of the Community to rhe
recovery of the European economy.
But what are the unemployed in our counrries to think
when they see thar not only has this opponuniry nor
been exploited, but that the heads of State and govern-
ment have been squabbling continually for years at the
highest level over conriburions which are only a frac-
don of the amount frittered eway at the borders of the
Member States. For this reason we welcome whole-
hearcedly the programme which the Commission is
now submitting, the aim of which is to bring about
imponant proBress by I January 1986 towards the
realization of the inrcrnal European market. Our goal,
proposed in the motion for a resolution at the end of
this debate, goes beyond this, however. Ve want the
abolition of all personal and goods checks between the
Member States of the European Community by I Jan-
uary 1989.
(Appkuse)
No one should fool himself that this will be easy ro
achieve and that the introduction of a European pass-
port will solve everything. Rather, we musr standar-
dize laws in the Communiry countries reparding pass-
pons, visas and foreigners. S7'e must improve coopera-
tion bervreen police authoriries and the securiry at our
external borders. Ve musn'r limir ourselves to har-
monizing the systems for VAT and various consump-
tion duties, we should strive ro approximate the rates
of tax. If we want to create a common market for
future technologies we need common European stan-
dards, mutual recognition of rcst cerdficares, funher
development of European parenrc and creadon of the
European trade mark, but especially the putting out to
rcnder on the European level of advanced technology
projects. Above all, we musr see rhar our national bur-
eaucracies dispense with some cherished norions
which are hindering funher development of the Com-
munrty.
In the first legislative period of rhis Parliament we
worked out our objectives and took the first sreps
towards carrying them out. In the next five years we
mus[ succeed in implementing them so rhat 
- 
at leasr
in this area 
- 
the aims of the founders of the Euro-
pean Communiry will finally be realized.
(Appkuse)
Mr Dc Vdcs (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Europe's
greatest strength is also Europe's greatest weakness.
Ifith 270 million consumers our market knows no
equal in the world. And yet Europe is worse hit by the
recession than Japan. America is sdll creating millions
of jobs, while oun are disappearing. Ve all know why.
If a product is made in Chicago for a customcr in New
Orleans, it simply has to be put on a lorry. If a product
is made in Amsterdam for a customer in Paris, it is
held up at the borrders.
And this problem does not arise just at the borders
berween the Netherlands and Belgium or benreen Bel-
gium and France. Our tax systems are not harmon-
ized; the values of our currencies fluctuate; our safety
requirements are not the same; our health regularions
are different; our company laws are different. Under
Article 115 of our EEC Treaty, each Member State
has its own policy on imports from third counries.
Free European market? Any lorry driver will pur you
right on that!
Europe can comp€te with America in space technol-
ogy. The Ariane project is evidence of that. European
nuclear physicisa working rcgerher on the CERN
programme win Nobel prizes. And yet this same
Europe is dipping wooden sdcls into petrol tanks at
the borders to measure the quantity of fuel in lorries'
tanls.
And still Mr President, Europe's greatesr weakness is
also Europe's greatest strength. If we could persuade
our governments to give European industry the room
to manoeuvre it needs rhere is no eanhly reason why
we should lose tomorrow's employment batde rc
America and Japan. Bur the barriers for goods traffic
crossing frontiers cost European industry and thus the
consumer more than 30 000 million guilders a year. lt
would be a Eemendous boost ro our economy if we
could reduce these costs.
Mr President, a great deal has been said by Mcmbers
of this House about how much money is squandered
by the European Community. Our British Socialist
colleagues made a special point of this, concenuating
on a few glaring incidents and orher minor details. But
what do we see today at such a crucial debate, where
something could be done about the 30 000 million
wasted for indusry? That the British socialist benches
are empry! I find that very sad, Mr Prcsident. It
depends where your political priorities lie. Permits,
visas, registration forms, statistical documents, cenifi-
cates of origin, clearance procedures, national tech-
nical standards, everywhere there are regulations
which have been worked out by national civil servants
mainly for national civil servants. Europe cannor move
for national red rape. But as politicians we should win
Europe back from these national civil servants. The
first prioriry of both Parliament and the Commission
should, for the next five years, be to relcase the
domestic market from srade barriers. My party, Mr
President, proposes the following l0 main points. To
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facilitate goods transpon, fuel checks at the border
must be abolished. VAT should be settled not at the
border but at the product's place of desdnation. There
should be a single common company tax system.
Technical safery and health standards and require-
men$ must be harmonized at European level. Direct
taxation on industry must be harmonized. There are a
number of Commission decisions on this which have
been waiting since 1969 for a Council decision. It must
be possible rc esnblish European limited companies.
Proposals for European trade mark law should be
accepted by the Council. Insurance companies should
be allowed to offer their services freely throughout the
Communiry. There must be liberalization of the move-
ment of capital. And finally, under Article 155 of the
EEC Treary, the Commission should have broader
pow'ers of implementation with regard to industrial
products. Mr President, it is often said that the Euro-
pean Communiry has little influence on the develop-
ment of this part of the world. There is an element of
ruth in this. But when it comes to economic recovery,
there is one very imponant instrument at our disposal.
Ve know from the election period alone the issue
which is foremost in the minds of the European citi-
zen: work and unemployment. 13 million Europeans
without work, 4 1/2 million young people without
work and the number of long-rcrm unemployed- this
we have already debated at length 
- 
is soaring. Ve
cannot offer guarantees of full employment. But that
doesn't mean we are powerless. I find it appalling, Mr
President, that our governmenr are not making pro-
per use of one of the most imponant means the Com-
muniry has, that is freeing the market. It is this Parlia-
ment's job to show up this inaction.
In conclusion, the European Commission 
- 
and
Commissioner Narjes in panicular 
- 
has an ally in
rhe Liberal Parry. The new Commission can also count
upon our support, provided that it makes the domestic
market its prioriry. It is high time that the dead wood
was cut from the tangle of trade barriers.
(Applause from the ight)
Mr Jupp6 (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, the Community's economic difficulties can
be summed up in a single question: why is Europe,
unlike the United Starcs, Japan and the new industrial
countries in the Pacific, incapable of creating new jobs
to compensate for the adjustments which have to be
made in over-staffed sectors?
The answer normally given is that there is not enough
growth. This is correct., but there is more to it than
that.'S/e have to carry out a more thorough analysis of
the real reasons for stagnation in Europe. And we for
our part believe that the chronic disease our econom-
ies and, incidentally our society in general, are suffer-
ing from is inflexibility. Inflexibility and barriers to
rade. Those who have already spoken have made this
amply clear, especially with regard rc high technology
production, but other gectors, too. Inflexibility and too
much imponance attached to tax and administrative
standards. Inflexibiliuy, lack of imagination and
unwillingness to take risks in the running of the capital
markets and ways of financing innovation' Inflexibiliry
and conservatism even in social legislation, which is no
longer able to meet the spectrum of individual needs,
especially as far as working time is concerned. Inflexi-
biliry and lack of courage in mentalities and attitudes
towards work itselfi and remuneration of work.
Europe's economic rpcovery therefore, in our view,
can only be brought, about through a new type of
flexibility and adaptability.
How do we go about this? Ve should have at least
four priorities. First of all the creation' and I shall not
reueri to what has alqeady been said by almost all the
speakers before me, gf a real Community market for
high technology prodlucts in particular. Ve know what
action is necessary but it is not always taken. Our Par-
liament must bring more pressure to bear to get things
moving in this direction. But this is not enough.
Our second prioriry is to relieve the burdens and con-
straints which are holding back companies, whether
large, small or medium-sized. All adminisrative plans
rc beat unemploymept are bound to fail, as we have
seen in various placep. Only by developing companies
can jobs be created. Moreover, these companies must
be allowed rc build up their profit margins again and
adapt to the new demand situation according to the
signals coming from the market. This is the way our
Community, and or.lr Parliament, should be alking
too.
The third piioriry is to promote within each company
the rypes of social schemes which will allow an
increase in employee panicipation in the ownership
and a direct say in the running of the company. This is
one of the conditions for improving productivity.
Founhly, in the light of what I have just said, we must
redefine the role of the governments which, almost
everywhere in Europe, have increasingly monopolized
production tasks, whereas their real duty should be to
preserve a general balance, sustain competition and
concenrate their action on research into the promising
fields of the future.
I would like to conqlude by saying that, apan from the
technical measures proposed by various speakers,
which our group supports as far as the main market is
concerned, the Community must also create the
impression that there is a need for a real psychological
and moral turnabout: a return to precisely those values
on which the construction of Europe was founded, in
other words freedom, responsibility and hard work.
(Applause from tbe right)
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
- 
Mr
President, I should like to say at the outset how inter-
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esting I found the contribution made by the four ques-
tioners today and how much I felt myself to be in tune
with their sentimen$. The Council has also noted wirh
treat inrcrest the imponant work carried our by rhe
European Parliamenr in connection with the plan for
European economic recovery. I think rhe very favour-
able reaction to the plan borh within the institutions
and amongst the general public clearly indicates that
the European Parliament has succeeded in identifying
a major cause of concern for society and the urgent
need to find satisfactory solutions to our problems. It
is now for other insdtutions to make rheir contribution
to the discussion iniriated by Parliament. The Com-
mission will shortly submit its draft economic report
for 1985 
- 
may be Commissioner Narjes will in a
minute have something [o say about that 
- 
and the
Council will adopt a position on rhis repon towards
the end of the year and lay down the economic policy
guidelines for the following year. I know that the
Commission is particularly interested in this joint dis.
cussion, and I am sure we can look forward to impor-
mnt information from them concerning their inten-
tions as regards the plan for European economic
recovery. Meanwhile, Members of Parliament will ear-
lier today have heard Mr Quinn convey some far-
reaching and challenging proposals for the re-srimula-
don and restrucuring of our economies, with the
panicular aim of alleviating the scourge of unemploy-
ment and panicularly long-term unemployment, so
eloquently referred to by one of the speakers today.
These are questions to which the Taoiseach, when he
addressed this Parliament in July, also gave high prior-
ity as matters to be tackled during the Irish presidenry.
I am convinced that the discussions which will be held
in both Parliament and the Council on rhe Commis-
sion's proposals will enable our economic problems to
be analysed in greater depth and the most appropriate
solutions to be found. It has been said, I think, by all
four speakers today that unless we can solve these
problems, the crisis 
- 
something that has been un-
known in human history 
- 
will have extremely grave
social consequences nor jusr for the peoples of this
Community but for rhe peoples of the world. I am sure
that Commissioner Narjes will respond much more
fully to the questions which were addressed to Parlia-
ment today.
Mr Vclsh (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. As one of rhe movers of rhe question rhat the
Council has just answered, could I ask the President-
in-Office one simple qucstion: \flhat has rhe Council
done about the Herman resolution on economic
recovery?
President. 
- 
That is not a poinr of order.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
It was a point of order,
because I think the President-in-Office misunderstood
what was on the agenda. He said at the end rhat the
Commission would answer the questions pur down,
but the question in the name of myself, Mr \7elsh and
others is addressed ro rhe Council. It is not up m rhe
Commission to answer it, it is up to the Council to
answer it. Could he please do so?
President. 
- 
The President-in-Office of the Council
has given his reply ro rhe House.
(Intemtption: 'It uas a aery poor re?b'.)
The House can have its own views in connecrion with
the reply and use its own judgment.
Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, first of all I would like to say a word of
thanks rc all initiators, rhe committees involved and
groups for making it possible to hold this comprehen-
sive debate rcday. In panicular I would also like to
thank all speakers for making it absolurcly clear that
the second directly elected European Parliament
intends not just to conrinue the activities started by the
first one but to work vigorously, energetically and
dynamically to carry them funher.
Internal market poliry first of all means implementa-
don of a fundamental part of the Treaties of Rome
which came into force almost 27 years ago and much
of which has sdll nor been fulfilled. It was the Com-
mission's task ro put the internal market back into the
front line of European political work where ir belongs.
At first, in the growh years, rhen during the oil crisis
and the years in which rhe Community insritutions
were busy with the enlargement negotiarions and the
ensuing disputes, the internal market was pushed dan-
gerously into the background and, since it was politi-
cally uninteresting because of irc rcchnical characrer, it
was polirically downgraded. In fact, all the Councils of
Ministers gave scant arrention rc the implemenrarion
of the Treaties. The extent to which this is true can be
seen in some areas from a comparison between the
declarations of intenr of, for example, rhe Hague
Summit of 1969 and the acrual situation in 1981 when
the current Commission mok office. Only when symp-
toms of decline occurred after 1980/81 
- 
and by this
I mean the wave of internal prorectionism within the
Community caused by the germ of national industrial
policies after rhe second oil crisis 
- 
{/as it possible to
turn the tide and restore the implementation of rhe
Treades rc the forefront of European political work
with the aid of the European Parliament.
Since then, internal prorecrionism has been on rhe
defensive again, and the institurional links for rhe
implemenmtion of the Treaties have been resffeng-
thened by the crearion of internal market Councils,
althoug these links could be improved further. I agree
with all those who have drawn arrention, in their
motions and in rheir speeches today, to the economic
imponance of the internal market. The latter is
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obvious in view of the oftcn quorcd costs caused by
the mere existence of frontierc 
- 
and I am grateful to
Mr Von Vogau for his really good example taken
from the an trade 
- 
as a result of incompatible com-
munications structures in thc Community and the
cxistcnce of different currency areas. They can and
must all be eliminated. Therefore I repeat: our specific
goal is not to improve conditions at frontiers but to
remove frontiers, and to do so soon.
(Apphrce)
Because of their highly negative cffects, fronders also
have an economic influence on investment activides in
the Communiry, and on the rype and size of invest-
ments. Frontiers generarc insecurity and scepticism, or
even mistrust, because investors are continually afraid
of their misuse. Fronders militate against production
strucures involving international division of labour. As
I have alrcady said in the past, if one or more compan-
ies in a triple-frontier area or other favourable border
location wished to introduce, for example, the Canban
Systnr of producdon logistics, which is common in
Japan and has done agreal deal to help improve prod-
uctivity there, they would have rc do without it as long
as the frontiers existed because no one can calculate to
the nearest hour if there is no knowing what uncer-
tainry or obstacle the mere existence of fronders pre-
sents. This is a specific example of the son of thing
that is made impossible by frontiers.
The problem also includes frontiers between social
securiry sysrcms or tax sysrcms which affect not only
the fronder workers but, above all, sciendsts, engi-
neers and qualified snff whom many investors need to
employ in the places where the best investment can be
made. By depriving us 
- 
and I stress this again 
- 
of
an internal market of continental proponions 
- 
in
other words the basic market 
- 
frontiers reduce our
worldwide competitiveness, especially in the field of
high technology. Our competitiveniss also suffers
from the fact that sales are mainly based on national
supply channels and not on the European market or
European competition. Supply to the national market
is still generally regarded as the normal case. Think of
the sectors of defence, telecommunications, transpoft
and many others. These frontiers, too, which cut
across public supplies, are imponant cost factors and
major elements prevendng us from making full use of
the European dimension for our growth and for the
fight against unemployment.
The Commission's action on these various poina is
public knowledge; I can only give you a rough sum-
mary of it. fu regards public contracts, we are working
both horizonally and venically: venically, ultimarcly,
in our proposals on rclecommunications in order to
get rid of a mentaliry which can only be dispelled by
the same sort of spirit as that in which Sir Fred Cath-
erwood and Mr Jupp6 spoke.
Ve are dealing with decision-makers with a 19th cen-
tury mentaliry and 20th cenury equipment who
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believe they can comfonably prepare us for the 21st
c€ntur/r and vho do not even notice that it is a prob-
lem if one can only use a car telephone in one country,
or if one cannot use Telefax and other modern com-
munication techniques in any other country because
ilre systems are not compatible 
- 
and who do not
even appear to be in any hurry to put an end to these
deplorable situations which they themselves have
created.
(Apphuse)
This will be a major 4rea of work for the next Com-
mission. 15 to 200/o of the national product is affected.
This task will make great demands on the govern-
ments' ability to have their way. I would like to say
that this abiliry is not something rc be sniffed at but,
from what I have seen in the past four years, the cru-
cial factor determining the realization of the internal
market and indeed thp implementation of the Treades
of Rome.
The implementation and application of Communiry
law is becoming increasingly problematic. The more
Member States there are, the more imponant I regard
agreement 
- 
and no provision is made for this in the
Treaties of Rome 
- 
pn what should and must happen
if a Member Statc, for example, refuses to comply
with major aspects of Treaties, or at any rate prevents
the Community frorn functioning properly and is not
prepared to keep the fundamenml balance berween
Member Smtes' rights and duties, but is more intent
on upsetting it.
Other similar topics vill also be of major concern to
the next Commission and the European Parliament
during its term of office.
A successful internal market also entails a reliable legal
framework for the qconomy. That is indispensable if
investors are to have dependable indicators, if trade is
to be allowed to plln ahead properly and if banls,
insurance companies, service industries and public
authorities are rc b9 able to calculate which proce-
dures will be straigHtforward and which will involve
surprises and uncentrinties. This reliabiliry of the legal
framework, I would like to make clear, can only be
achieved if use is made of the legal instrumenrc of
Communiry law.
International law, however good the inrcntions of the
Member States may be, cannot meet these conditions
in the long term. Anyone who believes he can make do
with agreements is unfamiliar with the inrcrnal market,
because internationdl agreements can be changed by
subsequent national legislation and do not come under
the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice, the
only body guarandeing the preservation of uniform
law vithin the Comtnuniry and, consequently, predict-
able conditions for the economy.
\7e have no intention of proposing a perfect set of
laws but the indispensable minimum package of Com-
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munity legislation should be created soon ro provide a
convincing and predictable basis. This includes not just
patent law but trade mark law as well, the negotiations
for which we hope will be completed by thl end of
1985; it also includes copyright law, European com-
pany law and basic elements of European tax law.
There has been talk of a Europe of citizens. The elimi-
nation of fronriers gives citizens the only visible sign
of, and tangible panicipadon in, the achievements of
the Community. Ve are pleased that some Member
Sates have made a srarr in moving forward more
quickly on a bilateral basis and doing more than,
unfonunately, the Communiry of Ten has so far been
able to do because of the special situations of indivi-
dual Member States. States separated from each other
by long national frontiers should not be afraid of
creating models for the eliminarion of shared frontiers
which are so effective that others are encouraged ro
follow their example.
The argument of lack of security which has been cited
is losing ground. On the conrrary, the circumsrances in
which terrorism is being fought prove rhar ir is much
better to extend a search over rhe whole of Europe
than to confine it to within narional frontiers and th-ar
our call for the crearion of a Europol to supplement
Interpol is not just intended as a sropgap but is a
highly logical move in practical rerms in the fight
against crime. Funhermore , according ro press
reports, the relaxing of customs formalities at the
frontiers, for example berween France and Germany
and berween rhe Benelux countries and Germany, has
not led m a reduction in the number of goods seized
or persons traced, which was previously always circd
as one of the main fears pfeventint progress.
These are all points we would like to introduce before
the Committee of the Europe of rhe Cidzens, a com-
mittee which we expecr to provide help but which
unfonunately has not yer held a single working meet-
ing because it has not been able rc decide on a chair-
man.
Many quesdons on individual problems of the inrernal
market have been raised. Our general answer at this
point in time is the consolidarion programme, an
ambitious programme which, when it has been com-
pleted, is bound to result in some of rhe psychological
success which Sir Fred Catherwood righdy said we
urgently needed. A programme which makes grear
demands of the Council of Ministers' power of deci-
sion. !7e have been given six Councils in order to fulfil
this programme: rwo under each presidenry.
'S7e 
also have the major package of agricultural mea-
sures, and we hope very much that rhe agricultural
ministers will make their decisions, in rhis secror at
least, punctually, comprehensively and without any
national reservations. Some 30 to 35 guidelines are
currently awaiting their decisions. If they are all
adopted, rhere will be no more prorecrionisr obstacles
in the form of technical prercxrs in the foodstuffs and
agricultural rrade sector.
However, we shall also have to ask the Council on
Economic and Financial Affairs and other Councils to
do their bit in dealing with this protramme and rhe
pans they are responsible for. fu the programme takes
shape, some items of the Treaties which are difficulr to
implement will become more and more evident and it
will become more and more difficult and politically
impossible rc avoid taking a decision.
I am thinking not merely of elements in the scnices
sector but above all of transpon policy and its difficul-
ties; I am also rhinking of the coordination of tax
rates, since rhere is indeed a need for progress in the
excise dury and VAT secrors 
- 
the notorious measur-
ing of diesel fuel in tanks is simply due to the fact that
in one Member Sate diesel fucl has 4 pfennigs per
litre of tax on it and in others 44 pfennigs per litre,
with the result that a lorry and trailer from rhe 4 pfcn-
nig country can have a cosr advantage of up to DM
50 000 per year over the lorry and rhe trailer from the
44 pfennig country. In rhis case, rhe Member Statcs
must try to meer in the middle to reduce discrepancies
of this rype and allow rhe resultant frontier obstacles
to be eliminated.
I am rhinking of all the things that are said about the
capital market 
- 
which is a crucial precondirion for
the Communiq/s overall success. However 
- 
and
here I would like to pursue an idea mentioned in Mr
Von \7ogau's morion 
- 
I am also thinking that as
soon as the consolidation programme has been com-
pleted and has been clearly outlinded the time will
have come to think about a final deadline for eliminat-
ing frontiers.
I would not like 9o give you I January 1989 as a firm
deadline from the ou$er, but I think it is a probable
and possible deadline. The idea of forcing thc elimina-
don of frontiers by setting a firm deadline, and this is
probably the only way of making any progress, is in
my view an indispcnsable means of completing this
internal market once and for all. This then means thaq
for example, the l4th Directive, the setting up of the
VAT rating sysrem, musr have been completed by
then. This directive has encounrered resistance from
national bureaucracies like no orher legislation,
because they are very much aware of its strategic
importance to the European Community.
Speakers have repeatedly raised the question of what
economic policy is to be implemented in the Com-
munity today and romorrow for the large internal
market. In this regard I would like to point out, and
here I agree with whar the President-in-Office of the
Council has said, that the Commission's annual econo-
mic repon will be submitted to this House in the next
few days and rhar this repon does contain a series of
stimulating and probably controversial but also coura-
geous ideas on how these problems we are facing can
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be dealt with not just by way of convergence but also
via policy on [ax, interest rates and wages and salaries,
via demand and its development, supply and its
improvement, consolidation of public budger and the
fight against infladon.
Funhermore, we should not forget that, whatever
economic policy is applied, we have every reason for
exercising basic European self-criticism. Some of the
quesdons associated with this were: why has the
United States in the past 15 years achieved such suc-
cess in employment policy compared with the sterile
situation in Europe? Vhy does adaptation take so long
in Europe and why are adaptation Processes so slow
that we have not even got over [hose of the past dec-
ade, although we know very well that if we carry on
like this, we will be unable to cope with the next wave
of already foreseeable adaptation as things stand.
These processes also include those which may evolve
from the rapid development of inrcrnational interde-
pendence and the inrcgration of the Community in
this interdependence. This self-criticism must be con-
ducted without reproaches: it must be without malice,
but also without any sympathy for any opinion or cus-
tom likely to be a cause of what we call Eurosclerosis.
One symptom of Eurosclerosis has been mentioned
several times already rcday: the incapaciry of the gov-
ernmenr of the Member States to fulfil this Treary'
But there are others, to, in the activities of associa-
dons, entrepreneurs, tovernments etc. and, for exam-
ple, in the problem mentioned by Mr Jupp6, of
whether it is right to make so many entrepreneurial
decisions into political or even national decisions.
Observations show that the adaptadon processes take
the longest where the polidcal influence on comPany
decisions is the greatest. Something will'have rc be
donb about this as well.
I would like to thank you once more for your cooPer-
ation on this subject over the past four years. Together
we have created hope for the future again. \(ithout
our work in the last four years the prospects we see
before us today would not exist.
I would like to renew the call for consistent and sus-
tained effons aimed at the weakest point in the Euro-
pean decision-making process: the Council of Minis-
ters. I would remind you that every single member of
this Council of Ministers belongs to a party which is
represented in this House, and that the first move
should also be made within the panies.
President. 
- 
I would like to inform the House that I
have received, pursuant to Rule 42(5), the following
motions for resolutions, with request for an early vote,
to wind up the debate on these Oral Questions:
- 
by Mr Klepsch and others, on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany, by Mr Rogalla,
on behalf of the Socialist Group, by Sir Fred
Catherwood and others, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group (Doc. 2-819 / 8a)
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- 
by Mr Arndq on behalf of the Socialist Group
(Doc.2-855/84)
- 
by Mr De Vries and others, on behalf of the Lib-
eral and Democnatic Group (Doc. 2-856/8a)
- 
by Mr de la Maltne and Mr Malaud, on behalf of
the Group of the European Democratic Alliance
(Doc.2-857 /84).
The vote on these requesr will be taken at the end of
the debate.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) On a point of order, Mr
President, I should like to ask a question which, how-
ever, there is no point in asking until I know what
your decision is regarding the continuation of this
debate.
President. 
- 
The point of order interfered with the
announcement that I was about rc make that this
debate will be contirlued tomorrow afternoon after the
votes.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, in that case I
should like to ask you as a point of order whether you
consider it in keeping with the equality of opponunity
in this House to allow a debate which is so imponant
for the internal market to come to an end without at
least giving an oppprtunity to a representative of the
largest group in Padiament to speak in the presence of
the President-in-Office of the Council and the Com-
missioner. I do not believe this is usual practice in this
House and would therefore urge you to inform the
Bureau as soon as possible of my protest and my ques-
tion, that is unless you now decide that at least one
representative of the Socialist Group may speak.
President. 
- 
Mr Rogalla, I appreciate what you say in
this regard, but the House has ordered that questions
to the Council stard at 6.30 p.m. It is that time now and
I am committed to that.
Mr Pettcrson (ED). 
- 
Funher to Mr Rogalla's point,
we can accept that the debate is going to continue
tomorrow because it says so on the agenda, but can we
be assured also that the President-in-Office of the
Council and Commissioner Narjes will be there to lis-
rcn to the rest of the debate and to sum it up? Ve have
already made the point that our question is to Council,
and it is absurd m have a debate on a question to
Council unless thd President-in-Office is going to be
there to reply to iu Can we have that assurance?
President. 
- 
I cannot offer any assurance on behalf of
either the Commission or Council in this regard 
- 
the
President-in-Office of the Council has already replied
to the question. I know that there were prorcsr as to
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its adequacy, and I note what Mr Rogalla has said and
will convey his views to the Bureau, bur now I must
rule that this debate be adjourned and will be contin-
ued tomorrow afternoon after the votes.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
next month in Dublin. I am sure that rhe points raised
here by Mr Marshall could be conveyed ro rhar group
to see if it would put the marter on its agenda.
President. 
- 
Question No 57, by Mrs Lemass (H-
183 / 84):
Subject: Drug controls
Does the Council agree thar one of rhe most ser-
ious problems facing Ireland and the Community
is drug addicdon, especially in urban areas, pafi.i-
cularly since most drug addicts are under 25 and
are unemployed with resultant soaring crime rares
and if so what action does the Council intend to
take to combat the drug problem?
Mr Barry, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
- 
As I
said in my written reply rc Oral Question No
H-147/84 by Mrs Squarcialupi, the Council is per-
fectly aware of the magnitude of drug-related prob-
lems and their consequences. The European Council
at Fontainebleau sressed rhe gravity of this problem.
The current Council presidency intends to do every-
thing !1 can to follow up rhese conclusions as rapidly
and effectively as possible, in panicular on rhe basis of
a communication which the Commission has said it
intends to submit and on which the European Parlia-
ment has been consulted.
Mrs Lemass (RDE). 
- 
I do nor find that answer very
satisfactory. Maybe the Council is able to resolve this
matter, but the President-in-Office has not given a
very good reply in my opinion. This is an extremely
serious problem, and I think radical new measures
have to be implemented if the problem of drugs in
Europe and throughout the world is to be solved.
I wonder if the Council would consider taking a dif-
ferent and radical type of approach. !/ould it be possi-
ble rc try ro conracr the differenr counrries wheie rhe
raw materials that produce drugs are grown? \7ould it
be possbile to try ro approach rhe people who make
their living from growing the plants and seeds that
constirure the raw materials of drugs? \7ould it be
possible to tackle the problem in that way? In my
opinion, mosr orher things have been tried. Yet we srill
have the problem of our young people dying from
drug overdoses. Ir is a vast problem in my courrqy at
the moment and indeed, I believe, throughout Europe.
I would implore the Council to try ro find new and
radical ways of ackling this appalling drug problem
that we have throughour rhe world and nor be paying
lip service to it, as I believe it is doing ar the moment.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I am sorry rhar the honourable Member
thinks thit only lip service is being paid to this by the
Heads of State or Government meeting at Fontaine-
bleau, by the Council of Ministers over which I pre-
Vice-Presi.dent
8. QuestionTime
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next irem is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. 2-790/84).
'!7e begin wirh the quesdons to rhe Council.
Question No 56, by Mr Marshall (H-la3/84):
Subject: Coun orders
On 17 March 1984 two wards of courr, Nicholas
and Nazil Yusuf, were abducted from 5a Beatrice
Road, London N 4 and taken to Greece. Their
father, Mr Dervish Yusuf, has had great difficulty
in having coun orders execurcd. Can we have an
assurance that rhe next meering of the Council of
relevant Minisrcrs will discuss the principles
involved in rhis case and ensure that such orders
are execurcd throughout the Community?
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
- 
The
matter raised in this question is not within the jurisdic-
tion of the Council.
Mr Marshall (ED).- Vhile this panicular family has
now been reunited, this is pan of a much wider prob-
lem which one would like to see the Council mfte on
board. The problem is that court orders are unen-
forceable in other counrries, and this has led to an
increase in the number of tug-of-love cases where
children are snarched, bundled half way across
Europe, and the wishes of courts are frustrated. Vill
the Council do nothing rc try rc srcp children being
the victims of individuals who seek to defy the rulings
of national courrs, and will they realize that we are ill
pan of the same community and rhat these custody
orders ought to be enforceable in more rhan one
Member State?
Mr Barry. 
- 
The problem of improving administra-
tive cooperarion between the central aurhorities of the
Member Sates appeared on the agenda of the work-
ing group on law cooperation which met in Paris in
June of this year and will probably again be on rhe
agenda of that troup ar the meeting scheduled for
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side and by the present presidency. I can assure you
that that is not so. Ve are deeply conscious at all levels
of the serious damage being done to the health and
happiness of many young people and to the happiness
ofiheir families. 'S7e are also concerned that anything
that is within our power to do shall be done.
Nor uniquely but unusually, the present presidency has
convened a meeting of Ministers for Health precisely
on this problem. They will be meeting within the next
month to discuss the problem. It has also been dis-
cussed a number of times under the heading of politi-
cal cooperation, and the solutions suggested by the
Member who put down the question have, of course'
been thought of. However, it must also be very evident
rc the Member that the countries where the drugs are
produced are not under the control of the European
Communitiy. It would need the cooPeration 
- 
some-
times fonhcoming, at other times not 
- 
of these
countries before the drug producers could be put out
of business.
I do not think there is much point in Parliament,
Commission and Council accusing one another of not
responding adequately to this very grave problem. It is
in the three institutions' interest to work together and
not to accuse one another of dragging their feet or not
being concerned about the problem. This is a negative
approach that is unwonhy of this Parliament and,
indeed, is unwonhy of any Member of this Parlia-
mens. I would hope that in future we could see a posi-
iive cooperative approach to this very serious problem
rhat affects not just the Member's country but all the
countries of Europe. I would hope that the kind of
positive approach indicated by the constructive atti-
tude of the presidency in calling a meeting of Health
Ministers to discuss precisely this problem in the next
month could be followed through at all levels of the
three institutions of this Communiry.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) | should like rc ask the
President of the Council whether or not he atrees that
it is not very sadsfying if the Council uses formulas
such as 'the Council will do everything it can' in its
answers. However, to go into your posidve approach,
I should like to ask whether you are aware of the re-
sponsibiliry you bear in view of the fact that the
second ad hoc committee set up at Fontainebleau,
which is to deal with the drug problem, among other
things, has not yet met? Can you rcll me when this
imponant ad hoc committee is to meet or perhaps
explain why it has still not met some three months
after the decisions were made at Fontainebleau i
Mr Barry. 
- 
I think that the second committee that
has been referred to as having been set up at Fonaine-
bleau will cenainly be considering where improve-
ments can be made, because this problem does concern
the peoples of Europe. The reason why the committee
has not met is that not all the countries had nominated
their member of this commitsee. The last nomination
was received 10 days ago and the committee will be
meeting very shonly.
ffi l}try5hell (ED).- \7ould the President-in-Office
of the Council accept that he seems to be long on
clich6s and short on 4ction?
Mr Barry. 
- 
To that I would give precisely the same
reply as I gave to the first supplementary question. I
think that kind of flippant resPonse is unworthy of this
Parliament.
(Cies of 'Hear, hearlt)
Mr Van Micrt (S). 
- 
(NL) On this question of drug
trafficking, would tlre President of the Council urge
his colleagues rc getlrcgether and do something about
the abuse of diplomCtic bags, since in my own country
- 
to give just ong example 
- 
various cases have
recendy come to liglrt in which a member ol the Zaire
embassy in Luxembourg was smuggling large quanti-
ries of drugs by mEans of the diplomatic bag, and
many similar cases are known in other countries. I
*ouid hau. thought that this was a field in which it
would indeed be pbssible to take some joint action.
Can the President rgive me his assurance that some
steps will be mken iri this respect?
Presidcnt. 
- 
This question is closed. There are two
speakers who will not be.called, i.e. Mr Hutton and
Mr Pearce, since a supplementary quesdon has already
been put by a membtr of the British contingent.
Mr Pearce (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, yet again the different occupanm of your chair
are taking different views about the conduct of Ques-
tion Time. Yesterday another occupant of your chair
took more than one question from a language section
of a panicular group. It really is impossible for Mem-
bers to know how to conduct themselves when the
attitude of the Chair seems to depend on the whim of
the President. May I also say that a question like this
seems to affect sonle sections of the House more Pani-
cularly than others. In view of the fact that you have
only aken three supplemenary questions, I really
would implore you to let me put the supplementary
question which I wish to put. May I put that question,
please?
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Pearce, as you well know, the British
have insisrcd that Question Time should be conducted
as far as possible along the lines of the House of Com-
mons and this is what some of us at least try to achieve
when we chair Qr.:estion Time. According to the rules
of procedure, the Fresident is responsible for corrduct-
ing Question Time and he calls Members to speak in
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the order he wishes. If one Member or another has no
confidence in the President he can choose nor ro vore
for him when the next President is elected.
Mr Shcrlock (ED).- On a point of order, Mr presi-
dent, may I suggest for your consideradon that it is
not irrelevant rhat the occupancy of this Chamber
du.ring Quesdon Time is something over 500/o Eng-
lish-speaking on almost every occasion we meet? pei-
haps this 
-proponionaliry might be reflected in anydecision that you reach on how many Members are
allowed to put supplementary questioni.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I will give some considerarion m this
question as you request. This is all I can do, but it will
take time and I will not come to any conclusions by
the end of rhis Question Time.
Mr Van Miert (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I have not
received an answer to rhe supplemenary question I
put ju$ now since we were interruprcd by a discussion
of the procedure to be followed in connection wirh
supplementary questions. I had put a supplemennry
-quesrion-concerning 
rhe use of the diplomitic bag foi
drug trafficking and have not yet received a reply.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I share rhe concern expressed by the
honourable Member. Of course, diplomatic bags are
the prerogative of the individual governmenr ;hose
diplomats use rhem, and it would be inappropriate rhat
another governmenr should be allowed to see what
was inside them. It is quite obvious why that should
not be. At rhe same timi, I share very much his con-
cern and I think it is up ro every governmenr thar
avails of these facilities under rhe Vienna Convention
to ensure that they are not used for any orher purpose
than that ser our in the Vienna Convenrion. If theie is
any way of ensuring that governmenr do nor use rhem
for any other purposes, rhgn I should be very happy ro
cooperate or, indeed, to dsk the Council to consider
ways of doing that.
Prcsident. 
- 
Question No 58, by Mr Lalor (H-196/
84):
Subject: Reclassification of disadvantaged areas
Vhat assurances can the President of the Council
give that the Council will reach a decision on rhe
reclassification of Ireland's disadvantaged areas
before the end of 1984 bearing in minJ that the
Council was able to reach a decision rapidly on
applications made by the United Kingdom, rhe
Netherlands and Italy earlier this year-under the
same scheme, and funhermore, will the presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council ensure thar any sub-
missions from the Irish authorities are suffiiiently
documented so as to ensure no funher unneces-
sary delays to the long-awaited extension of the
disadvantaged areas scheme ?
Mr Barry, President-in-Ofice of the Coancil. 
- 
The
honourable Member's attenrion is drawn to the fact
that the Council has not ro date received proposals
from the Commission containing amendments io the
Communiry list of Ireland's disadvanaged agricultural
areas_. Consequendy, the Council is unable ro tuaran-
tee the honourablc Member that a decision on this
subject will be taken before the end of tgg+. It is the
Commission's rask to examine the requests made by
the Irish authorides. If it decides to submit a proposil
as it did in 1983 for the United Kingdom, Imly and the
Netherlands, the Council will examine it.
Mr Lalor (RDE). : I must say rc the President-in-
Office of the Council that I was extremely disap-
poinrcd with his reply. I wanr ro ask him if he is aware
that Commissioner Burke told this House yesterday
that very little extra information *as needid by thl
Commission to enable it to make a decision. So litde,
in fact, rhat, as Commissioner Burke said here in this
House, he could have taken it over rhe telephone.
Could the President-in-Office arrange for his govern-
ment to supply this exrra information which has
already been requested by the Commission over a
month ago, on 20 September? Then could he, as Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, arrange to have the
limit raised from 2r/20/o to 4o/0, as asked for by the
Commission 12 months ago, according to Commis-
sioner Burke, ro embrace rhe additional Irish areas
seeking severely handicapped status?
Those are very simple additional requesm ro the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, and I would be
extremely grateful if he could be, like Commissioner
Burke yesterday, a litde more fonhcoming in his
replies to rhe supplementaries than in rhe actual writ-
ten prepared reply.
Mr Barry. 
- 
On the first point raised by the honoura-
ble Member, namely, that Commissioner Burke said
yesterday that ir needed very little information, I think
he was responding ro a quesrion by Mr Clinton, when
Mr Clinton asked whether it would take a lot of work
to find the son of information rhe Commission
requires to make a decision. Commissioner Burke
replied: 'I think the information soughr should nor
take roo much time. In fact, I had hoped it woutd be
availafle ro me ar least on the telephone today so as to
enable me ro answer the quesrion more fully'.
I consider Mr Burke's reply to mean thar the amount
of information that would be required by the Commis-
sion could have been made available to him on rhe
rclephone, but he was not referring to the actual work
itself. That is the way I understood the reply given by
Commissioner Burke.
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As regards the second point, I understand that there is
a proposal from the Commission to the Council to
raise the limit in this regard, and I would be very
happy to ask the Council to discuss that at the earliest
opponuniry, hopefully with the results which the hon-
ourable Member, Mr Lalor, requires.
Mr Taylor (ED). 
- 
Since very often in Question
Time the President-in-Office wears his Irish hat, can
he tell the House how long his government will take
to reply to the request by the Commission? Secondly,
if the Council agree to an extension of these areas, has
his government decided to fund its share of the exten-
sion?
Mr Barry. 
- 
The original application from the Irish
Government was lodged on 2 October. The addidonal
information sought by the Commission was requested
last month. I presume it will be made available very
shonly.
As regards the second pan of the question raised by
Mr Taylor, I think it would be inappropriate for me as
President-in-Office of the Council to answer on
behalf of the Irish Government on this point. I am sure
the Member has other methods of obaining the infor-
mation he requires.
Mr Glezos (S). 
- 
(GR) I should like rc ask a very
specific quesdon. \7hy is it that so far only drug users
or pushers who come into contact with them have
been arrested, while the organizers behind interna-
donal drug trafficking have not been arrested?
President. 
- 
The President of the Council need not
answer this question. 'S7e have already dealt with the
question concerning drugs and are now discussing
Question No 58, for which the next speaker I have
down is Mr Scott-Hopkins. However, since Mr Tay-
lor has already spoken, I cannot call any more Eng-
lish-speaking Members.
Question No 59, by Mrs Thome-Patendtre (H-204/
84):
Subject: European inrcgration
Understanding between peoples is essendal to
genuine, deep-rooted European integration. Con-
sequendy, it seems that languages spoken within
the EEC ought to be taught from nursery and pri-
mary school level.
Is the Council prepared to encourage ,ny propo-
sals for finding a solucion and, if so, what suPPort
and means might it envisage giving to achieve such
an end?
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of the Coancil. 
- 
Since
the adoption of an action proBramme in the field of
education in Februaryr 1976, the Council of Minisrcrs
for Education, meeting within the Council, have
attached panicular imponance to the rcaching of for-
eign languages. The European Council, in its solemn
de-cla.ation adopted in Stuttgan in June 1983, reaf-
firmed the imponanoe of developing language teach-
ing in the encouraSement of European cooPeration.
By their conclusions adopted on this subject in June
1i84, the Council and the Ministers for Educadon
meeting within the Council planned to give a fresh
impetui to the teaching of foreign languages and
agieed to promote all measures appropriate to this
end. In panicular they asked the Commission, using
the Council of Europe's discussion as a basis, to carry
out a study on the teaching of languages at an early
age.
As regards the learning of foreign languages by
migrant workers' children, the Council and the Minis-
te.i fo. Education rneeting within the Council, in the
context of conclusions on the education of such chil-
dren which were adopted at their meeting on 4 June
1984, stated that 'the presence of languages and cul-
ture of origin in nursery schools can contribute to the
formation of a child's personality and provide a solid
foundation for future development. It can also stimu-
late a mutual understanding of the different cultures.
Teaching languages and cultures of origin to primary
school children can contribute significandy to the for-
mation of a balanced personality in the child, enriches
the acquisition of knowledge and assists in the
development of skills'.
Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
I should like to thank you for your reply but at the
same time add that I hope the Council of Ministers
will promote meetihgs of the Education Ministers so
that they can formulate possible practical solutions to
this problem, whilg of course respecting the various
national education systems, since this would make it
possible to promorc to a Breater extent the exchanges
of primary and nursery teachers which you mentioned'
Finally, I hope that it will not be too long before the
Commission manages to achieve what Switzerland has
abeady achieved.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I accept, of course, the suggestion in the
honourable Member's question. I just want to say that
the Council of Educadon Ministers, when they met in
June, adopted sorne of the suggestions referred to here
today. They said * and I quote from their document
- 
'The Member Smtes agree to promote all appro-
priate measures to enable the maximum numbei of
pupils to acquire, before the end of their compulsory
education, a pracical knowledge of two languages in
addition to their mother tongue, as well as all mea-
sures which are likely rc permit the maintenance of
levels of knowledge of foreign languages in vocational
training, higher education and adult education'.
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They then went on to say that a number of practical
suggestions had been made in this connection and that
the Member States would make every endeavour to
encourage the exchange of language assisants and
young studenm of language, who have complered or
are about to complete their higher education, between
the Member States and the integration of such assis-
tants in their own education sysrem; additionally,
where appropriate, to promote direct cooperation
between establishments of higher education providing
basic raining for language teachers and in-service
training for language rcachers, the aim being to allow
language teachers in jobs to refresh periodically their
knowledge of a language and of the cultural, social
and economic life of the countries of the language.
So, I think that the views of rhe honourable Member
and the views of the Education Ministers are very
much in accord. I am sure that they will be as con-
cerned 
- 
and indeed they have shown their concern
- 
to promote the learning of additional European
languages. The facilides rc do that ought to be made
available to as wide a group of schoolchildren and
young adults as possible.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) \7ith regard to the
problem of the children of migrant workers learning
their mother tongue, there are many differenr solu-
tions adopted in the Community. In Bavaria, for
example, there is a more advanced and uncomplicated
education system 
- 
and I am referring mainly to the
Greek community schools. In all the countries the
problems are mosr acute.'S7ould the Minister be kind
enough to give us further information rc help us make
up our minds?
Mr Barry. 
- 
The question concerns the means of
teaching another language to the children of migrant
workers. I am not an authority on rhar.
However, the Council of Ministers for Education is
very plainly concerned that that subject should have a
very high priority on their agenda and, indeed, on the
agendas of many Member Smtes where migrant work-
ers seek employment. It is very clearly their intenrion
that this will be treated as a marter of priority for the
educational institutions of the countries where rhere
are migrant workers, because the intention is that the
children of those workers should be allowed rc enjoy
the benefir of a second language and the cultural and
social benefits that flow from being fluent in the lan-
guage of an adopted country.
I am sorry I cannot be more precise on the actual
methods being employed. As I say, I am not an auth-
ority on this. But it may be possible for me to get fur-
ther information from the Council which I will then
forward to the Member concerned.
Mr Seligman (ED).- Language teaching in primary
schools in Britain is on the decline because the theory
is that children who start at eight years old have no
advantage over children who start at 11 years old by
the time they get to 15. I think this is wrong, but I
think some research is needed and I think the Council
should call for a comparative study of the practice in
various Member States. They should consider financial
assistance for more modern methods of teaching lan-
guages, and I should like to know whether the Coun-
cil would support more finance in the budget for this
particular, very imponant subject of language teach-
ln8'
Mr Barry. 
- 
Vhat the Council did decide was that it
was a matter for each Member State to decide how to
finance the methods they employed. It encouraged all
Member States to ensure that as wide a group of chil-
dren as possible at the appropriate age level have the
facilities for learning a second or, indeed, a third lan-
guage if that is required. The concern of the Council
of Ministers for Education in this regard is very clearly
shown in the very full statement they made on this
matter in June after their meeting.
Mr Tomlinson (S).- Vould the President-in-Office
address himself to something a little bit wider than just
the problems of migrant workers? In relation to the
desirability of learning mother-tongue languages,
would he possibly address himself on behalf of the
Council m the problems of citizens of Communiry
countries who, because of the pattern of migration,
are not able to communicate with their families? I am
thinking panicularly of the need for mother-tongue
rcaching of Asian children in the United Kingdom and
other countries where there are Asian populations.
Mr Barry. 
- 
My answer was about migrant workers
because that was the question I had been asked in the
supplementary question. As regards the teaching of,
for example, Asian children in the United Kingdom, I
think, as I said in my ansu/er to the last supplementary
question, that that is a matter for the United Kingdom
Government. The Council will of course encourage it
to ensure that all migrant children, whether they be
Community children or children from outside the
Communiry, should be provided with every faciliry to
learn the language of the country of their adoption.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) I should
like to ask the President-in-Office of che Council the
following quesrion.
The fact is that the Ministers of Culture at their last
meeting issued a very fine-sounding joint declaration,
but we know already that it will have no tangible
effects in the long run. As I see it, it would be better to
propose concrete measures which would be likely to
have some real effect. In my view, a possible source of
concrete results would be to look into what this Euro-
pean Parliament, for example, has unanimously
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decided as regards concrete measures for children of
migrant paren6. This question has been the subject of
considerable study by bodies including the Council of
Europe and the European Parliament unanimously
adopted a resolution on this point at the beginning of
this year. My question, therefore, concerns whether
this matter has already been included on the agenda
for the Council of Minisrcrs.
Mr Barry. 
- 
!flhen I answered the question originally
I indicated that the Ministers for Education have all
agreed that they will encourage any method that will
ensure that the knowledge of second and third lan-
guages is as widely available as possible throughout
the Community.
Prcsident. 
- 
Question No 50, by Mr Ford (H-212/
84):
Subject: Accession of the Spanish colonies of
Ceuas and Melilla to the European Community
Vhat has the Spanish position been during the
recent negotiations regarding entry to the EEC
over the status of their enclaves in Moroccan ter-
ritory of Ceuta and Melilla over which Morocco
claims sovereignry? Can we have comments on the
anomaly which exists here berween the Spanish
views of their own colonies and their claim ro
Gibraltar?
Mr Barry, Presidcnrin-Offce of the Council. 
- 
The
Council is unable to reveal the positions adopted by a
delegation during accession negotiations. The Council
also stresses that it may not discuss the issues of sover-
eignry raised by the honourable Member in the second
pan of his question, since such matters are not within
the compercnce of the Communiry.
Mr Ford (S). 
- 
Does the Council not feel that this
issue should be raised within Parliament and that we
should learn something about the discussions that are
taking place, as the accession of such disputed terri-
tory to the Community has implicadons for all Mem-
ber States as well as for the Community as a whole?
Does the Council not feel that urgent discussion
should also uke place with the Government of Mor-
occo over this issue, panicularly in the light of pre-
vious Moroccan actions over disputed territory in
other Spanish colonies such as the Rio d'Oro or Span-
ish Sahara and the threat any future unilateral action
by Morocco might have with regard to Community
relations with the Arab League States should Spain
retaliate either through economic or miliary sanctions
and involve the other Member Sates? The erratic
nature of the Moroccan Government only makes rhis
more urgent.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I do not think that is a matter for the
Council. As I said in my reply, it would be inappro-
priate for me to reveal any positions adopted in nego-
tiations. The matter referred to by the Member is not a
matter for the Council. It is a matter for the Spanish
Government.
Mr Taylor (ED). 
- 
\fhile cenainly accepting the
President-in-Office's statement that he cannot reveal
the position adopted, can he at least confirm that the
Council has reached a decision on the question of
Spanish sovereignry over these two areas on the Mor-
occan coast,? I am not asking what the decision is. I amjust asking for confirmation that the Council has
reached a decision.
Secondly, should Spain accede to the Community, will
the people of these two areas on the Moroccan coast
have votes in European elections?
Mr Barry. 
- 
]rJs, I cannot reveal the position the
Council has adopted about these two areas. As I said,
the negotiations are still under way and until they are
completed it would be inappropriate to say what has
been agreed berween the Council and the African
countnes.
Mr Van Miert (S). + (NL) Can the President con-
firm that these rwo areas will form pan of the Customs
Union?'
Mr Barry. 
- 
I have to give the same reply as I gave to
the original question and the supplementary questions.
These are matters which cannot be revealed while the
negotiations are taking place.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question
No 51 will receive a'0vritten reply.l
Question No 62, by Mr Selva (H-226/8\:
Subject: Equivalence of universiry diplomas
In the conclusiops it issued at its meeting in Fon-
tainebleau, the European Council called on the
Council to examine the measures which could be
taken before the end of the first half of 1985 ro ser
a'general system for ensuring the equivalence of
universiry diplomas, in order to bring about the
effective freedom of establishment within she
Communiry'.
'\7hat 
steps has the Council taken to date to carry
out this task?
Mr Barry, Presideni-in-Offce of the Council. 
- 
The
situation at presenr is that vinually all industrial, com-
mercial and agricultural activities have been liberalized
t See Annex.
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through the adoption of about 50 directives. In the
field of liberal professions, freedom of'establishment
exists for medical doctors, dentists, veterinary sur-
geons and midwives. Since the declarations of Fon-
tainebleau, substandal progress has been made on a
Commission proposal on freedom of establishment in
the field of pharmacy. The Council had a first
exchange of views on 9 October 1984 at the Internal
Market Council in Luxembourg.
Mr Selva (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, I should like
to put Ec/o supplementary questions. Can the President
tell us precisely when and in what other areas the equi-
valence of universiry diplomas will be introduced,
since this strikes me as the best possible way of bring-
ing about an effective right of establishment in the
Community and opening up new scope for work
within the Communiry and hence combating unem-
ployment amont young people.
Vhen, furthermore 
- 
and I am returning here to a
point already made by another Member 
- 
are you
planning to hold a meeting of the Council of Educa-
tion Ministers in view-of the fact that the Fontaine-
bleau declaration mentions appropriate measures
which will permit an overall system of mutual recogni-
tion of diplomas to be introduced by the first half of
1985?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I think that matters such as that referred
to by the honourable Member would require an awful
lot of thought and srudy. As I said, activities have been
liberalized through the adoption of 50 direcdves in the
field of the liberal professions. Freedom of esablish-
ment exists for medical doctors, dendsts, vercrinary
surgeons and midwives: this is a reasonably broad but
not a full list of the professions that have been liberal-
ized. As I said, in the field of pharmacy the Council
had the first exchange of views earlier this month.
Of course there are other fields such as engineering or
architecture which also must be studied to try to get a
uniform system of education and a uniform rystem of
degree recognition. After that will come the question
of students' abiliry to move from country to country to
find employment. That, I think, may be still some way
ahead. I think that if you examine even your nearest
neighbouring country, you will see [he differences in
training and education. Then the qualiry of degrees
awarded by the various universities in the various
countries must also be examined to try to get some
uniformiry into that.
I hope that it will move very fast. As I said, there is
hope that something can be done in a number of fields
in the first half of 1985. After Fontainebleau the
Council of Ministers of Education did meet in June of
this year, and I hope that another meeting will take
place as soon as there is sufficient work for them to
entage themselves upon.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Vould the Presi-
dent-in-Office not atree that one of the basic tenets of
the Treaty of Rome is the free movement of persons?
Surely he is not going to say that we shall have it drag-
ging on much longer undl the various professional
qualifications can be accepted across our borders. In
many of the countries of Europe, in France, Germany
and ltaly, they do accept each other's qualifications. It
is only the new entrants that are having the real prob-
lems. \7ill he really do something to move it along
much quicker than the son of timetable that he is talk-
ing about? \7ill he really get on with this before his
presidency finishes?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I would be very anxious to get on with
this as quickly as the Member suggests, but it is not I
who am making these difficulties. The difficulties are
there and they are very real difficulties for the profes-
sional bodies concerned. I think that the Council's job,
at any level it operates at, is to try to remove the fears
some Member States may have and also to get a uni-
form system that can be accepted in all of the 10
Member States and not just in some of them, whether
it be in five or six countries or perhaps only two coun-
tries. I would be as anxious to move as quickly as the
Member wishes, but I think that some of these profes-
sional bodies consider the problems to be real, what-
ever we may think of them as laymen.
President. 
- 
Since ir author is absent, Quesdon
No 63 will receive a written reply.l
Question No 64 by Mr Hutton (H-115/84):
Subject: Ad hocCommittee on Citizens' Europe
In how many Member States will the European
passport in fact be available on 1 January 1985, as
desired by the European Council at Fontaine-
bleau; will the ad hoc committee base itself on
existing resolutions of Parliament on matrcrs
relating to a citizens' Europe, and will the Council
consult rhe European Parliament on all matters
within the ambit of the ad hoc committee on which
the European Parliament has not adopted a posi-
tion?
Mr Barry, Presidcnt-in-Offce of the Council. 
-According to the information supplied by them, five
Member States of the European Communities will
issue the uniform passpon as from I JanuarT 1985.
The setting up of the ad hoc Committee on a Citizens'
Europe arises from the conclusions of the European
Council meeting in Fontainebleau. The Council as
such is not panicipating in the committee, but I shall
be happy to bring the second pan of the Member's
question to the attention of the committee .
t See Annex.
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Mr Huttotr (ED). 
- 
\7ould the President-in-Office
of the Council confirm that it was three-and-a-half
years ato, in March 1981, that the Council agreed on
the principle of a uniform sryle of European passpon?
Vould he in his presidency now make an all-out effon
rc have the new-style passport available in a// Member
States on I January 1985, since this is not a political
but a bureaucratic matter?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I would be very happy to adopt that
suggestion. There are five countries, as I said in my
original reply, that are going to issue the passport as
from l January 1985 
- 
Italy, Denmark, France, Ire-
land and Luxembourg. I would be happy to convey to
the other five countries the request made here by the
Member who asked the supplementary question.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
Vill the President-in-Office
agree that the ad Eoc Commirrce on a Citizens'
Europe, which is the subject of this question, would
get funher if it addressed itself m problems that affect
ordinary citizens like the taking of drugs in the present
situation, and can I nke it that his announcement ear-
lier about calling a meeting of Health Ministers
amounts to a major new Community onslaught on this
problem that should be advenised and stated in a
rather more bold and fonhright manner than that in
which the Minister replied to the previous question?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I accept, of course, what the Member
says, and perhaps we are being unduly modest in the
way in which we are putting over this matter. But I am
sure that the results and the conclusions of that Coun-
cil will be adequately publicized, and I hope they will
have the effect which the honourable Member wishes
and will bring home to the public the major onslaught
that has been made by the Council on this very serious
problem.
As regards the ad Doc committee set up by the Fon-
tainebleau Summit, one of the problems that will be
considered by that committee is, in fact, drugs and the
abuse of drugs; that is one pan of the terms of refer-
ence under which they have been set up.
Mr Van Miert (S). 
- 
(NL) Since Belgium is nor one
of the five countries which intends to introduce this
passport on I January next year, can the President tell
me in the meantime when it is likely to do so? Has the
Minister of Internal Affairs informed him when his
government inrends rc introduce this passpon?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I understand the Belgian Governmenr is
making every effon to produce the standard passporr
around the scheduled date of I January 1985. Tech-
nical difficulties may delay this somewhar 
- 
I think
only for a very shon period of rime 
- 
but they may
nor make the date of I January.
President. 
- 
Since im author is absent, Question
No 55 will receive a wriwen reply.r
Question No 55, by Mr Newton Dunn (H-253/8\:
Subject: Majority voting at the Transport Council
At the 
.meetin g of Z+ September 1984 of the Euro-
pean Parliamentls Commitrce on Transpon, the
President-in-Office of the Council said: 'If major-
ity voting is the way to achieve progress, the Irish
presidenry will not hesitate to use majority votes'.
\(ill the Council presidency reconfirm that this
will be their policy at the imminent December
meering of the Transpon Council?
Mr Barry, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council. 
- 
In the
interests of making progress in the development of the
common Eansport pdlicy, the presidency confirms that
it does not at this stage rule out any option, including,
where appropriate, the use of majority voting.
Mr Nevton Dunn (ED). 
- 
Mr President, will you
confirm that rhat poliry will not only apply rc the
Transpon Council but to all other Councils meeting
under the Irish presidency?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I have no hesitation at all in confirming
that.
Mrs Piemont (ARC). 
- 
(DE) My microphone was
not working. I am the author of Question No 63 and I
wonder why it was simply passed over and we are sud-
denly dealing with Question No 56.
President. 
- 
Mrs Piermont was not present when we
came to Question No 63, and if the author of a ques-
tion is absent we must move on to the next question.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Vith regard to the
quesdon by Mrs Piermont, I should like ro say how
very right you are in saying that when a Member is
absent his question is passed over, but there is the pre-
cedent that this rule is being applied by the Chair with
some leniency during this pan-session since there are
many neu/ Members present.
Therefore, since we are progressing well under your
good chairmanship, I should like to ask you if we can
deal with Mrs Piermont's Question No 53.
President. 
- 
Normally 
- 
and I would also point this
ou[ for Mrs Piermont's benefir 
- 
the quesrion is
answered in writing if the Member is not present. Mrs
I See Annex.
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Piermont will therefore receive a written reply from
the President-in-Office of the Council. I hoie this is
to your sadsfaction, Mr Alavanos.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
The European Council at Stutt-
gan made it clear that the use of absrcntions would be
favoured when majoriry voring was required. Vould
the presidency confirm thar it would encourage rhat
practice also in the Councils under its control?
Mr Barry. 
- 
This is something thar the Fontainebleau
Council said they would favour though it has nor been
examined in deprh yet. The Council has taken no deci-
sion on iq but it has done so on rhe marter of majority
voting. 'S7e are concerned at rhe moment, as I have
said a number of times, at the lack of progress because
Councils cannor seem to bring rhemselves to make
decisions and are thus inhibiting the forward move-
ment of the Communiry. Any method we can find
whereby we can get the Council ro sr.arr the Com-
muniry moving forward again, we will adopt.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR)I am wondering if I
have understood correctly. If not, I would ask you to
excuse me. But the way in which the answer is worded
gives the impression that rhe Presidenr-in-Office is
deciding on his own about a soludon to one of the
problems about which ve are strongly divided: the
question of majority or unanimity. It appears from his
answer that rhe President-in-Office considers rhar rhe
Irish Presidency will not hesitare ro use the majority
sysrcm. Are there no limits? Everyone knows that
there is no agreemenr on this. Either I have not under-
stood or there is an unclear point which will have to be
explained.
Mr Barry. 
- 
Obviously, rhe presidency could not
decide ro do thar unilaterally. It could only use major-
ity voting where it was appropriate and where it is laid
down in the rules that it cgn be done. Ve could nor do
it unilaterally, just because we decided to do it.
President. 
- 
Since their authors are absent, Questions
Nos 67 and 68 will receive written replies.l
Question No 69, by Mr Chambeiron (H-265l84):
Subject: Anticipation of Tokyo Round ariff
reductions
On 19 December 1984, the Council decided in
principle to bring forward a series of tariff reduc-
tions agreed during the Tokyo Round rc 1 Janu-
ary 1985 (instead of I January 1986). The imple-
menmrion of this decision, which has nos yet been
confirmed, would mean a loss in customs revenue
of about 185 million ECU for the budget year
1 985.
Does the Council not think it advisable to decide
against confirming this decision, ar a rime when it
appears that 1985 bedger funds will be quite inad-
equate to meet requiremenm?
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
- 
Vhen
uking its decision on 19 December 1983, the Council
was fully aware of rhe budgetary implications. It con-
sidered, however, that in this panicular case the budg-
etary aspects could not play a decisive role, since this
measure needed to be seen as one of a range of mea-
sures inrcnded to encourage worldwide free trade and
combat protectionisr tendencies in accordance with
the conclusions of the \Tilliamsburg Economic Sum-
mit.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
must say the answer given by the President-in-Office
of the Council would have left me dumbfounded if I
had not become inured to this sort of thing during my
long parliamentary experience. However, I still think
it is incredible that the President of the Council should
give an answer of this kind when we are in the process
of discussing how ure will manage to finance the budg-
ets for both 1984 and 1985.
'!7e are told that we are doing withour budgetary
revenue in the interests of worldwide free trade. Bur
Europe is not 
.iust free trade. If I have understood the
Presidenq of the Council correctly, what he is propos-
ing is not Europe but a son of ever-open door for free
trade. I shall take due note of this answer but I am cer-
tain ir will not satisfy those of us who expecred some-
thing differenr.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I understand rhe reason that prompts the
comment. However, I musr say that the decision taken
on 23 December had a number of condidons attached
to it. One of the condidons was thar mosr of the Com-
munity's trading parrners must decide to speed up rar-
iff curc 
- 
for instance, rhe EFTA and Japan. Tlie US
will not be able to do so in the absence of necessary
legislation. EFTA and Japan took the decision to cut
the nriffs on condition that the other major trading
blocs do the same. The Unircd States have nor done so
yet because they will nor be able rc inroduce the
necessary legisladon until early nexr year.
Under those conditions, rhe Council reluctantly
decided yesterday that the mriff reducdons due ro be
made on I January 1986 should be advanced rc 1 July
1985 on the understanding thar the major trading
partners, including the Unircd States, took similar ac-
tion according rc rhe agreemenr reached in the
OECD. In the meantime reductions due on l January
1986 should be advanced to I January 1985 for cenain
products of panicular interesr to developing counrries.I See Annex.
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I understand the concern that prompted the comment,
as I said, but I think that pan of the modvation for this
Communiry is the encouragement of free trade
throughout the world. Even though we may have tem-
porary budgetary difficulties ourselves, the Council
considers that it is in the interests not just of this trad-
ing bloc but indeed of the whole world that we should
at every opportuniry accelerate the removal of mriffs
and impediments to the freer movement of goods
rhroughout the world in general and not just in the
Community. Vhile recognizing that the budgetary
problems would cause some confusion, it was still
iercrmined that in the interests of world trade the
Council should go ahead with this cut made in the
decision in December and again yesterday'
Presidcnt. 
- 
Question No 70, by Sir James Scott-
Hopkins (H-270/84)
Subject: Quotas on the level of domestic dairy
production
Vhat steps has the Council of Agricultural Minis-
ters Bken to ensure that each Member State fulfils
irc obligation to enforce quoas on the level of its
domestic dairy producdon? Vhat action does it
inrcnd rc mke against the governments of member
counries such as France, who are not fulfilling
their obligations in this matter?
.Mr Barry, Presidenrin-Offce of the Covncil. 
- 
The
Council is very interested in how implementation of
the dairy quota system is progressing, it being under-
srcod that, as the honourable Member knows, it is pri-
marily the Commission's job to ensure that Com-
muniry legislation is implemented. At its meetings of
17 and 18 September and22 and23 October 1984 the
Council held an initial review on the basis of a Com-
mission repon on the operations of the abovemen-
tioned arrangements six months after their introduc-
tion. During this review the Commission representa-
tive stressed that each Member Sate was required to
administer the sysrcm according to the legislation in
force and should ensure that it was implemented on
schedule. It was starcd that the Commission was Pre-
pared to examine the various problems being encoun-
tered by the Member States in implementing these
rules. Acting within iu powers and in accordance with
the management committee procedure, the Commis-
sion adopted a regulation amending, in view of the
problem which had arisen in the Member States
iegarding implementation of the quota system, the
Commission implementing regulation, Regulation
l37l/84, by providing for a 500/o reduction in the ad-
vances which were to be collected on 15 November
1984 for all Member Starcs except Italy and Greece
and authorizing Member States to postpone by one
month the collection of advances due by producers
who have applied for an extra quota for specific rea-
sons and whose applications have not yet been exam-
ined by the competent authorities.
In addidon, with regard to the requests put by various
delegations rc the Council bodies with regard to the
adiuitment of the regglations adopted by the Council,
the Commission has, for the time being and bearing in
mind the fact that in a number of Member States
implementation of the new arrangements is still in its
iniiial stages, not proposed any amendment to the
rules adopted by the Council on 31 March 1984.
Sir Jamcs Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Does the Presi-
dent-in-Office accept that what he has just told us is,
as far as I am concemed, news, i'e. that the Commis-
sion is recommending a 500/o cut and also postponing
by one month? Does he not realize, however, that
there has been a great deal of hardship for an awful lot
of farmers in my countqy 
- 
not in his, of course, as
they have done exaotly the opposite 
- 
*h9 had to
reduce their herds and are now finding that things are
not going as they were originally told they would?
Vill he accept that it is the Council that has really got
to take the responsibility for this by making cenain
that those rules that they made are actually followed
fairly by everybody throughout the Communiry? Vill
he accept that there ls a growing feeling in my country
that it is grossly unftir the way that these quota regu-
lations are being applied throughout the Communiry?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I think that in many countries, not ju$ in
the honourable Member's country, many of the farm-
ers and the farming bodies would say that the regula-
tions themselves are unfair in that they Preven[ farmers
producing up to thoir maximum capability. Indeed, it
is one of the long arguments that was used during the
whole debate on this matter over last winter. The posi-
don in different countries is such that it is difficult to
make fair comparisons between them. I do accept, of
course, the point he made, and the PurPort of it was
that the Communiry was producing more milk and
butter than it could consume or indeed expon and that
too much was going into inter-r,ention. It was for that
reason that the Council decided that there should be
rules brought in rc try to curb the production of these
products.
To repeat my earlier reply, which perhaps the honour-
able Member did not fully catch, acting within its
powers and in accordance with the management com-
mittee procedures, the Commission adopted on
15 October 1984 a teguladon amending, in view of the
problems which had arisen in the Member States
regarding the implementation of the quoa system, the
Commission implemendng regulation, (EEC)
No 1371l84, by providing for a 500/o reduction in the
advances which were to be collected on 15 November
1984 
- 
that is slightly different to what the Member
said 
- 
and authorizing Member States to postpone by
one month the cotlection of advances due by prod-
ucers who have applied for the extra quota for specific
reasons and whose applications have not yet been
examined by the competent authorities.
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In the case of new regulations of such a dramatic
nature as were introduced in rhe dairy sector of the
Community's farming industry rhis year, I think there
is a cenain amount of teething troubles before they are
actually uniformly in place in all member counries. I
believe it is rrue ro say rhar, in fact, they are having the
etlect of curting back production in most, if not all,
Member States. I share the Member's concern for the
individual farmers in individual countries who are
affected by this measure. They are not, as he says, just
confined to his own counrry. They are also to be
found in my counrry. The Council felr that it was
necessary that something should be done ro ensure
that we did not go on producing rhese large quantities
of milk and buner which we had neither the ability to
consume nor [he ability to exporr.
Mrs Caroliae Jackson (ED). 
- 
Is the Presidenr-in-
Office aware rhat many British farmers suspec that lit-
tle or norhing has been done to implement quoas,
panicularly in France, and will the President-in-Office
confirm that the Communiry does ultimately have very
powerful sancrions available to it in the poisible with-
holding of agricultural subsidies? \7ill he confirm that
if any country does nor, in fact, prove ar the end of the
year rhat it is willing to impose these quotas, those
sanctions will be used?
lrtr !"rry. 
- 
If the rules are not being obeyed, then
that fact will be very quickly brought to the arrention
of the Commission, whose responsibiliry it is to imple-
ment rhem. It will ensure that they are implemented or
otherwise take the appropriate acrion.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) If we continue, I
should simply like rc draw attention ro rhe facr that we
must keep the remaining half hour for rhe quesrions to
the Foreign Ministers meering in political cooperation.
President. 
- 
Yes, and if you let us we can ter on wirh
it.
At the author's requesr, Question No Zl is postponed
undl a subsequent Question Time.
Ve continue with the quesrions m the Foreign Minis-
ters.
Question No 72, by Mr Marshall (H-142/8\:
Subject: Aryeh Tukachinsky
Mr Aryeh Tukachinsky is one of the many Rus-
sian Jews who wish to emigrate to Israel. His wife
has been allowed to emigrate and rheir daughter
was born there, Can we have an assurance that the
Foreign Ministers meering in political cooperarion
will discuss this tragic case and bring pressure to
bear on the Russians?
Mr Barry, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
As has previously been indicated, rhe problem of
the reunification of families is one in which the Ten
take a continual interest within the framework of the
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe.
In following the development of the situation in rhe
Soviet Union and elsewhere, they will bear in mind the
case mentioned by the honourable parliamentarian.
Mr Manhdl (ED).- In view of a pasr supplemen-
tary, can I welcome that panicular answer? Since Mrs
Tukachinsky emigrated from Russia, one of her chil-
dren has died. \fhat son of regime is it which prevenm
a husband from comforting his wife at such a momenr,
stops a daughter gefiing to know her father and separ-
ates husbands from wives?
It is clear that the only hope for those rwo wanr to
leave the Soviet Union is pressure from the lfest. I
wish the President-in-Office all good fonune in what-
ever pressure he seeks to bring to bear on rhe inhu-
mane regime in Russia, which seeks to restrict exir
visas and divide families.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I take the poinm made by the honourable
Member. The Council acting in political cooperation
is very concerned abour matters such as this. But I
think it feels that it is more appropriate to pursue them
on a global basis acting as rhe Polidcal Cooperation
Council. Of course, that is not ro prevenr any indivi-
dual Sate taking up any individual case with rhe coun-
tries concerned.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I undersrand rhe
President-in-Office's interest in human righu, but
unfonunately it does not extend to the Mem6er States
of the EEC. I should like rc ask him the following
question relating to his reply to Mr Marshall's ques-
tion, a reply which I felt was somewhat vague.
How is the authority of the Foreign Ministers meering
in political cooperarion to be protected from cenain
questions or allegations, like that by Mr Marshall,
which may be irresponsible or false? I say this bearing
in mind the well-known case of the Soviet journalisi
from Literaturnaya Gazeta who was shown in the
United Kingdom as a dissident and two monrhs later
in a press interview in Moscow alleged that he had
been kidnapped by the British secret service.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I am not familiar with the details of the
case mentioned by the honourable Member who ori-
ginally put down rhe quesdon. I would therefore not
be free to commenr on rhe supplementary quesrionsjust asked. There are cases where families have been
broken up, and we are concerned in political coopera-
tion about these cases. Ve would wish to see rhe Hel-
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sinki Act being honoured in pracdce as well as in rhe-
toric.
President. 
- 
Question No 73, by Mr'\flunz (H-189/
84):
Subject: The human rights situation in Turkey
Since the Turkish elections, the continued use of
tonure has been attested by a number of interna-
tional organizations such as Amnesry Interna-
tional in its repon on tofture and by Pax Christi in
its latest report to the UN Human Rights Com-
mission.
The DISK trials which began over 30 months ago
are sdll in progress, sentences have been passed on
members of peace movements and 57 intellectuals
have recently been charged as a result of signing
the appeal launched in March 198a by Turkish
intellectuals, anists and well-known figures and
called 'Observations and wishes concerning the
democratic regime in Turkey'.
Do the Foreign Ministers meeting in political
cooperation not feel the time has come for the
EEC to repudiate such violations of human rights
and to reaffirm that the continuation of such acts
is incompatible with the resumption of the asso-
ciation between the two parties?
Mr Barry, Presidentin-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
The Ten share the honourable Member's concern
over the human rights situation in Turke/, about
which they have on several occasions expressed their
concern. The Ten regret the continued imprisonment
and rial of the peace committee and the disciplinary
proceedings against 56 Turkish intellectuals.
The Ten will continue to follow closely the evolution
of the situation with regard to human righm in Tur-
key. Vhile they note there have been signs of some
positive developments in the direction of more demo-
cratic conditions, they expect this government to move
towards restoring respect for basic human rights and
freedoms in that country.
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, following
closely is one thing, repudiadon is another. Funher-
more, you are asked to comment on the appropriate-
ness of resuming the association with Turkey or freez-
ing such relations.
I do not think, therefore, that you have replied to my
question. !7hat I would like is a precise answer, pani-
cularly since, as you know, the life of a certain man is
in danger at this very moment and the fact that this is
in Turkey is no reason for the Community to ignore it.
I should therefore be grateful if you could give me a
precise answer to my twofold question.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I cannot really add to what I said in my
original reply. The Tien are concerned. They keep in
very close touch with what is going on in Turkey.
Thiy have noted somre positive developments that have
taken place and they will be concerned to see that the
pteseni elected government moves quickly towards
iestoring respect for human rights and freedoms in
that country. At this smge they are not prepared to go
any funhei in establishing funher contacts with the
Turkish Government. That is as far as I can go on this
matter tonight.
Mr Alavanos (COM). (GR) The President's
answer really surprises me' especially in connection
with his anss/er to the previous quesdon, and I should
like to repeat the last and fundamental point of
Mr'$?'urtz's question, which concerns the resumption
of the association between the tv/o parties. I should
specifically like to ask the President-in-Office why
budget item 9632 covering special aid to Turkey has
been raised for 1985 from 5 million to 6 626 000 ECU.
I should also like to ask the President-in-Office
whether, when he talks about probable posidve devel-
opmenm regarding Turkey, he means among other
things the sale to Turkey of the airbus, which, as
today's Financial Times states, will be used as pan of
an artempt by Turkey to deblock the financial proto-
col, mainly by exploiting the posidon of Vest Ger-
many in the EEC.
Mr Barry. 
- 
All aid to Turkey has been blocked since
the Third Protocol ran out in 1981. I think that
answers the question.
Mr Taylor (ED;. r- Is the President-in-Office aware
that the Turkish people enjoy greater human rights
than the Turkish r4inority who live in \Testern Thrace
in Greece? Is he aware that many Members of the
House are delightod at the decision by Turkey to give
preference to the European airbus rather than to the
American Boeing airplane, that we welcome this deci-
sion by Turkey to move closer towards Europe rather
than be solely reliant on the USA and that we look
forward to the reopening of the Association Agree-
ment and the Financial Protocol with Turkey?
Mr Barry. 
- 
Under my political cooperation hat, I do
not think it is appropriate to answer that question. It
would be more appropriate to answer as President-in-
Office of the Coqncil of Ministers. I have nothing to
add to my reply of a minute ago.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I should like rc raise
both a personal and a procedural point. Since the last
speaker tave an interpretation of what I said which
was incorrect, an{ so that the wrong impression is not
given, I should like to repeat that my own concern and
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the concern of all Communists and of all progressive
people in Europe is not whether the airbus or rhe
Boeing has been sold but whether the sale of the airbus
will be used as an excuse for the European Com-
munity to give even more backing to the Turkish junta
and to the cruel oppression, persecution and criminal
acts being carried out against the Turkish people.
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, I do nor see rhar this has
anything to do with the Rules of Procedure, nor will I
ask the President of the Council to answer this ques-
tion.
Question No 74, by Mr Kyrkos (H-206l84):
Subject: Statements by the US Depanment of
Defense
How do the Foreign Ministers meetint in political
cooperation intend to respond to the US Depan-
ment of Defense reserving to the President of the
USA the right to make the first nuclear strike in
Europe without even the approval of Congress, in
view of the fact that rhis satemenr is clearly exa-
cerbating the dangers threatening to turn Europ.
into a nuclear war theatre contrary to the wishes
of its inhabitants?
Mr Barry, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
Defence matters are not discussed within European
political cooperation.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) One moment we say
that defence matters are discussed and the nexr
moment we say that they are not discussed. In putting
my quesdon I gave an opportunity to the Foreign
Ministers to deal with a matter which has aroused
concern both in America and in Europe. It is not a
defence matter in the military sense but a matter of the
widest political interest.
So either they are disregarding a question by a respre-
sentative of the European Parliament or they are
refusing to deal at all with a maner which actually
concerns the future of Europe. The question is
extremely imponant and I would ask the President-
in-Office to give me a specific answer. I tabled my
question a month and a half ago and I have still not
received an answer.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I cannot answer the honourable Mem-
ber's question because it is clearly a defence marler
and defence matrcrs are not discussed in European
political cooperation.
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, even
though from the point of view of the rules of proce-
dure, I cannot go along with your answer and attitude,
I should nevertheless like to ask you to consider
recommending the questioner to look properly into
the facts of the matter before putting a question rather
than indulging in propaganda of this kind.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I have nothing to say on that.
Mrs Caroline Jackson (ED). 
- 
Vould the Presi-
dent-in-Office not agree that it would be a very good
thing if he could give us an answer to the questions we
are asking him on defence?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I can only answer here as President-in-
Office of the Foreign Ministers meeting in political
cooperation, and only ques[ions that relate to that are
suitable for me to answer. I cannot answer any other
questions. That is quite obvious.
President. 
- 
Question No 75, by Mr Chdmbeiron(H-20e/8\:
Subject: Use of atomic weapons during the Falk-
lands Var
It was recently reponed in the British press that
the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom con-
sidered using atomic weapons against Argentinian
territory during the Falklands \Var.
In so far as these reports are true, were the gov-
ernments of Community Member States that sup-
poned British policy in the South Atlantic and
joined the embargo against Argentina given prior
notice of the Prime Minister's intention, which
would have had catastrophic consequences for
world peace and for the whole of humaniry if it
had been carried out?
Mr Barry, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
These press reports, which have been categorically
denied by the United Kingdom, have not been dis-
cussed in European polidcal cooperation.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) I am grateful to the
President-in-Office of the Council for telling us that
these rumours have been denied since, I admit, I had
not heard anything of these denials. I think, funher-
more, that it will be a relief to the public at interna-
donal level rc hear rhat the idea of using atomic wea-
pons, which allegedly came from a Head of State, was
merely a rumour. This is all the more imponant at this
time when, as we know, the public are very much
aware of the dangers of nuclear weapons and is pre-
paring to make this known by means of demonstra-
tions to be held during the UN week.
Mr Barry. 
- 
I can only repeat what I said earlier on,
that these press reports have not been discussed in
European political cooperation.
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Mr Merchall (ED).- Can I thank the President-in-
Office for that panicular answer, and can I urge him
never to discuss matters like this based on inaccurarc
stories in irresponsible British newspapers?
Mr Barry. 
- 
Naturally the Council Ministers only
discuss things about which they have adequate know-
ledge, and we would cenainly ensure that anything
rhat was long on clich€s would not be discussed.
Mr Crycr (S). 
- 
Since a number of EEC Statcs did
actually in unguarded momenr support the mistaken
policies of the United Kingdom Government over the
Falklands, is it not in fact pan of the Minister's remit
to give a full answer on this?
The United Kingdom Government has a sad record of
evasion over the actions in the Falklands. For example,
the Briti3h Minister for Defence at first denied that the
Belgrano was actually steaming away from the exclu-
sion zone. Then, following persistent questioning in
the House of Commons, a great deal of additional
information was brought out. In fact, the United
Kingdom Government has neither confirmed nor
denied the srcry that nuclear depth charges were
loaded on board the HMS Shefficld.
In the light of all these facts, would it not be highly
irresponsible of the Unircd Kingdom Government to
have anything at all to do with nuclear weapons in
grave siruations such as these? Can the President-in-
Office comment on the possibility of making represen-
tations to the United Kingdom Government so that
such circumstances never arise again?
Mr Barry. 
- 
As I have said a number of times, these
press reports, which have been denied by the Unircd
Kingdom, have not been discussed in political cooper-
ation and I can confirm to the questioner that the
Falklands are not under discussion at the moment in
European political cooperation.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Does the President-in-Office not
agree that the suggested use of ammic weapons in the
Falklands Var is completely irrelevant, because the
facts are that they were not used? !7ould he not agree
also that there was enough death and destruction by
the use of conventional weapons without any use of
atomic weapons, and that that is something that' he
ought to deplore?
Mr Barry. 
- 
I do not think it would be appropriate at
this stage in Question Time to go into the pros and
cons and the rights and wrongs of the conflict that
took place in the South Atlantic 2 r/z years ago. I cer-
ainly do not propose to do so on this occasion
tonighr
Mr Kyrkos (COM). * (GR) A moment ago I asked
to speak on an important point of order. I do not wish
to interrupt the debate now, but I would ask you to
allow me to speak before you close rcday's sitting.
President. 
- 
Thank you, I shall take due note of this
point.
Since its author is absent, Question No 76 will receive
a written reply.l
Question No 77, by MrAlavanos (H-221l84):
Subject : Chemical weapons
There is scrious concern at the continued develop- '
ment and storage of chemical weapons a large
number of whioh are being smred in member
countries of the Communiry (4 000 tonnes in the
Federal Republiq of Germany) whose use in the
event of armed conflict, according to press
reporrs, would lepd to the death of +0 million peo-
ple. Moreover, in peace time the transpon and
storage of these weapons can involve numerous
dangers as a result of escaping toxic gases.
Vhat measures do the Foreign Ministers meeting
in political cooperation intend to take to ban the
development, production and storage of chemical
weapons and dectroy those in existence?
Mr Barry, Presidcnt-in-Ofrce of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
The specific question of the storage of chemical
weapons in Member States of the Community is a de-
fence matter and a$ such lies outside the scope of
European political cooperation. The statement
delivered on behalf of the Ten at the plenary session of
the Unircd Nations General Assembiy on i5 S.pc".-
ber 1984 recalled in the following Erms the considera-
ble imponance which the Ten attach to the conclusion
of the Convenrion to oudaw chemical,weapons. 'Ve
atmch panicular imponance m the successful conclu-
sion of negotiations taking place at the conference on
a convention to prohibit chemical weapons. Member
States of the Europban Communiry have contributed
actively rc this work. In this connection we welcome
positive developmefits which have taken place this
year. The United States has tabled a draft convention
to outlaw these weppons and the Soviet Union has
accepted the principle of on-site inspection of destruc-
don of stocks of chemical u/eapons. Although impor-
tant differences reniain to be resolved, the Ten hope
that it will be possible to move towards a conclusion at
an early date of the convention to eliminate chemical
weapons.'
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I should like the
President-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers to reply
! See Annex.
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to a supplementary question, and I would ask him to
pay more attention, since a moment ago a 'question-
statement' was made by a Member who maintained
that the Turkish people have more rights than those
enjoyed by the Muslim minoriry in Vestern Thrace. I
think that the President-in-Office should have been
panicularly categorical on such maners and should
have given precise supplementary replies. Apan from
this, I should like to say thar besides the question of
defence, on which the President-in-Office made a
number of interesting points, there is a specific urgenr
mattfr not only of environmental protection but even
of our very survival. So I ask you what will become of
the weapons stored in \[est Germany which are threa-
tening and may wipe out whole populations in \7est-
ern Europe.
Mr Barry. 
- 
fu fas as I undersrand the Member's
question, the Ten consider it a matter of the highest
priority to reach agreemenr as soon as possible on a
rcal ban on chemical weapons, including effective and
reliable arrangements to guaranrce strategic plans. I
rhink that all 10 Member Stares would be concerned
to see that their use is banned all over rhe world and
that present stocks are eliminated. Parliament will
recall, I am sure, that when it was alleged that they
were used in the Iran-Iraq lVar some months ago, rhe
Ten issued a very strong statemenr ar thar dme and
made a very definite proposal as to how they would
conribute to ensure rhat such weapons would not be
available to the combatants in that war.
Mr Hutton (ED).- Vould the President-in-Office
confirm to the House that chemical weapons are nor
manufactured in any of the 10 Member States of the
European Communiry? \7ould he funher confirm to
the House that the territory of the Ten is under the
gravest threat from a stock of in excess of half a mil-
lion tonnes of chemical weapons held by the \Tarsaw
Pact?
Mr Barry. 
- 
This is something that was not discussed
in European political cooperation, because, again, this
is a defence matter which European political coopera-
tion does not discuss.
Prcsident. 
- 
Since their authors are nol presenr,
Questions Nos 78, 79, 80, 81 and 82 will receive writ-
ten replies.l
Question Time is closed.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in a sup-
plementaqy question which he put to the President-
in-Office, Mr Taylor maintained that in Turkey there
is far less oppression than that suffered by the Muslim
minqriry in Thrace. This is an incredibly irresponsible
and misleading starcment, and it is strange that the
President-in-Office did not wish to comment on it.
I should simply like to say, so that it is recorded in the
Minutes, that, whereas the Treary of Lausanne states
that there vas a flourishing Greek community of
200 000 in Turkey, there are now only 8 000 Greels
there, Mr Taylor, whereas [he Muslim minoriry,
which numbered 140 000, continues ro grow without
the cruel oppression of which you spoke. I repeat that
this is an incredibly irresponsible and misleading sate-
ment and it should not have been made in this House.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on a point of
order, would you confirm to the House that there are
no proposals to hold a Question Time with quesdons
to either the Commission or the Council in the Nov-
ember part-session of this Parliament? If that is so,
may I say that I regard that as a serious omission from
the agenda, since this is one of the very few opponuni-
ties when Members have the chance to press points on
both the Commission and the Council.
Mr Taylor (ED). 
- 
Since my name has been men-
doned by a previous speaker, I think it ought to be
placed on record that he did not mention one human
right which the Muslim minoriry have in Grbece and
which the people of Turkey do not have. In fact, I can
name many human rights which the people of Turkey
have but which the Muslims in 'l7estern Thrace are
denied by the present Greek Government.
Prcsident. 
- 
It is true that the enlarged Bureau does
not plan rc hold a Question Time at the November
part-session. However, this obviously depends on rhe
agenda ultimately adopted by this Parliament.2
(Tbe sitting was closed at 8 p.-.)
I See Annex. 2 Agenda for nexr sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX
l. Qaestions to the Commission
Qaestion No 22, by Mrs Qain (H-1a8/8a)
Subject: Agriculture and the environment
Vhat new proposals does the Commission intend to make in order to ensure that the rural
environment ii not funher damaged by over-inrcnsive forms of agriculture and forestry
within the EEC?
Answer
Apan from certain very specific cases, the socio-structural poliry of the Communiry has
niver favoured highly intensive agriculture and therefore this poliry has been beneficial to
the environmenr. In its proposal for improving the efficienry of agticultural structuresl
Anicle 3(1) provides specifically for aids for investments in measures to protect and
improve rhe environmenr. In the rhird action programme of the Eutopean Communities
on the environmenr,2 in a great many specific measures applied in different regions of the
Community there is a specific clause obliging Member States to ensure that the proposed
measures are compatible with protection of the environment.
***
Qaestion No 24, by Mrs Schleicher (H-191/84)
Subject: Risk of cancer at the workplace
In 1981, a long-rcrm study by the German Society for Promotion of Research predicted
that the occuparional risk of cancer would recede in the long run on account of increas-
ingly stringent provisions governing safety at the workplace. On the other hand, the
report by the Federal Government on occupational diseases for 1983 norcs an increase in
cenain occupational illnesses which are associated with contact with dangerous subsances
at the workplace.
Does the Commission have any information available showing the evolution of occupa-
tional cancers in the countries of the European Community during the last five years?
Answer
A study being prepared for the Commission by the International Agenry for Research on
Cancer OflHO) shows that there are considerable differences between the Member States
in the frequenry of cancer in rhe various organs or sites of the body. Monality from some
cancers is increasing, for others it is falling or stable.
On the specific mauer of occupational cancer, the Commission is currently working on
the compilatibn of an inventory of cancer registers at local, regional and national level in
order to assess the comparability of the data and rc ensure better coordination at Com-
munity level, as foreseen by the Council resolution of 27 February 1984 on a second pro-
gramme of action of the European Communities on safety and health at work (OJ C 57,
8.3. 1984).
In addition, Council Directive 83/477/EEC on the prorcction of workers from the risk
relared ro exposure to asbestos at work (OJ L 263, 24.9. 1983) requires Member States to
t coM(83) 559 final, 10. 10. 1983.
, OJ C 46, 17 Februery 1983, pp. I to 17
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keep a regisrcr of cases of mesothelioma, which is a panicular rype of occupadonal cancer
caused by asbestos. Member Starcs are to comply with this directive before I January
1987.
Funhermore, the Commission has recently submitted to Council a proposal for a directive
on the protection of workers by the proscription of specified agents andlor work activi-
ties. This proposal covers three agens all ofwhich are considered carcinogenic.
+
!+*
Question No 25, by Mr Croux (H-208/84)
Subject: Implementation of the Esprit programme '
Vhat is the current state of implementation of this programme: is it progressing normally
or is the Commission encountering problems with regard to cenain Member Sares or
other bodies and is the Commission akeady able to say at this stage whether rhe imple-
mentation of the programme is meeting its expectations and objecdves?
Ansuter
The Esprit programme is proceeding quite smoothly and according to schedule. Closing
date for proposals was 7 May 1984. More than 400 proposals were evaluated during May
and June.
The Esprit Advisory Board and the Esprit Management Committee were consulted during
June and July. fu a result of this evaluation and consulting process, about I 10 projects can
either be staned or bb continued in 1984.
The contracts are now being finalized. The actual schedule foresees all conrracts to be
signed soon.
Although there were no major problems concerning the proper execurion of the pro-
gramme, it is quite natural that the large number of applicants rejected leads to some com-
plaints frorp individual companies. So far we have observed no major objections by indivi-
dual Membcr States regarding the execudon of the programme or problems that could not
be settled.
Although it is too early to assess the programme at this stage, the Commission's expecta-
tions regarding the starr of the programme have been met.
+
**
Qtestion No 26, by Mr Wijsenbeek (H-234/84)
Subject: Parallel impons of medicines
Vhat action does the Commission consider it possible to take against France, Italy,
Greece and Belgium, which maintain pricing systems, registration requirements and
arrangements for reimbursing sickness insurance funds that result in medicines being sold
too cheaply and parallel imports to other Member States distoning both the market and
competition?
Answer
1. The Commission has aheady instituted proceedings under Anicle 169 of the EEC
Treaty against the four Member States referred to by the honourable Member for failure
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to fulfil an obligation under rhe Treary. It holds the view that the re$ulations in force in
these Member States on the prices of medicines and the reimburcemeni of their cost under
the social securiry schemes infringe the Treaq/s rules on the free movetncnt of goods.
This view is based on the judgments by the European Coun of Justice in rclevant cases. In
the Roussel case (judgmemof 29 November 1983 in Case 181/82) thc Coun of Justice
stared in particular that although a price conuol system for pharrtraceudcal products
which is applicable to domestic products and imported products alike does not in itself
constitute a measure having an effect equivalent to a quantitative resttriction, it may have
such an effect when the prices are fixed at a level such that the sale of importcd producrs
becomes either impossible or more difficult than that of domestic products. In its iudg-
menr in the Dupbarcase (judgment of 7 August 1984 in Case 238/82) the Coun of Justice
decided rhar under a compulsory national health-care scheme the Member States are end-
ded to exclude cenain medicinal preparations from reimbursement or to allow reimburse-
ment only for cenain medicinal preparations on condition that the choicc of the excluded
prepararions (in the case of a negative list) or of the permitted prcparations (in the case of
a positive list) involves no discrimination regarding the origin of the products and is car-
ried out on the basis of objective and verifiable criteria, and provided that it is possible to
amend the lists whenever compliance with the specified criteria so requires.
2. The Commission is also examining the legal and economic aspects of the problems
arising from parallel imports of medicinal products from Member Sutes where the pricc
level is panicularly low. As soon as the findings of this study are available, the Commis-
sion will inform the honourable Member of them in writing.
,+
$$
Qrcstion No 28, by Mr Paisley (H-269/84)
Subject: Milk producers in Nonhern Ireland
It is now estimated that by the end of October 4 900 milk produccrs in Nonhern Ireland
will be asked rc pay levy amounting to I5.2 million. Vill the Comrtrission undenake to
have payment in Nonhern Ireland deferred in view of the fact that sccondary quotas will
not have been allocated to producers by that time?
Ansaner
The Commission recognizes that, because of the adminisrative difficultics which some
Member Starcs have experienced in examining the special-case applicrtions for specific or
additional reference quantities provided for by the Communiry rcgulgtions on the super-
levy, a number of producers do not yet know the referencc quantiry which will be
assigned to them.
For this reason, the Commission has decided to authorize Member Statcs to extcnd the
period for the first payment of the levy to 75 days after 30 Septcmbcr 1984, i.e., to mid-
December, in respect of those producers who have requested specific or additional refer-
ence quandties and whose definitive reference quantiry had not been communicated to
them by 30 September 1984. The Commission has also decidcd drat for all persons liable
for the levy, Member States may be authorized to limit the first levy payment to 500/o of
the amount due for the first rwo quarters of application of the superlevy system, with the
balance payable in the 45 days after 31 March 1984.
,i.
++
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Qrcstiott No 29, by Mrs Castle (H-271/84)
Subject: Exclusive purchasing agreement
'!7hat action does the Commission propose to take against the brewers who are imposing
onerous new conditions on the tenants of their tied houses as a result of Regulation
(EEC) No 1984/83,1 such as increases in rent and other charges, examples of which have
been $ent to the Commission; will it reassure all such tenants that the Commission will
take action to protect them in the exercise of their rights?
Answer
Thc problcms referred to by the honourable Member are at present being examined by the
Commission services, who have not yet reached a final conclusion.
As a general principle, the Commission cannot, in the context of the competition rules of
the EEC Treaty, interfere with the contractual freedom of parties to negotiarc the terms
of their tenancy agreemenr, such as prices, rent and other charges.
However, where less favourable conditions are imposed on tenan$ in order to punish
them for having used or threatened to use the freedom which Regulation (EEC)
No 1984/83 gives them to obtain certain goods and services also from third parties, such
behaviour would have to be considered as illegal under Anicle 8(1) b and 8(2) b of the
above regulation and give rise to appropriate measures by the Commission.2 Actions may
also be brought directly before national courts by the panies concerned.
+
**
Qaestion No 3Q by Mrs De March (H-272/84)
Subject: Implementation of European cooperation agreemenrc in the fields of electronics
and computer technology
Given that even after the signature of the Esprit programme, a number of European com-
panies in the data processing sector have persisted with the Bctical option of concluding
atreements with Japanese or American Broups (witness the agreements beween ATT and
Olivetti, SXET and IBM and British Telecom and IBM to name but the most recent
examples), can the Commission say which European groups arc still free rc implement
European cooperation agreemenw in the fields of electronics and computer technology?
Ansuer
There is rlo special requirement rc notify the Commission of agreemenr concluded
between European troups and American or Japanese groups. Therefore the Commission
does not heve full or official informadon on this subjec.
The surveys carried out by consultancy bureaus at the Commission's request show that
most European firms in the data processing and telecommunications secors are parsy to
cooperation agreemenr with non-Communiry firms, mainly American orJapanese.
Such agreements normally concern specific types of products or specific areas of technol-
og;y and thus do not stand in the way of agreements between European firms with a view
to the dcvdlopment and application of future technologies. In fact, the aim of the Esprit
protramme is rc create such areas of future cooperation besween European firms through
research projects at the pre-competitive stage.
t OJ L 173,30.6. 1983, pagc 5.2 See point 51 of Commission Note on Regulations (EEC) No 1983/83 and (EEC) No 1984/83, OJ
c 101,13.4.t984.
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The Commission will make available to the honourable Member the additional detailed
information which it has on this subject.
+
*r+
Qtustion No 31, by Mr Halm (H-27a/8a)
Subject: Jamming of the transatlanric video conference by the French Ministry for Post
and Telecommunications (PI'$
On 17 September 1984, the ITS company held a video conference, in which the signals,
beamed from rhe United States via the Inrelsat satellites, were transmitted from Brussels
via the ECS satcllitcs to Paris, london, The Hague and Stockholm. In Paris, reception
was jammed by the Ministry of Post, because IIS was unwilling tq hire the receiving
appiuatus belonging to the state-owned monopoly, TDF, and had not had its own equip-
ment licensed by the French Ministry of Post.
Does the Commission not agree that equipment licences issued by an individual Member
State should be valid throughout the Community, and what steps will it take to prevent
rhe recurrencc in she furure of incidents such as the inrcrvention by the French Ministry of
Posts, which firsdy constitute an inadmissible barrier to trade and secondly are liable to
inhibit the development of new media at Communiry level?
Ansuter
The Commission is currently seeking informadon on the matter which has been drawn to
its attendon and cannot therefore pronounce itself on the factual aspec6.
As regards the question of principle, the Commission shares the opinibn expressed by the
honourable Member that a licence issued by a Member State authorizing the use of an
item of rclecommunications equipment should be valid in the other Mcmber States. This is
not the case at present, since licences for terminals are issued by the competent national
authorities on the basis of specifications which differ from one country to another for the
same type of tcrminal.
The Commission has already taken steps to change this state of affairs with a view to
enlarging the tcrminal market, a move exactly in keeping with the honourable Member's
wishes. In fact, the Commission and the European Conference of l]osal and Telecom-
munication Administrations (ECPTA) have signed a joint declaration of intention stating
that the latter will carry out the technical work necessary for establishing standards for
uniform application rhroughout the Communiry and of rcrminal licgnsing specifications
common to all operators of Communiry networls. The aim is to have terminal licences
mutually recognized. The ECPTA has sarted to work towards this goal and will condnue
to do so actively in accordance with priorities agreed with the Cornmission. The initial
results are expeced during rhe fint half of 1954.
Q*estion No 36, by Mr Bortos (H-287/84)
Subject: Economic atreement bcrween Grcece and Libya
Havc the Community authorities been informed of the recent oconomic agreement
berween Greecc and Libya, the content of which is still unknown to the Greek people?
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Ansaner
The text of the agreement signed between Greece and Libya on 24 September 1984 was
communicated to the Commission on the afternoon of 19 Oeober 1984.
The Commission is currently examining the content of this agreement.
The Commission will not hesitarc to take the necessary steps if there has been any breach
of Community law.
+
**
Question No 37, by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-259/84)
Subject: Iaternational Youth Year
Vhat proposals for young persons does the Commission intend to make in 1985, which
has been designated 'Youth Year'?
Answer
The Commission warmly welcomes the designation of 1985 as International Youth Year,
with the themes of Panicipadon, Development and Peace. Though the majoriry of activi-
ties will of course take place vrithin the Member States, the Commission is developing
proposals designed in panicular to encourage youth exchanges within the Community and
to prepare young people better for adult and working life.
+
+*
Qaestion No 39, by MrAdan (H-292/8a)
Subject: Coal prices
\7ill the Commission srarc rhe trend in the price of coal imponcd inrc the Communiry
sinceJanuary 1984?
Vill the Commission give a monthly figure, show the source of supply and indicarc rhe
receiving countries?
Ansaner
fu far as imponed coal is concerned, the Commission sen ices monitor price rends separ-
ately for two major categories 
- 
namely, coking-coal and power-station coal, which
totether accounr for about 85 0/o oftotal impons.
Average prices are compurcd and published quanerly for the Community as a whole.
They are lisced hereafter expressed in US dollars for a ronne of 29,3 Gigajoules (tonne of
coal equivatrent), cif European ports.
lst quaner 1984
2nd quaner 1984
3rd quarter 1984
Cohing-coal
62.34
6t.21
60.69
Pouer-station coal
51.57
51.05
About 30 million tonnes of coal have been imponed during the first half of 1984, which
were received by countries as follows:
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B
DK
D
F
IT
NL
UK
2.4 mr
3.3 mt
2.8 mt
6.3 mt
7.9 nt
4.2 mt
2.5 mt
+
**
Qrestion No aQ by Mr Seloa (H-294/84)
Subject: Aid to Mozambique following the killing of two volunteers
Following the killing of rwo Italian volunteers, does the Commission agree that European
aid to Mozambique should be reconsidered undl the safery of European volunteers can be
guaranteed?
Ansuter
The Commission firmly condemns the recent murder of swo Italian voluntcers in Mozam-
bique and offers its most sincere condolences to their families and its moral suppon rc the
Italian Government.
According ro assurances made to the Italian Government, the Mozimbique authorities
have once again undenaken to guarantee the safery of all foreign vqlunteers so that the
cooperation programmes and projects may be carried out in satisfactory condidons of
securiry.
The Commission assures the honourable Member that it will ,keep a very close urarch on
funher developcments in the situation.
+
+*
I
Qrcstion No 42, by Mr Romeos (H-300/84)
Subject: Cuts in advisory committees
The Commission proposes to reduce the number of representadves participating in advi-
sory comminees from I January 1985. Does the Commission not takc the view that these
cuts will impair the process of proper consultation vrith the carcgories concerned and will
be more prejudicial towards the more distant Membcr States sincq it will be virtually
impossible for their representatives to bear the costs involved in aking pan?
Ansuer
The Commission decided at the beginning of the ye:rr to reimburse the expenses of no
more than 20 non-government experts per meednt.
This measure was adopted in conjunction with a certain number of other new rationaliza-
tion and adrninistrative measures in response rc Parliament's reiluest (resolution of
15 September 1983 on the cost to the Communiry budget and the effeEdveness of commit-
tees of a manatement, advisory and consultative nature).
The measures adoptcd by the Commission for this purpose were comlnunicatcd to Parlia-
ment in Februar,' of this year by a rePort on committces and groups of experts, which
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Parliament velcomed by adopting on 10 April 1984 its resolution on the rationalization of
the work of committees.
The Commission does not think that these economy measures can adversely affecr the
consulation process and the relations it has wirh professional and other bodies.
Qrcstion No 45, by Mr Hutton (H-3U/84)
Subjcct: Contravention of the common fisheries policy
Vould the Commission say what action it proposes to take against the authoritics of rhe
Nethcrlands following the discovery of substandal avoidance of rhe rules of the common
fishcries policy there?
Answer
The Commission believes that it is necessary for all rhe rules of the common fisheries
policy to bc correctly enforced in each Member State. The Commission is reviewing how
best to secure improved cnforcement and will reach conclusions without delay.
+
**
Qaestion No 47, by Mr Kyrkos (H-315/84)
Subject: Implementation of the Founh Financial Protocol with Turkey
A recent mecdng of the Council of Ministers reponedly discussed the possible implemen-
tation of the Founh Financial Protocol with Turkey, which was frozen after the military
regime was installed. Can the Commission state whether such a subjecr is under discussion
and what stege has been reached?
Ansaner
Thc Founh Financial Protocol for Turkey was negotiated and initialled in June 1981.
However, the Commission has not sent this Protocol ro the Council for conclusion and
signature oving to the evolution of the political situation in Turkey.
+
**
Question No 48, by Mr Cryer (H-31 7/84)
Subjcct: Policies to reduce unemployment
Can the Commission statc what measures it is undenaking ro pronrore employment in the
Community, and in panicular whether it intends rc promor€ the retention of coal and
stcel capaciry in view of the massive loss of jobs panicularly in the United Kingdom over
the last five years in these and associated industries?
Ansau
The Commission set out its proposals for a medium-term srarcgy to deal wirh the unem-
ployment problem in its 'Action programme to fight unemploymenr', the general princi-
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ples of which were adopted by the Council in its resolution of l2July 1982 on'Com-
munity acdon to combar unemployment'. This strategy is based on the recognition that
macroeconomic policies, while central to the effort to restore employment Srowth, are
alone insufficienr m deal with the present unemployment problem and that additional spe-
cific action is required, panicularly to deal vith those sections of the labour force most
affected by uncmployment.
In its action programme, the Commission proposed that efforc should be concentrated in
the following areas:
(D resuucturing sectors in difficulties;
(ii) promotion of investment to create public and private jobs;
(iii) new enterprises and employment creation;
(iv) local employment initiatives and cooperatives.
The Commission has since produced poliry proposals regarding the dpvelopment of voca-
donal training and the impact of new technologies,l on youth employment,2 local employ-
ment initiatives,l long-term unemployment,a and the reduction and reorganization of
working time.5 Some of these proposals have already been adopted by the Council in the
form of resoludons.6
The Commission believes that all the ircms in this strategy constitute a package which,
taken together and in a concerted manner by all Member States, will make a concrete
contribution to the reduction of unemployment in the Community.
The Commission itself has been able to rake concrete steps to promote job-creating invest-
menr in the areas hit by job losses in the coal and steel industries. It has done so by making
available low interest-rarc loans through the European Coal and Srcel Communiry and
supponing projects in steel-producing areas from the non-quoa section of the Regional
Development Fund. It has also devoted substantial resources to assisting workers who,
through no fault of their own, have borne the brunt of redundancy in these sectors. The
Commission would not be prepared, however, to countenance a policy of subsidies
designed to maintain surplus capacity in the face of structural market changes. Such a
policy would both be detrimental to the well-being of the economy generally and put at
risk throughout the Communiry those jobs which can successfully be safeguarded.
*
**
Question No 50, by Mr Huckfield (H-323/84)
Subject: Uniform prices for motor vehicles
As the Commission document on uniform prices for motor vehicles throughout the Mem-
ber States in the Communiry has been issued for consulation, will the Commission permit
an extended time for consultation with the trade unions involved in the Member States in
view of their fears that speedy implemenadon of this document could have the effect of
plant closures and consequent unemployment?
Ansuter
1. To regard the draft Commission regulation (EEC) on the applicadon of Article 85 (3)
of the Treary to certain categories of motor-vehicle distribution and servicing agreements
t COM(E2) 637 Frnal and COM(82) 296 final.
'z COM(82) 2l I final.I COM(82) 662final.
' 
COM(82) 484 final.5 COM(82) 543 final.6 OJ C 166, 25.6. 1983, p. I ; OJ C 193, 20. 7. 1983, p. 2; OJ C 29, 4. 2. 1984,p. I ; OJ C 16l, 21. 6.
1984, p. l.
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published by the Commission on 24 June 1983 (OJ C 165, 24.6. 1983, p. t) as a document
on uniform prices for motor vehicles throughout the Community is to misunderstand it.
The draft is concerned with the protection of competition at the various stages of distribu-
tion, including in the light of the consumer's inrerests.
?. Since the publication of the draft, interested parries have had the opponuniry to put
forward their views on it. Many representative bodies have made use of ihe opponuniry,
but no rade union has done so. However, the draft was also put before the Economic and
Social Committee, on which represenmtives of trade unions sit, and which adoprcd a reso-
lution on 28 September 1983 (OJ C 341,19.12.1983, p. 18); and rhe Commission's Advi-
sory Comrnittee on Consumer Affairs, which also includes rade union represenrarives,
gave its opinion on the draft on 13 December 1983 (Doc. CCC 84/83). The view of the
representative bodies and committees, and the resolution of the European Parliament of
24May 1984 (OJ C172,2.7.1984, p. 181), were reflecred in the draft regulation put
before the Advisory Committee on Resrictive Practices and Dominant Poiitions. This
committee of representatives of the Member States is still considering the draft in its
amended form.
3. Anicle 7 of the draft regulation published last year, which provided for automaric
opening of the way for parallel impons whenever price differentials exceeded l2o/0, has
since been dropped.
4. The Qommission has stated on several occasions (Answers m !flritten QuestionsNo647/81by Mrs Dury and No580/84 by Mr ChristopherJackson) that it inrends to
adopt the regulation as soon as possible. The Commission considers that the relevant facts
are sufficiently established.
Qaestion No 5 1, by Mr Wohjer (H-325/54)
Subject: Storage of agricultural producm outside the European Communiry
Vill the Commission say whether the repons are uue that rhe huge surpluses of some
agricultural products have forced the Commission to store some of the stocks which have
been created in this way outside the community, namely in Austria, Switzerland and
Spain, and does the Commission not believe that the srorage of agricultural products out-
side the Communiry should be prevented as this removes any possibiliry oi control and
that it would be better to seek measures to reduce the overall level of stocis?
Answer
The Commission can confirm that two Member States have, at rheir own request, been
authorized by the Commission decision of 28 September 1984 to ffansporr intervendon
beef and veal to non-Community countries for storage. The current situation on rhe mear
market is that the quantities bought by the intervention bodies have increased consider-
ably. These bodies are experiencing considerable difficulty in finding the necessary srcrage
capacity in the Community. This being so, it was necessary ro trant the abovementioned
authorization. This authorization has no financial implications for the Community budget.
The Commission does not intend to authorize the storage outside rhe Community of
other agricultural products for which there are currenrly intervention stocks.The deciiion
co-ncerning the beef and veal sefior was exceptional and temporary. Its aim is to insure the
effective applicadon of the public purchase of whole carcasei, forequaners and hindquan-
ers as decided by the Commission as pan of the measures adopted ro support the bee] and
veal market.
+
,e+
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Qrcstion No 52, by MrAkoanos (H-328/84)
Subfcct: Grcek legislation on mining
The Commission has informed the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairc that, relfng on
Articlc 52 of thc EEC Treaty, it intends to uke the question of Grcek mining legislation
to thc European Coun of Justice seeing that, under that legislation, the transfer of .mining
rights, the conccssion of use or possession, the acquisition of shares in Greek companies
by foreign nationals, etc., are subject to approval by the Council of Ministcrs.
Is it the Commission's opinion that a Member State should be entltled to exploit its
mincral wealth in sovereign fashion and, if not, why not?
Ansam
It is true that the Commission, in accordance with Article 169 of thc EEC Treaty, has
brought the matter of Greek mining legislation before the Coun of Justice.
Greek mining legislation contains cenain provisions which give advantages to Greek
nationals or undertakings over nationals from other Member Starcs of the Communiry,
whether legal or natural persons. It is laid down that foreignerc are required to obtain
authorization from the Greek Government before purchasing or selliqg mining ProPerty,
exercising rhe right of usufruct or prospecting for minerals, while Gr(ek legal or natural
pensons are not required to obtain such authorization.
These provisions are therefore discriminatory and constitutc an infringement of Anicles 7,
52 and 221 of thc EEC Treaty. Since the mining of minerals is an eponomic activiry, it
falls within the field of application of the EEC Treaty.
+
Sub jcct:Measuresr"rr:*;:;t:::'"::::":;':::,
The compromise proposal on wine-growing to the Council of Ministers of Agriculture
also includes rhe taking of measures for the structural improvement of Greek agriculturc.
Could the Commission state whether those measures also comprisc the exemption of
Greccc from proponional participation in the compulsory disdlladotr process, the non-
applicadon of mcasures to limit wine-growing, aid for the planting of new varieties, an
increase in vines with designation of origin, etc.?
Ansuter
The text put forvard by the Commission uras merely an atrcmpt at a compromise in the
contcxt of the broad discussions on the adjustment of the rules apflying to the wine-
growing sector.
Sincc this atrcmpt at a compromise was unsuccessful, it is impossible to know at this stage
exactly what the outcome will be.
The Commission is therefore unable to prejudge any measures rc aid Greek wine-growing
nor, afortiori, their content.
*
rF+
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Question No 54, by Mr Ephremidis (H-334/84)
Subject:'Restrictive mcasures' on imports
Seeing that the trade deficit continues to be an cxremely acutc problem for the Greek
economy (Iune 1984: imports USD 766 m, exporrs USD 353 m, June 1983: imporu USD
875.m,-exports USD 453m), and is funher complicated by EEC accession regulations,
could the Commission state whether it will conrinue and indeed cxtend for 1985 'restric-
dve measures' on imports that were taken in 1983 and 1984 but have proved totatly inadc-
quat€?
Answer
The Greek impon restrictions in 1983 and 1984 to which the honourable Member refers
were authorized on the basis of Anicle 130 of the Treary of Acccssion of Greece to the
European communities. It lays down that rhe commission may approve temporary pro-
tcctive measures 'if difficulties arise which are serious and liable to persist in any sector of
the economy or which could bring about serious deterioration in the economit situation
of a given area'.
However, the Commission is unable to statc a position on the specific question put by the
honourable Member, since it is a matter for the Greek Govein.ent io prcsent, if it so
wishes, an application for approval of protective measures for 1985, on which the Com-
mission will then have to decide.
*
rl i*
Qaestion No 55, by Mr De Gucbt (H-335/54)
Subject: Distonion of competition as a result of a cut in gas prices in the Netherlands
On I October 1984, the Netherlands reduced its prices for gas consumcd in rhe market-
gardening sector by 100/0, which was cont"ra{f rc the agreements concluded between the
Commission of the European Communities and the Dutch Government.
Can the Commission indicate how it will counter this obvious example of distortion of
compedtion, which is derimental to the inrcrests of market-gardeners-in various Member
Statcs (and panicularly in the Belgian region of Flanders), and is it considering instituting
proceedings before rhe European Coun ofJustice?
Answer
Thc Commission has been informed by the Netherlands Government that the Landbouw-
schap, Gasunie and Vegin had concluded a nev contrac on the price of natural gas for
honiculture, applicable from I October 1984 to 1 October 1985.
The CommiFsion immediately approached the Netherlands Minister of Agriculture with a
request for more detailed information on this marrer, pointing out the pro"isions of Ani-
cles 92 and 93 of the Treary. The information requested has not yet been received.
As regards assessing this new contract, the Commission will do so in the light of the for-
mer contract and of any evidence provided by the Netherlands Government.
*7
!a r0
Il. Questions to the Council
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tion.
Ansuer
Council conrinues to follow the human rights situation in Turkey with close atten-
'Vith regard to the implemenurion of the Financial Protocols with Turkey, I would point
out thaithe third Financial Protocol expired on 31 October 1981 and that all the funds
had been committed by the end of tggt.
The founh Financial Prorocol was negotiated and initialled in June 1981 but, for reasons
which are well known, has not so far been submitted by the Commissidn to the Council 
-
with the latte/s approval 
- 
and has therefore not been signed.
Question No 51, by Mrs Lizin (H-216/8a)
Subject: Turkey
Vhat is the Council's currenr posirion with regard to the human righr situation in Turkey
and have its implications for the Financial Protocol been discussed recerrtly?
+
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Question No 63, by Mrs Piermont (H'238/84)
Subject: Accession negodations with Spain, with panicular reference tro olive groves
It has been reponed by Spanish ecologists that representatives of tlre EC have exened
sront pressuri, both officially and unofficially, for Spanish olive grdves to be destroyed
in orJei ro keep surplus olive oil producdon in the fuure Europe of the 12 within bounds.
Can the Commission state how many hectares of olive Broves are to be uprooted in this
way, which area of Spain would be affected by such measures, and hoq/ it intends to avoid
their ecological coniequences (such as karstification, soil erosion, the lowering of the
water table, the destruction of the habitat of entire biorypes, erc.) ?
Ansuer
1. The day before yesterday the Council defined the Communiry's position on vegetable
oils and fats, including olive oils, and forqrarded it to the Spanish and Ponuguese delega-
tions.
2. In the context of rhe atreement on olive oil reached in the Council on 17 and
18 October 1983, which primarily covered statemen$ of principle requiring funher eluci-
darion, the Council considered inter alia that the Communiry measures limiting olive-
growing areas should be applied in the same way and as quickly as possible by the
applicant countries.
3. The honourable Member will understand that the results of the negotiations on this
imponant aspect of the agriculure chapter cannot be prejudged.
,! ,g
Qaestion No 55, by Mr Marck (H-228/84)
Subject: Publication of information by the Communiry
Can the Council stare what measures it has mken to put inrc pracdce the proposals which
the European Parliament put forward on 24May 1984 in adopting the resolution on the
compulsory publication of informadon by the European Communiry?l
I OJC 172,2.7.1984.
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Answer
1. -I *grld point outthat the Council publicizes its decisions by publishing most of themin the Offcial Jounal of tbe European Communitie.s. In additio,l 
" 
p.essLlease on rhe
outcome of the council's proceedings is published at the end of each meeting.
2. Pursuant to Article 18 of the Council's rules of procedure, Council discussions are
confidential.
3. However, on I February 1983 the council adopted Regulation No 354lg3,
Anicle 1(1) of which provides thaq subject to cenain conditions, the historical archives oi
the communiry institutions shall be open rc the public after the expiry of a period of
30 years starting from rhe date of the creation of the document or recoid.
+
,h*
Question No 67, by Mr Collins (H-2tB/54)
Subject: Safery of holiday-makers in Spanish resorts
As the Council_may be aware, considerable disquiet has arisen about the safery of holi-
day-makers in Spanish resorts. Muggings and even killings have been reponedihis sum-
mer on a scale never before experienced. Given that Spain is poised to enter rhe European
Communiry, can I have the Council's assurance that ii is in active discussion of these mat-
ters with the_Spanish authorities and that everything is being done viathe European Com-
muniry and Spain itself to ensure the safery of holiday-makirs in the future?
Ansuter
Theproblems referred to by the honourable Member do not fall within the competence of
the Council.
+
,++
Qaestion No 68, by Mr Mafre-Baug| (H-264/84)
Subject: Impons of hybrid maize seed
The.Commipsion has had to- recognize that the increase in impons of hybrid maize seed
was likely to jeopardize its future production in the EEC, esplcially in hrance and Italy.
consequently, on 12 April 1984, the commission asked the Council-(coM(94) 224 fin;l)
for authorization to modify the GATT tariff concession for hybrid maize seed.'
on the prerext of a purely rcmporary decrease in these impons in l9g3-g4, the commis-
sion has unilaterally decided m withdraw its proposal.
Has the Council decided to disregard this decision and ask the Commission to take pro-
tective measures- against imports of hybrid maize seed, to provide a better gu".arrte. ih"t
Communiry preference will be respected?
Ansaner
1. The Council would remind the honourable Member of Parliament thar under
Anicle 7(2) of Council Regulation No 2358171, it is for rhe Commission to decide on
lPproPriarc measures in the event of serious disturbances caused by impons on the marketfor the product in question.
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Z. Purcuant to Anicle I l3(3) of the Treaty thc Council may authorize the Commission
gg open negotiations to .odiiy the ariff conccssion for hybrid maize seed under Anicle'
XXU1 of-GATT only on thi basis of a Commission recommendation; no such recom-
mendation now exists.
+
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lll. Qrcstions to tbe ForeignMinisters
Question No 76 bMn Lizin(H'217/8a)
Subject: Securiry in Europe
As security indispuably falls within the terms of referencc of political cooperation (despite-
the statements made by the Irish President during Question Time at the part-session of
the European Parliament on l2 September 1984), can the President stete hoy many agen-
das have-included this subject, and what results, resolutions or aspirltions have been put
forward in the context of a European position on securiry?
Ansuer
The london Repon of 13 October 1981 stated inter alia:
'As regards the scope of European polidcal cooperation, and havlng regard to the dif-
ferenisituationr of th. Member States, the Foreign Ministers agree to maintain the
flexible and pragmatic approach which has made it possiblc to discuss in political
cooperarion i.n"in foreifn-poliry questions bearing on the political aspects of sccur-
iry.'
The Solemn Declaration on European Union, which was signed by the Heads of State or
Government at their meeting in Siuttgan on 19 June 1983, reaffirmed a number of objec-
tives aimed ar consolidating progress towards European Union in both the economic and
political ficlds, including inter alia the following:
'To strengthen and develop European political cooperation thrpugh the elatoradon
and adopiion of joint positions and joint action, on the basis of intensified consul-
tation in the area of flrcign policy, including the coordination of the positions of
Member States on the political and economic aspecc of securiry, so as to Promote
and faciliate the progressive development of such positions and actions in a growing
number of foreign-policy fields.'
These provisions have enabled the Ten rc consult and coordinate tlreir positions in. such
".""r "i the CSCE, including rhe CDE, 
nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament issues
arising at the UN General Assembly. Such consultation takes place 1t various levels and in
different insunces within the framework of European political coopdration.
There is no provision for consultation among the Ten on quesdons felated to the military
aspects of securiry.
+
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Question No 78, by MrAdamoa (H-223/84)
Subject: Creation of denuclearized zones
The insane development of nuclear weapons is bringing mankind dangerously close to the
ourbreak of a nuclear war. In view of the fact that the creation of dcnuclearized zones is a
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stcg tgwar-ds. cstablishing security and avening the danger of a nuclcar war, what is thc
attitude.of the Foreign Ministcrs meeting in polirical Jooperation to rhe appeal by the
lnrcrnational Conference for the creadon of denuclearized iones and what piacdcal mca-
surcs do they intcnd to take ro create such zones?
Ansuer
The position of the Ten on the quesdon of the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones was
set out as follows in the statcment on behalf of the Ten delivered on i8 Octobcr 1983 to
thc fint comminee of the United Nations General Assembly:
'Ttre Ten believe that, in kceping with the provisions of the final documenr on the appro-
priatc 
-principles and conditions for the creation of nuclear-wcapon-frec zoncs, the-crea-tion of such zones as well as zones of peace should be considerid seriously. Thcy believe
that the cr€ation of such zones in certain pans of the world could makl an imponant
contribudon to disarmament and to the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, piovided
all States concerned are prepared to subscribe rc them on the basis of agieements freely
entcred into and in keeping with internationally recognized principles.,
In this connecdon I would also refer the honourable Member to the reply given to Oral
Question NoH-672/83, by Mr Papaefstratiou.
Qaestion No 79, by Mr Ephremidis (H-22 j/54)
Subject: Rclease of 55 Turkish intellectuals
Fifty-six Turkish intellectu.als, including the world-famous wrirer Aziz Nesin, universiry
gro{e91ors and, numerous journalists, are being hauled before a military tribunal by thl
Turkish junta because they played a prominent pan in collecting signatlres and drafting
the appeal for rhe resrorarion of democracy in Turkey.
'!7hat measures do the Foreign Ministers meedng in political cooperation intend to take
with a view to having the trial called off and gaining tlie release of ihe SO Turkish intellec-
tuals?
Ansanr
The Ten share the widespread international concern over rhe case of the 56 Turkish intcl-
lectuals.
The Ten.have expressed their concern on several occasions over thc situation in regard to
basic political and human rights and freedoms in Turkey.
The Ten will continue rc follow closely the evolution of the situadon in regard to human
rights in Turkey.
+
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Qaestion No 8Q by Mrs Piermont (H-239/54)
Subject: l99es{on negodations with Spain, with panicular reference to membership ofNATO
It has become increasingly apparenr, over the lasr few monrhs and weeks, that some EC
States are linking Spain's accession to the European Community wirh its remaining inside
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NATO (f.c. press reports in the'suddeutsche Zeitung' of 2l May 1984, the 'Frankfuner
Allgemeine Zeitung'-of 2lMay and 5 September 1984, the'Tageszeitung' of ll Septem-
ber 1984 and'La Croix'of 14 September 1984).
Do the Foreign Ministers in political cooperation consider that it is legitimate for acces-
sion ro a Corimuniry established for non-military purposes (according to Anicle 2 of the
Treaty establishing il" ffC) rc be made conditional on membership of a military alli-
ance?
Ansuer
The matters referred rc by the honourable Member fall outside the scope of European
political cooperation.
+
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Question No 81, by Mr Van Miert (H-278/84)
Subject: San Jos6 ministerial meetint
According to the final communiqu6 adopted at the ministerial meeting in San Jo-s6, the
European-Communiry and Latin America are going to develop l new fr.amelork for po.-
liticai and economic iooperation. Is this satement more than a declaration of inrcnt with
merely a symbolic political significance and, if so, what practical steps_have been taken to
make-this political ind economic cooPeration a realiry? Funhermor",- how much aid is to
be grantedto Latin America by the Communiry and is the amount sufficient for the pursu-
ance of a coherent and credible policy towards Latin America?
Ansuter
As she honourable Member will be aware, the Presidenry made a starcment in the Euro-
pean Parliament on 9 Ocober on the resuh of the San Jos6 Conference.
The aim of the Ten at the Conference c/as to give practical support, both political and
economic, to the effora of the countries of Central America themselves to bring peace,
social justice, economic development and respect for human rights and democratic liber-
ties to the region. The Ten were conscious throughout of the intimate connection between
underdevelopment and inequitable social and economic structures on the one hand and
polidcal instabiliry and violence on the other. It is for this reason that the final commu-
nique of the meeting reflects both Europe's political support for peacemaking efforts, par-
dcularly those of the Contadora Group, and Europe's firm inrcndon to intensify-economic
cooperation with Central America. The communiqu6 records the agreement of both sides
ro continue thc political dialogue, begun at San Jos€, through funher meetings at regular
intervals in rhe future. Acknowledging the need to give institutionall form to their econo-
mic cooperarion, both sides declared themselves ready to stan discussions as soon as Pos-
sible with a view to netotiadng an inter-regional framework cooperation agreement.
The communiqu€ makes clear that rhis continuing dialogue is of an essendally pracdcal,
and thus by no means merely rymbolic, character.
The peace process in Cenrral America requires the widest possible support from countries
outside the region. The San Jos€ communiqu6 records the firm conviction of all the Con-
ference panicipants thar the problems of Central America cannot be solved by armed
force bur only by political solutions springing from the region itself. In this conviction the
Ten and the other participants affirm their support for the Contadpra process as the best
opponuniry to achieve a soludon rc the crisis and call upon the States concerned 'to con-
tirure to make every effon to bring the Contadora process rapidly to a final fruition
through the signature of a comprehensive agreement which woqld bring Peace to the
region'. They also record their agreement'on the necessiry for a practical commitment to
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the implemenmdon of any such agreement by all the States of the region and all orher
countries which have interests there, and of the necessiry for the verifiiation and control
of that implementation'. Moreover, the communiqu6 iecognizes that rhe revised draft
Contadora Act is a fundamental stage in the negotiating p.ocess for peace in Central
America.
This clear identification by the Ten of the best presenr means ro solve the Cenual Ameri-
can political crisis, combined with the willingness of the European countries, also
expressed in the communiqu6, to support the effons of those Sratei to which it falls to
implement the-provisions of any agreement, consdrures avery practical measure of politi-
cal assistance for peace in Central America.
The same practical character is evident in the agreemenr on the economic front. The joint
communiqu6 lists a number of areas where it would be possible to reinforce .oop...iion,
such as agriculture and integrated rural projects, regional integration and the piomotion
of trade.
Equal,ly, industrial development projects can be taken into consideration in so far as they
would have a regional impact and would be likely [o promote the creation of an economit
sector based on small and medium-sized enterprises. in the area of economic cooperarion,
one can also mention the possibilities for cooperation between public and private nationai
financing insrrumenm in the two regions, ai well as rhe promotion arrd protection of
investments in Cenral America. All of these areas would fal within the scope of a frame-
work cooperation agreement. The 
.ioint communiqu6 records the readiness of both sides
to commence discussions on the negotiation of such an agreemenl as soon as possible.
The joint communiq-u6 is devorcd essentially rc bilateral relations berween the Community
and the countries of Central America; it makes, therefore, no detailed mention of wider
forms of cooperation. None the less, during rhe discussions in San Jos6 it was underlinedpanicularly on the European side, that the Community contribution to the development
of Central America could be widened and indeed plaf a role of catalyst, if co-financing
with such other sources of finance as rhe \7orld Bank, the counrries bf Nonh America]
Japan and the Contadora counrries could be arranged.
The Communiry has not entered into precise commitments on increased aid to Cenrral
America. The honourable Member will note, however, that the joint communiqu6 states
that the Community will do everything possible, within the conr.exr of its present and
future programmes in support of developing countries, towards the development of the
regron.
- 
*-,
Question No 82, by Mr Balfe (H-285/Sa)
Subject: Release of Ray Hooker
Dr Ray Hooker, the Nicaraguan. Minisrcr with special responsibility for the Englishspeak-
ing enclave of Bluefields, was kidnapped by a contra Group directid by Mr Ed-en pastora
on 5 Septembpr 1984. On 14 September, Amnesry Internaiional confiimed that informa-
tion from Reirters indicated that Dr Hooker wai alive and being held in Costa Rica. In
Dublin Castle on 19 September the President-in-Office was abi-e ro assure me thar rhe
EEC Foreign Ministers 'will make all effons to see if the release of this prisoner can be
brought about'.-This sraremenrlras warmly welcomed, panicularly by people in the Lon-
don Borough of Lambeth, which is 'twinned' with Bluefields. Can ihe'piesiient-in-Office,
following the meeting of Foreign Ministers in San Jos6, cosra Rica, now make a funher
sratement on this matter?
Ansuer
This matter has not been discussed in the framework of European political cooperation.
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However, in accordance with a promise given by the President-in-Office at the Colloquy
with the Political Affairs Committee of the Parliament in Dublin dn 19 September, the
question of the kidnapping of Dr Hooker was raised with the Costa Rican Government ez
marqe of the recenr tonference in San Jos6. The Costa fucan authorities informed the
President-in-Office rhat Dr Hooker was not being held on Costa Rican territory and that,
as far as they were aware, he was in Nicaragua. The Presidency was unable to ascenain
anything funher in regard to this case.
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Vce-President
(Tlte sitting anas opened at 10.00 a.m.)
l. Agenda
Mr Cot (Sl, cbairman of the Committee on Budgeu. 
-(FR) Mr President, I should like to sutgest altering
our timeable today to comply with something that
emerged the other d^y 
- 
the need to vote on the suP-
plementary budget for 1984 fairly quickly and early
this afternoon if possible. In view of the outcome of
the Council's discussion after conciliation, the Com-
mittee on Budget's opinion is that the debate proPer
on Mrs Scrivener's repon could be quick at the second
reading and this would mean we could vote right at
the beginning of the afternoon, at 3 o'clock, which
would be the best thing.
One measure I should like to suggest 
- 
although it is
of course up to the President rc make the arrange-
men$ 
- 
is that perhaps we interrupt this urgent
debate and have a shon debarc on the budget at the
end of the morning and make up the lost time after the
voting on the supplementary budget early in the after-
noon.
If we do not vote early this afternoon, the familiar
problems to do with the constraints of budget votes
are likely to crop up.
o Hunanitaian aid 
- 
Motions for resolu'
tions (Doc.2-82t/84) by Mr Hanscb and
Mr Arndt; (Doc. 2-845/54) b Mr
langes and others; (Doc. 2'850/8a) by
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elh; Mr IJlburgbs; Mr Vandemeule-
brouke; Mr Ulburgbs; Mr Patterson
9. Economic recoeery (Doc* 2-610/84; 2-704/
84; 2-8 1 5/84 dnd 2-B I 7/84) (continuation):
Mrs Van Hemeldonch; Mr Patterson; Mr
Bonaccini; Mrs Tooe Nielsen; Mr Chisten'
sen; Mr Patterlon; Mr Cbaboche; Mr Smith;
Mrs Oppenheim; Mr Rogalla; Mr P. Beazley
President. 
- 
Mr Cot, I assume this is a request from
the Committee on Budgets, so I propose the following
changes in today's agenda:
10 a.m. to 12 noon:topical and urgent debate;
12 noon to 1 p.m.: debarc on the supplementary budget
for 1984;
3 p.m.: vorc on the supplementary budget for 1984,
followed by the vote on the other reports.
After the votes the topical and urgent debate will con-
dnue for one hour and then the other items on the
agenda will followi If the debate on the supplementary
budget lasts for ldss than one hour, then the urgent
debarcs will be resumed and the time allocated to
urtent debates during the afternoon will be shonened
accordingly. In cerrying out these changes we will
keep the three hours for urgent debate.
(Parliament adopted tbe proposal)
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, something
extremely serious has just happened 
- 
at least the
news of it has just arrived. Hiddir Aslan, the young
Turkish democrat, was hanged at dawn this morning.
Yesterday afternoon, the President-in-Officc of the
Council answered a question of mine by saying that
the Council was monitoring the situation very closely,
that it was in a position to say that it detected a demo-
cratic rend in that country and that our request for
rhe Communiry to clearly denounce the Turkish situa-
tion by suspending Turkey's association to the Com-
muniry was pointless. I propose, in view of the graviry
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'Vurtz
of this event, which confirms our every fear, that Par-
liament make a very firm statemenr about it, otherwise
it will seriously compromise its credibility in other
fields.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
Mr 'Vurtz, I appreciare your desire ro
put that on the record. I would like to tell you rhat the
President did send a telex to Turkey yesterday about
this panicular case. Of course, we'regrer very much
the news you have just given us. I am quite sure that
we will look at some way of mking up this matter with
the Turkish Government.
Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
Mr President, we do have a large
number of pieces of paper and I have added to them
this morning. My letter to Members of this Assembly
invites them to join the demonstration nexr Saturday
against the massive nuclear expenditure by the present
Tory government in the United Kingdom on Trident
nuclear weapons. If Members are unable to join the
demonstration for a future on our planet . . .
(lntemrptionsfrom thefloor of the House)
. . . there is a means by which they can write and
express their suppon for this urgenr marrer.
President. 
- 
Mr Cryer, that was not strictly a point of
order. Once again I appreciate your desire to ger
something on the record, but we want to get on with
the topical and urgent debate.
Mr Morris (S). 
- 
Mr President, with respect to your-
self and the rules of this House, since we are nor to
have a starcment today on the food crisis in Ethiopia,
could I ask how many people will have died there
between now and Monday when Mr Pisani makes his
satement on Ethiopia?
President. 
- 
Mr Morris, you have expressed to the
House your concern and everybody's concern about
the situation in Ethiopia. Although Mr Pisani is not
making a statement unril Monday, I want to assure
you that moves are already afoot to try to make sure
that more aid gets to Ethiopia. I think you have made
your point now. You are not going to speed up the
urtenl debates, so unless you have got some proposal
to make, would you sit down?
Mr Morris (S). 
- 
I have a proposal m make. Vhen
the millions of people in Berlin were threatened with
starvation, we created an air bridge. Can I suggest re-
spectfully to this House that you use your position as
Vice-President of this House to call upon the nations
of Europe to crearc such a bridge for the people of
Ethiopia?
President. 
- 
Mr Morris, I believe that is already being
attended to.
Lady Elles (ED). 
- 
Mr President, according to the
agenda we should now be holding the topical and
urgent debate. If Mr Morris had read the agenda, he
would see that there is a debate on Ethiopia coming
up. If other people are allowed to take up the time of
this House, we will not get on to be able to debate the
items which are on the agenda already. It is a great
abuse of time and the procedures of this Parliament. I
therefore request that we get on immediately with the
motions for urgent debarc on the agenda.
(Mixed reactions)
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I would like to submit a
procedural proposal concerning the astonishing
announcement made by Mr '!Vurtz. I wonder
whether . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Kyrkos, this is not on the urgent
debate. I have already made a comment about that
tragic situation. Ve cannot Bo any funher now. I
would ask you to do something later on today, but we
cannot deal with it now . . .
(Interruption by Mr Kyrhos)
Please sit down. Put something in writing to the Presi-
dent.l
2. Approztal of the Minutes
President. 
- 
The minurcs of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed.
Are there any comments?
Mr Prout (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my group would
like to exercise its righq under Rule 111(a) of the
Rules of Procedure, to challenge the interpretation of
Rule 116 given by the Committee on the Rules of Pro-
cedure and Petitions on the exrcnt to which requests
for waiver of immuniry in this Parliament are affected
by Rule 116. \7e would like that matter voted on this
afternoon.
President. 
- 
Mr Prout, I take note of your objection.
In accordance with- Rule 111(4), the matter will be
submitted to Parliament this afrcrnoon at voting time.
Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
Mr President, on page 13 of the
Minutes it says that Mr Hutton asked whether there
I Setting up of a Committee of Inquiry: see Minutes.
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would be a Question Time at the November part-
session. There does not appear to be an answer. How-
ever, those who were present in the Chamber will
recall that the President indicated that there would not
be a Question Time at the November pan-session.
I would ask you, Mr President, under Rule 55, pur-
suant to which the draft agenda is drawn up in consul-
tation with the group chairmen, to have another con-
sultadon. Quesdon Time is a very imponant part of
our proceedings. It is not affected by this interminable
fixing of debating time which results in very little pro-
per debate and many mannered and timed speeches.
Question Time does give an opponunity for every-
body in this Assembly to make an observation and to
elicit informadon. It is very imponant, in my view,
that you should reopen the discussion on the agenda
under Rule 55.
President. 
- 
Mr Cryer, your comments have been
noted, and when the agenda for the part-session is
fixed on the Monday of the pan-session, I am sure
that they will want to take account of what you have
had rc say.
(Parliament approved tbe Minates)
Mn Heinrich (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I would
nevertheless ask Parliament to adopt a funher propo-
sal that the death sentences in Turkey be treated as a
matter for urgent debate or, if this is not possible, that
Parliament should at least pass a resolution condemn-
ing funher executions, on the grounds that Europe
also has some responsibility in the matter.
President. 
- 
Mrs Heinrich, I have already made a
comment on the situation and I have asked those
Members concerned to take some action themselves to
bring before the House, but it cannot be done right
now. Now we have to get on with the topical and
urgent debate. You can put somethint to the House at
a later sage, but not now, please.
Mrs Hcinrich (ARC). 
- 
(DE) But I should like my
proposal to be included in the agenda.
President. 
- 
It cannot be done now, Mrs Heinrich, I
am afraid. You will have to find some other procedure
for bringing it up urgently with those Members who
have already expressed their concern about it.
3. Veification of credcntiak
President. 
- 
I would also like to inform the House
that the Committee on the Verification of Credentials
at iu meeting of 23 October verified the credentials of
Mrs Crawley, Mr Gazis, Mr McGowan, Mrs Manin,
Mr Moravia, Mr Rigo, Mr Schinzel and Mr Vergis in
accordance with Rule 6(2) of the Rules of Procedure.
Are there any comments?
Mr Rogalla (S), cbairman of the Committee on the Ver-
ification of Credentiak. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, as
chairman of this Committee I just wanted to point out
that following verificadon there are still 4 members of
the House sitting on a provisional basis in accordance
with Rule 5(3). For the rest, all credentials have been
verified and found to be in order.
( Parliament ratified lhe appointments )
4. Topical and urgent debate
Bitisb miners'stihe
President. 
- 
The nrext item is the topical and urgent
debate.
Ve begin with the motion for a resolution (Doc.2-
829/84) by Mr Huckfield and others on the miners'
dispurc.
Mr Huckfield (S).- Mr President, the reason that
we have been pressing for this debate since we first
came here in July is that many of us believe that this is
probably the most imponant industrial struggle that
we shall witness in the whole of our lifetime. Ve have
a government in England which has openly declared
that its only policy {or the economy is the breaking of
the trade union morrement and the reducing of wages
since it openly belioves in classical economic theories
which were discredited at the beginning of this cen-
tury. The Conservai,ive government has been prepar-
ing for this battle against the Nadonal Union of Mine-
workers since that union helped to bring about its
defeat in 1974. Ve have a Chancellor of rhe Exche-
quer, thouth his economic policy is in ruins, who has
openly said that the continuation of this strike is a
wonhwhile investment for the government though the
dispute has already cost the government and the tax-
payer some UKL 4 000 million.
Mr President, the Conservative government is pre-
pared to use all of the apparatus of the State, including
the police, to smash the National Union of Minework-
ers. Though the immediate cause of the dispute is the
proposed closure of some 20 pits and the loss of some
20 000 jobs, the National Union of Mineworkers is
fighting on behalf of the whole of the trade union and
labour movement in the United Kingdom and in the
Communiry, and that is why they should be supponed.
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Mr President, the people who sent us here are suffer-
ing grievously. Many have been on strike for eight
months, more than that have been in industrial action
since 12 months 
.ago..7 500 arrests have been made;
many miners are in prison; 5 people have died; miners'
families have litde food; they cannor afford gas and
electricity bills to be paid or clothes for their children
because the government has deliberately robbed them
of UKL 50 million wonh of benefic to which they are
entitled. \fle shall keep them going with collections
that we make all over Britain and, indeed, in rhe rest
of the Community too.
But, despite all of the pressure and the provocation,
this strike will not be broken by police brutality,
because that class over there 
- 
and I make no apol-
ogy for bringing class politics inrc this Chamber 
-represenm the landowners, they @ere the coal owners,
they have dreams of becoming the coal owners again.
(Tlte President urged the speaher to conclude)
But Margaret Thatcher stands condemned and the
workers united will never be defeated.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mr lVest (S). 
- 
Mr President, as a striking miner
myself, as a miner for the past 30 years, as a member
of the National Uniori of Mineworkers, I claim ro
speak with a knowledge and understanding of the
mining industry, of miners, of miners' wives and their
families and of mining communities.
This is the longest strike of im kind in the history of
British trade unionism. It is unique also in the sense
that it is not a srike about money, it is a strike abour
the protection of jobs, about the protection of entire
communities, it is about opposition to a philosophy
embracing an economic theory that threatens the
whole fabric of our society. For the past eight months,
the miners and their families have faced suppressive
measures in a three-pronged attack.
First, the ruthless use by the Thatcher government of
the State machine, anti-trade union legislation has
denied m sriking miners State benefits that they have
paid for themselves during their working lives. The
extent of the governmens's ruthlessness is typified by
the denial of death grants earlier this year resulting in
the burial of a miner's child in an unmarked grave.
Secondly, the abuse of the legal system by magistrares
and judges, resulting in the criminalization of rhe most
hard-working and law-rbiding sections of the Bridsh
working class; the denial of basic human and civil
rights to an exlent which quesdons Britain's right to
remain a member of the EEC. The right of free asso-
.ciation has gone. The right of free movement has
gone. The imposition of bail conditions for minor off-
ences such as obstruction are more severe than bail
conditions imposed upon those charged with serious
criminal offences. The famous British legal sysrcm has
been brought into disrepute.
Thirdly, the conversion of a regional police system
into a force acting as a national force under the con-
trol of the government and senior police officers act-
ing as an arm of the State, acting clearly outside the
law with a brutality that has to be seen rc be believed.
Yet the srike is as solid as it was on the first day with
800/o of the British miners on strike.
I say ro this Assembll, particularly to the British
Tories in this Assembly: the miners will not submit.
\7e recognize that the government's attempt to smash
the National Union of Mineworkers is a precursor to
an attack on all the trade unions in Britain and all the
working people in Brinin. Ve have been the vanguard
opposing such oppression before.'We accept that role
again. This strike was instigated by the British Govern-
ment condoning the breaking of a written agreement
signed by themselves in 1981 
- 
the Plan for Coal.
They must withdraw from that dishonourable position.
\7ith the magnificent support. both at home and here
on the continent from working people and trade
unions, with the magnificent support of our \flomen's
Suppon Group, once again represented in the gallery
this morning in this Chamber. . .
(Applausefrom the lefi)
I say to you all: The miners of Britain united will
never be defearcd.
(Applause from the lefi)
Sir Henry Plumb (ED). 
- 
Mr President, as one who
was born in a mining village, I do understand the
problems of the miners, and I think one ought to men-
tion a few facts that put this matter straight. Each of
them alone would suffice rc rebut the content of this
Socialist proposal.
As you know, Mr President, and the Members of this
House will know very well, the strike in the British
coalmines has gone on for more than seven months.
During this rime the National Union of Mineworkers
has never held a national ballot of its members. A
regional ballot was held in Nottingham, where 300/o of
the NUM live, and in that ballot over 700lo of those
taking pan voted against strike action.
(Applause from the Ewopean Democratic benches)
All of you know why this national ballot of the mem-
bers has not taken place.
( Interruptions from the Socialist benches )
I think I know better than some of you. Seiondly, this
damaging and costly strike has been maintained by
daily violence and indmidadon.
(Mixed reactions)
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There have been threats of death; threats of kidnap-
ping against hard-working miners and their families
and their children, threats which are common, and
many have heard the truth about that from a lady who
has been here this week as a working miner's wife.
(Appkuse fron tbe European Demouatic benches)
Thousands of pickets are regularly mobilized where
miners are sdll working, in order to attempt physically
to prevent them from exercising their right to work.
The NUM's leaders have never condemned this mani-
fest and systematic violence.
( Furt h er inte rrup tions )
Thirdly, the government in the Unircd Kingdom has
made clear its commitment to a prosperous future in
the British coal industry. Two million pounds per day
has been invested by the governmenr in the British coal
industry during 1983. A funher investment of UKL
3 000 million has been announced. So the British
Government does understand and it cares about the
fears of the mining communities.
(Appkase fron the European Democratic benches )
No British miner has been forced to lose his job. No
British miner will ever be declared redundant against
his will.
(Mixed reactions)
Very generous payments are available to those miners
who opt for early retirement. You can check those
facts. Other union leaders in the Unircd Kingdom
have said publicly that if their members had been
offered such terms they would not be on strike. The
extremists, Mr President, the leadership of the
National Union of Mineworkers are no[ interested in
the future of the British coal industry. Look at their
insistence that uneconomic pits be kept open indefin-
itely! They want that UKL 3 000 million of invest-
ment to be wasted. They want the European Com-
muniry's money to be wasted as well.
(Mixed reactions)
At the Selby coalfield alone, UKL 200 million of
European Community money has been spent up to
nov.
Mr President, in the seven months of the strike alone,
UKL 435 million have been lost, so how can they
claim to have the interests of British miners at hean?
The Labour governmen[ of the 1970s closed dozens of
uneconomic pits with the agreement of the NUM at
that panicular time. So both Conservative and Labour
governmenr have always believed that the British coal
industry had a bright and a viable future. There has
been a marked similarity in their policies in govern-
ment towards the indusry. It is the leadership of the
NUM that has changed.
Finally, Mr Scargill and his extremist colleagues have
never hidden that their strike is a political one.
(Mixed reactions)
Mr Scargill has the open aim of destroying the demo-
cratically-elecrcd British Government of the day; his
methods are undemocratic and they are backed by
violence. Negotiations form no pan of his political
vocabulary, and he should take a leaf out of the book
of the pit deputies who settle their differences rap-
idly.. .
Presidcnt. 
- 
Sir Henry, you have gone over your
speaking time.
Mrs Buchan (S). 
- 
Point of order, Mr President. Far
be it from me to defend a wealthy English landowner,
but I think it is a bit unfair that his own colleagues are
standing at the back gossiping. \7ill you ask people in
this House, when someone is speaking, albeit a poor
misled wealthy farmer, to sit down and listen to the
debate properly? I refer to his own colleagues in pani-
cular. She is a Vice-Presidenq she should not be stand-
ing in the corridor gossiping to people when her group
leader is speaking.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mrs Buchan, for that quite
relevant observation about order in the House. If any-
body else wishes to speak on a point of order, I want
him to state under trhich rule he intends rc put his
point of order.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, social
progress has gone hand in hand with the struggles of
working people. !7e pay tribute ro the sruggle of the
British miners, who as the vanguard of Europe's work-
ing class, are fighting not only for their own interests,
but for the most essential of rights, the right to work
and to live, and at the same for the adaptation of
industry and of producdve relations to the conditions
of the rcchnological revolution. Everyone, nowadays
even the most conservative, has nothing but praise for
the workers in Chicago who opened the way to the
8-hour day. Tomorrow everyone will be alking about
the British miners and the importance of their struggle.
Meanwhile, however, let us relenrlessly condemn the
British Conservative Government which, in a spirit of
class-ridden intransigence, is condemning thousands
of working people to unemployment and thousands of
families to a miserable existence, and which, while it is
destroying the Communiry's future with its demand
for a budgetary rebate, is guilty of squandering the
400 million pounds that it has so far cost the British
economy to pursue its stubborn denial of any solution
acceptable to the workers.
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Ve believe that in expressing solidarity with the Brit-
ish miners, we speak for all working people in Greece.
Mrs Larive-Grocnendaal (L). 
- 
Mr President, we
should all feel sympathy for those threatened by
unemployment. The Brirish Governmenr would have
done well to show that sympathy more clearly. That
said, the tactics used by the striking miners' leaders are
totally unacceptable to d,emocrats.
(Applause fron the right)
They have refused to allow a narional ballot of the
miners as required by their own rules. They have used
verbal indmidation, threats and violence, not only
against miners who conrinue to work, as is their right,
but even against their families. For these reasons, we
shall vote against the Huckfield resolution which is an
almost total disrcnion of the facts.
(Applause from tbe ight)
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I am making a
statement on my own behalf and nor on behalf of my
group, which is not necessarily in agreement with my
point of view.
I believe that there is a vasr misunderstanding among
most of you about what is happening in Great Britain
in this panicular struggle. I speak as a former miners'
MP. I represented the consriruency of Hamilton. I can
assure you all that rhis is a matter of principle as far as
the miners are concerned. I speak as one who has
represented many thousands of them.
These are men slow to take up such a position. They
are giving up offers of the most fantastic redundanry
payments. They could all be quite well off if they were
to accept these offers. I call that in evidence to show
that these are men who have a principle at sake.
The principle at stake is the closure of so-called une-
conomic pits and therefore, in effect, the destruction
of the indusry as a viable industry for the supply of
most of our coal at home. Now, I remember the same
argument about uneconomic pits when I was the
Member for Hamilton. Vhat they did was they took
all the pits, they drew a middle line, they said every-
thing below the middle line was uneconomic. Then
when the ones below rhe middle line were closed the
line was moved and rhose below the new line then
became 'uneconomic'.
That is the argument, and the miners know ir. It has
even been conceded by rhe other side that rhey are not
on very sure ground on what constitutes an uneco-
nomic pit. There is a point of principle here. '$7e have
been faced with an apparenr struggle between rwo
gladiators. I wish Scargill had had a ballot, because I
believe that he would have won it. I think rhat would
have solved that problem. I deplore thar he did not
have a ballot. I deplore the facr that the British
Government is pretending to wash its hands of this
and distance itself by appointing a pupper man, Mac-
Gregor, who even has to put a newspaper over his face
when he is shown on the television. There you have a
man who is standing down because he is inept.
I will be supporting the resolution, though I do not
like the reference to the motivation of the police. I
would have been happier if it had read'use of exces-
sive force by the police'.
(Applaus e from the left)
Mr Ifilby (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I owe my sear in
this Parliament to Mr Scargill. I represent the major
mining constituency of Nominghamshire where 34 000
miners voted overwhelmingly not to strike, but to con-
tinue to work. They voted via the ballot box and from
that moment they were subjected rc intimidation of
the most vicious kind.
Scargill's shock troops descended on rhe working
miners to smash them into submission. They were
beaten up, their cars and houses damaged, their wives,
daughters and sons abused, their pets poisoned and
maimed and their lives threatened. Not surprisingly
they ask for police prorccrion. Is that nor whar we
believe in, law and order? Mr Scargill says he is fight-
ing for the mining industry. !7ell, you try telling that
to the working miners. Mr Scargill has twice called the
miners out on strike and twice he has been defeated by
the miners themselves via the ballot box. So what did
he do this time? He denied them a vote and rhen
changed the union rules. Democratic, is it not?
Mr Scargill is not interested in the views of the miners,
he is only interesrcd in his own views. He has his own
plans. The pany opposite did not tell you that far
more mines were closed under the last Labour govern-
ment than under this Conservative government.
(Applause from the right)
They did not tell you, bur the present government is
spending 2 m per day on capital projects ro modernize
the mining industry and make it inrcrnationally com-
petitive. Did not this Parliamenr vore additional mon-
ies to do just that, ro meer rhat objective ?
Mr Scargill is bad for Britain, he is bad for rhe mining
indusry, he is bad for rhe miners he purpons ro repre-
sent, he is bad for Europe and he is bad for democ-
rary. He says rhar he does not recognize that there
Is...
President. 
- 
Mr Kilby, you have gone over your
speaking time. Anything funher that you may say will
not appear in the record.
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Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we
shall support the Huckfield resolution, thus demon-
stratint our utmost suppon, sympathy and solidarity
for the British miners who are now fighting for their
lives and for their union and personal rights.
(Apphuse)
However, they are not just fighting for their own
rights, but for those of all working people within the
Community's territories. Vith our positive vote we
condemn the British Conservative Government, which
is using naked force to subdue the strikers and has so
far been responsible for five deaths, 7 000 arresm, and
has condemned tens of thousands of families to penury
for seven months.
Mr President, this House applies a double standard.
Vhilst it now remains guiltily silent and witholds con-
demnarion, its attitude was completely different when
strikes were taking place in another country, Poland.
Ve, Mr President, are more consistent in our princi-
ples. Ve do not ask for intervention, we do not recog-
nize this Parliament's right to intervene in an internal
dispute. However, we do ask the House to express its
solidarity and support for people who are fighting for
their lives. Anyone who does not vote in favour of the
proposed resolution 
- 
and y/e see that there are such
- 
clearly represenr in this House interests similar to
those that inspire any who are involved, in one of the
Communiry's countries, in the Flick scandal.
(Applaase)
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, there are nine
amendments in my name. I tabled these amendments
in order that Members should have the opponunity to
read the truth about this miners' strike. However, I
think that what we need now is a clear-cut decision. I
therefore wish to withdraw all my amendments so that
we have a clear-cut vote on the original modon for a
resolution.
(Parliament rejected the motionfor a resolution)
Tenorism
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-795/84/corr.)
by Mr Klepsch and others, on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Parry, Sir Henry Plumb,
on behalf of the European Democratic Group,
and Mr de la Maldne and others, on behalf of the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance on
violence and terrorism;
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the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-822/8\ by
Mr Arndt and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the attacks on members of the British
Government in Erighton, the PRL (Belgian Liber-
als) offices in Brussels and the CVP (Flemish
Christian Democrats) offices in Ghent;
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-8a9/8\ by
Mr Ducarme and others, on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, on the resurgence of ter-
rorism ad rhe need for stronger action at Euro-
pean level;
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-854/84/corr.)
by Mr Segre and others, on the growth of terrorist
violence in Europe.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, in the motions
for resolutions before us today we have more than suf-
ficient evidence to irtdicate that the Members of this
Parliament are outraged and horrified at the appalling
acts of violence now being committed throughout
Vestern Europe.
As an Irishman I feel I have a special obligation to
condemn in the srongest possible way the recent
bombing of the Grand Hotel in Brighton where the
British Prime Ministtr and so many other politicians
were residing at the time. Through our British col-
leagues in this Parliament, I want to convey to the
bereaved, the injured and to all those who must have
been severely shocked our very sincere sympathy. I
know that our Taoiseach, Dr FitzGerald, has already
done this one behalf 9f the Irish Government.
\fle have got to face the fact that this is by no means
an isolated case and that all our Member States have a
very serious problem on their hands which must be
nckled jointly and urgently. '!7e must all work
together to ensure that there is no safe haven for the
perpetrators of such hideous crimes, but we must also
work hard to esablish justice based on peace and fair
play. Any other son of justice is bound to be shon-
lived. I am no expen on security matters, but I know,
and all of us know, that serious in.iustices exist and
have existed for a lortg time without much real effon
to remove them. This is at least a panial cause of the
problqm. Vhat I am trying rc emphasize is that we are
never going to find a solution by just simply locking
up and punishing peqple who commit such crimes. I
do not want to be nfisunderstood when I say this. I
know full well that rpany of the people involved are
simply downright criminals who have jumped on the
bandwagon. . .
President. 
- 
Mr Clinton, I am afraid you have run
out of time.
Mr Clinton (PPE). -r . .. but I also believe that a
large proponion of these people have set out on this
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road because they feel they are being reated unjustly
and because they have grievances, real or imaginary.
Mrs Castle (S). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, I wish to support the compromise
resolution that has been drawn up, in which the
Socialist Group's own original resolution has been
subsumed.
Vhat impresses me is the unanimiry of the condemna-
tion of terrorism in this Parliament, right across rhe
political spectrum from left to right. That unanimiry is
in the denunciation of terrorism not only as a brutal
attack upon innocent people but as an assault upon
democracy imelf; and I find it heartening that we are
united in our determination to defend democracy.
I have some sympathy with rhe points that the Rain-
bow Group makes in some of its amendmenrs, particu-
larly when it says that hysteria would be the wrong
response to this escalation of violence we are experi-
encing in Europe: it would be the vrong response
because it is exactly the response which the terrorists
themselves seek to create. Such hysteria and rhe
actions which may accompany it are used by them to
justify further violence.
\7hat we must do in this tragic situation is to concen-
trate on two things. First, we must mobilize public opi-
nion to denounce terrorism as an instrument of poliry,
and in our resolution we condemn that terrorism
wherever it may be expressed in Europe. 'S7'e denounce
the bombings in Belgium. True, there were no lives
lost there, we are glad to say, but we musr not under-
estimate the imponance of those bombings, because
they are an attack on parry political premises and
therefore an atrcmpt to make democratic institutions
unworkable. At a dme of the growth of anti-demo-
cratic and fascist movements in Europe, we condemn
anything that weakens the democratic institutions
which can resist that growth.
Nothing can equal the enormity of the bombing at the
Grand Hotel in Brighrcn, in which we had something
we thought we had put behind us in Britain centuries
ato 
- 
an attempt to assassinate a Prime Minister and
her Cabinet. The whole of the British political forces
have been united in condemning that, and in express-
ing their sympathy with the injured.
The second thing we must do is to resolve to press
ahead with political solutions. I want rc pay rribute to
the Irish Government for the initiatives they have
taken.
I call on the British Government not to be deflected
from seeking those political solutions but rc redouble
its efforts rc find agreement with the Irish Govern-
ment.
(Applause)
Mr Ducarme (Ll. 
- 
(FR) The Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group wanrcd to maintain its motion for a reso-
lution because, I think, Mrs Castle, that berween
weakness and hysteria, there is firmness. But we have
the feeling that the unanimous text that has been
abled is in fact a sign of this Parliament's v/eakness
towards terrorism, for a number of reasons.
First, we refer to attacks against pany political offices
in our proposal and against private firms in St Cloud
and Evere and we feel it is a sign of great weakness for
Parliament to distinguish between different types of
terrorism. Is there one sort of terrorism against politi-
cal panies and another against people and goods? Ve
believe there should be no distinction, panicularly at e
time when there is a European terrorist movement
right across Europe 
- 
the Belgian hideaway of Action
Directe, as one French newspaper put it this morning
- 
and I mean all terrorist action in Europe at the
momen[. !7e do not wish to make a disdnction of this
son and we think extreme firrnness is called for.
Ve also regret tha[ Parliament's motion for a com-
promise resolution fails to condemn marginal troups
- 
which have to be condemned because they are a
threat to democracy and that is why we are maintain-
ing our proposal..
'\U7hat we also say is that Europe has to give itself the
vital means of fighting this terrorism. That is why we
think it is urgent for the Council of Ministers of Jus-
tice to have this meeting to actually establish a Euro-
pean legal area. !7'e also think that Parliament has to
ask for this point rc be brought up at the next meedng
of Heads of Starc and Government.
In conclusion, I should like to say that the proposed
compromise is cenainly working along the right lines,
but it doesn't seem to be firm enough. So we still insist
on the vote being taken, although we know we could
be beaten. But we do so as a matter of principle. Ve
think we must, in any case, go further. The role of our
Parliamenr is to . . .
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mr Ducarme, but your
speaking time is over.
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
(l,7) Mr President, we shall
vote in favour of the motion for a joint resolution
against terrorism, because it seems to us polidcally
imponant that the European Parliament should
express, with one voice, its condemnation of all the
recent attacks. Ve shall do this even though our own
document would 
- 
in our view 
- 
have made a better
job of doing what our own experience as Italians has
shown to be the decisive factor in the fight against ter-
rorism 
- 
namely, the firm, vigorous and widest possi-
ble mobilization of the treat mass of the people.
'!7e have been through rcrrible years in Italy, and now,
as the result of very recen[ even6, we know how great
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was the complicity and connivance 
- 
even within the
government and its most sensitive services 
- 
with the
various sons of terrorism, both black and red, in a
more general plan for the destabilization of demo-
cratic institutions.
If Italy resisted, if Italy achieved widespread victory
over terrorism in democracy and with democrary, this
was due to an overwhelming degree to the fact that all
those forces in the front line of this battle, from the
forces of public order rc the courts, have at no time
felt that they were on their own, but have seen before
them, as each day passed, a deployment of political
parties and a mobilization of the people that left no
room for hesitation and indecision. In the end, this
meant that there was no room either for terrorism and
terrorists, and, as we know, fish cannot survive with-
out water.
This, with all its bright spots and darkest shadows, is
the rrue picture of what happened in Italy's case, Mr
President, not the picture 
- 
often seriously and dan-
gerously distoned 
- 
that it was attempted to present
at a conference held recently in the precincts of this
Parliament . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Segre, you have gone over your two
minutes now. I am sorry but I will have to stop you
because if every Member u/ere to speak for 10 or 30
seconds more we would lose time.
Mr Croux (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we agree with everphing that has been
said here. \7e view with abhorrence those who use
violence, kill and commit other outrages, their victims
often being innocent bystanders. My group will there-
fore vote for the two motions for resolutions now
before us. Very briefly, we should just like to add the
following. ![e invoke democrary in defence of the
constitutional state: that is the essence of the matter.
Ve want to contrast justice with violence. That is the
outcome of centuries of struggle for greater political
civilizadon. To this end, we must show our derermina-
tion and our ability to defend ourselves against rhose
who commit acts of terrorism.
And there is an appeal to us all.'S7e must be concerned
about our own conduct and our own democratic
society, about the constitutional sate, which is so sen-
sitive and delicate a flower and the result of the
growth of civilization. Each and every day we must
struggle to ensure that we respec[ others and show
tolerance. '!7'e must also exercise the discipline that a
democratic society requires. Justice must always be
placed above any form of pressure rhrough violence in
our countries and also in our European society. This
will require a great effon to ensure thar the spirit of
democrary that was so alive in Europe after the recent
world war does not crumble or become hollow. Let us
do our best in this respecr each and every day.
Sir Hcnry Plumb (ED). 
- 
Mr President, may I first
of all join with Mrs Casde in her plea for unanimity in
totality from this House and, indeed, from Europe in
using all our endeavours to defeat terrorism. I would
also like to thank Mark Clinton for his remarks pani-
cularly about the terrorist attack in Brighton.
Now on just a personal norc. At 3 o'clock on that
particular morning, Friday 12 October, my wife and I
were awakened in our hotel as Brighton by the blast of
the bomb that was far too close for comfon. By the
time we reached the fire-escape it was obvious that the
hotel in which we were sleeping had been the scene of
a fairly massive terrolist attack. A bomb had exploded
3 rooms down the corridor from which we slept and,
as we later learned, 4,people were killed, and it was a
remarkable escape for hundreds of others. Although
my wife and I were lucky enough to reach safety, the
succeeding hours were a time of horror, a time of fear
for all of us, as our friends and colleagues sdll in the
hotel were rescued by the wonderful fire and emer-
genry services.
The whole world knows that an attempt was made on
that Friday 12 October to murder the entire democrat-
ically-elected British Cabinet, and among those who
so tragically died 
- 
and I knew them all, I had spoken
with them on the day which preceded their deaths 
- 
I
can still scarcely believe that these friends and col-
leagues have been so brutally and senselessly mken
from us. I shall never forget the events of that Friday
and the implications for our political and democratic
life in western Europe. It is for these reasons that the
whole of my group will be voting for the inter-group
amendment on terrosism.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I am sure we would all y/ant to sympath-
ize with your own personal experience, Sir Henqy.
Mr Ldor (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, as an Irish Mem-
ber, I must contribute to this debate. I want [o con-
demn unequivocally the bombing at Brighton particu-
larly and the other outrates and to be fully associated
with the urgent resolurtion of unanimous condemna-
don of those acts of terrorism.
Successive Irish governmens have aken all possible
action to outlaw and to wipe out illegal organizations
in Ireland who claim responsibility for these horribly
offensive acts. The unfonunate outcome of the Brigh-
ton outrage is the danger that it may slow down or
stop any of the progress that hopefully can be made in
discussions with the Urtited Kingdom authorities aris-
ing from the recent decisions of the Irish Forum where
all legitimate Irish democratic groups interested
agreed to a peaceful, collective, unified approach
towards the solution of the problems of the island of
Ireland.
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May I ask the Unircd Kingdom representatives here,
representing each of rheir groups, to associate rhem-
selves with us Irish Members in the building of bridges
across the chasms of violence, terrorism and hatred
that have existed and, unfortunarcly, widened down
the years. I welcome the comment made by Barbara
Castle rhis morning and I echo her sentiments and Ijoin with you, Mr President, in your expression of
personal feelings towards Sir Henry Plumb.
Finally, I think it would be proper of me, as an Irish
representative, here publicly rc say that I reiterate the
expression of sincerest symparhy in the resolution with
the bereaved, the injured and everyone affected by the
Brighmn outrage.
(Apphase)
Mr Schwdba-Hoth (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Discussion of
this subject so far has been conducted on quite the
wrong lines, and this applies to all those who have
spoken. They talk as if deeds of this kind 
- 
armed
conflict, so-called terrorism, violence 
- 
y/ere ends in
themselves. I believe such deeds are the expression of a
need to get a message across. For example the denial
of the right to self determination of the Basques and
the people of Nonhern Ireland.
(Protests)
Common to all speakers was the fact thar they make
no distinction between violence and terrorism. And the
cries from the floor have shown that this is deliberate.
Ve as the Rainbow Group and as pan of the peace
movement are in favour of non-violent solutions ro
conflicts and, in our view, if your are talking here of
violence, of non-government violence, you should nor
close your eyes to forms of violence which are organ-
ized and orchestrated by the state, ro rhe rhousand and
more Argentinians killed and sunk by rhe Bridsh in the
Falklands war. You should nor close your eyes [o rhe
miners bludgenoed to their knees in England or
demonstrators who are also bludgeoned to their knees
everywhere.
I think it is wrong here to value the life of a politician
more highly than the life of any other prisoner. 'S7e
feel for all victims of rcrror or violence in this world,
whether state-sponsored or nor. If we differentiate
here between the supposedly imponant life of a politi-
cian and the less valuable life of a citizen, then that is
wrong. This problem cannor be solved by calls for
special laws or for a uniform legal framwork. \7e
therefore call for solidarity with all those who are vic-
tims of rcrror, whether state-sponsored or not, and for
discussions.
Ve have tabled amendments and shall, for the reasons
I have stated, decline to support any orher proposed
amendmenm.
Mr Habsburt (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, this
House has wimessed true solidarity among the Demo-
crats, for I have not often found myself agreeing one
hundred percent with Mrs Castle. I am very glad of
the fact. But I am sorry to say [hat the previous
speaker has clearly not understood what we are aiming
at. \tre have been talking at cross purposes, for we do
not value the life of a politician more highly than that
of another person. But we do consider it extremely
serious when attempm are made on the lives of leaders
who represent elecrcd authority, with the aim of using
violent means to change what the majority has chosen.
I should simply like to remind the House that the pre-
vious European Parliament has already taken a num-
ber of decisions on a European judicial framework,
and unhappily it is the fault of the governmenm rhar
our decisions have not yet been implemented. Given
that terrorism is continually on the increase I would
think it extremely desirable for us to revive this ques-
tion of a European judicial framwork so rhar rhe gov-
ernments are made to face up to their responsibilities. I
would remind you that the French Government has
proposed the sewing up in Paris of a central police off-
ice to facilitate cooperation by the various law
enforcement agencies. Here too it is perhaps high time
we reminded the governments of their responsibility,
for in the long run it must be said rhat where Euro-
pean problems are concerned it is always the govern-
men6, unfoftunately, which are the stumbling block.
It is our job to keep reminding them of what we have
already said.
Mr Penders (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, we live in a
world which consists of narion states. The system is far
from perfect, but it works. International terrorism is a
direct atack on this structure and, unless it is stopped,
it is bound in the long run to lead to anarchy. Tough
measures must be taken to combat terrorism, or there
is a danger that it will triumph on two fronts.
Firstly, there are the merciless countries that make use
of terrorism 
- 
some anonymously, others not 
- 
and
secondly, there are the weak countries which cannot
or dare not effectively defend themselves against ter-
rorism or oppose it. As long as the world continues ro
consist of nation states, there will be conflicts, but
what singles out civilized mankind is that differences
are discussed peacefully and, if possible, sertled.
Terrorism makes this approach impossible, and that is
why it is so serious a threar to the survival of civiliza-
tion as we know it.
Mr Tugendhag Vce-President of tbe Comtnission. 
-Mr President, I would like to associare the Commis-
sion with the condemnarion of rcrrorism which has
been so universally expressed on all sides of rhis House
and by Members of all nationalities. I roo know some-
thing of what terrorism means because four years ago
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I was fonunate enough to survive an assassination
atrcmpt in Brussels. Earlier this month, like Sir Henry,
I was in Brighton, though fonunately I was not so
near the scene of the explosion as he was.
It is appropriate for this House to condemn rcrrorism
in the terms that it did because this House represenw,
it epitomizes, the shared values of all the peoples who
go to make up the European Community, our shared
belief in freedom under the law and in democrary. It
also, Mr President, is appropriate that this House
should condemn terrorism in the terms that it did
because the European Community itself epitomizes
the capacity of mankind to reconcile ancient disputes
within a framework, not just of law, but also of friend-
ship and building for the future.
Those who speak blithely about rcrrorism 
- 
and I
must confess that there is one conribution with which
I did not find myself wholly in agreement 
- 
forget
the point that Sir Henry made about the effects of ter-
rorism on not just those who are killed and maimed,
but also on those who are bereaved. Mr President,
those are the people we must remember. They are the
people we must. remember in the aftermath of Brigh-
ton; but they are also the people we must remember in
the aftermath of all rcrr6rist atrocities regardless of
whether or not the people are in public life or private
life, regardless of whether or not they are politicians
or anything else. It is the effects of terrorism which are
evil and wrong, and it is right that this House, which
symbolizes the shared values of European peoples of
all nationalities, and which stands for freedon under
the law, democracy and the reconciliation of ancient
disputes, should condemn terrorism in all its forms.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1, repkcing three
of the motions for resolutions, and adopted the Ducarme
motion for a resolution)
Sentencing of /acques Abouchar
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-831/84/rev.) by
Mr Saby and others, on behalf of the Socialist Group,
on the l8-year prison sentence passed on the French
journalist Jacques Abouchar in Afghanistan;
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-837/84) by Mr
Baudouin and Mrs Anglade, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Alliance, on the senrcncing of a
French journalist by the Afghan authorities;
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-841/84) by Mr
Stirbois and others, on behalf of the Group of the
European Right, on the l8-year prison senrcnce
served on the French journalistJacques Abouchar;
motion for a resdlution (Doc. 2-842/84) by Mr
Chinaud and others, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on the imprisonment of Mr
Jacques Abouchar;
modon for a resolution (Doc.2-847/84) by Mr
Mallet and others, on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pafty, on the sentence imposed on
Jacques Abouchar;
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-851/84) by Mrs
De March and othets on the release Mr Jacques
Aboucher.
Mr Baudoia (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Now in connecdon with
the affair of Jacques Abouchar, the French journalist,
free information in a communist regime is considered
a factor of disunity. All the sysrcms are based on abso-
lute control of external and internal information 
-hence the need, in this sad Afghan affair, for the
Kabul Governmen[ to turn its country into an isolation
ward and hound hurdanitarian associations, doctors
and journalism. But dernocracy is not losing its rights.
Doctors are still geming through and so are journalists.
So the Afghans and their Soviet friends have to use
dissuasion and make an example of someone and even
frighten people. Henct the perfunctory trial, with no
proper defence, and Jacques Abouchar being con-
demned to 18 years' inlprisonment.
\7hen we heard the verdict we were stupefied and
scandalized. But after our indignation, to which we
are alas all too often driven, we must make Jacques
Abouchar our priority and obsess ourselves with how
to help him and get him released as quickly as possible.
\[e all want Jacques Abouchar, who is facing I 8 years
in prison, rc be freed in a month or in six months or a
year. For someone incarverated within four walls,
18 years is an eternity. So we urge the Soviet auth-
orities, who are cosignatories of the Final Act of Hel-
sinki 
- 
and, as we have good reason to know, the
Soviem thought it was of great interest and great
imponance when they signed it 
- 
to use their influ-
ence with the Kabul Government to get Jacques Abou-
char released. Let us remember pan of this declara-
tion, which specifically states that: 'The panicipating
States reaffirm that the legitimate pursuit of their pro-
fessional acdviry will (not) .. . penalize them'. And
funher on, it says: 'The panicipating States make it
their aim to facilitarc the freer and wider dissemination
of information of all kinds. . .'. So, we call on the
USSR, mindful. . .
President. 
- 
I am sorry Mr Baudouin, but your
speaking time is over.
Mr Stirbois (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, honourable
Members, during rhe session of 9-ll October, four
political groups, including the Group of the European
Right, tabled a motion for a resolution with a request
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for a topical and urgent debate. Our proposal said
what process the Soviets would follow 
- 
Jacques
Abouchar would appear on television and then be
sentenced. Yet we were prevenred from signing the
amendment by rhe Chairman of the Liberal Group.
The Communists abstained, as rhe tone of the amend-
ment did not please this Group 
- 
which in fact backs
the murderous and inhuman acriviries of international
communism the world over.
A few days larcr, Jacques Abouchar was senrenced to
18 years' imprisonment. The day before yesterday, not
four, but six motions for resolutions were tabled.
Curiously enough, the Rainbow Grouir is sdll absent,
but it is true that it takes more inrerest in banning the
raising of chickens in cages and acid rain in Germany
than poison gas in Afghanistan 
- 
that's a fagade 
-and its members include people who protect rerrorisrs,
so it cannot take an interest in the fate of a journalist
and the people of Afghanistan.
The shonest of rhese six motions, a,very shon one and
the most discreet, came from the Communist Group.
It is true, there again, that, the night before, Mr Kra-
sucki contrasted the discreet approach of the Com-
munists with that of the l6ud-mouthed. In their
modon, the Group of rhe European Right asked the
Euro-MPs to call on rheir Governmen[s to suspend
trade and technical conrracts with the Sovier Union
unteil such time as Jacques Abouchar is released. It
was of course alone in making this proposal.
So a funher amendment has to be drafted. The mod-
erarc groups have accepted the Communists' signature
and, once again, while some groups kept quiet, the
Group of the European Righr was prevenred from
signing the amendment. \7hat is the idea? To make
people think it is the friends of Jean-Marie Le Pen
who are doing the killing and the imprisoning in
Afghanistan? No. It is George Marchais' friends. The
European Parliamenr is in fact no more than an exten-
sion of the Gang of Four, rhat band which people in
our country, who are tired of fudging and comprom-
lse, are rerectlng to an ever-grearcr extent. I am con-
vinced thar there are many MPs who are not responsi-
ble for the situation their group has forced upon them.
It is obvious that rhe Sovier authorities will want their
quid pro quo bef.ore they let the French repofter to.
Yesterday, ir was our group that took the initiative and
organized a press conference with authentic represen-
tatives of the Afghan resisnnce in a room in Parlia-
ment. They explained why the Soviets wanted to make
an example of Jacques Abouchar. The communists
have gone in for a new srarety 
- 
closing the fron-
tiers, increasing the pressure against the resistance,
sending 70 000 Soviets from crack regiments 
- 
since
March 
- 
to join the 130 000 others, stepping up rhe
war which the KGB and the Red Army are fighting
totether, helicoprcring in troops to hound the gueril-
las and making offensives on five fronts at once.
The represenmtives of rhe Afghan resistance also said
how disappointed they were ar how little support they
were getting from the Vest. There are 56 American
military advisers helping fight the marxist guerillas in
Salvador, a country which had democratic elections.
Some European Governments openly suppon and
recognize the marxist guerillas. There are 200 000
Russian soldiers in Afghanistan, but the Afghan resit-
ance gets neither recognition nore support. The Euro-
pean Parliament had to do more than raise ir voice 
-or whisper what a scandal ir was. Its powers were
already small and its all-too-timorous arrirude makes it
look like a soul-less institution 
- 
a helpful image for
the enemies of the free world. So the Group of the
European Right will nor be voting for the joint
amendment which will in any case have no effect.
And since 
- 
I shall stop here 
- 
the groups of liberals
and moderates preferred the Communists' signature ro
the nationals', there could have been unanimity against
the Sovier. Ve solemnly warn the groups which failed
to accept the signatures of represenutives of several
million Italian, Greek and French anti-marxist vorers
that, if such attacks on the proper functioning of
democracy in our Parliamenr were [o continue, this
would be borne in mind in our future voring.
Lastly, on behalf of my Group, I call for a roll-call
vote on our motion for a resolution No 841. This will
show us 
- 
and we shall broadcast it 
- 
which Euro-
MPs have backed this choice of the Communists, who
are in fact friends of the accused in rhe Abouchar
affair, in preference to rhose who have shown they are
the friends of the Afghan resistance .
(Applause from the right)
Mr Donnez (L). 
- 
(FR.) Honourable Members, if I
signed the joint motion for a resolution along with my
friends Roger Chinaud, Luc Beyer de ryke, Jean-Fran-
gois Deniau at Jean-Thomas Nordmann, it is because
we felt that, after this parody of a trial in which Mr
Abouchar was sentenced to 18 years in prison, the
Afghan legal authorities were throwing down a verita-
ble challenge to human rights. In fact, Mr Abouchar,
as nobody now denies, wenr ro Afghanistan, not with
anything subversive in view, but simply ro garher
information and relay it to French television audiences
and we now know that, in Afghanistan, an illegal fron-
tier crossing gets you an l8-year senrcnce. Ve mighr
well be back in the most shameful years of Stalinism. It
is against such practices rhat we must speak out.
Ve think we have to take up this challenge to human
rights and I would remind my colleagues on rhe left 
-or the pretended left 
- 
of something Jauris said:
'Courage is seeking and speaking the trurh'. Mr Abou-
char tried to seek the truth. Speaking it in a Russo-
Afghan regime gets you 18 years in prison. I do not
for one momenr doubr that the men of libeny who
make up this House will all be together on rhis motion
for a resolution 
- 
even if it is only ro show that we
too intend to seek and speak the truth.
(Applause from the igbt)
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Mr Mallet (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we did not
want just to express our indignation at the journalist
Jacques Abouchar being given an l8-year prison sen-
tence 
- 
a shameful verdict, a challenge to human
rights and freedom of information and a violation of
the Final Act of Helsinki.
This is why we sought very broad agreement between
all the European democrats on the European Parlia-
ment's taking a step that was likely to make a useful
contribution to freeing Jacques Abouchar. The joint
amendment before you reflecm this agreement well
and it will, I am sure, get massive approval.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
French members of the Communist and Allies Group
have, as you know, tabled a resolution calling for the
French journalist, Jacques Abouchar, to be released.
That means we do not accept the verdict of the
Afghan courts. An l8-year sentence is out of all pro-
ponion to an illegal frontier crossing, particularly
since Jacques Abouchar only did what many of his col-
leagues do in similar circumstances. So, I repeat, we
demand that Jacques Abouchar be set free. I would go
so far as to add that this is our only aim, which is why
the French members of the Communist and Allies
Group retret that their resolution cannot be put to the
vote and is being replaced by a compromise amend-
ment couched in terms which, I think, go beyond this
aim.
Ve know about the selective nature of the indignation
of a cenain section of this House. !7'e saw enough of
its behaviour here when we were discussing South
Africa and Chile and Turkey. Ve want to get Jacques
Abouchar released quickly, not stir up the present
international tension 
- 
which is why we are unable to
follow the path they have mapped out.
Mr Saby (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Honorable
Members, the Socialist Group welcomes the agree-
ment on the joint amendment on freeing Jacques
Abouchar.
I have to say that, as far as we are concerned, any
attack on freedom and any form of violence or threat,
from whatever quaner, is condemned.
Here in this House, of course, we look beyond diverg-
ences and take account of the cultural wonh of the
Community as a whole and we heard threats a few
minutes ago. It has to be clear that the whole Com-
muniry rejects violence and rejects atacks on freedom
and freedom of information and that we shall not
accept threar or blackmail from anyone. This is why
the Socialists signed the common amendment calling
for Jacques Abouchar to be released as soon as possi-
ble.
Mr Baudis (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, since
Jacques Abouchar was captured more than a month
ago, everything has been said. Everything has been
said about this intolerable and arbitrary act and about
the denial of the rights of a prisoner who is being
deprived of all contact with his family and the repre-
sentatives of his Government and who was condemned
without being able to choose anyone to defend him.
Everything has been said about this challenge to free-
dom of information and to the free nations who were
naive enough to belierre in the Final Act of Helsinki.
And now that everFthing has been said, should we
now be silent? Cenainly not! Let us not hesitate to
repeat the same things, for they are true. Let us not
hesitarc to repeat the same principles, for they are
righr
Obviously, the Russo-Afghans have staked everything
on the situation being defused, hoping some other
event will push it out of the papers. Ve must use every
means to show them that they are wrong and prove to
them with our vote today and with visa applications
and demonstrations that, ultimately, detaining a free
journalist is doing much more harm than the repon he
should have brought back.
Mr Papapietro (COM). 
- 
UD Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, what we are discussing in this case is a
grear question of principle, one of the biggest ques-
tions of principle of our times. The right to informa-
tion has been aken away, one of the fundamenal
human rights has been violated, a severe sentence of
18 years' imprisonment has been pronounced by a
special court, after a trial that was not held in public,
and without the prisoner's having the freedom to
choose who should defend him. And therefore, in the
spirit of the Final Act of Helsinki, and in that spirit of
freedom that imbues us all, we can only condemn this
grave act of legalized violence. It is the only course
that is true to our conscience and our history as Imlian
communists 
- 
ssrnrnu6ists who have fought, from the
first days of their existence right up to today, against
any violation of freedom, and against all forms of
special coun.
'!7e can recognize in this very serious case the fruits of
that violation of a people's sovereignty that staned in
December 1979 and, sustained and strengthened by an
atmosphere of international tension, has already gone
on for too long.
Our attitude, in the previous session of Parliament, to
an earlier motion for a resolution arose from our con-
cern not to make this drama a pretext for accentuating
the tone of this cension and thereby strengthening
authoritarian restrictive regimes such as the Afghan
regime, but we are determined . . .
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mr Papapietro, but your
speaking time is up.
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Mr Tortora (NI). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the European press has only really con-
cerned itself seriously about Jacques Abouchar since a
sentence of 18 years' imprisonment was inflicted on
him by a coun t[at was no more Afghan than the
pious fraud and legal windowdressing in which it was
cloaked.
Only a fool could have expected any other verdict.
And perhaps it is just as mistaken ro expec[ any dele-
gation from this Parliamenr to be able to contact and
see our colleague Abouchar and check his living con-
ditions.
These eighteen years, inflicted not only on a man but
on a profession 
- 
which, who knows why, we persist
in considering a free one 
- 
are a grave offence
against the very conceprion of freedom, which all our
countries hold in reverence. Once again the nail has
been hit right on rhe head by a man to whom cerrain
systems are familiar 
- 
the Soviet dissident, Amalrik.
This is what he has to say:
Au fil des jours une v6rit6 s'impose. Jacques Abou-
char n'est pas seulement prisonnier de I'Union
Sovi6tique et des aurorit€s de Kaboul. It est aussi
et surtout devenu un otage dans un affrontement
politique qui le d6passe, un orage donr les ravis-
seurs se servent avec cynisme pour extorquer la
plus grosse rangon possible.
So that is what he is 
- 
a hostage. Examples of pirary
in the air are followed today by those commirred on
land.
No-one has thought to compare the case of Abouchar
with the case of the Italian citizen, Farsetti, for whom
it was Bulgaria, instead of Afghanistan, rhar was the
loyal stand-in for the Soviet Union. There, roo, per-
haps, they vere atrempring to do a deal of some kind.
In supporting amendment No. 1, with the reservarion
that a visit by a delegation from the European Parlia-
ment would obviously be prevented, the radicals call
for the immediate cessarion of the infamous, barba-
rous pracdce, of taking hostages and using them to
setde scores and influence relations between great
POwers.
You cannot fight terrorism 
- 
and we radicals are
fighting it, yes, and we said so even ar our conference
yesterday, and only in rhe blindness of bad faith can
that be ignored 
- 
without condemning those States
that apply in practice, in their political and legal
affairs, the barbarous insane logic of the 'Red Bri-
gades'.
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, is
Jacques Abouchar guilry? Udeniably he has in fact
signed confessions with the witry pen of Jacques Fai-
zant, the cleverest of French cartoonists: 'I confess to
being an enemy of freedom. I admit to having entered
Afghanistan with an automatic pen, a repeater ball-
point and a flick camera'.
So if Jacques Abouchar is guilry, Jacques Abouchar
must be sentenced. And what to? Eigtheen years? By
no means! He should be sentenced to follow the
Soviet troops in the field. But there is a bur.
There is a but because, if Abouchar had been sent-
enced to follow the Soviet troops about, he would also
have been able rc see the villages being massacred by
the Soviets and dre Afghans in the valleys of Afghani-
stan. And of course the Soviets couldn't have stood
that . . . So, you see, behind the irony, there is indigna-
tion and it is general. And the indignation in this
House is in fact being reponed in the press 
- 
and the
European parliamentary press too.
Ladies and gentlemen, Honourable Members, never in
the history of journalism, be it in Vietnam, be it in Ire-
land . . . Alain Bombard, my colleague and friend (you
will forgive me for mentioning one of our private con-
versations, although I don't think there is anything
secret about it), it was you who said that such a thing
had never happened before, not even during the Span-
ish civil war 
- 
and God knows how deeply rorn rhe
country was. Never, I say, had a journalist been taken
to court for doing his job.
On the Spanish civil war! I remember No paseran. And
the Soviets have taken over No pdserdfl today, for the
journalists. The shall be killed, the Soviet Ambassador
Smirnov says. Today, I say, Afghanistan has accepted
fascism and it is vast and it is red.
(Applause trom the right)
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the Greek
Socialism echo the voices of proresr against the arrest
and unduly harsh sentence imposed on an intellectual,
a journalist, who was only doing his duty. Ve shall
vote in favour of the common amendment tabled by
the political Groups. This does not in rhe least imply
that we can applaud cries of andcommunist hysteria
within this Parliamenr.
More specifically, I would like to reply to the repre-
senhtive of the European fughq by saying that Greeks
have bitter experience of what censorship means, and
what imprisonment for free-thinking people means.
For seven years authors and journalists languished in
Greek prisons, and I believe the representative of the
European Right would have had no inclination at all
to prorcst about this; on rhe conrrary, he would be
eager to defend those who choked every intellectual
freedom in Greece for seven years. Consequently, rhe
European Right's interest in the arrest and sentencing
of Abouchar is at least transparenr, and hardly worth
taking into accounr by other Members of rhe House.
For this reason, Mr President, the Greek Socialists will
vote against any resolution orher than the common
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resoludon tabled by the Socialist and other political
Groups.
Apphuse)
Mr Deniau (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I asked rc
speak on this topic because I was actively involved in
drafting chis text and because what I was actively
involved in drafting this text and because what I
believe to be my mission 
- 
to obtain information and
to pass it on 
- 
has involved me in being at four clan-
destine border crossings over the past few months,
which, if Russo-Soviet criteria are to be believed,
means that I should get at least 62years in prison!
Ir is vital, I rhink, to mention the Soviet Union, Mr
President, because Jacques Abouchar was arrested by
the Soviets in a trap laid by the Soviets. Tass said so.
And it is Tass that has taken the hardest line so far,
like the Smirnov declaration (Luc Beyer de Ryke
called it a warning) which was in all the press and
never retracted. And I quote. 'This is a warning. The
next doctor or journalist will be killed where he
stands.'
This is clearly intimidation and the only response to
intimidation is the most absolute firmness.
(Applausefiom the ight)
Mr Tugendh*. Vice-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, on behalf of the Commission I would
like to associate my insdtution with the universal
condemantion of the arrest, trial and imprisonment of
Mr Abouchar. This debarc shows that it is not only Mr
Abouchar's compatriots who are concerned about his
fate and about the principles rc which his fate draws
attention but people all over the Community, people
of all shades of opinion.
President. 
- 
Before we move to the vote. I have two
prequests under Rule 67 for personal statements, and
the first is from Mr Roelanrc du Vivier.
Mr Roelants du Vivier (ARC). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
bearing in mind what Mr Stirbois said, I should like rc
say something personal.
Just now Mr Stirbois used a process that dosen't even
disgust me 
- 
I despise it 
- 
to say that the Rainbow
Group contained people who promoted or protected
terrorists. I do not think these words are wonhy of an
MP. Let him say what he means and ry and prove
something. But it is lamentable and it. is scandalous of
him to make vague accusations and I ask him to with-
draw his remarks.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
Ve take note of your request and
obviously, we will see what ranspires.
Mr Bombard (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I shall go
along with everphing Mr Beyer de Ryke said, but I
should like to say that all I said was that war corres-
pondents have always been left alone in all wars, even
the worst of them. But I do not share the conclusion
which the Honourable Member draws from it.
Mr Stirbois (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President 
- 
a simple
response rc that commentary, which, I believe, came
from a Belgian Member.
I shall not retract anphing I said. I advise him to take
a closer look at the curicuh vitae of some of the Ger-
man colleagues in his droup.
(Appkuse lrom the benches of the Group of tbe European
Right)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No I replacing four
motions for resolutionr dn4 bl saccessioe votes, rejected
the motions for resolutlons by Mr Stirboi.s and Mrs De
Marcb 
- 
Doc. Nos 2-841 and 2-851/84)
4. Pollution of tbe sea
President. 
- 
The next, item is the joint debate on:l
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-793/84) by Mr
Staes, on behalf of the Rainbow Group (Agalev), on
the non-ratification by Belgium of internadonal con-
ventions on marine pollution;
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-815/84) by Mr
Roelants du Vivier add others, on the action to be
taken on the transponation of 250 kg of plutonium by
sea from La Hague to Japan;
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-828/84) by Mrs
Dury and Mr Arndq on behalf of the Socialist Group,
on a call for a European operation to refloat the
Mont-Louis;
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-830/84) by Mr
'!flalter and others, on behalf of the Socialist Group,
on the international Nonh Sea Conference in Bremenl
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-840/84) by Mrs
Bloch von Blotmitz and others on the protection of
the Nonh Sea and the work of the International Con-
t Doc. Nos
2-847 /84.
2-831/84/rev., 2-837/84, 2-842/84 and
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ference on the prorection of the Nonh Sea in October
1984.
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on several
occasions this Parliament, like the Belgian Parliament,
has stressed the need for international agreements to
improve the safery and control of tranqpon operadons,
like that involving the Mont Louis.
I do not think this is the first prioriry. It is our political
view that the whole cycle of nuclear fissionable marer-
ials must be completely abandoned. The fact remains,
however, that thoughr should also be given to aspecr
of present ransporr operarions. In this contexr, the
Belgian Secretary of State for Health, Mr Aens, said
in the Belgian Parliament rhar he is waiting for Euro-
pean conventions in this field. I attach considerable
imponance to his complaint about the European Com-
munity, and I therefore find it all the more surprising
that Belgium itself has still nor managed to ratify inter-
national convenrions relating to such incidents as rhar
involving the Mont l,ouis. You can see from my
mo[ion for a resolution which conventions are con-
verned, although the 1973 London Convention and
the 1974 Paris Convention have now appeared in the
Belgian Official Journal. But this does not mean thar
the provisions contained in these convendons have
already become poliry in Belgium, because implement-
ing decisions still have ro be taken.
Nothing has yet been done abour the other four inter-
national conventions. One of them, Mr President,
dates back to 1972. Let me give you an example of the
speed with which implementing decisions follow the
framework laws which appear in Belgium's Official
Journal. The framework law of 28 December 1964
concerning measures ro prevenr air pollution is still a
dead letter because the implementing decisions have
not yet been published. This year rhus marls the 20th
anniversary of inactivity and deliberate blocking of rhe
democratic decision-making process in Belgium.
Funhermore, Belgium has something of a reputation
where environmental policy is concerned: in 16 of the
62 actions brought before the European Coun of Jus-
tice against counrries which have not enforced the
Community's environmental directives, the Belgian
Government is the defendant. Belgium and ftaly are
thus the champions in this area.
To conclude, I do not believe that this can be regarded
as inrcrference in Belgium's internal affairs. Vhat we
are talking about here after all is the application of
international conventions.
IN THE CFIAIR: MR ALBER
Wce-President
Mr Roclants du Vivier (ARC). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr,
a fleet accompanying a vessel containing 250 kg of
plutonium is currently moving across rhe Atlantic
towards the Panama Canal. The purpose of the resolu-
tion put before you today is to ban the transportarion
of plutonium by sea. Vhy? Because of the inherent
danger of navigation 
- 
and we know from the
Mont-Iouis what that means and it could be worse
with plutonium. Then there are two orher vital rea-
sons. One, the toxiciry of plutonium 
- 
we know that
a dose of t.36 microgrammes in the body will cause
death in a month. And rwo, cenain factors of prolifer-
ation 
- 
we know that the plutonium being trans-
poned, and it is plutonium 240, is not exacdy right for
the miliary to use. But there are highly sophisticated
and nonetheless increasingly accessible means, parricu-
larly isotopic separation by laser, which now enable us
to obtain the purity needed for military purposes.
So this reputedly civil plutonium can in fact be used
for military purposes and no rules can do anything
about it. Today, both France's and Japan's responsibil-
ity ois-ri-ois the international community is strongly
engaged and it must not happen again. But I am trying
to exclude the nuclear fuel cycle from this assessmenr
and I call on this House to accepr the urgency and
make a genuine statement on guaranteeing non-proli-
feration, i.e. a ban on the inrernational Eansporrarion
of plutonium, as a ban is the only answer. Ve know
that any control or supervision can be got round. So
voting for a ban is a better way of preserving our
future and the future of our children.
(Appkusefrom the benches of tbe Rainbow Group)
Mrs Dury (S).- (FR) Ve have already discussed the
Mont-Louis in this House, bur, as you are no doubr
aware, the hull and the wreck of rhe Mont-Louis 
-minus the canisters of plutonium hexafluoride 
- 
are
still near the Belgian coasr. That creares mo kinds of
danger.
First, the danger of maritime accidents, panicularly in
e zone where, because of rhe abundant fish, rhere are
many fishing boam.
Second, the danger implied in the fact that rhe Mont-
Louis still contains hydrocarbons 
- 
25 t have been
removed, but there is still something like 80 t left, and
you know the damage pollution of this sort can cause.
Ve have a legal vacuum here at the moment and it is
the Belgian taxpayer who is likely to have to pay for
the consequences. The Conpagnie gin|rale maitime
does not have to remove rhe wreck and the Belgian
Government has to take responsibiliry, thereby making
citizens who have nothing rc do with the accidenr pay
for the material consequences.
Mr President, I think we need ro creare Community
laws on the protection of the maritime environmenr, as
we have done for fisheries. Ve regret the present legal
vacuum, but, in tabling my resolution, I launch an
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appeal for Communiry solidariry ois-ri-ois Belgium, so
the European Community can help with financing the
refloating.of the wreck. It is costing Belgium e great
deal and I think a Communiry financial contribution
to the operation to remove the wreck would be a very
useful gesture.
Just now I said we should go beyond this financial
solidarity and think about the legal side of things and
the fact that a European Environmental Communiry is
perhaps called for. That is the meaning of a cenain
number of amendments I am asking this House to sup-
Poft.
That will not have taken more than my f,wo minutes,
Mr President 
- 
one more reason for asking the Hon-
ourable Members to vote for my resolution.
Mr Shcrlock (ED).- My intervention is a point of
order in that it is correcting misinformation. That
wreck is empry. \7hy bother to refloat it? Not one
microgramme of uranium hexafluoride escaped. It was
all recovered.
Presidcnt. 
- 
That was not really a point of order, but
now that you have already spoken, there is nothing I
can do about it.
Mr Valter (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, our reasons
for once more placing the subject of polludon of the
Nonh Sea on the agenda for this week's pan session
are threefold. Reason number one is the International
Conference on the Protection of the Nonh Sea to be
held next week in Bremen. Reason number two is our
fear that this Conference will achieve nothing 
- 
a
question of 'high cost, low return'- and reason num-
ber three is our impression that the European Parlia-
ment's demands of January last for protection of the
Nonh Sea are being steadfastly ignored by both Com-
mission and Council of Minisrcrs.
If that is the result, ladies and gendemen, I rcll you the
Nonh Sea will be drowned in a sea of resolutions and
the Member States of the European Communiry will
have contriburcd to its ruin.
(Applause)
Those reponsible for physical polludon of the Nonh
Sea are known, and I am not concerned with them for
the moment. But blame also attaches to those in politi-
cal circles: they are al6o known, and regrettably they
include the Commission and the Council of Ministers.
In January the Europeen Parliament voted in favour of
an International Conference on the Protection of the
North Sea, as an effoctive international legal instru-
ment. And will the Commission and Council be mak-
ing a proposal on the matter at this Conference? No!
Parliament also voted in January for an International
Nonh Sea Police. And will the Commission and
Council be making a proposal on this at the Nonh Sea
Conference? No!
The billion dollar question in today's debate is this:
what stinks more, the North Sea itself or the absence
of initiadves by the Commission and Council of Min-
isters? I tell you initiatives prompted by public opinion
have done more to protect the Nonh Sea than all the
Member States of the European Communiry put
together.
(Applause)
And so a resolution of the kind being put forward
rcday, though hardly world shattering, will at least
demonstrate to these conferences that the European
Parliament backs such initiatives.
In conclusion let me say just this. In the past we have
seen many summit meetings concerned with the inter-
ests of the agricultural lobby. \7e have never had a
summit which advanced the cause of environmental
protection. And so I say that if the Commission and
Council had devoted as much energy to promoting
environmental protection as they have to decisions on
more and more agricultural subsidies, we should have
fewer problems with the Nonh Sea. I therefore ask
you to approve this resolution.
(Appkuse)
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) The \Vad-
den Sea and river estuaries of the Nonh Sea are now
beginning to die too. Vithout hesimdon heavy metals
such as lead, copper and chromium are dumped into
the sea. By this route alone it receives every year 8 mil-
lion tonnes of industrial waste, 10 million tonnes of
sewage and 1.3 million ronnes of acid. This is quite
apan from radioactive wasrc and oil dumped at sea
from container ships because this is still the cheapest
way of cleaning them. Ve really cannot stand by and
see yet another imponant biotope destroyed, with the
Nonh Sea dying off as our forests are dying off. \7e
must all acknowledge our joint responsibiliry here, and
we must press urgently for international agreements to
be concluded 
- 
and more imponantly, adhered to 
-for there arc a large number of international agree-
ments of this kind already in existence.
Use of the Nonh Sea as a dumping ground for dilute
acids, radioactive waste, etc. should be stopped
immediately. Existing and future indusrial complexes
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in coastal regions should be subjected to an environ-
mental impact test. The Vadden Sea, a unique bio-
tope, should be placed under international protection.
It would really be disastrous and irresponsible if joint
agreemen$ ro prorect the Nonh Sea continued to be
sacrificed to industrial inrcresr, for the end cost of
such action is always higher than the profit gained. I
also believe that the damage done to this rare and
exceptional ecosysrcm will be even greater unless pol-
itical action is taken, and taken ar once. This, unfor-
tunately, is what nearly always happens, and I find
such irresponsibiliry very sad.-Let us therefore jointly
strive to prevent yel another of our vital environmenml
heritages from being irretrievably destroyed. Let us
not allow the Nonh Sea to die as our forests are
dying.
(Appkusefrom tbe Rainbow Group)
Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, I have two reques6. Firstly, may we please vote
at once, and, secondly, would you please remind Mr
Valter that agricultural subsidies are of benefit not to
farmers but m agriculture!
President. 
- 
I cannot accede ro your requesr since the
agenda is now adopted and cannot be changed.
Mrs Dury (S).- (FR) No change to the agenda is
involved in my asking for an immediate vote on the
resoludons that have just been tabled. I think ir would
be a useful thing for this House to do. I should also
like to see those Members who wanred to speak being
invited to submit their speeches in writing.
President. 
- 
It is not possible to make satements in
writing. \7e worked our rhe procedure this morning.
Once a matter has been decided, it cannot be alrcred:
Roma locat4 catsafiniu.
\7e shall now adjourn the debate on topical and
urgent questions, as agreed. However, I shall now call
Commissioner Pisani under Rule 55(5) according to
which a Member of the Commission can speak at any
time.
ffi1 pfurni, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, the House has been forced to alter its
agenda and it is putting the resr of the urgent debates
off until this evening. I am unable to be there. I should
like to say that I was here yesrcrday morning, that I
went back ro Brussels to the Lom6 negotiarions, rhar I
came back here again this morning ro answer ques-
dons at the prescribed date and time and that I have m
go back to Brussels to negotiate again. So I ask the
House to forgive me for being unable to be in Brussels
and Strasbourg at the same time.
I realize the constraints the MPs themselves have ro
contend with, I know they have experience of being
unable to be in several places at once and I know they
will forgive me.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
\7e take your point, Commissioner. One
cannot be in rwo places at the same time. There are,
however, colleagues who are not present in several
places at the same time ! But you are nor one of them.
(Applause)
Ve shall now break off the debate on topical and
urgent quesdons and move on rc the supplementary
budget. Should the budgetary debate be concluded
before 1 p.m., we shall resume the urgenry debate. If
not, the urtency debate will resume after completion
of the voting this afternoon. S7e must allow up ro two
hours for the vote.
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, what
Commissioner Pisani has just said is for me, and I
believe for all Members, yet anorher reason for urgenr
action to move Parliamenr's sear to the place where
the Commission and Council of Ministers work.
President. 
- 
That was nor exacrly a point of order,
that was national self-interest, Mr Chanterie !
(Laughter)
5. Sapplemenury budget No 1/84
President. 
- 
The nexr item on the agenda is draft sup-
plemenary and amending budget No 1/84 of the
European Communiry for the financial year 1984, as
amended by the Council on 24 October 1984 (Doc.
2-900/84).
Mrs Scrivener, rnpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
Honourable Members, after the conciliation meering
with the Council yesterday afternoon, we can novi get
on with the second reading of the supplementary
budget. It will only have taken a shon dme for this
budget to be adopted and the extra funds needed to be
implemented.
This budget, of course, is nor the one we would have
liked, but I should still like to thank rhe President-in-
Office, of the Council for the effons that have meant
that the whole procedure could be completed in this
time.
On the quesrion of the substance of the budget, the
Council has recognized that some of the decisions we
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mok at the first reading are well-founded. It has
accepted amendments and modifications Nos 18, 19
and 20 on the reserve chapters and it has accepted pro-
posed modification No 5 on implementing the Christ-
mas butter operation.
However, the Council has rejected the amendments
Parliamenc tabled on revenue and it justifies its deci-
sion by advancing a number of arguments of unequal
weighr The first, which we cannot go along with, is
that, in the present economic situation, our estimates
of resources are profoundly uncertain. The revenue in
the budget is never anphing more than a forecast, it is
true, but at the end of October, we shall have informa-
tion from the Commission that is reliable enough for
the danger of erroneous forecasts to be substantially
reduced.
The second argument is presented as being legal in
nature. The Council feels that Anicle 203 of the
Treaty, which lays down the amendment procedure,
only covers non-compulsory expenditure. Neither the
Comminee on Budgets nor Parliament share this view.
On the contrary, they feel that the amendment proce-
dure is a general one and the modification procedure
is a special procedure for compulsory expenditure.
That is a divergence in interpretation of the Treades
that seems to usto be more political than legal.
Lasdy, and this is the focal point, the Council thinks
that the volume of the advances 
- 
and you remember
the amount, I 003 thousand million 
- 
which the
Member States make in the light of an intergovern-
mental agreement cannot be alrcred. This only con-
cerns amendments Nos 14 and 15. But it is most
imponant to stress that some Member States are quer-
ying not just the size of the advances, but their com-
mitment to pay them.
The Committee on Budgets thought that Parliament
could not run the risk of a funher budgetary conflict
with the Council over a supplementary budget 
-which would start up the arguments between the
States again and compromise implementation of the
funds we feel to be necessary.
This is why, in its wisdom, the Committee on Budgem
suggests that w'e do not bring up amendments Nos 14
and 15 in the second reading. And in return, it sug-
gests you amend the Council decisions on amend-
ments nos 16 and 17 
- 
i.e. bring them back in fact.
Amendment No l6 is only a sensible point of informa-
don. The 1984 surplus is only a forecast and of course
cannot mean an actual surplus.
I have only rwo things to say about amendment No 17.
One, coherence forces us to retable this, as there are
no longer any appropriations in Chapter 100 and the
available surplus will not reach the 500 million the
Council proposes.
So this cut in revenue should be made up for by an
increase in customs duties so that, on this point at
least, the 1984 budget balances. Then, and this is a
problem of principle, one of our essential aims is to
preserve the new policies and structural funds. If we
accepted the 500 milllon ECU-wonh of savings the
Council suggests, we would seriously compromise
these policies.
Ve are reducing the savings the Council wanted to
make on the NCE that have been voted.
Honourable Members, these then are the proposals
which the Committee on Budgets wishes to submit fol-
lowing the meeting beiween the Parliament delegation
and the Council of Ministers.
Although these proposals do not satisfy us entirely, we
do feel thay make it possible to respond to a number
of our essential concirns and that the budget proce-
dure will come to a successful conclusion from this
point of view.
Ve are all well aware that politics is the art of the pos-
sible.
(Apphuse)
Mr Daokert (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, sometimes
the wisdom of the Committee on Budgets must be
questioned. I will try to explain. Yesterday evening we
had disappointing consultations with the Council,
which resulted in no more than our amendments and
proposed modifications on the expenditure side being
accepted. This may sound positive, but it is not,
because the Council, by sticking to the 500 m ECU cut
in the 1984 budgeq has in fact merely made a gesture
and in fact given nottring away in 1984. By reducing
commitment appropriations, the Council has simply
shown that it is willing to make things even more diffi-
cult in 1985. I completely agree with Mrs Scrivgner
that we must draw the logical conclusions from the
Council's conciliatory attitude by again voting on the
amendments that were originally tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgea, which increased the amounts again
yesterday. In this respect, therefore, the Socialist
Group endorses the approach suggested by Mrs Scriv-
ener.
But I do not think this is enough. I hope that the
approach for which the Committee on Budgets has
opred will result in Parliament being able ro sffengthen
its position in the discussion on budgetary discipline
that is now in progress in the Council. I hope that, by
adopting these amendments, Parliament will gain
acceptance for this procedure. But I do not think that
they are cenain to achieve this. The Socialist Group
therefore feels that thp other amendments, those con-
cerning the revenue side of the budget, which were
adopted by this Parliament the day before yesterday,
should also be readopted.
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'!7e have tabled these amendmenrs again for the
reason I have already given and also because this Par-
liament made it very clear in the resolution we
adopted the day before yesterday, in the amendments
we adopted, that we consider the esrimates on rhe
revenue side of the budget to be realistic. Ve cannot
have a procedure whereby one estimate needs to be
realistic and others do not. That would impair the
cohesiveness of our position. Hence the need for this
500 m in agricultural levies to be reinstated.
Mr President, the Committee on Budgets does not
want to tamper with the 1 000 m ECU mentioned in
the intergovernmental agreement. I do not understand
why, because I still do not know what this I 000 m
ECU is for. At all events, two governments have made
their contributions subject to various conditions. And
as long as these conditions apply, I feel it will be
extremely difficult to regard the I 000 m in this sup-
plementary budget as revenue for the budget. In other
words, this 1984 supplementary budget does not have
a sound financing basis and, as I see it, this also raises
a number of questions regarding the legality of this
supplementary budget. The farmers in the Member
States will notice that this budget does not mean rhar
they can be paid, this cenainly being true of Member
States which depend on revenue from the Communiry
to finance their agricultural policies, which, in other
words, pay less into this budget than they get out of it.
I also think that the President of Parliament musr
reconsider the soundness of the legal basis for this
1 000 m.
Mr Cornelissen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
should like to begin by thanking the Council of Minis-
ters on behalf of my group for agreeing to a number of
amendments and in particular to the proposal rhat
150 m ECU should be made available for the Christ-
mas butter campaign.
But, Mr President, my group is also critical of the
rejection of various other proposed modificaions and
specifically of amendments Nos 16 and 17.
My group feels that the Council and Parliament share
the responsibility and authority for the establishment
of the budget. By definition a budget consism of
expenditure and revenue.'Sfle therefore consider it a
serious matter that the Council should want to meddle
with Parliament's right to join in the decision-making
on the Community's revenue. In im response the
Council itself refers ro the need for balance between
revenue and expenditure.
Yesterday my group said that it cannot accept the
500 m ECU reduction in non-compulsory expenditure
proposed by the Council unless a sound and convinc-
ing explanation is given. I refer to my statement yes-
terday, when I presbnted our arguments in this respect.
As I have said before, these resources are intended for
a European approach to such problems as unemploy-
ment, poverty in the Third Vorld and the threat to
our environment. \tre maintain this viewpoint and
again condemn the Council's refusal rc withdraw this
reduction.
The Council's reply confirms our view that we have
provided sound cover with customs duties. On behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group I therefore make
an urgent appeal to the Council to meet. Parliament
half-way in this matter so that we can strengthen the
European approach ro our problems, for which our
consriruenE elected us not so long ago.
I should just like to say a few words about Mr Dank-
ert's statement. I cannot help but think that, if the
Danken line is followed, it is highly unlikely that there
will be a supplementary budget and the Community
will then lack the resources it needs to meet its pay-
ment commitments. The farmers of Europe will then
be left to foot most of the bill. Contrary to what he
suggests, the farmers will be the ones to pay the bill if
Parliament adopts the Danken line. I make an urgent
appeal rc the Members of this Parliament not to agree
rc Mr Danken's approach.
Lord Douro (ED).- Mr President, my group will be
supporting lhe recommendation made by Mrs Scrive-
ner on behalf of the Committee on Budge$. \tre
believe that the European Parliament does have a right
to alter the revenue side of budget. Ve believe that a
proper interpretation of Anicle 203 leads to rhis con-
clusion. Se also felt that the Council's arbitrary
reduction by 500 m ECU of the non-obligatory
expenditure in this current year was unacceptable.
Amendment No 17 has the effect of not only increas-
ing the revenue based on perfectly justifiable estimates,
which have been confirmed as to their accuracy, as
Mrs Scrivener said, until the end of October by the
Commission, but also reducing the reduction made by
the Council in non-obligatory expenditure. If we had
agreed to the 500 m ECU reduction by the Council,
we would have been obliterating and nullifying all the
amendments adopted by Parliament last December to
the 1984 budget.
The other important advantage of Amendment No 17
is that it does leave untouched the intergovernmental
agreement for 1 003 m ECU. I realize that there are
many misgivings about that intergovernmental agree-
ment, but the practicality is that we did not foresee
any chance of changing that figure. Any attempt to do
so would therefore have led to a budget which the
Commission might not have been able to execute. So,
the intergovernmental agreement is preserved. At the
same [ime Parliament is making a firm stand in sup-
pon of its budgetary powers, and my group is happy
to support that acdon by Parliament. Ve believe in
Parliament's budgetary powers and think that what
Parliament will probably ag.lt ? p.m. this afternoon is
an imponant step in establishing Parliament's right
over the revenue side of the budgeu
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Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, we
believe that the European Parliament must stand firm
on its original position, on what appear to us to be rwo
essential points.
The first is the reaffirmation of Parliament's right of
action where the revenue side of the Community's
budget is concerned.
The second point is the existence, in the 1984 supple-
mentary budget, of an albeit very slender nucleus of
structural expenditure.
For this reason we agree to accept the proposals of the
rapporteur, Mrs Scrivener, that we should today adopt
the supplementary budget, with two amendments:
No 17 and No 16. This, in our view, will enable the
President of the Parliament to sign and hence adopt
the 1984 supplementary budget, making possible its
immediate implementation in rcrms that will allow us
to stand firm on the obligations that we had ois-aqis
the farming world.
Mr De Vries (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my group
will be voting for draft amending and supplementaqy
budget No 1 for 1984, but with considerable reluct-
ance because the Council of Ministers has set in
motion the renationalization of the Community
budget and also because it is not yet clear whether the
Council will be keeping to its own agreements, at least
one Member State having made the actual payment of
advances conditional on budgetary discipline, of which
there is nor yet the slighrcst sign.
Ve shall nonetheless give our approval, Mr President,
for two reasons: firstly, because Parliament must again
make it clear that it has just as much power over the
revenue side of the Communiry budget; secondly,
because we have succeeded in persuading the Council
to withdraw many of its proposals for reductions in
non-compulsory expenditure.
Mr President, when the repayment to the Unircd
Kingdom for 1983 was under discussion, Parliament
kept its word. Parliament is again showing that it is
willing and able to assume responsibility for the sads-
factory functioning of the Community where this sup-
plementary budget for 1984 is concerned. Ve are
doing our duty, but we also call on the Council to
accept its responsibility when we come to discuss the
draft 1985 budget in the very near future. \7e of this
Parliament, Mr President, will not fail to do our duty.
Mr Pasty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Honorable
Members, the supplementary budget for 1984, as it
emerged after the deliberations of the Council of Min-
isters, is obviously not satisfactory in that it contains
no positive [rend, no progress in the matter of revenue.
As a result, the criticism we brought during the first
reading is maintained in full and we should like to say,
once again, that this is a manipulated budget that will
complicate the 1985 budget year.
But our prime concetn is the working of the Com-
munity institutions from now until the end of the year
and, essentially, the cqntinuation of payments to farm-
ers in accordance with decisions taken as pan of the
common agricultural policy.
Ve think it would be irresponsible to run the risk of
this supplementary budget being thrown out, as this
would mean agricultural paymenm would stop.
So we fully suppon the position outlined by the rap-
portenr of the Committee on Budgets. Mrs Scrivener
and our Group will be voting for the supplementary
budget this afternoon, with the amendments agreed on
by the Committee on Budgets and our rcrpporteur.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, what we are
watching is a repeat performance of the seenario
played out in the last Parliament. The budget debate
began with all sides proclaiming their resolve to stand
firm. But when the debate was over and the time came
during the second re4ding to put their money where
their mouth was,. therS was suddenly a deathly hush in
many parts of the House. Exactly the same thing is
happening again now!
During the first reading of the budget we said loudly
and at length that the budget figures submitted by the
Council are simply not. right. The Commission's
revenue esumates were right 
- 
and the Council is
wrong. Unfonunately everyone knows that this is the
case. The Council knows its figures are wrong, the
Commission knows the Council's figures are wrong,
and every group in this House knows it too. And so it
was really perfectly logical that we should adopt in the
second reading Amendments 14 and 15 which we had
previously adopted by a large majority in the first
reading. But now 
- 
I don't know whether deliber-
ately or simply out of ignorance of our budget proce-
dure 
- 
this House is acdng as if the intention today
were [o reject the budget. But this is not the intention.
None of the groups has declared that it intends to
reject the budget. No group has indicated that it can-
not approve this budget. The only intent has been to
confirm the amendments adopted in the first reading.
After that it is to the Council, together with the Presi-
dent of this House, to decide whether the agreed
budget can be endorsed. If this proves impossible
because the Council insists that this endorsement be
withheld, then it will be the Council which has
rejected the budget and not Parliament. All those who
propose today to reject Amendments 14 and 15 which
we adopted last time cannot claim that they wish rc
approve the budget: they are simply seeking to save
the Council from the embarrassment of showing itself
in its true colours at last.
So often we have heard it said 'we don't want to fight
it out with the Council over this supplementary
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budget; we'll wait for the general budget'. And each
time when it came to rle general budget we said 'now
we'll demand a supplementary budget because the
general budget isn't right, and we'll fight over the sup-
plementary budget'. Then when it comes to the next
supplementary budget we again say 'no, we won'r
fight now'. Parliament has a chance to show this after-
noon whether it has the necessary courage or whether
it has lost it.
I would remind you again of this year's elections ro
the European Parliament. If it transpires again this
afternoon that im members, or most of them, back
down, then those who boycotred the elections on 14
or l7June and stayed at home because they didn't
have much faith in this Assembly were right to do so.
The Socialist Group will therefore table again Amend-
menrc 14 and 15 which were approved last time by a
majority vote, and we shall see whether this House is
at last able to ac in a way which does justice to
Europe.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
Just a technical point: Amendments
Nos 14 and 15 cited by Mr Arndt are now Amend-
ments Nos 3 and 4.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I hope that
Mr Arndt will be asking for a vote by roll call this
afternoon on rhe original Amendments 14 and 15. I
shall be extremely inrerested to see what effect the
strong words addressed here by the Chairman and
spokesman of the Socialist Group to all the other
groups will have had on his own group. For I really
think it is somewhat irrelevant of Mr Arndt to harp on
the question of courage or 
- 
as Mr Danken would
have it 
- 
the question of logic.
It must be clear rc all of us rhal our discussion of the
supplementary budget is not a normal budget debate.
Ve are currently faced with a very difficult situation
in which it is known that the European Community is
running out of money. \7e have to find a way of stop-
ping it from doing so and the proposal by the Com-
mittee on Budgets has achieved this. I would remind
Mr Danken that it was approved by an overwhelming
majoriry, and I would be rather wary of claiming that
those who voted for it did so against all logic. I agree
with him that a majority vote by no means equals a
logical solution, but I cannor accepr rhe converse thar
the minority represents the logical solution and the
majority the illogical solution.
The fact that rhis decision was endorsed by an over-
whelming majoriry shows that we are fully aware of
the need for such a step. And what Mr Dankert omit-
rcd to make clear is thar Amendments 17 and 16, as
Mr Cornelissen also said, conrain rhe rwo pans of
substance for which Parliament has been pressing and
which take us far beyond that which the Council has
now conceded in its consultations with us: our altering
of the revenue side of the budget. Parliament is exer-
cising its right to alter the revenue side also, Secondly,
we do not accept that the non-obligatory part is rhe
pan where the Council can make its savings. Conse-
quendy we are only prepared to agree to a reduction
to some 250 million ECU. I think, though, that Mr
Dankert should state very clearly that rhese rvro
amendments, as mbled here and approved by the
Budgets Committee by a large majoriry, consrirure rhe
essence of this Parliament's activities for 1985. Mr
Rudi Arndt is cenainly familiar with Kleist's 'Michael
Kohlhaas', but Mr Dankert should perhaps be urged
to read it, because our job is not only to discuss and to
criticize this Community but also to keep it viable.
(Applause from tbe centre )
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
don't think anyone doubts the need for a supplemen-
tary budget for 1984 any longer. You only need ro
have lisrcned to our discussion to be convinced. But I
think there is something outmoded in this debate. \7e
have already said it all on rhe form and on rhe sub-
stance of the supplementary budget. But there are
apparently Members here who are inclined to take any
opponunity for a scrap with rhe Council. God knows
they will get the chance when we talk about rhe
budget for 1985. But at this stage in the proceedings,
should we carry on fuelling pointless procedural argu-
ments in a vain attempt to tet one or two extra powersjust when the circumstances require us to take urgenr
decisions? \7e feel that the only decision that has to be
mken without funher ado is for the Community to
keep its promises to the farmers. If you consulr rhe
farmers' organizations, you can see they have had
enough of being scapegoam or the subject of horse-
trading. And that is why we shall nor be voting for rhe
amendments by the Socialisr Group 
- 
which, ro our
mind, are a source or a danger of blockage. They
would perhaps delay things and they contain the seeds
of a funher attack on the common agriculrural poliry.
That is the position we shall be adopting on rhe sup-
plementary and amending budget for 1984.
Mr d'Ormesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
Group of the European Right will be voting for the
Scrivener repon and Amendment Nos 16 andl7. lt
appreciates her position and her courage in a difficult
situation. But our group has considerable reservarions
as to the European Council's position, the lethargy in
which it plunges this Parliament and the way it blocks
off avenues to the future.
It is true that the European Council was forced to take
our position into account and it is up ro us to rouse
public opinion. The problems awaiting us are so
important that it is wonh rhe effon. The Group of the
European Right will state its posirion and take up arms
on the occasion of the 1985 budget.
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Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, on the
occasion of this debarc I should like to bring up a
more specific matter, which affects the overall
approval of the draft supplementary budget, in other
words is ratification by the national parliaments. I am
bringing the niatter up because in Greece's case the
Greek Government has adopted no specific position,
and we believe that as in other countries, the draft
should come before Parliament for debate and be
vorcd upon, since it represents a burden on the
national budget and because the requested supplemen-
tary finance, amounting to approximately I billion
ECU, is a product of intergovernmental agreement,
and does not flow from the obligations consequent
upon accession to the EEC. I think the Greek Consti-
tution also shares this spirit. And I think the Greek
Parliament should use the opportunity to take into
account a series of developments, such as financial dis-
cipline, which are becoming esablished for reasons
connected with the Community's budget and which
not only do not improve Greece's relative position, but
rather pose a threat to established rights such as
Greece's obligations to the common budget.
Mr Cot (Sl, chairman of the Committee on Badgets. 
-(FR) Mr President, the subject was not wonh any
more in rcrms of this brief debate. I should first like to
thank the Council for diligently examining Parlia-
ment's amendments and proposed modifications so the
whole procedure could be completed in the prescribed
dme. I was rather insistent about the need for our re-
specdve institutions to take the necessary steps. I think
we have all kept our word and I am very pleased about
it.
I should also like rc thank the Commission for contri-
buting both to the drafting of this supplementary
budget and, I should say, to the shaping of Parlia-
ment's position on this. I am thinking panicularly of
the Commission's confirmation of Mrs Scrivener's
estimates of customs revenue which are the basis for
the old Anicle 17. I think that the Commission should
have Parliament's thanks here.
Mrs Scrivener has explained the position of the Com-
mitrce on Budger 
- 
I shall not return to this 
- 
and
she has emphasized why our Committee maintained a
position which I think is marked by a desire rc be dis-
cerning and responsible in relation to the serious
budgeary problems the Communiry has to deal with.
Mr President, I should like, simply and briefly, to
return to a question of principle which is not just polit-
ical but legal rco and that is our Parliament's right 
-dury, I should say 
- 
to be involved in the definition,
not just of the expenditure but the revenue too. This, I
think, is essendal at a time when the Community
budget is, as it were, becoming more a question of
revenue than expenditure 
- 
because that is how the
journalists put it, in a succinct but rather evocative way
- 
and when people in some circles are talking about
the need to determine the volume of revenue at the
beginning of the budget procedure rather than at the
end as the Treaties cdrrently have it. And at a time
when, in other terms, a change in the Comrnunity's
budgetary concepts is omerging in the whole debate, I
think it is very imponant, as far as both principles and
our political debate are concerned, to reaffirm our
position on the deterrnination of revenue over the
coming weeks and months. The texts, I should remind
you, are clear. Anicle 101 affirms the joint responsibil-
ity of Parliament and the Council as budget authorities
and only makes one exception, namely the one on
compulsory expenditure, where our role is to proPose
modifications and not hmendments. But elsewhere, the
right of amendment of Parliament, the joint budget
authority, is untouched. This principle was affirmed
on 15 December 1983 by this House when it voted on
the 1984 budget and it should be reaffirmed today.
The adoption of the amendments proposed by the
Committee on Budger 
- 
and this goes for the Social-
ist Group's proposed amendments too 
- 
will be a
reaffirmation of this principle and, I should say, prac-
tical application of Parliament's right to be involved in
the definition of revenue. Mr President, I think this
reassertion of our Prerogative here is particularly
necessary at the present time.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will take place at 3 p.m.
6. Topical and urgent debate (continuation)
Pollution of the sea (continuation)
Mrs Van Hemeldonckl (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on
behalf of very many Members of this Parliament I pro-
test against the way in which the House conducts its
proceedings. Every agenda is disrupted for various
reasons. Debates are constantly interrupted. How do
you expect the public and the press to understand
what is going on? \7ho knows when we shall now be
voting on this item. Ve simply cannot go on like this.
Mr President, for twq years I have vainly been asking
the Council and Commission to consider the steadily
deterioraring situation in the Nonh Sea. I have always
come up against a kind of rynical attitude, something
like: '!7here are yout troops?' But every cloud has a
silver lining. The wreck of rhe Mont-Zoris has shown
where the roops are: they are behind us, and for years
they have been callin$ for thought to be given to the
problems which the Community specifically faces in
the Nonh Sea. I will just list the points we consider
panicularly imponant.
Firstly, the need for all Member States of the Com-
munity to sign the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea. Secondly, Commissioner Narjes
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recently agreed with me ar long last that there should
be a specific insrrument ro govern the Nonh Sea, a
Nonh Sea Convention which covers the discharge of
waste, environmental policy, the problems connected
with the Nonh Sea coasrs, the problems connected
with the rivers rhat empry into the Nonh Sea, the
problems raised by polludon caused by transpon oper-
ations and the burning of waste and the problems con-
nected with accidents rhar occur in the Nonh Sea.
The existing international legal instrumenr must be
ratified. Ve need a legal instrument that deals more
specifically with the Nonh Sea. Bur what we also need
are various ways and means of enforcing the law. I
again call for the question of a Nonh Sea police force
to be considered. Its task should be both ro ensure rhe
safety of the inhabitants of the Nonh Sea coasts and
of passengers on ships in the Nonh Sea and to moni-
tor activities in the Nonh Sea. Ar the momenr
hundreds of qualified pilots are out of work, and they
could surely be used for this kind of activity.
Mr Spiith (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Nonh Sea has become vinually an
inland waterway of the European Community. Ve
should all be glad of this and also feel a joint responsi-
bility. The Nonh Sea is mainly threatened in the areas
around the estuaries of the major rivers which flow
into it, if we continue as we have done hitheno. Our
colleague Mrs Maij-Veggen made this clear in her
report on the Nonh Sea at the beginning of this year.
A few figures at this point. 400 000 ships a year pass
through the English Channel and continue ro use rhe
Nonh Sea and the ocean as a dumping ground.
150 000 tonnes of oil a ye^r are discharged into the
Nonh Sea, 70 0/o of. them from rhe rivers, i.e. from rhe
land.
There are many other instances to be deplored and
criticized here. But I should like to merition especially
the l7adden Sea and the quesrion of polderization. In
our opinion it must still be possible in future to build
dykes and dams to pror,ecr human beings and ensure
nature conserrr'xnc)r'r for this is essential if human
beings are to go on living there and if this very vulner-
able and valuable region is to be preserved.
People living in the coastal regions remember the
severe flooding of the last 30 years in Holland and the
Nonh Sea coastal areas, and they also remember the
assistance rendered by our armed forces, our soldiers,
in the time.of their greatest need. This must also be
borne in mind when military activities are menrioned
in this context.
'$7e have abled an amendment ro rhe morion for a
resolution by Mr \Talter and others of the Socialist
Group. I would beg you mosr earnpsrly to suppon this
amendment.
(Apphuse from tbe centre)
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
On behalf of my group I have
great pleasure in supporting the resolutions before us
on the threat to the Nonh Sea. I suppose one could
say all seas are threatened. But the Nonh Sea is a par-
ticularly important sea for many of us and a great sup-
plier of protein.
The seas are a sacred trust we all share and yet Yre are
witnessing all kinds of pollution destroying this source
of protein in a world where a third of the people are
starving. This is not to be tolerated.
One of the resolutions, I notice, condemns Belgium
for not ratifying a pafticular convention. But if one
cares to look at all the conventions involving the sea,
one will find a few other Member States, including my
own, who have not ratified very important conven-
tions.
Parliament produced an excellent code of conduct in
the resolution on substandard tankers which are float-
ing giants threatening us all at all times. The oil com-
panies are grearcr offenders here since they prefer
often the cheapnesss of a substandard tanker from
Panama or Liberia, thereby putting us all in danger.
The dumping practices that were mentioned by speak-
ers are usually perpetrated by such tankers. It is time,
as I think Madam Dury said, for a legislation frame-
work to come from this Community. Ve could pro-
duce very practical propositions such as if, for exam-
ple, Sullom Voe in Shetland turns away a substandard
tanker, as it does from time ro rime, for malpractice or
inefficienry, it would not be allowed to enter any
other Community pon.
\fle really will need to get down to such practical
propositions or we fail in the sacred trust.
(Applause)
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL)'Sflhen we consider
what legisladon already exisrs, we might be impressed
by the many national and international laws designed
to protect the Nonh Sea and the rivers which empty
into it. Today we cannot help thinking thar this mul-
tiplicity is in fact a sign of weakness and a serious
obstacle. I have counred 13 internarional conventions,
I I European directives and 17 narional laws. Enforce-
ment and control are quite obviously causing prob-
lems. I therefore mke rhis opponuniiy ro ,.piat ou.
proposal that Community action should be taken as a
matter of urgency to harmonize the existing legisladon
on the protection of the Nonh Sea and rransform ir
into a single Nonh Sea convention, which should also
eliminate the loopholes in the present legislation. This
should be the aim at the inrernational North Sea. con-
ference rc be held in Bremen on 30 Ocrober.
Secondly, I want to talk about the Dury-Arndt morion
for a resolution, the spirit of which my group 
- 
if I
might ask Mrs Dury ro listen fe1 4 msrnenl 
-
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endorses. By this I mean that we propose that it should
be referred to the appropriate parliamentary com-
mittee so that the matter can be discussed in depth.
This is, after all, a fairly complex legal subject which
we cannot decide on this morning simply by taking a
vote. The wreck of the Mont-Louis lies in international
waters for which Belgium is responsible, particularly as
regards fishing and safery at sea. This in fact conflicts
with what you, Mrs Dury, have said in paragraph I of
your resolution.
On the other hand 
- 
and vre must admit that the
resolution is right in this respect 
- 
France, and specif-
ically the Compagnie G6n6rale Maritime, has a re-
sponsibility and should pay its share of the salvage
costs. A well reasoned report, in which we might also
stress the role of the European Community, might
make a major conribution to the satisfactory resolu-
tion of such affairs in the future. This is an imponant
task for the European Community because a prece-
dent is at stake. \7e shall therefore be endorsing the
spirit of the Dury motion for a resolution. But we for-
mally request that it be referred back rc the appro-
priate committee.
Mrs Vichoff (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in the early
1970s one of the environmental movements in the
Netherlands put up posrcrs depicting a foetus in a
womb. The posters said: 'If we are going to pollute
our waters for our economy, let's go'the whole hog.'
Sick it may have been, but it reflected the serious con-
cern felt by many people at the time about the pollu-
tion of our environment.
It is sometimes said that if you stick a spade in the
ground in the Netherlands, you will strike toxic waste.
This may be an exaggeration, but the public have been
forced to pay thousands of millions of guilders to clear
up the mess. Houses have been evacuated and dem-
olished, with all the human misery this entails. Clearly,
not many lessons have been learnt.
The pollution of the Nonh Sea is a striking example of
this. The Netherlands adjoins Germany in the east,
and it is here that a River Rhine that is far from clean
enters our country. The polluted Meuse crosses the
frontier in the south, and the rest of the Netherlands
adjoins the Nonh Sea. The Netherlands performs a
kind of transit function for pollution, because these
rivers discharge their pollution into the Nonh Sea.
There is also a whole range of dangerous substances
that are dumped in the Nonh Sea, which, though rhe
world's busiest shipping route, has no coasrguard or
proper monitoring even though accidents like that
involving the Mont-Louis can occur. It is inconceivable
that something like this should happen to a ship carry-
ing 250 kilogrammes of plutonium to Japan, quite
apart from other objections ro rhe rransporr, of plurcn-
lum.
Mr President, a unique area like rhe Dutch Shallows is
in serious danger. !7hen will man learn rhat he forms
pan of the ecological whole and that he cannot do
with it as he pleases? Mr Chanterie has already said
that there are 13 international conventions, 11 Euro-
pean directives and 17 national environmental laws,
but there are all kinds of loopholes in the legislation,
conventions have not been ratified and waste is
dumped illegally. The need for the ratification of the
conventions, for the hamonization of legislation and
for coordination is obvious, but above all else there
must be an international body to ensure that existing
legislation and conventions are enforced, as Parlia-
ment demanded in January of this year.
Mr President, I sincerely hope that the conference in
Bremen on 30 October will produce genuine results
and that its final communiqu6 will not be drawn up
before the conference begins, as some cynics are say-
ing.
Mrs Maii-Veggcn (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, this
Parliament has already debated the pollution of the
Nonh Sea on several occasions. The most comprehen-
sive debate on this subject took place in January 1984,
when I had the honour of being the rapponeur and
the author of the resolution. I am very pleased to hear
so many Members, including some on the Socialist
benches, now quoting extensively from this resolution.
I am pleased because it again underlines the fact that
this resolution was adopted unanimously and because
the basic ideas expressed in it are again being empha-
sized during this debate.
My group therefore fully endorses Mr'Sflalter's reso-
ludon which in fact reassens the thoughts expressed in
the January resolution. One of the most important
points it makes is the need for an international con-
vention in which all legislation is combined. And here I
must join with Mr \Talter in asking the Commission
why it has not yet drawn up a proposal to this effect
and presented it to the conference to be held in Bre-
men. After all, it more or lcss promised to do so, and
my impression is that ttris proposal has not been drawn
uP.
Mr President, I feel we must tackle the Commission
on this. I am panicularly sorry that Mr Narjes is not
here, because he should provide an explanation. I hope
his substitute can say something about this. So much
for the Nonh Sea conference, which I hope will pro-
duce something specific.
I should also like to say something about the resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Staes. He says that Belgium has
failed to sign a large number of conventions. Mr Staes
is right. This point was also emphasized in the January
report. Belgium and Italy are the countries which have
signed the fewest conventions, but we must not use
nationalist artuments to attack these two countries.
For that I must criticize Mr Staes ro some exrenr. 'Ve
must use European argumenrc. Vhat are the other
Member States doing? The other Member States, and
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particularly companies in other Member States, bring
the waste they cannot dump in their own countries oi
from their own porrs to Belgium ports, Zeebrugge
having something of a reputation in this respect, and-it
is then dumped in the Nonh Sea. I believe that we can
only use European arguments to persuade Belgium
and Italy to observe the international conventions. I
feel that should be made absolutely clear.
(The sitting ans suspended at I p.m. and resumed at
3 p.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
sor in the Chair actually allowed what I would charac-
terize as a complete commercial, an advenisement of a
meeting that was to be called shortly by one of the
Socialist British Members. If this policy is not stopped
and if the plug is not pulled, we are going to be sub-jected to advenisements for cheese, cornflakes,
yoghurt and a very grear many other products.
Mr Stewart (S).- On a point of order, Mr President,
I wonder if the Member could actually repeat what
that was, because it might give us the information we
require for Members to take something really seriously
instead of somebody looking like yoghun.
Prcsident. 
- 
A statement will be included in the Min-
utes where you will be able to see ir for yourself.
Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President, I
think the Conservative Member over there was refer-
ring to me when this morning I tried to help the Chair
to distinguish between the great pile of documenm thar
we have by pointing our thar I had circulated an invi-
tation to the Trident demonstration against nuclear
weaPons.
(Mixed reactions)
If Members in the Conservative benches cannot distin-
guish berween the life and death of people on this
eanh and the furure of our planet, and yoghun, they
want their brains examined.
(Protests from the European Democratic bencbes 
-Appkuse from the Socialist Group)
President. 
- 
There is no need for discussion among
Members.
7. Votes
Draft supplementary budget No I for 1984
(Second reading)
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, I refer
to the second reading of the budget for 1984. During
it the question was raised as to whether it was right or
wrong to vote on a number of amendments and
whether they were in accordance with the Treaties.
The President chairing the debate said he would not
allow one panicular amendment because he could not
be answerable for it.
Yesterday some members of the Committee on Budg-
etary Control expressed doubts as rc rhe admissibility
of the amendments currently before us. Could you
please tell us whether you have any such doubts?
Presidcnt
Mr Rogalla (S).- (DE) Mr President, I have a ques-
tion regarding a point of order which occurred to me
this morning when anorher member of the Bureau was
in the chair. However, I wanted to address it to you as
Presidenr of this House.
I had the impression this morning that the microphone
was switched off during exchanges between a number
of Members of the Bureau and members of Parlia-
ment. Perhaps I am wrong. If rhe Bureau were ro
switch off the microphone during a debate, then that
would be something entirely new. And so the compe-
tent committee should consider whether differences of
opinion bemreen the president of the pan-session and
Members of the House relayed via this technical
medium ought nor to be discussed properly and per-
haps solved by means other rhan switching off micro-
phones.
President. 
- 
Mr Rogalla, the Chair has the right to
take this step where the speaker has exceeded his
speaking time or is dealing with a matter which is not
the proper subject of his speech. This can happen
where a Member asks ro speak on a point of order but,
in point of fact, begins a substantive discussion. None
the less, this merhod may only be used as a last reson
and I think that in general the Chair is fairly rolerant
since quite often speakers exceed their speaking time
without being cut off.
You will appreciate that our fusembly's proceedings
cannot run smoothly unless speaking time is adhered
to since those who exceed their speaking dme often do
so at the expense of other colleagues whose own
speaking time is then reduced. You must understand
that this is not a measure taken for the sake of the
Chair but for the sake of rhe efficient organization of
our business.
Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President, nol unconnecred
with that point of order, this morning your predeces-
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I should also like to ask you whether you \ave any
doubts regarding the legality of the budget submitted
by the Council.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I have no doubt about the legality of
these amendments.
Exphnation ofoote
Mr Bonde (CDI), in writing. 
- 
(DA) The People's
Movement votes against the attempt by Parliament to
secure an influence on the revenue side of the budget.
Amendments Nos 15 and 17 are in conflict with the
Treaty and can thus, at the most, be conceived as a
proposal to amend the Treaties. Such proposals have
nothing to do with the budget procedure, and we call
on the Council of Ministers to halt once and for all
Parliament's constant attempts to shift power from the
Council and the national parliaments to the European
Parliament.
The People's Movement is also opposed to the supple-
mentary budget irelf because it raises the Danish con-
tribution for 1984 above the level laid down in the
Danish Treaty of Accession.
(Parliament ooted on tbe amendments to the draft sup-
plementary budget)1
*oo
Interpretation of Rule I 15 of thc Rulcs of Procedure
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, I am shocked rc
find I have the right to speak on this amendment, but I
will take advantage of the opponunity you have given
me so surprisingly.
I speak to the amendment for a very simple reason;
that is that on a number of occasions this House is
requested by member governments to waive the
immunity from prosecution of a Member of this Par-
liament. At the end of every old Parliament Rule 115
of the Rules of Procedure applies. That is to say 'all
business' in Parliament is held to lapse until the new
Parliament sits for the first dme.
The Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions decided last week that 'all business' should
include requests by member governmenm to waive
Members' immunity. My group submim that Rule 115
ought to be interpreted more narrowly than that
I Opinion of the Committee on Budger:
- 
FORAmendmenrc I and 2;
- 
AGAINST Amendments 3 and 4.
because we believe that requests for waiver of immun-
ity from prosecution should not be affected by
Rule 116. If they are, it means enormous complica-
tions for the Member States involved, including couns
having to reassess the legal situation. I therefore ask
the House to reconsiiler the position mken by the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
[o reverse their interprletation, and to send the matter
back to the committee for reconsideration.
Mr Amadei (S), chairman of the Committee on Proce'
dure and Petitions. 
- 
(17) Mr President, the com-
mirree of which I am chairman has considered, at its
meetint held on 15 October, the question raised by
the President of the European Parliament in his letter
of 17 Seprember, concerning the request to waive the
immunity from prosecution of a Member of this Par-
liament which was received during the previous legis-
lature, and on which lhe Parliament did not at that
time give a decision.
The committee decided unanimously 
- 
and Mr Prout
was present, and also voted in favour 
- 
that requesr
for the waiver of immunity from prosecution that had
been submitted during the previous legislature should
be held to have lapsed. As a result, the competent legal
authority should submit the request afresh. In fact,
Rule 115 of the Rules of Procedure says, and I quote:
'At the end of the last pan-session before elec-
tions, all requests for advice or opinions, motions
for resoludons and questions shall be deemed to
have lapsed.
This shall not apply to petitions and communica-
tions that do not require a decision.'
In the view of our committee, therefore, there is no
doubt whamoever: Ruie 115 lays down and stipulates
very clearly what unfinished business shall not be
deemed to have lapsed. Such business does not include
reques$ for the waiver of Parliamentary immunity,
which, since they call for a vote to be taken, lapse like
all the others.
I am reponing rc the Assembly the unanimous view
rhat was expressed by our committee.
Mr Donnez (L). 
- 
(FR) I speak more as rapporteur
than on my own behalf and this is with the agreement
of Mrs Vayssade, the chairman of the Committee on
LegalAffairs.
During the previous term, as you will no doubt
remember, Mr President, I had the honour to present
a large number of reports on the subject of parliamen-
tary immuniry and the Committee on Legal Affairs
and Citizens' Rights appointed me again recently to
monitor the parliamenqary immunity question.
I would not Bo so far as to say that I am fairly special-
ized, a little specialized perhaps, but you will allow me
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m think I know a little bit more abour the subject than
the Committee on Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
My opinion is radically opposed ro rhar of the chair-
man of the Comminee on Rules of Procedure and
Petidons and I fully approve of what Mr Prout has
done!
I fully approve because rhat committee's interpretation
of the Rules of Procedure is far too restricrivi and, as
far as the facts and any practical achievements are
concerned, it leads nowhere.
Legally speaking, first of all, it is far too restrictive
because what in fact is the procedure for waiving
Members' immunity? There is referral. The matter is
referred to you, Mr President, and you transmit it to
the relevant commirree. '$fle are still at the referral
stage and no further.
In this case, when the Committee on Rules of Proce-
dure says that precariousness also comes in to the mar-
ter of immunity, I have to say that, really, it is going
too far and that the committee should look at the
question again even if this means altering the Rules of
Procedure ro make them clearer.
And on a practical level 
- 
and this is most imponant
- 
it would be a real aberration if we had to follow the
Committee on Rules of Procedure and Petitions
today, for two reasons. First, the Italian authorities,
which referred this dossier to us, could ask why we
failed to notice the precariousness of it all in October
when we had had the dossier since May. I cannot see
how we could make such a decision retroacrive eirher.
Ler us go a little funher on this practical level. Let us
imagine, Mr President, rhar the House went along
with the commitree today. Vhere would it lead us?
\flell 
- 
arrd I draw the honourable Members' atren-
tion to this, so as to show clearly that this case reflects
the practical situation 
- 
ro the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, which was no longer comperenr to judge,
sending it back ro you. You, Mr President, then send
the dossier back to the Italian Ambassador in Luxem-
bourg, who sends it back to the Italian Ministry of
Justice, who sends it back to the relevant Public Prose-
cutor, who starrs the familiar referral procedure and
sends it back to you, rhrough the same channels . . .
It would be ludicrous, ir would be meaningless and it
would discredit us toally with the legal authorities !
Ve would not be credible if we went in for things like
this. I should sffess rhar I fully agree with Mr Prout
and the chairman of the Legal Affairs Commitree, who
is also well placed m give you an opinion. And I am
convinced that I am nor jusr giving you my personal
opinion here, bur the opinion of the whole of the
Legal Affairs Committce. From the point of view of
the law and from the point of view of rhe facr, I
would ask you not to go in for such a procedure. The
dignity of this House is at sake.
(Applause from the ight)
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Ve did indeed discuss this
matter on the Committee on Rules of Procedure and
Petitions. Look at Rule 115 and it is clear that there is
a kind of legal void here. But with lapsing, there are
no excepdons on the request for parliamentary
immunity. So Rule 115 is more or less clear 
- 
there is
lapsing. And I think there is also a change in the situa-
tion of the Members concerned. They are no longer
national MPs, so there is a new legal situation and I
think the governmen$ ought to reapply for parliamen-
tary immunity.
(Parliament rejected the interpretation gioen by the
Committee on Rales of Procedure and Petitions)
President. 
- 
The quesrion is referred back m the rel-
evant committee.
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, I wish to make a
personal staremenr pursuanr to Rule 67(l) of the Rules
of Procedure. The chairman of rhe Commirtee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions said that I had sup-
poned the interpretation of the Rules of Procedure
committee at the meeting last week. I often find myself
surprised by what I do in my own political life.
(Laughter)
But on this occasion I am absolutely sure that I did not
support the interpretation of the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
I note the fact.
**o
Report (Doc.2-799/8a) by Mr Pfennig, drawn up on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on the amendcd
proposal from the Commission to the Council(COM(t4) 3t4 fin. 
- 
Doc. 2-36t/S4l for a decision
on the system of Community own resources.
Afier tbe eote on amendments to the Commission propo-
sal
Mr Fellermaier (S). 
- 
(DE) Vhen vodng one some-
times has the feeling of being in a sauna. The lighm do
nothing for one's well-being 
- 
they are a modern
health hazard.
(Appkuse)
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Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Fellermaier, you are suitably attired
for the occasion.
(lzaghter)
But we shall have the lights switched off, all the same .
Mrs Buchan (S).- Mr President, can I also say that
for those of us in this Chamber who suffer from mi-
graine and who frequently get ill in this building, we
should not have to suffer the added problem caused by
these lights allthe time.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mrs Buchan, as you can see the lighm
have just been switched off and the problem is there-
fore solved.
Motionfor a resolution
Paragraph I 
- 
Amendment No 35
Mr Pfconig (PPE), raPPorteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
I am opposed to any other amendments, because the
wording of the resolution tabled by me corresponds to
the text which has been approved. Amendments rc this
text would falsify it.
Mr Curry (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I hesitate to dispute
Mr Pfennig's interpretation, but there were cenain
quite clear currents in the Committee on Budgets
which can be interpreted in the form of additions to
this resolution, and I have tabled rwo, one of which
would separarc the increase in own resources from
enlargement; the other, which would commit the Par-
liament against a further intergovernmental agree-
ment, and which would reflect fully the majoriry of
feeling of the committee. Therefore it would not be a
distonion to take those amendments. I am sorry to
insist on this.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) I must ask the rapponeur to
sate his position on this. There are a number of
amendments on the table, including the amendment
concerning enlargement to admit Spain and Ponugal.
Many Members were of the opinion that whilst this
could not be included in the Council decision it could
and should be included in the resolution as an expres-
sion of political will. I should be grateful if the rappor-
rcur would reconsider his position.
Mr Cot (Sl, chairman of the Committee on Budgea. 
-(FR) Mr President, the Committee on Budgets has
not had time to sum up because of the votes that have
jusr been taken. I think it would be best to put the
amendments to the vote one at a time.
I think that would be the wise thing to do.
Paragrapb 4 
- 
Amendment No 39
Mr Simmonds (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I wonder
whether you, like me, are having trouble in noting
how some Members of this House are voting. In pani-
cular my former con$tituents in Midlands-'S7'est are
most anxious to know how their Member is voting this
afternoon, and I cannot see from here how he is vot-
ing. I wonder if you could ask Members to vote more
clearly.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Simmonds, we have just had two
successive electronic votes. The result is clear.
As to knowing how each Member of the Assembly has
voted, there is only one procedure possible: pursuant
rc the Rules a request must be made for a roll-call
vote.
Explanations ofvote
Mrs Oppenhcin (ED). 
- 
(DA) On behalf of the four
Danish conservative Members, I should like to make
the following points: we vote for this repon from Mr
Pfennig for three mairl reasons. First of all, we realize
that the repon is the result of very thorough delibera-
tions on the pan of the committee, and indeed it must
be acknowledged that the Committee on Budgets has
produced an impressive piece of work. Secondly, the
conrcnt of the repon ieflects the principles and budg-
etary procedure which is a natural consequence of
Parliament's overall responsibiliry and wishes from the
European point of view. Thirdly, the repon ensures
Parliament's panicipation in the decision-making pro-
cess which must necessarily take place when the Com-
munity's finances are in question. It is imponant in
that connection that Parliament's control function and
Parliament's influence on the use of Communiry
resources should not be devalued. It is after all the tax-
payers' money we are handling.
On one panicular issue, the Danish conservatives have
a different attitude to that adopted by the group as a
whole, and that is the question of the repayments. 'Stre
support the view of the Committee on Budgets that
the actual refunds should be entered on the expendi-
ture side, and it is a point of view with which we have
acquainted the group on previous occasions but which
we feel lre must stick to, having regard also to our
position on the repon as a whole.
Mrs Castle (S). 
- 
The British Labour Members of
this Parliament will vote against the Pfennig report,
because it upsets the agreement at Fontainebleau and
places the United Kingdom rebate at risk.
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Now that does not mean that they think the Fontaine-
bleau agreemenr was a good one. On rhe contraqy,
Mrs Thatcher gave away far more than she got and
cenainly did not obtain all the contribution rebate that
she boasted s[e would insist on having. But at least it
was a srcp towards correcting the imbalance of con-
tributions on the revenue side.
Ve as Socialists wanr ro see a different method of
financing the Community. Ve think the 'own
resources' principle is wrong. $7e want it linked to
ability to pay. However, we accepr that while this sys-
tem continues it operates gravely to Britain's disadvan-
tage. Ve rejecr this amempr to correcr the revenue side
of the financint qfstem of the Communiry.
Those who say we should adjust the injustice m Brit-
ain through the expenditure side are really underesti-
mating Margaret Thatcher. There is no way of making
Margaret Thascher spend any money she gets on
good, social or anti-unemployment policics. So you
are chasing a mirage. Ve, therefore, oppose the Pfen-
nig repon and demand a proper correcrion on the
revenue side of the conribution the UK makes to the
European Community.
Lord Douro (ED). 
- 
My group is in favour of an
increase in the Communiry's own resources and we
hope that that increase will take place next year. \7e
are in favour of a bemer balance in the budget through
expenditure. However, we recognize that in the shon
term an adjustment on the revenue side will be neces-
sary in favour of the United Kingdom and the Federal
Republic. !7e do not accepr thar a funher increase
f.rom 1.40/o to 1.60/o should take place without the
approval of national parliaments. !7e do nor accepr
that the mechanism for the United Kingdom and for
the Federal Republic should be through a separate
regulation. Ve feel ir is linked irrevocably ro rhe
increase in the Communiry's own resources. Also, we
do not accept that this mechanism should last for only
four years.
For those reasons of principle, we shall have to vote
against the Pfennig report.
Mr De Vries (L). 
- 
(NL) Unlike the British isola-
tionists on the other side of this Chamber, my group
will vorc for the Pfennig reporr., but not with complete
conviction. Ve tabled an amendmenr, Amendment 31,
which called for the onhodox application of the Trea-
ties. Parliament unfortunately rejected this amend-
ment. 'We regret this, bur we believe that the earliest
possible increase in own resources is vital to this Com-
muniq/s future, and it is for this primarily political
reason that we shall vote for the Pfennig reporr,.
Mr Vcst (S). 
- 
Mr President, I crave the indulgence
of this fusembly for a seco4d, to advise you that the
British,couns have ordered the sequestration of the
entire funds of the National Union of Mineworkers.
(Applause fiom the European Democtatic benche s )
Mr Pasty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) \[e shall be voting for the
Pfennig motion for a resoludon because it means the
Communiry's own resources can be increased. Ve
have been discussing the problems of the budget for
several days and we have realized rhat one of rhe main
reasons for these difficuldes was that own resources
were exhausted. fu there is 
^ 
very clear Parliament
poliry that enables us to increase own resources, we
think we cannot but vote for this text.
Mr Bonde (ARC), in witing. 
- 
(DA) The People's
Movement votes against the Pfennig reports, which
are a new attempt to extend the powers of the Euro-
pean Parliament on budget questions.
(Parliament adopted the motion)t
Mr Ducarmc (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like
to say something about the safery of the Members of
this House.
I have been told that an Italian ciizen called Oreste
Scalzone, apparently one of the leaders of the terrorist
organization called Vorker Power, who was sen-
tenced to 35 years' imprisonment (a 2}-year senrfnce
plus a 16-year senrence) in ltaly, has escaped from
Italy and entered France illegally. He is said to be here
now in this House 
- 
or in the corridors at leasr! He is
apparendy here and profiting from the extra-territorial
nature of this Parliamenl
I should like to know which Member to rhank for this
individual, who has a 36-year sentence to serve, being
in our Parliamenr and whether it would not be a tood
idea to invite our securiry services ro take this undesir-
able terrorist and fugitive from justice to the doors of
this House.
(Appkusefrom the cenre and the igbt)
ffi5 Q$srnmagnlgo Ccrretti (PPE). 
- 
(17) Since
we have already discussed this problem rwo days ago
in the Bureau, it seems a rcally serious matrer ro me
that the person in question, who was duly denounced
by Members, should once again be present wirhin the
precincts of this European Parliament, and for that
reason, Mr President, I ask you ro ake the necessary
action: a President, if he so wishes, can do this. Ir is
totally inconceivable that Members of the European
I Therapponeurwas:
- 
FOR Amendments I to 12;
- 
AGAINST Amendments 13 to 18, 20,21,25,28,29,
3l to 33, 35 to 42.
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Parliament who, as Italians, have known at first hand
the anguish caused by these persons who have killed
workers, industrialists, and politicians, should now
have m watch them walking freely about this Parlia-
ment.
(Apphtse fron the benches of the ce*re and the igbt)
Mr Schwdba-Hoth (ARC),- (DE) Mr President, as
a point of order I would ask you not to over-react, as
you iue being called on to do. Indeed, I do not believe
that you will.
Mr Scalzone is an Italian who, in common with some
300 others, has found a kind of political asylum in
France. Parliament should be glad that someone takes
the opponuniry of taking pan in the debates of the
European Parliament as an interested observer.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, the question
raised by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti and Mr
Ducarme has been brought to the attention of the
Bureau.
Mr Barzeoti (COM). 
- 
(m I propose, on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group, to emphasize the
seriousness of what has happened, and the need for
rctal clarity.
In realiry, Oreste Scalzone's position 
- 
and we shall
not go here into the details of this rcrrible, horrifying
affek 
- 
is one that does not allow him, and indeed
should not have allowed him, to appear within the pre-
cincts of this Parliament, nor even to attend the con-
ference that took place here. Indeed, I should like to
emphasize that his presence at that conference very
considerably distorted both its significance and its rai-
son dhtre.
For this reason we, too, ask for the situation to be
cleared up; and we also ask that, for the future, ade-
quarc measures will be permanendy in force to ensure
that our Parliament will be able to carry on ir work
freely.
(Lord appkusefrom oaious bencbes)
Mr Ducarme (L). 
- 
(FR) You will allow me to
speak, I think, because this incident was brought up
with a view to putting an end to this person's presence
on Parliament's territory. I hope that the securiry ser-
vices of our Parliament will show this person to the
door of Parliament's territory. It is a question of re-
spect for this Parliament!
(Apphasefrom the centre and the ight)
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Ducarme, the concern you express,
which has been expressed also by Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretd, is legitimate.
That said, it is not by i,mpromptu decision that we shall
succeed in drawing up and enforcing rules.
The Bureau has set up a securiry group which will
meet immediately afrcr this sitting to consider this
problem.
I simply wish to point out that hitheno the rule was
that people could be admitted, not admitted to the
Chamber 
- 
that goes without saying 
- 
but to the
building, under the arithority and at the invitation of a
Member of this fusembly.
The question now is whether this rule should be main-
tained, modified or abolished. The matter will be given
the close attention it deserves. You can count on the
Chair strictly rc apply the rules laid down. I would
repear that even before this matter was raised here
only a few minutes ago, it was already decided yester-
day that the securiry group would meet at the end of
this sitting, following the votes that have just taken
place.
IN THE CHRIR: MRS PERY
Vce-President
Rcport (Doc.2-7E6/0a) by Mrs Maii-Veggcn, drawn
up on bchdf of the Committ€e on Social Affain and
Employmeng on ttc cp--unication, with a motion for
a rcsolution from thc Council from the Commission to
tfie Council (Doc.2-776/t4 
- 
COM(84) a8a find) on
action to combat longrterm unemployment
Exptlaoorlont ofaote
Mts Maij-Vcggen (PPE), rapportear. 
- 
(NZ) I wish
to give an explanation of vote on behalf of niy group,
which has asked me to clarify one aspecl of the Chris-
tian Democrats' position. !7e voted for the text that
calls for the redistribution of work and a reduction in
working hours. Ve approve this rcxt because its word-
ing is very general and also reflects our principles. For
the sake of clarity, I will explain once again what these
principles are.
'S7'e 
are in favour of vork being redistributed provided
that ir is done flexibly by the two sides of industry
rather than being governed by legislation. Ve also
believe that the redistribudon of work and the reduc-
tion of working hours must be accompanied by a rea-
sonable reduction in wages, possibly with the lowest
income brackets excluded. It is also essential, in our
view, that competitivcness should not suffer as a result
of the redistribution of work and that the jobs that
become available should be reserved for those who
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have been hardest hit by unemployment. That is our
interpretation of this fairly general text.
I should now like to say something on my own behalf.
'S7e have today voted on a programme of action for
the long-term unemployed, an emergency plan, as it is
called in the resolution. \7e did this at the Council's
request because it wants to take a decision in Decem-
ber. As the Council itself requesrcd this debate, I feel it
must also take responsibiliry for this plan, and that
means it will never be able to cut the European Social
Fund's resources. \7e call on the Council not to be
hypocritical, not simply to ask us [o vote on fine reso-
lutions, but to accept the commitments it entails and rc
approve the budget accordingly.
Mr Tuckman (ED). 
- 
On behalf of my group, I want
to explain that we would have liked to vote for this
resoludon. Ve feel that to look at the position of the
long-rcrm unemployed was the right thing at the right
time. Our reason for not going along with it is that our
key amendmenrc were not accepted, and that applies
panicularly to No 40, where this House has, to my
very great surprise, rejected its own previous resolu-
tion 
- 
namely, the effect of the Herman repon. In
short, our worry is that there is a lack of realiry in the
House about how to help people and, rherefore, we
are forced to vorc against.
I/hile I have the floor, may I also poinr our thar peo-
ple who do a great deal of speaking about how sad
they are for the unemployed are absent.
(Apphuse from the European Demouatic bencbes)
Mrs Meii-Vcggen (PPE), rdpporterr. 
- 
(NL) I must
point out to the Conservative Group that reference is
in fact made to the Herman repon in the resolution
and that this reference has not been removed. All we
did is reject the Conservative Group's one-sided inrcr-
pretation. But the Herman report is mendoned rwice
in the resolution.
Mr Bonde (ARC), in afiting. 
- 
(DA) The People's
Movement against Danish Membership of the Euro-
pean Community cannot support Mrs Maij-Veggen's
repoft on the Commission's attempt to include job
creation within the Communiq/s field of competence.
Ve are opposed to the involvement of the Communiry
in employment questions, panly on principle and
partly because the Commission earlier delayed and
watered down the job creation scheme adopred by the
Danish Folketing.
(Parliament adopted the motion)t
I The rapponeurwas:
- 
FOR Amendments I to 13, 16 to 20, 22 ro 24,25,28,
32 to 37,41, 42,58 a 62,54 to 66;
- 
AGAINST Amendments 14, 15,21,25, 30, 31, 38 to
40, 43 to 50, 53 to 55 and 57.
Mr Megahy (S). 
- 
Madam President, I rise on a
point of order pursuant to Rule 54a. I should like the
presidency to take account of the fact that we havc
been voting for rvo hours now and we sdll have rwo
more lenghy reports. Rule 54a was devised in order to
enable the President, if more than 20 amendments had
been tabled, to institute a second and third reading in
committee. The precise purpose of this was to prevent
these very long voting sessions if possible. To my
knowledge this has never been instituted. I wonder if
you could give some indication, Madam President,
why the presidency has not felt it necessary to institute
this and what intcntions they have about this Rule in
the future.
(Apphusefron tbe cente andfrom the igbt)
Mr Baudis (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, this
morning we voted for an emergency resolution calling
for the release of a man who has been imprisoned
unfairly.
I have just heard something that I want this House to
know. The Afghan Government has said it is willing to
release Jacques Abouchar !
(Lotd applause)
President. 
- 
I think I can say that we are all of us
here delighted with this very good news, Mr Baudis.
Many thanks.
Mr Costanzo (PPE). (/7) President Pflimlin
assured this Parliament that he would immediately call
a meeting of the Securiry Committee to arrange for
the expulsion from this building of a known criminal
who was duly senrcnced by the couns of a Member
State.
Seeing that, strange to relate, this Committee has still
not reached a decision 
- 
at least, it does not appear to
us to lave taken the necessary srcps 
- 
I should like to
express my own amazement and that of my fellow
Italians who are familiar with the case; and I think that
it is not only the Italians who are familiar with it.
Having said that, for the safety of all of those people
who are present in this building 
- 
including visitors,
members of the press, Parliamentary staff, and Mem-
bers of Parliament themselves 
- 
I think that there is
no alternative but to suspend the sitting. I therefore
ask that the sitting be suspended.
Prcsident. 
- 
I let you speak as a mark of respect 
-you were not raising a point of order.
I can only confirm that at this very moment the matter
is being discussed. I have no authority to take any
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decision other than that which was taken a litde while
back by Mr Pflimlin.
Mr Bombard (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, when
we interrupted the vote on the urgent quesdons this
morning, we said that an hour would be given after 5
o'clock to finish these matters. So what are we doing
now? Going back rc the urgent questions or going on
with the debate on previous resolutions?
Prcsidcot. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, according to the
agenda we have first to vote on the motions for resolu-
tions. Ve shall resume the urgency debate after the
voting.
(Mixed teactions)
o*o
Rcport (Doc. 2-788/t4), by Mrs van dco Heuvel
drern up on bchalf of thc Commiacc on \[omcn's
Rights on thc proposal from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. t-269/84 
- 
COM (841 2r4 ft'd) for a
dreft rcco--endation on the promotion of positive
action for women
Expknations ofvote
Mrs Jcpsen (ED).- (DA) ln line with my position at
the last sitting, I have to inform the House that, on
this occasion too, I am voting against a report which
deals with positive discrimination for women 
- 
and
again I speak only on my own behalf.
If we are to creatc equal rights for men and women 
-and so we must 
- 
we should not apply these methods,
which in my view are unfair. Any woman given a job
or position under the rcrms set out here must, if she is
honest, feel rather ill at ease. Ve should instead con-
cenrarc on training, training and more training and
focus our effons on making all women, old and
young, and perhaps especially rhe laner, so well quali-
fied that equality comes of its own accord. Positive
discrimination is and will always be demeaning rc
vomen. To me, it is not just a question of equaliry but
more one of equal value.'S7e women shall be throwing
avay our digniry if we demand special reatment in
this way.
This idea that all women should be in rhe market for
jobs is a repudiation of our cultural patterns, our pat-
rcrns of family life. '$7'e must realize that such a
dwclopment takes time, especially in times of econo-
mic difficulry. Ve should use the aptitudes we have
and the strength inherent in us to ensure rhat we are
qualified. Only then shall we be able to speak of equal-
iry. If the object here is to persuade men to give
women more power and influence, I think that a large
helpihg of feminine charm will have a lot more effect
than this repoft. But I would hardly suggest to this
Assembly that women should apply such,methods.
Mr Gaibisso (PPE). * fD This is my first speech in
this fusembly, and I am making it on a very imponant
occasion 
- 
the approval of a resolution in favour of
women.
I think that this is an extremely significant vote.
Vomen are represented in this fusembly, but many
mothers, today, have been deprived of their children
because a scoundrel and criminal, such as Scalzone,
has killed them. He is sdll walking freely around in
this Parliament.
Madam President, this is a disgrace! I shall cast my
vote, and then, out of a sense of moral dury to Moro
and all those victims that have been killed by terrorists
in my country, I shall leave this Chamber in protest, at
the same time denouncing the ineptitude of those who
have not seen fit to take appropriate action.
(Apphase)
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
I shall vote in favour of this
motion but I do not think it is strong enough. STomen
are capable of a far greater contribution to peace and
prosperity than they are allowed to make.
(Apphusefrom the lefi)
'!7e now have 72 women in this Parliament. It is the
highest proponion in any parliament in the world, and
they make a disproponionate contribudon to our pro-
ceedings, as we all know. But if women want finally ro
achieve equaliry with men, even superioriry, as I
believe they could, they should imitarc what the
women of Greece did to stop the war berween Athens
and Spana.
(Cnes of 'Not No!')
fu relarcd by Aristophanes under the leadership of
Lysisuates, they. withdrew their favours from their
husbands and the war stopped immediately. European
women should do the same. It is much more effective
than this resolution.
(Apphrsefron tlre W)
Mrs Crawley (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Madam
President. I do believe shat contribution, however well
intended, trivializes this issue. !7e do not want this
issue rivialized in this House. This is a yery, lvery
imponant motion.
(Appkusefrom tbe left)
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Mr Alavanos (COM), in witing.(GR) Programmes of positive acdon implemented in
the public sector can conribute rc the creation of newjobs, and represenr a productive line of acdon for our
country as well.
In the private sector, however, such programmes not
only achieve limircd practical results but also lead to a
range of subsidies and tax exemptions for large capital,
and to the redistribution of public money in its favour.
Mrs van den Heuvel's report contains a number of
interesting proposals. \7e have reservarions, however,
about the degree to which 'controls' by the Com-
muniq/s bodies are to be imposed, a matt€r that places
in doubt the sovereign rights of the Member States.
Controls are indeed required, though not by the Com-
muniq/s bodies, bur by the national authorities with
the panicipation of the workers.
Mr Kyrkos (COM), in afiting. 
- 
(GR) The pro-
posed resolution prepared by the Commimee on
'!7omen's Rights is one of the most justified and posi-
tive that we have heard in this House. It is bold
enough no[ to resrict itself to generalizadons, bur rc
express itself in an ourpoken way and find fault wirh
Council's draft recommendations, stressing that they
contain very little rhat is new.
Ve agree entirely with the Committee on S7omen's
Rights' critical srance, and we share its disappointmenr
concerning the form of the legal rcxt preferred by the
Commission of the European Communities, and at the
fact that a whole range of positive directives on behalf
of women are sdll gathering dust in Council's filing
cabinets. Future generarions will judge rhe Com-
munity's presenr policies in rerms of their effective-
ness, and not merely as expressions of good intenl
Many of rhe facrors menrioned in the draft recom-
mendations seem ro us to be impracticable in the form
proposed,, especially under today's conditions.
The programme of positive acion at places of work,
contained in the appendix to the draft recommenda-
tions, is most unlikely to be implemented by compan-
ies unless backed by an appropriate and binding
framework of legisladon, and by rhe essential controls-.
Today's conditions in the labour marker operarc
against women. Progress can only he made if the gov-
ernmen$ of the Member States hnd the Community
intervene direcdy and acdvely to promote measures of
social justice which will eliminare present-day inequa-
lities and prejudices.
Ve panicularly commend rhat pan of the proposed
resolution which requires rhe various bodies of the
European Communities to lead the way in their staff-
ing policies.
Finally, we consider that paragraph 12 of the resolu-
tion is particularly imponanr, namely thar Parliament
should exercise control in the event of inenia on rhe
Commission's pan, nor only because this will promore
measures for the equal treatment of women, but also
because by acdng in this way the European Parliament
would transcend its advisory role and undenake re-
sponsibilities of parliamentary control similar rc those
of the national parliaments.
(Parliament adopted tbe motion)t
President. 
- 
I should now like to give an explanation
to Mr Megahy.
Mr Megahy, you wanted a referral back to commimee
of the repon we have voted on, pursuant to Rule 54a.
Under Rule 54a the President may request a referral
to committee. In view of the importance of the vote, I
decided to maintain the vote today.
Mr Mcgahy (S). 
- 
Madam President, I would just
like to correct any misunderstanding that may have
arisen. I was not aEempting to get this report or any
other that vre are considering today referred to com-
mittee. All that I ask is that rhe Chair take accounr of
Rule 54, because it seems to me rhar since we changed
the rules it has never ever done so. In order to avoid
Iong voting sessions.like this in the future I hope it will
do so.
Mr Patterson (ED).- Madam President, following
the previous point of order and funher to what Mr
Megahy has said, a high proponion of the vores we
have just taken arose from the conflict between rwo
committees, and the whole purpose of that Rule 54a
was to enable two committees rc reach an agreement,
thus saving the dme of the House. This was a classic
example of where thar rule should have been used.
Another point of order arises under Rule 85. In view
of the fact that you did not rule on Mr Megahy's
request, it was then open, as the vote had not staned,
for Members to move the reference to committee
under Rule 85. This can only be done before the vote
shns. However, if you, Madam Presidenr, refuse to
call people who wish rc use Rule 85, it becomes null
and void. Could I suggesr that before votes sarr, the
presidenry should always ascerrain, in circumstances
like this, whether the reference is to be moved,
because a number of colleagues wish rc do so.
Mr Ncwton Duotr (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I want
to remind you of Rule 82(1), which says that a Mem-
ber who asks to raise a point of order shall have a
I The rapponeurwas:
- 
FOR Amendments Nos I to 8, 17/rev. (2nd pan), 20,
22 / rev., 26 / rev. (lst pan), 28 / r*., 30 to 43;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 11, 12, 16/rev., 17/rev.(lst part), 26/rev. (2nd pa,n),29,44 and 45.
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prior right to do so. You, in the Chair, have a dury to
uphold the rules and to prot€ct the rights of indivi-
duals. You have no entidement to steamroller Mem-
bers as you did. I actually want€d to ProPose reference
to commitrce, as my colleague has just said' Please do
not do it again.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Newton Dunn, I have exercised my
right as President on the basis that our business would
otherwise be disturbed.
Rcport (Doc.2-7t5/8a) by Mr Megahn dravn up on
bchalf of thc Coomittee on Socid Affain and
Employmcnt on thc proposd from the Coomission to
thc Council (COM(t4) 179 f,'nd 
- 
Doc. 2'456/t4l
for a decision on spcciffc Community action to combat
povert),
hop o sal from t he Commis sion
After the doption of Amendment No 2 to Article 1
Mr Klcpsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, a
point of order. I should merely like to explain why my
fellow members are so agitated. The presence among
us in this House of a member of the Red Brigades who
has been sentenced to 38 years' imprisonment leads
them m feel threatcned by this man, and he has shown
in his own country that he does constiturc a threat.
They feel insulted that he is still here and cannot
understand why his presence is rclerated. Normally
visitors are only allowed rc remain in the gallery for
one hour, but apparendy this man is allowed consider-
ably longer, and my fellow members are ouraged by
this. Ve shall in any case be discussing the matter in
thc Bureau.
Ve would ask you to take some action. I cannot
bclieve that the securiry services would reat this man
differendy from any other visitor!
Prcsi&nt. 
- 
Mr Klepsch, we all understand our col-
leagues'concern. I can only repeat that this matter was
looked inrc yesrcrday in the Bureau, and that Mr
Pflimlin clearly stated his position a little while ago.
'Ve must await the committee's conclusions' I do not
feel entided to encroach on the prerogatives of our
President.
Mr dOrmesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) This cannot go on.
You already gave us the same answer once, two hours
ago. !7ould you please suspend the sitting as a sign of
Prot€st?
(Mixed reaetions)
Mr Ducarme (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I shall
not make as plain a rtquest as Mr d'Ormesson, but I
think the House should be informed about the ques-
tion 
- 
and at the latest when we reoPen the debarc on
the rcsolutions put forward as urgent matters. It would
be unsuitable to carry on with the debate without
knowing whether there was a terrorist in the Parlia-
ment building and so it would be reasonable to sus-
pend the sitting.
(Apphrsefrom tbe centre and the ight)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Ladies 4nd gentlemen, I propose that we
continue voting on lv1r Megahy's rePort and I shall
then ask Mr Pflimlin what the position is.
Expknations ofoote
Mrs S. Martin (L). 
- 
(FR) My group thinks that,
when we talk about poveffy today, the time has come
for action rather than discussion. But the Programme
of Communiry actiorr presented by the Commission
alas holds out lifile hope for those who want to see
povemy really alleviated.
The anti-poverry action campaign worries us because
we think that the bulk of the funds that go into it is
channelled into action and research projects and that,
even if it is supplementary financing' the Programme
does not sand a great deal of chance of actually alle-
viating this poverty.
\7hat we want is for the Member Starcs to take a
whole series of measures to improve the situation of
the most underprivileged quickly, as this really is an
emertency. The new poor are the chronic unemployed
who are no longer entided to unemployment pay and
young people with no training, no work and, in many
cases; no family either. And the new Poor are also
women at the head of single-parent families. These
people are in the tragic situation of having no help and
noone to turn to, both because many of them are the
victims of budget re5trictions and cusbacks in the sys-
tems of unemployrirent benefits and because social
securiry is unable to meet the needs of some of the
most underprivileged categories of the population.
The result of all this can be seen in the streets. The
ranks of the outcasts and the marginals are swelling.
The spectres of hunger and want are reappearing'
\7hat we need to handle this situation are means of
social action that *ill provide these people with at
least their minimal housing, food and health require-
ments.
This is solidariry, not chariry. And we think it is up to
the authorities in opr countries to organize this soli-
dariry, to generate it and rc concenrate all its means
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on eliminating that social scourge, povemy. '!7e are
pleased rhat this House vored for the amendments
expressing these principles, which I proposed on my
group's behalf, for we rhink that the situation is so ser-
ious that we cannor jusr rely on goodwill and charita-
ble action.
Mr Alavanos (COM), in afiting. 
- 
(GR) The first
common programme against povefty was approved in
1975. Since then, this dramatic phenomenon has
become more widespread and far more severe.
Quite clearly, it is not acts of charity rhat are needed.
Vhat is needed is a dynamic and antimonopolistically
orienrcd poliry to lead the way out of the crisis, to
develop productive investment and employmenr, and
to diven resources from the arms race to social aims, a
poliry rhat will create conditions rhat will restrict the
phenomenon of poverty ro some of the better devel-
oped capitalisric countries in the world, such as rhose
of the EEC or the USA.
For this reason we find that the rapporteur, Mr
Megahy's relative criticism in paragraph I of the pro-
posed resolution is a posirive one. The same goes for
his criticism of the Commission's proposal, namely
that it should be a 'programme of acrion' and not
merely one of research.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM), in witing. 
- 
(17) The
improvements made ro rhe Commission's text enable
us to vote in favour, even though we are aware of the
limitations of this morion. But, if we are nor ro
increase even funher the already excessive numbers of
the poor, we have to pay more attention to the social
security systems that are being cut and downscaled
and are unable ro protect those most in need.
Secondly, we should like greater and more deailed
consideration rc be given to rhe quesrion of the ageing
of the population and the financing of pensions, whic[
rely for their resources on the wages of rhe workers,
whose numbers are consrantly declining because of the
increase in unemployment.
The programme against povemy must nor therefore be
an excuse to ease up on the real priorities in rhe fight
against poverty which I have indicated 
- 
in panicular
the fight against unemployment, which we have been
disctrssing recenrly.
(Parliament adopted the motion)t
President. 
- 
I promised you a sraremenr ar rhe end of
the vote on the Megahy reporr. I shall now read out
the statement I have just received from our president.
I The rapponeurwas:
- 
FORAmendments Nos I to 16, 18, 19 and23;
- 
AGAINSTAmendments Nos 17, 21,24 and25.
Having noted that the presence, in the European
Parliament building, of Mr Scalzone has been rhe
cause of disorder, and afrcr consulting the securiry
group, the President has decided rc revoke the
pass granted to Mr Scalzone at Parliament's
request. Since Mr Scalzone is no longer in posses-
sion of any documentation legitimizing his pres-
ence in the Parliament building, the securiry ser-
vice has been instructed to escon him outside the
building.
(Apphuse)
Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
I do think, on a rather more mun-
dane matter, that it is absurd for this Chamber to
spend something like 3 V+ hours mostly in voting. It
mians that a tiny section of the Assembly discusses a
mawer which is nor familiar ro the vasr majority of
Members here and half the time, frankly, much of the
votinB becomes completely meaningless. Therefore, I
suggest, Madam President, that you reporr ro rhe
Bureau on the feelings of I suspect not only myself but
of many Members here. The Bureau ought to have a
look firstly at the procedural possibility raised by my
friend, Tom Megehy, but also at the whole business of
bringing before this fusembly something like several
hundred votes in an afternoon. There must surely be
an opportuniry for trimming down rhe number of
votes. After all, if a committee is going to produce a
repon it seems ro me that it ought to be able to put its
own house in or&r a good deal more effecdvely than
bringing forward 30, 40 or 50 amendments. It really is
imponant that we should concenrrarc on debadng
issues before we actually vote and not jusr go through
the modons, as it were, of mechanical or electronic
PuPpets.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I ake note of your starement, Mr Cryer.
I shall pass it on to rhe Bureau.
8. Topical and argent debate
(continuation)
Pollution of the sea
(continuadon)
Mr Ducarme (L). 
- 
(FR) I shall use my swo minutes
on the Liberal Group's behalf first of all to emphasize
the fact that we agree with the Staes proposal and that
one of our narional MPs is aking up this debate and
will be speaking in the Belgian House, asking rhe Min-
ister for Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Belgium
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about the count4/s application of various interna-
tional conventions.
The second point is that, in this debate about the pol-
lution of the sea, we hope the Unircd Nations Con-
vention will be radfied by all the Member States of the
Community.
Lastly, I should also like to say how pleased the Lib-
eral Group is with the German Government's decision
to convene an international conference on the Nonh
Sea.
It is also wonh pointing out that this House asked for
such a conference to be called, back in June 1981, at
the initiative of our group.
I should apologize to the Greens. Ve didn't wait for
the ecological movements to sound the alarm about
pollution in the Nonh Sea.
This is the background against which we are reiterat-
ing our request rcday to get the counffies on the
Nonh Sea to produce a convention on the prorccdon
of the marine environment. This convendon, like the
Barcelona Convention on the Mediterranean, should
be specific to the Nonh Sea and make it possible to
run effective, coordinated schemes to cope with both
the discharge of toxic substances and accidental leak-
ages of oil.
So this convention should, we feel, aim, in particular,
to creatc a common environmental monitoring system,
for it is essential 
- 
and I shall end here 
- 
for envi-
ronmental protection measures to be accompanied by
strict control.
Mr Bombard (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, it is not
a Frenchman who is going to speak. It is a European
defender of the environment and, I should add, a sai-
lor. I want to nlk about the Mont-Louis.
In this panicularly dangerous pan of the Nonh Sea,
off Osrcnd, the wreck of the Mont-Lozis represents an
addidonal and unacceptable danger. Before calling on
European aid, which, I think, should be automatic in a
case like this, the French Government should be the
first to put pressure on the ship-owner and the owner
of the cargo rc demand they destroy and evacuate the
wreck of the Mont-Louis as quickly as possible. If Bel-
gium and Europe want to provide financial help and
are in a position to do so, they will be welcome. But
safety first. France has to act and so does the Durch
company which earned a lot of money removing the
containers. If the wreck of the MonrLorls caused even
one person to dro#n, it would be an indelible burden
on our national, international and individual consci-
ences. fudding the sea of this additional and poten-
tially lethal danger is our dury.
Mr Rogdla (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, would
you please be kind enough to tell us how long the
urgent debate will comtinue? It would cenainly help
restore order in the Hbuse.
President. 
- 
Of the three hours set aside for our topi-
cal and urtent debates under the Rules of Procedure,
there must now be about three quarters of an hour left.
Mr Ford (S). 
- 
As someone who has trained profes-
sionally as an oceanographer, I welcome the oppor-
tunity to speak in this debate as I am concerned about
the failure of this Parliament to take marine affairs
seriously.
In my rwo minutes I wish to address tvro issues: firstly,
the amendment I have tabled to a resolution by Mr
\Talter on behalf of the Socialist Group which calls on
the Commission to ensure that the panicipating States
cease the dumping of radioactive v/asrc at sea and that
any future Communiry work on the disposal of
radioactive waste at sea is based on the two principles
of recoverabiliry and monitorabiliry, and also on the
fact that we should be signing the Law of the Sea
Treaty.
The issues surrounding the dumping of radioactive
waste at sea is an issue of trave concern to many indi-
viduals and organizations throughout Europe, apart
that is from the British Government who have refused
to abide by the moraporium requested by the London
Dumping Convention. Instead the concerns of ordi-
nary people are being protected again by trade unions.
The reaction of the National Union of Seamen in
refusing rc allow radioactive wasrc dumping to con-
tinue and in preventing exploratory work by the ship
Discooery towards ultimarc disposal techniques that
many find unacceptable, can only be supported.
On the second issue l the signature of the Law of the
Sea Treary 
- 
again pritain risks being isolarcd as Mr
Reagan's poodle. The sea should be the common heri-
tage of mankind and no lobbying attemprc by organi-
zations in this Communiry, with or without the assist-
ance of Mr Ian MacGregor, and funded by American
right-wing pressure troups and inrcrests, should srcp
this Communiry and its members from signing and
ratifying this Treary so important to the new interna-
tional economic order.
'S7e must reject the approach of naked self-interest and
greed epitomized by the Reagan administration and
instead accept the need for international agreement to
exploit in a just and equitable manner the last resource
which is the common heritage of mankind.
Mr Shcrlock (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Madam
President. This motion addresses itself to the problem
of the Nonh Sea, not of any other oceanographic cap-
italistic manifestations that our colleague across the
road has chosen to bring in. May I implore you to
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ensure that those who speak speak on the subject of
the Nonh Sea, the subject of our debate.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
would you perhaps reply to rhe previous speaker that
he earlier made allusion ro sex, although that was not
on the agenda either?
Mr Tugendhet, Wce-President of the Commission. 
-Madam President, I hope you will forgive me if I
begin with just a word to the interpreters. The sea
about which u,'e are talking is known in the English
language as the North Sea and nor rhe Nonhern Sea,
as the inrcrpreters have been saying for some time.
There is quite a lot of oil in the North Sea, so it is
wonh gening it right!
I have taken very careful note of the two morions for
resolutions concerning the Conference on the prorec-
tion of the Nonh Sea to be held in Bremen at the end
of this month and of the honourable Members'
speeches on this subject. The Commission fully shares
the political objectives underlying the resolurions and
agrees with most of the statemenrs arising from them. I
should like to point out firsr of all thar rhere is a wide
degree of convergence berween the points raised in the
resolutions and the topics which will be discussed ar
the Conference on the Nonh Sea. This is significanr in
my view, since it demonstrares that the questions dis-
cussed are crucial to improving environmental protec-
tion in particular in the Nonh Sea. The Commission
hopes that significant progress will be made in Bremen
on a great many of these ropics.
Cenainly, I undenake rc ask my colleague, Mr
Narjes, to put the requesr contained in the resolutions
to the Minisrcrial Conference. I am h"ppy, moreover,
that the resolurion adopted by Parliament in Septem-
ber during the debate on the Mont-Louis accident has
already been communicated ro rhe Smrc Secreraries'
Conference at \Tilhelmshaven which has been prepar-
ing the Ministerial Conference paper. I shall not hide
from the House, however, that there is still a diver-
gence of views on the rhree major questions, lhar is ro
say, the conrrol of effluents, dumping ar sea and the
designation of special prorecdon zones. These will cer-
uinly be discussed thoroughly at the Ministerial Con-
ference. In all three cases Mr Narjes will endeavour ro
bring home the fact that it is rc the Community's
advantage that satisfactory solurions should be
reached.
I would also like to take this opponunity to inform
Parliament that, as a result in particular of speeches by
Members during the debate on rhe Mont-Louis, the
Commission has decided to ser up an interdepartmen-
ml working parry at the highest level to study all
aspecrc of and draw up proposals on rhe transpon of
dangerous substances and wastes. The results of this
conference will cenainly affect the Commission's
work on warcr manatement. Here I must draw your
attention once again to DG XI staffing requirements.
The House must understand that when the legitimate
requesr made in resoludons are not backcd up by the
resources, in terms both of saff and funds, needed to
carry them out, the Commission is placed in a diffi-
cult, not to say impossible position. The Commission
does not wish to turn down the House's reques$, but
it cannot ensure that they are properly carried out. I
would therefore ask the House m pay special attention
to this problem when it examines the draft budget for
1985.
In addition, before commenting on the other resolu-
tions, I would recall an important point made by Mr
Narjes in January 1984 during the debate on the reso-
lution on Nonh Sea pollution. Ar rhat time, as Mrs
Maij-ITeggen may recall, Mr Narjes said that because
of the preparation of the Nonh Sea Conference, it
would make more sense to concentrate the Commis-
sion's limited means on preparing that conference
instead of dispersing them among several separate ini-
tiatives. The Commission will, of course, bear that
resolution in mind when considering the question of
possible follow-up actions in the light of the results of
the Nonh Sea Conference, taking into account its
limited possibilities due mainly to shortage of staff, as
I have already said.
So far as the modon for a resolution presented by Mrs
Dury and Mr Arndt is concerned, I regret to say rhat
none of the financial instrumenm at the Communiry's
disposal can be used to trant financial aid, because in
this case such assistance does nor come within rhe
objectives nor the criteria for such a granr.
Concerning the specific preoccupation of Mr Staes,
the Commission considers that the facts mentioned
relate to the position adopted by the Belgian Govern-
ment and to the workload of the Belgian Parliament.
It therefore suggesm to the author of the resolution to
use first of all the political links at his disposal to influ-
ence the work of the Belgian Parliament. The Com-
mission does not doubt that after the sinking of the
Mont-Louis the Belgian Governmenr, and in panicular
its Secretary of State for the Environment, will take
the necessary steps to speed up the radfication proce-
dure.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
\7e shall now proceed to rhe vore.
Motionfor a resolution Doc. 2-793/84
Mr Sherlock (ED). 
- 
I wish to call a quorum on rhis
issue.
(More than 10 Members rose to support Mr Sherloch\
request)
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Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, when are
we going to vote on these resolutions on pollution in
the Nonh Sea?
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
If I remember our rules correctly, any
motions for resolutions abled for rcpical and urgent
debate, which are not voted on during the debate,
lapse.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr Sherlock's idea was that
we should not vote on the resolutions at all! I should
like to put a direct question to Mr Sherlock. Did you
want us no[ to vote on the resolution at all? Did you
wan[ rc PostPone the voting?
Mr von dcr Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, the
call for a quorum means that the vote must be held
over to the next voting time tomorrow at 9 a.m. I
would ask all those present to attend, and we shall no
doubt be hearing from our'true blue' friends again.
(Apphue)
'Presidcnt. 
- 
No, Mr von der Vring, while I may not
have held this office for very long, I know from the
rules that unfonunately any resolution not voted on
during the three hours of this debate lapses. It cannot
be presented again until the following pan-session.
Mr Bombard (S).- (FR) Madam President, I have
been involved in the debate on the urtent resolutions
since this morning. \7e did not tet an hour and a half
this morning. That is not right. Now we are getting
three quarters of an hour, so we shall not have had
three hours' debating this dme! This is a precedent
which we can look to whenever we are discussing
human righr. This Parliament will no longer do its
usual job.
(Appkuse)
Prcsident. 
- 
You know my feelings on this, which I
cannot go into here. I was present at 10 a.m,, when the
sitting for topical and urgent debate began; I was also
present at noon when the topical and urgent debates
were broken off for the budget debate.
Two hours have been allocated this morning to this
item and one hour this afternoon. This is right and
proper but I cannot evade the request for a check on
the quorum, which is perfealy legidmate.
Mr Gucrmeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mai"- President, I
rarely speak on a procedural motion, but I should like
to ask you to clarify something.
Suppose we had spent three hours on the urgent ques-
tions, two this mornin$ and one this afternoon.
If we did not have a quorum, would this interrupt the
three hours or s,ould it cancel them?
If the answer to my first question is yes, that means
that the sitting goes on tomorroc/, as was said just
now, and the topical and urgent discussion should
continue in the morning. However, if it means that the
time set aside for urgent questions is cancelled, the
matter of the quorum can be brought up in the first
hour and the mro hours that follow will be meaning-
less.
It is all a quesdon of how the Rules of Procedure are
interprercd.
President. 
- 
I understand you very well. After a check
on the quorum, I shall ask you for a little while in
which rc consider this matter.
\7e shall now proceed to a check on the quorum.
(Tlte President announced that the House uas not quor-
ate)
I have to admit that I cannot give Mr Guermeur an
answer as up to now the votes that were suspended on
the occasion of the topical and urgent debates came at
the end of the morning because we had gone over the
three hours.
In my experience, the situation today is a novel one.
I rherefore propose that the siting be suspended for a
few minutes so that I may look into the matter and
give you a precise answer.
Mr Guermcur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) This morning, the dis-
cussion of the urgent quesdons was interrupted 
- 
not
because we over-ran the time, but because the Presi-
dent decided to substitute something else for the
examination of the resblutions.
So my conclusion 
- 
and it is a personal opinion 
- 
is
that, since it was possible rc interrupt the three hours
for some reason to do with the President, I do not see
why they cannot be iriterrupted for other reasons [oo,
insrcad of purely and simply cancelling the prescribed
three hours' discussion.
President. 
- 
Mr Guermeur, I well understood your
thinking and your proposal. 
.
If there are no objections, I shall therefore suspend the
sitting for a few minuoes.
(Tbe sitting ans suspendcd at 6.35 p.m. and resumed at
5.40 p.m.)
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Prcsident. 
- 
The rules make it very clear thar a
motion for a resolution lapses where ir is found that
the House is not quorate. It is extremely clear on
pages 36 and 37. Therefore, the subject of the request
for a check on the quorum lapses and can only be
reintroduced at a larcr part-session.
I take responsibility for this srarement.
On the basis that a check on the quorum has been
requested for each vote, I now propose that we vote
on and consider the modon for a resolution by Mr
Roelants du Vivier.
Motionfor a resolution Doc. 2-815/84
Mr Shcrlock (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I shall call
for the quorum again on every remaining item on the
joint debate on polludon.
Prcsident. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I have to ask you
again whether 10 colleagues want a check on the quo-
rum.
(More than 10 Members rose to tupport Mr Sherlock\
reqaest)
Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NZ) Madam Presidenq I was
here from the very stan of the sitting undl ir ended.
Yesterday I submitted an urgent motion for a resolu-
tion on mining to the House, and it was declared inad-
missible. I had a right to speak today: rwo minures,
then three and then another two, making seven min-
urcs in all. I have nor yet taken advantage of this righr
I am a member of the smallest group and refer the
House to Rule a8Q) of the Rules of Procedure, which
says that in the discussion of urgent matters a balance
must be maintained both between the requests from
the political groups and between these requests and
those from individual Members. This question of bal-
ance must not be overlooked. I therefore propose that
we condnue this debate tomorrow morning.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Sherlock, may I ask you a question?
Vill you be asking for a quorum check for all rhe pro-
posals relating to pollution of the sea?
Mr Sherlock (ED). 
- 
Madam President, you have
ruled that there was no quorum for a vorc on rhe Staes
resolution (Doc.2-793/84). I then suggested, in view
of the fact that you intend, apparently, m make an
interpretation of the rule which says that every item
under this joint debarc can be taken separarcly, rhat
the next item, Doc. 2-815/84, be called subject to a
quorum.
If I am forced to it, I shall tackle the modon for a
resolution by Mrs Dury and Mr Arndt, Doc.2-828/
84, in exactly the same way. I shall do each one in
urn, calling for a quorum on each and every occasion.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, the rules permit
this. Ve shall therefore check whether a quorum is
Present.
(Tbe President arrroilnced that the House ans not qaor-
ate)'
I therefore maintain my interpretation of Rule 48 of
the Rules and I hereby declare that this motion for a
resolutitrn lapses.
Motionfor a resolation Doc. 2-828/84
Mr Sherlock (ED). 
- 
Madam President, should it
work, I call for the establishment of a quorum.
(More tban 10 Members rose to support Mr Sberloch\
reqrest 
- 
After a checle, the President found that the
House was not qrorate)
President. 
- 
I hereby declare that this motion for a
resoludon lapses.
Mr Stacs (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Sherlock naturally has
something in mind when he asks for a quorum to be
established. I therefore feel I have the right to ask him
why he is doing this and why he is wasting our rime in
this fashion.
Mr von dcr Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
what we have sien here serves a very specific purpose,
and I can only congratulate the gendeman who has
called for the esablishment of a quorum.
British capitalist interes$ have achieved their object of
preventing us from doing something to stop pollution
of the Nonh Sea, which they regard as their rubbish
bin.
(Lod applause)
These gendemen find it quite logical to use the Nonh
Sea as a rubbish bin. They have been doing so for
hundreds of years.
)
President. 
- 
That is not a point of order!
Mr Vergecr (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, if you
will forgive me for saying so, this is a ridiculous pro-
posal and one that will be incomprehensible rc she
public here and outside. This is an imponant maner
we are discussing here. It is, of course, right to apply
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thc Rules of Procedure, but those who abuse them in
this way must take full responsibiliry for their action. I
see no point in going on like this, and I propose that
the sitting should now be adjourned and resumed
tomorrow, because this is pointless.
President. 
- 
Mr Vergeer, my job here is simply rc
apply the rules.
Mr Ford (S). 
- 
Madam President, I would like to
refer to your first declaration that there was not a quo-
rum in the House. Can you confirm to me that you
considered the whole of Rule 7l in its implications?
The rule says:
'![hen 
establishing the result of the vote, account
must be taken . . . of all the Members present in
the Chamber, and... of all the Members who
requesrcd that it be ascenained whether the quo-
rum was present.
About 30 or 40 Members stood. I presume that those
standing talking at the back were requesting a quo-
rum. They were standing there, and before the count
was taken they withdrew from the Chamber. On the
basis of the rules as laid down in Rule 71, they should
be included in the vote. Can you confirm to me that
you took that into account, and how many Members
did you take into account on that basis?
President. 
- 
Mr Ford, in the count that we take,
account must be taken of those who have requested a
check on the quorum, even if they leave the Chamber.
That has been done.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) As the author of one of the
resolutions, I should like to say that Mr Sherlock is
waving a dangerous weapon which could well one day
turn on the British Conservatives. But I should like to
say that we are here to respect parliamentary democ-
racy.
Ve, in this European Parliament, have the honour of
respecting other people's opinions. The British Con-
servadves have just shown that they do not wish to
respec other people's opinions. Let them vote against
the resolutions, but not preven[ the voting!
(Applause)
Motionfor a resolation Doc. 2-830/84: adopted
ooo
Motionfor a resolution Doc. 2-840/84: adopted
ooo
Mr Pearcc (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I would ask
you to let me clarify qne point of your earlier ruling
which has not been referred to. You did, at one stage,
at least as it came across on the earphones, say that a
quonrm had to bc demanded by at least 10 Members
not all being of the same group. That is what seemed
to come across. I would like to clarify the position. fu
far as I can see, the rules do not say that.
President. 
- 
You are quite right. I meant to say 10
colleagues.
LomE III
President. 
- 
Ve shall now proceed to the joint debarc
on:
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-82a/8\ by
Mrs Focke and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the state of negotiations on Lom6 III,
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-83a/8\ by
Mr de la Maldne, on behalf of the Group of the
European Right, on the breakdown of the Lom6
III negotiations,
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-8a8/8$ by
Mrs Cassanmagnato Cerretti and others, on
behalf of the Group of the European People's
Parry, on the development and progress of the
netodations between the ACP and EEC on the
renewal of the Lom6 Convention,
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-852/8\ by
Mr Cervetti and others, on behalf of the Com-
munist and Allies Group, on the negotiations on
the future Lom6 Convention.
Mrs Focke (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I should
like to speak to a procedural motion. Since we have
very limle time left and I hope as many resoludons as
possible can be looked at, I propose to give up my
speaking dme if the others do the same. This would
mean u,e could vote irhmediately.
(Appkuse)
(With the exception of Mr Cbistenseq all the speahers
listed undertook toforgo their ight to speak)
President. 
- 
I propo$e that Mr Christensen should be
allowed one minute afrd that we should then proceed
immediately to the vote.
Mr Christensen (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, I
have heard so much nonsense from this fusembly that
I must insist on having the minute I have been prom-
ised. First of all, I should like to say that the amend-
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ment tabled by Focke, Rabbethge, Pannella, Trivelli
and Jackson to poinr 7 contains somerhing which is
patently illegal, since it sates that Parliament'intends
panicipating in the ratification procedure alongside
the national parliaments'. The European Parliament
has no legislative powers and can therefore do no such
thing.
Secondly, I would say with regard to the content thatit is characterisdc that four of the points concern
financial assistance, and I cenainly agree that the
Community countries should give more ro rhe poor
countries. I prefer thar it be done on a national basis
and not through the European Communities. Bur what
is open to criticism is that there are only seven words
at a single point on what is the central issue in this
whole complex of problems, namely trade with the
Third Vorld: point 3 calls for 'the full opening of the
EEC marker', bur ir says nothing about the practical
means to achieve this objective, and I must protesr
about thar.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No I seehing to rephce
t he four motions for re s olutions )
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-846/84) by Mr
Langes and orhers, on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Parry (Christian Democratic
Group) on emergency aid to El Salvador;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-850/84) by Mr
Elles, on behalf of the European Democratic
Group, and Mr Christodoulou, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Parry (Christian
Democratic Group) on emergency food aid rc
Ethiopia and the Sahel region of Africa.
Mr Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I would just like ro say thar
we should bear in mind in considering these resolu-
tions the promise by Council President O'Keeffe that
financial aid can also go to El Salvador, to be distri-
burcd by the various non-governmental organizations.
Mr J. Elles (ED). 
- 
The purpose of rhis urgent reso-
lution put forward by the European Democratic
Group and the European People's Parry is to follow
up the initiative overwhelmingly approved by the
European Parliament at rhe last pan-session on hun-
ger in the world. I will be very brief, I shall be less than
one minute because this resolution, once adopted by
this House, will give rhe Commission sufficient fundi
from under-utilized lines in the 1984 budget ro ortan-
ize a major relief operation before the end of this year
for'the African countries in general. Amendment No 3
will help ensure rhar the Commission can achieve rhis
objective rapidly. Let us therefore pass this resolution
as modified by all the amendments with rhis clear mes-
sate to the Commission. lrt us have no further hesita-
tion 
- 
our granaries are full, you have the available
funds, you will have the suppon of this House 
- 
and
get on with this vital and humanitarian action as soon
as possible, ensuring that the aid reaches those really
in need.
(Apphase)
Mr Ulburghs (ND. 
- 
NL) k was agreed just now
that we should vote. I have refrained from using my
speaking time all day. My morion for a resolution is
No 8. Can we vore on it now?
Mr Nordmann (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I shouldjust like to speak about the anti-Israeli resolution
tabled by the Socialist Group. This is an unjust and
dangerous resolution. It is unjust because it overlooks
the fundamental realiry of the Lebanon, rhar of Syrian
aggression, and it also overlools the peace atreement
that was unilaterally denounced 
- 
and not by Israel
either. Ir is dangerous because ir goes too far at a time
when the Governmenr of National Unity in Israel is
trying out a brave policy of withdrawal. To tell the
ruth, ir is less a political rexr rhan somerhing the psy-
chologists would call a projecrive resr, in which extra-
vagance betrays hatred, obsession and the nostalgia of
IN THE CFIAIR: MR SEEFELD
Wce-Presi.dent
Mr d'Ormesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
should like to point our rhat my group absained from
the voting.
Mr Ellcs (ED). 
- 
Mr President, are you moving on
to the next urtenr resoludon, because I would like to
see at least a vote taken on the humanitarian aid to
Ethiopia and other African countries?
Presidcnt. 
- 
My predecessor in rhe Chair said that the
topical and urgent debate would go on anorher
10 minutes or so. Ve shall therefore proceed ro thejoint debate on the three motions for resolutions on
humanitarian aid and then conclude the topical and
urgent debate.
Humanitaianaid
President. 
- 
The next irem on the agenda is the joinr
debatc on humanitarian aid:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-825/84) by Mr
Hensch and Mr Arndt, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on,the humaniarian siruadon in the areas
of southern lebanon occupied by Israel;
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those who were born too late to wear ccrain uniforms
and who would be tempted to echo one of the poer
and say that they 'cfme too late to a world that is too
old'.
Mrs Fockc (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I have with-
drawn my request rc speak, even though I wished to
deal with the most urtent topic in today's urgent
debate, because we have now far exceeded our time
for urgent matrcrs. Please do not accePt any funher
requests to speak, so that we can get on with the vote.
(Applarse)
Presi&nt. 
- 
Mrc Focke, that was precisely my inten-
tion and my hope. I hoped that we would proceed in
the same way on humanitarian aid as we did on Lom6
III. You have waived your right rc speak, ab have
other colleagues. I can only request colleagues who
arc sdll on the list of speakers to do likewise.
Mr Andrews (RDE). 
- 
No, I don't wish rc speak,
Mr President. I would prefer rc have the vote and I
would prefer rc get the aid down to these people as
fast as possible. Ve are wasdng time here.
Mrs Hcinrich (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Parliament should vis-
ualize the realiry of the situation in El Salvador and
not send any aid rc the government.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament saccessioely dopted tbe motions for resolu-
tions)
Mr Cassidy (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, I think the lady sitting in seat No 78 voted either
on No 77 or No 75 in addition to her own, and I
would like to have that point checked if you have any
means of checking it straight away. fu I undersand
the rules of this House one is not allowed to vorc for
someone else.
Mrs Berbarclla (COM). 
- 
(17) I should like rc
inform Mr Cassidy that it was the Member seated in
front of me who asked me to vorc for him. I think that
there are a great many witnesses who can confirm that
he was present.
Presi&nt. 
- 
Certainly everyone must vote from his
own seat, but in this instance the result would have
been the same.
The opical and urgent debate is now closed.
Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (IR) Rule a8 (2) of the Rules
of Procedure says that a balance must be mainained
berween requests from the political SrouPs and thc
reques$ from individual Members. You did not con-
sider my proposal. I prdtest!
Mr Vandemeulcbrouche (ARC).-(NZ) Mr Ulburghs
has rightly raised a question of principle, the fact that
there must be a balance between the various political
groups. If the urgency procedure is applied, a debate
follows, and this is not something that can be avoided
by reducing speaking time to prevent the smaller
groups or the non-atrached Members from having
their say. I do not think this is right: the President has
a duty to protect the interests of each individual Mem-
ber of Parliament, not of a given polidcal group.
Prcsident. 
- 
It was the House that decided the order
of the topical and urgent debates. I would also point
out that in the case of a number of such debates being
taken today, consideration was given to the smaller
SrouPs.
Mr Vandcmculebrouckc (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Ulburghs
has righdy raised a qupstion of principle, the fact that
there must be a balance between the various political
groups. If the urgency procedure is applied, a debate
follows, and this is not something that can be avoided
by reducing speaking time to prevent the smaller
troups or the non-attached Members from having
rheir say. I do not think this is right: the President has
a duty to prorcct the interests of each individual Mem-
ber of Parliament, not of a given political group.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Vandemeulebroucke, in its decisions
Parliament is sovereign. Vhen the agenda is being
drawn up 
- 
you are quite right 
- 
due account must
be taken of Rule 48 (2). Once Parliament has esab-
lished the order of debates, I cannot alter it.
Mr Lllburghs (NI).- (NZ) Your predecessor in the
Chair decided that all these motions for resolutions
should be put to the yote. Now you come along and
say 
- 
quoting the Rules of Procedure 
- 
that this will
not be the case.
President. 
- 
I was also present. My predecessor, who
is still in the Chamber, said that we would carry on
until the agreed time vas up.
Irk P"tt rroo (ED). * Mr President, it is precisely on
the next item on the agenda, namely the joint debate,
that I want to ask yoir how you propose to organize
speaking time. Speaking time is organized on the basis
of Vednesday's agenda. My group was first of all
given 24 minurcs which was cut back because of pres-
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sure to 20 minutes, so that members of my group were
given 2 or lr/z minurcs' speaking time, which is
absurd. Ve now have a completely different siruation.
\7ill you tell us whether you are going to allow each
Member shall we say 3 or 4 minutes and abolish the
original division of speaking time?
President. 
- 
I have before me the jointly agreed
speaking time. It has been divided up among the indi-
vidual speakers by the groups.
I inrcnd to go down the list of speakers until 8 p.m., as
agreed, and resume the debate rommorow at9 a.m.
9. Economic recooery ftontinuation)
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the con-
tinuation of the joint debate on economic recovery in
Europe .1
Mrs Van Hemcldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
ladies and genrlemen, during the last pan of this
debate 
- 
since it seems that debates now have to be
broken down into pans 
- 
there was concern on rhe
Liberal benches abour what the Socialist Group's polit-
ical priorities might be.
'$7ell, the Socialist Group views with growing concern
the steady increase in unemployment and poverry in
Europe: 120/o officially unemployed, to which a fur-
ther 100/o must be added for those not registered as
unemployed. The disparities among the regions are
also becoming more ratler rhan less pronounced.
'S/e Socialists believe that the European economy will
not recover unless we tackle the structural and ryclical
causes of the crisis and succeed in making industry and
the economy more democratic. In this context, we
consider it to be of rhe utmost imponance for there to
be a social consensus on rhe goal and on the ways and
means of achieving this recovery. There will be no
consensus unless we involve rhe workers in rhe deci-
sion-making, in other words, unless the workers are
also informed, unless they are consulted on rhe mca-
sures being considered, unless they are able to play
their role in the recovery policy in an atmosphere of
economic and industrial democrary.
The first objective 
- 
as I see ir 
- 
musr be ro reduce
unemploymenr, whatever rhe cosr may be. I will there-
fore reiterare the main lines of the Socialist plan for
recovery. Sir Fred Catherwood seemed to think yes-
terday that, because this is a new Parliamenr, rhe pro-
grammes would be changed. Nothing is funher from
the truth. \7e abide by what we said in March during
the debate on economic recovery in Europe.
The first requirement is social consensus, rhe second
the redistribution of work, the third the reduction of
working hours by 100/o over the next swo years, the
founh the reduction of regional disparities by taking
specific measures in favour of the regions in which
industrial decay and underemployment are the domi-
nant features, for example, by involving the structural
funds more. The fifth requirement is the stimulation of
investment by both the private and the public sector
and above all by involving the counrries where a
macroeconomic balance has already been achieved,
such as the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
Sixth, Community loans should be increased from
6 000 m to 20 000 m ECU over three years to encour-
age productive investment in priority secrors. Seventh,
research and developmenr should be bener artuned ro
industrial policy. In other words, rcchnological and
social progress should be encouraged. Eighth, assist-
ance should be given to small and medium-sized
enterprises, which are far more labour-intensive than
large firms. Ninth, more aid and more loans should be
granted to the Third Vorld, and there should be more
open trade, if possible, in ECU, to help rhese countries
overcome their debt burdens and achieve economic
growth. Tenth, the position of the ECU and of the
European Monetary System should be strengthened.
And the llth and final requiremenr is rhar the internal
market should be improved, which our political oppo-
nents regard as the mosr imponant goal. For us it is
one of the means, an important means, but only one of
many. During the election campaign we demanded the
abolidon of national barriers to permit the free move-
ment of people, goods and seruices.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I hesiate to say
that this debate is a farce, because the economic future
of Europe is a serious marter. '!fl'e are very close to
being a farce.
My group's quesrion, which staned this debate, was a
question to the Presidency of the Council of Ministers.
I look across rhe benches. Vhere is the represenrative
of the Council of Ministers to even lisren to the ques-
tion that we are going to pur, ler alone answer? I sug-
gest, Mr President, that it would be very useful for
you to ask someone to come back to take norcs on
what we are about to say in this debarc because it is a
very serious matter.
Could I suggesr thar first, and will you please suspend
my speaking time till you can get an answer?
President. 
- 
You have had 43 seconds' speaking time,
Mr Patterson. I shall check whether a Council repre-
sentative is present.
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, the
graviry of the siruation was emphasized at length, yes-
terday, by a great many Members. I do nor propose
adding funher figures to those we already have: I shallI See previous day's proceedings.
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simply say that, in the month of September alone, the
number of unemployed in Europe rose by 300 000. In
Italy, in one month, in manufacturing industry as a
whole, the number of those employed fell by 60/o' This
shows that the problem is now no longer one of being
convinced of the graviry of the situation but, instead,
of recognizing the need m find a y/ay out.
Yesterday, Sir Fred Catherwood recalled the work
that we have done together to construct a Programme,
and he reminded us that the future of our Community
depends entirely, or very largely so, on its capacity for
economic recovery, its abiliry to provide an outlet for
the pressures coming from the different classes in our
country. In this connection he added an observation
that I consider to be of the utmost value; he said that
small steps in this direction are not enough, and that
what is needed is an overall view, a srarcty for getting
out of this situation. I share this view. It may be that,
where the individual measures are concerned, we shall
not always agree with one another, but we do
undoubtedly agree in believing that such a Programme
must be the staning point for whatever approach we
decide to make, the standpoint from which we have co
tackle the very future of the Communiry. 'S7e have,
therefore, to set up a 'package' which will allow the
people of Europe, as well as us, here, to understand
how the situation is to be tackled, seeing that, so far,
the question is not sufficiently clear.
This is in part, also, why we have not Put forward a
proposal of our own in this connection: there was no
need to invent new items 
- 
in the last session we
nckled the international question, on which our
capacity for recovery largely depends. Ve call, today,
for that document to be implemenrcd. The President-
in-Office of the Council summarized it very clearly
and adequately yesrcrday morning.
The fundamental question, at this point, is rc know
who will be responsible for this work. In what was said
yesterday the somewhat vague 'they' kept cropping up
frequently: they say, they think, they must exPect . . .
Does this 'they' refer to the Commission, or the
Council? The fact is that we have to get away from all
this. The Commission 
- 
if the honourable members
of that august body will forgive me 
- 
is near the end
of its term of office: we cannot now exPect a treat,
coordinated overall approach. And I regret this,
because the Commission has had so much time in
which to do this, and two months will cenainly not be
sufficienc to allow us to get rc grips with the problem.
'Ve are, however, convinced that there will have to be
a Breet debate.on this subject, starting next January.
'Ve must prepare ourselves appropriately for this
debate, and we must ask the present Commission to
prepare the ground for that deadline. I would more-
over add that the new Commission should do some
very sraight talking, and if necessary drasv its own
very serious conclusions. Ve should not only Pour out
our complaints to the Presidency of the Council, we
ought instead to say that very probably other new
forms of action will have to be tackled. Otherwise,
ladies and gentlemen, despite all our goodwill and
determination, it will be the Parliament that will be
held responsible by the people of Europe.
President. 
- 
I would point out that the Council is
represented by two officials.
Mrs Tove Niclsen (t). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, of
course the Liberal Group would also have greatly
appreciated it if the President of the Council had been
piis.nt. Ve are very much aware that the major-prob-
lems in getting to gripg with work on the internal mar-
ket lie with the Council of Ministers. Ve nose that
Parliament is in broad atreement with the proposals
put forward by the Commission, so it is now uP to the
Council to act. Such a discussion would therefore have
been of great benefit. kt us hope that the Council is
prepared to provide another opponuniry for it'
But more imponant phan this discussion is that the
Council of Ministers bhould now summon the abiliry
to act; it has been decided that a ciizens' Europe
should be pursued, ahd the citizens of Europe quite
simply expect that something will be done for them.
The Liberal Group thus takes the view that one of the
best things v/e can do for the citizens of Europe is to
show them what we can do best in the Communiry.
For the tasks confronfing us can best be accomplished
in a Community framework.
All the Member States of the Community have been
passing through a period of .economic decline, but
there are signs that an economic recovery is on the
way. I cannot but say, as a Danish rePresentative, that
we in the Liberal Gro[p here in Parliament take a very
positive view of the dconomic recovery which is now
taking place in Denrnark; we are also much gratified
to see it happening in other pans of Europe. Ve are
pleased too that the proposal we adopted in the Euro-
pean Parliament before the last direct elections was a
clear expression of the agreement among the great
majority of those in Parliament that it is necessary to
..."te better econoniic conditions so that our firms
can have confidence in the furure' so that they dare
invest and hence create more jobs, and not just jobs
but jobs that will last.
Ve all know that Europe is losing ground to the USA
and Japan, but I am absolutely sure that we have a
qualification base to build on in our countries. Vhat
we must do is show our will to build further on that
base. If the will is there 
- 
and it has to be there in the
Council of Ministers 
- 
we shall be able to equip our
populations to meet the challenges they face in the
presenr and urill face in the future. \7e live with a
vengeance in the age of technology, and our peoples
must be equipped to deal with it. They must be
reuained to meet nerlr demands. They are confronted
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with new challenges. If we can meet these demands,
the Liberal Group is convinced that we shall succeed
in creadng a better future for the citizens of Europe.
The Liberal Group has put forward a proposal on rhe
internal market, because there is an urgenr need to get
the inrernal market to function. Ve deeply deplore the
fact that, in the period of economic decline we have
been passing through, there are Member States which
have felt obliged ro protec themselves and their own
internal markets. It is quite simply a violation of the
spirit and letrer of the Treary of Rome. The Liberal
Group is therefore keen to work for the removal of
technical barriers to trade and protectionism. Ve must
ensure that our Member States have the means of mar-
keting the new products which are absolutely neces-
sary if we are to ger out of this situation. This means
that the many different rules, standards and require-
ments imposed in respect of a given product in the var-
ious Member States musr go. Vhen a product is
approved in one Member State, it must also be accept-
able in the other Member States.
It is these technical barriers which make everyday life
seem difficult for the citizens of Europe; they ofun
feel that they are beadng rheir heads against a brick
wall. Ve musr help these people, for it is they who are
going to help create a better future for us all in
Europe.
Mr Christcnsen (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I rise
to speak on behalf of the The People's Movement
against Danish Membership of the European Com-
munity. The common rheme running through this dis-
cussion on Europe's economy is that the Communiry
has fallen behind in relation to rhe USA, Japan and the
Pacific counries. This has happened precisely during
the 27 years rhe Treary of Rome has been in forci
and, in panicular, over the past 11 years. I think this is
wonh noting. Ir is also wonh noting that it may be
symptomatic of this Assembly's method of tackling
these quesdons that it holds one debate on unemploy-
ment and a completely different one on the economy,
and chat the economic debarc is chopped up into small
pieces which make it completely meaningless.
But what I wanr to come back to is that it is downrighr
astonishing that so many people 
- 
at leasr in this
Assembly 
- 
believe that the European Communiry of
all things is the right insrrument for carching up on
those countries which, during the period the Com-
muniry has been in existence, have raced ahead of the
Community tcchnologically and economically. The
truth is 
- 
and this is also a rejoinder rc the liberal
spokeswoman a moment ago, my compariot 
- 
that
Community prorectionism is a magnification of Mem-
ber State protectionisms, and that the Community's
absurd agricultural policy is merely the old nadonal
agricultural protecrionism multiplied by 10. Vhen 10
countries sit together round a negodadng table and
have to agree on everything, the easiest way is to do it
at the expense of the others. A shon while ago we
were debating thc [om6 Convention, and thar was an
example of how the European Communiry leads in
protectionism to the detriment of the counrries in
quesdon here. This policy, this protectionistic policy,
which is a characteristic feature of the Europcan Com-
muniq/s customs union, has left the Community with
obsolescent srructures, while other European coun-
tries, such as Sweden, Norway and Switzerland, have
forged ahead economically and technologically, with a
level of unemployment which is a third that of the
Community and a value of extcrnal trade ulhich, at
least as far as Sweden is concerned, in per capita terms
is considerably higher than that of the Communiry. To
me this demonstrares the value of rhe principle of free
cooperation bemreen free and independenr countries
on questions of common intrresr and, to put it mildly,
it demonstrates the questionable value of the principle
of European union underlying rhe European Com-
munity.
Mr Pattenon (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my group pur
three questions to the Council which musr be repre-
sented, although I cannot see the representadve. Has
the Council considered the programme for recovery
put forward by the European Parliament? I mke rhe
answer rc that quesdon to be no. Vhat steps is the
Council taking to implement Parliament's proposals? I
take the answer to that to be none.
Mr President, that is not good enough. The Alben and
Ball repon which we are discussing said that non-
Europe was one of the principal causes of our econo-
mic problems, which were lack of invesrment, low
return on invesrment, low growth and high unemploy-
ment. Everyone is agreed, capitalists, communists and
all the national governments 
- 
at least according to
the documens they all signed in Copenhagen in t98Z
and since 
- 
that we mu$ have a true common mar-
ket, an internal marker. So why is it not done?
Vhy is it that though everyone agreed that it is ludi-
crous to have 70 different documents in existence for
transferring goods across Europe, we still have no
final decision on the single administrarive document?
And, I may add, why has the draft of the document
got 40 different headings when that introduced in
Benelux in July makes do with 1Z?
Take the matter of non-tariff barriers and the need to
create European standards. Ve in the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy
have just been discussing the draft 1985 budget in
which there are certain items rc help promote the
internal market. \Iho were rhe treasury ministers in
the Finance Council who cut back these budget items?
Had they any idea whar they were doing?
Finally, we have rhe Commission programme for con-
solidating the internal market, published in June, and
comprising some 100 plus measures. The Commission
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says if they were all adopted within the next 18
months, they would constitutc a qualitative lcap for-
vard. So, who is guilty of blocking them?
The dme has come, Mr President, to name names. I
cdl on the Commission representative to publish a rys-
tematic table which will indicarc against each proposal
which Member State is making the objcction, and even
bctrcr, which national ministcr or national cMl servant.
is making the objection. Then we will have idcntified
the few hundrcd men or women in the bureaucracies
of our nltional governments who are actually creating
the low investment, the low economic growth and the
high unemployment which we all deplore.
I wish the Council represenative could reply to it. I
call on the Commission rc reply in their stead.
Mr Chaboche (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, honoura-
ble Members, at the end of September 1984, there
were 127 million unemployed in the EEC. This was
an increase of 300 000 people over the end of August,
pushing the unemployment rarc up from ll0/o to
11.30/0. On the other side of the Atlantic, the opposite
- 
to within a few thousand people 
- 
occurred.
If we are to understand what is happening in Europe,
we only need to look to the USA, just as the Ameri-
cans look m Europe for a better idea of what is hap-
pening in their country. This is because the similarities
and analogies of our socio-political rystems mean we
are reciprocal units of measurement. 'We see thaq
although the economy is rccovering well in the USA, it
is stagnating in Europe and, although unemployment
in the USA has dropped rc physiological levels, it is
constandy on the increase in Europe.
If we analyse the American cconomic recovery closely,
qIe can see that one of the essential facors is the dyna-
mism of the small and medium-sized enterprises. This
dynamism may go some way to explaining the appar-
ent contradiction between a drop in unemployment
and a parallel drop in the rate of inflation.
In Europe too, the main connecting tissue of the econ-
omy is a sector that is just as well developed 
- 
the
SMUs, although most of the time (and this is unlike
what happens in the USA) their scope is restrided by
structures which are currently keeping them more or
less within regional limits. So the SMUs do not have
what it takes to take a qualiative leap forward and
become competitive on the international market. The
ties that bind them,'I repeat, are of regional scope and
this prevents the exchange of technology with regions
that ire a long way away. This, among other things,
was what the final report on the SMU year said.
One thing it would be wrong to underestimate is the
fact that optimum economic integration means having
the same monemry system 
- 
and this calls for our
governmenc to show a firm will to reach a solution
whereby thc ECU can play its rightful part as a Euro-
Pean currency.
Mr SBitf, (S). 
- 
Mr President, in developing policics
for economic recovery it is obvious that we should
direct those policies to those people in greatest need
- 
in my counry the 4 million unemployed, the 5 mil-
lion disabled, the 7 rnillion living on supplementary
benefits, the 9 millionl pensioners and, in particular,
the l5 million children who die each year of starvadon
throughout this world of ours. The unemployed, for
example, must have thc opponuniry to use their talents
and creativiry at the urorkplace instead of the prcsent
situation where if solneone is fonunate enough to
obain a job, more of*n than not it is a menial, soul-
destroying job which in no way allows them to utilize
the talents which each tand every one of them have.
The Socialist Group also believes that working peoph
should have the right to determine their destiny at the
workplace. Their destiny should not be determincd by
the heads of a few muldnadonal companies whose
headquartcrs may be phousands of miles away in Illi-
nois or Detroit and who are accountable only rc their
shareholders. In reality what we are demanding as a
group is that working people be given the same oppor-
tunities as successive right-wing governmenr have
given their class over the past five years. The represen-
tatives of those right-wing governments in this House
today also continue to ignore the demands of those in
greatest need. In fact,,one of the reports states that the
answer to unemployment is even more unemployment.
'Vhat is meant by tlnat is that mass unemployment
drives wagcs down, makes firms more competitive and
therefore creates more employment. In my opinion
that is nonsense. In phe communiry in which I live
unemployment is nowl running at 400/0, but at the same
dme wage levels are some of the lowest in the United
Kingdom. In fact, we all know that unemployment is,
in realiry, caused by the kind of policies outlined in
many of our reports. fncreasingly, however, whether it
is the metalworkers ih Germany or the coalminers in
Britain, the workers arc safng that they are not will-
ing to allow their jobs and their communities rc be
crushed. i
Finally, in the meeting of the Comminee on Economic
and Moneary Affair$ and Industrial Policy the right-
wing memberc of that committee said that they wanted
a consensus on this r{atter.'V'e, as Socialists, say that
there can never be a donsensus with people whose pol-'
icies tell the unemployed, the hungry and the homeless
,that they have no ftiture. \7e will continue to bring
this maner to this Parliament until justice is done to
working people.
Mrt Oppcnheim (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I can
go along with some Of the critical comments made by
some colleagues reg4rding the fate to which this, in
the view of many, verv imponant debate has been con-
I
I
I
I
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tig-n9d. I very much hope that it will be possible to
hold another debarc on rhe same lines 
"t a iarc. sage,a more systematic debate, rc which perhaps a little
more atrcnrion may be devorcd.
Many points were raised today and a number also yes-
terday when the debate was opened. I will not taki up
the many commenrs made, bur will point out that it il
half a year since rhe plan for economic recovery was
adopted by the European Parliamenr, and we aie still
waiting for some initiatives, some effons on the pan of
both rhe Council and rhe Commission. It must not be
allowed to become a mere collection of words that we
can go on repeating in own countries about technical
barriers and rhe inrcrnal market. '$7e must be able to
go home and say thar some results can be achieved and
that we shall soon see some concrerc initiatives to do
funher work on. There is one point which has stayed
with me and which I would have explored more fully
had there been time, namely that it is nor without
reason rhat both the American and the Japanese mar-
kets have grown in relation to the European market.
Vhat do they do that we cannor do? In-that connec-
tion, I would draw your attention ro the findings of
some American economists, published this summer,
namely that rcchnical barriers to trade in the European
Community correspond to a tariff barrier of 1O-l2o/0.
That is something we should think about.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, I have just
one litde reservation regarding the allocation of speak-
ing time. The appendix ro rhe agenda stated that
speaking time for Thursday would be determined
later. But as far as I know this was nor done for today.
I should be glad if this were to be done in future.
Prcsident. 
- 
The groups decided on Vednesday how
speaking-time would be allocated. This has surily not
cscaped your arrention.
Mr P. Bcazlcy (ED). 
-'Mr President, may I ask youwhether we may be assured of an answer in our group
to- our oral quesrion rc rhe Council? I am appreciative
of the fact that somebody is taking notes anJ we spe-
cifically y/rotc our quesrion to the Council. Ve had
the quesdon available and were ready to speak at rhe
last sitting. In this panicular sitting we have had an
exremely bad hearing. In so far as my group, ar leasr
- 
and I am a joint author of this quesdon 
- 
consider
that this is probably one of the mo$ important subjects
that will come bcfore the House, we take z very
unhappy view of the fact that the senior representarive
is not present and, panicularly, the words spoken by
Mr Barry ar rhe starr of the debate are totally inade-
quate in my opinion and that of our group. Ve would,
therefore, ask your supporr to see thar at the begin-
ning of the next pan-session, if we cannot have it
tomorrow, we have full answers to the quesdons that
we have put down.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Beazley, the Council was aware of
the questions that have been put here and which are
the subject of this debate. The President-in-Office of
the Council expressed his position thereon in his
inroduction. It lies with you ro decide whether the
questions you havc pur have been answered or not. I
am afraid your head-shaking cannor go into the Min-
utes. In due course we shall have to discuss how the
Council answers or fails to answer the questions of our
Parliament.
Ladies and genrlemen, ar the close of rhis debate I
have a requesr for an early vote on four motions for
resolution. These are modons which are to be voted
on at the end of the debare on these oral quesrions.
This we have to decide today under Rule 42(5) of our
Rules of Procedure. I therefore propose thar we make
our decision in one single vote since the four moriohs
for resolutions concern the same subject. Besides this
is the usual procedure and I would therefore appre-
ciate it if you could agree. Do I have your agreemenr?
(Parliament agreed to. tbe reqnest)
The vote on the four motions for resolutions will take
place tomorrow morning at the end of the debate on
this item.l
(Tbe sitting uas closed at S p.*.)
I Docaments receioed 
- 
Agendz for next sitting: see Min-
utes.
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l. Approoal ofthe minutes
Prcsi&nt. 
- 
The Minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been disriburcd.
Are there any comments?
Mr Llburghs (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidcnq I request
that the Minutes record the procedure which resulted
in my being given yesterday, as a Member of this
Assembly, unjust treatment in the light of Rule 48(2)
of the Rules of Procedure. Vhat happened was that
the President asked those speakerc who had tabled a
motion for a resoludon whether they were prepared,
in view of the shortage of time, to renounce their
speaking-time. This Mrs Focke did, and the fact is
noted in point 16 of the Minutes; but my name is not
mendoned even though I was personally asked 
- 
and
I agreed 
- 
to do the same, despite the fact that I had
saved up my speaking-dme over the whole day and
Scientific and tecltnical interchange 
- 
Report
by Mr Miinch (Doc.2-796/84):
Mr Miincb; Mr Linkobr; Mr Seligman; Mr
Maher; Mr StaesS Mr Barke (Commission);
MrsDeMarch | . . .
Adjorrnment of the sesion
consequently had seven minutes at my disposal 
- 
two
minutes for myself, t{rree minutes for the non-attached
Members and three hinutes ceded to me by Mr van
Mien (this point was conveyed by him to the Presi-
dent). This is discrimination against a minority, and I
prorcst emphatically.
On three occasions I was given unjust treatment. First,
the Bureau of Padiament did not recognize the
urgency of my motion for a resolution, probably
because of my indivfidual point of view and the fact
that I belonged rc a minority. The others were
acceprcd.
Secondly, the motiqn was accepted by the House in
plenary sitting but wes put at the end of the list.
Thirdly, yesterday was the last straw. Despite the
atreement reached with the President, his successor
committed rwo erro]rs: first, he broke the atreement
by giving the flool to a number of speakers, and
secondly, he complercd 
- 
again in contravention of
the agreement 
- 
thc votint on the resolutions whilst I
had refrained fronf speaking for the sake of the
vorc...
President. 
- 
Mr Ulburghs, you are an observer at
enlarged Bureau rqcedngs, so you can make your
voice heard then. I cannot accept the case you are
making. My understanding and my observation,as a
3.
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Member of this House was that the occupant of the
Chair at the dme who made the ruling was quitc in
order.
Mr An&ews (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, with respect to
the previous speaker he was, I must say, waiting here
all day yesterday of speak and he did not ger an
opponuniry. I jusr wanted to make quick reference to
rhat.
Mr President, are there any sancdons on Members
who behave in a disorderly manner in this House and
thus bring the House into disrepute? It seems to me
that in the past three months we have had some of rhe
most astonishing displays of bad manners and discour-
tesy to the house from all sides of the Chamber. I
would like to suggesr rhat, at some stage, the presi-
denry should introduce,for the approval of the House,
an amendment to the Rules allowing for the inroduc-
tion of sanctions against Members who misbehave.
Funhermore, Mr President, yesrcrday we were sub-
jected rc a voting system that I believe 900/o of rhe
Members of this House did not undersand or could
not comprehend. I wonder if there is any possibiliry
that in future we may have some . . .
President. 
- 
I am sorry I have to intervene at this
point. I appreciate what you say, Mr Andrews. I fully
agree with you in your appeal to people nor m be dis-
courteous to the Chair. I appreciate the example you
have now given by sitting down.
Ve shall be following this matter up. The Bureau is
very concerned about the situadon as far as security
and all the other matters that have been referred to are
concerned.
Mr Glczos (S).- (GR) Mr President, I invoke your
authority as President and your sense of justice, to
allow me to say the following: Maners for urgent
debate are coyered by Parliament's Rules of Proce-
dure. These Rules, however, make no special provision
for extraordinary items. Despite this, yesterday some
Members referred to extraordinary items such as the
presence in Parliament of a person who,in their opi-
nion, was not welcome. Consequently, on a different
matrcr that is regarded as extraordinary and not
urgent, namely the death sentence on and execution of
the Turk Idir fulan by Evren's dictatorship, I should
be grateful if you were to tell me in what way I could
bring about its introduction to Parliament for debate.
Yesterday cenain colleagues were able ro tenerate
debates on subjects of interess ro rhem by concened
action, and I too would like to know how I may raise
the matter of his sentence for debate.
President. 
- 
I am sorry, bur that is not a point of
order. Under the Rules of this House every Member is
entitled to table resolutions. But they just cannot be
dragged up like this first thing before the actual sitting
gets under way. Everybody should be aware of the
proper procedure for tabling resolutions, erc.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Mr President, a point of informa-
tion in relation to the question raised by Mr Andrews
on securiry and disturbances in the House. Yesrcrday
there was a meeting between the new security group
which has been constituted by the President, and the
Quaestors, and cenain decisions were taken about
current problems. Moreover, funher measures are
being taken within the Rules to ensure that disturb-
ances of this kind do not take place again, but if they
do, there will be sancrions ro ensure that Members will
behave themselves.
Prcsident. 
- 
I take it, Mr Maher, that those decisions
will, at the earliest possible moment, be communicated
to the Members.
Mr Vclsh (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my name does not
appear on the list of those present yesterday, and as
your colleagues will confirm I think I was here for
most of the day, so could that be adjusted?
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr \7elsh, I would suggest that in future
you sign your name.
Ms Quin (S). 
- 
Mr President, I should like rc raise a
point of order concerning the use of time for the
urgent debate yesrcrday. There were several
announcements from the Chair which took up time,
there were many points of order, there was also a
great deal of time spent asking for a quorum. fu a
result of this many matr€rs that were urtenr were not
considered, including the Socialist Group resolution
on the regufees in the British Consulate in Durban.
Is there any way in which, when pan of the rhree
hours for urgent debate has been lost, extra time could
be made available later on; perhaps, for example,
today? It seems a piry, when this House has agreed to
take cenain topics as urtent matters, that they cannot
be discussed because of various disruptions and irrele-
vant business which comes before the House during
the time which is supposed to be devoted rc the rcpical
and urgent debate.
President. 
- 
I fully appreciate the views expressed by
Ms Quin. They were felt and, to a cenain exrenr,
expressed yesterday evening. But Vice-President See-
feld was in the Chair towards the end and extra rime
was in fact allowed to cover all of the time losr on
technical points raised during the debarc. I can assure
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thc House that a full three hours was given to the
actual debate on urgent topics yestcrday.l
(Parliameat approoed the minutes)
2. Economic recooety
Prcsidcnt" 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
joint debate on the oral questions on European econo-
mic recovery.2
Mr Chentcric (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the plan for economic recovery to
which we gave our approval in the last Parliament with
the repon by our colleague Fernand Herman is, as
various prominent people and evcn government lead-
ers have stated, the most valid plan for economic
recovery that is on the table for the momenl Conse-
quently, the Parliament is right to come back rc it in
order to draw it firmly to the attendon of both Coun-
cil and Commission.
All we can do is to repeat again and again what we
said so often during the recent electoral campaign. Ve
must stress, and keep on stressing, the need for a
coordinated and coherent plan of economic recovery
along the lines we had worked cut and draw attention
to the poins of primary imponance that we stressed in
that plan.
The first of these points, which I wish to sress once
more, concerns the abolition of internal frontiers. This
is a clear aim, and I was glad to hear that Mr Narjes is
prepared rc work for it too. During the first five yearc,
what we have to do is not just whitde down the obsm-
cles at the frontiers but make definite progress towards
abolishing the frontiers.
It has taken 27 years since the signing of the Treaty of
Rome for France and Germany, to take an example, to
announce their intention of doing away with cenain
customs formalities for travellerc crossing their com-
mon frontiers. Vith effect from I Januaqy 1985, half
of the Member Sutes will, in principle at least, be pro-
viding a uniform European passport. These are a few
modest signs of a movement towards abolishing fron-
ders, but we, as a European Communiry, cannot allow
another 2lyears to pass before our internal frontiers
arc finally abolished. That is the fim itcm in our list of
priorities for action.
The second, which is direcdy connccrcd, is indusrial
policy. An espace europeenne for indusry and research
is urgendy necded. This in itself should provide a
powerful impulse for new economic growth and also
For petitions, see the Minutcs of Preccedings of this sit-
ung.
Sec thc dcbatcs of Vcdncsday, 24 Octobcr 1984.
put the problem of eqploymcnt in a complctely differ-
ent light. 'V'e were alf gratified rc see that the agree-
ment on the Esprit prfgramme had come into force, a
programme which might well serve as a model for this
European 'economic $pace'; but we must all be aware
that we have to drar# up much more ambitious plans
and that a great deCl more in the way of financial
resources must bc made available for this purpose, for
the funds provided bf Member States for the coming
five years of this prolramme do not come anywhere
near the IBM budget for research and development in
1984 alone. Here, toog rapid progress must be made.
My third point concerns the reorganizadon and redis-
tribution of workingrtimc. This, too, must be prom-
oted by our Europe4n legislation, but unfonunately
we find that a numler or proposals concerning this
subject are lying on the table of the Council of Minis-
ters but never get discirssed.
Mr President, I will conclude with a reference to the
Commiwee for a Citizen's Europe, established at the
Fontainebleau Summit. I have to say that, unfonun-
ately, the places on this committee were filled with
officials 
- 
and preci$ely that kind of official who for
years has been inventing over-ingenious ways of creat-
ing new obstacles at the frontiers. I am afraid that with
that kind of membership we shall not have a Com-
mittee for a Citizents Europe but a Committee of
Europe against the citizens. Something must therefore
be urgendy done abor]rt it.
(Apphuse from oorionb bencbe s )
Mr P. Bcazlcy (ED)r 
- 
Mr President, the panicular
question I wish to ptrt to the Council now is about
what steps it has already taken and what steps it pro-
poses to take to mobilize the Communiq/s savings and
to provide the pumpfpriming capital to relaunch the
European economy. trt will be recalled that this propo-
sal formed part of thd Herman report.
The savings potentiaf of Europe is even greatcr than
that of the USA. Yet, because of the failure of the
Council to see its opionunities and translate them into
effective action, thes{ savings are, to an unacc€ptable
extent, being siphonfd off to fuel the US economy,
dominated as it is by abnormally high interests rates.
European savings and European capital must be free
to seek the most profitable marke6, but nowhere is the
need greater than i4 Europe and nowhere will'the
long-term return be lcner. The Council must imple-
ment this pre-invesqnent in the future in order to
relaunch the Europ(an economy on a sound Com-
muniry basis.
Ve must, of course, make much grearcr use of the
opportunities provided by the European Investment
Bank, which can be vpry considerably increased, to sti-
mulate the rclaunch lof rhe European economy. The
Herman repon callef for an increase in EIB loans of
I
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20 000m ECU over three years. It proposed that the
EIB should expand its group loans in collaboration
with national credit institutions to provide risk capital.
It funher called for the EIB ro issue European recov-
ery bonds to be sold directly to the people of the
Communiry.
'Vhat 
steps have been aken so far in these respects?
One should not imagine thar the European economy
will relaunch itself of its own accord. At presenr it is
much too fragmentcd, and the Council's leadership
lacks definite aims, precise projects and; most of all,
the necessary will and determination. Suitable Com-
muniry projects will catalyse additional large-scale pri-
vate inyestment to create long-term employment and
wealth-creating businesses. However, the European
economy is a large and complex piece of machinery. It
cannot be stancd with a few cranhs of a staning-han-
dle. It requires a powerful stafter moror to get it going
in the form of appropriate projects.
One such project is the Channel Tunnel, which I pre-
fer to call the 'Europa Tunnel'. This would provide a
treat stimulus to rhe steel and construction industries,
to engineering and dcsign and to job-creation. The
financc to construct such a tunnel can be supplied pri-
vately, but I should like to ask the Council whether it
is willing, as has been stated in the press, ro supporr
the guarantee. A 'Europa Tunnel' would lead rc the
creadon of a unified European transport sysrcm and
bind Britain both physically and prychologically to the
Communiry.
However, ure must also challenge the US and Japan in
many more indusries. !7e need a much larger aircraft
industry. Airbus Industrie has already shown that it
can bc successful and challenge the world monopoly
of the American aircraft industry. Ve must funher
devclop our defence aircrek products and, in pani-
cular, invest much more in space research, telecom-
municadons, bio-technological engineering, etc., from
which so many new industries will develop. Ve have
the science, the development capabiliry and the prod-
uction skills. The Council lacks the will, the ortan-
ization, the courage and the confidence. Vhen will she
Council accept this challenge?
Mr RogdL. (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, some myster-
ious stroke of managerial genius must be responsible
for the fact that this dcbate, largely concerned as it is
u'ith the citizen's Europe and our responsibilides
towards these citizens, is taking place at a momenr
when regrettably few citizens are listening from the
visitors' gallery. That is my first wor{r and I would
point out that not only Mr Chanterie but also, yesrcr-
day, my friend and comrade, Llewellyn Smith, drew
attention to these citizens 
- 
that is, the workers, rhe
underprivileged citizens who suffer from life's disad-
vantages and hope to gain something from closer
cooperation in Europe.
My secon point is that I am less worried by the fact
that during this debate the Council benches are once
more empsy: that is one of the customs we have to get
used to. I count on our friends from the press and tele-
vision m report on this debate.
Thirdly, before I come to an instance which I would
like to describe to you as a convincing illusration of
our backwardness in keeping our promises, I should
like you to look at a litde barrier I have put up here,
which is in the position that should be normal in this
Communiry 
- 
that is to say, a barrier that is opcn. the
only places where we sdll need barriers in this Com-
muniry are level-crossings. By way of demonstration
material I have also brought a notice like those still to
be found everywhere at our internal frontiers, where
they serve to separate citizens from one another and
prevent them from moving freely, and I hope that
none of my colleagues and also no one from the
Bureau will think that . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Rogalla, you have mlde your point.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, may I add
that a meeting of the enlarged Bureau, which you
unfonunately did not attend, discussed the interprea-
tion of Rule 70 
- 
a question which might conceivably
be raised in this connection 
- 
and it vas pointed out
that we in this Parliament also have to make use of vis-
ual means to bring home our problems.
President. 
- 
Mr Rogalla, I accept that. In actual fact
you iue wearing the material, so there is no problem.
(Laughter)
Mr Rogdla (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenq on 9 March
of this year, during the campaign for the European
elections, Mr H., a lawyer, coming from Germany,
arrived at the Dutch frontier-station on the motorway
near Aachen-Heerlen. He intended to attcnd an
international conference in Anrwerp. He describes
what then happeened as follows:
'A male frontier official inspectcd my identiry docu-
ment and checked my personal dctails in a concealed
brown box. He then asked me where I was travelling
to. I asked him why he wanted to know, since I, as an
EEC cidzen, was entirely covered by the regulations
concerning freedom of movement. The official ins-
isted, and so on and so forth. After waiting some rime,
I was approached by a s/oman frontier official, who
asked me once more for my desdnation. As I refused
once again to reply, she told me ro Bo back inrc rhe
Federal Republic (we were on Durch tgrritory); there I
could make a complaint, and so on and so fonh.'
The lawyer refused to give way. Aftcr waidng a short
while, he was referred to a gentleman behind a glass
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panel, who rcld him peremptorily that he was either to
declare his destination forthwith or to return to the
Federal Republic. After prolonged discussion, during
vhich the lawyer pointed out the lcgal position, the
official reaction was finally, Ve'll see what we're
allowed to ask you and what we are not!'
I dare say many of you have experienced thc same sort
of thing.
'Vhcn the question came up as to what should be
done, the official asked suddenly how much money
the lawyer had with him in cash. The latter, having
replied that he had five marhs in cash, was rcld that he
was obliged by Dutch law to carry at least 30 Durch
guilders; he could not be allowed in, and would have
to return rc the Federal Republic. The information
that he had valid Yisa' credit-cards and also cheques
vith him was of no avail.
Finally, a written correspondence *'ith the Dutch
authorities culminated in a reply from the Dutch
Secretary of State 
- 
not, of course, personally but
introduced with the formula:
(NL) The Secretary for Justice, on behalf of the
Secretary of State, through the head of the Directo-
rate for Foreignerc' Affairs.
(DE) That makes four levels of authority for dealing
with the man in the street. Vhat lends especial
pigquancy to the whole affair, however, is the follow-
ing sentence:
(NL) The fact that the official concerned the while
kept his hand on his pistol is endrely the result of habit
and is assuredly not to be understood as a means of
indmidation.
(DE) That, being interpreted, means: the man didn't
ratde his sabre but gripped it as a matter of habit.
In this, the rwenry-sixth year of the Communiq/s
existence, we find that fire-arms are still used at inter-
nal frontiers. 
- 
Not on this, but on other occasions.
There are reports in the newspapers. Vho can do
something here to bring us further along the road?
The Commission does its best, but the steel and auto-
mobile workers of Bochum or Vesphalia or . . .
Prcsident. 
- 
You have gone four minutes over your
speaking-time.
Mr Rogdla (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, last night I
deliberately pointed out that I intended rc use Mr
Mattina's speaking-time in order to obviate interrup-
dons of this kind during my speech today. I am sorry,
but I think I have another minurc.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
V.ry well. I have no difficulry in conced-
ing that extra minute.
Mr Rogdla (S).- @E) I want€d rc ask, is it really
necessary to have inci{ents such as this, which demon-
srarc our backwardiless in achieving freedom of
movement and applfrlg civil rights and privileges anc-
hored in the Treatics since 1958, to turn back the
wheel of history and say, protress has proved impossi-
ble, we want to go back 151 years 
- 
in the Federal
Republic, that would mean going back to the Customs
Union 
- 
and carry oyr burdening our cconomy with
srangling restrictions.i, I hope not. Rather I trust that
all of you, and you i1 panicular, Mr President, will
jdin me in stcpping up the pressure for a workers' and
citizens' Europe, so thrt we really gct some results.
Prcsident. 
- 
Thank ypu, Mr Rogalla. I want rc apol-
ogize:I had wrong figpres.
Mrs van den Hcuvcl (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, for
the House's informatipn may I say that I myself have
drawn the attention of the Dutch Minister of Justice
to the case just descrihed by Mr Rogalla. I am waiting
for his reply.
Mr Kilby (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my observations
start from the baseline that the principal reason for the
high levels of unemployment in the European Com-
muniry is the fact that the Communiry has become
progressively less cor4petitive over the last rcn years.
This decline in competitiveness has led to a fall in our
share of world markets; it has also led rc increased
penetration of the fi,uropean market by non-EEC
coun[ries, notably Japan, with whom our ever-grow-
ing trade deficit has now reached alarming propor-
tions. Our free-trade $ysrcm here gives our people the
freedom to purchase form whatever source of supply
they prefer. It is a democratic philosophy which has
also taught us some very sharp lessons. It has taught us
that many of our products, goods and services are no
longer competitive when measured against world com-
petidon. So I address myself to the unemployment
problem not from a viewpoint which seels the solution
by introducing work-sharing or other social schemes,
however superficially lattractive they may appear, but
rather from the pragrpatic standpoint which asks the
basic question: if Eurqpe has become progressively less
competitive, then what do we need to do to improve
that competitive position? That would also persuade
our people to purchase European products, goods and
seflnces.
There is a solution: I believe we should clearly identify
the capial projects which come within the authority of
this Parliament and twhich would help to make us
competitive. The implementation of suih cost-benefi-
cial schemes would stimulare demand and reduce
unemployment. I shall be working with my group in
our respective committees to idendfy those projects,
for this, I believe, is the best and most effective way
for this Parliament tq reduce the unacceptably high
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levels of unemployment which are of great concern ro
us all.
Mr Mavros (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, there is no
doubt that Europe is passing through a greaa and pro-
tracted crisis which has resulted in 15 million unem-
ployed, as every speaker in the House has stressed.
They have also emphasized 
- 
and rhis point is more
imponant still 
- 
that a very high proponion of the
unemployed are less than 25 years of age, in other
words that unemployment is panicularly affecting the
young.
It has also been stressed that such is not the case eirher
in America or in Japan. The Europe of the Ten is ail-
ing, and radical changes are needed. The Treary that
created the Communiry 30 years ago in Rome has
remained unmodified, whereas enofinous economic,
social and even culrural changes have taken place. Ve
have a budget of the order of 30 billion dollars, of
which wo-thirds are absorbed by agriculture and of
these three-quaners by buner, milk and beef. Mr
President,we should feel ashamed that we hold vast
stores of milk and butter while children in the Third
Vorld are dying of hunger.
European economic recovery can under no circum-
stances take place within the narrow framework of the
ten Member States of rhe Community. Ve live in an
age of close economic interdependence, and economic
prosperiry can only be uniform and indivisible.
The solution ro Europe's problem is to open up
towards the Third Vorld, which is the greatest marker
for European products. !7hat is needed is a European
Marshall plan, which would help the economic recov-
ery of industrial and developing counrries alike.
Above all, Europe musr undeftake to strive for the
healing of the Third Vorld economies. At this dme
the Third Vorld is plunged in debt ro rhe rune of
800 billion dollars, vhich it is paying off with interest
ar the rarc of 140 billion dollars a year. !/e have to
consider how the Third Vorld can be healed, since it
is the great market for European products. Only in
this way can recovery be achieved. All that has been
attempted wirhin the narrow framework of the Ten
has failed, and all of us who speak for this movement
lament the failures in quesrion.
(Applausefron the bercbes of tbe Socialist Groap)
Mrs Van Rooy (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, complainm are made only rco readily
in Europe about the high exchange-rare of the dollar,
which is keepingt interesr-rates in Europe high and so
acting as a brake on economic recovery. This reproach
may to some exrcnr be justified, but it sdll sounds
pretry hypocrirical so long as we in Europe make no
effon to launch what is the most imponant means of
revitalizing the European economy 
- 
that is to say,
achieving a common market. Thar this fine phrase
'common market' still has little meaning is proved
daily by the long queues of lories waiting at the fron-
tiers berween EEC countries. Delays at the frontier,
rcgether with all rhe fuss and bother with papers,
mean a loss to business of thousands of millions of
ECU every year.
This was illustrated once more by Mr von \7ogau at
the beginning of this debate. In my counrry, the Neth-
erlands, alone, this means another 5 000 million guild-
ers, or roughly 2 000m ECU, thrown away this year.
Doing away with delays at frontiers is an effectual way
of relieving business of some of its burdens, and rhese
reliefs can lead to new investments without funher
loading national budgets.
Despite repeated calls from governmenr leaders to give
high priority ro strengthening the internal market, the
results are still unsadsfacory. Recently, however,
there have been some encouraging signs. Happily, Mr
Delors has already declared rhat, as the new President
of the Commission, he inrcnds togive first prioriry to
the internal market. The Council has adopted some 15
rcchnical directives, the mosr imponant thing being
the introduction in principle of a single document. Ve
shall not, however, be content unril the final decision
is made and the single document really simplifies
things. This means limiting the number of data
required, and the yardstick musr be nor rhe largest
number desirable but rhe minimum number necessary.
This should be digested above all by the statistical
authorities of the Member Sates.
Technically, the document musr be so drawn up that it
is of some real practical use. This applies panicularly
to small and medium-sized enterprises. Moreover, the
single document musr really be a single document in
that national authorities will not be given the oppor-
tuniry to start once more requiring all kinds of supple-
mentary documents.
I should like to ask the Commision whether they are
doing anything about the offer made by some big
chemical firms to try out the single document for the
purpose of gathering experience and tracking down
faults in the rystem. I would point out that not too
much should be expected of the single document with
regard to reducing delays at the frontiers, since these
delays are primarily due to the handling of VAT. My
group therefore much regrets that negotiations on the
draft of the Fourteenth VAT Directive have come to a
standstill and that the United Kingdom now even
wan$ to rurn rhe clock back.
The removal from frontiers of VAT paymenr points is
in fact of much grearcr imponance for internal trade
than the single document. I therefore urge the Com-
mission to do everything possible to prevenr any fur-
ther delays with rhe Founeenth VAT Directive. This
directive is, in my opinion, a resr case that will show
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vhat value is m be attached to Member States' fine
wonds about suengthening the internal market.
Finally, a brief remark on the examination of personal
documents at inrcrnal fronders. This is, of course,
pre-cminently the sphere in which somethint has to be
done when people talk about a citizens' Europe. There
are a number of cases where bilateral steps have been
taken to reduce frontier inspections, and this can only
be a source of satisfacdon. At the same time, however,
we find a development in the opposite direcdon: the
installation of electronic equipment for checking pur-
poses at frontier-posts acually makes the business of
inspection yet more sophisdcated, as, for example,
with the collection of duties that are outstanding. It
goes without saying that the citizen will not be too
happy about Europe if frontier crossing-points are
turned by the national authorities into debt-collecting
agencies. This is not the function of frontier-posts.
(Apphuse fion oaious benches )
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Ve shall now vorc on the four motions for resolutions
to wind up the debate.
Motion for a resolution by Mr Klepsch and otfiers, on
bchdf of thc Group of the Europcan Peoplc's Party,
Mr Roge[+ on bchdf of thc Socidist Group, and Sir
Fred C,athcrwood and ottcrs, on behatfof the
Europcu Democratic Group, on proposals for
Europcen cconomic recovery (Doc 2-t19lt4)
Expknations ofoote
Mr Boaaccini (COM). 
- 
(m I feel that our position
was made abundantly clear in the speech that I made
yestcrday evening on bchalf of my group. Vhile the
modons for resolutions before us might be faulted in
pans for being somewhat one-sided, we shall never-
theless vorc for them in order rc bring about a
broadly-based agreement in this Parliament that can
enable us to bring some influence to bear on the pres-
ent situation. Nonetheless we shall be abstaining on
one of these motions for a. resolution because of its
cxcessive one-sidedness, even in relation to the others.
IVIr Crssidy (EDl, in afiting. 
- 
f,,u16ps'5 problem is
plain to see. Berween 1973 and 1983, the EEC lost
3 million jobs. In the same ten years, the USA gained
15 million jobs. The cost of financing shis loss of
employment in the European Communiry has meant
an increase in the public-sector share of gross domes-
tic product from 32.1o/o a 58.50/o in the rwelve years
berween 1960 and l982.In the USA it increased from
27.8o/o w 35.50/o in the same period.
There appears rc be a general consensus in Europe on
unemploymenuThe inflexibilides of the labour markct
and the shared assumptions about job protcction mean
that all ten Member $tates have legislation which has
the fine intention of protecting those in jobs. Unfor-
tunarcly, this legislatign also has the effect of keeping
out of jobs those who hre currently unemployed.
It has been calculated phat the Communiry would need
an economic growth-1ate of berween 60/o and 70/o pcr
year to increase the rfumber of employed persons by
lo/0.
The seeds of Europe'$ present crisis were sown in the
period of the energy crisis l0 years ato' At that time
Europe should have been united and have invested to
safeguard the future. Instead, all rcn Member States
opted for the maximr.rm consumption, financing the
increased cost of enelrgy with inflation, each country
pursuing its own solwions without coordination with
its neighbourc. This sacrifice of future prospects for
present comfon has led to the current situation in
'Europe, 
where two ufiifying factors are predominant:
economic decline and unemployment. That is the es-
sence of the challenge facing the Communiry today.
(Parliament adopted the motionfor a resolution)
Mr Pettcrson (ED). 
- 
I regret that the Socialist
Group have not giWn an explanaiion of vote. Mr
Rogalla signed the flotion on behalf of the Socialist
Group and they then fote against it.
(Latgbter)
oo*
Motion for a rcsolutiop by Mr Dc Vrics and ottcrc, on
bchdf of thc Libcral and Dcmocratic Group, on thc
plen for Europceo cccinomic rrcovcty (Doc. 2-t55l8{)
Adopted
ooo
Motion for a resolutidn by Mr dc h Mdlne and Mr
Mdu4 on behdf of ttc Group of the Europcen Dcmo-
cretic Alliencc, on thclplen for Europceo economic
recovcry (Du,. 2-t57 I t+l Adopted.
ooo
Motion for a resolution by MrArndt, onbchdf of the
Socidist Group, on cdonomic and monetary questions
(Doc. 2-t55lt 4l Rejected
*r+
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3. Scientific and technical intercbange
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr
Miinch, on behalf of the Commitree on Energy,
Research and Technolog:y, on the proposal from ilie
Commission ro the Council (Doc. l-251/84
COM(84) 215 final) for a decision adopting a plan to
stimulate European cooperation and scientific and
technical interchange, I 985- I 98 8 (D oc. 2-7 96 18 4).
IVIr Miinch (PPE), rdpporterlr. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, in many debates in this House,
it has already been pointed out rhat in various fields of
technological research and practical innovation the
USA and Japan have ovenaken Europe and forced it
out of its leading position on the world marker in
imponant advanced technologies.
This is not because rhe srate'of research in Europe,
generally speaking, is bad; indeed, here there is no
reason to be too pessimistic, for there is adequatc
potential in comparison with the USA and Japan. The
real reason for our backwardness and our loss of lead-
ing positions is that in the counrries of the European
Community too much research is being undenaken at
the national level and too little ar the Communiry
level. Research projects undenaken by individuil
states are not, of course, bad in themselves, but as a
rule they have narrower limits than those undenaken
by a number of countries roterher,yrhich have a Eree-
ter or wider effect. The presenr unsarisfacbry sirua-
tion should nor, however, merely be a subject for com-
plaint, panicularly as complaints have nothing to do
with practical or serious politics: it should be felt as a
challenge.
This means thar the research potenrial already avail-
able can be better coordinated by appropriate Com-
muniry measures and put to berrcr use. '$7e musr pre-
vent any funher loss of grey cells, which is irreparable
and in the long run has disastrous consequences, and
instcad promore and intensify concefted Communiry
proiects.
Vith its proposed plan for stimulating European coop-
eration and sciendfic and technical exchange over rhe
year 1985-1988, the Commission has made an impor-
tant and constructive conribution ro progress in this
field. Its fundamental aims have already been debarcd
and approved by large majorities on rhe basis of
Mr Linkohr's reporr on rhe problems and prospects of
a common research poliry and Mr Markopoulos's
report on the adoption of an experimental Communiry
acdon to stimularc rhe efficacy of the Communiq/s
sciendfic and technical porcntial. In addition, I was
gratified rc learn a few weeks ago that Mr Jacques
Delors, the designated President of the new Commis-
sion, had stated at a meeting of the enlarged Bureau at
the beginning of this month rhat one of the Com-
muniq/s primary aims for the next few years must be
to rtispond to the technological challenge, thus entircly
echoing our own views.
The principal aims of the programmes now pur before
us are seen by the Committee on Energy, Research
an{ Technology ro lie, 
. 
first, in making good, by
means of specific Communiry measures,rhe decline in
the competitiveness of European research and,
secondly, in creating a sciendfic and rcchnical espace
er.ropilenfle and a coherent Community reseirch
policy, since only concerted acdon can promote [he
organization of European research and also its effi-
ciency in the widest sense.
These aims can be approached by the following
means, as set fonh in the main lines of the pro-
Sramme:
l. by creating the conditions necessary for enhancing
the mobiliry and flexibility of research-workers;
2. by creating condirions favourable to the develop-
ment of cooperation among different research
teams on an international scale;
3. by supponing and promoting the training and
professional inrcgration (including advanced
training and reinrcgration) of young researchers I
4. by esablishing appropriate links bem/een basic
and applied research;
5. by ensuring that such exchanges are not confined
rc the research staff of universiry departments and
the like, but are extended ro cover research labor-
atories and depanments in industry;
6. by ensuring that there is no division by sectors in
primary research, even if sectoral research action
programmes are ro be supponed;
7. by keeping ,hi, progr".me open ro extension to
include cogntries ourside rhe European Com-
munity and also, be it said, outside Europe;
8. by regular conrinuarion, development and also
revision of the programme. Here the European
. 
Parliamenr musr be regularly kept informed in
order that it can deliver its opinion on cach pro-
posed revision.
These views have been incorporarcd by rhe Committce
on Energy, Research and Technology in the cwo
amendmenr to the Commission's draft and also in the
motion for a resoludon. All rhese, indeed the entire
report, received the committee's unanimous support.
I must add rhat I consider it imponapt rhat research
depanmenr in both the academic and the industrial
world be given full informadon about this programme.
Moreover, the nadonal governmenqs, as Mr von
'Vogau said in the debate the day b4fore yesrerday,
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must be prepared to give up certain favourite habits of
theirc and instead develop the political energy and
conviction necessary to remove existing obstacles and
not only support the programme but also supplement
it with a number of contextual measures.
I therefore appeal urgently to the Council not to
deletc or to cut the resources we wish to see made
available for promoting research, for such a reaction,
in view of the present severiry of the struggle for com-
petition in the field of innovative research, would be a
deplorable step of great political significance.
This programme can be no more than a first step in the
right direction, but it is an imponant step, without
which we cannot emerge 
- 
as emerge we must 
-from our present sluggish state in order to proceed to
funher energetic measures in the medium and long
term. Cenain extensions into dre sphere of the natural
sciences and also the incorporation of sociological
fields are as conceivable as they are desirable.
For all these reasons, I ask the House rc adopt the
report and so make an imponant contribudon towards
facilitating the free movement and exchange of
research workers. Only by determined progress in this
field can we survive the challenge to the European
Communiry 
- 
a challenge which we have to take, and
indeed are resolved to take, very seriously.
(Apphuse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
hesidcnt
Mr Linkohr (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the programme just presenrcd by Mr
Mtinch is in my view one of the most interesting that
we have had to discuss here in the last few years, for it
heads straight for an offensive research policy, and this
is what we want in the European Communiry.To be
precise, what we are lacking in the Communiry is not
so much the money 
- 
we know that we spend
roughly as much per capita as the United States or
Japah 
- 
as a single espdce euroPeennefor research, the
possibiliry for Frenchmen, Italians, Britons and Belgi-
ans to work together in the same research [eam, as
Europeans and not just in national laboratories. This is
the purpose of this programme, so enable researchers
rc work rcgether in teams across the frontiers. I con-
sider this an excellent idea, and would urge national
authorities down rc the level of the governments of the
Itnder, for example, in the Federal Republic to
improve upon this scheme, perhaps by initiatives of
their own, so that in a few years' dme what we have
always been aiming for is a realiry 
- 
European
research as a single organizational entity.
This programme wo{ld exert an even biggcr and
wider appeal if it were lto be extended from the natural
sciences to the field of the humanities, and this for a
very simple reason: in the third industrial revolution,
r,e are concerned not pnly with building a faster com-
puter than the Japanese but with finding an answer to
the question how we are to live in this new sociery.
That is the central, cultural question that Europe faces
mday. How do we wa0t to live in the coming decades?
This question has rc bc directed not only to the scien-
dsts but to other thihkers as well. Ve must work
together 
- 
sociologists, philosophers, historians,
scientists and technicians. I should therefore be thank-
ful if this programme could serve to bring all the dis-
ciplines together. Vhat we need is not a division into
single disciplines, but a symbiosis of the various
branches of study into an entirety of natural and spiri-
tual sciences.
I welcome this programme, and lle as a group shall
vorc for it.
Mr Scligman (ED). t- Mr President, the Munch
report is an excellent ,rePort on this vital matter, and
we certainly support tlre amendments that he has put
forward on behalf of the commiue. Ve also support
Mr Ford's amendmCnt, which is very imponant.
Unfonunately, he is oot here to promote his amend-
ment, but there is no doubt that Europe falls behind
the United States and Japan as regards effective
research and the restlt of research in the form of
parcnrc per expenditure on research.
Research is one of the prime areas for Communiry
cooperation. As Mr Mtinch said this morning, nation-
alism in research is our problem. If we are to the
advantage of-scale from the common market 
- 
and
the advantage of scale is the fundamental economic
reason for the common market 
- 
we must use our
scarce resources in scientists more efficiently. \7e
should look at the USA and say, why are they more
efficient and more effecdve in their research results?
Ve should compare with them the obstacles to
research that we have.
In the Unircd States, they have no language problem,
for instance, as an obftacle to mobiliry. They have no
tax problem as an ob$tacle to mobility. That is why I
support practical step$ to make it easier for scientists
to be mobile.
Since Mr Ford has drot read out his amendment. I
would like to do so. He says we must also have mea-
sures with regard to doubie taxation, pension rights
resettlement gran6, financial assistance for family vis-
its, etc. to minimize the barriers to free movement of
young scientists. I think that is a very practical amend-
ment. I would add that we should add facilities for ele-
menrary language training. I know scientists have their
own international language when they get down to
technicalities, but I am sure many are put off by lack
of elementary linguistic knowledge in daily life.
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Also, the other thing that is needed is better communi-
cation of jobs in this area 
- 
jobs available and jobs
wanted. I am sure a lot of scientists do not even think
of moving because they do nor knoy/ the opponunities
are there.
But, of course, all this costs money and the opinion of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Industrial Policy on the Mtinch repon highlights
the fact that with 40m ECU, only one-half of 1olo of
European scientists could panake in this scheme. I do
not think that is enough. It is no good half baking this
scheme, because it is vital for economic revival. It is
vital for the competitivity of industry. European indus-
ry is miles behind in information technology, biotech-
nology, space and other rcchnologies. These indusries
are short of specialist scientists. That is why mobiliry
of the scientists we have is vital. Nor has industry
heard about this research stimuladon programme. I
have never heard it mendoned outside our own circle.
Industrialists do not seem to know much about it. So,
v/e must make sure that there are more financial
resources available to publicize this programme and
make sure that scientists know that there are these
opponunities.
In fact, out of 509 applications for the pilot pro-
tramme 
- 
and that is not very much 
- 
only 78 were
acceptcd. If the demand is so difficult to meet, this
scheme is not going to get off the ground and appli-
cants will be discouraged not only by failing in their
application, but also because of the dme they have to
wait to have their application considered.
Nevenheless, I agree with Dr Mtinch that this is one
of the most imponant fields for Community action
and financial support if we are to catch up with the
USA and Japan.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Mr President, I too suppon the
report presented by Mr Mtinch. I would say that a
people that falls behind in research must inevitably fall
behind in economic and social development. I think
both things go hand in hand. I believe our aim in
Europe should be not merely to catch up with the US
and Japan but to be ahead of them. That ought rc be
our tar8et,
For instance, we have some institutions which are
doing fairly useful work. Ve have a European institu-
tion in Dublin, the Institute for Living and \Torking
Conditions. I believe that some of the work rhis insti-
tute does is quite useful. Much of it is not of very grear
relevance to the European peoples; but should we not
consider convening or orientating this institute more
towards research that would be really valuable and
useful to the peoples of Europe? If that were the case,
the insdturc might no longer be as it is at the moment
under severe financial pressure; indeed, we may find
ourselves in the situation where we are paying the staff
and there is no money to provide work for them to do.
This would be a ridiculous situadon. I think we should
look at this institute and see whether we can give them
research work to do. They are a European institute
and they could bc doing a lot of useful research in this
general area of living and working conditions, because
we do want rc point clearly at the kind of Europe, the
kind of countries we want in the decades ahead of us.
That would be a progressive step to take; otherwise, in
my view, that institute is going to become less and less
relevant. I do not think that is very sensible either.
I would also point to a very practical field where I
believe a united effon on the pan of the research
organizations of the various member countries could
be useful, and that is the whole question of using a
resource which providence has so bountifully given to
us, which is not given to peoples in other pans of the
world, and that is our fenile land. Ve have great areas
of very fenile land in Europe. Ve have a suitable cli-
mate for using that land in various ways, whether for
food production, the production of forests or biomass,
and yet the only problem v/e seem to be faced with is
how we can lessen the output from that land, how we
can depress production. Could we not take a more
positive attitude towards it? Could we not bring
together the research organizations that are working
in this field in the various counries, though mainly
independently of one another, and bee whether we
could use this land in a better way? Is there not some
new way in which we could use this wonderful
resource that the Lord has given us rc offer more of
the products that people need? Could we look at areas
where we already have surpluses, for instance, and
make new use of these surpluses? Is there another use
for milk? It is a problem for us at the moment. It is
coming out through our ears, because we do not yet
know how to use it other than in the traditional ways,
and so on.
Here are whole areas where Europe might be giving a
lead. But it will not give that lead while research
organizations work independently of one another.
There is no category where we find more prima don-
nas than we do in research. Every little research
organization thinks: 'Ve must do our own work. It is
very imponant that we should do it our own way.' We
in Europe should cut through that, get rid of these
prima donnas, say: 'Ycs, there will be resources made
available provided rhat you work together, make the
best possible use of the resources and the best possible
use of the brain-pbwer that you have' and bring them
together. In my view, that could well hold the key to
the future of Europe. !7e often discuss other ques-
tions. The internal markeq for instance, is very impor-
tant and so are all these other questions. However,
unless we can find new roads ahead, new ways to
make progress, then in my view we shall still be talking
in 20 years' dme about catching up with the USA and
Japan. Let us not catch up but let us get ahead of the
USA and Japan, and let people in America and Japan
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20 years from now be standing up and askirg: 'How
cen r,e carch up with Europe?'
\
(Apphrse)
Mr Stacs (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it goes with-
out saying that every effon that lcads to treater coor-
dination and cooperation and helps to avoid overlap-
ping, unnecessary work and useless expenditure of
capital can only be welcomed. On the other hand,
when we look at the subjects that are actually des-
cribcd in Mr Miinch's report, we find that a number of
imponant sectors are, in our view, missing. 
- 
And
that is not only our view: another committee has
pointcd out that social and environmenal questions
are ignored. On that we are agreed, but as far as we
are concerned it goes further than that.
On the other hand again, I am deeply disturbtd, Mr
President, by the eternal argument 
- 
if we can call it
that 
- 
about Europe's capaciry for compedng with
Japan and the United States. I pm beginning to get
sick and dred of this argumenr I know its pretry
imponant, in this connecdon as well; it isn't that I
want to ignore it, but it's beginning to be too much of
a good thing, I fear. !7hen people talk about scientific
research and rcchnology, that means to me something
rather different from the merc question of commercial
competition: I would have thought that fundamental
scientific research deserrred in principle to be regarded
as something ouaide the commercial sphere.
If you listcn closely to what research-workers at our
universities say, you find that one of their biggest
complaints is precisely that when it comes to a crisis
they arg pracrically forced to put their fundamental
research on one side and devorc themselves to com-
mercial research for private invesrcrs.
All this prompr me to raise two questions in connec-
tion with this repon. Firct, what priorities have been
fixed, what is the policy behind the granting of aid for
all these projects, what political vision is all this based
on? Secondly, and finally, what guarantees do we have
that the aid that is granted, the effons we make and
the progress in scientific rcsearch that will undoubr-
edly result will not be applied in the military sector?
\7e all know that about 500/o of scientific research
finds a miliary application in one way or another,
dircctly or indirectly. I have seen nothing about this
either in the repon, and I should like to have this point
clarified.
In the meantime, I shall ask my troup to absain in rhe
vote on this item.
Mr Burkc, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, as is customary it gives me pleasure on behalf of
the Commission to pay panicular tribute to the
thoroughness and the rapidiry with which the com-
mittee's rappofteur, Prgfessor Miinch, discharged his
task and to the undc{standing and the construcdve
attitude displayed by qh. committee. In a very short
time ir is clear that a remarkable effon in terms of
examination and analysis has been undenaken. I feel
that this bears witness to the serious interest which
Parliament has always displayed in the stimulation act-
ion, and this is of irnmense encouratement to the
Commission in pursui{rg the course of action it has
chosen.
fu Professor Munch has stressed in his repon on our
proposal, the decline in the competitivness of Euro-
pean research, whicl is currently perceived and
deplored everywhere, must be regarded and accepted
as a challenge to thelCommuniq/s capabilities and
research potential.
The Communiry stimulation action takes its essence
from a careful analysis of ways of meeting the chal-
lenge and its form from the highly successful experi-
mental phase of the acdon over the past rwo years.
The proposal now befpre Parliament builds upon the
lessons of the experimbnal phase and recommends a
carefully calculated expansion in the scope of the ac-
ion so that it can respond to the extent of demand
already expressed by Europe's scientists and involve a
significant number of them.
In bringing forward a mature and well-tested plan of
this kind, the Commissfon feels it is going a considera-
ble way towards fulfilling one of the major goals of
the framework programme for Communiry science
and technology 
- 
that is, to improve the efficacy of
Europe's scientific andrrcchnical potential. The frame-
work programme remains at the core of the Commis-
sion's aspir3tions for Communiry science, and its sig-
nificance has been cqnfirmed by the Council and
indeed by this Parliament. The stimulation action
must, therefore, be sebn as a pivotal element in the
Communiry's existing tnd undoubted scientific pot€n-
tial for the benefit of all.
In its consideration of the Commission's proposal, the
Council has recognized the imponance of having con-
tinuity in the stimuladion action and thus in briefly
anticipating the formal end of the experimental phase
by working towards a f,anuary 1985 stan. In so doing
in February this year they paid panicular tribute to the
successful launching of the experimental phase.
The proposed plan has incorporated the imponant les-
sons to be learned frorfr experience at this experimen-
tal phase and was draiwn up in consultation with the
Committee for European Development of Science and
Technology, which gave the Commission invaluable
assistance in launching and running the action.
The objectives of the plan are to encourage the mobil-
ity of researchers, collaboration between research
teams and the career ptospecm of young scientists. The
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Commission's hope is that in rhis way it will become
easier for European science to respond quickly to the
new and changing needs and for appropriate speciali-
zations to be developed in fields where there are, or
are likely rc be, inadequarc human resources.
Mr President, whilst once again expressing the Com-
mission's appreciation of the approach to this question
by the Committee on Energy, Research and Technol-
ogy, I should like to mention the various amendments
to the Council decision that the rappofteur has pro-
posed. The Commission finds these constructive and
helpful, and since they effeoively improve rhe propo-
sal, we are more than happy to accept them.
I should like also, on behalf of the Commission, ro
indicate that in relatiop to Parliament's Amendmenrs
Nos I and 2, I can accept these. I take no posirion on
Amendment No 3, except to indicate that perhaps an
enumeration list might be incomplete and, secondly,
because expectations once created may nor easily be
tulfilled.
I would like to tell the House, however, that the Com-
mission is aware of the imponance of the social secur-
iry aspeca to mobility, and these aspec$ have also
been stressed at a recent conference of research minis-
ters organized by the Council of Europe.
Once again, Mr President, thanking the Parliament
for its help on this matrer, I stress and accept the
imponance and take note of all the points made by the
various speakers.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Exphnation ofvote
Mrs Dc March (COM), drafisman of the opinion of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Indutial Policy (in uiting) 
- 
(FR) The plan to sti-
mulate cooperadon and scientific and technical inrcr-
change that has been put before us by the Commission
is an attempt to get to grips with an underlying weak-
ness of research in Europe namely, the inadequacy of
communication berween scientific institutes and of
cooperation berween laboratories and universities, as
well as the differences in scientific training and in
research systems.
In the opinion of which I have the honour to be the
draftsman, our Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and Industrial Policy expressed its entire
agreement with the objecdves of this plan. An initial
assessment of the 1983-1984 experimental programme
showcd the enormous interest that the plan had
aroused amontst research workers, because 5 000
requesm for information were received between July
1983 and September 1984. Of these applications for
financial suppon, 609 were declared admissible, but
only 78 of them were acceprcd by the Commission.
Our committee would point out that this number
needs to be considerably increased. The financial
package envisaged for the next rwo years is of the
order of 35 million ECU, but 90 million would be
needed in order to cater f.or l0/o of Europe's research
workers, that is to say 4 000 research workers.
Our committee also believes it is imponant that this
multisectoral plan should rante over all areas of scien-
tific research and that it should therefore include in
the list of areas covered the social sciences and the sci-
ences related to the protection of the environment.
Finally, we express our concern that the results of this
scientific and technical cooperation should benefit pri-
marily European ihdustriy and not the Unircd Starcs
or Japan, with whom we are engaged in a neck-and-
neck race as far as indusrial development is con-
cerned. How does the Corrmission see itself getting to
grips straight away with this question of linking up
cooperation in research with the avenues that this
would open up in the matter of industrial cooperation?
In the light of all these considerations, therefore, we
support this stimulation plan, which is along the right
lines namely, shose of a Community anxious to strent-
then its industrial employment potential and its econo-
mic development.
( Parliament adopted the resolution )
4. Adjownment of tbe session
President. 
- 
I declare rhe session of the European
Parliament adjourned. I
(The silting closed at 10.25 a.n.)
I For items relating to declarations entered in the register
under Rule 49, forwarding of resolutions adopted during
the sitting, and the dates of rhe nexr pan-session, see the
Minutes.
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